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PREF\rF.

Tm work :.,a ^.. i (o tbo public conUina,

as iU title indiofttat, u. -jstanoe of laetunt de-

lirerod for tome yoMi in the UiiiTently of Dublin

to the cttndidatee for metheiiMitieel honotv of the

fint year in arts; «nd mppoeee, eeordingly, «

pferioiis aegimintMiee only with the fint nx boolu

of the Ekmente of Euclid, end with jml that

amoont of the prinetplea of Elementary' Algebra

emential to an intoUigent euiieeption of the natare

of aigna, and of the mwning and uio of tlio ordi-

nary aymbob of operation and quantity.

The acknowledged want of a ayatemalie traeliae

on Modem Klementaiy Geooietiyy adapted to the

reqairemenli of atndeoti vnaoqiiainted with the

higher prooeawM of Algebrmio Analyaiay which of

late yean haTO been applied ao aneoeaifolly to the

ertenrion of geometrical knowledge^ has indooed the

anther to oome forward with the preaent attempt

to 8iq>ply the defieiency. The only eiiating work

of the same natare in the Engliah language with

which he ia aognainted, the " Prindplea of Bfodcru

Geometry,** of the lato lamented Dr, Mulcahy,
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published in the year 1852, being now confessedly

behind the present state of the subject; and the

only other work of the same nature in any language

with which he is acquainted, the elaborate and

masterly ''Traits de G^om^trie Sup6rieure" of the^

justly celebrated M. Chasles, published in the same

year, having become so scarce as to be now

hardly attainable at any price.

Though designed mainly for the instruction of

students of the comparatively limited mathematical

knowledge generally possessed at the transition from

school to university life, and arranged with special

reference to the existing course of mathematical

instruction in the University of Dublin, the author

has spared no pains to render the work as gene-

rally interesting and instructive as the extent of

his subject admitted. The order adopted, though

framed on the basis of an existing arrangement,

appeared as natural as any other he could have

substituted for it; the principles established have

been considered in all the generality, and stated

with all the freedom from ambiguity, of which

they appeared to him susceptible; and the demon-

strations submitted, which are to a considerable

extent original, have been presented as directly

referred to ultimate principles, and as completely

disencumbered of unessential details, as he was

capable of rendering them.
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PREFACE. Til

To the second of the works above referred to,

the " Traite do G6om^trio Sup^rieuro" of M. Chasles,

the autlior is indebted for many important sugges-

tions in the advanced chapters of tho work; in

those especially on the Theories of Anharmouic

Section, Homographio Division, Involution, &c., of

which its illustrious author was virtually the origi-

nator as well as tho nomcnclator, it will be at once

seen that he has profited largely by the resultit

so ably developed in tho corresponding chapters of

that elaborate work, while at tho same time he

can in no sense bo regarded as the mere copyist

of any of its contents.

To the Board of Trinity College tlio best thanks

of tho author aro duo for the liberal assistance

they have given towards defraying tho expenses of

the work.

TsnrtTT CoixBOB, Dcblik,

ISM.

A2
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THE MODERN GEOMETRY OF THE

POINT, LINE, AND CIRCLE.

i

CHAPTER L

ON THE DOUBLE ACCBFTAIIOlf OF OEOMETRICAL TBRM8.

1. Geometrical propontions refer either to the compara-

tive magnitudes of geometrical quantities^ as in the propositions

:

" Rectangle under sum and difference = difference of squares,"

*' Square of sum + square of differenoe » twice sain of tqiiarea,"

&c., or to the relative position* of geometrical fgwreSy as in the

propositions: ^'AU points equidistant from the same point lie

on the same circle/* *' All lines equidistant from the same point

touch the same circle," &e. Hence the modem division of tho

science of Geometry into the two departments of Qeometry cf
viatjuitxide or quantity and Qeometry of position or fyure re-

spectively.

2. The ordinary tenns of Geometry arc, with few excep-

tions, employed in double acceptations with reference to these

two departments, and denote sometimes maffnitudes and some-

times fgures ; the familiar term " line," for instance, denoting

sometimes the IndcHnitc figure so denominated extending to

|,
infinity in both directions and sometimes the distance from ono

point to another ; the equally familiar terra " angle," ag^in

denoting sometimes the complete figure formed by two inde-

finite lines extending to infinity in both directions and some-

times the inclination of one line to another. The ambiguity

5^
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arising from this duality of application rarely, if ever, causes

any inconvenience or confusion, as the sense in which geo-

metrical terms are employed is generally apparent from the

context in which they occur, as for instance in the expressions

:

"points of bisection of a line," "lines of bisection of an

angle," &c,

3. The literal symbols also by which geometrical figures of

all kinds are wont to be represented, are employed occasionally

in a similar duality of application with reference to the two

departments of geometry ; thus if A and B represent two points,

AB represents indifferently the indefinite line passing through

both and the linear interval between them. If A and B repre-

sent two lines, AB represents indifferently the unique point

common to both and the angular interval between them. If

A and B represent one a point and the other a line, AB re-

presents indifferently the indefinite line passing through the

former at right angles to the latter, and the perpendicular in-

terval between them; for the reason already stated the ambi-

guity arising from this duality of application rarely, if ever,

causes any inconvenience or confusion in practice.

4. Of the two different ways in which linear and angular

magnitudes are alike ordinarily represented, viz. by the two

letters which represent their extreme points or lines, or by
a single letter denoting the number of linear or angular units

they contain; the latter or unUiteral notation is generally the

more convenient when magmtude only need be attended to, as

in the familiar instance of the triangle in which the three sides

are ordinarily represented by the three small letters a, i, c,

and the tlircc respectively opposite angles by the three corre-

sponding capitals yl, i?, C, a notation than which nothing could

be more convenient; but the former or htliteral notation is,

on the contrary, the more convenient, when, as is often the

case, direction as well as magnitude has to be taken into

account, which under the biliteral notation may.be indicated,

in a manner at once simple and expressive, merely by the

order m which Uic two letters are written, AB naturally re-

pretentlng the segment, or the angle, or the perpendicular
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intercepted between the two points, or the two lines, or the

point and lino, A and B considered as mearared in the direc-

tion from A to B^ and BA the same lament, or angle, or

perpendicular considered as measured in the opposite direction

from B id A'^ this mode of distinction we sh^ have frequent

occasion to employ in the se^uol.

5. When a geometrical magnitude of any kind is repro-

sented or said to bo represented, as it often is, by a nvmher^

or by a letter regarded as the representative of a number, it

is always to be remembered that what is meant by such number
or represaitatire letter is the ratio the magnitude bears to

some other magnitude of the tame kind, given or assumed

arbitrarily, but not either evanescent or infinite, to which it if

implicitly, if not expressly, referred as a standard, and which

is called the unit of that particular kind of magnitude, because

that when the compared and standard magnitudes are equal,

the number representing the former is then unity. The given

or assumed unit of any particular kind of magnitude may have

theoretically any finite value, as, whatever it is, it always dis-

appears whenever diflferent magnitudes of the same kind are

compared with each other, tiidr relative magnitudes, or ratios

to each other, being of course independent of the arbitrary

standard by which their absolute values may happen to be

estimated; it is thus, and thus only, that magnitudes other

than abstract numbers become subjects <^ ealeuhxtiony the

proper and only subjects of which are mmi^s and numbers

alone.

6. With respect to the three species of geometrical magni-

tude, lengthy areOj and volume^ it is to be observed that as

the magnitudes themselves are not all independent of each

other, but on the contrary vary simultaneously according to

known laws, their three units consequently are never all arbi-

trary together^ but are always made to correspond to each other

according to the same laws of simultaneous variation in a

manner at once obvious and natural ; areas and volumes vary-

ing, ceteris panbus, as the squares and as the cubes respec-

tively of the lengths on which they depend, the unit of area

b2
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accordingly ia always the square and the unit of volume the

cube of the unit of length ; the latter, however, or more gene-

rally some one of the three, being arbitrary ; it is for this reason

that we are justified in asserting the area of a parallelogram

and the volume of a parallclopiped to be equal in abstract

numbers to the products of their two and of their three dimen-

aioDB respectively, and similarly of other areas and volumes

as having the same necessary and known connection with the

lengths on which they depend.

7. With respect to the only remaining species of geome-

trical magnitude, viz. inclination^ as no connection exists between

it and any of the other three, its unit is therefore at once

arbitrary and independent of any of theirs; any finite angle,

consequently, may be given or assumed at pleasure, considered

as the angular unit, and all other angles estimated by the

numbers, integer or fractional, of such units contained in them

;

and this accordingly is what is done in Astronomy, Geography,

Navigation, Geodesy, &c., and in other practical applications of

Greometry where angles are ordinarily estimated by the numbers

o( degree*^ minutes y and seconds, &c. which they contain.

Theoretically considered, the most convenient unit of angular

measure as well in Geometry as in the science which treats more

especially of angles and their relations, is the angle which from
the centre of a circle subtends an arc = the radius, and which,

as all circles are similar figures, is consequently unique, because

in reference to it as unit the numerical value of any angle is

simply the ratio oftlie subtending arc to the radius in any circle

described round the vertex as centre, a value simpler than for

any other unit. Practically considered, however, this unit has

the twofold disadvantage ; firstly, of being so large that angles

of ordinary magnitude, if referred to it, must be expressed as

fractions ; and, secondly, of not being a sub-multiple of, or even

oommensorable with, four right angles, the exact divisions and
Mb-divisioDS of which are of such importance in all practical

Mbjecta.

8. As in Arithmetic the third proportional tc any number
and nnity is termed the rtciprooal of the number, so in Geo-
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nietry the third proportional to any magnitude and the unit,

whatever it be, to which it Lb referred, is termed the rcctprocal

of the ma^iitude.

By taking the reciprocal of the reciprocal, as thos defined,

cither of a magnitude or number, we evidently get back again

the original magnitude or number. Hence the reason why
magnitudes or numbers so related are termed reeiproealB to

each other, the process by which either produces the other

always reciprocally reprododiig itself finom the other.

The product of the extremes bmng equal to the square of

the mean in every proportion of three terms, the product of

every pair of nnmbm reciprocals to each other « 1, and that

of every pair of magnitudea of aoy kind reciprocals to each

other K the square of the common unit, whatever it be, to

which they are referred; and, convenely, if the product of

two numbers « 1, or the product of two magnitodes of any

kind a the square of the unit to which they are referred, such

uuiiibers or magnitudes are reciprocals to each other.

When two ratios a : b and c : </ are reciprocals to each

other, the four component magnitudes o, &, c, d!, whatever

be their nature, are evidently ** reciprocally proportional*' in

Euclid's meaning of the phrase. (£uc vi. 14, 15, IG).

9. As in Arithmetic the nombers nolAimg and infimitjf are

reciprocals to each other| each being evidently the third propor-

tional to the other and amfJmUB tmmher^ so in Geometry «t»fies-

eent and injimte values of any kind of magnitude are always

reciprocals to each other, uthalever he the abtoluie valtie of the

unit to tchidi they are referrtd^ each being evidently the third

proportional to the other and any jinUe wdue of the same kind

of magnitude.

llie rectangle under two linear magnitudes, reciprocals to

each other, being constant and » the square of the imit, what-

ever it be, to which they are referred. The reader, familiar

with the Second Book of Euclid, may take as exereises in its

principles the four following problems: ^ Given the euntj diffe-

rence^ $um of squareSf oTj difference of equares^ of two linear

moffnitudee reciprocale to each other to a given unity to determine

the magnitudes.*^
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10. There are several constructions by which pairs of reci-

procals in linear magnitudes may be simultaneously determined,

of which the following is perhaps the simplest

:

Round any one of the four comers G of any equilateral

parallelogram ABCD the common length of whose four sides

= the linear unit, let an indefinite line XY ha conceived to

revolve intersecting the two sides AD and BD opposite to G
in two variable points X and F; the intercepts AX and BY
between the two points of meeting and the two comers A
and B adjacent to C are always reciprocals to each other.

For, by similar triangles X4 (7 and GBY^

AX: AG=BC: BY or AX.BY=AG.BG

in every position of the revolving line, and therefore, &c.

The parallelogram in the above need not be equilateral;

any parallelogram, the rectangle under whose adjacent sides

CA.CB= the square of the linear unit, would obviously do

as well.

11. In case it should be desirable to have the simultaneous

reciprocals AX and BY measured on the same in place of on

different lines, the following modification of the above may
be employed for the purpose:

Hound the vertex C of any isosceles triangle ACB, the
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common length of whose sides => the Unear unit, let two inde-

finite lines CX and CY inclined to each other at a constant

angle equal to either base angle of the triangle be conceived

to revolve intersecting the base ^i? in two variable points

X and Y] the intercepts AX and BY between the two points

of meeting and the two extremities of the base AB^ for which

the three angles CAX^ CBYy and JTOl' are of the same affeo-

tion ; that is, all three acote (fig. a) or all throe obtuse (fig. 0)
are always reciprocals to each other.

This is obviouslj identical with the preeeding eonatniction

modified by turning the onit line CB roond C^ bringing with

it the two indefinite lines BY and CY ontil the former coin-

cides with AXy and the same demonstration, word for word,

and letter for letter, applies indifiercntlj to cither.

Since during the revolution of the constant angle XCY its

acnte and obtuse regions alternately oomprebend the intercept

XYj should any doubt exist in any particular position as to how
the two points X and Y mtreipond to the two A and B in

measuring the redprocak AX and BY, it will be at once

settled by rememberingi as above stated, (see the figures of

the original as well as of the modified eoostmetion which have

been drawn to correspond) that the angles CAX and CBY
must be always of the same afifection with XCY,

If the vertical angle of the isosceles triangle ACB were

nothing, its imit sides CA and CB would coincide and be

perpendicular to XY] the constant revolving angle XCY
would be right in every position ; the two reciprocals AX and

BY would be measured fiiom a common origin, and the ambi-

guity adverted to above would not exist : in the corresponding

case of the original construction the lozenge ABOD would

evidently bo a square.

12. The following, however, is the most convenient con-

struction for the simultaneous dctcnnination of pairs of conter-

minous reciprocals upon any given indefinite line BiN^ inasmuch

as by it they may be determined at pleasure either In similar

or in opposite directions tcom any given common origin 0.

Drawing arbitrarily from the common origin in any

similar or opposite directions, according as the directions of the
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reciprocals are to be similar or opposite, any two lengths OP

and OQy the rectangle under which OP.OQ= the square of

the linear unit. Every circle passing through their two ex-

tremities P and Q intersects the given line MN in two points

X and Y whose distances from are always reciprocals to

each other.

For, Euc. III. 35, 36, OX.OY=OP.OQj whatever be the

circle, and therefore, &c.

The above three methods have all the common advantage

of allowing to both reciprocals every range of magnitude from

nothing to infinity, and of shewing very clearly how the pas-

sage of either through nothing or infinity is accompanied by the

simultaneous passage of the other through infinity or nothing,

whatever, in any case, be the absolute value of the unit to

which they are referred, provided only it be finite.

13. Geometrical magnitudes of every kind, when compared

with others of the same kind, present in their evanescent and

infinite states some anomalous peculiarities, to which, as con-

stantly occurring in geometrical investigation, we proceed to

call early attention.

The product of an evanescent or of an infinite with any
finite magnitude and the ratio of an evanescent or of an in-

finite to any fiuitc magnitude being necessarily evanescent or

infinite, when therefore two geometrical magnitudes of any
kind have ani/ finite product or ratio, one necessarily becomes
infinite as the other vanishes, and conversely, in the former

caWi and both vanish or become infinite together in the latter

case; hence, as in abstract numbers the product of with oo

or of « with 0, and the ratio of to or of oo to oo is

pUinly WK^efermtiiale, so in geometrical magnitudes of every
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kind, the product of an eraneioeDt with an infinite or of an

infinite with an evanescent magnitude, and the ratio of an

evanescent to an evanescent or of an infinite to an infinite

magnitude, conndered in the tUtthraet^ is also indeterminate;

though in every particular instance in which either product

or ratio actually arises it has generally some particnlar definite

value determinable and to be determined finom oonaderation

of the particular drcomstaaoet mider which it arises; as, for

instance, if the product or ratio were amttami in the general

and therefore in every particnlar state of the magnitodes.

14. The ratio of two magnitudes of any kind, oonmdered

in the abstract, being thus indeterminate when the magnitudes

are both either evanescent or infinite, it follows therefore that

the two critena of equedihf between two magnitudes of the

same kind when compared with each other, via. that 1*. thetr

ratio = 1, and 3*. their difference «0, each of which necessarily

involves the other so long as the magnitudes are finite, do not

involve each other when the magnitodes are either evaneeeent

or infinite, for while the differeooe between two evanescent

magnitudes is always 0, their ratio, as above shewn, may
have any value -i or not « 1, and while the ratio of two infinite

magnitudes may be and often is * i^ their difference, as may
be eanly shewn, may have any value » or not > 0.

15. The following oscful example may be taken as an

illustration of the preceding observation

:

The ratio of the dittance$ of a point P tU injinitjf from

€Mtf two points A and B not at infinity i» altoayt equal to unity^

though their difference may (Eoc. I. 20) have any value from
nothing to the interval AJS,

For, whatever be the position of P, whether at or not at

infinity, or on or not on the lino AB^ since (Euc I. 20) PA
differs from PB by a quantity not exceeding ABj therefore

PA : PB differs from PB : PBy or 1, by a quantity not ex-

ceeding AB : PB^ which quantity = 0, whatever be the length

of AB whether evanescent or finite, when PB=:<Xj that is,

when P is any where at infinity whether on or not on the

Ibe AB.
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In the particular case when the two points A and B co-

incide, then for every position of P, whether at infinity or

not, the two criteria of equality PA: PB- 1, and PA^PB=0
evidently hold, except only for the point A =B itself, for which

the ratio assumes the indeterminate form : 0, and, therefore,

(13) may have any value as well as 1. This particular case

often occurs in geometrical investigations, and whenever it

does its peculiarity must always be attended to.

In the general case when A and B do not coincide, for

every point P on the indefinite line bisecting internally at

right angles the interval ABj whether at infinity or not,

both criteria of equality PA: PB=-lj and PA ^PB=0, hold

without any exception, while for a point P not on that line

PA - PB is never = 0, and PA : PB is therefore = 1 only

when P is at infinity.

In the general case again, for every point P on the in-

definite line AB itself, whether at infinity or not, PA '- PB,

except only for the finite interval between A and Bj haa

(Euc. I. 20) the greatest possible value AB^ and therefore

for points external to that interval PA : PB= 1 only when P
is at infinity, in which position it is consequently termed tfte

point of external bisection of the segment AB. Hence we
see that

—

The point of external bisection of any finite segment of a line

ia the point at which the line intersects infinity^ and conversely^

the point at tchich a line intersects inanity is the point of eay

temal bisection of any finite segment of the line.

In the particular case when the segment is evanescent,

then, as already stated, every point on the line, except only

that at which the extremities coincide, is indifierently a point

of external bisection of the segment.

16. Admitting that any number of lines passing through

* common point divide similarly (Euc. VI. 10) any two parallel

HiMt in the ratio of their distances from the point, and that,

flOnrenely, any number of linea dividing any two parallel lines

•imiUrly in any ratio pass through a common point whose

dttttncea from the parallels are in that ratio; the following

ery important, but at first sight somewhat paradoxical, con-
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elusion respecting points at infinitj, remits immediately from

the general property of the preceding article, tis.—
Every tjfttem of Unet pamimg lAnw^A a common fomt at

titjinity u a tyttem of paaraOel Imm; ami cowwrarfjf, 99enf

tyttem of parallel lines is a tyttem of Imm patamg tkron»gk a
common point at infinity.

For, conceiving any two parallel lines L and L' drawn

arbitrarily intersecting the eotune tTBtem of linea, in eitiier case,

in two systems of points A^ B^ C^ D, &e, and A\ B'^ C, Z^, &c,
then rinoe, in the furmer oaae, the sereral linea AA\ BB\
CO'f DDy &c pass, by hypotbeas, tkroogb a oommoo point Of

therefore, (Euc. vi. 4)

AB: A'B'^AU ; AC -^Alj : A i^ ^6ic»A0 :

ttnoe, by hypothesis, is at infinity (15) ; therefore AB^A'B\
AC^AC

J
ADmA'L^, &o.; and therefore (Eac i. 33)

BB", CC\ DDf &c are all panOlel to AA and to each other;

and since, in the latter case, the se%'cral lines AA^ BB\ CC\
DDf &c are, by hypothesis, parallel ; theref<w« (Euc i. 3i)

AB^AB, AC^AC, AD^AU, &e.; and, thercfora, n
AB. AB' ^ AOx AC ^ AD\ AD, &c, the sereral lines

BB\ CCf DDf &c all btersect AA at the same point O
(Euc. VI. 4) ; and as the oommoo ratio • 1 that point is

at infinity (15).

The above is but one of a multitude of argmnents for the

truth of a conclusion long placed beyond all question by the

simplest considerations of projection and perapoctive.

By a very slight modification Euclid*s excellent definition

of parallel lines, those, ria., ^ which lying in the same plane

never meet though indefinitely produced," might be made to

express the preceding most important and indeed fundamental

property of such lines without failing to convey at the same

time the notion intended by the original. The simple sub-

stitution of the two words until infinitely in place of the two

though indefinitely would manifestly effect this.

It is evident from the above that the position of a point

at infinity botli determines and is determined by the direction

of any line passing through it.
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17. If a variable line be conceived to revolve continuously

in one direction round a fixed point and to intersect in every

position a fixed line not passing through the point; the point

of intersection evidently traverses continuously in one direction

the entire fixed line in the course of each complete semi-

revolution of the variable line; approaches to infinity in the

direction of its motion as the latter approaches to a position

of parallelism with the former ; reaches infinity as that position

is attained ; and emerges again from infinity from the opposite

direction when that position is passed ; from this and from many

other considerations geometers have long satisfied themselves that

The two opposite directions of every line^ not itself at infinity^

are to he regarded^ not as reaching infinity at two different and

opposite points^ hut as running into each other and meeting at

a single point at infinity.

Hence the propriety of the expression "point of external

bisection" of any finite segment of a line (15).

Paradoxical as the above conclusion may appear when first

stated, the grounds confirmatory of it are so numerous and

varied that any early hesitation in admitting its legitimacy

is generally very rapidly got over.

18. If the centre of a variable circle touching a fixed line at

a fixed point be conceived to traverse continuously in one direc-

tion the entire circuit (17) of the orthogonal line passing through

the point, starting from and returning to the point through

infinity (Euc. in. 19). The circle itself evidently commences

from evanescence with the commencement of the motion ; ex-

pands continuously at the side of the line corresponding to its

direction during the first half of the circuit; opens out into

the lino itself as infinity is reached; contracts continuously

at the opposite side of the line during the second half of the

circuit ; and, terminates in evanesence with the completion

of the motion. Hence, and from many other considerations,

it appears tliat

—

Evrry point iiot at infinity may be regarded as a circle of
tmmKtnt radius whose centre ia the point; and every line not

al infinity tu a circU of infinite radius tchose centre is the point

at infiuiiy in the direction orthogonal to the line (16).
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Tn the g^roetiy of the point, line, and circle, therefore

the point and line are the Umitiiig forms of the circle in tho

extreme cases of its radios being eTaoesoeot and infinite.

19. If a varialilc lliif Ix' consi^liTVil to rtvolvo continuouslj

in one direction round a fixed jKilnt, and to inteniect in every

position a fixed circle passing throogh the point, the Tariable

point of intcraeeticMi eTidently trarenes oontinoonslj in one

direction the entire dreomference of the drcle in the ooorse

of each complete semi-revolution of the line; and, on its way
every time, approaches to, reaches, and passes thronf^ the fixed

point as the line approadies to, reaches, and passes throogh the

particolar poution tn wkieh U u a tangent to tke circle ai tMat

pond. Hence, and from innomerable other considerations, it

i^ipears that

—

Wkm the two points of intenediom of a line and circle eo-

weide^ tke line and drde tomdk iMt the point of eoineiimtee.

And generally that

—

When two point* of intereediom of any two fgwree eoimeide^

the fffvree ihemeelvee lomeh ai the point of eoinioidmee.

This, indeed, as fondamentally correct in conception and

invariably simple in application, might be ntade the formal

criterion of contact in elementary, as it is in advanced, geo-

metry; and from it the several known properties reelecting

the contact of circles with lines and with each other, established

in the Tliird Book of Eoclid and elsewhere, might be easily

shewn to be mere corollaries from more general properties

respecting their intersection, dedocod by nmply introdocing

into the latter the particular supposition of coincidence be-

tween their two, in general separate, points of intersection.

A few examples will shew this more deariy.

Ex. 1**. A Hme and eireU or two eireU$ hammg eontmei at mtjf point

can nevtr mwtt egain eitAer bjf eomtaet or mter$9el»m. (Eue. III. 13 uid 16.)

For they can never under any drcumttsDCM meet at all in mort than

two poinU (Euc. UI. 2 and 10); which property being true in gtnoralf

whataver be the interval between the points, is ther^/brt true m Me
fartimhr eaw where the interval aO; that is, when the figures touch.

Ex. 3**. At 9vorjf point en a eireU the tamgmt %$ porptndieular to tho

raditu, (Eue. III. 18.)
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Let P be the point, XY any line passing through it, Q the other

point in \rhich XY meets the circle, and OP
and OQ the radii to P and Q; then, what-

evtr b« the interval PQ, since the triangle

POQ is always isosceles, the two external

angles OPX and OQY are always equal (Euc.

I. 6) ; they are therefore equal in the particular

0040 when Q coincides with P, and therefore

OQ with OP, and therefore the angle OQY
with the angle OPY, in that case, therefore,

the angles OPX and OPY are equal; and, therefore, (Euc. I. def. 11) the

radius OP is perpendicular to the tangent XY.

Ex. 3°. At every point on a circle the angles made by any chord with

the tangent are equal to the angles in the alternate segments, (Euc. ill. 32).

Let P be the point, PR the chord, XY any line passing through P,

Q the other point in which XY meets the

circle, S any arbitrary point on the circle, and

SP, SQ, SR the lines connecting it with

P, Q, R, then, whatever be the interval PQ,

the angles RPY and RSQ being in the same

segment are always equal (Euc. ill. 21); they

are therefore equal in the particular case when

Q coincides with P, and therefore SQ with SP,

and therefore the angle RSQ with the angle

JtSP, in thai case therefore the angles RPY and RSP are equal, that is,

the angle the chord PR makes with the tangent XY is equal to the angle

in the alternate segment PSR.

Ex. 4°. IVhen two circles touch, externally or internally, the line joining

their centres passes through the point of contact and is perpendicular to the

tine touching both at that point, (Euc. III. 11 and 12).

IM PQR and PQS bo any two intersecting circles, P and Q their
two poinU of intenecUon, A and R their two centres, and XY the in-
daSaita lis* pMatng through P and Q; then, on account of the two isosceles

tliM^ PAQ nd PSQ formed by connccUng A and B with P and Q,
Ikt liM .^^ ooanTting their TerUces .4 and P always both bisecU and
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is perpendicular to their comaon base PQ (Eac ni. 3) } tad thb htiag

aboaya true in geoerd, wIiateTer be the leogth of PQ, b tAtn/brt true

M fAe partiaUar earn when that length - 0, that it, when the two points

P and Q eoindda, bat when they do, their niiddl* point / ooincidea with

both, the two eirdes toneh, eztaranUy or iatwaaUj, at the point of

eoiiMideaoe, and the indefinite line XY Umdiaa both at that point.

In every application of the abore method, one preeaotton,

obMTved it wiU bo perocivod in each of the aboTe illoitratiye

examples, is inrariably to be attended to. The anppositioQ

of coincidence between the two points of mtenection P and Q^
in which the contact of the figures ooosists, b meter to be

introduced until the more general propertj, independent of

the distance between them, has/rsi beat established.

20. As in the compound figure rmwsting of a line and
circle variable in relative pomtion with respect to each other,

the two points oommoo to both pass evidenHy from epanttion,

through coinctdence, to nmultanootis disappearance, or eon-

versely, as the distance of the line from the centre passes

from being <, through being *, to being > the radius of the

circle, or convenelj; so in the compound figure oonnatii^

of a point and circle variable in relative poution with reject

to each other, the two tangents common to both pass simiUrij

from separation, through coincidence, to simtiltaneons dis-

appearance, or convenelf, as the distance of the point from

the centre passes frt>m being >, throng being », to being <
the radius of the circle, or oonverselj. Uenoe, as in many
ways otherwise, it appears that

—

As every tangent to a circie or anj/ otAer Jigwre i» tke con-

neetor cf two coincident pointe on the drde or Jiffure^ and
ootnerweljfy eo every point on a circle or any other figwre ie the

intereeetion of two coitiddeni tangent* to the circle or figure^

and oonvereely.

In the applications of this, as of the preceding principle, of

which it is the correlative, the same precaution again is invariably

to be observed ; in investigating any property of a point on

a circle or any other figiupe regarded as the intersection of

two coincident tangents to the circle or figure, the supposition

of coincidence between the two tangents is never to be intro-
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duced until the more general property of the point of mter-

section of any two tangents, in which it is involved, has first

been established.

21. In the language of modem geometry every two points,

lines, or other similar elements of, or connected with, any

compound figure, which with change of relative position among

the constituents of the figure pass or are liable to pass, as

above described, from separation^ through coincidence^ to simul'

taneous disappearance^ or conversely, are termed contingent as

distinguished from permanent elements of the figure, and are

said to be real or imaginary according as they happen to he

apparent or non-apparent to sense or conception. Geometers of

course have not, nor do they profess to have, any conception of

the nature of contingent elements in their imaginary state, but

they find it preferable, on the grounds both of convenience

and accuracy, to regard and speak of them as imaginary

rather than as non-existent in that state: in the transition from

the real to the imaginary state, and conversely, contingent

elements pass invariably through coincidence, through which,

as above described, they always change state together.

In the geometry of the point, line, and circle, it is only

in figures involving, directly or indirectly, the latter in its

finite form, that contingent elements from their nature could

occur; in figures, however complicated, consisting of points

and lines only all elements not depending on the circle in its

finite form are invariably permanent.

22. When a line and figure of any kind intersect, the

angles between the line and the tangents to the figure at the

several points of intersection are termed the angles of inter-

section of the line and figure at the points ; when two figures

of any kind intersect, the angles between the tangents to

them at the several points of intersection are termed the angles

of intersection of the figures at the points; in the cases of

a line and circle and of two circles the angles of inter-

section at the two points of intersection being- evidently

eq[aal, each separately is called the angle of intersection of the
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^Vith retpeeC to the an^Id of intcneetion of a line and

circle it is evident that:

r. Every line pMnng tbruugb the ooatre of a orde tnter-

•cctB the circle at right angles; and cooTcnelj, every line

intersecting a circle at right angles passes through the centre

of the circle, (Euc. III. 18, 19).

S*. Every line dividing a circle into segments oontaining

any angle, intersects the circle al the angle b the segmeats;

and conversely, every line btemettng a ctrde at any angle

<livldcs the cbdo into legmeuto WHitaining the angle, (Eoo.

in. :Ji).

S*. A variable line whose distanee from a fixed point b
constant intsrwcts at a constant angle eroiy circle of which

the point is the centre.

And with respect to the angle of btenectioo [of two circlet

that:

I'. Every circle touching at either extremity any dia-

meter of another circle bteraects the other at right angles;

and conversely, tttrj drdo intersectbg another at ' right

angles touches at each pobt of bteisectioo a diameter of the

other.

S*. Every cirdc touching at either extremity any chord of

another cirde btcrsects the other at the angle b the s^;ments

determined by the chord; and conversely, every cirde inter-

secting another at any angle touches at each point of bter-

secti<m a diord dividing the other into segments oontaining

the angle.

8'. A variable circle of constant radius the distance of

whose centre from a fixed point is constant btersects at a

constant angle every drde of which the point is the centre.

A Ibe and drde, two cirdes, or any other two figures,

intersecting at right angles, are said to cut orthogonally^ or, as

it is sometimes termed, to be ortJkotemie,

23. In order to avoid the ambiguity as to which of the

two supplemental sngles, r^^arded as magnitudes, between

the two tangents at either point of btersection of two circlca

is to be r^^arded as the angle of bterscction of the circles,

c
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in cases in which it is necessary, as it often is, to distinguish

between them, the following convention has been agreed to

by geometers.

The radius being perpendicular to the tangent at every

point of a circle, and the two supplemental angles between any

two lines being equal to those between any two perpendiculars

to them, if from either point of intersection P or ^ (fig., Ex. 4°,

Art. 19) of the two circles, the two radii, PA and PB, or, QA
and QBj be drawn, one of the two supplemental angles between

the two tangents is equal to the internal and the other to the

external angle between the two radii; the former, APB or

AQBj is that which is considered as the angle of intersection

of the circles ; this is obviously tantamount to regarding that

angle as measured either from the convex circumference of

one circle to the concave circumference of the other; or, vice

versdj from the concave of one to the convex of the other;

but not either from the concave of one to the concave of

the other, or from the convex of one to the convex of the

other.

In accordance with this convention the angle of intersection

of two circles is to be regarded as acute, right, or obtuse,

according as the square of the distance between their centres

A and B is less than, equal to, or greater than the sum of

the squares of their radii AF and J5P, or AQ and BQ (Euc. ii.

12, 13); in the extreme case of the former when ^P= the

difference of the radii, that is, when the circles touch at the

same side of their common tangent, the angle of intersection

U to be regarded as =0; and in the extreme case of the

latter when ^5= the sum of the radii, that is, when the circles

touch at opposite sides of their common tangent, the angle

of intersection is to be regarded as = two right angles ; and,

for the same reason, generally, when any two figures touch,

tiieir angle of intersection at the point of contact is to be

r^^ardcd as "0, or = two right angles, according as they lie

at the same side or at opposite sides of their common tangent

at the point.

24. In every case of the comparison of two or more angles

regarded as magnitudes (2) it is to be remembered : 1'. That
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every two finite contermioouB lines determine two different

angular intervals of seiwration from each other, one exceeding

by OM much as the other fidls short of two right angles, and

having in the abstract equal claims to be n^;arded as lAs

angle between the lines; and, 2*. That erery two intenecting

indefinite lines determine two pain of opposite equiangular

r^ons, one exceeding, in angiUar interval of separation b»>

tween the determming linea, by as much as the otfier fidhi

short of a right angle, and having in the ab«tract equal claims

to be regarded as tAe angle between the lines. The twofold

source of ambiguity thus arising must always be attended to

in comparing angular magnitudes, as, whatever be the nature

of two compared angles, the greater interval for one oorre-

sponds often to the lesser for the other in the former case,

and the obtuse r^on for one oorre^nds often to the acute

for the other in the latter case ; and that even for angles nrnUat

as fgurety that is, whose sides, idietlier finite <Hr iadefimte, are

capable of simultaneous eoinddenoe. Wbensfer
,

thenfixv,

two angles different in position but similar in form, are said,

as they often are, to be eqval^ and when an an^ variable

in position but invariable in form b said, as it often is, to be

comttanty the terms so employed, though applicable properiy

to magnitudes only, are to be regarded as indicating the afore-

sud similarity or invariability of Jorrn^ rather dun absdute

equality or constancy of wi/ae, in sudi eases generally.

25. The two following examples, of repeated oocurrenoe

in the modem geometry of the circle, are important illustra-

tions of the preceding observations.

1*. A variabU point on the eiratmfermoe of a Jixed dreie

aubtenda a oongtant angle at any two Jixed pointt on the

circle,

2*. TTte eegment of a variable tangent interested between any

tiro Jlxed tangente to a drele mbtenda a eonatani angle at tke

centre of the circle.

To prove I'. Let be the centre of the circle, A and B
the two fixed points and P the variable point ; the angle APJi
is, according to the position of P, equal to half the less or greater

c2
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angular interval AOB, and therefore constant in the sense

above explained.

For, joining OAj OB^ OP, and producing the latter through

to meet the circle again at Q ; then, as in Euc. in. 21, 22, the

angles APO and BPO being the halves of the angles AOQ
and BOQ, the sura, or difference as the case may be, of the

former, that is the angle APB, =half the sum, or difference,

of the latter, that is, half the (less or greater) angle A OB)

and therefore &c.

To prove 2\ Let AC and BC be the two fixed tangents,

jry the segment of the variable tangent intercepted between

them, Q its point of contact, and 0, as before, the centre of

the circle; the angle XOY is, according to the position of XY^

equal to half the less or greater angular interval A OB, and

therefore constant in the sense above explained.

For, joining OJ, OB, 0Q\ then, Euc. ill. 17, ,the angles

XOQ and YOQ being the halves of the angles AOQ and

BOQ, the sum, or difference as the case may be, of the

former, that is, the angle A''Oi'=half the sura, or difference,

of the latter, that is half the (less or greater) angle AOB]
and therefore &c.

Now it is evident that it is as figures and not as magnitudes

(2) the two anglcfl APB and XOY are strictly speaking invari-

able ; for as the two points P and Q, on which their positions

d^Mod, tntTerse the entire circumference of the circle, their

magnitiidet in the positions indicated in fig. (7), in which they

are halves of the g^reatcr angular interval A OB, are evidently

tkt iupfiUmenUt of their magnitudes in the positions indicated
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in the figures (a) ai^ {0)^ in which thej are halves of the

lesser angular interval A OB] and so nniversallj in all cases

of t)i<; same nature, two finite oontenninous lines presenting

inditl'crently their greater and leaser angular intervals of

separation, and two indefinite intersecting lines their obtuse and

acote n^ons of figoroi when revolving through four right

angles.

In the particuUr cases when either the two fixed pointsA and

B or the two variable pmnts P and Q are diametrically oppoMte

pointii of the circle, the two constant angles APB and XOY
are always not only similar as figures but equal as magnitudes

;

for in the former case, whatever be the pomtions of P and Q^
the two pain of lines PA and P/?, OX and OY intcrMct

evidently at right angles, and therefore &c., and in the latter

caao (that represented in the figures), whatever be the positions

of A and i7, the two pairs of lines PA and OJT, PB and OY
are evidently parallels, and therefore &c.
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE DOUBLE GENERATION OF GEOMETRICAL FIGURES.

26. "Whex a variable point moving according to some law

lies in every position on a figure of any form, such figure is

termed the locus of the point. When a variable line moving

according to some law touches in every position a figure of

any form, such figure is termed the envelope of the line. As

every simple figure, whatever be its form, may be conceived

to be generated, either, if not itself a point, by the continued

motion of a point, or, if not itself a line, by the continued

motion of a line; with those two exceptions therefore every

simple figure in geometry, whether existing alone or in combi-

nation with other figures, may be regarded cither as tJie hcus

ofa variable point or as the envelope ofa variable line.

27. The law directing the movement of the generating

point or line being given, the nature of the figure described

or enveloped is implicitly given with it, though its actual

determination presents of course very difi*erent degrees of

difficulty in different cases; thus, for instance, the locus of a

variable point, or the envelope of a variable line, moving so

as to preserve a constant distance from a fixed point, is evi-

dently a circle of which the fixed point and constant distance

are the centre and radius.

28. But the law directing the movement of the generating

point or lino, by which a figure, the nature of which is given,

may be described or enveloped, need not necessarily be that

expreastng the primary or fundamental property by which such

figure may have been defined, but on the contrary may be one

resnlting from any of its secondary or derived properties in-
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•tead : thoii, though a circle mnj^ as above, b« regarded

eithiT na the locot of a variable point, or as the envelope of

a variable line, the distanoe or tho square of the distance of

wliiiii from a fixed point is eoostant; it maj alsO| aa will

hereaAer appear, be regarded either as the locus of a variable

point the som of the squares of whose distances, or as the

cuvelope of a variable line the sum of whoee di»tanc««, fram

anj number of fixed points b constant.

29. A nngle geometrical eooditioo govenitng the move-

ment of a vanable point or line is sufficient in all cases to

restrict the point or line to some locos or envelope ; thus, for

instance, the itiu^lc condition that a variable point subtend, or

that a variable line intersect, a fixed circle at a constant angle,

is sufficient to restrict the point or Une to a concentric circle

as its locus or envelope, of this the reason is evident, for

while no condition on the one hand leaves the poiut or line

free to occupy any position, two conditions on the other hand

suffice when independent to fix it altogether.

30. I1ie locos of a variable point or the envelope of a

variable line may be, and often is, a compound figure whose

component simple figures satisfy separately the condition

governing the movement of the point or line; thus, for in-

stance, the locos of a variable point whose distances from two

fixed lines are equal consists evidently of the two lines of

bisection external and internal of the angle determined by the

lines, and the envelope of a variable lino whoee distances

from two fixed points are equal consists evidently of the two

pointii of bisection external and internal of the segment deter-

mined by the pointM; and simllariy for any other constant

ratio as well as that of equality. In such cases the compound

figure consisting of the two or more simple figorea is some-

times termed the oom^lete locus or envelope of the point or line.

31. With respect to partiadar otuea of loci and envelopes

it is to be observed in general that

—

r. A locos or envelope, or any part of either if a com-

pound figure, which, under the general circumstances of the
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conditions under which it arises, is a circle in its finite form,

may, and often does, under particular circumstances of the

conditions, assume the evanescent or infinite form of point or

line (18): thus, for instance, the locus of a variable point or

the envelope of a variable line whose distance from a fixed

point is constant, which in general is the circle whose centre

and radius are the point and constant, becomes of course evan-

escent or infinite when the constant = or oo.

2°. A locus or envelope, which, under the general circum-

stances of the conditions under which it arises, is a single figure

of any form, often breaks up under particular circumstances

of the conditions into two or more figures of simpler forms

;

thus, for instance, the locus of a variable point, the product of

whose distances from any number of fixed lines, or the en-

velope of a variable line, the product of whose distances from

any number of fixed points, is constant, which in general is a

single figure of form depending on the number and disposition

of the points or lines, breaks up into the entire system of lines

or points when the constant = 0.

3°. A locus or envelope, which, under the general clrcum-

Btances of the conditions under which it arises, is a definite

determinate figure, simple or compound, becomes often in-

determmate under particular circumstances of the conditions;

thus, for instance, the locus of a variable point whose distances

form two fixed lines, or the envelope of a variable line whose

distances form two fixed points, are equal, which in general

consists of the two lines or points of bisection of the angle

or segment determined by the lines or points, becomes indeter-

minate when the lines or points coincide ; every point in the

former ca«c, or line in the latter, then evidently satisfying the

conditions of the locus or envelope.

As particular examples of loci and envelopes will appear

in numbers in the course of the following pages, we shall

not delay to give any here, but shall devote instead the re-

nuunder of the present chapter to the theory and properties

of nmilar Jujuret considered under their double aspect as loci

of points and as envelopes of lines.
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32. Two geometrical figures of any kind F and F^ whether

regarded as loci or envelopes, whose generating points or en-

veloping lines Ay B^ 6\ />, ^c. and A\ B\ C\ //, &c correspond

in puirs A Xo A\ B to B'^ C to C\ /> to //, &c are said to be

nmilar when two points and (/, whether belonging to the

figures or not, exist, such that for eiwry two pairs of oorre-

ponding distances or perpendictilani OA and (/A^ OB and

(/B'f the two angles AOB and A'O^B' and the two ratios

OA : OB and OA' : OB' are eqoal ; and so also are two

figures composed of systems of any common number of isolated

points or lines, or mixed points and lines, A^ B^ (7, Z>, &c and

A\ li\ C'y />*,&c whose contitituont elements correspond in pain

fulfilling the same conditions.

Two fignres thus related to eadi other are said, like two

hands or two feet, to be both right or lift or one right and the

other left according as the directions of rotation of the several

pairs of corresponding angles AOB and A'OB'^ BOC and

B'OC'j COD and C'OB^, Sec, are simiUr or opposite.

As two angles, two ratios, or two magnittides of any kind

when equal to a third are equal to eadi other, it is evident

from the conditions of mmilitnde as above stated, that two

Jiffure* of amy kind toAen nmitar to a third art nmilar to oaek

other,

33. Since, for two fignres fulfilling the conditionB of Bimi-

larity, the ratios of the several pairs of corresponding distanoea

or perpendiculars OA and aA\ OB and OB', OC and aO\
OD and (///, &c, by the second condition, are all equal, the

constant value common to them all is tenned the ratio of
similitude of the fig^ures ; in the particular case when the ratio

of siuiilltude » 1, that is, when the several pairs of oorrft-

sponding difltanccs or perpendiculars are all equal, the fitnircfl

themselves also are said to bo equal.

Since again, for two figures fulfilling the conUitiuns of

similarity, the angles between the several pairs of corresponding

distances or perpendiculars OA and OA\ OB and OB'^ OC
and OC'y OD and (///, &c., by the first condition, are all equal

when the figures are both right or left, and all bisected by the

same two rectangular directions when they are one right and the
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other left, the constant value common to them all in the former

caae is termed the angle of inclination^ and the fixed directions

of bisection common to them all in the latter the directions of

symmetry of the figures; when in the former case the angle

of inclination =0 or = two right angles, that is, when the

directions of the several pairs of corresponding distances or

perpendiculars (in both cases of course parallel) are all similar

or opposite, the figures (in both cases said also to be parallel)

are said to be similarly or (yppositely placed.

34. From the preceding it is evident, conversely, that

—

When two line^ OA and O'A'j variable in length according

to any laio^ turn in similar or opposite directions round two

fixed extremities and 0', revolving simultaneously through

equal angles and preserving as they revolve a constant ratio to

each other^ their two variable extremities A and A' describe^

and the two perpendiculars to them at their variable extremities

A and A' envelopej similar figures^ wJiose ratio of similitude

and angle of inclination or directions of symmetry are those of

the lines.

For if A and A\ B and B' be any two pairs of corre-

sponding positions of the variable extremities, it follows at

once from the conditions of revolution that the two angles

AOB and A'O'B' and the two ratios OA : OB and O'A' : O'B'

are equal, and the two conditions of similarity of the figures

described or enveloped being thus satisfied, the other circum-

stances respecting their ratio of similitude and angle of in-

clination or directions of symmetry are in fact stated in the

conditions of revolution.

When the two fixed extremities and O coincide, and
the two variable lines OA and O'A' revolve in the same
direction round the common extremity 0, the species of the

ariable triangle AOA' is evidently constant, hence

—

If one vertex of a triangle variable in magnitude and position

hA vwariable in figure he fixed^ the tuoo variable vertices describe^

and ike t¥H> perpendtatiars through them to the conterminous sides

tmeiepe nmOar figwrn^ wAom common ratio of similitude and
cmg^ of inclination are thoee of the variable sides containing

tktfbtd «0rtaB.
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35. Two similar 6g^rea may be of Kich a form that a

correspondence between their points or lineai in pairs iatiafying

the oonditiona of similarity, may exist im mots Mays tMam oim,

in the case of two rryular poIjfgoHs of any common order n,

for instance, it may exist in n ways, and in the caae of two

circle* in on mjutite mumber cf «Miy«, and that whether the

two fignres be regarded as both right or left or one right

and the other left. For, if O and (/ be the oentrea of the two

figures in either case, any pair or rertioea or sides of the

polygons, and tmjf pair ot points or tangents of the circles

may be regarded as oorroqponding, and the correspondence

between one pair of points or lines of the figores A and A'

once established, that of all the remaining pairs B and if',

C and C\ D and />*, &c is of coarse fixed by the conditions

that the several pairs of corre^wnding angles AOB and

AGS', AOC and A'OC'y AOD and AOD, Ao^ mesaorad

all either in similar or opposite directions of rotation, are equal.

Soch cases of similar figores are of coarse exceptional, but

whenever they oocnr, as they necessarily do fineqoently in the

geometry of the circle, their pecaliarity in this respect leads

sometimes to conseqoenoes not existing in the general case

when the correspondence between the points or lines of the

figures is unique.

86. In the particular cases when the radii of two circles

regarded as similar figures are either evanescent or infinite;

that is, when the two drdes are either points or lines, their

ratio of gimilitude, being in all caaet thai of their ratlii^ tB in-

determinate. This peculiarity, which is evident on the general

principles explained in (18), may easily be shewn, a priori^ for

both species of figures separately. For if / and /' be any

two lines regarded as loci of points, or any two points regarded

as envelopes of lines, and O in either case any two points

taken arbitrarily, and A and A\ B and /?', C and C\ &c. any

number of pairs of points on the lines or of lines through the

points, for wbidi the several pairs of angles 10A and /' (/A'^

JOB and laB', IOC and J'aC\ &c. measured all in similar

or opposite distances of rotation round and (7 are equal;

since thou in either case the several ratios OA : OA^ OB : 0'B\
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OC'. OC\ &c. are equal, the two figures are similar, and since

in either case their common value = 01 :
0'/', their ratio of

similitude, the two points and O on which it depends being

arbitrary, is indeterminate.

The preceding peculiarities of circles in general, and of points

and lines in particular, regarded as similar figures, must always

be caretiiUy attended to in every application of the general

theory of similar figures to their particular cases.

37. For every 'pair of corresponding points of two similar

jiqures F and F' regarded as loci^ the two lines of connection

with and G make equal angles and ratios with the two per-

pendiculars on their tangentsfrom and O

.

For every pair of corresponding tangents to two similar figures

F and F' regarded as envelopes, the two perpendiculars from

and O make equal angles and ratios with the trco lin^ con-

necting their points of contact with and 0'.

To prove the first. K A and A be the two points, B and

B' any other pair of :d,

corresponding points, A^

OPandO'Fthetwo
perpendiculars from

and O upon the

two indefinite lines *o

AB and A'B\ then since, whatever be the positions of the two

pairs of corresponding points A and A\ B and B\ the two

triangles AOB and A'O'B' are by hypothesis similar (32), there-

fore the two triangles A OP and A' O'F are also similar, and

therefore the two angles A OP and A' O'F and the two ratios

OA : OP and O'A : O'P are equal ; and this being true in

general^ whatever be the common magnitude of the two equi-

angular intervals AOB and A'GB\ is therefore true in the

particmlar casf when that interval is evanescent, that is, when

(19) the two lines AB and A'B' are the two tangents to the

two figures at the two points A and A'.

To prove the second. If A and A' be the two tangents,

B and Jy any other pair of corresponding tangents, OA and

CtA\ OB and OB^ the two pairs of perpendiculars upon them

firon and O, and P and P the two points of intersection of
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A and /?, and of A' and R; then liiiee, whateTer be the

pontions of the two pain of corresponding tangents A and A\
B and B^ the two triangles AOB and A'OB are by hypotfaflM

similar (83) ; therefore the two triangles AOP woA A'OF are

also similar, and therefore the two angles AOP and A'OF^ and

the two ratios OA : OP and OA' : OP are eqoal, and this

being true in general^ whatever be the common magnitude of

the two equiangular intervals AOB and AOB\ is ihervfwrt tmo

in the particular com when that interval is evanescent, that is

when (20) the two points P and F arc the two points of contact

with the twu figures of the two tangents A and A'.

88. When huo jigwt» rtgardtd a$ loci of pdnta ar$ smnZot,

(Aiy ore aUo timHar regarded at eMelapm cfUmta^ and ctmmrmig.

For if P and P*, Q and Q, be any two pairs of corro-

spondiog points, <Si and <^, T and 7*, the two accompanying

purs of corresponding tangents; then since, by the preceding,

the two pairs of angles P08 and F08\ ^OT and QOT,
and the two pain of ratios OP: 08 and OF : 08\ OQ : OT
and O'Q : (77*, are equal, when the figures whether regarded

as loci or envelopes arc similar; therefore the equality of the

two angles POQ and FOQ, and of the two ratios OP:OQ
and OF : OQ mvolves that of the two angles SOT and

SOT, and of the two ratios 08. OT nnd OS' : OT, and

conversely, and therefore &c.
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39. When two figures F and F are similar, every two

points or lines X and X\ whether belonging to the figures or

not, which are such that for any one pair of points or lines of

the figures A and A\ the two angles AOX and A' OX' and

the two ratios OXi OA and O'X' : O'A' are equal, are evidently,

from the conditions of similarity (32), such that for every otlier

pair B and J?', the two angles BOX and B'O'X' and the two

ratios OX : OB and OX' : O'B' are also equal. Every two

such points or lines, whether belonging to the figures or not,

are said to be similarly situated, and are tenned homologous points

or lines, with respect to the figures ; all pairs, of corresponding

points or lines A and A', of tangents T and T' at pairs of

corresponding points F and P', and of points of contact P and

P* of pairs of corresponding tangents T and T, of the figures,

are evidently homologous.

From the nature of homologous points and lines as thus

defined, it is evident for similar figures in general that

—

r. If X and X' be any pair of homologous points or lines

vnth respect to two similar figures F and F\ the two distances

or perpendiculars OX and OX' have the constant ratio of the

similitude of the figures.

For if A and A' be any pair of corresponding points or lines

of the figures, since then, by hypothesis, OX : OA = O'X' : (JA',

therefore, by alternation, OX : O'X' = OA : O'A', and there-

fore &c

2*. If X and X' he any pair of homologous points or lines

vtith respect to two similar figures F and P*, the two distances

or perpendiculars OX and O'X' have the same angle of incli'

WMtion or directions of symmetry as the figures.

For, if A and A' be any pair of corresponding points or

lines of the figures, since then, by hypothesis, the two angles

AOX and A' OX' are equal; therefore, according as their

direcUond of rotation are similar or opposite, the two distances

or perpendiculars OX and O'A" have the same angle of incli-

nation or directions of symmetry as the two OA and OA'^
and therefore &c

8*. IfP and P^ Q and Q he. any two pairs of homologous
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points with rttpect to two amUar figwtt F and 1^, tMe two

connectors PQ and P(jf haw the eomatatU raiio of the timilihfA

of the figurt».

For, if A and A be any pair of oorreipoiidiDg points or

lines of the figorea, since then, bj hjpothctia, the two purs

of angles AOP and AOP, AOQ and A'OQ, and the two

pain of ratios OP: OA and (/P : (/A\ OQ: OA and

(TQf: OA' are equal; therefore the two angles POQ and

POQ and the two ratios 0P\ OQ and OF : OQ are equal;

and therefore, bj similar trian^es (Euc. VI. 4),

PQ iPQ^ OP: OP^ OQ : OQ^ OA : OA'y

and therefofe dbe.

4*. JfPandP^QamdQbeamjftwo pain of homologotw

points with respect to two similar fyttres F and F^ the two

eonnoetors PQ and PQ have the satne angle of weUnaUon or

directions of symmetry as the figures.

For, if A and A' be any pair <^ correspoo^ng point! or

lines of the figures, since then, by hypothesis, the two pairs

of angles AOP and A'OP^ AOQ and AOQ, and the two

pain of ratios OP, OA and OP , OA, OQ : OA and

OQ : OA' are equal; therefore the two angles of inclination

of PQ to A and of F^^ to OA are equal; and, therefore,

according as their directions of rotation are similar or opposite,

the two connectors PQ and PQ have the same angle of in-

clination or directions of symmetry as the two distances or

perpendiculars OA and OA'^ and therefore &c

5*. If P and P be any pair of homologous points and L
and L' any pair of homologous lines with rrspeet to two similar

jigures F and F^ the two perpendiculars PL and PL' have the

ratio of similitude and the angle of inclination or directions of
symmetry of the fgures.

For, if A and A be any pair of corresponding points or

lines of the figures, unoe then, by hypothesis, the two pairs

of angles AOP and AOP, AOL and AOL', and the two

pairs of ratios OP: OA and OP : OA, OL : OA and

OL' : OA' are equal; therefore the two angles POL and
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FOL and the two ratios OP: OL and OF : O'U are equal;

and therefore by pairs of similar right-angled triangles

PL : FL = OF : O'P' = OL : OL' = OA : OA',

and therefore &c; the second part being evident from the

parallelism of PL and OL and ofFL and OL'.

6°. i/'-X' awf? X', y ow£? F' Je any two pairs of homologous

points or lines with respect to two similar figures F and F'j

the two lines of connection or points of intersection XY and X'Y'

are homologous lines or points with respect to the figures.

For, drawing the two perpendiculars or connectors OP and

OF from and O to XY and X'Y. Since then for every

pair of corresponding points or lines A and A' of the two

figures F and F\ the two pairs of angles AOX and A'OX'j

AOY and A'

O

F', and the two pairs of ratios OX : OA and

OX' : OA', O Y : OA and O Y' : OA' are by hypothesis equal

;

therefore the two angles A OP and A' OP' and the two ratios

OF : OA and OF : OA' are equal, and therefore &c.

7*. IfP and F be any pair of homologous points and L and

U any pair ofhomologous lines with respect to two similar figures

F amd F^ the hoc perj^endiculora PL and P'L' are homologous

luM* and their two inttrsections with L and L' are homologous

points with respect to the figures.

For, drawing from and O the two perpendiculars OQ
and OQ \Q FL and FL'. Since then for every pair of
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I

corresponding points or lines A and A' of the two figofot JF

and Fy the two pairs of angles ^OP and A'OF^ AOL and

A'aL', and tho two pairs of ratios OP: OA and OF : OA^
OL : OA and O^L' : OA'y are bj bjpothesia eqoal, tiierefore

the two angles AOQ Mnd A'O^Q und the two ratios OQ : OA
and OQ : O^A' are equal, and therefore &c.; the seoond part

following from the first by the seoond part of 6*.

8*. Anjf two homologous poinU P and F tcitk retptci ft) two

tt'milarJigur«» F and F mojf 6s mtbttitutedJor tAt two and O
wUkout viotatmg the eomdMont oftimilitude oftktfigwn».

\

For, if A and A^ B and B' be any two pairs of corre-

sponding points or lines of the figures ; then since by hypothesis

the two pairs of angles AOF and AOF^ BOP and /TO'P',

and the two pairs of ratios OA : OP and OA' : OF^ OB : OP
and OB' : OF are equal ; therefore, by pairs of similar tri-

angles, the two angles APB and A'FB' and the two ratios

PA : PB and FA' : FB' are equal, and therefore &c., (32).

D
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9*. For every two similar Jigurea F and F if any number

of points connected with either F lie on a line 2/, the homologous

points with respect to the other F' lie on the homologous line L\

andj if any number of lines connected with either F pass through

a point P, the homologous lines with respect to the other F' pass

through the homologous point P'.

For, since hy 5°, for every pair of homologous points P and

Py and for every pair of homologous lines L and L'j of the

figures, PL : PL' = the constant ratio of similitude ofF and Fy
therefore if either of them = so also is the other, that is, if

the point P lie on the line L the point P* lies on the line i',

and if the line L pass through the point P the line L' passes

through the point P', and therefore &c.

10°. For every two similar figures F and F^ if any number

of points or lines connected with either F lie on or touch a circle

C, the homologous points or lines with, respect to the other F lie

on or touch a circle C", the centres of the two circles being homo-

logous points and their radii having the ratio of similitude of

the figures.

For, since by 3° and 5" or by 8°, for every pair of homo-

logous points P and P, and for any number of pairs of homo-

logous points or lines A'' and X\ Y and 1", Z and Z\ &c. of

the figures PX '. P'X' = PY : P'Y' = PZ: P'Z', &c. = the con-

stant ratio of similitude of F to F, therefore \fPX=PY=PZy
&c., that is if X, i', Z, &c. lie on or touch a circle of which P is

the centre and their common distance from it the radius, then

rX' =PT = PZ\ &c., that is A", F, Z*, &c. lie on or touch

a circle of which P is the centre and their common distance

from it the radius, and therefore &c.

11 . If a pair of homologous points or lines X and X' with

r^apeet to two similar figures F and F vary simultaneously

aeeording to any law, the tioo figures G and G' they describe

or envelope are stmilar and have the same ratio of similitude

ana the tame angle of inclination or directions of symmetry as

the original figures.

For, if A And A' be any pair of corresponding points or

UnM of F and /*, then since in every position of the two
rariable bomologaes X and X\ the two angles A OX and
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A'aX' and the two ratio* OX : OX' and OA : OA are equal,

thercfure &c, (32). This general property, here eatabliahed on

gencrnl prinriples, includea of conne the parHcnlar cases 9* and
10° cstablii^hed above by particular oofuiderationa.

Every two figures Q and CP described or enrebped as abore

are said to be honuAogcmM fgwrt» with reqtect to the originals

F and F^ which again reciprocally are evidently homologotis

figures with respect to G and CF^ and ereiy pair of points

P and F^ of lines L and L\ of circles C and C\ and goMBrally

of figures of any kbd E and JT, which are homologous with

respect to either pair F and F are evidently also hooidogous

with respect to the other pair Q and G"^ and oonrofMly.

40. If a figvrt of any invariable form rtnohe r&und any
point invariabljf connected tcith it as a fuoai ctmHre^ varying m
magnitude ae ii revolvee according to ang Anv, att foinMe mh
variablg eonnacted with it deeeribe^ and oB /mss invariMg

eomneeied with it envelope^ eimilar fgnne^ all right or lefi^

ftkoee raHoe of timUitnde and anglm of imelntalion two and two

ors lAoie o/ lAs diiitaneee of the dtatrihinif points or enveloping

line* from tks fxed centre.

For, if be the fixed point, and A', 1*, if, &c any number of

variable points or lines all invariably connected with the vari-

able figure; then since the form of the figure, whatever be

the law of its variation in magnitude while revolving round O,

is by hypothesis invariable, therefore, by the preceding (39),

the several angles XOYj YOZ, &c., and tlie several ratios

OX: or, or : OZ, &c are all constant, and therefore &c., (33).

For points and lines of the revolving figure not evanes-

ccntly or infinitely distant from 0, it is easy to verify by
particular considerations as in 9* and 10* of the preceding

article, that in particuUr, if any one point P deeoribe a line

or circle all points P, <?, 5, <f"c. describe lines or cirdeSj and if
any one line L envelope a point or circle all lines X, My A^, <ke.

'
' ^ « / this verification, there gone through

urse be repeated here.

41. Ulten two similar fgures of any Icind^ hoth rujht irr

lefty are similarly or oppositely placed (33), all lines AA\ BD',

d3
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CO', DD^ &c. connecting pairs of corresponding points pass

through a common point 0, and are there cut, externally or in-

ternally^ in the ratio of the similitude of the figures.

For if be the point in which any one of them AA
intersects the line PF,

connecting any pair of

homologous points P and

P with respect to the

figures; since then, by

hypothesis (33), the two

directions PA and FA\
whether similar (fig. a)

or opposite (fig. )S), are

parallel ; therefore, by

similar triangles, the two

ratios OP : OP and

OA : OA are each = the

ratio PA : P'A = the

ratio of similitude of

the figures ; therefore all

connectors AA\ BB\ CC\ DU^ &c. cut and arc cut by the

same line PP at the same point 0, and in the same ratio

OF: OP, and therefore &c.

Conversely, if the several lines connecting any arbitrary

point with all the points A, B^ 0, D, &c. of a figure of any

kind, be increased or diminished in similar or opposite du^ections

in any common ratio, the several extremities A, B', 6", Z^, &c.

of the increased or diminished distances determine a second figure

timilar to the original^ and similarly or oppositely placed with

it according as the directions of the original and altered distances

are similar or opposite.

For, every pair of corresponding angles AOB and AOB'

And every pair of corresponding ratios OA : OB and OA : OB'

being ec{uaL, the figures are similar; and every pair of corre-

sponding directions OA and OA, OB and OB', OG and 00',

6tjc being similar or opposite, the figures are similarly or

oppotitcly placed (33), and therefore «S:c.

Since, by pain of similar triangles AOB and AOB', the

two lines AB and AB' connecting any two points A and B
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of either figure, and the two coirMyonding points A and B'

of the other are alwajs parallel, whaterer be the angle between

tlie two lines AA and BB paaing through O^ tbej are

therefore w in the particular case where that angle ^O, that

is, when AA and BB' coincide and when dierafoire (19) AB and

AB are the two tangents to the figvree at A and A\ Henee,

wAen two timilar r^ki vr Uft Jignona art nmilarhf or oppo-

nUly placed^ ail pair* of lamgentM at pairt of eorrtopomdittg

pointo^ like all other poire of komoiogem* limee of tke fgmree^

nrt parallel,

42. The pobt O related as abore to two similar riglit or

left figures, when similarly or oppositely placed, b termed their

centre of eiinilitudfy and b said to be external or internal^ with

respect to them, according as the section by it of all linos

connecting pairs of homologous points in the comwon ratio

of their situililude b external or iiiterual, that is, according

as they arc similarly or oppositely pUccd; when the two

figures in citlior case are given in absolute position, their

centre of similitude \» evidently given by the intenMiction

of any two lines PF and Q{jf connecting pairs of homologooa

points on or in any way situated with respect to thrm.

Aft all lines connecting pairs of homologous points P snd P^

Q and Q^ It and By 8 and S\ d'c, situated in any manner with

respect to the figures, pass tliruugh O, and nre there cut in

the ratio of their similitude, externally or internally, according

as their positions are similar or opposite; so, convcrMly, all

pairs of }K)int8 P and P^ Q and Q^ B and /f, S and S\ &c.,

whidi connect by lines passing through O^ and tliere cut in

their ratio of similitude, externally or internally according as

their positions are similar or opposite, are evidently homo-

logous pairs with respect to the figures; and the two similsr

and Biinilarly or oppositely placed figures PQB8 &c and

P'QRS' &c., determined by any number of such pairs,

are evidently similarly situated with respect to, and have the

s:iine centre and ratio of similitude with, the original figures

ABCD &c. and ABC'I/ &c.

Every lino passing through being evidently its own
horaologue with respect to both figures and intci-sccting them,
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if it meet tbem at all, at pairs of corresponding points A
and A\ B and B\ C and C\ &c., of which the number de-

pends, of course, on the nature of the figures; at which tlio

several pairs of corresponding tangents, by (41), are parallel;

and for which the several pairs of ratios OA : 0A\ OB : 0B\
OC : 0C\ &c., by the same, are equal to the ratio of similitude

of the figures, so that if OA = OB^ or any two of the points of

meeting for either figure coincide, then also OA' = 0B\ or the

two corresponding points of meeting for the other also coincide.

Hence, when two similar right or left figures are similarly or

oppositely placed^ every line passing through their centre of simi-

litudej like every pair of homologous lines in general^ divides

and is divided by them similarly into pairs of corresponding

segments in the linear ratio of their similitude^ intersects them

at equal angles at every pair of corresponding points of meeting^

and if it touch either at any point of meeting touches the other

also at the corresponding point of meeting.

43. Two similar figures of such a form, that a corre-

spondence between their points and lines in pairs satisfying

the conditions of similarity, exists in more ways than one (35),

may be, moreover, of such a form that when similarly placed

for one mode of correspondence, they are at the same time

oppositely placed for another, or conversely ; as for instance,

two similar parallelograms^ or, more generally, two similar

polygons of any even degree whose several pairs of opposite

sides are equal and parallel'^ every two such figures when
thus at once similarly and oppositely placed have of course

two different centres of similitude^ one external corresponding

to their similar, and the other internal corresponding to their

opposite, parallelism, each determined, as in the general

case, by the intersection of any two lines connecting pairs

of homologous points for the relative positions corresponding

to itself, and each possessing all the properties of the unique

ocntre of similitude of the same kind with itself in the

gaoenl case.

44. Of figures coming under the above head ttoo circUsf

howerer circamstanced as to magnitude or position, absolute
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or relative, provided only they be in tlie aame plane, poaaeas,

for the reason explained in (35), the property, confined to

them cxclonvely, of being o/ioaya at onoe sinUkrly and op-

positely pUced, and of haTing ^btmhn in every poation two

different centres of similitude, one E external as similarly

placed, figs, (a) and (/?), and the other / internal as oppo-

sitely placed, figs, (a*) and (/?') ; both situated on the line CO'
connecting their centres C and C and dividing that line,

the former externally and the latter internally, in the ratio

of their radii ; both determined by the intersections with that

line of the lines AA' connecting the extremities of any two

parallel radii CA and C'A' drawn in similar directions, figs,

(a) and (/9), for the former, and in opposite directions, figs,

(a) and (/S*), for the latter—or, which comes to the same

thing, by the intersections with each other of the pairs of

lines AA' and BB', AB' and BA'y connecting the extremities.
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adjacent for the former and non-adjacent for the latter, of

any two parallel diameters AB and A'B\ figs, (a") and (/3")

;

and each possessing, as for every two figures coming under

the same head, all the properties of the unique centre of

similitude of its kind for any two similar figures similarly or

oppositely placed, (41) and (42).

As every line touching two circles in the same plane

connects the extremities of the two parallel radii to which it

b perpendicular (Euc. III. 18) ; and consequently, by the above,

passes through either the external or the internal centre of

similitude of the circles, according as the directions of the radii

are similar or opposite; hence two circles in the same plane,

however circumstanced as to magnitude and position, admit,

in general, of two, and of but two, pairs of common tangents,

real or imaginary, both symmetrically situated with respect to,

and intersecting upon, their line of centres; one, termed in

consequence the external pair, intersecting at their external

centre of similitude, and the other, termed in consequence the

internal pair, intersecting at their internal centre of similitude
;

and, evidently, both real, both imaginary, or, one real and one

imaginary, according as the distance between their centres is

greater than the sum, less than the difference, or, intermediate

between the sum and difference, of their radii.

The two centres of similitude, external and internal, of two
given circles, determined as above, or by any other method,

give, consequently, in two conjugate pairs (Euc. III. 17), the

four solutions, real or imaginary, of the problem " To draw a

common tangent to the two circles."
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CHAPTER III.

THKORY OP MAXIMA AKD MINIMA.

45, Wbem a geonMtrieal magiihiide of any kind, which

Mi«s oonttnuooBly aooordiog to anj Uw, puMs in the oouim

of its Tariation through a Talne greater than either its pre-

ceding or racoeeding Talnes, it is said to be a waaw'wwiai, even

though at some other stage of its variation it may pass through

a value absolutely greater; and, on the other hand, when it

passes in the coorae of its variation tlirough a vaUic less than

either its preoeding or succeeding values it is said to be a

muiijuinn, even though at some other stage of its variation

it may pass through a value absolutely less; the terms ** maxi-

mum" and ** minimum," as employed in geometry, are therefore

relative, not absolute.

46. As, to a traveller on a road which is not a dead levt-l,

the top of every hill is a position of maximum, and the bottom

of every hollow a pontion of minimum, elevation above the

sea or any other standard level; so, for g^metrical Bgurcs

of the higher orders, the different variable magnitudes con-

nected with them, may pass in the course of their variation

tinroogh several maxima and several minima values, of course

necessarily alternating with each other in the order of their

occurrence ; as, for instance, the linear distance from any

fixed point, or the perpendicular distance from any fixed line,

of a variable point, traversing the entire figure or any part

of it ; for the point, line, and circle, howevsr the variable

magnitudes most commonly considered in connection with them

and their combinations, rarely pass during their variations

through more than a single maximum and a single minimum

value; as, for instance, the distance of a variable point on
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a circle from any fixed point or line situated in any manner

with respect to it, which, in either case (Euc. III. 7, 8, 19), ia

a maximum for and only for the distance which passes through

the centre, and a minimum for and only for the distance which

if produced would pass through it ; in all such cases the single

maxima and minima values are not only relatively but also

absolutely the greatest and least values through which the

variable magnitude passes in the course of its variation.

47. As ever}' increase or diminution of a magnitude of any

kind is necessarily accompanied by the simultaneous diminu-

tion or increase of its reciprocal (8) ; it follows, of course,

that when a variable magnitude passes under any circumstances

through a maximum or minimum value, its reciprocal to any

unit, passes simultaneously through a minimum or maximum
value.

48. The following are a few simple but fundamental ex-

amples of maxima and minima, to which many others are

reducible :

—

Ex. 1°. When two stdea of a triangle are given in magnitude the area

it a maximum {in this case the maximum) when they contain a right angle.

For (Euc. I. 41), whatever be their angle of intersection, acute, right,

or obtuse, the area = half the proditct of either into the perpendicular

on it* direction from the remote extremity of the other, which perpen-

dicular is evidently equal to the other for the right and less than the

other for any position at either side of the right angle ; and, in the same

way generally, when one side of a triangle is constant the area varies

as, and therefore passes through, its maxima and minima values with the

perpendicular upon its direction from the opposite vertex.

Ex. 2*. I\ar the point of internal bisection of any segment of a line

the product of the distances from the extremities is a maximum, and the

sum of their sqtiares a minimum.
'

For (Euc. II. 6 and 9, 10), the product for that point exceeds the

product for any other point of internal section on either side by the

•qoare, and the sum of the nquares for that point falls short of the sum
of the squares for any other point of section, external or internal, on

•ither side, by twice the square, of the distance between that and the

other point of section; and, in the same way generally, for any two

flMgnhttdM expressed in numbers, as product = square of half sum -

•quare of half differfnce, and as sura of squares = twice square of half

•ttm twice square of half difference; if the sum be constant, the product
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\

k a mAximum and the ram of the iqturee a miiiiinain ; and if the product

or the sum of the aquaret be conatant, the etim is a minimum in the

fonner caae and a maximum in the latter, when the Bagnitadaa are equaL

Ex. dP. Fhr amjf Iwo wtagmUndta trprmmi m muntert wAeee tmm u
eomttamt, fAe $Min, prodmet^ mtm of tfmarm, mmd fndmet ^ efnarM^ f^ Om
ruifiroeaU art aU minimm wka^ lAe mt§iukitim ere eff.

For, the product of the redprocala being the reeiproeal of the prodneC,

and the product of the equarea of the reeiproeab being the redproeal

of the aquare of the product are both minima when the product ia a

maximum, that ie, Ex. V^ when the magnitude* are equal; and again,

the tum of the reeiprocaU being « the sum divided by the prodoet, and
the turn of the aqoarea of the redprocala being • the enm of the eqanree

divided by the prodoet of the eqoarM, nra both mininw alao, when tho

product i« a maximum, the eum bebg eonetant by hypntheria, aad the earn

of the •quarea being then a mioimom, Ex. ^.

Ex. 4°. For ik$ poiiU of imUmmi himeiiom iff mmjf mdt ^ m irm^l§
lAe arm qf Me Miecrtfterf paratttlogram /brmtd ly Jrmwimf forathli to dka

Mar Ubo tiitt U a masimnm.

For, whaterer be the position of the point of aeelioa, the angle of tfao

'parallelogram being eonetant, iu area (Eoc vi. SS) variee as the prodoet

of the psralleli s that is, as the product of the segments of the divided

side determined by the point of eeetioo, the foroer being to the Utter

product in the oonatant ratio of the reetaaglo under the other two sides

to the square of that side (Euc n. 23) i bat the Utter prodoet being n
maximum, by Ex. V, for the point of blacetion of the aide, ao therelbro

U the former, and therrfore the area of the parallelogram i and, in the

same manner exactly, it appears that, for the point of internal bieeetion

of any side of the triangle the product of the perpendiculars on the

other two sidee, or more generally of the two linee drawn in any two
given directions to meet them, u a maximum.

Ex. 6°. For tka poimt nf intarmat Uttctiom of any are of a cireU, Me
eion oftk»»qwtrt§ of tka Umaar dittameaafrom tka erfmrnMee m a majrimmm
or a muHtmumtt and fbr tha pomi q^ a*la»tal lisseheii • mmimtim or a
nuuimum, aooordmg aa tht art i* grtattr or lata UUm m maaeirtU.

For, \t AB be the arc, C the middle point of iu chord, M and N its

two points of bisection, internal and external, P any other point on *>*e
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circle, and PQ the perpendicular from P on AJB-, then since (Euc. II.

12, 13), whatever be the position of P, PA' = PC* + CA* ± 2CA.CQ, and

PB* r.PC*+CB* + 2CJB.CQ, therefore PA* + PB* = CA* + CJ?' + 2 . CPS

\rhich is a maximum or a minimum when CP is a maximum or a mini-

mum ; that is (Euc. ill. 7), when P is at Jlf or J\r in the former case, and

Ht N OTM in the latter; and, in the same manner, it appears generally

that the sum of the squares of the linear distances of a variable point P,

on any geometrical figure from any two fixed points A and B, situated

in any manner with respect to the figure, increases and diminishes and

passes through its maxima and minima values, with the distance PC of

the variable point P from the middle point C of the line AB connecting

the two fixed points A and B.

Ex. 6°. For each point of bisection, internal and external, of any arc

of a circle, the »wn and product of the linear distances Jrom the extremities,

and the area of the triangle they determine with the chord, are all maxima.

For, since whatever be the position of P, (same figures as in last),

PA.PB = MN.PQ (Euc. vi. 16), and area APB = iAB.PQ
(Euc. I. 41); the property is evident as regards the product and area,

and it remains only to prove it for the sum PA + PB, which is easily

done as follows : since for every position of P at the same side of the
,

chord with M (as in the figures), by Ptolemy's Theorem (Euc. vi. 16, Cor.),

PA.NB^ PB. NA = PN. AB, and since, by hypothesis, NA = NB,
therefore PA ^ PB . PN :: AB : AN or BN, that is, in a consUnt

ratio, and therefore PA + PB is a maximum when PN is a maximum,

that is, when P is at M; and in the same way it may be shewn (by

simply substituting M for N in the above) that for positions of P at

the same side of AB with N, PA f PB varies as PM, and is therefore

a maximum when P is at iV^.

Ex. 7®. For each point of bisection, internal and external, of any arc

of a circle, the segment of the tangent intercepted between the tangents at

the extremities, and the area of the triangle it subtends at the centre uf

the circle, are both minima.

For, if AB be the arc, AC and BC the tangents at its extremities,

XY the segment intercepted between

them of the tangent at any other

point P, and O the centre of the

circle; then, since whatever be the

pomUon of P, the lines OX and OY
biaeet the angles A OP and POP (Hue.

III. 17), the angle between them, XOY
b equal to half the angle A OB sub-

tended at O by the utAPB, therefore

io Um triangle whose vertex is O and baw XY, the altitude OP and vertical

angle XOY are both constant; and it is evident from the preceding, or

iadapmdaotljr, that when the vertical angle of a triangle is constant, the
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altitude and ar«a are both maxima for a gtTen bate, and the base and

area both minima for a givcii altitude, whco the triaagle b ianaeel—

,

that is, for the triangle XOY when P it a point of hi—odon, intacwd or

external, of the are wlJ7.

Ex. 8°. Fhr ths poimi •f imttmal Umetiom of mnjf mre t^ m eir«l»i OU
arta iff tkt trian^U Jhnmtd bjf tkt tampmtt witA IA« tmmgtmtt •< <Ae «r-

JrtmiHM ia m muuimmm or m mmmmiM| mmi for tkt point of OMiomai

bitadim a mummum or aimaximmmi aaaandrng a$ tAa art i$ to$» or graatar

tMM a aPMWKrew.

For, oince in eilhar maa (aano flgnrea a* in lact), the paotagooat aivn

XAOli }', being donbU the triangular arra JTOl', ia a ainiwnni, by the

preceding, for each point ot biaection of AB\ and the quadribteral area

AOBC being of ooorao constant, vhatercr be the podtion of XY, there-

fore the triangular area XCT, being the quadrtlaterml - the pentagon

in one eaae (fig. «}, and - the qoadrilateral 4 the pentagon in the othor

eaae (fig. /3), it a maximum in the former caae and a minimum in tb*

Utt«r.

Ex. 9^. far aaah jmmI af aiaattiat^ vtiirwm mm at^antai^ ^ "V '^
ttf a eirtlat tka predmel of iMa parpamJitmlmra t^pam tka tamgamta mt lAa

artramitioa, amd tka proJmei t^ tka ptrpamditmlan fraaa tka atkamHiaa

For, if AB be the arc, P any point upon it, aitamal or btanal,

P.V and py the per-

IKiiiiiculan from P upon

the tangrnts at A and B,

AX and BK the per-

|>eDdicular« from A and

B upon the tangent at

P, and PQ the perpen-

il:« ii! r from P upon the

i.\i>'idAB', then.joinbg

/' with A and B, by

pair* of equal trianglM

APM and PAX, BPS and PBY, we have PM ' AX and /'AT- BY»
and therefore PM.PN ^ AX.BY, and by pair* of aimilar triaoglee

APM (or PAX) and BPCl BPN (or PBY) and APQ (Euc. ill. 32),

we have PM ot AX : PQ :: PQ : PN or BY, both being - PA : PB,
therefore PM.PN and AX. BY both • PQ', and therefore &e.

Ex. 1<P. Of all Umaapaaamg tkrompk aJlxadpouU tkat wkiek Jatarmmaa L^
witk two Jirad Umaa tka triangla of mmumfni araa ia tka^ wkota aetfment

tntarcaptad httwtan tka Umaa m biatetad at tka point.

For, if /* be the point, AC and J7C the lines, ^^ the intercept

bisected at P, and A'B or A'B' any other intercept; then through

A and B drawing AD and BD parallel* to BC and AC, meeting AB

'S
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*

otA'B" at X' and V or X" and Y". As the two triangles APX'

and BPB, or the two triangles £PY" and

A PA', are evidently equal (Euc. I. 4); there-

fore the triangle A CB is less than the triangle

A'CB" or A"CB', and therefore &c.

The point and lines being given, to draw

^5 so as to be bisected at P, is, of course,

but a particular case of the more general

problem to draw it so as to be cut in any

given ratio, of which the preceding construc-

tion suggests the following obvious solution : drawing from P any line PA'

or PA" to either line CA, and producing it through P to Y' or Y" so that

PA:PY' or P^":PF" = the given ratio, the parallel Y'B or Y"B

to CA through Y' or Y" evidently intersects the other line CB in the

extremity B of the required line AB.

Ex. 11°. Of all lines passing through either point of intersection of

tteo circles, that whose segment intercepted between the circles is of maxi-

mum length, and subtends at the other point of intersection, the triangle of

maximum area is that which is perpendicular to the chord of intersection.

For, if PQA and PQB be the circles, P and Q their points of inter-

section, and AB any line passing through either of them P and meeting

the circles at A and B; then since, joining A and B with the other

intersection Q, the angles PAQ and PBQ are both constant (Euc. lil. 21),

the triangle AQB is constant in species, whatever be the position of AB,
and therefore its base AB, area AQB, and sides QA and QB are all

maxima together; but the sides QA and QB are maxima when they are

diameter* of their respective circles, that is (Euc. III. 31) when AB it

perpendicular to PQ.

Ex. 12°. Of all lines passing through a

JUoad point that urhoss segments intercepted

im tfponU directions between the point and
two fi*9d lime* contain the rectangle of mini-

mum area is that which makes equal angles

ttiih the linet.

For, if P l*e the point, .^C and BC the

lines, ^B the line through P making equal

MglM with AC and BC, and A'B or A'B'
say other line through P { then, a* evidently
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th* tirele ADB touchinx AC and BC •.% A and B intarMcts AB or

-i f' at poinu X and V' or A" and T* intrrnal to A' aad B" at A"
: : />'. the rectangle I'A . I'B which is equal to tho iwUuiglo PJT.PT'

or i'j:*.Pr (Eue. lU. 3A). u thcrofort loM than th« nctaogU Pwi. PJT
or PA'.PB', and therefore fte.

Ex. 13°. (y aU UmM pnuimg tJkrmifh mOm pomi ^f
tteo eirelM M«l leAoae trgmtmU imUmtfIti m e/jpaeiih Untiimm
tht pouU amd eirtlt$ eomtmm tit fMtfaiiyb ^ mmnmmm mrm i$ Ikal wAM
flIAwM 099t0i ffM^lM IMM CA# €S^fvEltt lSS|u

For, if P.4Q and PBQ bo tbo dreWa, P and Q their two pmnta of

intencctlon, AB the line

through either of them P
equal anglaa with the eirelea, that b
(2S) with the tangenta to them AC
and BC at iu eatremitiee A and Bt
and AB' or .4"^ any other Hno
through P; then, aa evidently the

circle ADB u>uching AC and BC
at .<! and J9 interMcU A'B or A'B''

at poinU X and T' or X* and }'*

external to A' and B" ot A' and ^i
the rectangle PA . PB vhieh ia equal

to the reetangU PX. PF or PX*.Pr*
(Eue. in. 35) b therefocu graatar

PA'.PB", and tiMrefer* fte.

Ex. 14*. Tk» ruUmfU tf tmtimmm mrm imteriM im my ttfmumi of
m eirch, or ^ My oUm- tomfs Jtg¥ar%, u 0ml wAom aide pmrmlU to fAe

bam of Me MfiMnI Meeete <Ae aiUlM ^ lAe trmmfU fwmwi wOk lAe Aaae

bjf tMt Imm tmekiaf al it* tHrtmitm (Ae n'/dEt trjifmrt.

tlMB raetMgb PA'.PB"

For, if AEFB be the eegment. J?F the chord parallel to its boM AB,

which bisects the sides XZ and I'Z of the triangle XZV fanned with

AB by the tangents at E and P; then, by Ex. 4", the reeUn^e (or

parallelogram) EFKH u the maximum that could be inscribed in tbe

triangle XZY, and therefore, a foHinri^ in tbe aegment AEFB to which

the triangle U extemaL
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To draw EF so as to bisect the tangents ZX and ZY is, of course,

a particular case of the more general problem, to draw it so as to cut

them in any given ratio, which for the circle may be done as follows:

through the centre O drawing OC and 3IN perpendicular and parallel

to AB (the former of course passing through Z), and through X and Y,

supposed found, drawing A'JWand IW parallel to OC to meet the radii OE
and OF, supposed found, at P and Q respectively; then by pairs of similar

triangles PEX and OEZ, QFY and OFZ, the two ratios PE : EO and

QF : FO each = the given ratio of the tangents, and therefore as EO
and FO are given and equal, J*J? and QF, PO and QO, and the rect-

angles PE.PO and QF. QO, are given and equal; but by other pairs

of similar triangles P^JTand PMO, QFY and QNO, PM.PX = PE.PO,
and QiV. QY= QF. QO, therefore the rectangles PM. PX and QX.QY
are given and equal ; but 3fX and NY, being each = CO, are also given

and equal; therefore (Euc. II. 6) P3f and QN, PX and QF, and the

angles POM and QON are given and equal, and therefore E and F
are known.

49. The next example we give separately as the basis of

some useful properties of the triangle.

a. The lines connecting a variable point on a fixed line

with tioo fixed points at the same side of the line have the

maximum difference when they coincide in direction^ and the

minimum sum when the angle between them is bisected {of course

externally) by the line.

b. Tfie lines connecting a variable point on a fixed line

with two fixed points at opposite sides of the line have the mini'

mum sum when they coincide in direction^ and the maximum
difference when the angle hetioeen them is bisected {of course

internally) by the line.

Let LLy figs, a and )9, be the fixed line, A and B the two

fixc<l points, AE and DF the two perpendiculars from them

on LL^ A' and li' the two points on the perpendiculars for

which AE»EA' and DFs^FD', then the distances of any

point P on LL from A and A\ or from B and B"^ being equal
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(Eoc. I. 4), if Z) be the point on it at which ^7? or A'B'

intersects it, that is the point on it for which PA and PB
coincide in direction, and if C be the point on it >' ' ' h

AI{' or A'B intersects it, that is the pmnt on it for v

angle APB is bisected (externally 6g. a, or internally 6g. fi)

by it ; it is to be ibewn that, in fig. a, 7>^ ^ DB> PA . PB^
and CA + CB<PA ^PB, and that, in fig. fi, DA^DB<PA'¥ PB,
and CA" CB>PA'' PB, which are evident, the first for each

figure from the triangle APB or A'Pffy and tlie teoood Ibr eacli

figure from the triangle APB' or A'PB^ uj nde of a triangle

(Kuc I. 20) being greater than the di£fawnee tad lev than the

sum of the other two.

The maximum differeoee in a (fig. a), or minimum ram in h

(fig. /9), is of coarse the distance AB betweea the two pointa

A and B\ the minimum sum in a (fig. a), or maximum difference

in h (fig. /9), may be exprened in terma of the diitanfiee of the

points from the Ime and fipom each other aa foUowat

In both eisee the four pointa ABA'B^ lie eridently in a

circle, and the two pain of opposte eooneeton AB aod A'B\
AB" and A'B are evidently eqoal; tberalbre, by Ptolemy's

Theorem (Euc vi. 16, Cor.), AA',BB'^AB',A'B~AB,A'B'
m^,ayuA^AB.A'B''AB',A'B'm ^f^. fi.hni AA' mt.AE^
BB'w,Q.BF,MnAAB'^A'BmAC-k-BO'mBg. a, und^AO-BO
in fig. )3 ; therefore

{AC-^ BCf^ABT-^l.AE.BF. m fig. a,

and {AC" BCy^ABI'-A.AE.BF. infig./9,

wliich iiro the formubs by which to calcolate in numbere the

luiuiinuui sum or maximum difference when the distance! of

the points from the line and from each other are given.

The line LL being in fig. a the external and in fig. fi the

internal bisector of the vertical angle C of the triangle ACB,
we see from the above formulsa that

—

Iffrom the extremittea cf the bate of a triangle perpendiculars

be let Jail t^on the eaciermal or mtemal hiaoctor cf tkt vertieal

angle^ their reekvagU^afuan of half aum of aidaa^ aquara of
half hoar in the former oaaa^ and^aguare cf half baae'-aguara

of half differatiee ofaidea m the latter eaae.

If the interval AB between the two points A and B be
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bisected or conceived to be bisected at 0, and the point of

bisection connected or conceived to be connected with the

feet of the two perpendiculars E and F\ then, evidently,

OE^\BA' and 0F= \AB\ therefore 0E= OF=\{AG+BG)
in fig. a, Kndi=\{AG^BC) in fig. /3. Hence—

Iffrom the extremities of the base ofa triangle perpendiculars

be let fall upon the external or internal bisector of the vertical

anfflcy their feet are equidistant from the middle point of the

base by an interval= half the sum of the sides in the former

ea««, and = half the difference of the sides in the latter case.

From these last two properties combined we see that,

when the base of a triangle is fixed and the sum or difference

of the sides constant, if pei-pendiculars be let fall from the

extremities of the base upon the external or internal bisector

of the vertical angle

—

a. Their feet are equidistant from the middle point of the base

hy a constant interval= half the sum or difference of the sides.

b. Their rectangle is constant and= square of half sum or

difference of sides - sqiuire of half base.

The interval EF between the feet of the perpendiculars

being a chord of the circle round as centre, whose radius

= { [AC+BC) in fig. a, and = ^ (^ (7 - BC) in fig. ^, and the

aqaare of the semi-interval AB between the two points A and

B being = the square of the radius of the circle? the rect-

angle AE. BFy we see that

—

2%« two perpendiculars erected at the extremities of any chord

of a circle meet any diameter of the circle at tico points equi-

distant from the centre and contain a rectangle = the square of
ths radius of the circle " the square of the semi-interval they

tntercept on the diameter.

A oaefdl property of the circle which the reader may very

ewily prove, h priori^ for himself.

60. If from any point A a perpendicular be let fall upon
any line Ly and produced, as in the preceding, through the

line to a eecond point A' equidistant from L with A^ the new
point A' ia termed the refiexion of the original point A with

respect to the line L\ and, generally, if from all the points

Af By Cf Df &c of any geometrical figure perpendiculars be let
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fall apon any Ime L and prodaoed Uirongfa X^ in the same

manner, to their reflezlona at the opposite side, the new figure

A'^ Ry C\ //, &c. is tenned the r^exum of die origiiud with

respect to the line.—A eooTeniait tenn introdnced into Geo-

metry from the science of Optics.

The relation between tnj figure and its reflexion with

respect to any line is evidently reciprocal (8) ; that ia, if one

figure /^ be the reflexion of another F with respect to a line

X, the latter F is reciprocally the reflexion of the former F
with respect to the same line Z ; it is evident also, that ereiy

two figures F and F reflesioiia of each other with respeot to

any line L are right and Ufk Jigurm (39), nwtilar in fonmj eqwai

in magniimde^ and §jfmm&trioattif nhuUed, like two hands or two

feet, with respect to the fine and to each o6ier.

Thus, the reflexion of a line is a line, of a circle a circle,

of t' rtassing throogh two points the line peasbg throngfa

the iiH of the points, of the drele passing through three

points or touching three lines the eirele ftwing throogh the

reflexions of the points or toodiing the reflexions of the linea,

&c.; and, geneially, of any figure intersecting or toodiing

another a similar and equal figure touching or intefeeeting the

reflexion of the other at the reflexions of the point or points

of intersection or contact of the origfaud figures.

All points common to two figures reflexions of each other

lie of course on the line (or axu as it is sometimes termed)

of reflexion, which evidently bisects at once all the angles

finite or evanescent at which they intersect or touch each

other.

Every circle having its centre on the axis of reflexion of

any two figures reflexions of each other evidently intersects or

touches both, when it meets them at all, at pairs of points

rcflexioDd of each other with respect to the axis ; this peculiarity

of tlic circle arises from the evident circumstance that every

diameter of the figure divides it into two halves reflexions of

each other with respect to itself.

If the plane of any figure be turned round any line in

itself through an angle of 180*, the fig^ure in the new b
evidently the reflexion of itself in the old position with respect

to the line.

b2
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From properties a and h of the preceding article it appears

that—
When the lines connecting a variable point on a fixed line

v)ith two fixed points not on the line are reflexions of each other

with respect to the line, their sum is a minimum or their difference

^T a maximum according as the points lie at the same or at oiyposite

sides of the line.

61. The next example again we give separately as the basis

of some important properties of the circle.

The lines connecting a variable point on a fixed line^ circle^

or any other geometrical figure with two fixed points situated

in any manner with respect to the figure^ contain a maximum

or minimum angle for every point at which a variable circle

passing through the points touches the figure.

For, (Euc. III. 21 and i. 16), every chord of a circle sub-

tends at any point on the circle an angle greater than at any

point outside and less than at any point inside the circle, or

conversely, according as the lesser or greater angular interval

between the containing lines (24) is the subject of comparison

for each angle; and, when a circle touches a line, circle, or

any other figure, while the point of contact is common to the

circle and figure, those at both sides of it on the figure are

either both outside or both inside the circle according as the

contact of the former with the latter is external or internal,

and therefore &c.

The problem " to find the points on a given line^ circhj or any

other geometrical figure which subtend maxima or minima angles

at two given points'^ is reduced, therefore, to the problem " to

describe a circle passing through the two given points and
touching the given line^ circle^ or other figure /" the solutions of

which for the line and circle are respectively as follows

:

For the line. If P and Q be the points and MN the line

(fig*, a and ;9, Art. 12) ; describing any circle PQXY passing

through P and Q and intersecting or not intersecting MN^
and drawing to it a tangent OT from the point in which

the lino PQ intersects MN^ the circle round a** centre whose

radius '» OT intersects MN in the points of contact A and B
of the two circles required.
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For, from the deflcribed circl« PQXY (Eoe. ill. 36),

Or^OP.OQj and, by coMtruction, OA* and OB* each «- 07*,

therefore OA' and OB' each - OP. OQ, and therefore (Euc.

in. 37) the circlea PQA and PQB touch respectively at A
and B the given line MN.

For the circle. If P and Q be the points and UN the

circle ] describing any circle PQXY paasbg through P and Q

» ^'

'

and intersecting AAV in two points X and K, and from the

point in which the chord of intersection XY meets the line

PQ drawing the two tangents OA and OB to Jf^V, their points

of contact A and B are those of the two circles required.

For, from the given cirde, OA' and OB* each - OX,OY
(Euc. III. 36), and from the dewvibed circle OX.OT- OP.OQ^
therefore OA' and OB* each - OP, OQ^ and therefore (Euc.

III. 37) the circles PQA and PQB touch respeedvelj at A
and .0 the given drele MtN,

If either of the points P or Q were on the line or

circle MX^ the other not being on it, the two points A and B
would evidently coincide with it and with each other; and if

P and Q were at opposite sides of the line or circumferenoe

MNj A and B would evidently be both impossible as no circle

passing through P and Q could then posnbly touch MN.
Hence, for the line or circle alike, the two solutions of the

problem would be distinct if P and Q were at the same udo

of MNy coincident if either P or Q were upon MN^ and im-

poasible if P and Q were at opposite sides of MN.

52. With respect to the point 0, determined as above in

the solution for the circle, the following property is important

—

The extremities X' cmd Y' of every cJiord of MN whose

direction passes through lie in the same circU: with P and Q^
and converselyy the chard of intersection XY' of every circle

passing through P and Q and meeting MN passes through 0.
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For, in the first case, the rectangles OX'.OY' and OP.OQ

being each equal to the rectangle OX.OY are equal to each

other, and therefore &c. ; and, in the second case, conceiving

connected with cither point of intersection X' of the two

circles MNX' and PQX\ and supposing the connecting line

OX' to meet them again if possible at two different points Y'

and r", we would have the two ^different rectangles OX'.OY'

and OX'.OY" equal to the same rectangle OP.OQ which

could not be, and therefore &c.

Hence the general property that

—

If a variable circle pass through two fixed points P and Q
and intersect a fixed circle MNj the variable chord of intersection

XY passes through a fixed point on the line PQ^ that^' viz.j

fjT which the constant rectangle OX.OY= the fixed rectangle

OP.OQ.
The circle MN being given, if P and Q be both given,

is of course implicitly given with them, being, as above, the

point in which XY (the chord of intersection with MN of any

circle through P and Q) meets PQ ; but, if on the other hand,

only be given, P and Q may be (as in 12) on any line

passing through 0, and at any two distances from (measured

in similar or opposite directions according as is external or

internal to MN) for which OP. 0^ = the given rectangle

OX.OY.

63. The problem to describe a circle passing through two

given points P and Q and touching a given line or circle MN^
if evidently a particular case of the problem.

1 To describe a circle passing through two given points P and

"^ '

I
^ and intercepting on a given line or circle MN a segment or

\ chard of given length XY.
To solve which, as the direction of XY passes, by the pre-

ceding, in either case through 0, we have OX.0Y= OP.OQ
and OX^ OY=XY according as P and Q are at similar or

( opposite sides of MNy therefore, by Euc. ii. 6 or 5, we have

OX and OY and therefore X and Y themselves.

When P and Q are at the same side of MN^ any length

of tegment or chord XY (less of course than the diameter in

tho case of the circle) might be intercepted by a circle through
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P and Q, bat when P and Q are at oppoaite aidea of MN^
figs, fi Art. 12 and 7 Art. 51, since tbo rectangle under the

a^ments of a line cut iotcmallj can nerer (Enc II. 5) exceed

the square of half the line, no length leas than twice the aide

of the square -the rectangle OP.OQ conld be intenepCed;

b that case, therefore, the two aotntsooa of the ptoUen we,

distinct for anj greater length, ooineideBt for tlwt partiflBUtf'

length, and iuipoasible for anj leanr ieogth.

Cob. Since a circle paaaing throng a fixed point and

having iu centre on a fixed line passes necesssriljr throogh m
second fixed po'int the reflexion of the first with reqieet to

the line (50), the four following problema are reduced immedi-

ately to the preceding.

To dtsenbe a circle passing through a given point, having

its centre on a given line, and Umching^ or interoqtting a given

segment or chord of, a given Un§ cr cinU*

64. If ^ be any point, A its reflexioo with reipeet to

any line L, and E and F the centrea of the two circlea paasbg

through A and A and touching any circle MN^ figs, a and /9,

then, if ^ be the centre of Jf^V, it is evident that AE+BE
and AF+BF in fig. a, and AE -'BE and AF-- BF in fig. /9

= the radius BM or BX of MN, Hence the following solutions

of the two useful problems

—

On a given line L to determme the two points E and F^

the sum or difference of toAoss distances from Uoo given points

A and B shall he given.

With] either of the two given points B as centre and with

a radius BM or BN*»Xhe given sum (fig. a) or difference

(fig. /3) describe a circle MN, the centres E and F of the two

circles passing through the other given point A and its re-
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flexion A with respect to the given line L and touching that

circle, are the two points required.

Should MN happen to pass through either A or Al the

two points of contact M and ^ would evidently coincide

at whichever of them it passed through ; therefore the two

centres E and F would also coincide, and the construction

then at the extreme limit of possibility or impossibility would

become that already given in (49) for the minimum sum and

maximum difference of the distances in question.

55. The next example, again, we give separately as leading

naturally to au important property of similar figures.

a. Of all triangles of any constant species^ whose sides pass

through three fixed points^ the maximum is that the perpendiculars

to whose sides at the points intersect at a common point.

b. Of all triangles of any constant species^ whose vertices lie

on three fixed lines^ the minimum is that the perpendiculars to the

lines at whose vertices intersect at a common point.

For if ABC and FQB, be any two triangles such that the

sides of ABC pass through the vertices of PQR^ or the vertices

of rQB lie on the sides of ABC\ the three circles QAR^ RBP^
PCQ pass evidently in all cases (Euc. in. 21, 22) through a
common point (?, for which the three angles QOR^ EOPy POQ
•re equal or supplemental to the three angles BAC^ CBA^ ABC
respectively, and the three angles BOC^ COA^ A OB to the

Bums or differences of the three pairs of angles ^^C and QPB^
CBA and RQP^ ACB and PRQ respectively (see 24), and
which, when either of the two triangles ABC or PQR is fixed

Mid the species of the other constant, is therefore fixed, and
ietermines with the three sides of the variable triangle, which-
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ever it be, three variable triangles BOCj COAjAOB, or QOB,
JROPy POQ of coDitant ipeoiea revolving roond it aa a common

vertex. Hence, being fixed in bodi casea, wbeo, aa in (a),

PQJi is fixed and ABC variable, BCj CA^ AB are nuudma

with OAf OBj OCy thjit U^ when the latter are diamcten of

t!ir three fixed circles Q'^^' '''>P, POQ respectively, and lltOV^-

1' i< vVc. ; and wheu, a^ iBC is fixed and PQH variable,

Qli, BPy PQ are minima with OP, OQ, OR, that ia, when

the latter are perpendiculan to the threo fixed Unoa BC^ CA^
AB respectively, and therefere Ae.

Hence, to eonttmei ike tnemgla ofgnm tpteim mud maaeimitm

area ABO wkom mdm akaU pom Arot^ thm gitm pomtt

PQR^ or Aa ttiamgU of givtn apteim and wmUmmm arm PQR
whom verticea thall lie on Arm gim$k Imm BC^ CA, AB Th«
three angles QOB, BOP, POQ in the fomor eaae, and the

thi«e BOC^ COAy AOB in the latter, being given bj the

above relations, the point therefore in either case ia given

immediately by the eoininon intersection of diree given oirdea

(Euc III. 33), and therefore the three perpendicalan J9(7, Ci,
AB to OP, OQ^ Oi? in the fbnner eeae, and the three OP,

OQ, OB to BC^ 0AfABmik9 hrtter, are given, and there-

fore &C.

Cob. r. By aid of the point 0, determined aa above, tiie

two problems: io eomatfuet a triamgU ABC or PQR of gimn

magnitude mtd apeoim^ whom Arm tidm BC, OA^ AB ehaU

pom Atomgh Arm gmm pomte P^ Q^ R^ or whom Arm mrtiom

P, Q, R shall lie oh Arm given littm BC, CAj AB, of which

the two above are the extreme cases, may be solved with equal

readiness; for, the species of the six trianglea BOO, COA,
AOB and QOB, BOP, POQ being given in both cases, when,

as in the former case, the three lengths BC, CA, AB are

given, 80 therefore are the three OA, OB, OC, and therefore

the three points ^, ^, O on the three given circles QOB,
ROP^ POQ, and when, as in the latter case, the three lengtha

QB^ RP, PQ are given, so therefore are the three OP, OQ, OR,
and therefore the three points P, Q, R ou the three g^ven lines

BC, CA, AB.
Uence, again, as in the problems. Arts. 51 and 53, the

two solutions of the problem are distinct, coincident, or im-
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possible according as the given magnitude of the triangle to

be constructed ABC or PQR^ is less than, equal to, or greater

than its maximum value in the former case, or greater than, equal

to, or less than its mmimum value in the latter.

Cor. 2°. By aid of the same again the two problems : to

construct a quadrilateral of given species^ whose four sides

Ay B, Cj D shall pass through four given points P, Q^ R^ 8,

or whose four vertices P, Q, P, S shall lie on four given lines

Af P, C, P may be readily solved. For, in the former case,

to find any vertex AB of the required quadrilateral ABCD,
As the two triangles PRQ and PSQ^ through whose common

vertices P and Q the two sides A and P corresponding to that

vertex pass, are given, and as the two triangles A CB and ABBj
which they determine with the other two sides C and P, are

of given species; therefore by the above the circle passing

through P and Q and though the required vertex AB passes

through two given points M and Nj whose distances from AB
have a given ratio and which therefore determine AB. And, in

the latter case, to find any side FQ of the required quadrilateral

FQRSj as the two triangles A CB and ADBj on whose common

aides A and P the two vertices P and Q corresponding to that

side He, are given, and as the two triangles PRQ and PSQ which

they determine with the other two vertices R and S are of given

species ; therefore, by the above, the circle passing through the in-

tersection of A and P and though the extremities of the required

side PQ passes through two given points M and iV, which conse-

quently determine that circle and with it therefore the two points

P and Q at which it intersects the two given lines A and P.

The same problem, the solutions of which, differing from those

of Cor. r, are always in both cases unique and possible, may
also, in the former case, to which the latter is evidently re-

ducible, be solved otherwise thus as follows : Since the diagonal

ooBnectIng any pair of opposite vertices AB and CI) of the

reqnired quadrilateral ABCD divides the two corresponding

angles AB and CD each into segments of given magnitude;

it therefore intersects the two given circles through P and Q
and through R and S^ on which AB and CD He, at two given

points / and J which consequently determine that diagonal

and therefore the quadrilateral.
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K.B. If the two points M and N in the former or the two

/ and J in the hitter of the oonstrootions just given ka^ppm^^

to coincide^ the construction otherwite determinate woold be

evidently indeterminate, and conaeqoantlj cm imjmU^ nMmhmr pf
quadrilateraU could be etmatneled taUtfying the etmdMotu of tk»

problem. The circamstanoM under which mutik ceaea ariae in

general will be connderod further on.

Cotu 3*. In the particuUr case of the above when, aa u
nearly the case in fig. /9, one angle of the triangle PQB» two
right angles, and when therefore the other two eadi 0, it ia

evident from the valuea of the three angles BOC^ COAj A OB^
as given above, that the point O Ues on the circle drciunscrib-

ing the triangle ABC. Hence we see that

—

a. If three pomts P, Q^ B^ taken arbitrartly on tie three tidee

BCy CAy AB of <my triangle ABC^ lie in a right line ; the tkrm

eirclee QAB, BBP, PCQ inlermei ai a eommom point on the

circle ABC.
b. If whUe the triangle i$ fixed the three poinU P, Q^ B vary /

eoaeto preeerve the eonekmeg of the three raiiee QB: BP: PQ^ j^
the point ofintereecHon O ie afxei point, and convereelg.

The four lines BPC^ CQA, ABB and PQB^ in the above,

being entirely arbitrary, it follows at once from property a, aa the

reader may very easily prove h priori for lumaelf, that

—

7%« four eirclee circumecribing the four trianglee determined

hg any four arbitrary linee taken three and three intereeet ai

a common point.

By Cors. 1* and 2* applied to the same particular case we
obtain ready solutions of the two following problems, via.

1*. To draw a line intereecting three given linee eo that ite ^
eegment intercepted between any two of them ehaB be cut in given

lengths by the third.

2*. To draw a line tnttrscrti'ng four given linee eo that ite

eegment intercepted betw* - ">• (wo of them shall be cut in given

ratios by the other two,

56. From the nature of similar figures and of their homo-
logous points and lines, it appeared (40) that if one point of

or connected with a figure F of any nature variable in magni-

tude and position but invariable in form be fixed, all points
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P, Qf Bj Sj &c. of or connected with it describe, and all lines

Af J5, 0, i), &c. of or connected with it envelope similar figures,

80 that in such a case if one point P move on a line or describe

a circle, all points Qj i2, S, &c. move on lines or describe circles,

and if one line A turn round a point or envelope a circle, all

lines Bj C, D^ &c. turn round points or envelope circles. Hence
from the preceding it follows that

—

For a figure F of any nature variable in magnitvjde and posi-

tion hut invariable in form^ if three points P, Q^ R connected with

it in any manner move on fixed lines Aj P, (7, allpoints S^ T^ <&c.

connected with it move on fixed lines P, P, (fee., and if three lines

Aj Bj C connected with it in any manner turn round fixed points

P, Qj P, all lines P, P, d'c. connected with it turn round fixed
points Sj T^ &c.

For, in the former case, the variable triangle P, Q^ E, whose
vertices move on the three fixed lines ^4, P, (7, and in the latter

case the variable triangle ^, P, C, whose sides pass through the

three fixed points P, Q^ P, being invariable in form ; therefore

by the preceding the point 0, connected as above with the vari-

able triangle and therefore with the figure, in both cases is a
fixed point, and therefore &c.

Cor. r. The above general properties supply obvious solu-

tions of the four following general problems, viz.

To construct a figure of given form^ V. four of whose points

shall lie on given lines; 2°. four of whose lines shall pass through

given points ; 3 . three of whose points shall lie on given lines^

and one of whose lines shall pass through a given point ; 4°. three

of whose lines shall pass through given points^ and one of whose
points shall lie on a given line.

Of these four general problems l". and 2". admit always of
poMible and generally of unique solutions, depending on the
unique point of intersection of two lines in 1°., and on the
unique line of connection of two points in 2°., which may how-
eyer by the powible coincidence of the two lines in T., or of the
two points in 2\ become in certam cases indeterminate (55,
Cor. a*.) ;

3*. and 4*. on the other hand admit in all casea of two
•olntions, distinct, coincident, or impossible according to circum-
stances.

The circumstances under which the solutions of T. and 2*.
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may in certain cases become iDdetenninatei appear at once from

the two general properties of the present article; the four points

of the figure 1\ Q^R^S^m 1*. may so oorrespood to the four given

lines A^ B^ (7, Z>, or the four lines of the fignre A^ B^ C^Dva
2*. to the four given points P, Q, R, 8, that when in 1*. three

of the points P, Qy R lie on three of the lines A^ B^ C, the

fourtii point S must lie on the fourth line />, or when in 3*.

three of the lines A^ B^ C pass through three of the points

P, <^, U^ the foorth line D most pass through the fourth point 8\
in cither case the problem would eridently admit of an infinite

number of solutions and oonsequeotly be indeterminate.

Cob. S*. The same again by ud of the prindplei ettabliahed

in the prooeding article supply obvious solutions of the four

following additional problems, via.

—

To otmatrutt a Jigure of ^tgaw /orm and of minimum or givtn

magniuidey ikrte cfwkote point» »KaU lie on givm luttt.

To comiruei ajigwrt of aivm farm and of maaeimtim or givtm

magnitude.^ Aro$ ofwhom linm JmUpa$$ tkromgk giom poinU,

Of whidi the two for the cases of given magnitude admit

each, as in Cor. 1*. of the preeading, of two solutions, distinct,

coincident, or impossible, according as the given magnitude

happens to be within, upon, or beyond the limiting value of

which it is susceptible under the ctfcamatanoes of the case.

57. There are many cases in which a variable magnitude is

shewn to be a maximum (or a minimum) in some particular

relative position of the elements of the figure with which it is

connected, by its being shewn that for any other relative posi-

tion it could be increased (or diminished), and that every change

which would increase (or diminish) it would tend to bring it to

the particular configuration in question, of this the four follow-

ing instructive examples may be taken as illustrations:

Ex. 1. The sum of the disUncea of • variable point on s fixed line

from two fixed points at the same side of the line is a minimum when thej

make equal angles with the line (Ex. a, 49); from this it follows that

—

Of all polygon$ <^f anjf onkr wkoM v*rtieet m an^ a$mfnmi ordnr lit
'

ON Jlxtd line*, that of minimwH ptrimttUr i* tAat^ whott $eomrml ongln ar$

all HteeUd txtemally by tk* luu$ on ichich their rtrticeB U».

For, supposing any angle of the polygon not to be so bisected, the

rcmotal of its rertex to the point at which it would be so bisected, would,

t
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without affecting in any manner the retnaitiing sides of the polygon, diminish

the sum of the containing sides, and therefore the entire perimeter of

which that sum is a part.

Ex. 2. For the middle point of any arc of a circle :
1°. The sum of

the chords of the segments and the area of the triangle they form with

the chord of the arc, are both maxima (Ex, 6°, 48); 2°. The perimeter

and area of the quadrilateral formed by the tangent with the chord of

the arc and the tangents at its extremities are both minima (Ex. 7°, 48);

firom these it follows that

—

1°. Of all polygons of the same order inscribed in the same circle, that

ofmaximum perimeter and area is the regular.

2°. Of all polygons of the same order circumscribed about the same circle,

that of minitnum perimeter arid area is the regular.

For, supposing any vertex of the polygon in 1°. not to bisect the

arc of the circle intercepted between the adjacent two, its removal

to the middle point would, without affecting in any way the remainder

of the polygon, increase both the perimeter and area of the triangle

it determines with the chord of the arc, and therefore of the entire

figure of which that triangle is a part ; and, supposing the point of contact

of any side of the polygon in 2°. not to bisect the arc of the circle inter-

cepted between those of the adjacent two, its removal to the middle point

would, without affecting in any way the remainder of the polygon, diminish

both the perimeter and area of the quadrilateral determined by that side

with the chord of the arc and the tangents at its extremities, and therefore

of the entire figure of which that quadrilateral is a part.

Ex. 3. When a line of any length is cut into two equal parts, the

product of the parts is greater, and the sum of their squares less, than

if it were cut into any two unequal parts (Ex. 2°, 48); from this it

follows that

—

1°. When a line of any length is cut into any number of equal parts,

the amtinued product of all the parts is greater, and the sum of their

squares lets, than if it were cut in any way into the same number of un-

4quat parts.

V. When a line of any length is cut into any number of parts a,b,c, d,

^e, in the ratios of any set of integer numbers a, /3, 7, i, ^c, the product

<«. W.c'.d», ^. M greater, and the sum — + ^ + - + — -^ A-e. is less, than
a p f^ i "

tf it were cut in any other way into the same number of parts.

To prove 1°. Supposing any two of the parts not to be equal, the

equable division of their sum would, witlumt affecting any of the remaining

parte, inereaM the product and diminish the sum of the squares of those

two, end therefore increase the product and diminish the sum of the

qtuuree of the entire set.

To prove 2°. ConocixHng a subdivided into a equal parts, b into /3

•qoal perts, e into 7 equal parts, d into i equal parts, &c, then since
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ommt^ tiiDM the continiiod produet of the nibdi^nttone id m, b^m fifi

timea the continued produet of the fi robdimioiif of &, e^ 7'' taoMt Uie

continued product of the 7 subdiYttioDi of «, # > 4* ttniee the ooBtiniMd

product of the i tabdimioni of d, &e. ; end liiiM 1^ • ttOMS tho sum
of the tquaree of the m •ubdiYuiont of «, 1^ ^ time* tho mi of the

squarea of the /3 lubdiruiooe of &, e* • 7 tia« the turn of the equeree

of the 7 •ubdiriaione of e, ^ • 4 lioMe the mm of the eqnarea of the 4

•ubdivuioos of d, &e., therelbra o*.l^.tfT.#.&c •«*./S^.'y''.<'.&e.

timee the oontinoed produet of the vhole m ^ B^-i * i* &e. suhdJTukNM,
a* &* e* d*

of the entire line, and --t--4-^-f&e.>tho ram of tho eqnane of
• /* 7 *

the lane »* fi ¥f k i ^ &e. cubdiTiaioiit 1 ead thcnCM*. by 1% tho Ibnner

is e maxiiDum end the Utter a minimum when the eeTeral eubdimiona

are aU equal, that ie, aa o coBtaine of them, 6, /3 of them, r, 7 of them

d,i of them, &e., when mibicd^ &o. : : « : ^ : 7 : '. &«. Q.ZJK

Ex. 4. When two cooteiminous line* of any lengths are placed at a

right angle, the area of the triangle thejr determine it greater than if

they were placed at anj othar Mglo dbtneo or aente (Bs. 1% 48) from

thia it follows that—

V. WhtH oil tk» nim Ud ene 9f m ptiiffm «r« fmm im Umgtk and
«rd»r, <Ae mrta q^ IM0 ^^funrt i$ <Ae oMxtMiiM teAan lAe

an (Ae elotitig tidt aa diutntltt pattt$ IAtcimA mO itt

2*. Wh0n ali tht §idm q^ m pol^̂ om an finm m IrayCA amd ordmr, tka

armt oflkt^igwrt is tk$ marimtmm taAen aU U$ atriiem Ham a earek.

3". Whm tha axhaasitiu qf a htmi Una qf fiaam hrngtM ara

hjf a atraigki Una, ika araa q^ Ifta aaeiMarf Jlfttra w ika

4^ Wka» tka parvmalar pfa claaaijlfma k fiaam, ita araa i$ tha

muan wham iiajorm ia a eirala.

To proTe 1" and 3**. Suppoaing aoj angle taitax P of the polygon

in the former oaae, or any aingle point P of the bent lino in the latter eaae,

not to lie upon the aamidrelo deeeribed on tho eloaing aide or connoeting Una

A li, tlien the two eonterminona lines AP and BP not being at a right

angle (Euc. III. 81). The putting of them at a right angle wonld, ivitkotti

affttimg M aa^ waff, araapt im paaitiom, iJka raaaaiaia§ partiom$ of tkt

Jigura wkiek might ba ragardad at attaektd ta amd ateatabla with <A«ai,

increase the area of the triangle APB and therefore of the entire figure

of which it is a part.

To proTe 4**. Supposing the perimeter to form a eirele, then any dia-

meter AB would diride the whole figure into two semicircles, one or both

of which would necessarily be altered in form and therefore diminished in

area (3°.) by any change whaterar from the circular form of the entire.

To prove 2°. Supposing the sereral Tcrtices of the polygon to lie in

a circle, then conceiving the circle described through Ihem, any change

whatever in the figure of the polygon would taitJkout afftttimg in any teay

•xeapt M position tka drcuiar aagatant* on tha taoaral aidaa vthiak might ba
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regarded at attached to and moveable with them alter the form and therefore

diminish the area of the entire circular figure (4".), and consequently of

the polygon itself the only part of the whole undergoing change of area.

Otherwise thus, from 1°. without the aid of 4°. the polygon and circle

being supposed described as before; then, firstly, if any two vertices of

the former A and B happened to determine a diameter of the latter, that

diameter would divide the polygon into two whose areas, by 1°., would both

be diminished by any change of figure they could receive ; and, secondly,

if no two vertices happened to determine a diameter, then drawing any

diameter AB, and connecting its extremities A and B each with the two

adjacent vertices of the polygon M and K, P and Q, between which it

lies, that diameter would divide the entire figure consisting of the variable

original polygon and the two invariable appended triangles MAN and

PBQ into two parts, whose areas, by 1°., would both be diminished by

any change of figure they could receive; therefore in either case any

change of figure in the original polygon, as necessarily producing a change

of figure in one or both of the partial polygons, woiUd diminish the area

of one or both, and therefore of the whole-

The former demonstration, though perhaps less elementary, will pro-

bably be regarded by the reader as simpler than the latter.

68. In the Theory of Maxima and Minima it happens very

often, 80 often as to require special notice at the very outset

of the subject, that a variable magnitude which in a certain

relative position of the elements of the figure with which it

is connected has a maximum and a minimum value each for

the proper position corresponding to itself, appears in another

relative position of the very same elements to have two maxima

or two minima values for the same positions alternating with

two minima values each = 0, or two maxima values each = oo
,

at certain intermediate positions, as, for example, the distance

of a variable point on a fixed circle from a fixed line, which

when the circle and line do not intersect, is a maximum for

the farther and a minimum for the nearer extremity of the

diameter perpendicular to the line, but which when they do

intersect has apparently maxima values at both those ex-

tremities alternating with apparently minima values each =
at the two points of intersection.

In the preceding, and in all similar cases, however—as will

more fully appear when wo come to the subject of the Signs

of geometrical magnitudes

—

a change of sign takes place at

tadk passoffs of the variable through or oo, after which a
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negative increase is of connc a positive decrease, and converselj,

and a negative maximum conaeqaentlj a poaitiTe minimum, and

conversely ; and the two values « or oo are not real minima

or maxima values at all (45), bat merely lA« partiadar vabteB

throiujh tchich tA» variable magnihtdt m eomHnmma deenaat or

incrtaMe poMM at the moment of ekamjimff $ign. Of course if

abujlute values of magnitudes only were taken into aoooont, as in

arithmetic and in the geometry of ancient times, die partienlar

values and oo would be the least of all minima and the greatest of

all maxima for magnitudes of ermy kind; bat in the geometry of

the present day, in wbidi magnhodea of certun kinds are re-

garded as having not only absolute valoe but also ngn, they

are looked on as in no way differing from any other particulur

alaes through which variable magnitudes in oootinaoas de-

crease or increase may happen to pass. In the case of magni-

tudes incapable of change of sign, the values and oo are of

course the extreme minima and maxima values In modem as

in ancient geometry, and it might at fimt sight appear question-

able whether it would not be better to regard them as such

for magnitudes of all kbds as well. The advantagea, however,

resulting from the oonveotlon of aSgna b modem geometry are

so numerous and considerable, that in the present state of the

science it could scarcely be r^^arded as optional to forego them

or not

50. The extreme maxima and minima values of variable

magnitudes, in whichever light r^mrded, give evidently in all

cases the extreme UmiU of po$a(bUity and impoeaibiltty in the

solutions of all problems involving tlie magnitudes; it being of

course impossible to construct a magnitude of any kind greater

than the extreme maximum or less than the extreme mini-

mum of which it is sosoeptiUe under the ctrcamstances of

its data.

Should the extreme maxima and minima values of a magni-
tude variable in position happen to be equal^ of course aU inter-

mediate values would be also equal, and the magnitude would

be constant/ in evwy sack case the problem to construct the

magnitude so as to have a given valne would of course be

impotaOtle for any other than the oonstaot value, while for that
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value It would evidently admit of an infinite number of solutions

or be indeterminate as it is termed.

When on the other hand, as is of course the case generally,

the extreme maxima and minima values of a magnitude variable

in position are not equal, the problem to construct the magni-

tude so as to have any intermediate value, admits always of at

least two distinct and definite solutions, more or less sepa-

rated from each other, which approach to coincidence as the

value continuing within the limits of possibility approaches either

limit, which actually coincide for each limiting value, and which

become impossible together once the limits are passed ; and

the same is the case generally for all problems admitting of two

solutions and therefore for all in which, directly or indirectly,

the circle b involved, the two solutions in general distinct become

coincident at the limits of possibility and impossibility ^ and so

pass together through coincidence from possibility to impossibility

^

and conversely,^ (See 21).

As an example of the preceding principles : suppose it were

required to draw from a given point to a given circle a line

of given length. For the centre of the circle the solutions of

the problem would manifestly be impossible for any value of

the given length different from the radius and indeterminate for

that value; while for every point different from the centre it

would admit of two, and but two, determinate solutions which

would be distinct, coincident, or both impossible, according as the

given length happened to lie between, upon, or beyond the

extreme limits for the point.

The above principles are all general and deserving of par-

ticular attention ; for, 1°.—No problem in geometry admitting

in its general form of but a single solution ever becomes im-

possible, however in certain cases it may appear to do so ;
2°.

—

Whenever a problem admitting in its general form of two
olations becomes impossible, the two solutions always become
impossible together, and pass invariably through coincidence in

their transition from possible to impossible, and conversely ; and
8*.—There is no problem in geometry that does not become
indeterminate under certain circumstances of its data.
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CHAPTER IV.

ON THE TRIOONOMBTRIOAL TUNCTIOKS OF AKGLB8.

60. If from any point P taken ftrbitrvUj on eitherM of

two indefinite lines M and ^V intenecting at a point and

constituting an angle of anj form KS a perpendicolar PQ
bo let fall upon tlie other line ^, the perpeodicalar determines

with the two lines a rightHuigled triangle PQO whose form

it is evident depends only on that of the angle, and every

two of whose sides determine two redprocal ratios which nre

implicitly given with, and whichj reciprocally, impU('

the form of the angle. The six ratios thus determiticu trum

thoir importance in the science of Trig<mometry are termed

tlie trigim)mit)noaJi /umeiumB of the angle, and are designated

ill that science by appn^iriate names as follows:

r. The ratio of the perpendicoUr PQ to the mterral PO
between its head and the veitex of the angle is termed the

fine of the angle.

3*. The ratio of the perptodicnlar PQ to the interval QO
between its foot and die vertex of the angle is termed the

tangent of the angle.

8*. The ratio of the fiMmer interval PO to (he lattor btcrval

QO\b termed the sooonl of the angle.

4°. The ratio of the interval OQ \q the distance OP is

t«rmed the co-sine of the angle.

5'. The ratio of the interval OQ to the perpendicular VQ is

termed the co^emgent of the angle.

6*. The ratio of the distance OP to the perpendicular PQ is

termed the co-^9oeuU of the angle.

Upon the question as to the origin and appropriateness of

the names ' sine/ ^ tangent/ and * secant,* we need not enter here

;

the three simple ratios so designated are of such frequent oo-

f2
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currencc, the first of them especially, in geometrical researches,

as absolutely to require some distinguishing appellations ; and

the old and familiar names by which they have always been

known in another science, are at least as convenient as any

others that might be proposed for the purpose ; the remaining

three, termed respectively co-sine, co-tangent, and co-secant,

have been so named as being to the complement oftlie angle what

the sine, tangent, and secant, are to the angle itself.

If the angle determined by the two lines be conceived to

change figure and to pass continuously through every variety

of form, from the extreme of two parallel to the opposite

extreme of two rectangular lines; the whole six ratios will

pass evidently in the course of the variation, the sine, tangent,

and secant in continuous increase, and the co-sine, co-tangent,

and co-secant in continuous decrease, through every variety of

value of which they are severally susceptible ; the sine from up

to 1 and the co-sine from 1 down to 0, the secant from 1 up to oo

and the co-secant from oo down to 1 , the tangent from up to oo

and the co-tangent from oo down to 0; the whole six being of course

implicitly given for each particular form of angle, and any one

of them reciprocally determining the corresponding form of the

angle and with it of course the remaining five.

Of all the trigonometrical functions of the angle the iine is

that which enters most largely into the investigations of modem
geometry, and we shall accordingly devote the present chapter

to the consideration of a few simple but very important pro-

perties involving the sines of angles.

61. The ratio of the sines of the segments into tchich an angle

is divided hy any line passing through its vertex is the same as

that of the perpendictdare on its sides from any point on the line ;

and oomoersely^ the ratio of the perpendiculars from any point on

the side* ofan angle is the same as that of the sines of the segments

into which the angle is divuied by the line connecting its vertex

with the point.

For if AA' and BB'j or M and A*, be the sides of the angle

;

PP'f or Ly the line passing through its vertex 0; P, or P", the

point, and PX and PVy or J^X' and FY', the perpendiculars.

Tben nnoe by definiUon PXiPO or FX'iFO^muLM
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and PYi PO orFY* : FO^nn LN, therefore PX.PY or

FX' iFY'^tm LMi sin LN^ and therefore &c
Cob. r. If the two perpendicoUrePX and PF, or FX' and

P'l", were turned roond Jv^*' «; ^» ^ '3)

P, or P, through any com-

mon angle so a« to become,

more generally, iaodinak

inclineJ at any equal ang-

les to the sides of the

given angle M and N,
the same property would obrionsly be true of the isoclinals

as of the perpendiculars, as the ratio of the former would

evidently be constant and equal to that of the latter through

whatever angles they were turned.

Cor. T, a very obvious solution of a very useful problem

"to divids a given angle intemallg or exUmallg mIo two

porta whote tnua akaU have a gtrm ratio** might eridently

be based on the above, but another and in many respects

more convenient method of effecting the same division will be

given further on.

62. In a circle thr ratio of aujf chord to the diamet-r it the

$ine of the constant angle subtended bg the chord at eterg point

on the dreumferenee efthe eMe [95),

If AB be the chord ; through either extremity of it A draw-

ing the diameter A C and joining C'J9, then

since the angle subtended by the chord at

any point on the circle is independent as to

form of the position of the point (25), if the

theorem be true for any one point on the

circle it is tnio for every point, but it is

true for the point t\ for the angle ABC being in a semicircle

and consequently a right angle, therefore by (60) the ratio of

AB : AC'iB the sine of the angle ACB^ and therefore &c

Cor. r. Hence two or ang numher of chorda of the aams

circle are to each other aa the ainea of the angUa theg aeverallg

attbtend at the circumference of the circle ; for each chord, by

the above, being equal to the diameter of the circle multiplied
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by the sine corresponding to itself, and the diameter being

the same for them all, therefore &c.

CoR. 2°. The angle any chord of a circle makes with the

tangent at either of its extremities being similar in form to

that in the two segments into which it divides the circle (22).

Hence from Cor. 1°.

—

Two or any number of chords of the same circle are to each

other as the sines of the angles they make with the tangents at

their several extremities.

Cor. 3°. The several chords may be conterminous, in which

case it appears at once from Cor. 2°., that

—

Two or any number of chords diverging from the same point

an the circumference of a circle are to each other as the sines of

the angles they severally make with the tangent at the point.

Cor. 4°. Any two adjacent sides of any polygon inscribed

in a circle being conterminous chords of the circle ; therefore

from Cor. 3°.—

TJve tangents at the several vertices of any polygon inscribed in

a circle divide the several angles of the polygon externally intoparts

whose sines are in the ratios of the adjacent sides of the polygon.

Cor. 5°. The three sides of every triangle being chords of

the same circle, that viz. which passes through its three

vertices, and the three angles being those subtended by their

opposite sides at the circumference of the circle ; hence at

once, from the above, the important property of the triangle,

that—
The sine ofany angle ofa triangle is equal to the opposite side

divided by the diameter of the circle circumscribing the triangle /

and conversely^ the diameter of the circle circumscribing any

triangle is equal to any side of the triangle divided by the sine

of the cpposite angle.

Cor. 6*. Denoting in any triangle by a, i, c the three sides,

and by A^ By C the three respectively opposite angles, then

always—
a+ BinA =B b -i- BinB= c -i- sinC\

for each by the above is equal to the diameter of the circle

ctrcaaucribiDg the triangle.
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Cob. 7*. Denoting by d the diameter ofthe circumscribing cir-

cle, and by />, q^ r the three perpendJcuUrB finmn the three vertioes

yi, //, C upon the respectiYely opposite sides a^h^ c\ then nnoe

(60),p = c.sin^or 6.nnC, ^^a.unCor o.mn^, r»h,nnA or

a.vinBy and Bince, Cor. 6*., d^a-^mxA^h-^mnB^e'^WEkC^
thereforejn/»^ fd»oa^ r(^«-a&, and therefore generallj

—

In every triangle the produel rfo>*3f two Mm it equal to tko

product o^ tMe diameter of tMe eircmmeeribimg eMe vUo the

perpendiadat on the third eiJe/rom the eppoeite vertem.

Thii pmpeity mppliet an olmooa nmlliod of •ohring the

problem: *^gwen of a triangle one eiJe, the oppoeile angle^ and

the product of the ether two eidm to omatruot «(.**

Cur. 8*. If P be any point on Um ctrenmaeribing circle,

and PA^ PB, PC the

three lines connecting \.*fy^ 'j^ ^,
it with the three ver-

tices Af Bf C, then

since, whatever be the

position of P, any two

oftheconnectingchords

PA and PB^ divided each by the diameter of the circle </,

arc the sines of the two segments PCA and PCB into which

the third PC divides, internally or externally, the angle A CB
through whose vertex it passes ; it follows that

—

7%e two general probleme : ** to divide a given angle intemaUy

or extemallg into two parte whom einm shall have any given

rtltUion to each other^^ and ^ to divide a given are of a circle^

intemaUy or eztemally into tteo parte whom ehorde ehali have

the eame relation to each other" are idewtuxd.

Cor, 9*. If PJT, PF, PZ be the three perpendiculars from

P on the three sides BC, CA^ AB of the triangle ABCy then

since, Cor. 7'.,

PB,PC^d.PX, PC.PA^d.PYy PA.PB=.d.PZi

therefore

sinPAB. sinPA C^PX-i-d,

sinPBC. sin Pi?^l =PF+ rf,

8inP0^.sinPCB= PZ+ d;
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and therefore generally—

•

The product of the sines of the segments into which any angle

of a triangle is divided hy a variable line passing through its

vertex^ varies as the perpendictihr to the opposite side from the

point in which the line meets the circumscribing circle,

This property gives a very definite conception of the law

according to which the product of the sines of the segments of

a fixed angle by a variable line of section varies with the

position of the dividing line, and supplies moreover an obvious

solution of the useful problem—

To divide a given angle internally or externally into two

parts whose sines shall have a given product.

Cor. 10°. If u4, B^ C, D be any four points on a circle, PX
and PX\ Pr and FY\ PZ and PZ' the three pairs of perpendi-

culars from any fifth point P on the circle upon the three pairs of

opposite chords BC and AD^ CA and BD^ ^5 and CD they de-

termine, and d the diameter of the circle ; then since by Cor. 7°.,

PX=PB,PC-rd and PX'^PA.PD^d,
PY=PC.PA^d and PY'^PB.PD^d,
PZ = PA.PB^d and PZ' = PCPB^d]

therefore

PX.PX' = PY.PY' = PZ.PZ'^PA.PB.PC.PD -^ (/';

and therefore

—

The products of the three pairs of perpendiculars from any

point on a circle upon the three pairs of opposite chords connect-

ing any four points on the circle are equal / and their common

value is equal to the product of the distances of the one pointfrgm
the four divided hy t/ie square of tlie diameter of the circle.

If the six perpendiculars were turned round the point P
through any common angle, so as to become, more generally,

isoclinals inclined at any equal angles to the six chords; the

products of the three pairs of isoclinals for opposite pairs of

chords would still continue equal, each isoclinal being equal

to the corresponding perpendicular umltiplied by the secant

of the angle of rotation.

63. In every triangle the ratio of tlie sines of any two of the

angle* it the eame a$ that of the sides opposite to them.

For if -/4, B, (7 be the three angles, a, i, c the three opposite
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udeft, and j>^ g^ r Uie three perpendiculars on the latter from the

oppoutc vertices; since then by definition vatB^p-.e and

ianC=' p : 2*, vaiC'mq x a and sin^ =7 : c, sin ^4 » r : 6 and

stn^ « r : a, therefore at once

sInZ?: nnC^b : c, stnC: wxA^e : <i, sin^ : uaB^a : 6,

and therefore g^erally for all three,

sin^ : vknBi «nC«a : 6 : r,

or, tn svsry tnamgU tht tinea o/tAe tmgUt art at the cppetite tidet.

Otherwiae thus: oonceiTing a drde dreanaeribed rcmnd the

triangle, then since, hf the preeedbg (69), each side dinded hy
the diameter of the ctrde b the sine of the opposite angle,

therclbre Ac.

Tiiia latter thoogh less direct has the advantage orer the

former and more ordinary method of proving this important

theorem, that beaides establishing the proposition it gives at

the same time the oonmon ralae of the three equivalent

quotients a + sin ^, A -i- sin if, c-t*sinC, vis. the diamuier of tkt

circle evrctamtcribing Ike triamgls.

Cob. r. The angle between anj two lines being similar

in form to that between parallels to them through any point,

it follows at once from the above, that

—

Everjf tkrtt litm drawn from a point paraUel and equal to

the tkrm aidet of a triangU art 9o each other eaeh at Ae tine

of the angle between the other two.

That is, if be the pomt, and OA, OB^ OC the three lines,

then OA: OB: OO'mnnBOC : tinCOA : nlnAOB.
Cor. 9*. In every parallelogram any two adjacent sides and

the oonterminouK diagonal being equal and parallel to the

three sides of either triangle into which the paralld<^;ram is

divided by the diagonal. Hence firom Cor. I*

—

Each tide of every parallelogram it divided by the diagonal

trhich pattea through ^ into parit whote tinee tirp in the inverte

ratio of the adjacent tidet of the parallelogram.

That ift, if OA and OB be the sides about the angle, and

OD the diagonal, then nnAOD : sinBOD^ OB: OA.
Cor. 3*. The above supplies obvious and rapid solutions of

the two following problems

:

r. To divide two or four right anglet into three porta whose

tinea shall be at three gioen nwmhert.
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2°. To determine ttoo angles whose sines shall he to the sine

of their sum or difference as two given numbers to a third.

For, in the case of 1°., constructing any triangle whose three

sides are as the three numbers, its three internal angles furnish

obviously the solution for two and its three external for four

right angles, (Euc. i. 32) ; and in the case of 2°., constructing

any triangle two of whose sides are to the third as the two

given numbers to the third, its two internal angles opposite

to the two sides furnish obviously the solution for the case

of the sum, and either of them with the external adjacent to the

other for the case of the difference (Euc. I. 32).

If the three given numbers were such that three lines

representing them were incapable of fonning a triangle, that is,

(Euc. I. 20), if one of them were greater than the sum or less

than the difference of the other two, the above constructions

would of course fall ; thus showing that in such cases the re-

quired division or determination would be impossible.

CoR. 4°. The three internal angles BOC^ COA, AOB^
subtended by the three sides BC^ CAy AB of any triangle

ABC at any arbitrary point 0, being either together equal

to four right angles, or each separately equal to the sum or

difference of the other two, according as the point is within

or without the triangle ; the above leads again, as in Cor. 3°, to

the four solutions of the following problem, viz.

—

To determine the point for which the sines of the three

angle* subtended by tJie three sides of one given triangle ABO
shall be as the three sides of another given triangle A'BC.

For the three angles subtended at by the three sides of

ABC being, according to the position of 0, as just observed,

either the three external or one of the external and two of

the internal corresponding angles of A'B'C ; therefore de-

scnbing on the three sides of ABC as chords the three pairs

of equal circles which intersect them internally and externally

at the three corresponding angles, internal and external, of

A'BC (22) ; of the six circles thus described, the three wliich

intersect the sides of ABC internally at the three internal

and externally at the three external corresponding angles of

ABC intersect with each other at a common point 0,

which is one of those required, and intersect with the remaining
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three, each with the two not correipooduig to itself, at three

other common potuts /\ Q^ B^ which are the remaining three

of thoHc required.

In the particular caae when the three pairs of corresponding

angles of the two triangles ABC and ABC are equal, and

when the triangles themselres are therefore siroiUr; while

the three circles determining the point intersect at

the point of concurrence of the three perpeodicolars from the

vertices on the opposite udtB of ABC^ that being the point for

which the three internal angles BOC\ COA^ AOB^ wn the

supplements of the three internal ang^ BAC^ CBA, ACB^
of the triangle ; the remaining three eridentljr coincide with

each other and with the circle circumscribing ABO^ and the

three points Z', ^, A are oonsequeotljr indeterminale. This is

also evident a priori from (63) ; every point on the circle

circumscribing any triangle ABC sabtending, as there shewn,

its Uiree sides at angles whose nnes are proportional to their

lengths.

Cob. 5*. Denoting by P^ Q^ R the radii of the three equal

pairs of conjugate circles in the preceding correiponding to

the three sides BC^ CA^ AB^ respectively of the triangle ABC;
since then three of those circles for different sides pass through

the point 0, and consequently drcumscribo the three partial

triangles BOC^ COA, AOB^ therefore by (62).

2P'^BC-^nnB0C^%QmCA-¥waiC0A^%R^AB'i-waA0B,
and therefore

P:Q:R^BC+unBOC: CA + nnCOA i AB+nnAOB.
Hence again, by Cor. 4*., the four solutions of the following

additional problem, via.—

>

To determine the point such that for tkrtt given points

A.ByCtAeradiiPyQyRoftAe three circletBOC, COA^ AOB,
shall he as three given numbers.

For since from the propositions just stated

ainBOC : sin COA : sinJ 0B» BC-i-P: CA •* Q : AB-y- J?,

the problem is therefore reduced at once to that of Cor. 4*., tho

two groups of three ratios BC\ CA : AB and P: Q: R being

both given, and therefore with them the group to which the

three ones are proportional.
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In the particular case, when P= Q^R^ since then

sin50C: VitiCOA : sin A OB= BC: CA : AB,

the point as already noticed in Cor 4°., is either the unique

point of concurrence of the three perpendiculars from the

vertices on the opposite sides, or any point indifferently on

the circumscrihing circle, of the triangle ABC] the three

equal circles BOC, COA^ A OB, in the former case being

equal to, and in the latter case coinciding with, the circle ABC.

64. In every triangle the ratio of double the area to the

rectangle under any two of the sides is the sine of the angle

contained hy those sides.

For if, as in the preceding, A, Bj C be the three angles,

a, ft, c the three opposite sides, and p, q, r the three perpen-

diculars on the latter from the opposite vertices; since then

(Euc. 1. 42.) 2 area = o^ = J^ = cr, and since (60) jt? = i . sin C
or c%xnB,q = c sin -4 or a sin C, r= a sin Both sin ^, therefore

2 area= ftc.8in^ =ca. sin5= aft. sin C,

and therefore &c.

CoK. 1°. Since from the above

area = \hc . sin >4 = \ca . sin if= ^oft . sin C,
therefore

—

In every triangle the area is equal to half the product of any
two of the sides multiplied into the sine of the included angle.

Hence if two sides of a triangle be given, the area varies

as the sine of the included angle, has equal values for every

pair of supplemental angles, and is the maximum for a
right angle.

Cor. 2°. Denoting by B the radius of the circle circumscrib-

ing the triangle, then since by (62),

sin A=a-i-2B, sin J5=ft -^ 2i2, sin C= c -i- 2 i2,

and since by the above, sin ^1 = 2 area -i- ftc, sin 5= 2 area -i- ca^

•inC* 2area+ oft, therefore ^ = oftc -r 4 area, or

—

In every triangle the radius of the circumscribing circle is

•jttal to the product of the three sides divided by four times

Ab area.

Which is the well-known fomuila by which to calculate

in numbers the value of /;, when those of a, ft, c are given.
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Cob. 3% Iffrom an^ paint PperpauUeulan PX, FY, PZ^
he let fall upon the sides BC, CAy ABj of my tnamffk ABO^
then

2 area of triangle XYZw^^OBT" OP^ .waA .waxB.WinC
where and OR cars the eemtrs amd radius of the drels ett'

*

eumseribinj ihs triatigle ABC.

I

Fur, connecting P with any two of the verticea A and B of

the triangle ABC^ and the point D where the connector for

either A intcnects the circumscribing circle with the other B;
then bj the abore, 2 area XYZ'^ ZX. ZY.nnXZV; but the

two group* of four poinU T, /» Z, A and JT, /* Z^ B being evi-

dently concydic, and PA and PB being the diameters of the

two circlet (Euc iii. 81.); therefore (62), ZY'^PA.nnA,
ZX'PB . sin B, and (Euc. iii. 21. 22.} angle XZYm angle PBD,
the two angles PZX and J'ZY being equal to the two PBX and
PA Y or CBD reapectively ; therefore

2arca XYZ^^PA . PB. nnA .uaB.nnPBD,
but (68) PB . sin PBD- P/> . sin PDB- PD . sin C, (Euc. ill. 2 1

.)

therefore

2 area XYZ~ PA ,PD,wxA. sinB . sin C,

and therefore &c ; since (Euc. iii. 35. 36.) PA .PD »

(

OB^ - OP^
or

(
OP* - 01?) according mPIs within (fig a) or without (fig fi)

the ciri'le circumscribing ABC.
If in the above the three perpendiculars PXy PY^ PZy were

turned round P in the same direction of rotation through any
common angle, ao as to become, more generally, isocliuala

PX\ PY\ PZ' ind'med at the complement of the angle to the

sides ; the same value multiplied by the square of the secant of

the angle of rotation, or, which is the same thing, divided by the
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square of the sine of the angle of inclination to the sides (60),

would evidently (Euc. VI. 19.) be the value of the area of the

triangle X'Y'Z'.

CoR. 4*. It follows of course from the preceding, Cor. 3°.,

that, whether for perpendiculars or isoclinals, the area of the

triangle XYZ is—1°. constant^ when F is on any circle concentric

with ; 2°, evanescent when P is on the circle circumscribing

ABC ; 3°, a maximum in absolute value (58) when P is at Oj

or at infinity ; from the second of which it appears that, the feet

of the perpendiculars upon the sides of a triangle from any point

on its circumscribing circle^ or more generally of any isoclinals

inclined to the perpendiculars at the same angles and in the same

directions of rotation^ lie in a line ; a property the reader may
easily prove directly for himself. See figs. Cor. 9°. Art. 62.

CoR. 5°. The preceding properties, Cor. 4°., supply obvious

solutions of the three following problems :—" On a given line

or circle to determine the point or points from which if perpenr

diculars be let fall upon three given lines the area of the triangle

determined by their feet shall he a minimum^ a maximum^ or

given /" or more generally of the three corresponding problems

in which the perpendiculars are replaced by isoclinals inclined to

them in either direction at any given angle of rotation.

65. Every line passing through any vertex of a triangle

divides the opposite side into segments in the ratio compounded of

that of the conterminous sides and of that of the corresponding

segments into which it divides the angle at the vertex.

z^

For, i( ABChe the triangle, C the vertex, and CZ the line;

letting fall upon CZ from the other two vertices A and jR,

the two perpendiculars AP and JiQ^ then since by similar

triangles AZ : BZ= AP : BQ^ and since by (60),

AP''AC.smACP=AC.3mACZ,
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and BQ^BCtinBCQ'mBCnnBCZ;
therefore AZ : BZ» A C.tinA CZ : BC.tAnBCZ^

that is, Euc. Ti. (23) « the ratio compounded of the two ratios

.1 C : BC and tixnACZ : mnBCZy and therefore Ac
Otherwiw thuSf since by trianglea haring die aamo alti-

tude, AZ : BZ^ areaA CZ : area BCZ^ and ance by (64)

area ACZ» ^ A C. CZ.tuxACZ,

and area BCZ^ | BC, CZ. tin BCZ^

therefore as before,

AZ : BZ» A C.«nACZ. BC.tln liCZ,

and therefore Ac.

Cor. r. If the aides ^C and BC about the vertex be equal,

then AZ : BZ» sin ACZ : sin BCZ^ or

—

Evtnf line paating tknmgk tke verteae of on Mosca/at tritutgU

divide* tAe hate utio tegmtnU whom ratio ia tke tame at thai of ike

titut of the tegmemt* into which it divide* the vertieal amgle,

Ck>s. 9*. If CZ bisect the angle throngli whose Tertez it

|>aases either internally or externally, then, as in either case

sin^CZ-sin^CZ, therefore AZ: BZ^ACi BC^ or (Eoc.

VI. 3)—

The line hitfcii$tg internally or taetemalfy amy tmgU cf a tri"

angle dividet the oppoeile tide internally or externally into tegmentt

in the raHooftke contermmout tidet.

Cor. 3*. If CZ divide the angle through whose vertex it

passes into segments whose sines are b the inverse ratio of the

adjacent sides, that is, so that sinA CZ : sinBCZ^ BC : A (7,

then AZ'. BZ^ 1, or

—

The line dividing intenuJly or exttmaUy any angle of a

triangle into tegmentt whote timet art m the mvtrtt ratio of the

adjacent tidet hittott internally or externally tht oppoeitt tide.

Cor. 4*. If CZ divide the angle through whose vertex it

pauses into segments whose sines are in the direct ratio of the

adjacent sides, that is, so that tinACZ: mnBCD=AC : BCf
then AZ : BZ^AC* : BC, or—
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The line diPtdtng internally or externally any angle of a tri-

angle into segments whose sines are in the direct ratio of the

adjacent sides divides internally or externally the opposite side

into segments in the duplicate ratio of the conterminous sides.

Cor. 5°. As each angle of a triangle is divided externally

into segments similar in form to the other two angles both by

the parallel through its vertex to the opposite side (F^uc. i. 32),

and by the tangent at its vertex to the circumscribing circle

(Euc. in. 32), the sines of the segments are therefore by (63),

inversely in the former case and directly in the latter, in the

ratio of the adjacent sides, and therefore, by Cors. 3°and 4°above

—

£ach side of a triangle is bisected externally by the parallel

to it through the opposite vertex, and divided exUrnally into seg-

ments in the duplicate ratio of the conterminous sides by the

tangent to the circumscribing circle at the opposite vertex.

Cor. 6*. Of the many methods of effecting the very useful

division " to divide a given angle internally or externally into two

parts whose sines shall have a given ratio^'' the following based

on the above is perhaps on the whole the most convenient.

Connecting any two points A and B taken arbitrarily one

on each side of the given angle ACB^ (see figures) and cutting

the connecting line AB (Euc. vi. 10), internally or externally

as the case may be, in the ratio compounded of the known ratio

of AC: BC and of the given ratio of the required segments,

the line CZ connecting the point of section Z with the vertex of

the angle C divides by the above the angle as required.

The two points A and B being both arbitrary, they might
be taken so that AC" BC, in which case Z would be simply
the point of section, internal or external, of AB in the given
ratio of the sine A CZ : sin BCZ (Cor. 1° above), or they might
be taken ao that AC : BC in the inverse of the given ratio of

maACZ: Bin BCZ, in which case Z would be simply the point
of bisection, internal or external, o(AB (Cor. 3' above).

66. The dijff*rence cf the squares of the sines of any two

anglet u equal to the product of the sines of the sum and of the

d^firmoe of the angles.

T%e product of the sines of any tiro angles is egual to the
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differtmce of the squaru of lA« twe* of half the $um and ofhalf

the'''^' oftkeanglet,

'J ler familiar with the Second Book of Euclid will

at once perceive that these are not two ^ffBrent propoaitionB,

but only two different modm of statiiig tiis wnut general pro-

perty respecting the equal and tmeqaal diTiaona of an angle

;

nor can ho fail to obeenre at the same time the compJefee

analogy between the oommon t»mpeiljp they expreai, and the

general property reinfecting tiie equal and oneqoal diTulonB of

a line contained in propontions 5 and 6 of that Book.

On account of their importance, howerer, we ahall give

•eparate and independent dcmonstntiona of eedL

To prove the &nL CoMtm«Hng a triangle ABOj two of

whoae anglea A and B are equal to the two

angles, and through the third vertex C
drawbg the chord CD of its circumscribing

circle parallel to the opposite side AB;
then since AD^BC (£uc in. 80) and

therefore AC" BC^CD the four chords

AC^ BCf ABf CD divided each by the diameter of the circle

are req)ectively (62) the «nei of the four Hi|^ B^ A^
B-^ Ay B •" A^ and to prove the theoram it renaina only to

shew that AC - BC^AB, CD,
From C and 2> lettiQg £dl OE and DF perpendicoUrs on

ABy then (Eno. 1. 47),

AC''BC^A£'''BE'm{AE'^BE),{AE''BE)

»AB,EF»AB,CD,
and therefore &c

To prove the second. Constructing as before a triangle J J?(7,

two of whose angles A and B arc equal to the

two angles, measuring finom its third vertex

Con either of the opposite sides CA a length

CD equal to the other CB, joining BD
meeting the circumscribing circle of the

triangle at jE", and drawing AEaLndCE\ then,

the angles CBE and ABE being respectively half the sum and
half the difference of the angles JJ and A^ the four chords -4(7,

BCj CEf AE divided each by the diameter of the circle are re-
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gpectively (62) the smes of the four angles J?, A, ^(^4 ^),

\{B ^ A)j and to prove the theorem it remains only to shew

ihtii AC. BC=CE'^AE'.
The triangle BCD being isosceles by construction, so is

the triangle AED which is similar to it (Euc. III. 21), therefore,

(Euc. II. 5, 6, Cor.), EC - EA' =CA.CD=CA .CB.

•Cor. 1°. The preceding fiimbh obvious solutions of the two

following problems

:

1°. To divide a given anghj internally or externally^ so that the

I

difference of the squares of the sines of the segments shall he given.

X.^ I
2°. To divide a given angle^ internally or externally^ so that

the product of the sines of the segments shall he given.

Cob. 2°. The following deduction from the above furnishes a

convenient mode of representation, as well as a very definite

conception, of the law according to which the product of the

sines of the segments of an angle varies with the change of

position of its line of section.

If a circle of any radius he inscribed in an angle the jproduci

of the sines of the segments into which the angle is divided by <y

variable line passing through its vertex varies as the square of
the segment of the line interested hy the circle.

Let be the centre of the circle, A and B its points of

contact with the sides of the angle,

and XY the line passing through (7;

then letting fall OZ perpendicular

from on Xy, we have by the above

waA CZ.s\nBCZ= sin' OCA-' sin" CZ

"{OX'- OZ*)-^OC*

"XZ^+OC^XT'-i-AOC:
therefore oc XZ* or XT'. q.e,d.

When the variable line of section in the course of its revo-

lotion round C enters the supplemental region of the angle

A Cli^ the circle A OB is of course no longer available for the

above representation ; but then it may be replaced by another

AOB inscribed in the supplemental region, and the new circle
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will continue to reprewmt the law of the variation on the same

scale as before, provided onlj the distance CO of its centre from

the vertex of the angle is eqaal to the distanoe CO of the

centre of the original circle from the same.

CoR. 3\ Letting fall AF and BQ perpendiculars frx>m A and

B on XY\ then, since AP.BQ^ AC.BC^wnACZ.vai BCZ^
therefore, from Cor. 2'., AF.BQ + 2CZ* ^ACBC-t- OC, or

AAP,BQ-rXY^^AC.BC+OC,
a property of the circle which may be eaaily proved directly.

67. The sum of the tuus of a>^ two omgUt u tftuU to twice

the product of tMe tinee of ka^tke nm ami of the complement of

half the difference of the amglee.

The d^fferenee of the einee of any two angle* %e equal to twice

the product <^the einee of half the dijbrence and of the complement

of half the eum of the anglee.

Constmcting, as in the properties of the preceding article,

a triangle ABC^ two of whoee anglee A and
n are the two angles, bisecting btemally

or externally the arc ^ C^ of the dream-
scribing circle at M and N reqtectively,

and connecting both points of bisection

with A^ B, and C; thai the angles MNA.,
or MSB, and MNC being respectively half

the Rum and half the difference of the angles CNA and CNB^
that is, of the angles B and Ay the foar chords CA^ CB^ MA^ or

Uyy, and MC divided each by the diameter of the circle are re-

spectively the sines of the four angles J?, A^ \{A-\-B) and

\ [ A -. /?), and the two chords NA^ or .V^, andNC divided each by

the diameter are the sines of the complements of ^(^4--^ and

^{A " B)] and to prove the theorems it remains only to shew

that, {CA + CB): CN::{MA+JiB):MN,

and that {OA - CB) : CM:: {NA + NB) : NM.

From the two inscribed quadrilaterals MNCA and MNCBf
since by Ptolemy's theorem.

and

CA . MN^ CN. MA ± CM. NA
CB.MX=:CN.MBTCM,NBy

02
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therefore by addition and subtraction

{CA + CB) . MN^ CN. {MA + MB)

and {CA " CB).MN= CM, {NA + NB),

and therefore &c.

Or, more directly, from the two inscribed quadrilaterab

ABCN and ABCM^ since by the same theorem

CA.NB+CB.NA=CN.AB,
and CA.MB^ CB.MA=CM.ABj
therefore at once

{CA + CB): CN^AB: {AN or BN)'^ {MA ^ MB): MN,

and {CA -^ CB)i CM =^AB I {AM or BM) = NA-^NB'.NM,

and therefore &c.

Cor. The preceding supply evident solutions of the four

problems

:

To divide a given anghy internally or externally^ into iwojparta

whose sines shall have a given, sum or difference.

And the proportions on which they depend of the two

problems.

CUven of a triangle {A GB) the hase^ the vertical angle^ and
th4 sum or the difference of the sidesy to construct it.
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CHAPTER V.

ON THE CONYBUnOM OF POBITIYB AND NBOATIVB
IN OEOMBTRT.

68. Thx niott itrikiiig fharxtliaiitifi of modern as oontraited

ivlth ancient geometry b comprehen«Tene« of Ungoage and

demonstration. General ennndationa on the one hand, and

g^eral demonstrationB on the other, oomprdiending in the geo-

metry of the present day all the different caaea of the rarioua

properties oonudered, arinng from rariations in number, potttion,

or magnitude, among the elemoitBof die figures mvolved, which

m the geometry of former days would hvn been regarded aa ao

many diatinct propositions, requiring eadi a separate statement

and independent proof of its own. All sndi ennndations and

demonstrations, moraoTer, nneneamberad, in eonaeqafliiee of this

very character of oomprehflnnTenesa tad generally, with the

accidental peculiarities and unessential details of particular caaea,

and involving aooordlugly the Mientiil elemeota of abatraet

principles only, being thus the mora readily ^ipreliended, eaoly

remembered, and instructively soggestiye, in proportion as they

are comprehenuve and general. These important and charao-

tcristic advantagea are mainly duo to the employment, now
uulversally recognised by geometers, of the algebraic signs +
and — to Indicate the directions In which the various magnitudea

coming under their consideration are measured, with regard

to which they have laid down the following general rule of

convention.

In evcty case of the oomparwm of magnitmdtt nuceptxbh of
meaamremnU in either of two oppon'te directumt tke *tgn» +
and - are employed to distinguuh between <Ae direeUone,

Segments measured on the same line, arcs measured on the

same circle, angles measured round the same vertex, triangles
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or parallelograms described on the same base, perpendiculars or

any other isocltnals erected to or let fall upon the same line, are

obvious examples of different kinds of geometrical magnitudes

coming under the above head ; every two of each of which, when

considered together in any number, are therefore to be regarded

as having similar or opposite signs according as the directions

in which they are measured are similar or opposite.

69. In every application of the above principle of convention

it is optional which of the two opposites is to be regarded as the

positive and which the negative direction, but the selection once

made, and either sign given to either direction in any case, the

same sign must be given to the same direction and the opposite

sign to the opposite direction throughout the entire case. In

the comparison of magnitudes whose directions of measurement

are not either similar or opposite, such as segments on different

lines, triangles or parallelograms on different bases, perpen-

diculars or isoclinals to different lines, not parallel to each other,

the selection for each separate direction and its opposite is also

optional ; but once made for each in any case must invariably

be adhered to throughout the entire case.

It is this distinctive principle of modem as contrasted with

ancient geometry, this recognition of magnitudes as having not

only absolute or numerical value but also sign determined by

application of the above general rule of convention, which has

mainly tended to render the language and demonstrations . of

the former independent of all accidental variations among the

component elements of the figures to which they refer.

70. In accordance with the preceding principle the familiar

terms " sum " and " difference " are employed in the geometry

of the present day with an important modification of their ac-

cnstomed significations as employed in the geometry of former

tinM>f and to the present day in arithmetic, which must be

carefully attended to in order to an accurate, and in many cases

even an intelligible conception of the true meaning intended

to be conveyed by their use, which is as follows

:

The term " sum " as employed in arithmetic is nsed to denote

the result of adding together the numerical values of any number
of magnitudes taken absolutely without any regard to their
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Bigns, 80 that there it is always a positive qoajitity ; in geometrji

on the contraiy, it is applied to the same result with this

difference that the signs of the several magnitudes are taken

into account in the addition ; so that the geometric sum of any

number of magnitudes really meant the arithmetic aom of all

that are positive among them minna the arithmetic sum of all

that are negative, and this is what is uniformly meant by the

term " Bum^' as now invariably employed in geometry unless the

contrary bo expressly stated.

It thus appears that the sum of any number of geometrical

magnitudes is to be regarded as poaitiTe, negative, or nothing,

according as the aggregate of the podtire individuals or terms

composing it happens to exceed, fall short of, or equal, that of

the negative.

AU that has been said in the above remarks a(^liea equally

to the term ^ difference " aa employed in the geometry of the

present day in reference to two magnitudes. It denotes in

arithmetic the result of subtracting one from the other attending

only to their absolute valuea, and m geometry the same result

taking into account also their ngns; thus the geometrical

difference of two magnitudes may be their arithmetic sum,

and conversely.

71. iSimilar remarka apply to the terms ^product" and
" quotient" as employed in the geometry of the present day,

compared with their known significations as employed in arith-

metic; in the latter, as in the cases of **sum" and '* difference,"

the absolute values of the magnitudes only being taken into

account, while in the former their ng^s also are attended to.

ITenoe, since in the multiplication or division of any two quantities

like signs produce always a positive and unlike signs a negative

result, the product or quotient of any two geometrical magni-

tudes is to be regarded as positive or negative according as they

have similar or opposite signs ; and so, more generally, is the pro-

duct of any number of magnitudes according as there happens

to be an even or an odd number of negative signs amongst them.

The rectangle under any two lines being the same as their

product, and the ratio of any two lines the same as their quo-

tient t it foU^ws from the above that the rectangle and the ratio
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of any two lines have always the same sign, and are positive or

negative together according as the lines themselves have

similar or opposite signs. The square of every real line for the

same reason is always positive, whether the line itself be posi-

tive or negative.

72. The terms " Arithmetic Mean" and " Geometric Mean,"

as employed in the geometry of the present day in reference

to any number of magnitudes, ought for uniformity sake to

bear the same relation to their " Arithmetic Sum" and " Geo-

metric Sum" respectively. Such however is not the case,

those terras having been employed to denote two entirely

different things long before the consideration of signs had been

forced on the attention of geometers, the former to denote the

n"" part of the saw, and the latter to denote the ri^ root of (he

jiroditct of any n magnitudes. In the same acceptations they

are still employed, only with this difference, that in estimating

the sura or product the signs as well as the absolute values of

the several magnitudes are taken into account.

In geometry, therefore, the terms " Arithmetic Mean" and
" Geometric Mean," in reference to any number of magnl-

tades, denote respectively the n" part of their geometric sum
and the n** root of their geometric product^ n being the number of

the magnitudes. Hence, n being necessarily a positive integer,

the former is positive or negative with the sum in every case,

and the latter positive or negative with the product when n

is odd, but real or imaginary and of either sign indifferently

according as the product is positive or negative when n is even.

N.B. The term "Arithmetic Mean" is employed in geo-

metry in the same sense as the term "mean" or "average"

is employed in ordinary language.

73. Since by the evident law of continuity^ as it is termed

in geometry, a magnitude of any kind which varies con-

tinwmsl^ according to any law cannot possibly pass either in

increMe or decrease from any one value to any other without

pcMting through every intermediate value on the voay. It might

appear at first siglit as if a variable magnitude at the point of

transition from positive to negative, or conversely, sliould neces-

sarily pass alw tyx tlirougb the particular value 0. Such however
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is not the case. M«giutiidM sofloeptible of indefiuite increaae,

80 for instance the distance of a variable from a fixed point

on a line, patMng as often through oo aa through in changing

sign.

To see this, if indeed it be not evident of itself from the

example adduced, we have but to oonoeive two reoiprooal

magnitudes of anj kind (8) to vary oontiniioaslj, and aithar

of them to change sig^ bj passing through ; for sinee the

product of two such nugnitudes is, from the natare of their

connection, invariable both in magnitode and sign, every

change of sign in either is necessarily accompanied by a nmul-

tancoos change of sign in the other, and evcrj passage of either

through or ao by the simultaneous passage of the other

through 00 or 0, and therefore &c
On the other hand, however, magnitudes onsusceptihla of

indefiuite increase, and oscillating therefore as they vary b^
twecu their extreme maxima and minima valnea (59), if

they change sign at all, do so only by passing throdgh at

each point of transition ; thus for instance, the nne of an angle

r^;arded as a magnitude, whose absolote value ean never exceed

1 (60), changes sign only by pasnng through 0, its value

whenever the angle itself in continuous increase or decrsMa

= i 2n right anglea, n being any integer of the natural series

0, t, 2, 8, 4, 6, 6, &c to infinity.

74. In every application of the principle of rigns, some

method of notation which would indicate the directions, aa

well as represent the magnitudes, of the quantities conridered

would be of manifest convenience, and should aa fisr aa

|)n»siblo be systematically adhered to; the biliteral notation

(4) which represents a magnitude of any kind by means of

the two letters representing its extremities, whenever otherwise

convenient, effects this purpose in as simple and expressive a

n)aDUcr as could be desired, by merely the order (4) in which

the two letters arc written.

Thus, a geometrical magnitude of any kind whose extremis

ties arc A and ^ is to be considered as measured, if represented

by AB in the dircctiou from ^ to ^ and if by BA in the op-

posite direction from ^ to ^. So that in accordance witli the
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convention of signa, AB is always to be regarded as = — BAj
or which is the same thing AB+BA = Oy whatever be the

nature of A and B and of the magnitude intercepted between

them (3).

This premised, we proceed now to illustrate the convenience

of the convention of signs by a few applications of very

general utility in almost every department of pure and applied

geometry.

75. If A and B he any two points on a line^ and P any

third point taken arbitrarily on the same line^ then whatever he

thejposition ofP with respect to A and B^

AP-BP=AB,
regard heing had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the

three intervals involved.

For, if 1°., P be external to AB at the side of By then as

AP, BPj and AB have all the same direction, and therefore

the same sign, the relation is evident ; if 2°. P be external to

AB at the side of A^ then, as by case 1°., BP- AP= BA, and

as by the convention of signs BA — — AB^ therefore &c. And
if 3°., P be internal to AB, then as evidently AP-\- PB= ABj
and as by the convention of signs PB = — BP, therefore &c.

A point P thus taken arbitrarily upon a line AB is said

to divide that line, externally or internally according to its

position, into two segments AP and BP^ which, whether both

measured from the extremities of the line to the point of

section or from the point of section to the extremities of the

line, have evidently similar or opposite directions, and therefore

similar or opposite' signs, according as the point of section is

external or internal to the line. Hence the above relation

expresses the general property that, when a line AB is cut^

eodemaUy or internally^ at any point P, the geometrical difference

(70) cf the segments into which it is divided is constant and
equal to the length of the line.

The segments of a line AB divided at any point P having

similar or opposite directions, and therefore similar or opposite

signs, according as the point of section is external or internal to

^ line, their rectangle and ratio are therefore both positive

in the former com and negative in the latter.
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Hence, the problems ^ to diyide a given line into a^^ents,
having a given rectangle or ratio,** which would be ambignoot
were the absolate nugnitude of the rectangle or ratio alone

given, becomes completely determinate when the ngn also is

given with it.

Cor. r. Ifa Um AB be emt^ taotmmaOy or intermdly^ at any
point P, Am whatemr he Oe ponUon of P with reipeei to

A and Bf
AI' + BP'^AB''i-iAP,BPi

regard hemg had to the eigne ae weU ae the 9Hignilmdee of the

two eegmemte AP and BP.

For, since bj the above AP^ BPmm AB^ whatever be the

IK>aition of P, therefore AF* 4 PP"- iAP.BP^ A£^^ and thera-

fore dtc

This relation being tme for every position of P innitMim

therefore the two propertiei (Ene. ii. 7 and 4), the reotangle

AP.BP being positive or n^;ative according as P is external

or internal to AB,

Cor. 2*. Iffrom ang point P a perpendioular PQhelei fJl
upon a line AB^ iMen wJkatever be tAe poeitiom ofP wiik repeat

to A and B^
AP*-BP'^AB''k-iAB,BQ,

regard being Mad to tie eigne ae well ae tAe wtagnitudee of
AB and BQ.

For by (Euc i. 47, Cor.) AP'-BF'^A(f^ P^, and by

the preceding Cor. 1*., A(/^AB' + BQ'^2AB.HQy there-

fore &0,

This relation being true for every position of P includes

therefore the two properties (Euc 11. 12 and 13), the rectangle

AB.BQ being poutive or negative according as the angle

PBA b obtuse or acute.

76. If A and B he any two pointe on a line^ C the point on

the line far which AO-i-BO'^Of and P any other point on the

/I'ne, then whatever he the poeition ofPf

AP+BP^i.CP
(1),

AP.BP^AC,BC+ CP"
(8),

AI* + BP'»A(r + BC*+ 2CP*
(8),

AP'-BP'^iAB.CP
(4),
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ftgard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the

teveral tegments involved.

For, taking the sum, product, 8um of squares, and difference

of squares of the relations,

AF^AC+CF, and BP=BC+CP,

which by the preceding (75) are true, whatever be the position

of (7, and remembering that by hypothesis AC+£G=Oj and

that always AG-BC = AB^ the above relations are the im-

mediate results.

The point C on the line AB for which as above AC+BC=
being evidently the point of internal bisection of the line ; the

second of the above relations includes therefore the two pro-

perties (Euc. II. 5 and 6), and the third the two (Euc. Ii. 9 and

10), both being independent of the position of P; the first

expresses that whatever be the position of P the distance GP
is the arithmetic mean of the distances AP and BP] and the

fourth, that whatever be the position of P the difference of the

squares of the distances AP and BP varies as the distance

CP. The four combined also supply obvious solutions of the

four general problems : " To cut a line of given length, so that

the sum, difference, sum of squares, or difference of squares of

the segments, shall have a given magnitude and sign."

Cob. IfAB and A'B he any two segments on the same Une^

C and G' their two middle points^ then always

regard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the

wmreral segments involved.

For, since for any arbitrary point P on the line, by the

first of the above relations

2.CP'AP+BP and 2,C?'P=^'P+^P,

therefore by subtraction

9 {CP-CP)''{AP' A'P)+{BP-B'P] or {AP-B'P)+{BP-A'P),

and therefore as above (see 75)

2CC' - AA' + BH or AB + BA'. Q.E.D.
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77. ^fA and B he any two points on a Une^ a and h any two

numbers positive or negative whoee emn u not mtO^ tke point on

the line for tchieh a.AO-^b.BO'^O, andP any other pouU on

the line^ tken^ whatever he the poeition of P^

a,AP^h,BP^{a^h).OP (1),

a.^P'+ 6.5P'-a.Ja* + *.Pa'+ (a+ A).(9P'...(2),

regaitd being had to the eigne at well a» the magmtndee ef the

several qnantitiee involved.

For, since by (75), AP^AO+OP and BPm,BO+OP,
whatever be the poution of 0, multiplying the fint bj a and
the second bj h and adding, then multipljing the square of the

first by a and the square of the second by h and adding,

remembering in both cases that by hypotheait a,AO+h,BO»0f
the abore relations are the immediate reanlt

Given the two points A and B and the two multiples a and ft,

to determine the point 0, for which as abore a.AO+ h.BO'^Of
and which is evidently internal or external to AB according as

a and h have similar or opposite signs. Assoming arbitrarily

any point P on the line AB^ and measuring &om it a length

PO equal m magnitude and sign to the sum ^ ^^—
,

the point by the first of the above relations b that required,

and by aid of it the two relations supply obvious solotloos of

the two following problems : ^on a gptem Um AB to delm mino

the point P Jor which the emn a.AP-i-h.BP or the ewn of
the equaree a.AT^ + h.BF' ehaU have a given magnitude and
Sign.

In the particular case when a + ft = 0, the value of PO, on

which the position of determined as above depends, being

then infinite, the point is therefore at an infinite distance,

and the above relations both fail in consequence of their right-

hand members becoming both indeterminate (13). Since, how-
ever, in that case ft ai — a, the sum

a.AP-\-b.BP=^a.{AP-BP)^a.AB, (75),

and therefore ia conetant ; and the sum of the squares

a.AF' + b.BP^ = a{AP'-BP')^2a.AB.CP,{7B)^
C being the middle point of ABy and therefore variet ae CP;
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relations simpler than those for the general case where a + b

is not = 0.

COR. If from the three points Aj B, and 0, perpendiculars

or any other isoclinals ALy BL^ and OL he let fall upon any

arbitrary line i, then^ whatever he the position ofL^

a.AL + h.BL = {a + b).OLj

regard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the

several quantities involi)ed.

For, in the particular case when L is parallel to AB^ since

then AL = BL = OL the relation is evident ; and in any other

case if P be the point in which L intersects AB^ since by
similar triangles AL : BL : OL =AP : BP : OP, and since by
the first of the above relations a.AP-{-h,BP={a + h) OP^
therefore &c.

78. If A J
Bj Cj I)

J
Ej Fj dsc. he any number of points on a

line, situated in any manner with respect to each otherj then^ what-

ever be their order and disposition—
For every three of them A, P, (7,

AB+BC+CA = 0.

For everyfour of them A, P, C, P,

AB+ J5C+CI> +DA = 0.

For every five of them A, P, (7, P, P,

^P+PC+ CP +PP+ P^ = Oj

and 80 on for any numher^ the last being always connected
with the first in completing the circuity and the signs as toeU as
the magnitudes of the several intercepted segments being always
taken in account in the summation.

For, since by (75),

AB+BC=AO, AC+CD= AD,
AD-^DE=>AE, AE+EF=AFj&c.,

therefore, AB-j^ BC+ CAt=AC-¥ CA = 0,

^lP+PC?+CP+P^ =^P + 2>^=0,
AB+BC-i^ CD-i-BE+EA^AE+EA^O.&c,

and therefore &c. q.b.d.
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79. IfA^ B, C, Dj dx, be ottjf mtn^er (n) of points on a /tW,

citspoaed in amf maimffr^ O the pomt on tMe limt for %okiek

AO^BO+CO-k-DO+ Ae^wmO, and P mg other point on ike

Une^ then^ toAofeMr he ike poeition of P,

AP+BP+CP-i^DP-i-&c»n,OP (1),

+ «.0P' (8),

the eigne ae well ae the magnitudee of the eeveral eegwtente being

taken into aeeomU m thefbreL

For, taking the mm and the ram of the iqiuunee of the Nvenl
wkUoni AP^AO-¥OP, BPmBO+OP, CPmCO^OP,
J)P^DO+ OPf &c, which hj (75) are true whaterer be the

pontioii of Oy and remembering that, bj hjpotheaa,

AO-i-BO-¥ C?0+/>0+&c-0,

the above reladons are the immediate renh.

The point on the line for which, aa above,

or, as it may be more ooodaelj written, X (Ji 0) « 0, being ndi
bj relation 1, that for 9ftrj other point P on the line the

distance OP is the anthmetie mean of the eevetai ditkmem AP^

BPf CPj DPf <6e., ii termed, m comeqnence, the mean centre

of the system of poi$tts J, B^ C, 2>, ifee./ and to determine ita

position when the latter are given, we have bat to aaiame

arbitranlj any point P on the line, and to meaaore fix>m it a

distance PO equal in magnitude and sign to the n** part of the

am of the dietancea PA, PB, PC, PD, &c, or, as it may bo more

concisely written, =— ^ ; the point 0, by relation 1, is that

required, and by its ud the two relations 1 and 2 supply

obvious solutions of the two general problems: " Given any

nwmber €f points A, B, 0, 2>, dx. on a line, to determine the point

P cm the Unefor vikioh the emu 2 [AP) or the mtrn of the sjnorM

^{AP^ shall be gioen,*'

Ck>R. 1*. If at the meem centre a perpendiaUar 08 be

erected to the line whose square 08*^ the n^ part of ike sum of

the egmaree 2 {A 0*), then for otny point P on the line the sum of

the9guaresJ,{AP^ = n.SP'.
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For, Bince by relation 2, ^{AF') = '2{A0*)+n.0F'j and

since by construction, 2 (2I 0*) = n. OS*, therefore

2 (^P-) = n ( 0/Sf + (^i*) = n. ^P*.

Hence the variable sum 2 {AF*) has equal values for every two

points on the line equidistant from 0, and the minimum value

for the point itself.

Cor. 2". Since when, as in relation 1, 2 [AP) = n.OPj then,

aa in relation 2,

^{AI^=n.0F' + '2{A(y) = n.0P' + 2{AP- 0P)\

it follows consequently that

—

When the same sum, 2 {AP), is cut into any number n of

unequal parts AP, BP, CP, DP, <Ssc., and also into the same

number n of equal parts OP, OP, OP, OP, <Ssc., the sum of the

squares of the n unequal parts 2 {AP^ is equal to the sum of

the squares of the n equal parts n.OP* + the sum of the squares

of then differences 2 {AP- 0P)\

Cor. 3°. IfA, B, C, D, &c. and A, B', C, D', dec. be two

,jtems of any common number of points on the same line, and

1/ their mean centres, and n their common number ofpoints, then

^^ _ AA' + BB' + CC + I)iy + &C.

n

any mode of correspondence between the points of the systems tn

pairs being adopted in the summation.

For since, for any arbitrary point P on the line, by relation 1,

n.OP^AP+ BP^- CP-\^ BP+ &c,

and r..0'P=u4T+ J?'P+ C'P+JyP+&c.
therefore

«.(0P- aP) = {AP-A'P) + {BP-B'P)

+ ((7P- C'P) + {DP-DP) + &c.,

or (76) n.Oa^AA'-\-BB'-^-OC'-\-DD'^-&c^

•nd therefore &c

Cob. 4*. IfA, B, C,D,dx.and A,' B', C, Df, &c. he any ttoo

ty9tem* of point* on the same line, and O their mean centres,

gnd n <md n' their numbers ofpoints, then

nn '
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every point of om system being conibmed in ths summation with

every jtoint of the other.

For, adding together the several ri'lation!«,

AA + DA + C'J + DA + &c. = n.OA^

AB' + hW + Cli' ^DB'-^&c'^ n,OB,

AC'-t-BC+CC'¥DC-¥&C''m.OC\

Aiy + Biy+ci/+Dn+&c»m.ony&c
there results at once the relation

l[AA)^n.{OA'-¥OB'+OC'-i'OB^+Sbc.)''n.l{OA)^nH\0(r,

and therefore &.c.

80. If Ay By Cy Dy dx, U 091^ system of points on a Ime^

disposed in any mnnner^ Oy by Cy dy dx, any system of eorr^

spondiiuj muftijtlf.t^ positice or Hegatir«y whose sum is not m 0,

O the jtoiitt on the linefor which

a.AO+b.BO-i-e.CO ¥d.JjO-¥Ae.^0y

and P any other point on the Une<y then, tohaisver be the posi'

tion of Py

a.AP+b.BP+e.CP-k'dDP-^d>e,^{a^b+e-¥d'¥4^,).0P...{l)y

a.AP' + b.BP' + c.CP'-^d.DP''¥dx.

'ma.A(7 + b.B(f-¥c.C(/ + d.D0^ + dx,

+ (« + * + c + rf+ <fcr.).OP" (2),

regard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the

several quatUities involved.

For, multiplying the several relations AP ^ AO + OPy
BP=BO+ OPy CP= CO^ OPy VP=DO+OPy &c, which,

by (75), are true whatever be the position of Oy and also their

squares, by the several corresponding multiples a, by c, </, &c.,

and adding, remembering in both canes that by hypotbeaii

2[a.AO)=0y the above relations are the immediate result.

The point on the line, for which as above ^{a.AO)^0y
is termed, in virtue of relation 1, the mean centre of the system

of points A, Bj Cy By &c. for the system of multiples a, by c, </,

dkc. ; and to determine its position when the several points and

multiples are given, we have but to assume arbitrarily any

point P on the line, and to measure from it a length PO equal

II
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in magnitude and sign to ^^'
> , the point 0, by relation 1

,

is that required, and by its aid the two relations 1 and 2 supply

obvious solutions of the two general problems: " Given any

number of points on a line A^ B^ C, Z), &c.^ and the same number

of corresponding multiples a, J, c, c?, &c. whose sum is not = 0.

To determine the pointP on the line for which the sum 2 (a.-4P),

or the sum of the squares S {a.AF^) shall be giveny

In tjio particular case when S (a) = 0, the value of PO, as

given by the above formula, being then infinite, the point is

therefore at an infinite distance, and the relations 1 and 2 both

fail in consequence of their right-hand members becoming both

indeterminate (13). This case, the laws of which, though

simpler, differ altogether from those of the general case when

2 (a) is not = 0, will be considered separately In the next section.

Cor. 1°. If round the m^an centre as centre and with a

radius OP whose square equal to the absolute value of— '
.
—-

,

disregarding its sign^ a circle be described intersecting the line at

the points M and N^ and the perpendicular to it through in

either directum at the point 5, then for any point P on the line

the sum of squares ^ {a . AP') = '^ [a) . SP" or ^{a).MP.NP,
according as S (a) and 2 [a.AO*) have similar or opposite signs.

For since, by relation 2, S [a.AP") = S (a). OP' + S {a.

A

(7),

and since by construction S (o. >1 0") = ± 2 (a). OB', therefore

2 ia.AP*) = 2 {a).{OP'± OR) = 2 {a).8P' or 2 {a).MP.NP.

Hence, in both cases, the variable sura 2 {a.AF^ has equal

values for every two points on the line equidistant from 0,

and the minimum value for the point Itself; It being re-

membered however that as it vanishes in the second case at the

two points M and N, and increases negatively from each up
to Oy the term minimum is to be understood in the sense of

negative maximum in that case, see (58).

Cor, a'. If a system of any number of points on a line A^ Bj

C, 2), <fcc., and their mean centre for any system of multiples

a, 5, Cy dy <tr., be projected by perjycndiculars or any other

parallels AA\ BB\ CC\ i)/>', dr., and OO upon any arbitrary

line Ly thtn^ whatever be the position ofL,
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a. TheproJKHtm O of A6 mean fumtrt w <l^ Mtoii enitfrv of

the projectuma A'^ Sy CT, Uy dx, of tke pointi /or tMe mtme

Kjfstem of multipUt.

h. Tke projector OO of tke mean e»R*«, if 1A0 mmm of
the projectora AA\ BJfy CCy DD^ dx, cf tke pomtt for tke

same tyetem of multiples.

For, as in Cor. 1 (77), for the case of two points. If L
be p«mDel to the line of the points, both properttee are evident

;

and in anjr other position, if P be the point in which the two

lines intersect, nnce by simiUr triangles,

AP'.BPiCPi DP, &c : OP^APx BP\ CP\ DP^ 4c: OP
^AA'xBB : CC : DU, Ac : 00*,

and nnce by relation 1,

2 {fl.AP) - 2 (a) . OP; therefore 2 [fl.A'F\ - 2 («) . OP,

and 2(a.A^')-«2(4i).0(X, and therefore fte.

Ck)B. 3*. Jf AyByCyD^doc ami A\ B^ C, D^ 6x, he beo

ayetem* ofany common number of pointe on tke $ame luu^ and

O their mean otntreaforany eommon eyekm ofwmkiples a^hyC^dy

d'c. then

a.AA'-^b.BSr+c.CC' + d.Dir + Sic

patr* of points having common mult l̂ee &iuy etmhined in tke

eummation.

For, since fur any arbitrary point Pon the line, by relation I,

2(a).OP-a.i4P+&.PP+c.CP+J.i>P+&c.,

and Z{a).aP~a.A'P+b.B'P^ c .C'P'^d,l/P+&c^

therefore

2(a).(0P- 0'P) = a.(^P-^'P) +6.(5P- ZTP)

+ c.(CP- (rP) + a.(Z>P-Z>'P)+&c
and therefore as above

S{a).Oa ^a.AA' -i-b.BB -i-cCC' -i-d.Dl/ + &C

Ck)R. 4'. IfA, ByCyDydx, andA'y B\ C\ B^dx, be any two

gyntema ofpoints on the aame line, and O their mean centresfor

any tioo syttems of mtUtipiet a, A, c, r/, rfr., and a\ V, c', <f, tfer., then

2(a).2(a') »

112
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every point of one system being combined in the summation with

every point of the other.

For, adding together the several relations

a.AA'-^-b.BA' + c.CA' + d.I)A' + &c. = -^{a).OA',

a.AB + h.BB' +c.CB' + d.J)B'-^&c. = -L{a).OB',

a.AC' + b.BC' + c.CC'+d.DC' + &c. = z{a).OC',

a.Aiy + b.BI)'-\-c.CI)' + d.DD'-v&c. = S{a).Oiyj&c.

multiplied respectively by o', b\ c', d\ &c. there results imme-

diately the relation

2!(aa'.i4il') = 2:(«).S(a'.0-4') = 2(a).S(a').00',

and therefore &c.

81. IfAj Bj Cy Dj &c. he any system ofpoints on a line dis-

posed in any manner^ a, J, c, rf, <fcc. any system of corresponding

muUipUsy some positive and some negative^ whose sum = 0, then

for every point Pon the line not at infinity the sum S {a,AP) has

the same constant value.

In the same case^ if I he the point on the line for which the

sum "Z{a.Ar) = Qy then for every other point P on the line the

sum ^{a.AP*) = 2k.IPy k being the constant value of the sum

X{a.AP) for every point on the line.

To prove the first,—since for any two points P and Q on

the line by (75),

AP-AQ=QP, BP-BQ=QP, CP-CQ=QP, DP-DQ=QP,&c.

therefore, multiplying by a, bj c, dj &c. and adding,

S [a.AP) - S [a.AQ] = S {a).QP= 0,

when S (o) = 0, whatever be the positions of P and Qj pro-

vided neither of them be at infinity, and therefore &c.

To prove the second,—since for any two points P and Q on

the Ibe by (76 (4)),

AP'-A(^^2AR.QPj BP'-BQ' = 2BE.QP,

CF^- CQ'^iCR.PQy DF^-D(^=2DR.PQ, &c

J? being the middle point of PQ\ therefore, multiplying by

a, by Cj </, &c and adding,

2{a,AP)-Z{a.A(^) = 22 {a .AR) .QP=2k. QP,
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when : (a) = 0, whatever be the positions of P and Q ; and

therefore when either of them Q is the particular point / for

which l{a.AP) = 0^ then for the other P, whatever be its

position, l{a.AP^=2k.IPytm above stated.

From the above relations it appears that, while the sum
£ (a.AP) is invariable, the sum Z{a.Af^ follows a very simple

law of variation when 2(a) mO, being simply proportional to

the distance of P from a certain point / on the line, admitting

thcrvfore of no maximum or minimum value, but soioeptible of

every value pontive and n^ative from to oo
,
paaatog through

infinity as P passes through infinity, and through nothing as P
passes through 7, and changing from positive to oegfttive, and

conversely, at the passage through each.

To dctcrmiue the point /, when the several points A^ J9, C, Z),

&c. and the several multiples o, &, e, </, dec are given ; assuming

arbitrarily any point P on the line, and measuring firom it a

length /'/ equal in magnitude and sign to

2(a.PJ') 2[a.PA^
-2As 8.2(a.P4)»

the point /, by relation 2, is that required, and by its «d the

MUBe relation supplies an obvious solution of the more general

problem, '* to dHarmme the pouU P on U»b Ivm for wkick the

2 (a . PA*) shall hare any given magnUude and a^n,*^

In the particular case where the constant J;»0, the value

of Ply as given by the above formula, being then infinite,

the point / is therefore at an infinite distance, and the relation

2 [a.AP*) » 2k. IP fails in consequence of its right-hand member
becoming indeterminate (13). In that case however it is easy to

see that, as it ought, the eum 2 {a.AP^ hat the eame conetant

valuefor every point on the line not at infn^.
For since for every two points Pand Qon the line, as above

shown, 2 [a.AP^ - ^ (o.-4^ -2it. QP, whatever be the value

of k, therefore when ^«0, 2(a.^P^-i 2(a.^^, whatever

be the positions of P and Q, provided neither of them be at

infinity, and therefore &c.

Among the various ways in which the constant k may be

represented In the form of a single quantity, when the several

points Ay By Cy Dy &c. and the several multiples a, i, c, rf, &c.

are given, the following Is perhaps the most convenient.
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Conceiving the entire system of points 55 (-4) divided into ttoo

distinct groups^ one 2 {A_^) corresponding to the positive^ and tJie

other ^ {A.) to the negative multiples. If 0+ and 0_ be the mean

centres of t/ie two groups for their respective systems of multiples

2 (aj and 2 (a_), the constant sum

^{a.AP) = I.{a;}.0,0_, or =2(a.).0.0^.

For, 2 [a.AF] = 2 [a^.A^P) + 2 ia_.A_P) = 2 {a;).O^P

-j-2(a_).0_P,by(80),

but 2 {aj} + 2 (a_) = 2 (a) = 0, by hypothesb,

therefore 2 (a .AP) = 2 (aJ .
(
O^P- 0_P),

or = 2 (a_) .{0_P- O^P) = 2 (aJ . 0^ 0_, or = 2 (a_) . 0_ 0^.

Hence when the two points 0^ and 0_ coincide^ the constant

k= at allpoints of the line.

In every case wJiere the constant ^ = 0, the position of the

mean centre of the entire system of points 2 [A) for the

entire system of multiples 2 (a) is indeterminate. The relation

2 (a.-40) = 0, by which that point, in general unique, is charac-

terized (80), being then satisfied indiflferently by every point on

the line. An example of this for the case of three points will be

given in the next number.

Hence, generally, the position of the mean centre of any

system of points A^ J9, C, D^ &c. on a line for any system of

multiples a, 6, c, c?, &c. whose sum = 0, is either indeterminate

or impossible at anyfinite distance^ indeterminate if the value of

the constant A; = 0, impossible if not.

82. If A^ B^ Cf D be four points on a line disposed in any
manner^ Uicn always^ none of thefour being at infinity^

nC.AD + CA.BD + AB.CD = Oj

regard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the six

$egments involved.

For since whatever be the positions of the four points (75),

AD^CD=^AC, and BD-CD = BC,
therefore, multiplying the first by BC and the second by A C,

and subtracting

BC.AD-i^ CA.BD + {AC^BC) GZ? = 0,

the same a« above, AC— BC being always =AB (75).
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Hence, (see preeeding Article), the nuan eentre ofthreepcinU

A, By C on a /me Jbr three iwi/ftytot a, 6, e, pnporUtmal m
tnaffttittide and $%gn to the three intervaU BC^ CA^ AB u imd^

terminate. Every point P on the line in virtue of the above

relation, satisfying iudiffercntly the diaractcristic condition,

As four pobts on a line Ay By C, Z), howcfver disposed, deter-

mine in evety case six diflfereot segments «^tr^wi*ftn^iig to each

other two and two in three different sets of opposite pain
liC and ADy CA and BDy AB and C/>, the above is the general

relation connecting those six segments in all cases, regard being

had to their signs as well as their magnitudes, and interpreted

absolutely, diaregardbg mgns, it expresses evidently the general

property that

—

Whatever he the diapoeition ofJour pointt on a line the red'

angle under one pair of oppoeitee qf the eix eegmente they deter-

mine i$ numerieany equal to the mim of the rtdanglea under the

other two paire.

If the four points in the order of their di^xMition be de-

noted by 1, 2, 3, 4_n»^pectively, it is easy to see that in all

cases the roctai^e 23.24 is the one that is equal to the sum of

the other two 12.34 and 28.14; for denoting by x, y, s the

absolute intervals firom 1 to 8, 2 to 8, 3 to 4, respectively, disre-

garding their signs, the relation

(«-fy)(Sr+ »)«»-|-y(«+y + «),

is evidently in all oases identically true.

CoE. r. If Ay By Cy D be four points on a line diapoeed m
7 O any point whatever not at infinityy then always

../i« Li.K.
. ""U AOD+ area COA, areaBOD

+ areaA OB. area COD^Oy

being had to their signs as well as their magnitudes.

For in tlie relation £C.^i>+ CM.^/) + ^5. C/>«0, mul-
tiplying each segment by half the length of the perpcndicalar

from O on the line, the relation just given is the immediate
result.

CJOR. 2'. More generally if Ay By Cy D he any four points
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and ant/ Jifih point, none of the Jive being at iyijinity, then always

area BOC. areaAOD + area COA . areaBOD
+ area A OB. area COD = 0,

regard being had to their signs as well as their magnitudes.

For conceiving the four lines AO, BO, CO, DO, met by any

fifth line L not parallel to one of themselves in the four points

A' J B\ C\ D\ since then (64)

area BOC'.^t&aBOC = OB. OC : OB'. 0C\

and area AOD : area A'OD'=OA.OD: OA' . OD^,

both pairs of triangles having the same angles at ; therefore

area BOC. areaAOD : area B'OC . areaA OD'

= OA.OB. OC. OD'. OA'. OF. OC . OD',

and (both remaining pairs of corresponding products having for

the same reason the same ratio) therefore

area BOC.&re&A Oi): area CO^.area BOD: areaA Oj9.area COD
= areaBOC. area A' OD' : area C OA' . area B'OU

iftre&A'OB'.SiresiCOD^]

but by Cor. 1°, the sum of the three consequents = 0, therefore,

also the sum of the three antecedents = 0, and therefore &c.

Cor. 3°. If OA, OB, OC, OD be four lines passing through

a point, then in all cases whatever be their directions,

sin BOC.amAOD-\- sinCOA .biuBOD + sin^ O^.sin COD=0,

regard being had to the signs as loell as the magnitudes of the six

angles involved.

For, if A, B, C, Dhe the four points in which any line not

passing through intersects the four lines ; since then by (64)

0B.0C.BmB0C=2fire&B0C&nd OA.OD.sinA 0Z>=2area^ ODj

therefore

0A.0B.0C.0D.fi\nB0C.»inA0D=isireA.BOC. Area AOD,

and, similar relations for the same reason existing for the other

two pairs, therefore,

sio BOC. Bin A OD : sin COA . sin BOD : sin A OB. sin COD
•aroaBOCarea^ OZ>:arcaCO^.area^OZ>:area^ OB.tire&COD,
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but by Cor. V. the sum of the three antecedents » 0, therefore

also the sum of the three conaequents » 0, and therefiH^e &c.

Otherwise thus, if A^ By Cj Dy be the four points in which

anj circle paasiog through intersects the four lines, then

since (62) diameter of circle. sin J90C» chord BC, and dia-

meter of circle. sin ^0/)« chords/); therefore diameter* of

circle, sin i?OC. sin ^(7/>~ chordae chord w4Z), and (similar

relations for the same reason existing for the other two pairs)

therefore

slu/yOC7.sin^(>/>:sin COA.vnBODiaukAOB.un COD
« chord ^C.chord^D : chordOAjAMtABD : chord .^i&chord CD

;

but by PtoIcmy*s theorem (Eoc. Yt. 16, Cor.) one of the three

consequents is always nnmerically equal to the sam of the other

two, therefore, disregarding signs, the same is tme also of the

three antecedents, and therefore &c
C<)B. 4*. IfAyByO be any lArm pointt in a linty andA Ly BL^

CL their three dietamcee perpendietilar or in anjf comwum direction

from any line L not at injinih/y then alwajf*

BC.AL-¥ CA,BL + AB, CL-0,

regard being had to iKe eigne as trr// at tMe magmiimdee eftke §everal

quantities involved.

For, if L be parallel to the line containing the points, then

since AL^BL^CLy and since by (78) BC-k- CA-\- AB'mQ^

therefore &c., and if not, then if Pbe the intersection of the two

Hues, since AL : BL : CL::AP: BP: CPy and since by the above

BC. AP-i- CA . BP-i- AB. CP-0, therefore &c.

Cor. 5*. J/LyMyNbe ang three parallel line* and PLy PM,
PN their tJtree duttancee perpendintlar or in ting common direction

from any point Pnot at inftnittfy then always

MN,PL+NL,PM+ LM. PN^ 0,

r>;/itr(l hting had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the

grirral quantities involved.

For if Ay By C be the three points in which any line through

P not parallel to their common direction intersects //, if, Ny then

since MX: NL:LM:PL:PM:PN:: BC: CA : AB: PA : PB:PC^
and since by the above BC.PA ^ CA .PB+AB.PC^Oy
therefore &c.
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Cor. 6°. If Ly M, N be any three lines passing throtu/h a

point 0, and PL, PM^ PN the three perpendiculars or any other

isodinals upon thein from any i^oint P not at infinity^ then always

sin MN. PL + sin NL . PM+ sin LM. PN= 0,

regard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the

several qwintities involved.

For, dividing by PO the distance of P from 0, or more

generally by the diameter of the circle passing through P and

and through the feet of the three perpendiculars or isoclinals,

the relation becomes evidently identical with that of Cor. 3°. for

the four lines OX, OM^ ON^ OP^ and therefore &c.

The three sides of every triangle being as the three sines of

the opposite angles (63), the three sines in the preceding formula

may therefore be replaced by the three sides of any triangle

formed by parallels to the three lines.

COR. 7°. 7j^ a, /9, 7 be the three angles of any triangle^ and

a', /8', 7' those at which tJie three opposite sidts «, 6, c intersect

any line tf, then always

sin a . sin a' . 4- sin /8 . sin /S" + sin 7 . sin 7' = 0,

regard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the six

angles involved.

For, drawing through any arbitrary point four lines OA^

OBy OCy OB parallel to a, i, c, «?, then since by parallels

BOC= a, COA=fi, AOB=y, and ^Oi) = a', BOD = ^,
COD — ^\ the relation is evident from that of Cor. 3°.

83. If A ^ By G be three points on a line disposed in any

manner
J
and APj BP, CP the three lines connecting them with

any point P not at infinity^ tJien always

BC.AP* + CA .BP" 4 AB, CP* = - BC. CA.AB,
regard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the three

wegments involved.

For letting fall from P the perpendicular PQ on the line,

then sinco (75 Cor. 2\)

AP'^CP'^AC-^2AC.CQy
and BP'-CP' = BC* + 2 BC.CQ,

therefore, multiplying the first by ^C and the second by AC^
and subtracting,
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BC.AF'+ CA.BF'+{AC-BC).CP''MBC,A(r^AC.B€r
'^-BCCA^iAC-BO)

the same as the above, A C — BO being alwtyi « AB (75).

Fruiu the above which is tke general reltUim comiteeimg any

three lines drawn from a jmni to a litte, and tUe tMne tegwtenU

they tnUrct'pt on the line ; it ta evident that *okm Aj B^ and C
are Jixed, the gum BC.AP'+ CA.BP' + AB.Cl* u indepen-

dent cf the position ofPond therefore constant for allpoint* at a

fnite diatanoe ; an example ofthe general propertj established in

(81), that when, as in the present instance (tee preceding article),

the sum Z{a»AQ) is nothing for every point on a line, then the

HuinZ(a.^Q^ itcon^ant for every point on the line, and thcro-

furu for tvery point whatever not at infinity, the quantity

Z (a) PQ" by which the sums for the two points P and Q differ,

Kuc. I. 47, vanishing with 2 (a) for every position ofP for

which PQ is not infinite.

Dividing both sides of the above relation by its right-hand

member — BCCA.AB, it aasumcs the not leas symmetrical but

more compact form

AP' BP' CP*
,

regard being had of conrse to the signs as well as the magni-
tudcs of the » -N- rectangles AB.AC^ BC.BA, CA.CB in

the addition.

Cob. r. JfAf B^ C be three pointt on a lute disposed in ang

moiifMr, emd AR^ BS^ CT the thrm tangents from them to aag
eirch^ not either at injutitg or infinite in radiuSy then alwags

BC.AR'+CA.BS' + AB,CT''m-BC,CA.AB^
regard bting had to the supts as well as the magnitudes of aU the

quantities involved.

For, if P be the centre of the circle, then since

AIir=^AP*-PB', BS'^^BP'-PS', Cr^CP'-PT;
and since PR = P8»PT'=^ radius of circle, therefore

BC.ABr+CA.B8'+ AB.CT'>^BC.AP'-i-CA.BP'

+ AB. CP' - (5(7+ CA + AB) .radius' of circle,

the first part of which by the above =-~BC. CA.ABy and the

second point of which by (78) » 0, and therefore &c
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Dividing, as in the original, both sides of this latter rela-

tion by its right-hand member — BC. CA.ABj it too assumes the

more compact and not less symmetrical form

AE' BS" cr
ABTAC^ BC.BA'^ CA.CB '

regard again of course being had to the signs as well as the

magnitudes of all the quantities involved.

Cor. 2°. If CZ he any line drawn from the vertex C to the

base AB of any triangle ACB, then always

AZ. CB' - BZ. GA' = AB.{ CZ* - AZ. BZ),

regard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the

three intercepts AZ^ BZ, and AB.
This relation is obviously the same as the above, only stated

in the form in which it most naturally presents itself in the

process by which it was established above.

The following particular cases are deserving of notice

:

r. If Z bisect AB^ then AZ=^{AB and BZ=-^ABj and

the relation becomes

CZ' - AZ.BZ= \[ CA' + CB^\

the known relation connecting the base, bisector of base, and

sides of a triangle, (Euc. ii. 12, 13, Cor.).

2°. If CZ bisect ACB externally or internally, then as

AZ: BZ=±AC: BC, (Euc. vi. 3), therefore AZ. CB=± BZ. CA
according as the bisection is external or internal, and the relation,

remembering that in either case AZ- BZ=AB (75), becomes

CZ'-AZ.BZ^^tCA.CB,

the known relation connecting the sides of a triangle, either

bisector cxtcraal or internal of the vertical angle, and the

segments into which it divides the base.

3°. If the triangle be isosceles, then CA = CB, and the

relation, remembering as before that always AZ—BZ=ABy
beoomw CZ^-AZ.BZ^CA* or CB' or CA.CB^

the known relation connecting either side of an isosceles tri-

angle, any line drawn from the vertex to the base, and the

rectangle under the segments into which it divides the base

(Euc. II. 5, 6, Cor.).
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4'. If the triangle be right-angled, then CA* + CB* '^ AB*^
and the relation, multiplying its two tides, the fint bj AZ— BZ^
and the second bj its equivalent AB^ which causes the rectangle

AZ.BZ to disappear in virtue of the property of the triangle,

becomes
bc.az*-\-ac:bz*^ab',cz*,

the general relation oonneeting the tides and the distances of

any point on the hypotenuse from the verdoes of a right*

angled triangle.

(yOS. 3*. IfAy By Cy D bt mtjf jirur points an a ctrrie toKm

in tMe order of their dUpomtiomy ami P amy JifA pomt traCAonl,

withtHy or upon the drdty but not at nt/fniVy, them atwaya

area BCD.AP*- arm CDA.BP'-^artaDAB.CF^

~armABC,DI*m^O,

regard hetng had only to the abtolnte magmihidm of tkt moaral

areas whichfrom their ditpontum are ineapabU efbting eompand
in ftufn.

For, joining P with the intenection of the two chords

AC and BI)^ which from their positioos neeessarUy inteneeC

internally; then from the relation, Cor. 1*., applied suooessively

to the two triangles APC and BPDy disrega»liiig all signs in

each, and attending only to absolute values throughout,

CO,AP'-\-AO,CP'^AC.[P(r-¥AO,CO\

DO.CF^^BO,DP'^BD,{P(f^BO,DO),

from which, as AO.CO^BO.DOy (Euc iii. 85), therefore

immediately

BD.CO.AP'-^BD.AO.CP'^AC.DO.BP'-i-AC.BO.BP'y

which is evidently identical with the other, the four rectangles

BD.COy &c multiplied each by the sine of the angle of inter-

section of the two chords AC and BD being reflectively the

double areas of the four triangles BCDy &c
This theorem is due to Dr. Salmon, who has given it in

his Conic Sections as the geometrical interpretation of the ana-

lytical condition that four points Ay By C, B should lie on a
drde.

CJOR. 4*. If Ay By Cy D be any four points on a circle taken
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in the (yrder of their disposition, and AQ, BR, CS, DT the four

tangents from them to another circle not either infinitely distant

or infinite in radius, then always

area BCD.A Q* - area CDA .BB'' + area DAB. CS^

-area ABC. DT* = 0,

regard being had, as in Cor. 3°., only to the absolute values of tlie

several areas.

For, if P be the centre of the latter circle, then since

PQ = PR = PS=FT= radius of that circle,

and since

area BCD + areaDAB= area CDA + area ABC
= area of quadrilateral ABCDy

therefore

area BCD. PQ" - area CDA .PR' + area DAB. PS^

-airG&ABC.Pr = Oy

which relation, subtracted from that of Cor. 3°., leaves imme-

diately that just stated, and therefore &c.

If in this relation, as in that of Cor. T., any of the points

A, B, C, D be within the second circle, the squares of the corre-

sponding tangents are of course negative.

Cor. 5". If OA, OB, OC, OD be four lines passing through

a point, then in all cases, whatever be their directions,

BinBOD, sinCOD BinCOD.mnAOD BinA OD. oinBOD _
tmBOA.BiuCOA '^ mnCOB. sinAOB"^ sinA C.BmBOC~ '

regard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the

six angles involved.

For, drawing any line L parallel to OD, meeting OA, OB,

OCm A, B, C, then since (63)

tanBOD _ AO , BinCOD _ AO
HinBOA ~ AB BxnCOA ~ AC'

therefore BinBOD.BmCOD AO*
BmBTLi. BinCOA ~ AB.AC

nnd, Aimilnrly,

BxnCOD. BinAOD BO' sinAOD.BmBOD _ CC
ainCOB.miAOB " BC.BA *°**

sin^OC'rwiiScTU ~ CA.CA '
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batf by the original relation of the preaent article, the com of

the three right-hand members = 1, therefore alao the earn of the

Icf^-hand members » 1, and therefore &e.

Cor. 6*. 1/ OAj OBy OC be dktve linet paanng through a

jx^inf^ and PA
J
PB^ PC the three prrpendieuUurt upon them from

any point P not at inanity^ then aiwayt whatever be their direttione

Pli.PC.nDBOC-i-PCPA.mnCOA + PA.PB.tinAOB

^^ FCunBOCwaCOA^wnAOB^
' 1 to the eigne at teeii ae the neagnihedee <^ the

in rotred.

For, dividing both tides of the relation bj its right-hand

uMuAHr ' Pf^l^.MnBOC.naCOA.naAOB^ the relation of Cor.

:* ., tor the four liues OA^ OB, OCy and OP, is the immediate

result, and therefore &c.

Cor. 7". If Oy fi^f be the three anglete of any triangU, and

a', ffy y thoee at which the three cppoeUe eidee a^b^e intereect

any line d^ them oheaye

sin /S*. sin7 sin 7'. sin a' sina'.sin/f

8mp.sin7 nn7.nna sma.amp '

regard being had to the eigne ae well ae the wtagnitudee of the eix

angles involved,

For, as in Cor. 5*. of the preceding article, drawing through

any arbitrary point 0, four lines OA^ OBy OC^ OD parallel to

a, A, r, d; then since BOCma, COA^fi, AOB^y^ and

AOD^fi\ BOD'^ffy COD»f\ the rrlntlun is evident fmm
that of Cor. 5'.

Cob. 8*. JfAfB^Cbethe three vertieee of any triangle^ and
AXj BYf CZ three parallde drawnfrom them in any direction to

meet the three oppoeite eidee BCf CA^ AB^ then always

BX.CX CY.AY AZ.BZ
AX* "*" BY' "^ CZ* ~ ''

regard being had to the eigne ae well as the magnitudee of the

three rectangles involved.

For, if Of, /8, 7 be the three angles of the triangle at Ay B, C,

and a', ^j 7' those at which the three opposite sides intersect
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any line parallel to the common direction of the three parallels,

since then

BX _ siny
^^^

CX ^ sin^
^

AX ~
sinyS AX 8in7 '

therefore BX.CX ^ sin^^iny

AX' 8in/8.8in7
'

and similarlj,

CY.AY_ 8jny. sin a , AZ.BZ _ sin a\8in^

BY* 8in7.sina CZ* sina.sin/S '

and the relation consequently is evident from that of Cor. 7°.

84. We shall conclude the present chapter with one or two

applications of a very simple problem of very frequent occurrence

in Pure and Applied Geometry.

Given in magnitude and sign the ratio m ; n of the segments

AP and BP into which a given line AB is cut at a point P, to

determine the segments in magnitiide and sign.

Since, by hypothesis, AP : BP= m : n, therefore

AP\ AP-BP: m : m-n^ and BP -. BP-AP=n : n-w,

and since in all cases AP-BP=AB^ and BP-AP=BA^
therefore

AP=-^^.AB=-^!^,BA,m — n n — m

BP= -^.AB=-^.BA,m — n n —m

which are the general formulae by which to calculate in numbers

the segments of a line of given length cut in any given ratio.

Cor. r. As an application of the preceding let it be required

to determine for any triangle ABC the lengths of the bisectors^

external and internal^ of the three anglesj and the segments they

intercept on the opposite sides.

If ylA', BY, CZ be the three external, and AX\ BY\ CZ
the three internal bisectors, then since (Euc. vi. 3)

BX BA BX' BA
(JX'^ CA *"** CX'" VA*
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therefore, by the above,

and therefore at onoe, by rabtncdoo, ramenibering that nmilar

fonuuhu for the Mune reaaon hold for the other two ndea|

y,- 9BA.0A -^ ^^ 2CB.AB ^.

9A0,B0

which are the genoral fonnoUD by which to calculate in nambeni

the lenpths of the three intercepta XX^ TY, Z'Z^ when the

sides of the triangle are given.

Since again, at once, bj multiplication,

with corresponding Taloea for the other two sides, therefore, by
Cor. 2'. (83),

which with similar values for the other two sides are the formulsB

by which to calculate in numbers the lengths of the six bisectors

uUTand AX\ ^Fand BT^ CZhxA CZ: when the sides of the

triangle are given.

From the above values for X'X, F* F, ZZ^ it is evident that

their reciprocals are connected in all cases by the two following

relations

:

1 1 \ ^ ,BC CA* A^
'XT '^ TF *"

ZF'""' *°** 5T ** Yr "'' Zr "»

fix>m which, regarding them as positive or negative according

as they are similar or opposite in direction with the sides of

the triangle measured from B to /?, from C to ^, and from

A to B respectively, it is evident that one of them must have

in all cases the sign opposite to that of the other two.

I
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Ck)B. 2°. As a second application of the same, let it be

required to determine for any triangle ABC the sides of the

squares exscribed and inscribed to the three sideSj and the segments

iSiey intercept on the perpendicularsfrom the opposite vertices.

Let EFMN be, fig. a, the inscribed, or, figs. ^ and 7, the

exscribed square corresponding to the side BC of the triangle

BAG] then drawing AB the perpendicular on that side from

the opposite vertex A, intersectingMN in 0, by similar triangles

MAN and BA C, we have MN:AO = BC: AB, but, on account

of the square, MN= OBj therefore, disregarding signs for a

moment, BO : AO = BC : AB', that is the perpendicular AB
is cut at the point 0, internally, fig. a, in the case of the in-

scribed, and externally, figs. /9 and 7, in the case of the ex-

scribed square in the ratio oi BC : AB ; and therefore, by the

above
BC ^^_ BC.AB

^^- BClAB BC^AB'
the upper sign corresponding to the inscribed and the lower to

the exscribed square.

Similar formulaa holding of course for the other two sides

CA and AB\ if a, 6, c be the three sides of the triangle,^, q^ r

the three perpendiculars upon them from the opposite vertices,

Xf y, t the sides of the three inscribed, and x', y, e' those of the

tliree exscribed squares ; then, by the above,

b + q'a+p z =
cr

c + r

M-, z'=-.^6- c— r
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which arc the general fonnale by which to calcalate in numbers

the Bides of the six sqoares when the aides of the triangle are

given.

It is evident from these formnUe, or directlj, that while the

inscribed square corresponding to any nde of a triangle lies

always on the same side of that side with the triangle itself,

(fig. a) ; the exscribed square on the contrary lies on the same

or on the oppodte nde, figs. /9 and 7, according as the ude of

the triangle to which it corresponds is greater or leas than the

perpendicular upon it from the opposite vertex ; in the pwtifoalar

case when a side of a triangle is equal to the perpendicoUr

upon it firom the opposite vertex, the exscribed sqnare oorre*

spunding to such side is infinite, and may therefore be r^arded

an lying indiiTcrcntly in either direction.

Combining the above fonnuUe in corresponding pairs, by

addition and subtraction, we haTe immediately

*"*'*"?^"'*' y''^y"^r^-*» ''+*"?Z1>'*'

x'-«-^..i», y'-y-^.?, •'-•-^•'•i

which latter, regard htang had to their signs as well as their

magnitudes, are the formnUe for the lengths of the segments

intercepted on the three perpendioalars of the triangle by the

throe pairs of squares.

Taking again the reciprocals of the above formulss, viz.

Ill 111 11.1
X p a y q 6 « r c'

I l_l i ^-* 1 *_*

and combining them also in corresponding pairs, by addition and

subtraction, we get

II 2 1 1 2 1 12
X X p^ y y q^ t z r*

1 1 2 1 _ 1 2 1 _ I 2

i"5'"o' y y'h^ I g'^c^

which are the formuls by which to calculate in numbers a side

and perpendicular of a triangle when their inscribed or ex-

scribed squares are g^ven.

12
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From the several preceding formulae it is evident that any

two of the four corresponding magnitudes, viz., a side of a

triangle, the perpendicular upon it, the inscribed and exscribed

squares resting upon it, determine the other two.

The sides of the squares inscribed and exscribed to any side

BC of a triangle ABC^ being given by the above formulae, the

squares themselves can of course be immediately constructed

;

if however it were required only to construct them without

having also to calculate their sides, of the several methods of

doing so the following is perhaps the most convenient.

On the side BG of the triangle upon which the squares are

to be constructed, describe the square BCHK^ and connect

its two opposite vertices H and K with the opposite vertex A
of the triangle ; the two connecting lines HA and KA will

intercept on BG the base EF of the required inscribed or ex-

scribed square EFMN—of the inscribed if HK and A lie at

opposite sides oi BG (fig. a)—of the exscribed if they lie at the

same side of it (figs. ^ and 7).

For, drawing EM and FN perpendiculars to BC and joining

MN'^ as the three lines AH^ AK^ and AB pass through a point

-4, and as EM and EF are parallels to HB and HK^ therefore

EM : EF=HB : HK, and similarly FN : FE=KG ; KH, but

by construction HB=KG=HKy therefore EM=FN=EFj and

therefore &c.

A method exactly similar might obviously be employed to

solve the more general problem :
" On any side BG of a given

triangle ABO to inscribe or exscrtbe a parallelogram of any
given form.''''
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CHAPTER VI.

THEORY OBNERAL OF THE MBAM CENTRE OP ANT 8T8TE1C
OP POINTS POR ANY SYSTEM OP MULTIPLBS.

85. The main featnret of this theory for the piurticuUr eaae

of a fTttem of points disposed along a line having been alreadj

given in sections 79, 80, 81 of the preceding, its eztennon to

a system of points disposed in any manner will form the chief

subject ofthe present chapter ; the following fundamental theorem

may be regarded as the basb of this extennon.

// Aj Bj Cj Dy dx, be amy §jf»tem of pointt^ ditpomi im antf

flumfwr, hU mom imJmUdy ditkmi, a, b, c, d, Ac amy tyttnm

ofeorreMpomdwg nuJHple§y potUive or megoHoe^ hU momt u^fmUtbf

ffreatj amd a point mtek tkat far two UmmM amd N pammg
through it Z {a.AM) ^0^ amd 2 {a,AN) tmO; them for moery lima

L pastimg through OZ(a.jlX)«0, regard btmg had m all the

§mm$ to the »^Hi at weU a§ themutgrnitudmoftkeeeiveralfmamtUiet

imvolved.

For, if be at an infinite distance, then for the several points

by Cur. 5'. (Art. 83} of the preceding chapter,

MN.AL^NL.AM-^ LM.AN-^O^
MN.BL +NL.BM + LM.BN'^Of
MN.CL + NL.CM-^LM.CN^O,
MN.DL + NL.DM+LM.DN^O,&c

And, if be at a finite distance, then for the several points by

Cor. 6*. (Art 82) of the same,

sinMN.AL + tanNL.AM+ B\nLM.AN» 0,

BinJ/.Y.i?ii + 8in^L.5Jf+ 8inXJf.2?-V= 0,

uaMN.CL + oinNL. CJ/+ »iBLM.CN= 0,

auiMN.DL+ sinNL.DM+ amLM.DN^ 0, &c.
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which multiplied in either case by a, &, c, d^ &c. and added,

^ve at once, in the former case the relation

MN.'L{a.AL)JrNL.'S,[a.AM)-\-LM.'L{a.AN)^0^

and in the latter case the relation

^mMN.'S,{a.AL) + siniVZ.S (a.^if) + «inLM.'Z{a.AN) =0,

from which it follows immediately in either case that if any two

of the three sums S {a.AL\ S [a.AM)^ S {a.AN) =0, the third

also = 0, and therefore &c.

The case of at an infinite distance corresponds, as may be

easily shewn, to that of S (a) = 0, a case requiring, as we shall

see, special treatment in almost every point connected with the

present subject ; for, since S [a .AN) — S (a .AM) = 2 (a) .MN
for every two parallel lines M and N whatever be their interval

of separation MN'^ therefore if, as above, S {a.AN) = S {a.A3f)

for any two parallel linesM andN not coinciding with each other,

then 2 (a) = 0, and if conversely 2 (a)= 0, then S {a.AN)= 2 [a.AM)
for every two parallel lines M and N not infinitely distant from

each other, and therefore &c.

86. The point related as above to a system of points

Aj Bj Cj Dj &c. that for every line L passing through it the sum

a.AL + b.BL + c.CL-^d.DL-\-&c,=0^

is termed the centre of mean position^ or more shortly the mean

centre of the system of points for the system of multiples a, 5, c, </,

&c. and is in general a unique point depending upon and vary-

ing with the positions of the points and the values of the mul-

tiples ; the propriety of the name depending on the properties

of the point will appear in the sequel.

In the science of Mechanics, if A^ 5, 0, i>, &c. be the posi-

tions, and o, 6, c, rf, &c. the masses of any system of material

particles situated in the same plane, then is the point 0, as above
defined, the centre of gravity of the system ; in that science,

tiierefore, all propositions relating to this subject are of con-

•iderable Importance.

87. For erery system of points ^, J?, (7, 2), &c. there exists

a {MrticaUr system of multiples o, ft, c, <f, &c. indeterminate of
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course in absolute but fixed and uniqae in relative values, soch

that for every line L not actoallj at infinity, the soin 2 {a,AL) » 0,

and fur which therefore Ute wwom centre of the eyeiem ie tMb-
tt-rminnte ; iu all such caM0 it is etty to see, 1*. iked Z(a)aBO,

'hut each point of tie eyetem i§ the metm eemtn of Ae
'' ir reepedive mmUiplee ; for, the Tallies of Z(a.XL)

I I'othesb «0 for two diffarent lines pssnng through
a point at infinity, therefore by the preceding 2(a)«iO, and
being again by hypothesis «0 for two difierait lines peang
thruugh any point of the system, therefore by the asme that

point ifl the mean centre of the others for their respective

multiples ; instanoes of soeh eases are of ooutm exceptional, but

whenever they present themselves, as they occasionally do, their

exceptional peculiarities mutt always be attended to.

88. From the fundamental property of the preceding artide,

it is easy to see that if a system of multiples a, &, e, <!!, &c cof
rcflponding to a system of pomts A, B^ O, />, dse. be such diat

for any Uiree lines L^ M, N net pasting through a eommompoini
2(a.iiZ.).0, 2(a.^A0-0, 2(a..<Ly)-0, then for sseiy line

/ not actually at infinity Z{a.AJ)^0. For, if L', AT, N' be
any three lines pasnng respectively throng^ the three points

ILV, SLf LMy and interweting on /, then since by (85),

2(a.^Z')-iO, 2(a.^Jr)-0, 2(a.-4^-0,

therefore by the same 2 {a,ATj -t 0, and therefore Ac

89. From the same again it appears, that if for a system

of multiples a, 6, c, (^ &c a system of points Aj By (7, Z>, &c
have tico different mean centres 0, and 0,, then is every point

Indifferently a mean centre of the same system of points for

the same system of multiples ; for, whatever be the position of O,
since for the two lines Z, and L^ connecting it with 0, and 0^
the two sums 2 {a.AL^) and 2 [a.AL^) are both sO, therefore

for every line L passing through the sum 2(a.AL) = 0, and
therefore &c. Henoe, whatever be the poeitions of the pointa

Ay By Cy By dx, oncl whatever be the values of the mtiliiplee

ay by Cy dj dx. the mean centre ie aheaye either indetiemwMta

or imtl^Me.
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90. If Af Bf C, Dj (Sec. bt the several vertices of a regular

polygon of any order^ and the geometric centre of the figure,,

then is the mean centre of the severalpoints -4, J5, C, D^ dec.for

the particular system of multiples each =« unity.

For, if the polygon be of an even order, since for every line

passing through the several pairs of perpendiculars from

pairs of opposite vertices are equal and opposite, therefore for

every line passing through the sum of the perpendiculars

from all the vertices = 0, and therefore &c. ; and, if the polygon

be of an odd order, since for every line passing through

and through a vertex of the figure the several pairs of perpen-

diculars from pairs of vertices equidistant from that through

which the line passes are equal and opposite, and the one from

that vertex itself = 0, therefore for every line passing through

O and through a vertex of the figure, and therefore by the

preceding for every line passing through C^, the sum of the

perpendiculars from all the vertices = 0, and therefore &c.

In consequence of the above, all properties true in general of

the mean centre of any system of points -4, B^ C, i>, &c. for

any system of multiples a, 6, c, c?, &c. whose sum is not = 0,

are true in particular of the geometric centre of any regular

polygon regarded as the mean centre of its several vertices for

the particular system of multiples each = unity.

91. If A^ B^ G he the three vertices of any triangle^ and

their mextn centre for any three multiples o, J, c, then alioays—
1'. The three lines AO, BOy CO intersect vyith the three

opposite sides BC^ CA^ AB at three points X, F, Z such that

h.BX-^c.CX^% c.Cr+a.^r=0, a.AZ-^h.BZ=Q.

2*. The three triangles BOCy COAy A OB are connected

with the three multiples a, hy c by the proportions

areaBOC : areaCOA : areaA OB=a:b:Cy
rtgard being had to the eigne ae toell as the magnitudee of the

moerai quamUtiee involved in each.

To prove 1*. Since for every throe lines Z, My N passing

through Oy (86)

a.AL-ffb.BL^-e.CL^Oy a.AM+b.BM+c.CM^Oy
a.AN+b.BN+c.ON=0y
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if L pass through Aj then

AL^O and BL-.CL^BX: CX,

and therefore b.BX-\- c.CX = 0; MM pass throagfa B^ then

^ir=0 and CM'. AM~ CY: AY,
and therefore o.CY+a.AY^O] wad if^ pass throogfa (7, then

CN~ and AN: BN^ AZi BZ,

and therefore a.AZ+b.BZ^O.
To proTe 3*. Since the two triangles A OB and AOC have

a common base A 0, therefore

uetiAOB : vnaAOC^BL : CL^BX : CX,
since the two BOC and BOA have a common base BO, therefore

area^OC: area BOA^BM: CM^BY: CY,
and since the two COA and COB have a common base CO,
therefore

area COA : vc^COB^AN: BN^AZ : A?;
and the proportions 2*. follow therefore immediately from the

relation 1°.

Co& The abore reUtions npplj each an obrioos method
of determining the mean centre of any three points A, B, C
forming a triangle, for any three multiples a,h,e giren in magni-
tude and sign ; the two following particular oaiee are deferring

of attention

:

r. If in absolute magnitude OBfto-c, then AX, BY, CZ
bisect the three sides of the triangle, all internally or two ez-

tcnially aud one internally according as the signs of a, &, c are all

similar or two opposite to the third; in either case is the

intersection of the three bisectors ; and the three areas BOO,
COA, A OB are equal in absolute magnitude and have sig^
in accordance with those of a, h, c.

2'. If in absolute magnitude aih: c = DC : CA : AB, then

AX, BY, CZ bisect the three angles of the triangle, all inter-

nally or two externally and one internally according as the

sig^s of a, h,c are all similar or two opposite to the third ; in

either case is the intersection of the three bisectors, and there-

fore the centre of the inscribed or of one of the three exscribed

circles of the triangle; and the three areas BOC, COA, AOB
are proportional in absolute magnitude to the three sides BC,
CA, AB, and have signs in accordance with those of a, b, c.
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92. IfA^B^ ^> -^j ^^' ^* ^""^y system ofpoints^ their mean

centrefor any system ofmultiples a, 6, c, J, dec. whose sum is not= 0,

andL any arbitrary line, then always whatever be the position ofL
S{a.AL) = ^{a).OL,

regard being had to the signs as well as the magnitudes of the

teveral quantities involved.

For, drawing through the line M parallel to i, then since

for any two parallel lines L and J/ whatever be their common
direction or distance asunder S {a.AL) — S {a.AM) = S [a).ML,
if, as in the present case, one of them M passes through 0,

since for it 'L[a.AM) = (86) therefore for the other L what-

ever be its position 2 [a .AL) = S (o) . OL, and therefore &c.

Cor. r. This is the property which gives to the point its

designation of " Mean Centre" ofthe system of points A, B, C, Z>,

&c. for the system of multiples a, i, c, c?, &c., and by its aid when

the latter are both given the former may be determined in all

cases by the following general construction

:

Drawing arbitrarily any two lines L and L' not parallel to

each other, the two parallels to them M and M' distant from

them by the intervals LM and L'M' equal in magnitude and

sign to the quantities \i \ ^^^ \( \ P*^' '^

above, through, and therefore intersect at, the mean centre

; in the particular case where 2 (a) = 0, the position of

thus given is at infinity (85), unless also 2 [a.LA) and^ {a.L'A)

both =0, in which exceptional case it is indeterminate (87).

Cor. 2°. The mean centre of any given system of points

Ay B, C, D, &c. for any given system of multiples a, b, r, d, &c.

may also be determined by the following in general less rapid,

but in many cases not less convenient process, based like that

juBt given on the above, viz.

:

Connect any two points A and B of the system, and take on

the connecting line AB the point P for which a.AP+ b .BP=
(77). Connect then the point P with any third point C of the

system, and take on the connecting line PC the point Q for

which (a + 6) .P^ -f c.C^ = 0. Connect then the point Q with any

fourth point D of the system, and take on the connecting line

QD the point R for which [a^-b-itc). QR-^d.DR = 0. Con-

nect then the point B with any fifth point E of the system,
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and take on the connecting line BE the point S for which

(a + 6 + c + (^ . B8+e.E8»0j and so on, until all the points of

the system are exhausted, the last point thus determined is

the mean centre required.

For since for every arbitrary Ime Z», by (77) Cor.

a.AL + b,BL»{a + b).PL,

{a + b).PL + e.CL'M{a+ b + e).QL,

{a-^b + e).QL + d.DL»{a+ b-i'e-^'d).BLf

{a + b + c + d).BL + e.EL''{a-k'b'^c + d-i-e).8LfScc

therefore for the last point Oj by addition

a.AL i-b.BL + o.CL+d.DL-i-&jo.'m{a + b + c-¥ </+ &c).0£,

which, by the above, is the charactcriatlc property of the mean

centre.

In the particular case when 2(a)B0, the point O thuadd-

tcrmliied being the point of external bisection of the last con-

necting liiic in the abore process is therefore at infinity, tm/W
u>heH the Itngik of tkai conmHing line iii tdUoA eaxtptiomU

ea§e it i$ mdetermmate.

Cor. 8*. Stating the above general relation in the equivalent

form Z {a.AL) — Z [a).OL » 0, it appears that, if to any system

of points A^ BfOf />, dec be added their mean centre for any

system of multiples Ofb^e^d, &e., then is the system of points

A
J BfCy />, &c. and 0, for the system of multiples a, 6, e^ </, Ac

and - Z(a), of the exceptional character mentioned in (87), for

which for every line L not at infinity the snm 2 {a.AL) « 0, and

for which therefore the mean centre is indeterminate. Hence the

original system of points A, B^ C, 2>, &c and of multiples

a, ft, e, <i, &C. being entirely arbitrary, it appears that

—

For a system of the eoDoeptional charader whoee mean eentre is

'
'te, aU but one of the poinle may have any poeitione

lid their eorreepondinff muU^^ any wduee whatever

j

provided only the remaining point be the mean eetUre of the\>ther8

for their system of muU^leSj and the remaminy mmltiple eorre^

ponding to ^ be equal in magtUtttde and opposite in sign to the

sum of the others.

Cob. 4". Since for every line L tangent to any circle round

as centre the distance OL is constant and equal the radius

of the circle, and since, by the above, the sum '^{a.AL) b con-
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stant when the radius OL is constant, and conversely, there-

fore

—

IfA J
Bj C, D, &c. he any system ofpoints^ and their mean

centre for any system of multiples a, J, c, c?, &c. whose sum is

not =f 0, then for every line L tangent to any circle round as

centre the sum ^{a.AL) is constant and = the radius of the circle

multiplied by S (a), awe?, conversely, every line L for which the

sum z[a.AL) is constant touches the circle round as centre

whose radius = the constant sum divided hy I. [a).

This property supplies obvious solutions of the following

general problems, viz.: "Given any system of points A, B,

0, D, &c., and any system of corresponding multiples a, i, c, d,

&c. whose sum is not = 0, to draw a line L parallel to a given

line, or passing through a given point, or touching a given

circle, so that the sum '2,{a.AL) shall =0, or be a maximum,

or have any given value."

Cor. 5". For every line L tangent to the circle inscribed in

any triangle ABC the sum of the three rectangles

BC.AL+CA.BL + AB.CL
is constant and equal to double the area of the triangle.

For, by (91), the centre of that circle being the mean centre

of the three points A, B, C for the three multiples J?(7, (X4,

AB^ therefore, by the above,

BC.AL-v CA.BL + AB.CL = {BC+ CA-^ AB).OL',
but

5aOL-2area50C, CA.OL='i&r&&COA^ AB.OL^^iare&AOB;

therefore their sum = 2 BreaABCy and therefore &c.

A relation exactly similar holds of course for each of the

three exscribed circles of the triangle, the sign of the side

to which the circle is exscribed being merely changed in the

above, see 91, Cor.

Cor. 6*. For every line L tangent to any circle concentric with a

regular polygon ofany order n the sum of the perpendicularsfrom
A» mntral vertice* is constant and= n times the radius of the circle.

For, by (90), the centre of the polygon being the mean
centre of the several vertices A, B, C, D, &c. for the particular

jitem of multiples each = 1, therefore, by the above,

Z{AL)» n.OLj and therefore &c.
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For a regular polygon cf any order n the »um of tAe perpem*

(Uctthirs from any point P upon tMe $evaral ndm %b aho aMutonl

and = n timet the radiue of the drde inserted m theftgmre.

For the sams of the peqiendicalars from the centre and

from any other point P upon the tevend udes moltipUed etch

by the common length of all the sides » double the area of the

figure, and therefore &c.

93. If any ayetem ofpomte 2 (A) «md of eorre^pomdtng mul-

tiples 2(a) be divided into any number cf girempe 2(-^,)} 2(^J,
2 (^.), 2 (^J, «fec, am/ 2 (a,), 2 (oj, 2 (aj, 2 (aj, Ae^ none ef
the latter being -0/ tKen^ if 0„ 0^ 0^ O^y dx. be the aeveral

mean eentree of the several groups of points for the several groups

cf corresponding multiples^ the mean centre of the system of
points 0„ 0„ 0„ 0^, dx,fi»r the systems ofmmliiples 2(a,), 2(aJ,
2 (aj, Z {a^)y dx, is the same as that cf the system of points

Af Bj Cj Z>, &cfor the system of multiples a^b^Cfd, dsc

For, since for ererj arbitrary Ibe Z, bj the precedingi

2 {a,.A,L) . 2 (o,).0.L, 2 (a..^^) - 2 (aJ.O,X,

2 (a,.^,L) - 2 {aj.0,j^, 2 (a..J^) - 2 (oJ.C?,X, &c

;

therefore the sam of all the first members » the som of all the

second members ; but, by hjpodiesis, the mm of all the first

members ^^{a.AL)^ and, by the preceding, the sum of all the

second members

-{2(a,)f2(a,) + 2(a,) + 2(aJ+&c}.0X;
from which, since by hypothecs

2 (a,) + 2 (aj + X (aJ + 2 (oj +&C - 2 (a)

;

therefore 2 (a.^L) = 2 {a),OLy and therefore &c.

Cor. In the particular case when 2(a)s:0, if Z{A) he
divided into any two groups 2 [A^) and 2 (J,) for which 2 (a,)

and 2 (aJ are not separately =»0; then since, by hypothesis,

2 (a,) -f 2 (a,) = 0, if 0, and 0, be the mean centres of the two
groups for their respective shares of the multiples, that of the

entire system for ail the multiples being, by the above, the

point of external bisection of the line 0,0, is therefore the

unique point in which that line intersects infinity (15), except

only when the two partial mean centres 0, and 0, coincide in
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which exceptional case it is indeterminate (87). The division of

'2, {A) may, if we please, be into the two groups 2(^J and

2 [A,) corresponding to the division of S (a) into its positive and

negative constituents s(aj and 2(a_) respectively; or one

group may, if we please, consist of but a single point and the

other of all the rest.

94. IfA^B^ O, D^&c. he any system of points^ M any line

parallel to the direction of their infinitely distant mean centre for

any system of multiples a, J, c, <Z, &c. whose sum = 0, and L any

other line
J
theuj whatever be the position ofL^

2(a.^L)=^.sinJlfZ,

h being a constant depending only on the disposition of the points

and the values of the multiples.

For, if^ be a third line passing through the intersection P
of L and 3/, and perpendicular to the latter, then as in (85) the

three lines LMN passing through a common point P,

fimMN. 2 {a.AL) + sin JVi. 2 [a.AM) + mvLM. 2 [a.AN) = 0,

from which as 2(a.-4Jf) = from the property of the mean
centre (86), and as miMN= 1 from the right angle MN (60),

therefore

2 {a.AL) = 2 {a,AN).BmML,

which proves the proposition, the two sums 'S,[a.AL) and

'S,{a.AN) depending when 2 (a) =0 (85) only on the directions

and not on the absolute positions of L and N.

Otherwise thus, as a corollary from the general case, when
2(a) is not =0; conceiving the entire system of points '2. [A)

divided into any two groups 2 [A^ and 2 [A^ for which the sums

2 (a,) and 2 (a,) of the corresponding groups of multiples are

not separately = ; then, by the general relation of the preceding

article, if 0, and 0, be the mean centres of the two partial

groups for their respective systems of multiples, and L any line

intersecting 0, 0, at any point P and at any angle a,

2(a..^,Z) = 2(a,).0,Z., and 2 (a,.^,X) = 2 (a,).0,2/,

and therefore, by addition,

2(a.^Z)-=2(a,).0,Z + 2(a,).0,Z;*

but 0,L«0,P.8ina, O^-O^.sino, and 2(a,) + 2(a,)=:0;

I
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therefore

2(a.^Z,) = 2(a,).0,0,.MDa, or 2(aJ.0,0,.»m«,

wiiic-h
]

^0 proposition, and giret at the same time in it«

mo8t c I furm the value of the constant k or ^{a,AX)
viz. 2 (a,). 0, 0, or 2 (aj. 0,0,. See (81).

The law of the Tariation of the sum 2 {a.AL) for different

positions of £ is therefore very nmple when S (a) > ; depending

only on the direction and not on the absolute position of Z>;

vanisliing for the direction of the infinitely distant mean centre

of tlio sjstcm ; being a maximum for the rectangolar direction

;

and varying as the sine of the angle of inclination to the

central for every intermediate direction ; iW tMe eaootptiomd

caae whert the two partial wttan eentrm O, and 0, eomeide^ and
when (93, Cor.) thejHmtion cfO*$ eontejmaUljf mdetemtmate^ ike

sum ^{a.AL) undergoes no varuUion and is absohtleig ^0 for

every position o/L not actuaOjf at infinity, see (87).

Cor. r. By means of the aboye relation the direetion of

the infinitely distant meaa centre of a given system of points

A, Bf O, />, &c. for a given system of multiples a^b^Cfd, dec

whose sum > 0, if not previously known may be readily deter>

mined. For drawing arbitrarily any two lines L and L' not

parallel to each other, the lino if dividing the angle between

them LL' so that in magnitude and mgn

mnML:nnML'^^{a.AL):l{a.AL')

gives, by the above, the required direction ; tin the exceptional

ease when the two sums ^{a.AL) and ^{a.AL') are both >«0,

the mean centre of the system is indeterminate, see (87).

Cor. 2'. The above relation also supplies obvious solutions

of the six following problems, viz.: " given any system of points

Aj B^ C, Z>, &c., and any system of corresponding multiples

a, 6, c, (/, &c. whose sum » 0, to draw a line L passing through a

given point or touching a given circle so that the sum 2 [a.AL)

shall be nothing, or a maximum, or have any given value."

95. If any system of points J, B, C, 2), dx. and their mean

centre O for any system of multiples a, i, c, rf, dx. be projected

in any common direetion i^nm at^ Une X, the projection O cf the
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mean centre is always the mean centre of the projections A\ B\
C'y Uy &c. of the several pointsfor tJie same system of multiples.

For, from the several points A^ B^ Cj D^ &c. conceiving lines

AA^y BB^y CC^j DD^y &c. drawn parallel to the line L to meet

the line 00'] then since, Euc. i. 34, AA^ = A' 0\ BB^=B'0\
CC^= C'0\ I)D^ = D'0'f &c., and since, by the fundamental

property of the mean centre (86), 2 {a.AA^) = 0, therefore

2{a.A'0') = Oj and therefore 0' is the mean centre of the system

of points A'J B'j C\ -D', &c. for the system of multiples a, J, c, J,

&c. ; when L passes through then '2.[a.A'O) = and itself

is the mean centre of the projected as well as of the original

system for the same system of multiples.

In the particular case when is at an infinity, and when

therefore 2 (a) = 0, its projection 0' upon every base L is of

course also at infinity, except only when the direction ofprojection

is parallel to that of itself in which case it is indeterminate.

In the exceptional case when itself is indeterminate, and

when therefore again 2 (a) = 0, its projection (7 upon every

base and for every direction of projection is of course also

indeterminate.

96. TfAjBj Gj Bj <fec. be any system ofpointsj their mean

centre for any system of multiples a, J, c, dj &c. whose sum is

not = 0, and L andM any two parallel lineSj then always

S {a.AU) - S (a.^ilT) =2 (a).(OZ'- 02P}j

whatever be the common direction and distance asunder ofL and M.
For, identically,

2 [a.AU) - 2 {a.AM*) = s (a) . {{AL + AM).[AL-AM)],

from which since [AL — AM) = the constant interval between

L and M= [OL-OM), and since, by (92), 2 (a .^i) = 2 (a). OZ,
and 2 {a.AM) = 2 {a).OMf therefore at once

2{a,AV)--L{a.AM')^Z{a).{0L + 0M).{0L-0M)
= '2.[a).{0U-0M*). Q.E.D.

CoR, r. When one of the lines M passes through 0, then

for the other Z,

2 (a.JX*) - 2 (a.^if») +2 («).C>2i',

finom which it appears that for a given direction of L the sum
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^{a.AL') ia a minimum when L paaaes through 0, and has

equal values for every two positiooB equidistant in oppositQ

directions from 0\ it appears also finom the same that if the

sum Z{a.AM^)\s constant for all lines passing through the

sum S [a.AL*) is constant for all lines touching a circle of any

radius described round as centre.

Cor. 2\ The same relation abo mpplies an obriow M^otimi

of the general problem : ^Given any system of points A^ B^ C, 2),

&c.^ and any system of oorre^nding multiples a, 6, e, d!, Ac,
whose sum is not ^i ; to draw a line jL in a given directiott

so that the 8om l{a.AU) shall be given.**

97. JfA^ By Cj Dy dx, be onjf tjftltm ofpotnta^ ti^byC,dy <£«.

anjf tygtem of corrmponding muUiplet whom turn > 0, and L and

M any two parallel Itnes^ then alwaye

2(a.JL*) - 2(a.^ir) - S.il.sba.i/L

h and a having the same signification as in (94).

For, as in the preceding) identically

Z{a.AU) ^ Z{a,AM^ ^ Z{a).[{AL-^ AM),{,AL'^ AM)\

from which sbce {AL— AM) » ML and sinoe (94)

Z[a.AL)m.Z(n A\n^k,wakai,

therefore at once, as above,

25 {a.AU) - S {a.AiT) - JAr.sina . ML.

Cor. r. Wlicn one of the lines Jf is the particular Une for

its direction for which the sum 2(a.^i/')*0, then for the

other Z,
Z(a.^Z')-'2ik.sina.ifX,

from whicli it appears that for a given direction of L the sum

2 (a . AL) follows a very simple law of variation when Z (a) ai
;

being simply proportional in sign as well as in magnitude to

the distance of L from a certain line M in that direction;

admitting therefore of no minimum or maximum value
;
passing

through and go with the dixtanco ML ; and changing sign

at the passage through each. For the particular direction for

which a » whatever be the value of k^ and for the exeqHional

eaae for which k = whatever be the value of cl, the mm
Z(a.^L") undergoes no variation tnVt the movement of X, but

K
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preterves in magnttude and sign the same constant value for

m>ery position ofL in the same constant direction.

Cor 2°. To find the line 3f corresponding to a given direc-

tion of Z, for which in the general case the sum S [a . AM'^) = ;

drawing arbitrarily any line L in the given direction, the

parallel M distant from it by the intei'val ML — in magnitude

and sign to the quantity -^^-^ = 2s(^.^X) > ^^ ^^" '"^^^^'°

of Cor. 1°, is that required. For the particular direction for

tohich a = whatever be the value of k^ and for the exception

casefor which k = whatever he the value of a, the sum 2 {a.AL)

being = 0, the position of M given by the above is at infinity^

unless at the same time the sum "Lia.AU) also=0 in which

case it is indeterminate.

Cor. 3'. The above supplies an obvious solution of the fol-

lowing general problem : " Given any system of points -4, Bj C, D,

&c., and any system of corresponding multiples a, b, c, <7, &c.

whose sum = 0, to draw a line L in any given direction so that

the sum I, {a.AL') shall have a given magnitude and sign."

98. If Af By 0, i), (&c. be any system of points^ their

mean centre for any system, of multiples a, J, c, c?, dx. whose sum
is not= 0, and P any arbitrary pointy then always^ whatever he

the position of P,

^{a.AF") = s(fl.^(7) +3:(a). OP'

the Same relation as for a system of points on a line and leading

to the same consequences. See (80).

For, from the several points -4, P, (7, P, &c. conceiving

perpendiculars AA\ PP, CC\ DU &c., let fall upon the line

OP, then since (75, Cor. 2'.)

^1P = -40*4 0P" + 2J'0.0P
BP* = PO* + OP* + 2P 0.OP
CP'^ C(7+0P' + 2C'0.0P
DP'=DO'^0P'-^2D'0.0P, &c

therefore multiplying by a, 6, c, rf, &c. and adding

2(a.^P")-2(o.^0') + 2(o).0P- + 2.2(a.^'0).0P,

from which, since by (95), 2 {a.A'O) = 0, therefore &c.
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C< iK. 1 . If round a» eentrt ami wttk a radiuM OR vihoM

square » the abeoUdt value of —^-V-r

—

•
i
dUreyardmg ita aign^

a circle he deecrtbed uUtnedmg the Ime OP ai the two pomU
M and Ny omd the pevpemdiadar k> it tkrtmgk m eitMtr direct

tion ai the point 8^ cAai, whatever be the potitiom of P^ the mtm

1 [a.AP^ => 2 (a).JfiP" or a 2 {a).MP.NPaoeordmig a» :i{a) and

2{a.A(f) have nmUar or oppoeite eigne.

For, since, by the abore reUtion,

2 (a . -4P*) - 2 (o). OP" + 2 (a . -4 (/),

aiid Bincei by constractioD, 2 (a.^ 0^ » ± 2 (a). OE^^ tberelbre

2 {a.AP^ - 2 (a).(OP"± OBTj - 2 (a).fiP' or 2 {a),MP.NP.

Hence, in both cases, the variable som 'Z{a.AI') has the

same valae for all positions of P eqaidistant finom 0, and the

minimum value for the point itself; it being remembered

however that as it vanishes in the seoond oaae for all potnta oo
the circle OB^ and increases n^ativelj fifom the drcomfiuence

in to the centre, the term minimnm b to be uiderstood in tfie

sense of negative maximnm in that case. See (80), Cor. !*•

Ck)B. 3*. For enmrjf point P om any oMe roemd a$ centrt^

<A« ntm 2 {a,AP^ ie eonetant andm2 {a,OA*) -I-

Z

{a),radm^ of
eirtU; andj eonvereefyf every point Pfbr whidk the sum 2(a.ulP^
ie oonHant liee on the drele round ae centre the eqnare of whom
^^^_2(a.^.2(a.^aO

2(a)
These are both evident from the above, the first from the

general relation 2 (a.^P^»2 (a.J 0^+2 (a). OP", and the other

from it* equivalent 2(o.-4i^-2(a.-40^-2 (a).0/*; and
they supply obvious solutions of the six general problems, viz.

:

" Given any system of points A^ B^ 6\ Z>, &c and any sjrstem

of corresponding multiples a, &, c, </, &c whose som is not = 0,

to determine on a given line or circle the point P for which the

sum 2 [a.AP*) shall be a maximum, a minimum, or given."

From the general property of this corollary, combined with

that of Cor. 4'. (92), it follows evidently that every circle round

as centre is at once the locus of a variable point P for which

the sum 2(a.^P*) is constant, and the envelope of a variable

line L for which the sum 2 [a.AL) is constant.

k2
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Cor. 3°. For every point P on the circle inscribed in any tri-

angle ABC, the sum BC.AP'+ CA.BF'-\- AB.CF' is constant,

and exceeds the corresponding sum for the centre hy double the

area of the triangle multiplied by the radius of the circle.

For, by (91), the centre of that circle being the mean

centre of the three points A, B, C for the three multiples BC,

CA, AB, therefore, by the above,

BC.AP'^- CA.BF' + AB.CF' = BC.AO'+ CA,B(f

+ AB.CG' + {BG+CA + AB).OP';
but, as in Cor. 5°., (92),

{BC+ CA + AB).OP= 2 area of triangle

;

and therefore &c.

A relation exactly similar holds of course for each of the

three exscribed circles of the triangle, the sign of the side to

•which the circle is exscribed being merely changed in the above.

See (91), Cor.

Cor. 4°. If be the centre and OR the radius of the circle

which parses through the several vertices A, B, C, D, <fcc. of a

regular polygon of any order n, then for every point P without^

within, or upon the circle 2 {AP*) =n.[ OB^ + OP*).

For being the mean centre of the system of points A,

B, C, D, (fee. for the system of multiples each = 1 (90) ; there-

fore, by the above,

2(^P') = S(^0'')+n.0P»;

but OA=OB= 0C= OB, &c. = OB,

therefore 2 {AP^ r=^n.OE^-\- n.OF".

In the particular case when P is on the circle, since then

0P= OB, therefore 2 {AP*) ^ 2n.0B'.

99. IfA, B, C, D, &c. be any system of points, and their

mean centre for any system of multiples a, b, c, d, dec. whose sum
ia not St 0, then always

2(a).2(a.^(7) = 2(aJ.^£»),

every binary combination of the points of the system being included

tfi tMe latter summation.

For, in the general relation of the preceding article,

2(a.^i^)-2(a).PC>« + s(a.4C>'},
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conceiving the arbitrary point P to ooindde aacoMstvely with

the several points A^ B^ (7, />, &c, of the sjBtem, then

a,AA*^-h.AB'-\^c,A C^d.AIT-k- &c- l{a)JL 0»+ Z{aJL 0^,

a,BA* + h.Bff +cBC+d.BIf+ &c- 2(o).^0*+ 2(ow4 (/),

a,CA'+b.CB'+c.CC+d.CIf'¥&c^2{a).C(r+2{aJiCF),

a.DA^-^b.Dff+e,DC*+d,DJy'¥Ac- 2(a)J)0*+ 2(aw4 OOjA'c.;

which multiplied by a, 6, e, d,, &c and added give, m Ail vi 0,

^^«0, CC-0, Z)/)-0, &c, the relation

l{ab.AB'-i'ba.BA')^Z{a),Z{a.A(y)'i-l{a).Z{a.A(f)i

or, which is the same thing, the relation

i2{ab.ABrj^2Z{a).l{a.A(rj^

the same as the above multiplied by S.

The relation just proved, as furnishing for any given ayvtem

of points and multiples the value of the indispensable constant

2 {n.A(/) without requiring the prerioai determination of the

point 0, is, consequently, of connderable importanee in every

numerical application of the funnuUs of the preceding article.

Cor. r. If he tMe eemtre of tke circle uueribed m amjf <rt-

angle ABC^ tken

BC.AO'+ CA.B(T-¥AB.C(T^BC,CA,AB,
trifh similar r^atum* for tke etntrte of the three exeeribed eirdeSf

I of the eide oorretpomding to eocA being eimplg changed

1 .-., .„ ^91), being the mean centre of the three verticea

Ay By C for the three multiples BCy CAy ABy therefore, by

the above,

{BC.A(r+ CA.BO^-^-AB,C(f).{BC+ CA + AB)

M.{BA.CA.BC'+ CB.AB.CA* + AC,BC.AB^
= {BC,CA,AB).{BC+ CA-^ABj'y

which is the same as the above relation multiplied by

BC-^-CA-^-AB.

Cor. 2*. If be the centre and OR the radius of the circle

which paeeee through the eeoeral vertices Ay By (7, />, dx. of a

regular polygon ofany order n, then (dways 2 {AB^ « n'. OR'.
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For, by (90), being the mean centre of the system of

points A^ -B, (7, i), &c. for the system of multiples each = 1

;

therefore, by the above, 2 [AB") = n.S (u4 (7), but

OA = 0B= 0C= OB, &c. = OB]

therefore S
(
OA") = n.OB*j and therefore &c.

100. IfA, Bj C, D, <Ssc. he any system of points, M and N
any two lines perpendicular to the direction of their infinitely

distant mean centre for any system of multiples a, J, c, d, &c.

whose sum = 0, and P and Q any two points on M and N not

either of them at infinity, then always

S ia.AP") - S [a.AQTl = 2A;.JVJ/,

h having the same signification as in (94).

Foi*, drawing through P and Q two other lines M^ and iV„

parallel to the direction of 0, and therefore at right angles to

ikf and N, then (Euc. i. 47)

S {a.AB^) = S [fl.AW] + S {a,AM^\

S(a.^(^) = S {a.AK") + S [a.AN^
;

from which, by subtraction, remembering (97) that

2 [a.AW) - S [a,AN^) = 2^.^'i/,

and that S(a.^3/;) -S(a. JJV/) = 0,

the relation above stated is the immediate result.

Cob. 1°, From the relation just proved it follows that the

two sums S(a.vlP*) and S(a.^(2') are both constant as long

as the two points P and Q continue on the same two lines M
and N perpendicular to the direction of 0. If one of them N
be the particular line in that perpendicular direction for every

point Q of which the sum S(a.4^) = 0, then for every point

P on the other M not at infinity

2(a.^P') =2A:.iV3f=2A;.AP;

from which it appears that the sum S [a.AP*') follows, for different

positions of P, a very simple law of variation when S (a) = ;

being simply proportional in sign as well as magnitude to the

distance NB of the variable point P from a constant fixed line N
perpendicular to the direction of ; admitting therefore of no

minimtim or maximum value; passing through nothing and infinity
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with tho distance NP; and changing sign at the paoage through

each. In the eamptitmal ea$e loAen A— 0, amd MiAan Am^6rt (94)

/7.0 .v..«,>^
erf u imdeiermmaU^ Qie turn Z{a,AI^ %mdmyoe$

'tian with the veaiaiion o/Py bmi prmervm m tmagnihuh ami
sifjn the same conskmt vahie for all jxmtumt ofP not aehialfy ai

vijintty ; an inatanoe of which wo have met with in (83), where

fur three points A^ J9, (7 on a line, we have aeen that for ihb

three multiples BCj CA^ AB^ the som

BC.AP'^- CA,BP'+ AB,CP^

is constant, whatever be the pomtion of P pronded only it bo

not at infinitj.

Cos. 9*. To find the particular line N perpeodioolar to tlie

direction of for every point of which in the general oaie the

sum Z(a.^^aiO ; drawing arbitrarily any line Jf perpendicular

to the direction of 0, tho parallel to it N distant fimn it by the

intcn'al NM« in magnitude and sign to the quantity

2{a,Air) 2{a,Air)

k

by the above b that required. Jn A§ —ayiwuo/ coss toAsn

km,o^and wkm 0^ dtr^tim rfL it thm^^ mdtlenmmaie todk

that of Of the pontion ofNgiven bjf the above ie at infmity^ unUee

at the eame tune Z{a,AM*) aiso »0 in whieh ca»$ it ie m-
detenninai8»

Cob. 8*. The above supplies an obvious solution of the follow-

ing general problem : ^ Given any system of points A^ By C, Z>,

Ac and any. system of corresponding multiples a, &, o, d^ &c.

whose sum » 0, to determine on a given line or circle or any

other figure the point or points P for which tho sum 'Z{a,AP^

shall have a g^ven magnitude and sign."

101. The law, determined directly in the preceding, of the

Tariation of "2, [a.PA*) for the particular case of Z(a)»0, may
also be inferred as a corollary from that of tho same for the

general case of 2 (a) not <» 0, given in (98) ; for, as in (81) and

(94), conceiving the entire system of points 2 [A) divided into

any two g^ups "^[A^ and 2(^J for which the sums 2(aJ
and 2 (a,) of tho corresponding g^ups of multiples are not
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separately =0; then, by the general relation of that article (98),

if 0, and 0, be the mean centres of the two partial groups for

their respective systems of multiples, and P any arbitrary point

not at infinity, as

and 2(a..^^ = S(a,.^.(},') + S(a.).0^;

therefore, by addition, remembering that s(a, .^,0,*) and

2(a,.^,0J'' are both constant, and that 2(a,) + S(aJ by hypothesis

= 0, it appears that the sum 2(a.^P*) depends on the quantity

2(a,).(0.P'-r),P') or its equivalent S(aJ.(0,P*- O.P*), that

is, on the difference of the squares of O^P and 0,P, and is

therefore constant (Euc. i. 47, Cor.) when P is any where

on the same line perpendicular to 0,0^, and therefore &c.

In the exceptional case when (9, and 0^ coincide^ and when there-

fore is indeterminate^ as O^P* — O^P* = for every position of
P not at infinity

J
the sum 2 (a.AP*) undergoes therefore no varior'

tion^ but preserves in magnitude and sign Hie same constant value

{which may =0)for alljyoaitions ofP not at infinity.

Cor. If / be the line bisecting at right angles the interval

0,0,; since then (76), O^P* - O^P* = 2.0^0,.IP, therefore

2(a,).(0,P"-0,i^), or its equivalent 2 (a,).(0,F'- O.P"),

- 22 (a,). 0,0,. /P, or its equivalent 22(a,).0,0,./P, =2A:./P,

(94) ; and therefore if P and Q be any two points on any two

lines M and N parallel to /, that is, perpendicular to 0^ 0, the

direction of 0, then, by the above,

:&{a,AP')-Z{a.AQ')=2k.{IP-IQ)^2h.NM',

the same formula exactly as that found directly in the preceding

and leading of course to the same consequences there given.

102. If he the centre of the circle inscribed in any triangle

ABCy (7, O", d" those of the three exscribed to the three sides

OybjCj and a the semi-perimetery then

r. For every arbitrary line L not at infinity^

(»-a).aL+{s-b).a'L + {s-c).a"L-8.0L«0...{l).

8". For every arbitrary point Pnot at infinity

^

(«-a).a'P'+(«-6).0"P'+(«-c).0"'P'-».OP' = 2aAc...(2).
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To prove 1°. From the general relation S {a.AL) = 2 (o) . OLy

(92) applied successively to the four points 0, O', 0", 0'" re-

garded (91) as the four mean centres of the tliree points

Ay B^ C for the four varieties of signs of the three multiples

o, hy c,

a.AL + h.BL^c.CL-={a^-h + c).OL =2*.0Z 1

h.BL-\-c.CL-a,AL={b-\-c-a).aL =2(«-a).0'2; I

c,CL-^a.AL-h.BL^{c-^a-h),a'L^%{S''b),a'L ]"^''

and it is evident^ from mere inspection of their right-hand

numbers, that, as above stated, the first is = the sum of the

other three.

To prove 2°. From the general relation

S(a.^P')-2(a.^a')-2(a).0P«, (98)

applied successively to the fomr points 0, (7, O", (7** r^;arded

as before, and remembering that by Cor. 1*. (99), Z{a.AC^ma abcy

and that by the same ^a.ACr)^Z{a.Aa'')'^S{a,Aa'^)»^abcy

a,AP' + b.BP'-i-c.CP'-abc^{a+b-i-c).OP* ^is.OP*

b.BP*-i-c.CP*-a.AP'+ahc»{b + c-a).aP^ -2(*-a).a'P"

c.CP*-hi.AP'-b.BP'+abc''{c^a'b).a'P^'^i{i-b).a'P'

a,AP'+b.BP'-c.CP''+ahc»{a+b-e).(r'P*»i{t-c).(rP*

(*),

the first of which subtracted from the sum of the other three,

gives evidently the above relation multiplied by 2.

CoR. r. Since for every line L passing through any one of

the four points 0, 0*, (/', &" the perpendicular from that point

= 0, therefore, by relation 1, each of thefourpoints 0, (7, 0", O"'

is the mean centre of the remaining three for the corresponding

three of the fourhiultiples — «, »-a, » — 6, »-c;a property the

reader may easily prove directly for himself.

Cor. 2°. Denoting by r, r', r", r" the radii of the four

circles, and by R that of the circle circumscribing the triangle,

it may be shown at once

—

r. From relation 1, that

ai
.
O'L

. O'L OL ^
—r-\-—yr-^—T., = « 5.
r r T r ^ '
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2°. And from relation 2, that

OP^ a'P'0"P' OP' ^j. .^.

-y- + —pr- + -y. — = ^^ (6),

for since by (92, Cor. 5''.){8—a)r' = {s—b)r" = {s—c) r"'=*r = area

of triangle = A, and since by (64, Cor. 2°.) abc = All^ ; therefore

dividing 1 and 2 by A they assume at once the forms 5 and 6
;

from the first of which again, as in Cor. 1°. it follows that each

of the four points 0, 0', 0'\ 0" is the mean centre of the re-

maining three for the corresponding three of the four multiples

, — , — , -777, the reciprocals of — «, (« — a), [s - J), (« — c)

to the unit whose square = A / a property again as easily proved

directly for the reciprocal as for the original multiples.

Cor. 3°. Conceiving in the four relations (4), the arbitrary

point P to coincide with the centre of the circle circumscribing

the triangle, and denoting in that case by i>, />', i>", D'" the

four distances OP, O'P, 0"P, 0"'P,then, as AP= jBP=GP=R^
the four relations become

(a + J + c) . 72* - oic = (a + J + c) . D"

[h-\-c-a).B^-¥abc={b-\-c-a).D'*

\c^-a-h).B^^-ahc = [c+a-h).iy'*

[a-\-h-c).B^-\-abc = \a-^h-c).iy"* }

which are the formulsB by which to calculate in numbers the

four distances Z), U^ D'\ D"' when the sides of the triangle

are given ; and from which again, as for any other position of P,

it follows that

(«-a) !)"• + («- &)i>"«+ (« -c) D"^-sD* = 2abc ... (8).

Cor. 4°. Substituting in the four relations (7), for abc its

value 4i2A (64,Cor.2°.), and for«, (»- a), (a— J),
[s—c) their values

A A A A /. T—
I
— , -» , -V, 1 we get at once the values of the four distances

r^ r T r ^
o

in the well known forms*

I>'"« = i? + 2i2r"'..... (9),

* 8m Oalbnith and lUugfaion't Manual <ff Euclid, Book iv., Appendix.

(7),
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from which it appears that the radii of heo cirdu and tka

dittanot between their eeniree wuut /idJU a certain relation of
cond^ion^ in order to tke poenbHitjf of a triangle being at oitce

cireumecribed to one oflAan and inacribed or exeeribed to the other ;
a particular case ofa more genenl property which will be given

in another chapter.

Cor. 5*. If or, or, ar', Cr* 7^ be the four tangcnta

from the four points 0, O^ 0\ O" to the eirele eircnmecribing

the triangle ; since then

Or^ir-R', OT^IP-Br, a'T^mlT^R',

therefore, by reUtioni 7,

a + 6Tc» 6 + c->a' o+ flT^*

<r-r--;^^ (10),

which are the fomrabe by whidi to etkaUte in numbers the

iingths of the four tangents OT^ OT^ OT, OT" when the

sides of the triangle are given ; and from which, as is other-

wise evident, it appears that the first of the four 07" is always

imaginary and the remaining three OT, OT', CTT" always

real.

Cob. 6*. Taking the values of Z>«-iP, ZT-iP, Zy'-i?,
/>*"*-^ from relation 9, we see again that

(?r'--2i?r, OT^-ai^r, ar^-ai?/',

0"T"*^^Rr"' (11),

which are the formule by which to calculate in numbers tho

length of any one of the four tangents OT^ OT^ 0'T\
Q'T" when the radii of the circumscribed and of the corre-

sponding inscribed or exscribed circles are given ; and from which

it follows at once

that OTi O'T'*', a"T"*', Oy«r':r^:r"': -r... (12),

that -Qjiii + Q'T"* ^ (y'"p"^ "^
'OT'

^^
i^^Ji

that o'2^ + o"r""+ 0"'r"«+ or^BB^ (u),
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and that each of the four points 0, 0', 0", 0'" is the mean

centre of the remaining three for the corresponding three of the

tour multiplus ~7yjn i TyT** ' fy n^"* t /y rpnii •

Cor. 7°. Kegarding the point as the mean centre of the

three (7, 0", 0"' for the three multiples ^ , 4 , -!?,, (Cor. 2'.)

it follows at once from the general relation

S(ai.^^) = 2(a).S(a.^C)') (99),

that

O'O"* O"0'^ O'O"^ 00'^ 00'"' 00'"* R , ,

., .„ +-»--+—7-;;-= r-+ ^ +—rrr = 8 - ... (15 , .

r r r r rr rr rr rr r "

which would also follow at once, as in the general relation re-

ferred to, by conceiving the arbitrary point P in relation 6,

Cor. 2°., to coincide successively with each of the four points

0, O, 0", O".

103. IfPhe anypoint on the circle passing through the several

vertices -4, B^ C, D^ &c. of a regular polygon of any order n, and

L any line passing through the centre of tJie figure^ then—
1°. The sum of the squares of the perpendicularsfrom P upon

the several radii OAj OB^ 00, OD, 6cc. is constant, and = \n

times the square of the radius of the circle.

2", The sum of the squares of the perpendiculars upon Lfrom
the several vertices A, B ,C, D, &c. is also constant, and — \n

times the square of the radius of the circle.

To prove 1*. On the radius OP as diameter conceiving

anotfaor circle described intersecting the several radii OA, OB,
DC, OD, &c in the feet A', B, C", D', &c. of the several per-

pendiculars upon them from P-, then the several angles A'OB,
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B'OC\ C'OD\ UOE^ &c being equal, and each = the n"

part of four right angles, the several poihta A\ B\ C, i/, &c
form therefore on the auxiliary circle, if n be odd (6g. a) the n

vertices of a r^ular polygon of the order n, and if fi be even

(fig. /9) the 2 - vertices of two coincident regular polygons of

the order - (since in that case they evidently coincide two and

two in oppoute pairs), and therefore in either case Z(P^'*)

(98), Cor. 4*. » 2n times the square of the radius of the auxiliary,

that is «B In times the square of the radius of the original circle,

and therefore &c.

N.B. In the same way exactly, it appears that the sum of

the squares of the several intercepts 0A\ 0/^, 0C\ OD^ &c,

between the centre of the circle and the feet of the several per-

pendiculars from P upon the n radii OA^ OB^ OC^ OD^ &e,

is constant, and » )n times the square of the radius of the circle.

To prove 2*. Since for any two points on a circle, the peiv

pendicular from either upon the diameter passing through the

other » the perpendicular from the latter upon the diameter

passing through the former, therefore the several perpendiculars

from the n points Ay By C, 7>, «&c upon the one diameter passing

through any other point P on the circle « the several perpen-

diculars from the one point P upon the several diameters passing

through the n points AyByCy i>, &c ; but by 1*. the sum of the

squares of the latter is constant, and > |ii times the square of

the radius of the circle, therefore so is also the sum of the squares

of the former, and therefore &c
N.B. In the same way exactly it appears, from the note

to 1*., that the sum of the squares of the several intercepts be-

twceu the ccDtre of the circle and the feet of the several per-

iKiidiculars from the n vertices Ay By C, Dy&c. upon any diameter

L is constant, and — \n times the square of the radius of the

circle.

Cor. r. From the above T. and 2'. combined with the two

properties of regular polygons given in (92, Cor. 6°.) it follows

that—

Jf be the centre of a regular polygon of any order n, OQ
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and OR the radii of its inscribed and circumscribed circlesj P any

arbitrary pointy and L any arbitrary line^ then—
1°. The sum of the squares of the perpendiculars from P upon

the several sides is constant and variable with OPj and

= n{OQ' + iOP'),

2". The sum of the squares of the perpendiculars upon Lfrom
the several vertices is constant and variable with OL, and

= n{OU-\-^OIC).

To prove 1°. Since by (92, Cor. 6°.), the sura of the perpen-

diculars from P on the several sides = n times Q, therefore by

(79, Cor. 2°.) the sum of their squares = n times 00*+ the sum of

the squares of the w differences between each of themselves and

Q ; but the circle on OP as diameter intersecting the several

perpendiculars from P in the feet of the several perpendiculars

upon them from 0, and intercepting therefore upon them the

several differences in question, therefore by the above 1°. the

sum of the squares of the n differences = \n times the square of

OP, and therefore &c.

To prove 2°. Since by (92, Cor. 6°.) the sum of the perpen-

diculars upon L from the several vertices = n times OX, therefore

by (79, Cor. 2°.) the sum of their squares = n term OU + the

sum of the squares of the n differences between each of them-

selves and OL ; but the parallel to L passing through cutting

off from the several perpendiculars the n differences in question,

therefore by the above 2°. the sum of the squares of the n diffe-

rences = \n times the square of OP, and therefore &c. j and

the same thing is also evident from the general property (96,

Cor. 1".) of which this is evidently a particular case.

N.B. It is evident from the above 1°. and 2°. that every

circle concentric with a regular polygon of any order, is at once

the locus of a variable point the sum of the squares of whose

distances from the several sides is constant, and the envelope of

a variable line the sum of the squares of whose distances from

the seTeral vertices is constant.

Cor. 9*. Conceiving, in the above, the arbitrary point P to

be on the circle OQ, and the arbitrary line L to touch the circle

O-B, it follows at once that—
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r. Iffrom any point on ike drtJe in$cnbod in a reffular

polygon of any order n perpemUeMlan he UtfaU om the eevend

ndesj the aunt of their tquaree ($ eonetantj and « ^n.raduu^ of

eircle.

2". IfMpoH any line L Umching the eircle dreumeenbed to a

regular polygon of any order n perpendiemlare he lei feJSL from
the eeveral vertices^ the eum of their equaree ie eoneiantj and
= |n.riu/iW of circle.

For, when in 1'. OP- OQ, then 0(y + JOP" -> |0^, and

therefore &c; and when in 3". OL^OR^ then OX'+^OJZ"
= }Ofi*) and therefore &c.

Cob. 8'. Comparing with eadi other the valuet of the two

oniB of qoares in the particular caaea just given, it foUowa

also that—

r. If two regular polygona ef any eemmon order n he eon-

struded one dratmeoribed and the other ineeribed to the eame

ciroU, the oomlant mem qfthe efuarm of the perpendwularefrom

any poini on the drde npon oil the eidee of the former ike

eoMtaiiMUM oftke equaree ofthepetjfendioulMt upon oiy kn^eiU

to the eirde from aU the vertieee ofthe laUer,

S*. If two drdee he deeorvbed one eironmearihed and the other

ineeribed to Ae eame reguiar peiggem^ anjf mrder n^ the eonekmi

mem of the equaree of the perpeudjeuiare upon att the eidee of the

polygon from any point on the former — the eonetani eum of the

equaree of the perpendieuiare from aU the ueriioee of the polygon

upon any tangeni to the laUer,

For, bj the above t*. and 2*. both constant soma, in the

former caae— fn. radios* of common circle, and in the latter

case at n. radios' of inscribed circle + ^n. radios* of circumicribed

circle, and therefore &c.
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CHAPTER VII.

ON COMPLETE AND INCOMPLETE FIGURES OF POINTS
AND LINES.

104. Every system of points or lines, whatever be their

nnmber and position, in which the several lines of connection

or points of intersection of each point or line with all the

others are taken into account without exception, is said to form

a complete figure, which in the absence of any as yet generally

recognized nomenclature may be termed a polysttgm in the

former case and a polygram in the latter. A system of points or

lines, on the other hand, in which any of the lines of connection

or points of intersection of each point or line with all the others

are omitted, is said to form an incomplete figure, whose degree

of incompleteness depends of course on the number of the omitted

points or lines. In the extreme case of the latter, when the

lines of connection or points of intersection of each point or

line with but two others are taken into account, the figure

evidently is simply a polygon^ of which the several points or

lines ofthe system are the several vertices or sides, and of which

the shape and character depend, of course, on the order of
sequence in which the several points or lines of the system are

taken in the several connections or intersections of each with

the two regarded as adjacent to it.

105. The several points or lines constituting the vertices or

sides of a polygon of any order being always taken in some

definite order of sequence, it is therefore an intelligible mode
of expression to speak, as is often done, of " opposite vertices"

and of "opposite sides" in one of an even order, or, of "the

vertex opposite to a side" and of " the side opposite to a vertex"

in one of an odd order; but to speak similarly of the con-

stituent points or lines determining a complete figure of any
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order would bo meaningless and oonseqoently inadinlstuble

;

each point or line standing by itself absolutely, and having no

relation of tlie nature expressed bj sach temia aa "adjacent/*

" opposite," &c. to any other.

106. But though the determuting pontti ot Hmt in eomplete

figures have no relation amongst each other as regards order of

sequence, ctrrtain other elententt of the figures ouy be, and often

arc, with propriety and oonveulenoe, said to be cppontm to each

other; thus, for instance, in a tetrastigm or totragram every

lino of connection of two points or point of intersection of two

lines is said to be the opponle of that of the remaining two ; in

a hcxastigm or hexagram every triangle determined by three

points or lines is mid to be the opposite of that determined by
the remaining three ; and, generally in a polystigm or polyg^ram

of any even order, cverj* two polystigms or polygrams of inferior

onlers determined by half the pointa or lines and by the re-

maining half are sud to be oppo^tea to each other, Sic

107. In the complete figure determined by any number of

points, every two points are said to determine a line of connection^

and every two lines of connection to determine an angle of oof^

nection of the figure. In the complete figure determined by

any number of lines, every two lines are said to determine a

point of inter$eetion^ and every two points of intersection to

dotcnuine a chord of inttr$eetum of the figure ; for the same

obvious reason as for the extreme caae of incomplete figures,

the several chords of intersection in the latter case are some-

times termed also diagonals of the figure.

108. If n be the number of the points or lines determining

a complete figure of either species, it may be easily shown

that, generally:

r. 77ie entire number of lines of oonneetion or of points of

i. f *. *«{»»— 1)
tntersection of the figure = -^— .

2*. The entire number of angles of connection or of chords of

. . . n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)
tntersectton of the figure = —

^

^

—

.
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3°. The entire number of polygons of which the determining

, . ., (w-l)(n-2)(n-3)...l
points or lines are the vertices or sides = _—

^

.

For, in the case of 1°., the n points or lines connecting or

intersecting each with the remaining (n — 1) produce n(w — 1)

lines of connection or points of intersection coinciding in pairs^

tiin Ij
and therefore &c. ; in the case of 2"., the —^-^— lines of con-

nection or points of intersection of two points or lines inter-

secting or connecting with the ^ for the remaining

(n—2) produce
— ^^-r

—

— angles of connection or chords

of intersection coinciding in pairs^ and therefore &c. ; and, in

the case of 3°., any one of the n points or lines, tsiken arbitrarily

as frst vertex or side of all the polygons, may be followed in

order of sequence by any one of the remaining (n—l) as second

vertex or side, each of which (n—l) second vertices or sides may
be followed in order of sequence by any one of the remaining

(n — 2) as third vertex or side, each of which (n — l)(n — 2) third

vertices or sides may be followed in order of sequence by any

one of the remaining {n — 3) as fourth vertex or side, and so on

to the last, thus producing (n - l).(n - 2).(n - 3).(n - 4), &c. 2.3.1

last vertices or sides, and therefore the same number of polygons

coinciding in pairs^ every order of sequence giving evidently

the same polygon as the reverse order, and therefore &e,

109. A polygon of any order greater than three is said to

be convex^ reentrant^ or intersecting^ according as every two of

its non-adjacent sides intersect externally, as any two of them
intersect one externally and one internally, or as any two of

them mtersect intemaily; thus the quadrilateral ABCD in

fig. a is convex, in fig. fi is reentrant, and m fig. 7 is intersecting,
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And it U evident from anj of the three figures that of the

three different quadrilateraU ABCDy AECF^ BEDF, deter-

mined by the same four lines (108), one is always convex, one

always reentrant, and one always intersectiDg.

110. Tk6»wnofUkieaekrwdamgU»<ifap€hfgom9famjfcrd0r^

convex^ reentrant^ or inieneeUng^ regard hemg had to tktir ngna

as well ae ikeir magtUttulee, "±4m rigk^ oiyilas, m bemg mme
tntfger cf the nahmd teriee 0, 1, 9, 8, dr. hat than kalf the order

of the polygon.

For, conottTtng the polygon described by the motion of a
point setting out from any position on one of its ades, and
trnversing its entire perimeter, retwi>ing again to the point

of starting ; the sereral externa/ angles of the polygon are then

evidently the sereral dematiom» to ike right or left, in the

direction of its motion, made by the describing point in passing

during the circuit from the several sides to their successors,

wliich for convex polygons universally (fig. a), and for others

too occasionally (figs, ff and7% take plaoe all in the same direo-

tion, and have therefore all the same sign, but which for reen-

trant and intersecting polygons generally (figs. /8, 7, and a')

take place some in one and others in the opposite direction,

and have therefore some one and others the opposite sign ; but

since, on the completion of the entire circuit, the original

direction of the motion is always finally reg^ained, therefore

thf total amount of deviation however made up, that is the sum
with their proper signs of the external angles of the polygon,

s 0, or s 4 right angles, or b 4m right angles, m however being

l3
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always less than half the order of the polygon, the deviation

at each angle being necessarily limited to two right angles.

In the three polygons represented in figs, a, /3, and 7, and

in all convex polygons universally, m = 1 ; in the three repre-

sented in figs, a', /S', and 7', 7n = 0, = 2, and = 3 respectively ; and

in all six alike the sides are supposed to be described in the

directions indicated by the arrow heads in the figures, and the

deviations are supposed to be positive or negative according as

they take place to the right or to the left, as marked in the

figures.

Any two sides of a polygon are said to be measured cyclically

in similar or opposite directions^ according as a moving point,

going round as above the entire perimeter continuously in the

same cyclic direction, would describe both in directions similar

or opposite to those of their measurement or describe one in

the similar and the other in the opposite direction.

111. If the several sides ofany polygon measured cyclically in

the same direction he projected in any direction upon any line^ the

sum. of the projections^ regard being had to their signs us well

as to their magnitudes^ = 0.

j:, A, Oy Dj B, C, K,

For, if P, Q, jB, iS; r, &c. be the several vertices of the

polygon, and P,, ^„ JK„ /S„ T,, &c. their several projections

upon any arbitrary line Z, then the several sides, measured

cyclically in the common direction indicated by the arrow heads

in the figure, being PQ, QE^ JtSj /ST, &c. returning back again

to P, their several projections on L are respectively P, ^,, ^,P,,

Ji^S^J -8,7",, &c. returning back again to P„ and the sum of the

latter (by 78) being always = 0, therefore &c.
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Tbc above lueful property may obTioiMijr be stated otherwise

thu8, as t'ulluwa

—

If the several sides ofany poUfg<m beprvfeeitdm tmjf dirtetitm

upon any line^ the projection of amy am Mcfa fReoMoW eyoKeally

t'n either direction^ or wHfre gmaraXbf As mtm tf CAt frojaotimm
of any number of the sides wtaatured tydieaUy m eitkmr dirtetiom^

is equal to tks mm of (As pnffeetiome cf tke rsmammy eidee

meoKureil cucUrallif in l/u> opfpoeite dtrtriion,

112. Awummg the evident property that, if two finite

parallel lines, however drcumstanoed as to absolute position, bo

equal aud co-directional, their projections in any direction upon

any line are eqnal and oo-directional ; the following consequences

result immediately from the very useful property of the pre-

ceding article, via.

—

r. A system of any nmmher cf JbeUe Unee gieem m lei^A

and directum but not in abeolfae position wmdd form m poly/pm

if placed end to end in any order cf eejnenee^ provided Ikat for

two different directions of profeetiom the smm cf tkeir profectione

upon any line * 0.

For, if when placed end to end in any one of the differrnt

orders of sequence in which they oould be disposed, the last

extremity of the last side failed to coincide with the first ex-

tremity of the first side, then, though the sum of their projections

would = upon every line for the particular Jirrctum of pre
jection parallel to the line connecting tkoee two extremities^ such

obviously would not be the case upon any line for any other

direction of projection, and therefore &c
2*. If a system of any number offnite lines given in length

and direction but not in abeolute position would form a polygon

ifplaced end to end in any one ordr ofsequence^ they would do so

equallyfor every order of sequence in which they could be disposed.

For, if for any one order of sequence they formed a polygon,

then since, by (111), the sum of their projections in every

direction upon every line = 0, tlierefore, by T., they would form

a polygon for every order of sequence, and therefore &c
3". If a sysU m of any number of finite lineSj however circum-

stanced as to direction^ lengthy and posUiou^ he such that for tuo
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different directions of projection the sum of their projections upon

any line = 0, then for every direction ofprojection the sum of their

projections upon any line = 0.

For, if without alteration of length or direction they were,

if not abcady in such a position, placed end to end in any

order of sequence, then, since by hypothesis the sum of their

projections for two different directions = 0, therefore, by T., they

would form a polygon, and therefore, by (111), the sum of their

projections for every direction = 0.

113. If from any point as common origin (fig., Art. Ill)

a system of finite lines 0-4, OB, OC, OD, &c. be drawn parallel,

equal, and co-directional to the several sides PQ, QR, R8, STj

&c. of any polygon PQRST &c. measured cyclically in the

same direction, it is easy to see from the same property that

—

1°. The sum of their projections in any direction upon any

line =0.
2°. The sum of the perpendiculars, or any other xsoclinals,

from their extremities upon any line passing through = 0.

3°. The sum of the areas of the triangles they subtend at any

point not at infinity = 0.

4°. The sum of the rectangles under them and the perpen-

diculars upon themfrom any point not at infinity = 0.

To prove 1°. and 2°. If 0„ ^„ B,, C„ i>„ &c. be the several

projections in any direction 00^ of the several points 0, A, B,

C, D, &c. upon any line L ; P„ ^„ R^, S^, r„ &c. those of P,

Q, R, 8, T, &c. in the same direction on the same line, and AA'j

BB\ CC\ BD, &c. the several isoclinals from A, B, C, D, &c.

to 0(9, in the direction parallel to X; then since, by hypothesis,

Art. 112, and Euc. I. 34, P,(?, = O^A=A'A, Q^R= 0,B^ = B'B,

B^8^ = 0,C,^C'C, 8,T = 0^D^=D'D, &c., and since, by (111),

^. <?. + <?A + ^.-S^. +
-^i

2^. + &c. = 0,

therefore 0,J, + 0,5, + 0,0, + 0,I)^-\- &c. = 0,

and AA' + BB' + CC +I)Df + &c. = 0,

and therefore &c., the directions of L and of 0, being entirely

arbitrary.

To prove 3'. If / be the point and AA', BB', CC, BD,
&c. the several perpendiculars from A, B, C, D, &c. upon
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the line 01 passing through the two points and /, then

since, by 2°.,

AA' -^-BB' -h- CC -¥Dn •¥&c^0,
and since by hypothesis 01 is not infinite, therefore

OI.AA'-k- OI.BB'+ OI.CC+ O/.D/y + Ac-O,

and therefore &c., each rectangle being double the area of the

triangle sabtcnded by its base at the p<Mnt /.

To proTe 4*. If /, aa before, be the point and /JT, lYy IZ,

&c the seyeral perpendicnlari from it upon Oil, 0J9, 0C\
&c., then since O^./X-S areaO^/, OB,lYmm% tattiOBI^

0C,IZ~2 wcehOCIy &c, and since, bj 8*.,

S areaOAr+2 areaC>^/+9 areaOC/+&c.«0,

therefore OA . IX + OB, lY-^- C. IZ-\- &c = 0,

and therefore &c.

Of the above properties, i\ shews evidently (86) that the

pobt is the mean oeotre of the fyatem of pointa Aj R, C, Z>,

fto. for any system of moltiples having a oommon magnitode

and ngn ; and 4*. expresses obvioosly for any number of lines

OAy OBy OCj ODy &C. passing through a oommon point 0,

what the property, Cor. €*^ Art. 89, established on other eon-

siderations in Chapter V., expresses for three.

114. When any number of lines OA, OB, 00, OD, &c
divci^ing from a common origin 0, are, as in the preceding

article, parallel, equal, and oo-direetional to the several sides

of a polygon PQR8T dec. measored cyclically in the same

direction, any one of them OE turned without change of length

round the common origin into the opposite direction OK is

termed the rtmUant of the others OA, OB, OC, OD, &c, a

name borrowed from the Science of Mechanics, in which the

properties of the preceding and of some of the following

articles are of considerable importance.

As all the sides but one of a polygon of any order are of

course perfectly arbitrary in length and direction, tlie length

and direction of the last however being implicitly given with

those of the others, therefore the several lines OA, OB, OC,

OD, &c. composing the system of which OK is the resultant
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as above defined are equally arbitrary in length and direction,

but their lengths and directions once given their resultant in

length and direction is implicitly given with them ; two very

rapid constructions for its determination in all cases will be

presently given.

In the particular case of but two components OA and OBj

the resultant OK in length and direction is evidently the con-

terminous diagonal of the parallelogram of which OA and OB
in length and direction are adjacent sides. All properties there-

fore which are true in general of any system of coinitial lines

and their resultant are true in particular of two adjicent sides

and the conterminous diagonal of any parallelogram.

115. Since, in accordance with the foregoing definition, the

several pairs of magnitudes OE and OA", OE' and 0K\ OEI
and OKI^ O^E^ and OjA",, EE' and KK\ &c., in the figure of

Art. Ill, are equal and opposite, it follows at once from the

several properties of Article 113 that the resultant OK of any

system of lines OA^ OB, 00, OD, &c. diverging from a

common origin possesses the following properties with respect

to the component liues of the system

—

1°. The sum of the projections of the components in any direc-

tion upon any liiw is equal in magnitude and sign to the profe/Uion

of the resultant in the same direction upon the same line.

2", The sum of the perpendiculars or other isoclinals from the

extremities of the components upon any line passing through the

common origin is equal in magnitude and sign to the perpen-

dicular or isoclinal from the extremity of tJie resultant on the

same line.

8*. The sum of the areas of the triangles subtended by the

components at any point not at infinity is equal in magnitude

and sign to the area of the triangle subtended by the resultant at

the tame point.

4'. 2'he sum of the rectangles under the components and the

perpendiculars ujton them from any jxnnt not at infinity is equal

in $nagnitude and sign to the rectangle under the resultant and tfie

perpendicular upon itfrom the same point.

These properties require no proof, they result immediately,

as above enumerated from those similarly mentioned in Art. 1 13,
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from the obvious cousideration that when the sum of a number

of nia^^itudes of any kind = then any one of them changed in

sign = the sum of all the othera ; and it follows at once from any

or all of them, as is also evident from the fundaroeotal definition

of the preceding article, that for a system of components parallel,

equal, and co-directional to the several sides of any polygon

measured cyclically in the same direction, the resaltant ia in

uiagiiitude evanescent and in directioo indetennioate.

116. Given in magnitude ami dirteUim amy mumbtt of limeti

OA, Oil, OCf ODf dx, diverging from a eomrnon origin Oy to

dotrn mine their mndUmt OK m magnitude amd direeiion,

Fint method. From any avbitrarily awumed powt P (fig..

Art 111), drawing a line PQ parallel, oqaal, and co-directional to

any one of the components OA ; from its opposite extremity Q
a second QR parallel, equal, and oo-directional to a second of

them OB'j from its opposite extremity B a third Ji8 parallel,

equal, and co-directional to a third of them 00; from its oppo-

site extremity S a fourth tiT parallel, equal, and oo-diroctiooal

to a fourth of them OD ; and to on until all the components

are exhausted. The line OAT finom parallel, equal, and co-

directional to the line PT connecting the first extremity P of

the first parallel PQ with the last extremity T of the last

parallel ST'iB (114) the resultant required.

Should the last point 7*, determined by this construction,

coincide with the first point P, assumed originally, that is,

should the given lines OA^ OB, 00, OD, &c form a system

parallel, equal, and oo-directional to the several sides of any
pulygun measured cyclically in the same direction; their re-

sultant OK, thus determined would, as it ought (115), be evanes-

cent in magnitude and indctenninate in direction.

Second method. Projecting all the components OA, OB,
OC, OD, &c. in any direction upon any line 06), (same figure)

passing through their common origin 0, and measuring from

on 00, a length OA" equal in magnitude and sign to the 8um
of the several projections OA', OB', OC, OU, &c, the length

OA" thus determined is (115) the corresponding projection of the

required resultant OA*. Repeating the same process with a

difierent direction of projection on the same or another line
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passing through 0^ tlie new length similarly determined is a

second projection of the required resultant OA", and therefore &c.

Should the two different lengths, determined as above, be

both =0, that is, (112, l\) should the given lines OA^ OB^ 00,
ODj &c. form a system parallel, equal, and co-directional to the

several sides of any polygon measured cyclically in the same

direction, their resultant OK thus determined would again, as

it ought, be evanescent in magnitude and indeterminate in

direction.

Of the above two general constructions the second, though

less obvious and simple, is better adapted to numerical compu-

tation than the first.

117. The principles established in the preceding articles

supply a ready solution of the very general problem

—

Required the hcxis of a variable point P for which the sum of

the areas of the system of triangles A^PA^j A-P-^8> ^i-^^.j A^A»
d'c, subtended by any number of fixed bases A^A^^

-^i-^t» ^i ^t»

DJ)^, &c. is constant, the length and line of direction with the

positive and negative sides ofeadi base being given.

Case 1°. When the several lines of direction of the several

bases A,A^, B^B^, G,C^, Dp^,
&c. pass through a common point

0\ from the common point

measuring on the several lines of

direction lengths OA, OB, 00,
OD, &c., equal to the several

lengths ^.^.,^.^„C,C„i).Z)„
&c., and in directions, indicated

by the arrow heads in the figure,

such tliat the positive and nega-

tive sides of the several bases correspond to the right and left

sides of the several directions, and taking, by (116), in length

and direction the resultant OK of the several coinitial lines

OA, OB, 00, OD, &c. thus obtained; then for every arbitrary

point P not at infinity, since, by Euc. I. 88, the sum of the

•yttem of triangles 2 {A^PA^ = the sura of the system of tri-

angles 2{0PA), and since, by (115, 3\), the sum of the

latter vyttem of triangles = the single triangle OPK, therefore
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for every position of P not at mfiuity the sum of the system

of triangles 'iL[A^PA^ = the single triangle OPA"; but the base

OK of the latter being fixed its area is positive, negative, or

nothing, according as its vertex P lies on the right or left side

of or upon the Tine of direction of OK^ and if ita area is

constant the locus of its vertex P is a line parallel to OK and

at a distance from it equal in magnitude and sign to twice the

constant value divided by OK,

Cor. In the particular case when 0^«0, that is, when the

several bases A^A^, J\B^^ C^G^^ D^D^, &c are parallel, equal,

and co-directional with the several wdcs of a polygon measored

cyclically in the same direction; then, as is evident from the

above, the turn of the areas oftheeyttem cftrianglea X(^jPJJ=0

for every ponUon afP not at infintty.

Case i\ When the several lines of durection of the several

bases A,A^, B,B,, C,C^ D,D„
&c. do not pass tltroogh a com- ^^v. />

mon point ; assuming arbitrarily

any fixed point not at infinity,

drawing from it a system of

lines OA, OB, OC, ODy &c,
parallel and equal to the several

bases A,A,, B,B,, C,C^ D.D,,

&c., and in directions, indicated

by the arrow heads in the figure, such that the positive and

negative sides of the several bases correspond as before to the

right and left sides of the several directions, and taking as

before in magnitude and d'u*ection the resultant OK of tho

system of coinitial lines OA, OB, OC, OD, &c thus obtained

;

then for every arbitrary point P not at infinity, since, by (75),

the sum of the system of triangles £ [A^PA^ = the sum of the

system of triangles I.{A^OA^ + the sum of the system of tri-

angles 2 {OPA), and since, by (115, 3°.), tho sum of the latter sys-

tem of triangles = the single triangle OPK, therefore for every

position of P not at infinity, the sum of the system of triangles

2 [A^PA^) = the sum of the system of triangles 2 [A^OA^) + the

single triangle OPK\ but the sum of the system of triangles

2(^,0^1,) being fixed with tho point 0, and the base OK of
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the Tsinglc triangle OPK being also fixed with the same, if the

sura of the system of triangles £ [A^PA^ be constant, the locus

of P is a line parallel to OK and distant from it by an interval

equal in magnitude and sign to the constant sum 'S,{A^PA^ — the

fixed sum ^[A^OA^) divided by half the length of OK.

Cor. In the particular case when OK= 0, that is, when the

several bases -4,^4^, B^B^^ 0, 0,, i?,-Dg, &c. are parallel, equal,

and co-directional with the several sides of a polygon measured

cyclically in the same direction, then, as is evident from the

above, the sum of the areas of the system of triangles S [AJPA^
is constantfor every position ofP not at vifinity.

118. As the several fixed bases A^A^^ A^s? ^i^ti AA) ^^-i

in the general case of the preceding, may be in length and

direction the several sides of any one of the difierent polygons

determined by their several lines of direction (108, 3".) measured

cyclically in the same direction, and as then, by the corollary

to that case, the sum of the areas of the several triangles

A^PA^^ B^PB^^ G^PC^j D^PD^^ &c. is constant for every position

ofP not at infinity ; hence the important property that

—

For a polygon of any form^ convex^ reentrant^ or intersecting^

the sum of the several triangular areas subtended by the several

sides at any point not at infinity is constant^ any two of the tri-

angles being regarded as having similar or opposite signs according

as they lie at similar or opposite sides of their respective bases

measured cyclically in either common direction.

This property is important as supplying a formal definition

of the area of a polygon^ which is applicable without exception

to every variety of form whether convex, reentrant, or inter-

secting, viz., "The constant sum of the areas of the several

triangles subtended by the several sides at any arbitrary point

not at infinity and regarded as positive or negative according

as they lie at the positive or negative sides of their several bases

measured cyclically in either common direction."

If an intersecting polygon were of such a form that the

sum of the triangular elements constituting its area as thus

defined = for any one point not at infinity, they would of

conne by virtue of the above = for every point not at infinity,

and the area of the polygon would consequently =0; an inter-
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secting quadrilateral in which the two opposite «des that do not

intersect internally are equal and parallel, (a« in fig. a', Art. 1 10),

furnishes the simplest exau)))le of a polygon of this nature.

1 1 9. The linear locus in the general case of Art. 117 supplies

obvious solutions of the four following very general problems

—

G^tfen tn magnitude^ pontion^ and directum any number of

fixed bases A^A^^ B^B^y C^C^j D^D,, <fcc to determine—

r. On a given line the point P for which the amm of the

several triangular areas Z[A^PA^ shatt have anif given value^

positive^ negative^ evanesoenl, or if^ite,

2". On a given curie the point P far which the amn of the

sfreral triangular areas Z {A^PA^ shaU have the wtaximum^ the

minimum^ or any intermediate given value.

In the particular caae when the sevenl bases A^A^ ^x^%i

C^C^y D,D^j &c. are parallel, equal, and co-dircctional with the

several sides of a polygon measured cyclically in the same

direction, the sum Z {A^PAJ being then constant for eyery

position of P not at infinity, these sereral problems are in

consequence all indeterminate.

120. Denoting by A, J7, C, Z>, &c the sereral indefinite

lines of direction, and by a, &, e, d!, &c the seTerml nmnerical

values to any unit of linear measare of the sereral fixed bases

J,-4,, .8,2?„ <7,C^ D^D^ &C. in the linear locus of Art. 117 ; it

follows immediately from the general property there established

that—

If Ay By Cy Dy dec. he any system of lines disposed in any

manneTy but none infinitely distant^ and a, &, c, </, dkc. any system

of corresponding multiples positive or negativey but none infinitely

greaiy the locus ofa variable point Pfor which the sum

a.PA + b.PB-^-c.PC-^d.PD-^dx.y

^ ortly I {a.PA)y has any constant valucy positivCy nega-

(/('
,
u, liuthingy is a line whose direction depends on the dtreetions

of the lines and the ratios of the multiples, and whose position

depends on the value cfthe oonstanL

The positions and sides, positive and negative, of the several

lines Ay By C, Dy &c., and the magnitudes and signs, positive

or negative, of the several multiples a, 6, c, rf, &c. being given.
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to determine the common direction of the several loci for all

values of the constant, the particular position of the locus for

any particular value of the constant, and the law governing

the variation of the locus for the variation of the constant;

on the several lines A^ J?, 0, Z), &c. from any arbitrarily

assumed points A^^ J5„ (7„ Z>,, &c., taking any system of lengths

A^A^j B^B^^ C^C^j -D^D^^ &c., proportional to the numerical

values of the several multiples a, 6, c, d^ &c., and in directions,

indicated by the arrow heads In the figures, such that the positive

and negative signs of the several products a.PA^ b.PB, c.PCj

d.PBj &c. shall correspond to the right and left sides of the

several directions; then since for every position of P not at

infinity A^A^ .PA = 2 area A^PA^, B^B^ .PB=2 area B^PB^^
-
(7, C, .PC= 2 area C^PC^, D^D^.PD = 2 Sire&D^PB^, &c., and

since therefore 'L{A^A^.PA) = 22{A^PA^), therefore, by (117),

the locus of P for which ^{A^A^.PA) has any constant value,

positive, negative, or nothing, is a line L parallel to the resultant

OK of any coinitial system of lines OA, OB^ OCj OD^ &c.,

parallel, equal, and co-directional with A^A^^ B^B^^ ^i^»» -^i-^«j

&c., and distant from it by an interval equal in magnitude and

. ^ . ^^ :s.{A,A,.PA) -'S.[A^A^.OA) ^ .

sign to the quantity ^ ' * ^. ^^ ' * , or to its

equivalent —^—

^

—j-—— , where k is the numerical

value of OK to the same unit that a, hj c, dj &c. are those of

OA, OB, OCj OD, &c.

If J be the particular line of the si/stem parallel to OKfor

which the value of the constant = 0, it is easy to see that for any

other line L of the system its value =h.LI; for, since for any

two points P and Q on any two lines L and M parallel to OK^
by (117),

X(a.P^) = 2(a.0^) + A:.i/0 and 2;(a.<?u4) = S(a.O^) + A;.if(?,

therefore at once, by sabtractlon,

^[a.PA)-'L{a.QA) = k.LM,

and therefore if if be the particular line / of the system for

every point Q of which 'Z{a.QA) = (i, then for every point P
of any other line L of the system ^{a.PA)^k.LI, as above

stated.
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Given the particulan of the tyrtem of lines A, B^ C, D, &c,

and of the sytttein ofmuUtplea <i, h^ c, d^ d:c. to deiermme the line I.

Assuming arbitrarily anj point O, and drawing from it in

magnitude and direction the resultant OK of the coinitial

system of lines parallel, equal, and co-directtonal with the

Bovcral segments A^A^^ 5,5,, C,r,, D^D^y &c, determined aa

above, the line / parallel to OA', distant from it by the interval

1 {a,OA)-i'kj and at the positive or negative aide of its direction

according aa the tign of 2{a,0A) is n^^tiye or poaitive| ia,

by the above, that required.

The line /, for every point Q of which the constant sum

S{a.QA) =0, is termed the central axU of the yatem of lines

A
J
B, Cj 2>, &C. for the system of mnltiples €l, b, Cy d^ &c,

and, by aid of it, determined as above or otherwiae, the position

of the parallel line L for every point P of which the constant

sum 2(a.iM) shall have any given value, positive or n^pitivei

is given at once by the above ; for it is distant from / by the

interval 1 {a.PA)-i-ky and it lies at its positive or n^atiTe aide

accortling as the sign of Z {a,PA) ia positive or negative.

In the particular case when ^^0, that is (116), ^en the

several segments ^,^„ B^B^ C^O^D^D^ Ac, determined aa

above, arc parallel, equal, and co-directional with the several

sides of a polygon meaaored ^dically in the aame direction,

the central axie I is at if^/m^j eateept only when the vtdme ef
2(a.P^),M?^tcA {yXl^Ocx^isikencomAamifin'enery position ofP
not at injtm'ltfj = 0, «a whidk saooqttional case it is indelermineUe,

And for the same reason generally the several parallel loci of

the present article are all at infinity, except only the particular

one corresponding to the constant value of £(a./Vl), which one

is indeterminate.

121. IfA^ By C be any three Unes, 1 their central axis for
(nit/ three multiples a, ft, c, and Py Q^ R the three points at wAmA
Ay By C intersect with /, then always (see 91, I*.)

ft.Pi?+ c.PC=0, c.QC-k-a.QA=^Oy a.RA + h.RB=^0.

For, since for every three pointa P, Qy B on /, by the

preceding, a.P^ + i.Pfi+ c.PC=0, a.QA-\-b.QB+c.QC=Oy
a.BA+b.BB+c.BC^O; if Plie on^,then A.Pfl+c.PC=0;
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if Q lie on B, then c.QC-\-a.QA=0- if R lie on C, then

o .RA + 6 .^^= ; and therefore &c.

Of the above, which supplies an obvious and very rapid

method of determining the central axis / of any three lines

-4, B, C for any three multiples a, b, c, the two following par-

ticular cases are deserving of attention. See (91, Cor.).

1°. If in absolute magnitude a = b = c the three lines con-

necting P, Q, R with the three opposite vertices bisect (61) the

three opposite angles BO, CA^ AB of the triangle ABCy all

externally, or one externally and two internally, according as

the signs of a, i, c are all similar, or that of one opposite to

those of the other two.

2°. If in absolute magnitude a : b : c as the lengths of the

three corresponding sides of the triangle ABC, the three points

P, Q, R bisect (65, Cor. 3°.) the three sides on which they lie, all

externally, or one externally and two internally, according as

the signs of a, b, c are all similar, or that of one opposite to

those of the other two.

In the first case of 2°., the three points of external bisection

of the three sides of the triangle ABC being at infinity, so

therefore is the central axis / which contains them ; this is

in exact accordance with the closing observation of the pre-

ceding article, the tliree segments A^A^, ^i-^»? ^\^ti determined

as there directed on the three lines -4, P, C, being then parallel,

equal, and co-directional with the three sides of the triangle

ABC measured cyclically in the same direction.

122. The linear loci of Art. 120, determinable as there ex-

plained for all given values of the constant Z{a.PA)^ supply

obvious solutions of the four following very general problems

analogous to those of Art. 119

—

Oiven the poailions and stdeSj positive and negative^ of any

tystem of lines A, Bj C, Bj &c.y and the magnitudes and signs^

positive or negative^ of any corresponding system of multiples

a, bf c, dj dx.y to determine—
r. On a given line the point Pfor which the sum 2(a.P4)

shall have any given value^ positive^ neg<Uive^ evanssoent^ or tn-

finite,

8*. On a given eircU the point P for which the sum 2 {a.PA)
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shnU have the maximum^ Ute minimum^ or anjf imterwttdiate given

vaJue.

In the particular caae, when, as explained in the closing

paragjapli of that article (120), the particulars of the lines

and multiples are such that the sum l{a.PA) has the same

value for every position of P not at infinity, then such

problems are of course indeterminate for that particular value,

and impossible at a finite distance for every other Tiine of

the smn.

123. Since in the particular case when the several s^^ents
yl,^,, /?,/?„ C.C,, />,/)„ &c, detennined as in (120), on the

Hcveral lines ^1, B^ C, />, &c. are parallel, equal, and co-dhreo

tional with the several sides of a polygon nieaanred cyclically

in the same direction, then, by (117), tlie sam Z{a,PA) has the

same constant value for every position of P not at infinity,

which value » when the lines pass through a coaunoo point.

Hence

—

When a number effixed h'nee Ay By C, D, Ac a/re parallel to

the teverai eitlet a, 6, r, </, dw. of any jfoljfgoitj and thai ikeir

j,"sitive and negative eidee correapond to tkoee ef tke tidee cf the

j-<>!,fl«u mtofured eyclicaUg in either vommon direetiany then for

en III j» iiit P not at injinity the turn Z {a,PA) ie eonatanty tmd^O
when tin lines paae through a common point (see 113, 4*.).

When the polygon is equilateral, since then a^b^c^dy &c«,

therefore ^{a.PA)'^a.Z{PA)y and therefore the som Z(iM)
is constant for every point not at infinity. Hence

—

When a number cfjuoed lines Ay By C, /), dx. are parallel to

the several eidee of any equilateral polygony and that their poeitive

ami negative aide* correspond to those of the sides of the polygon

measured • "/ in either common diteotion^ then for every

point P nir itity the sum 2 [PA) is eonstanty and * when

the lines pass through a common point.

Of all equilateral polygons of any order, one, the regular,

being also equiangular, the term ^^ equilateral*^ may therefore

be replaced by "equiangular'* in the statement of the latter

property, the altered however being but a particular case of the

original property, and no new principle of any kind being in-

volved or expressed in the change.

M
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124. The general property of the preceding article supplies

ready solutions of the two following problems

—

ij Given three points^ or two points and a line,, P, ^, R^ to deter-

\\ mine the point for which the sum a.OP+b.OQ + c.OR shall

he the minimum; a, ft, c being any three positive multiples no one

of which is greater than the sum or less than the difference of the

other two.

For, if be the point for which the three perpendiculars at

P, g, B to OP, OQ, OR m the for-

mer case, or the two perpendiculars at

P and Q io OP and OQ with the

line R in the latter case, determine

a triangle ABC similar to that deter-

mined by the three multiples a, b, c,

and including within its area ; then if (7 be any other point,

and O'Pj 0' Q\ OR' the three perpendiculars from it upon the

three sides of ABC^ since, by the preceding,

a.OP-\-b.OQ^-c.OR = a.aF-^b.aQ + c.aR:,

therefore a.OA-irh.OB-¥c.OC<a.aP+b.aQ + c.aB in the

former case, and <a.O'P+b.O'Q + c.O'R in the latter case,

and therefore in either case is the point required ; but O is

the common intersection of the three known circles QOBy
ROPj POQ in the former case, and the intersection of the

two known directions PO and QO \n the latter case, and

^ therefore &c.

When the three given multiples a, 5, c are incapable of

forming a triangle, the above method of determining of

course fails in both cases, but it is easily seen, at once without any

constructien, that if any of the three multiples a, J, c in the

former case, ©r either of the two a and b corresponding to the

two points P and <? in the latter case be = or > the sum of

the other two, the point itself corresponding to that multiple

is that for which the sum a.OP+b.OQ + c.OB is the minimum.
But if the multiple c corresponding to the line B in the

latter case be « or > the sum of the other two a and b corre-

sponding to the two points P and Qy then through the required

point as before is easily seen without any construction to be on

the line 5, to dctcrmiue iu position on that line, that is, the
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position of the point O oa li for which the «um a.OP+b.OQ is

the minimuni, is a problem incapable of solution by the geometiy

of the point, line, and circle.

125. In the linear loci of Art. 120 the several distances

PA
J
PB, PC

J
PD^ &c need not be measured perpendicularly to

the several lines A^ B^ C, />, &c.; they might be measured in

directions inclined to tliem at any oonstaot angles a, /9, 7, £, &c.j

and the several conclusions there eetablished, with some alight

and obvious modifications, would be true for the obliqoe ti well

as for the perpendicular distaoces.

For, /M, PB^ PCf PDf Ac being the aeverml oblique dis-

tances, and a, b^ e, d, &c as before the Mreral corresponding

multiples, if PA^y PB,j PCf, PD^y &c. be the several perpen-

dicular diMancca, and a,, &,, c„ </,, &c. a system of multiples

currcspouding to them, having to the original multiples a, h^ c, dy

&c. the constant ratios of the several oblique to the oorre-

epondiug {RTpendicuUr distaoeet ; then, lince for every poMtion of

Pnot at infinity a.PA ^a^,PA^y h.PB^\.PB^y o.PC7*-«,,/'C„

ii.PI) = J^.PD^, &c, therefore 2(a.P^)-.2{o,.PJ,), and there-

fore &c.y the multiples for the perpendiculars being simply

those for the oblique distancee divided by the sines of the con-

stant angles of inclination.

By virtue of the above the four general problems of Art. 123

may be still further generalised, by the aabatitution for perpen-

dicular of oblique distances measured in any given directions

from the required point P to the given lines A^ J9, C7, />, &c.

126. If the several oblique distances P4, P5, PC, P/>, &c
in the preceding, were all measured in the same absolute diree-

tion, their several points of meeting A^ B, C, Z), &c. with the

several fixed lines would then lie in a line L passing through P
parallel to the direction, and the sum ^{a.PA) would (Art. 80)

= 2 (a) . PO^ when is the mean centre on the line L of the

system of points A^ By Cy Z>, &c. for the system of multiples

a, by Cy dy SiC Hcnce, by the preceding

—

For a variable line L moving parallel to itself in any constant

directiony and intersecting the several fixed lines of a polygram of
any form in a system of variahle points A^ B^ C, X>, dec.

M2
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r. The locus of the mean centre of the system of points

Aj Bj 0, Dy &C. for any system of multiples a, J, c, c?, cfec. is a

line M whose position depends on the direction of L.

2°. The locusj more generally^ of the point P on L for which

the sum S {a.PA) has any constant valucy positive or negative^ is

a line N parallel to M and distant from it in the direction of L
by the interval NM= S [a. PA) h- S (a).

In the particular case when a=b=c=dj &c., the several lines

My loci of for different directions of Z, are termed, from the

analogy of the circle, diameters of the polygram. The latter being

given, the position of the particular diameter M corresponding

to any given direction of L is determined by drawing any two

lines Z, and L^ parallel to the given direction, taking the two

mean centres 0^ and 0, of the two systems of points ^,, ^,,

(7,, Z>,, &c. and -4,, B^, 0,, Z>g, &c., in which they intersect the

several lines of the figure, and drawing the indefinite line 0^ 0^.

In the particular case where all the lines of the figure pass

through a common point 0, as every diameter 3f, corresponding

to every direction of Z/, passes evidently through it, a single

other point 0, is therefore sufiicient to determine each particular

diameter in that case. Remarks precisely similar apply, of course,

when the several multiples a, by c, dy &c. have any values

whatever.

In an equilateral triangle the several diameters of the figure

envelope the inscribed circle ; this very particular case of a much
more general property, to be given in a future Chapter, is left

for the present as an exercise to the reader.

127. The general property of the preceding article, combined

with that of Art. 80, Cor. 1°., may be employed for the solution

of the following very general problem

—

Oivm any system of lines Ay By C, 2>, dx. and any oorr&-

tponding system of multiples a, ft, c, rf, <fec. to determine the point

P for which the sum 2 {a. PA*) is the minimum.
Drawing arbitrarily any two parallel lines Z, and Z, inter-

aecting the entire system of lines Ay By C, Z>, &c. at the system

of angles o^ ^, 7, 8, &c. ; taking the two mean centres 0,
and 0, of the two systems of intersections ^„ 5,, C„ Z>„ &c.

and A^y ^,, ^,, />,, &c, for the system of multiples a -r sin'a,
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J-r8in'/9, c-r 810*7, </-j- Bin's, &c.; drawing then the indefinite

line 0^0^ intersecting the entire system of lines Aj B, C, /), &c.

at the system of angles a', /S*, 7', £', &c. ; and taking finally the

mean centre (7 of the system of intersections A'y B\ C, //, &c.

for the system of multiples a 4- sin*a'| b -i- tan^ff^ c + 8in*7',

J-f- sin'S', &c. ; the point O thus determined is that required.

For, by (80, Cor. I*.), O is the point on the line 0,0, for

which the sum Z {a, PA*) is the minimum fur points confined to

that line ; and supposing, if possible, a point / not on that Ime

were that fur which it were absolutely the minimum, the line L
passing through / parallel to Z, and L^ would intersect the line

0, 0, at a point 0, which, by the preceding, would be the mean
centre for the system of multiples a-f-un*a, i-rsin"/^, c+ «n"7,

</-H siu'S, &c. of the system of points in which it would intersect

the system of lines A^ B^ C, D^ &c, and for which therefore^

by (80, Cor. r.), the sum ^{a.PA^ would be the minimum for

points confined to the line Z, and consequently less than for

the point /, which therefore could not, as supposed, be off tho

line 0,0,; and therefore &c.

It is easy to see from the more general property (98, Cor. 1*.),

that the point P, however determmed, for which the sum
Z{a.PA*) is the minimum, is the mean centre of the feet of

the several perpendiculars PA^ PB^ PC^ PD^ &c for tlie q^stem

of multiples a, &, r, </, &c.

128. We shall conclude the present Chapter with a direct

demonstration of the general property of Art. 120, not based

like that there given upon any property of polygons, but re-

sulting immediately from the nature of independent lines; the

fuUuwing general theorem, analogous to that established in

Art. 85 for any system of points, may be regarded as the

basis of the direct demonstration

—

If -4, B^ C, i>, d:c. be any system of lines^ disposed in any
manner^ but none infinitely distant^ and a, 6, c, <?, dx, any system

of corresponding multiples^ positive or negative^ but none infinitely

greaty then for every three points P, Q^ R in a line^ supposed all

at a finite distance^

QR.2{a.PA)+BR2{a.QA)-i-PQ.S{a.BA)^0,

the distances under the symbols of summation being measured in
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directions inclined at any constant angles a, y9, 7, 8, dx. to the

several lines A^ B^ Cj D^ dhc.

For, the three points P, Qy R being by hypothesis in a line,

therefore, for the several lines A^ J5, C, 2), &c., by (82, Cor. 4°.),

QR.PA + EP.QA + PQ.RA = 0,

QR.PB + RP.QB + PQ.RB = 0,

QR.PC + RP.QC + PQ.RC= 0,

QR.PD + RP. QD 4 PQ.RD = 0, &c.,

from which, multiplying horizontally by a, ft, c, ef, &c. and then

adding vertically, the above relation at once results, and from

it the following consequences may be immediately inferred

—

1°. When two of the three sums 'S.[a.QA) and 2(a.i?-4) = 0,

the third '2.{a.PA) also=0\ this is evident, as the three co-

efficients QR^ RPj PQ are by hypothesis all finite. Hence the

locus of a variable point P for which the sum 2 [a.PA) = is a

line^ the central axis / of the system for the paiticulars of

the case.

2*". When two of the three sums 2 {a.QA) and 2 [a.RA) have

equal values^ the third 'S,[a.PA) has the same value; this is

evident, as the sum of the three coefficients QR^ RP, PQ is

always = (Art. 78). Hence the locus of a variable point P
for which the sum ^{a.PA) has any constant value^ positive or

negative
J
is a line L parallel to the central line I ; for if it met

the latter at any finite distance, the sum ^{a.PA) for the point

of intersection would have at once the two different values cor-

responding to the two lines.

3°. When one of the three sums I, {a.RA) =0^ then for the

other two ^{a.PA) : ^{a.QA)=PR:QR=PI: QI; this is evident,

as i?, by r., is then on the central axis /. Hencefor every point

P on any line L parallel to /, the constant sum 2 {a.PA) is pro-

portional in magnitude and sign to the distance LI; these are

the principal results for the general case as otherwise established

in Art. 120.

4*. In the particular cose when the central axis I of the system

is at infinity^ the sum Z{a.PA) has the same value for every

position ofP at a fnite distance ; for since, by 3*., for every two

points r and (? at a finite distance ^{a.PA):^{a.QA) = PI: QI^

whatever be the position of /, therefore for every two points
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P and Q at a finite distance 2 {a.PA) : 2{a.QA) = l when 7
is at iufiulty, and therefore &c.

5'. When the mm 'Z[a.PA) has the tame vahte^ Jmit/e or

evanescent^ for three point* P, Q^ R nci tm the eame UMj ii ha$

the tame value for every point at a Jinite dUkuice ; for having

the same value for the three points P, Q^ R, it has it, bj 2*., for

the three points A', F, Z, in which the three lines OP, OQ^ OB
intersect with the three QB^ BPy PQ^ and having it for eadi

pair of points P and -Y, Q and F, B and Z, it has it, by the

same, for the point which is in the same line with each pair

;

and therefore &c.

6*. T%e particMlan of Ike eyttem hemg all gn>en^ the poeMon

of the central axie I may be delanmmed rapidly ae faUowe:
aammibg arbitrarilj any three points P, Q^ B not in the

same line, and dividing the three distances QB, BP^ PQ at

Xy }*, Z respectively, so that in magnitade and sign

QX\BX^2{a.QA) : Z(a.iLl),

BY I PY^Z{a,BA) : Z[a,PA\

PZ : QZ^Zia.PA) : ^{a.QAy,

the three points X, F, Z thus determined lie, by 8*., on the

central axis / of the system, and therefore &c. ; when the three

sums 2 {a.PA)y Z {a.QA)^ 2{a.BA) hsTe the same value, the

three points X, F, Z hemg then at infinity or indeterminate,

according as the common value is finite or evsnesoent, so also

is the central axis.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ON COLLINEAR AND CONCURRENT SYSTEMS OF POINTS
AND LINES.

129. Systems of points ranged on lines, and of lines passing

through points, enter largely into the investigations of modem
geometry, and are distinguished by appropriate names, as

follows

:

A system of points ranged along a line is termed a collinear

system, the figure they constitute a row of points, and the line

on which they lie the hose or axis of the row. A system of

lines passing through a point is termed a concurrent system,

the figure they constitute a pencil of lines, or rays as they are

somet'mies called, and the point through which they pass the

vertex or centre or focus of the pencil. The terms " Ray,"
" Pencil," and " Focus," have been introduced into geometry

from the science of Optics.

The axis of a row of points, or the centre of a pencil of lines,

might be at infinity ; in the former case the poiuts of the row

would, of course, be all at infinity, and in the latter case the

lines of the pencil would (16) be all parallel; but in no other

respects is there any difference between these particular and

the general cases, when the axis of the row is any line whatever,

and the centre of the pencil any point whatever.

Two points of a row or rays of a pencil determine, of course,

the axis or vertex of the row or pencil to which they belong.

130. Two rows of any common number of points on different

axes, or pencils of any common numl>cr of rays through different

centres, A^ B^ C, Z>, &c., and A\ B\ C\ //, «5tc., whose con-

stituents correspond In pairs A to A\ B to B\ Ctc C\ I) to //,

&c, are said to be in persjjective^ in the former case when the

several lines of connexion AA\ BB' CC DU^ &c., of pairs of
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corresponding points are concurrent, and in the latter case when

the several points of intersection AA\ BB\ CC\ DD^ &c, of pairs

of corresponding lines are coUiuear. In the former case the centre

of the pencil determined by the several concorrent connectors is

termed the centre of perspective of the rows, and in the latter

case the axis of the row determined by the several oollinear

intersections is termed the axis of perspective of the pencils.

Every two rows of points determined on different axes by the

same pencil of rays, and every two pencib of rays determined

at differcut centres by the same row of points, are evidently

in {>€r8pcctive ; the centre of the determining pencil being the

centre of perspective of the rows in the former case, and the

axis of tlic determining row being the axis of perspective of the

peucIU in the latter case.

The centre of perapectiTe of two rows in perspective, or the

axis of perspective of two pencib in perspective, might be at

infinity ; in the fonner case the several connectors AA\ BB^
CC\ DD^ &c. being all parallel, the two rows of points would

be similar (32), and in the Utter case the several pairs of

corresponding rays A and A\ J? and B*, Cand C\D and />', &c.,

being two and two parallel, the two pencils would be similar,

and at once similarly and oppositely placed (33). In these

particular cases of perspective the two rows or pencils ABCD
&c, and A'B'CD &c., are said also to be projections of each

other ; though both tcnns " perspective " and " projection " are

often applied indifferently as well to the general as to the

particular case, and, as we shall see in the sequel, to other

figures as well as to rows and pencils.

131. Every two rows or pencils of but two points or rays

each having different axes or vertices being, of course, neces-

sarily in perspective, however circumstanced as to position,

absolute or relative, or whichever way regarded as corres{K)nding

two and two. Hence for two segments or angles AB and ABf
li:i\ ini; different axes or vertices, the two points of intersection,

(1 liiit s of connection, of AB with A'B\ and, of AB' with ABy

are termed resj^ectively (he two centres of perspective of the

segments^ or, the tico axes of perspective of the angles—names, at

once convenient and expressive, by which to designate a pair
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of points or lines of very frequent occurrence in geometrical

research.

Reserving for future chapters the remarkable developments

of modem Geometry as regards coUinear and concurrent systems

in general, we shall devote the present chapter to the considera-

tion of some of their most important properties as regards the

sides and angles of rectilinear figures in general, and of triangles

in particular.

132. JVhen three lines LXy MYj NZ intersecting at right

angles the three sides BG^ CAy AB of any triangle ABC are

concurrent^ they divide them, at the three parts of meeting X, Y^ Z
so as tofulfil the relation

{BX'-CX'') + {GY'-Ar') + {AZ'-BZ')=0

and, conversely, when they divide them at the three points of

meeting so as to fulfil the above relation, they are concurrent.

To prove the first or direct part ; if be the point of con-

currence of the three lines LX, MY, NZ, then joining OA,
OB, OC, since (Euclid i, 47, Cor.) [BX" - CX') = {BO' - C0\
{CY'-AY')={CO'-AO'),{AZ'-BZ')={A0'-BO^,therefoTe

{BX*-CX') + {CY''-AY') + {AZ'-BZ')

= {Ba-co') + ica-AO')^-{AO'-BO')=^o

as above stated. And to prove the second or converse part ; if

O be the point of intersection of any two of them LX and MY,
and Z the point at which the parallel through to the third

NZ intersects the line AB to which the third is perpendicular

;

then since by the first part

[BX* - CX*) -^{CY'-AY*) + {AZ'' - BZ'') = 0,

and since by hypothesis

[BX*- CX') + {Cr-AY^ + {AZ'-BZ*) = 0',

therefore {AZ'*- BZ'*)~{AZ*-BZ*), and therefore Z = Z,

which, of course, could not be the case unless, as above stated,

NZ passed through 0.
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A relation of exactly the same form, and proved in precisely

the same manner as the above, connects the several pairs of

segments into which the several sides of any polygon are

divided by every concurrent system of perpendiculars to them.

But the converse property which establishes the relation as

a criterion of eomcurrence of the several perpendiculars it true 44»

o/i/y /or the triangle. The reasoning by which it was inferred

as above for that case finom the direct property evidently proving

only for the general case of any order (ii), that when (n - 1) of

tliem pass through a common point the a** passes through the

same point.

The relation itself may evidently be written also in the

following form, via.

—

^vhich in cases of numerical calculation is sometimes more con-

venient than the original.

133. The following are a few examples of the application of

the preceding relation as a criterion of the concurrence of three

lines perpendiculars at three points JT, K, Z to the three ndea

of a triangle ABC.

Ex. r. Tht thrm ptrpmiiemUr* ml tlf mUiU pemtt tff the tidte of a

trianyU art etmcurrenL

For, tinee here by hjrpotheeis, BX CX. CT" A T, AZ" BZ, there-

fore the criterion reUtion (BX* - CX*) + ( CY* - AY*) * {AZ* - BZ*\ -

is satisfied identicallj in the dmpl—t nunner of which it is susoeptibls^

and therefore &e.

Ex. 2°. Tk« three perptmikmUrt (krotufh the tMrtict to tkt oppotit*

tidt* of a triangle are eomemront.

For, since here, Euc. I. 47,

(BX* - CX^ ' {BA* - CA*), {CT*-AY^'(CB^-ASr\
{AZ* - BZ*) «(AC*- BCT)

;

therefore the criterion relation again is satisfied, and therefore &c.

Ex. 3^. The three perpendieuJar$ to the ndee of a triamgle at the internal

point* of contact of the three exeeribed eirelee are eomeurrenL

For, if a, 6, e be the three aides and $ the aemi-perimeter of the triangle,

then aince, Euc. IV. Appendix,

BZmCV'iM-a), CX " AZ m {$ - h), ^F- BJT. (« - c);

therefore, as in Ex. 1"., the criterion relation is identically satisfied, and

therefore &c.
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Ex. 4°. Every ttoo perpendiculars to sides of a triangle at points of contact

of exscrihed circles external to the same vertex are concurrent with t/ie per-

pendicular to the opposite side at the point of contact of the inscribed circle.

For, if A be the vertex to which the two contacts are external ; then

since, £uc. it., Appendix,

AY=£Z=(s-b), AZ=CX=is-c), £Z=CY=8;
therefore, here again, as in the preceding example, the criterion relation

is identically satisfied, and therefore &c.

Ex. 5°. Wlien three circles touch two and two, the three tangents at the

three points of contact are concurrent.

For, ii A, £, C be the centres of the three circles, a, b, c the three radii,

and X, Y, Z the three opposite points of contact, then since

AY=AZ=a, £Z=JBX=b, CX=CY=C',

therefore, as in each of the preceding examples, the criterion relation is

again identically satisfied, and therefore &c.

Ex. 6°. When three perpendiculars to the sides of a triangle are con-

current, the other three equidistant from the middle points of the sides are

also coticurrent.

For, if LX, MY, NZ and L'X, MY', N'Z' be the two sets of perpen-

diculars, then since by hypothesis BX= CX' and CX^ BX', CY'^ AY'
and ^ r= CY', AZ = BZ' and BZ = AZ' ; therefore

(BX* - CX*) i {CY* - AY*) * {AZ* - BZ*)

= {CX* - BX") ^{AY"- CY'*) 4 {BZ'* - AZ'*),

and therefore when either equivalent = 0, so is the other ; that is, when

either set of perpendiculars is concurrent, so is the other.

Ex. 7°. When the three perpendiculars from the t^ertices of one triangle

upon the sides of another are concurrent, the three corresponding perpen-

diculars from the vertices of the latter upon the sides of the former are alto

concurrent.

Let ABC and A'B'C be the two tri- ^ C
angles. If A'X, B'Y, C'Z pass through a \ '""

^>^
''

--.
^

common point O, then AX', BY', CZ' pass :^y\v/ ,^\ ^^
also through a common point O, and con- : \/\/ n\x/''
Tersely. For, joining A with B" and C", or i /Xv^iC^i \/ /

A' with B and C; B with C and A', or B" i /y^\ Py/X

/

with C and ^ ; C with A' and B!, or C with j4r- \ ^ / ^^
A and B\ that is. each vertex of either

~'"'~'^^sJ-''

triangle with the two of the other it docs C'

not correspond to, then

{BX*-CX*\ + {CY*-AY*) + {AZ*-BZ*)
m {BA^-CA-*) + {CB^-aB*) ^(AC'*-BC')
m {C'A*-B'A*) k (AB*-C'S*) ^{B'C*-A'C*)
m {CX" - BX") 4 (A'Y'* - C r") + {BZ" - AZ'*),
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but of these four equiralents the fint « is the condition for JUX^ BY, CZ
to paM through a common point O, and the last - is the eoodition for

AX', BY', CZ' to pass through a common point O, and thnafbra &e.

134. When three paint* X, F, Z lying on the tkrm tidet BC,
CA^ AB ofany triangU ABC are collinear (figs, a, )8, 7).

a. T/uy divide the three tidee to a* tofuljit ths relatum

BX CY AZ
TTXAY'^'"^^'

b. They connect with the oppoeUe v&riiom » at to fulfil the

relaUoH

hxnBAX unCBY waAOZ
tmCAX'mnABY'nnBCZ"*'^'

and eonmrtefyf when they either divide the three eidet to at to

fulfil the former relation, or comneei with the oppoeite vertioet to

(tg tofulfil the latter relation, they €ure collinear.

When tlirfe lines AX, BY, CZ patting through the three

vertices A, B, C of any triangle ABC are oommrretU (fig>*

a',/y,7').

a. Thfy divide tlte three anglet to at to fulfil the rtiatiom

exnBAX unCBY nnACZ
ainCAX' mnABY' mnBCZ^ '

h'. They interteet the oppoeite tidet to at to fu^fiil ihe rdaUon

BX CY AZ .

CX'AY'BZ"^'*
and convertely, when they either divide the three anglet to as to

fulfil the former rdaiitm, or intertect the opposite tides to at to

fulfil the latter rdation, they are concurrent.

To prove the first or direct part of a.—From the three

vertices of the triangle ABC drawing three perpendiculars, or

parallels in any arbitrary direction, AP, BQ, CR to meet the

line containing, by hypothesis, the three points X, Y, Z, then

since (Euc vi. 4) BX :CX= BQ:CR, CY:AY=CB: AP,
AZ : £ZssAP : BQ ; therefore, as above stated, the compound

i.
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of the three antecedents = + 1 ; the reason of the positive sign

appearing also from the obvious consideration that three colUnear

points on the sides of a triangle necessarily divide an even

number of them internaUy (75). And to prove the second or

converse part of the same.—K Z' be the point at which the

line containing any two of the points X and Y meets the side

AB of the triangle containing the third Z; since then, by the

first part, X, F, and Z' being coUinear,

{BX:CX).{CY:AY).{AZ':BZ) = -^1,

and since also, by hypothesis,

{BX: CX).{CY:AY).{AZ:BZ) = + ly

therefore AZ' : BZ' =AZ : BZ in magnitude and sign, and

therefore (75) Z' = Zj so that, as above stated, Z is coUinear

with X and Y.

To prove the first or direct part of a'.—From the point

through which, by hypothesis, the three lines AX^ BYy CZ
concur, letting fall three perpendiculars, or isoclinals at any

arbitrary inclination, OP, OQy OR upon the three sides BC,

CAy AB of the triangle ABC] then since (61)

«in^^X: sinCAX=- OR : OQ, smCBY: smABY^-OF: OR,

BinA CZ: sinBCZ=- OQ : OP,

therefore, as above stated, the compound of the three antece-

dents = - 1 ; the reason of the negative sign appearing also

from the obvious consideration that three concurrent lines

through the vertices of a triangle necessarily divide an <xld

nomber of the angles internally (75). And to prove the

second or converse part of the same.—If CZ' be the line by

which the point 0, common to any two of the lines AX and

BY, connects with the vertex C of the triangle through which

the third CZ passes; since then, by the first part, AX, BY,
and CZ' being concurrent,

{^%mBAXiwaiCAX).{f!:iSiCBY:%inABY).[BinACZ':AnBCZ)^~\,
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and since also, by bjpotheus,

[&\nBAX:tnnCAX).{MnCBY:nnABY).{nnACZ:MnBCZ)m^}^

therefore sin^CZ' : sinBCZ' aititnACZiMnBCZ in magniiode

and sign, and therefore (75) CZ' » CZj so that, at above

stated, CZ'iB concurrent with ^Vand BY.
Relations of exactly the same form, and proved in predaelj

the same manner as the above (a and 0% connect the aevcral

pairs of segments into which the several sides of anj polygon

are divided by every collinear system of points lying upon them,

and into which the several angles of any polygon are divided

by every concurrent system of lines passing through them ; the

only modification being that while, in the former caae, the sign

of the compound is, as above, always positive, in the latter case

it is negative only when, as above, the order of the polygon is

odd, but positive when it is even. The converse properties

however, which establish the relations a and a as crUeria pf
- "' irity and eomemrremee ot the several points and lines «tre

"(y Jor tke triamgle; the reasoning by which they have

been inferred, as above, for that case from the direct properties

proving only for the general case of any order (n), that when
(ri - 1) of the points in the former case are collinear the n^ b
collinear with them, and that when (n— 1) of the lines in the

latter case are concurrent the n*^ is concurrent with them.

To prove h and h'.—^oe, by (65), whatever be the posi-

tions of X, y, Z in the former case, or the directions of AX^
BYy CZ in the latter case,

BXBA ^BAX CYCB mxCBY AZ AC tixnACZ

CX'CA'vmCAX' AY'ABianABY' BZ"BC ' tin BCZ'

therefore, the two compounds

BX CY AZ . vaxBAX nnCBY BinACZ
CX'AY'BZ "^^ BinCAX ' smABY' sm BCZ

are always equal in magnitude and similar in sign ; whenever,

therefore, either = ± 1 , so is also the other, and therefore &c
Relations of exactly the same form with these last {b and &'),

and very easily proved directly, as tliey too may be, connect

the several pairs of segments into which, for any polygon of

an odd order (105), the several angles are divided by their con-
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nectors with coUinear systems of points on the opposite sides,

and the several sides at their intersections with concurrent

systems of lines through the opposite vertices ; but, as in the

cases of a and a\ the converse properties which establish the

relations as criteria of collinearity and concurrence of the several

points and lines, are, for the same reason as in their cases, true

only for the triangle.

The criteria (a and h') for three points X, Y", Z on the sides

of a triangle to be coUinear and to connect with the opposite

vertices by three concurrent lines AX^ BY^ CZ^ and the

criteria {b and a) for three lines AX^ BY^ CZ through the

vertices of a triangle to be concurrent and to intersect with the

opposite sides at three coUinear points X, F, Z^ being in both

cases identical, if signs be disregarded or unknown; should

any ambiguity arise in consequence, as to which of the two

relations in either case is indicated by the fulfilment of the

criterion in any particular instance, in which the signs of the

compound ratios are not explicitly given or known ; the obvious

consideration, on which the difi'erence of sign in each case

depends, that an odd number of the points or lines must be

external to their respective sides or angles for collinearity^ and

internal to them for concurrence^ is sufficient always to re-

move it.

135. The following is an obvious corollary from, or rather

indeed a different manner of, stating the two general properties

a and h of the preceding article, viz.,

When three points P, Q^ R^ however situated^ connect with the

(three vertices Aj B, C of a triangle ABC by three lines AP^ BQj
CR which are either concurrent or colUnearly intersectant vrith

the opposite sides^ the three pairs of perpendiculars PP and PP\
QQ and QQ\ RR and RR' from them upon the three pairs of
sides containing tJie respective vertices are connected by the relation

PF QQ RR'
PP" QQf"RR'~^ '

and converselyy when the three pairs of perpendiculars from them

upon the sides of the three angles of the triangle are connected

by the above relation^ the three lines connecting them with the
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oofre$pondtng veriioet an mtktr etmeurremt or colUntarly inter-

tectaiU with the opponte mde».

For, whatever be the poMtkms of P, Q^ Ry since (61)

VP '. PP"^-mnPAB : unPAO,
QQ', QQ'^^AnQBCxwxQBA,
RR : RBT^-unRCA : vinRCB,

therefore the two compounds

PP QQ RR . AnBAP nnCBQ unACR
PP'WJ"^S' ^^ SSUZF^ZAB^'S^rS^

are always equal in magnitude and opponte in sign, and there-

fore when either * f 1 the other then * ^ 1 1 and therefore &e.

136. Two verj important conclusions, one respecting pointa

at inBnitj, the other respecting parallel lines, result immediately

from the general relations o or b^ and a or b' of Art. 184, re-

garded as criteria of the collinearity of three points X, F, Z on

the sides, and of the concorrenoe of these lines iUT, BY^ CZ
through the vertices, of a triangle ABC—

1*. Every three points JT, y, Z at infinity evidently divide

the three sides J?C, OA^ AB cf ereiy triangle ABC whoee

directions pass through them, so as to fulfil identically the

relation

{BX :CX).{CY : A 1 i.^AZ ; ^-+1,
and as evidently connect with the oppoMte vertaoes, so as to

fulfil identically the relation

(Bin5^JT: sinC^jr).(smCB F: 8inulBr).(sin^ CZ:sm^Cir)-+1,

therefore, by relation a or 6, they are oollinear, and therefore

—

Every <Aree, and therrfore ally points at inanity are collinear. ^

2". Every three parallel lines AXy BYy CZ evidently divide

the three angles RACy CBAy ACR of every triangle ARC
whoee vertices lie on them, so as to fulfil identically the relation

[wclRAX'. sin CAX).[mxCR Y:unAR r).(8in^ CZ:sinJJCZ)— 1

,

and as evidently intersect with the opposite sides, so as to fulfil

the relation

{RX: CX).{CY: AY).{AZ: /?Z} = - 1,

therefore, by relation a or 6', they are concurrent, and therefore

—

Every threey and therefore ally parallel lines are concurrent.

M
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Paradoxical as these conclusions always appear when first

stated, all doubt of their legitimacy has been long set at rest by

the number and variety of the considerations tending to verify

and confirm them.

137. In the following examples of the application of the

preceding relations, as criteria of the coUinearity of three points

X, Yj Z on three lines, and of the concurrence of three lines AX^
BY^ CZ through three points, one only of the two relations

equally establishing the circumstance being proved in each case,

the verification h priori of the other may be taken as an

exercise by the reader.

Ex. 1°. Every three points of bisection of different sides of a triangle

are collinear, or connect concurrently with the opposite vertices, according

as an odd number of them is external or internal.

For, since by hypothesis, BX :CX=±1, CY: ^ F= + t, AZ:BZ = ±1,

according as each section is external or internal, therefore the criterion

relation (a or b') for coUinearity or concurrence, viz.

{BX: CX).{Cr : AY).{AZ : BZ) = ±1,

according as an odd number of them is external or internal, is satisfied in

the simplest manner of which it is susceptible, and therefore &c

Ex. 2°. Every three lines of bisection of different angles ofa triangle are

concurrent, or intersect collinearly with the opposite sides, according as an

odd number of them is internal or external.

For, since by hypothesis,

BinBAX:axnCAX=±l,nxiCBr:iinABY='±l, ainACZ:smBCZ'^±l,

according as each section is external or internal, therefore the criterion

relation (o* or b) for concurrence or coUinearity, y'iz.

^mBAX:BinCAX).{nnCBYisinABY).{BmACZ: sin .8CZ)-q: 1,

according as an odd number of them is internal or external, is satisfied in

the simplest manner of which it is susceptible, and therefore &c

Ex. 8°. In every triangle circumscribed to a circle the three points of
contact of the sides connect concurrently with the opposite vertices.

For, if X, Y, Z be the three points of contact, then, since, by pairs of

equal tangenU from ABC tc the circle, AY" AZ, BZ = BX, CX = CY,
therefore, as in Ex. 1°., the criterion relation (6') for the concurrence of

AX, BY, CZ is idenlicaUy satisfied; it being evident, from the nature of

til* CMe, that the three points X, Y, Z must, according to circumsUnces,

1m aither all internal or one internal and two external to their respective

idee, and therefore &c.
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Ex. 4°. £• MMry trMiylf mterihti m a eireU (A* fIriM imiptmta at IA« • I

mriies$ inUr$tet (hAIumtI^ wM (A« ojifomtt Mm, *^

For if AX, BF, C? be tho three UDfeDti, thea, lince, by pain of

equal angles between BC, CA, AB and th* drde, tkaCBTmunBCZ,
tinACZ" tinCAX, un £^ JT « tinABT^ thnrefbre, m in enaple S°^ the

criterion relation (ft) for the ooIUnearitj lit XTZ b JdlticaDy MtbSed t it

being evident, from the nature of the eaaa, that tha thrae Unaa AX^ BT, CZ
moat, under all circumefancee, be extenial to th«r raqieetiTa angle*, and

therefore &c.

Ex. tP. In ewry irim»§U tk» tkrm ftppmiiemlm't tkrwfh <Ae vtrticM

to Me oppo$ii4 tidm ore mmeurrwmt (8aa Bx. S*, ISS).

For, it AX, BY, CZ be the three perpendieulart, then, dnoe, by pain

of nmilar right«Dgled triaoflea aboat A, B, €•» eoaunoa vartioaa,

tinABTmOnACZ, ^BCZ^^BAX, ^CAX^^CBT,
therefore the eriterion relation («') for the ooncarraoaa otAX, BT, CZ\»
identically tatiafledi it being evident, fron the nature of the caae, that, ao-

eording aa the trianfl^ k aente or obCaae aa^ad, they are either all intenud

or one iatemal and two extanal to their ra^eedTe aaglea, and tbertftite Aa.

Ex. 9". Jn mmrjf Inmtfk <Ae tkn« pmrptmUmilmn tirwyl mmifptkd to

thr fhr^t, Un»M r*m*t»r4inf Ot0m wUk tkt tmrUett I'eOraerf wliheari^ mtk tk»

tor, II u be me point, and OX, OT, OZ the dirae patpandiBulav

through it to OA, OB, OC raqieetively. then, aiiioe, by (66),

HZ : ex - {BO : CO), (sin BOX : abCOXX
CF: -<ir-(CO :^0). (eincor :iin -^OF),

AX: BZm{AO: BO). (tin AOZ '.am BOZ) I

and aince, by pain of perpendieulan,

tinCOF-einPOZ, ain^02- tinCOX, ain .BOX - ib.<l OF,

ttiorofore the criterion relation (a) for the oollinearity ofXTZ is aatiafladi

it being evident, from the nattire of theeaae, that they must be, aooording to

circumstances, either all external or one external and two internal to their

respective sides, and therefore &c.

Ex. T'. J[f tMs thfe $ide» of a triangU ie rifitet»d vntX rtpti to any

Un» (60), th» MfM Vmu ikromgk tM» eeriwee paralU to tht r0jUxion» <if tiU

oppotits $ide$ can eoncurrent.

For, it AX, B V, CZ be the three parallels, then, inioe, by differences of

pain of equal angles (60),

sin.4HF-sin^CZ, sin HCZ- sin £^X, ainC^X- sinCJ^F,

therefore the criterion relation {cC) for the concurrenee of AX, BY, CZ'im

identically satisfied ; it being evident, from the nature of the case, that, ao-

oording as the axis of reflexion is or is not parallel to a bisector of an

n9
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angle of the triangle, either two of them coincide with the sides of that

angle or two are external and one internal to their respective angles,

and therefore &c.

Ex, 8°. If the three vertices of a triangle he reflected with respect to

any line (50), the three lines connecting the reflexions with any point on the

line intersect collinenrly with the opposite sides.

For, if A', B', C be the three reflexions, O the point on the line, and

X, T, Z the three intersections of 0A\ OB", OC, with SC, CA, AB re-

spectively, then, since, by (65),

BX.CX= {BO : CO) . (sinBOX : sin COX),

CY: AYr. {CO : ^0).(sin COY: %\nAOY),

AZ : BZ={AO: BO), (sin AOZ: Bin BOZ)i

and since, by differences of pairs of equal angles (50),

sinCOr = sinBOZ, sinA 0Z= sinCOX, sin BOX = sinAO Y,

therefore the criterion relation a, for the coUinearity of X, Y, Z, is satisfied

exactly as in Ex. 6°; it being evident, from the nature of the case, that, here

as well as there, they must, according to circumstances, be either all external

or one external and two internal to their respective sides, and therefore &c.

Ex. 9°. Wlien three of the six intersections of a circle with the three

sides of a triangle connect concurrently with the opposite vertices, the re-

maining three also connect concurrently with the opposite vertices.

For, if A', Y, Zand X', Y', Z' be the two seta of intersections, then,

since, by Euc. III. 35, 36,

AY.AY'^ AZ. AZ\ BZ. BZ' = BX. BX', CX. CX' = CY.CY',

therefore

{AY:AZ).(BZ:BX).{CX:CY) = (AZ':AY').{BX':BZ').{CY':CX'),

and therefore when either equivalent = - 1 so is the other; that is, when
either set of connectors AX, BY, CZ, or AX', BY', CZ' is concurrent so

is the other. As no three points on a circle could be collinear, neither

equivalent could = i- 1 in this case.

Ex. 10°. When three of the six tangents to a circle from the three

vertices of a triangle intersect collineurly with the opposite sides, the remain-

ing three also intersect collinearly with the opposite sides.

For, i{AX, BY, CZ and AX', BY', CZ' be the two sets of tangents,

and a, b, c the lengths of the three chords intercepted by the circle on the

three tides of the triangle, since then, by (66, Cor. 2^),

in SAX. %in BAX' : sinC^X . ninCAX' = c» : i*,

tinCBY .sinC^J" : sin ^2?r. sin ^^F' = a* : c*,

tiuACZ .tin ACZ' .tixiBCZ .mnBCZ' m f : a*.
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iatnhn

(tinSAX : tinCAX) . (tinCSr : »nABr).{^ACZ : dn BC2)

''(tmCAX''.auiBAX).{wmABr':mnCBr'),(idnBCZ''.daBCZ'),

and therefore wImu aitlMr tqaivalciit m ^l ao is th« otlMt} that U, whta
either set of interaaetioaa X^ T, Z or X', Y\ X' k ooUtnaar ao U tba

other. Ac no three tasfenta to a circle could be oeaearrent, BetUiar aqoi-

Talent eoold • - 1 in thio eaaa.

Ex. 11^ W1t»m tkr9$foimlt m IJU mim ^m triamfb an aUktt aeBJHiaar

or eoneurrtnti^ cmmtHmmt wilk tMt affotUa •triMW, lAa oCW IAtm tfnalfy

ifitUnil trwm tkt hi9ttiion$ ^ lAe aMba Ara dw aittar t$Oiitttt ar aawcwr*

rtnih tMuttciuKi with lAa MMaeMta m^Immu

For, if X, r, Zand X\ V, Z' be the two eeto of potota, than, ainea,

by hnwthaeia, BXmCX' and CX^BX', CY • AY' wnA AT '- CY*,
AZ • BZ' and BZ • AZ\ tharefiara

iBX.CX\.{,CY'.AYY(AZ'.BZ)'-^{^CX'\BX'\{AY*'.CYyt,BZ''.AZ\

and therefore when aithar equivalant • 1 1 to ia alao tba olhari that i%

when dthar aat of pointa JT, F, Z or JT', Y\ Z' ia eoUiaaar, or* wfaas

>r linea AX, BY, CZ or AX', BY\ CZ* la ooocmwt, lo ia

cT, and tharafore &e.

Ex. IS*. IP'Am (Area limm Aromfk Utt 9mi*em •/ m friiw^ «r» a«6Ur

MMtmrrviil ot coUiittuHa iHltn$cltuit with lAa tffotilt jadic. lAa tthtt lAraa

eqtmOjf imelmtd to lAa JMafltora ^ lAa —fiw ar« alie mUUr cometirrmU er

coOiittufiu iiittn$€ltHtt laillA tht ofpttilt atdM.

For, if AX, BY, CZ and AX\ BY\ CZ' be the two »vt» of linrt.

thrn unco by hypothoMs BiUT -CwlJC' and CAX - ^^X. C// } A IIV-

find ABYm CBY', ACZmBCZ' uid BCZ m ACZ', tbeiafora

(tin B^X : tin CJX).(un ear : ein^Br) .(cin^eZ : Kin^CZ)

- (tinC^X' : tin BAX').[tMABY' t nnCBY').[unBCZ' : tin ^CZ'),

and tharelbre when either eqai>-alent T 1 ao ia also the other, that ia

when either set of lines AX, BY, CZ or AX', BY', CZ' it oonourreot,

or when either set of points A', 1', Z or X ', Y', Z' ia eollinear, so is also

the other, and therefore &e.

Ex. IS**. WM4H thfM Uhm through tht swrficss of a tritatgU mro eoi»*

emromi, tho tut Haoetort of (Aa Mrsa anglm tho^ itUrmimo inUrtoH with

tha cwrMpomdimg tidot of tht triangle at tis points, ovorg throo of which on

difforomi aido$ aro oithor coUimoar or eoneurrtmtlg eommoetatU with tho op-

pooitt voriie$$, aeeordimg a$ an odd nun^or of thorn it oxtomal or internal.

For, if O be the point of eonearrenee of the lines, and X, Y, Z the

intersections with the tides of the triangle of any three of the tix bisectors

of the three angles BOC, COB, A OB, then, since Hue. Ti. 3,

BX'. CXmiBO.CO, CY : AYmi CO :A0, AZ : BZ m ± AO: BO,
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according as each bisector is external or internal, therefore

(BX: CX).{Cr:AY).{AZ:BZ)^±l,

according as an odd number ofthem is external or internal, and therefore &c.

Ex. 14°. JFhen three points on the sides of a triangle are eollinear, the

six bisections of the three segments they determine connect with the corre-

tpomdmg vertices of the triangle by six lines, every three of which through

different vertices are either concurrent or collinearly intersectant with the

opposite sides, according as an odd number of them is internal or external.

For, if P, Q, iJ be the three eollinear points, and AX, BY, CZany
three of the six lines through A, B, C bisecting externally and internally

the three intercepted segments QB, BP, PQ, since then, by (65, Ck)r 3°.),

KnBAX:BiaCAX:=± AQ : AB, sinCBF: sin^Sr = ± BB i BP,

amACZ:BmBCZ = ± CP : CQ,

according as each bisector divides its angle of the triangle externally or

internally, and since, by (a),

(BP : CP) .{CQ-.AQ): (AB : BB) = + 1,

the three points P, Q, B being by hypothesis eollinear, therefore

(fimBAX:&mCA2r).{smCBr: Bin ABY) .{sin ACZ : sin BCZ) =
:f. 1,

according as an odd number of the bisectors is internal or external, and

therefore Ac.

N.B. With respect to this last example and all others of

the same kind, it is to be observed that, since, of the three

segments intercepted on any line by the three angles of any

triangle, two are always comprehended in the internal and one

always in the external regions of the intercepted angle, (see figs.

a, yS, 7, Art. 1 34), therefore an odd number of sections of either

kind for the segments corresponds always to an odd number

of sections of the other kind for the angles, and conversely.

138. The two last Examples, 13° and 14°, of the preceding

Article are particular cases of the two following general pro-

perties

—

1'. When three points X, Yy Z on the aides of a triangle

ABO are eollinear or connect concurrently with the opposite

vertieesy their connectors OJT, F, OZ with any arbitrary point

divide the three angles BOCj COA, AOB subtended at thai

point by the aides of the triangle^ so as to fulfil the relation

maBOX nnCOY BinAOZ_
mnCOX' KnAOY' BiaBOZ " ^ *
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and oonvtradjf^ whm tk^ oommdci wHk amg point torn to fulJU

the above relation ll^ are ooHmear or eotmeet comemrrentljf w^
the opponU vertioea.

2\ When three lines AX^ BY^ CZ through the vertioee ^\
a triangle ABO are oonmrrmt or interoeet onBBmirly with lAf \ i

oppoeite eidee^ their inierteetione X, F, Z with oiiy arbiirarg line I
*

L dioiie the three eegmente QB^ BP, PQ inUreeptoi on that lino
j

bi/ the angles of the triangle^ eo a» toJv{fl the rJaium I

QX BY PZ
liXPY' QZ^^^*

and eonveroefy^ when theg intereeet with any Une L eoaeto fiyU V
the above relation lA«y are eonearrent or mtereeet eoQmearfy with I

the oppoeite eidee.

For, whatever be the pontions of X, F, Z in 1*, aooe, hj

(65), diaregarding signa for a moment, '^

miBOX : maOOX^ {BX : CX).{00 : BO)^

KnCOY:MnAOY^{CY:AY),{AO: 00),

fonAOZ : ianBOZ^{AZ : BZ).{BO i AG)-,

and Binoe, eTidentlj, the internal and external sections of BO,
CAj AB and of BOO, OOA, AOB always correspond, thei«-

fore the two compounds,

(sin^OX: 8mC0X).(sinC0r: sbJOFMsin^lOZ: nnBOZ)

and {BX: OX).{OY: AY).{AZ: BZ)

are always equal in magnitude and similar in sign, and there-

fore when either of them » ± 1 so is the other also, which, by

relations a and b' of the preceding, proves both parts of 1'.

And whatever be the positions of AXj BY, CZ in 2*, since, by

the same, again disregarding signs for a moment,

QX : 5X= {QA : iL4).(8in OAX : onBAX),

BY: PY={BB : PB).{tanABY: sinC^F),

PZ : QZ={PC : QC).{unBCZ : tmACZ)-,

and since, by (a), the three points P, Q, B being collinear,

{QA : BA).{RB : PB).{PC : QC) = + l;

therefore, remembering (see note to the preceding Article) that

the odd number of sections of either kind for QB, BPy PQ
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corresponds always to the odd number of sections of the other

kind for BA 0, CBA^ A CBj and conversely, the two compounds

{QX : EX).{RY : PY).{PZ: QZ)
and

(sinC^X: f;mBAX).[^mABY -, smCBY).{BmBCZ: smACZ)^

are always equal in magnitude and opposite in sign, and there-

fore when either of them =±1 the other then =T1, which,

by relations a and b of the preceding, prove both parts of 2',

and therefore &c.

139. The next example is given separately from the utility

of the double property in the modern geometry of the triangle.

a. When three lines through the vertices of a triangle are

concurrent^ their three points of intersection toith the opposite sides

determine an inscribed triangle whose sides intersect collinearly

with those of the original to which they correspond.

b. When three points on the sides of a triangle are coUinear^

their three lines of connection with the opposite vertices determine

an exscribed triangle whose vertices connect concurrently toith

those of the original to which they correspond.

To prove o.—If ABC be the

original triangle, A'B'C any in- Bs.

scribed triangle, and JT, F, Z the

three intersections of their three

pairs of corresponding sides BG
and B'C\ CA and C'A\ AB
and A'B'^ then, whatever be the

positions of A'B'C'j since, by

(134, a.),

BX'.CX
--{BO' \ AC').[AB' I CB'\

CYiAY
'^{CA':BA').{BC':AC'),

AZ'.BZ
m{AB' : CB').{CA' : BA%

therefore, in all cases,

{BX: CX),{CY: AY).{AZ: BZ)
- {CA' : BA')\{AB' : CB')\{BC' : AC')\
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and therefore, as above stated, when AA'^ BB\ CC are con-

current A', }', Z are collbear, and conversely, both equivalents

being then =+1.
To prove b.—1( ABC be the original triangle, A^B^C^ any

exscribed triangle, and A', 1', Z the three intersections of their

three pairs of corresponding sidea BC and B^C^^ CA and C^A^y

AB and A^B^y then, whatever be the directions of AX^ BY^ CZ^

since, by (134, a'.),

VinBAA^ : wnCAA^w,-[nnBCZ\waiACZ).[uaABY\ nnCBY)^

unCBB^ : sb^^^,— {nnCAX : mMiBAX).{nnBCZ : sin^ CZ),

sin^ CC, : sinJJCC,—(sinAfiF: iinCJ?r).(»inCiUr : nnBAX)^

therefore, in all cases,

(sin^^l^, : MnCAA;).{nnCBB^ : sin^i!?5,).(sin^CC, : sinBCC,)

- - (sinCAX:B,mBAX)\{unAB Y: sinCBY)\{naBCZ:unA CZ)*,

and therefore, as above stated, when JT, Yf Z are coUinear

^Ll„ /i/?„ CC^ are ooncnrrent, and conTenely, both eqniTalents

being then =— I.

Cor. 1'. Wlien, as in a, the three lines AA\ BBy CC are

concurrent, and the three points JT, F, Z therefore ooUinear,

or conversely, it is easy to see that then always

BX _ BA' CY CB' AZ AC
CX^'iOA!' AY'' AB" BZ' SU"

relations which gpve at once, numerically, the positions of the

tliree points X, F, Z when those of the three A\ B'^ C are

known, and conversely.

For, by (134) a and 6', the common values of the three pain

of equivalents are expressed alike by the three compounds,

{BC : AC).{AB' : CB), {CA' : BA').{BC : AC),
{AB' : CB').{CA' : BA'),

respectively, and therefore &c.

Cor. 2°. When, as in &, the three points AT, Y, Z are col-

linear, and the three lines AA^, BB^, CC^ therefore concurrent,

or conversely, it is easy to see that then always

sin2?^A^ _ _ »'n^-^
.

gin Ci?r _ sin CBB^
tan CAX ~ sin CAa\ ' unABY~ " %mA£B^ '

sin^CZ sin^CC
.

sinJ?CZ ~ nnBCC. »
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relationa which give at once, numerically, the directions of the

three Imes AA^^ BB^^ CC^j when those of the three AX^ BYy
CZ are known, and conversely.

For, by (134) b and a', the common values of the three pairs

of equivalents are expressed alike by the three compounds

{BmBCZ: sinACZ ).{BinABY: amCBY),

(sinO^Z: 6mBAX).{s\nBCZ : BinACZ),

(sln^^F: B\nCBY).{BmCAX : BmBAX)f

respectively, and therefore &c.

Cor. 3°. From the preceding relations it may be easily

shown, that, for the same triangle ABC^ the same line XYZ
corresponds always to the same point 0, and the same point

to the same line XYZ^ in the two properties a and b.

For, ifXYZ be given, then since, by the relations of Cor. 1°,

the three sets of lines JJY, CZ^ and AA\ CZ^ AX^ and BB\
AX^ BYj and CG' in (a) are concurrent, and since, by hypo-

thesis, the three sets BYj CZ, and AA^, CZj AX, and BB^^

AXj BYj and CC, in {b) are concurrent, therefore three pairs

of lines AA' and A A,, BB' and BB^, CC and CC, coincide,

and therefore &c. And, if be given, then since, by the

relations of Cor. 2°, the three sets of lines BO, CO, and J5,C,,

CO, AO, and C^A^, AO, BO, and A^B^ in (b) intersect col-

linearly with the opposite sides of ABC, and since, by hjrpo-

thesis, the three sets BO, CO, and B'C, CO, AO, and C'A\

A 0, BO, and A'B' in (a) do the same, therefore the three points

X, Y, Z are the same for both, and therefore &c.

Cor. 4°. Given, with the triangle ABC, either the point

or the line / containing the three points X, Y, Z, which in the

modem geometry of the triangle are intimately connected with

each other, and distinguished by correlative names expressive

of their relation to each other and the triangle, the other may
be immediately determined by mere linear constructions based

on the above properties a and b, as follows

—

For, the triangle ABC being given, the point gives the

three lines OA, OB, OC, they the three points A',B', C, they

the three lines B' C", C'A', A'B', they the three points X, Y, Z,

and they finally the line I^ by property (a) ; and conversely.
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the triangle ABC being given, the line / gives the three points

X^ y, Z^ theJ the three lines AX^ BYy CZy they the three points

-4„ J9„ C,, they the three lines AA^^ BB^^ CC^y and they finally

the point 0, by property (i).

Cor. 5°. The point 0, or line /—and with either of oonne
the other—being given, if from the orig^inal triangle ABC two

series of triangles ABC, A"B"C'\ A"B'"C"\&c,, and Afi,C,
A^B^^ C„, -^1,,,-B,., C7„, &c. be derived by the continued repetition

of the two inverse constructions indicated in the itatementa of

the properties a and b\ applied first to the original triangle

itself Alii\ as in the figure, producing the two first derivatives

A'B'C and Afi,C,, then to each of them, in the same manner,

producing the two second derivatives A"B"C" and A^fi^^C^^,

then to each of them again, in the same manner, producing the

two third derivations A"'B"'C"' and -4^A.^-.i *nd •<> on to in-

finity ; the two series of triangles thus derived firom ABC, by
the directing agency of and /, would form evidently, through

the connecting link of the original, one continuous, and in both

directions unlimited, system of connected trianglea, each in«

scribed to one and exscribed to the other of the two between
which it lies ; their three systems of corresponding sides ptftng
in different directions through the same three points JT, y, Z
on the line /; their three systems of corre^randing vertices

lying in difiercnt positions on the same three lines OA, OB^
OC through the point 0\ and the point and line Oand /having
to each and all of them, individually and collectively, the same
relations as to the original ABO.

In the particular case of the line / being at infinity, the

triangles constituting the Bjrstcm would evidently be all similar,

alternately similarly and oppositely placed, and having all the

point for common centre of similitude, (42).

-^

140. The next Example, again, is ^ven separately from the

importance of the proper^ as the basis of the theory of per-

spective, or homology, as it is termed by the French writers, in I

the geometry of plane figures.

For two triangles cf any nature tohoae vertioea and tides corre-

•pcnd M pairs, when the three pairs of corresponding vertices

cowMdi coneurrently the three pairs ofoorrespon^ng sides nUerseoi
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colUnearly^ and conversely^ when the three pairs of corresponding

sides intersect coUinearly the three pairs of corresponding vertices

connect concurrently.

For, if ABC and A'B'C be any two triangles whose vertices

and sides correspond in pairs, AA\ BB\
0(7',the three connectors ofcorrespond-

ing pairs of vertices, and X, F, Z the

three intersectionsofcorresponding pairs

of sides; from the vertice8-45C of either

letting fall pairs of perpendiculars AP
and AP, BQ and BQ, CR and CR
upon the pairs of sides about the cor-

responding vertices A', B\ C of the

other, since then, in all cases,

BQ: CB' = BX:CX,

CR:AP=CY:AY,
AP:Bg = AZ'.BZ;

therefore, in all cases, the two compounds

{BQ : CE).[CR : AF).{AP: BQ),

or [AP'.AP).{BQ : BQ).{CR : CR),

and [BX-. CX).{CY: AY).{AZ: BZ),

are equal in magnitude and similar in sign, and therefore when

either = + 1 so is the other also ; but when the former = + 1 the

three lines AA', BB\ CC through the vertices of A\ B\ C are

concurrent, and conversely, (135), and when the latter =+1
the three points X, F, Z on the sides of ABC are collinear, and

conversely, (134, a.), and therefore &c. Of course when either

equivalent = — 1 so too is the other also, but the general property

resulting from the circumstance, though equally obvious, is not

equally important in that case.

As both parts, a and 6, of the property of the preceding

Article arc evidently included in the above as particular cases,

the former, therefore, though independently established in the

text, are not really independent, but are merely converse proper-

ties; which is evident also from the obvious consideration, adverted

to in Cor. 5°, that the two derived triangles A'B'C and A^B^C^y
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see figure to the preceding Article, are related each to the

original ABC as the orig^al to the other.

141. From the above the following important extension of

itself may be readily inferred, via.

—

For two geometrical Jigwe$ of any kind, F and F^ wkich are

of such a nature thatj to every point of one corrrtpondt a point

of the other
J
to every fine of one a line of the others to every point

of interaection of tvoo lme» of one the pouU of intereeeiion of the

/.,./. '^r,rre»ponding lines of the otherj and to every lute of eoH'

of two points of one the line ofeonneetum of the tteo eorr&-

>j»mili»g points of the other / when the eeveral pairs ofcorrespond-

tug points connect concurrently the several pairs of corresponding

lin*-H intrr^ct coUinearly^ and conversely^ when the several pairs of
'7 lines intersect coUinearly the several pairs of corr^

>li>niini,j ^» lints connect concurrently.

For, if, in the former case, L and Z', ITand JT, A^and *V'

l»f any three pairs of corresponding lines, and therefore, by the

nssutiied connections, MN and M'N\ JSL and X'L'j LM and
L'M' three pairs of corresponding points, of the figures; since

then, by hypothesis, the three latter connect concurrently, tben>>

fore, by the abore, the three former intersect ooUineariy ; and
the property being tbos true for every three is therefore true for

all pairs of corresponding lines, and therefore dec ; and if, in

the latter case, P and P', Q and ^, R and R be any three pairs

of corresponding points, and therefore, by the assumed con-

nections, QB and QR, RP and RP, PQsnAPQf three paira

of corresponding lines, of the figures ; since then, by hypothesis,

the three latter intersect coUinearly, therefore, by the above,

the three former connect concurrently ; and the property being

thus true for every three is therefore true for all pairs of corre-

sponding points, and therefore &c
Every two triangles, or figures of any nature related as above

to each other, when so relatively situated that their several

pairs of corresponding points connect concurrently and their

several paira of corresponding lines intersect coUinearly, are

said to be in perspective^ or, as the French writers term it, m
homology with each other; and, in the same case, the point

of concurrence of the several concurrent connectors, and the
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line of coUinearity I of the several pairs of coUinear inter-

sections, either or both of which may be at infinity, are termed

respectively the centre and the axis of perspective or homology
j

the meaning and origin of the terms are obvious.

142. Two similar figures F and F\ both right or left, what-

ever be their nature, when placed either in similar or in opposite

positions with respect to each other (41), furnish the most

obvious as well as the simplest example of figures in perspec-

tive ; for, their several pairs of homologous points P and P con-

nect concurrently through their centre of similitude (42), which

therefore in their case is the centre of perspective ; and, their

several pairs of homologous lines L and i', being parallels,

intersect coUinearly on the line at infinity (136, 1°.), which there-

fore in their case is the axis of perspective.

Conversely, when the axis of perspective of two figures

F and F' in perspective is at infinity, the figures themselves,

whatever be their nature, are similar, both right or left, and

either similarly or oppositely placed ; for, as their several pairs of

corresponding lines L and L' intersect at infinity, they are

parallel, and, as their several pairs of corresponding points

P and P connect through the centre of perspective, that point

satisfies for the figures the conditions of similitude (32), and

therefore &c. When, in addition, the centre of perspective also

is at infinity, the ratio of similitude being then = + 1, the figures

are not only similar in form, and similarly placed in position,

but also equal in magnitude.

143. Two figures F and F' composed of pairs of corres-

ponding points P and P*, Q and Q\ R and R\ &c., connecting

by parallel lines all cut in the same ratio by the same line /,

furnish another obvious example of figures in perspective, the

line of section being the axis, and the point at infinity in the

direction of the parallels the centre, of perspective ; for per-

pendicular section generally, every two such figures are said

also to be refractions^ and in the particular case when the ratio

of section «— 1, as already mentioned in (50), to be reflections of

each other, with respect to the line or axis of section ; the general,

like the particular, name having been introduced for convenience

into Geometry from the science of Optics.
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Conversely, when the centre of perepoctive of two fignres

F and F' in perspective is at infinity, the figores thenuelves,

whatever be their nature, are connected with each other by the

preceding relation ; for, as every two connectors PP' and QQ oi

tlieir pairs of corresponding points intersect at infinity, they are

parallel, and, as the two corresponding lines PQ and P'Q
connecting their extremities intersect on the axis of per^wctiTe,

they are divided by that line in the same ratio, and therefore dbo.

When, in addition, the axis of pen^wotive abo is at infinity,

the ratio of section being then+ 1, the figares, which for that

ratio would necesBarily coincide were the axis not at infinity,

are, as already noticed in the preceding article, exact duplicates

in form, magnitude, and direction, and merely separated from

each other in absolntc position by an interval of finite magnitude.

144. Two figures F and F may be of such a nature as

to form, and so drcomstaiiced as to position, that a con^espoa-
dence between their points and linos in pairs, satisfying the

conditions of per^iectiT«, may exist in more ways dum one.

Two shnilar figores, for instmoei of such a form as to be sosoep-

tible simultaneously of similar and opposite positions by diffsrent

ways of correspondence (85), are of such a character, and are

accordingly not only in perspective but doubly in perspective

when in any positions of similitude or opposition, the two

centres of similitude, external and internal, being the centres

of the two perspectives, and the line at infinity the common axis

of both.

Two circles being similar figures which, however situated,

•re always at once in similar and opposite positions with respect

to each other, are therefore always in perspective for each centre

of similitude ; but, as we shall see in another chapter, they

possess moreover the additional property of being not only in »

perspective but doubly in perspective for each centre of simili-

tude, the line at infinity being the common axis for two of the

perspectives, and another lino at a finite distance the common
axis for the other two.

145. In the perspective of two rowa of points on different

axes or of pencils of lines through different vertices, already
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alluded to in (130), an exceptional peculiarity presents itself,

which, if not attended to, might cause embarrassment in the

applications of the general theory to their particular cases

;

while the centre of perspective in the case of the rows, and the

axis of perspective in the case of the pencils, is unique and

determinate (130), the axis in the former case, and the centre in

the latter, is indeterminate; every line concurrent with the

axes of the rows in the former case, and every point coUiuear

with the centres of the pencils in the latter case, being indif-

ferently an axis of perspective in the one case, and a centre of

perspective in the other. All such cases however are excep-

tional, figures in perspective having in general but a single

centre and a single axis of perspective, both generally at a

finite distance, but either or both of which may be at infinity.

146. The following are a few consequences from the funda-

mental theorem of the preceding article (140) respecting triangles

in perspective

—

a. When three pairs ofpoints P and P\ Q and Q\ R and R
connect concurrently^ the six centres of perspective X and X\
Y and Y\ Zand Z' of the three pairs of segments QQ and RR^
RR and PF'j PP' and QQ they determine (131), lie in four

groups of three XYZ^ Y'Z'Xj Z'X'Yj X'Y'Z on four lines

;

each pair of corresponding centres thus constituting a pair of
opposite intersections of the same tetragram (106).

a'. When three pairs of lines L and L\ M and 3/', N and N'
intersect collinearly^ the six axes ofperspective U and U\ VattdVj

Wand W' of the three pairs of angles MM' and NN'y NN* and

LL\ LL' and MM' they deterrnine (131), pass in four groups of
three UVW^ V'W'U, W'lTV^ U'V'W through four points;

each pair of corresponding axes thus constituting a pair of
opposite connections of the same tetrastigm (106).

For, in the former case, the directions of the three segments

PP, QQf RR being by hypothesis concurrent, the three pairs

of points P and P, Q and Q^ R and R determine therefore

four pairs of triangles PQR and PQR'y QRF and QRP,
RPQ and RPQ, PQR and PQ'R, whose pairs of correspond-

ing sides by (140) intersect collincarly at the six centers of

perspective of the three segments, viz. QR and Q'R at X,
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nP ana RF at Y, PQ and FQ kX Z, QR and QR at X\
RF and UP at 1", PQ and FQtXZ', and therefore &c. ; and,

in the latter eaite, the vertices of the three angles LL'y MM'y
NS' being by liypothesis collinear, the three palm of lines L
and L\ M and J/', A" and y determine therefore four pairs of

triangles LMN and X'J/'.V, MNL' and M'N'L, NLM' and

S'L'Mj LMN' and L'M'X^ whose pairs of correspon(Ung verticen,

by (140), connect concurrently by the six axes of perspective

of the three angles, vir., MX and M'N" by f, XL and X'L'

by r, L.\f and Z'.V by W, MX' and iTJVby IT, XL' and .YA
bv r', LM' and L'Mhy H'\ and therefore &c

'
i. H7i^« threr trioils ofpoints P, Q.R, F, Qf.R; F\ </', R"

(l^tenniue thref triangle* tcho9e aidet pa*$ eoncwrreutly through

t/irrr rollinear jmntg, the tkrte conjugate triada P, i**, F'\ Q^ (/y (/';

Ji, li\ R' also liitfrmine three triangUe whoee nJ«t pa»t con-

currently through three collinear pointa.

When three triad* of linee L, if, X\ Z', Jr, .V; X ", M\ X"
ne three triemgU$ vfhoee vertiee* lie collinearlg on three

>nt line*^ the three conjugate triad* X», X', L" ; if, J/', M"
;

N, .N
, .V" aUo determine Aree triomglee whoee vertiee* lie «>/-

liurttrly on three eoneurreni linee.

For, in the former case, if X, Jf, iST; X', if, IT ; X", if", N"
be the three triads of sides of the three original, and U^ U*^ U"\

r, 1", V" ] H', H", W" those of the three conjugate triangles;

then, since by hypothesis the three triads of points L'L'\ M'M'\
X'X"; L"L, MM, XX; LL\ ifJT, NX^ are collinear, there-

fore by (140) the three triads of lines U, F, W; fT, V\ H";
IT", F", W" are concurrent ; and again, since by hjrpothesis

the three triads of lines Z., L\ L"\ J/, J/', J/"; AT, A", X" are con-

current, therefore, by (140), the three triads of points V\\\

nr, V"W"; WU, Wir, ^^'U"', UV.irV, ?7"r' are col-

linear, and therefore &c. And in the latter case, if P, Q, R ;

P, Q\ R ; P', (?", R' be the three triads of vertices of the

three original, and A", A", A'"; Y, 1", 1'"; Z^Z^Z" those of the

three conjugate triangles; then, since by hypothesis the three

triads of lines FF\ QQ'\RR', F'P, OTQ, R'R-, PF, QQ, RR
are concurrent, therefore, by (140), the three triads of points

X, y, Z\ X\ y, Z' ; A'", y, Z" are collinear ; and again, since

by hypothesis the three triads of points P, P, F'
; (>, (/, Q"

j

o
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i?, R\ R' are collinear, therefore, by (140), the three triads of

lines YZ, Y'Z', Y"Z"', ZX, Z'X\ Z"X"; XY, XT', X"Y"
are concurrent, and therefore &c.

c. When three Ji/jurea of any kind -F, F\ F'\ in prespective

two and two, have a common axis of perspective^ the three centers

ofperspective of the three pairs they determine are collinear.

c. When three figures of any kind F^ F\ F\ in perspective

two and two, have a common centre of perspective, the three axes

ofperspective of the three pairs they determine are concurrent.

For, in the former case, if P,Q,R; F, Q\ E ; P", Q\ R' be

any three triads of corresponding points of the three figures; then,

since by hypothesis the three triads of lines QR, Q'R\ Q"R"
',

RPy R'P\ R"F''j PQ, FQ\ P'Q" pass concurrently through

three collinear points, therefore, by the preceding (6), the three

triads of lines PF\ QQ'^ER"-, P'P, Q'Q^R'R; PF, QQ',

RR also pass concurrently through three collinear points, and

therefore &c. And, in the latter case, if X, J/, N', L\ M\ N'
;

L'\ M", N" be any three triads of corresponding lines of the

three figures; then, since by h}^othe3i8 the three triads of

points MN, M'N', M"N"; NL, N'L', N"L"; LM, LM\ L"M"
lie coUinearly on three concurrent lines, therefore, by the pre-

ceding (6'), the three triads of points L'L", M'M", N'N" ; L"L,

M"Mj N"N'j LL\ MM\ NN' also lie coUinearly on three con-

current lines, and therefore &c.

These two latter properties the reader may easily verify,

a priori, for the particular cases when the common axis in the

former case and the common centre in the latter case \a at

infinity.

147. When tioo triangles ABC and A'BC\ whose vertices

and sides correspond in pairs, are in perspective.

a. The sides of each intersect with the non-corresponding

pairs of sides of the other so as to fulfil (see fig.)

for ABC the general relation

BY.BZ CZ._CX' AX.A Y'

CY.CZ' ' AZ.AX ' BX.BY' ""^ ^'

for A'BC the corresponding relation

BT.RZ C'Z.C'X AX'.AY
C'T.CZ' A'Z'.A'X ' BXTRY'"'^
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h. The vertices of each cnmed with Ae nim-comtpomding

pairs of vertices of ike other so as to ftifU (see fig.)

for ABC the general relation

BinBAB'.MnBAC unCBC.BJnCBA' mnACA'.nnACR
nnCABMnCAC ' mnAB&MnARdf * mBCA'.mnBOF'"^^'
frr A'B^C the eorrespondmg reitdum

Bin/ ' VC mn' nC'RA nn A'C'A.f^

sin' .. i. ^i(J ' aio^i ^ <. .^mA'B'A ' atuB'C'A.iu.^' o i>

fgy tehsn two triangles ABO tmd A'B'C^ tohom

^ides oorretpomi in pairsj <ire such that the sides ef
'" '''i the non-corresponding pairs of sides of the oiksr

>" as (.. 'T relation (a), or that the vertices of one connect

icith th< ifling "pairs tf vertices of the other so as to

fu Ifl tit 'reinperspective.
For, 1 *«

of either Iri //(7, letting

fall
••

•

cuhu ^ ^ .
. ., . ,

BQ'; CB, OR, OR' upon the

three sideS) corresponding and

uon-corresponding, of the other

A'B'C', then, since, in the case

of (rt), by pairs of similar right-

angled triangles,

BY : CY^BQ : OB and BZ' : CZ'^BQ : OR',

CZ : AZ= OR : AP and CJT ,AX' = CB : AF\
AX.BX»AFiBQuiAAT'.BT = AP'.BQ'\

and since, in the case of (6), bj (61), directly

sin^'^'5 : waC'A'B^ BQ : BQ
and sin B'A'C : sin C'A'C=CB: CR\

BinCBC : BinA'B'C= CR : CB

and sinC'BA : sin^'JB'^ =AP: AP',

mnA'C'A : %\aBO'A =AF : AP
anl sin^'C'-B: waB'C'B^BQ : BQ",

02
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therefore the left-hand numbers of the first relation (a) and of

the second relation [b) are always equal in magnitude and sign

to the compound

{BQ^ : CR"),{CR' : AP').[AF : BQ'),

or which is the same thing to the compound

[AF : AP").{BQ' : BQ").[CR' : CR'\

which, by (135), =4-1 when the triangles are in perspective,

and conversely, and therefore &c.

By simply interchanging the two triangles in the preceding

construction and demonstrations, the second relation (a), which

is for A'B'C what the first is for ABG^ and the first relation

(5), which is for ABC what the second is for A'B'G\ result of

course in the same manner.

148. With an important example of the application of each

of the preceding criteria of perspective between triangles, whose

vertices and sides correspond in pairs, we shall conclude the

present chapter.

Example of criterion (a).

—

In every hexagon inscribed in a

circle the two triangles determined by the two sets of alternate

aides are in perspective, opjwsite sides in the hexagon being cor-

responding sides in the perspective.

For, supposing in the figure of the preceding article the

six vertices X and X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z' of the hexagon

YZXY'ZX' determined by the six sides of the two triangles

ABC and A'B'C to be six points on a circle; then, since

Euc. III. 35, 36,

AX.AY' = AZ.AX', BY.BZ'^BX.BT, CZ.CX' = CY.CZ',

therefore relation (a) for the triangle ABC is satisfied in the

simplest manner of which it is susceptible, and therefore <S:c.

This is the celebrated Theorem of Pascxd respecting a

hexagon inscribed in a circle, and accordingly the centre and

axis of the perspective In this case are often spoken of as the

I\x$cal point and line of the hexagon.

Example of criterion (l>).—In every hexagon circumscribed to

a circle the tiro triangles determined by the two sets of alternate

vertices are in perspective, opposite vertices in the hexagon being

corresponding vertices in tJie perspective.
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For, supposing in the same figure the six sides^C and B'C'^

CA' and C'A^ AB' and A'B of the hexagon BCAB'CA^ deter-

mined by the six vertices of the two triangles ABC and A'B'C
to be six tangents to a circle ; then, if a, 5, c be the lengths

of the three chords intercepted by the circle on the three aides

BCy CAjAB of either triangle ABC, since, by (66, Cor. «*),

nnBAB'.eiaBAC : sinC^^.sinC^C'-c* : b%

mnCBC'.nn CBA : vaJLBCvctiABA - o'
: c',

voiACA .voiACB' : uuBCA,vaxBCB ^h* : a',

therefore relation (&) is satisfied for the triangle ABC^ and

therefore &c.

This is the f< 1.1. rated Tli<>>r,)H ff Bri,in^h"ii r«''J><. tiiiu; a

hexagon circunisirllnd to :i ilnli-j jin-l luconlingly tin- triitre

and axis of the pcr^poctive in this case are often spoken of as

the Brinnchon point and line cfthe kexogcn.

If of the two triangles ABC and A'B^C one be either

inscribed or exscribcd to the other, and the latter therefore either

exscribed or inscribed to the former, the circle in either of the

Above properties would manifestly pass through the three

rertioes of the inscribed and there touch the three udes of the

exscribed triangle, and the two properties of triangles circam-

scribed and inscribed to a circle, g^ven in examples 8* and 4*,

Art. 137, would follow at once as particular eases from either

of the above.
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CHAPTER IX.

THEORY OF INVERSE POINTS WITH RESPECT TO A
CIRCLE.

149. Every two points P and Q on any diameter of a

circle, the rectangle CF.CQ under whose distances from the

centre C is equal in magnitude and sign to the square of the

radius CJR, are said to be inverse points with respect to the circle.

From the mere definition of inverse points it is evident that

:

1°. When the radius of the circle is real they always lie at the

same side of the centre and at opposite sides of the circum-

ference, and coincide on the latter when their common distance

from the former is equal to the radius ; 2°. When the radius is

imaginary they always lie at opposite sides of the centre, never

coincide, and are at their least distance asunder when equidistant

from the centre ; 3°. Whether the radius be real or imaginary,

as one recedes from, the other approaches to the centre, and

conversely, and when one is at infinity in any direction the

other is at the centre, and conversely ; 4°. In the extreme case

when the radius is evanescent, and the circle therefore a point,

one is always at the point and the other any where indifierently

;

5*. In the other extreme case when the radius is infinite, and

the part of the circle not at infinity therefore a line, they are

simply reflexions of each other with respect to the line (50). Of
these particulars the last, less evident than the others, will appear

more fully from the following general property of inverse points.

150. IfP and Q he any pair of inverse points with respect

to a circle of any nature^ A and B the two e^remities^ real or

imaginary^ of the diameter on which they lie, and C the centre

of the circle, then always

AP" : A(^ '^ BF* : BQ'^CP: CQ.
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For, since, by hypothesis, CP.CQ^CI^^ therefore

CP-.CR^CRi CQ^ CP± CR : CR± CQ,

and therefore {CP± CR)* : {CR± CQ)*-' CP : CQ, but

CP+CR=AP, CQ+CR=AQ, CP^CR^BP, CQ-CR^BQ;
and therefore &c.

Hence, in tiie particular case when C is at Infinity, that is,

-u-Iien the part of the circle not at infinity with it is a line at

a finite distance; «nce then CP: CQ»\y therefore, by the

above, AP" : A(/^l and BP* :B</»ly or the two points

A and B are the two poiuts of bisection, external and internal,

of the se^ent PQ^ and therefore, as stated in the preceding

Article, Me ttco poitUa P and Q ore m thai o(ue refUxunu of
each otlier with respect to the line into which the part of the dreU
not at in fin iff/ then opens out.

In tlic Geometry of the Circle, upon which we are now
formally entering, the reader will find, as he proceeds, that

universally, as above, when the centre of a circle goes off to In-

finity without carrying the entire circle with it, the line at a

finite distance, into which the figure in its limiting form for the

extreme magnitude of its radius =00 then opens out (18), ia

in reality but part of the entire circle; the line at infinity (136)

being invariably the remaining part, and poasesslng, in com-

bination with the line not at Infinity, all the properties of the

complete circle In the general case ; instances confirmatory of

this will appear In numbers in the sequel, and though to avoid

circumlocution we shall continue generally to speak, as we have

hitherto done, of a circle becoming a line when its centre goes

to Infinity leaving Itself behind, the circumstance that the line
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at infiulty is always to be associated with tlie line not at Infinity

as part of the entire circle must never, In such cases, be lost sight

of whenever it may be necessary, as it often is, to take it into

account.

151. Whatever be the nature of the circle, the inverse Q
of every point P, not the centre C, is evidently unique and

determinate, being on the line CP connecting two known points

C and P, and at a distance CQ from one of them C of known

magnitude and sign ; of the centre Itself, however, the inverse,

be'mg on the line connecting two coincident points. Is Indeter-

minate, any point at injimty when the radius Is &iltc, and any

point whatever In the particular case when it is evanescent,

satisfying evidently the conditions that determine It.

When two points P and Q are such that one P Is the Inverse

of the other Q with respect to any circle, the latter Q Is, of

course, reciprocally, the inverse of the former P with respect

to the same circle.

152. As every circle has an Infinite number of pairs of Inverse

points P and Q^ P and Q\ P' and Q'\ &c., whose lines of con-

nection all pass through Its centre C, and for which the several

rectangles CP.CQ^ CP.CQ^ GP'.CQ'\ &c. are all equal In mag-

nitude and sign to the square of Its radius CR\ so conversely, every

two points P and Q have an infinite nilmber of circles to which

they are inverse, whose centres C, C", C", &c. all lie on their
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lino of connection PQ, and the squares of whose radii Clij C'R^

C"R\ &c. are scverallj equal in magnitude and sign to the

corresponding rectangles CP.CQ^ C'P.C'Qj C'P.C'Q, &c.;

every such circle is said, for a reason that will appear in an-

other chapter, to be coaxal with the two points P and Q^ and

its radius CR is evidently real or imaginary according aa its

centre C is external or internal to the segment PQ^ evanescent

when C coincides with either point P or Q, and infinite when
C is at infinity, in which case the line into which the part of

the circle not at infinity then opens oat is (150) the axis of re-

flexion L of the two points P and Q.

Every two circles belonging to sudi a system being evidently

equal in magnitude when their centres C and /), C and Z/,

C" and U\ &c. arc equidistant in opposite directions from the

middle point of PQ^ the entire system consists therefore of

two similar and opposite groups, symmetrically disposed In

equal and opposite pairs, reflexions of each other with respect

to the axis of reflexion of P and Qy by and through which, in

combination with the line at infinity, the circles of one group

are sopnnited from and pa«9 Into those of the other ; each circle

of each group enclosing all within and being endoeed by all

without itself; and each point /'and Q being the nucleos round

wblcU the circles of its own group are eocentrlcally di^>osed,

and the evanescent limit through which they pass finom real to

imaginary, and conversely.

In the particular case when the two points P and Q coincide,

the circles of the system are all real, the range of centres PQ
for which they aro imaginary In the general case being then

evanescent. In this, the only case in which any two circles

of the entire system have a common point or any two of the

same group a common tangent, they evidently all pass through

the point of coincidence P= Q^ and all touch at that point the

line L passing through it perpendicular to their line of centres

;

and all the other particulars respecting their distribution, as

above stated for the general case, are obvious, and have been

already stated in Art. 18.

153. In conr.ection with the subject of the preceding Article

the following problem not uufrcquently presents itself:
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Given two pairs of points P and <?, P* and Q on the same I

line^ to determine the centre C and radius CR of the circle coaxal
\

with both.

To solve which, since, by the preceding,

CRCQ = CF,CQ=CE',

therefore, assuming arbitrarily any point M not on the line,

describing through it the two circles PMQ and PMQ^ and

drawing their chord of intersection MN intersecting the given

line at the point 0; the circle round C as centre, the square of

whose radius CR is equal in magnitude and sign to the rectangle

CM.CN^ is evidently that required. For (Euc. III. 35, 36)

CRCQ= CF.Cg=CM.CN= CR^,

and therefore &c.

The circle thus determined, though its centre C is always

real, is itself imaginary when the two points P and Q alternate

with the two P and Q in the order of their occurrence on their

common axis ; this is evident from the obvious circumstance that

the rectangle CM.CN is then necessarily negative; in every

other case however it is positive, and the circle is therefore real.

In the particular case when the two intercepted segments

PQ and FQ have a common middle point, the centre (7, deter-

mined as above, being then at infinity, the part of the circle

itself not at infinity opens out, as it ought, into the common

axis of reflexion of the two pairs of points P and Q^ F and (/,

see (150).

154. Any two segments of the same diameter of a circle,

which are such that the extremities of one are the inverses of

the extremities of the other with respect to the circle, are termed

inverse segmrntA with respect to the circle ; thus, if PF be the

^ment intercepted between auy two points P and F on the

same diameter of a circle, and QQ that intercepted between

the two inverse points Q and Q\ the two segments PF and QQ
are inverse segments with respect to the circle.

Since, from the iuterchangeability of loTerse points (151),

every two pairs of inverse points P and Q^ F and Q on the

same diameter of a circle, determine evidently two diflcrent

pain of inverso segments PF and QQ\ PQ and QF.^ hence
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connected with every pair of inverse Mgments PP' and QQ
with respect to any circle, there exists always a conjugate pair

PQ" and (JF with re^>ect to the same circle.

Again, as every two segments PQ and P(^ of the same line

thus determine two different pairs of segments PP and QQ\
PQ' and QP inverse to the unique circle coaxal with themselvea

(153), so conversely, they determine two different circles with

resiKict to which they arc themselves inverse i^^mcnts, one that

coaxal with the two PP and QQf, and the other that coaxal

with the two P(/ and QP (153).

Hence the useful problem, given two Mffwunit PQ andPQ
of the $Qm6 line, to determine the two circle* witA reepect to which

tliey are inverse aec/ments^ is rcdaccd to that of the preceding

Article (153), viz. to determine the two circle* which are coaxal,

one with the two segments PP and QQ^ and the other with

the two PQ and QP^ and whidi, from the construction given

in that Article, are eauly seen to be both real in the case when

the extremities of the two given segments PQ and FQ alter-

nate witii each other in the order of their occurrence on their

common axis, and to be one real and one imaginary in either

of the two cases when they do not.

155. Every two pointM and their tiro immerses tcith respect to

the same circle lie in a circle.

For, if (fig.. Art. 150) P and P* be the two points, n au-l (/

their two iuvei'sc^, and C the centre of the cinle ; tluii pImco,

by the definition of inverse points, CP.CQ = CF.CQy each

being = the square of the radius of the circle, therefore 4&c.

Conversely, er^ry circle jtasaing through a pair of inverse

points with respect to anotlter circle determines a pair of inverse

points on every diameter of the other.

For, if P and Q^ P and Q (same figure) be the two pairs

of points in which any circle intersects any two diameters

of any other circle, and C the centre of the latter ; then, since

CP.CQ=CP.CQ', if cither rectangle = the square of cither

radius, so b the other.

Cor. r. It is evident from the above that if the same circle

pass through a pair of inverse points with respect to one circle,

and also tlnoiigh a pair of invci-se points with respect to an-
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other circle, it cuts the diameter common to both in a pair

inverse points common to both.

COR. 2°. The preceding furnishes an obvious solution of

tlie problem, " to determine on the common diameter of two given

circles the two points^ real or imaginary^ inverse to both" For,

assuming arbitrarily any point P, and describing the circle passing

through it and through its two inverses Q and B with respect

to the two circles ; the circle FQR thus described intersects, by

the preceding, the common diameter in the two points required.

The two points E and F thus determined are imaginary

when the two circles intersect, real when they do not, and co-

incident at the point of contact when they touch. See Art. 152.

156. Every circle passing through a pair of inverse points

with respect to another circle is orthogonal to the other. (22).

For, if C (fig., Art. 150) be the centre of any circle, P and

Q any pair of inverse points with respect to it, and B either

point In which any circle through P and Q Intersects It ; since

then by hypothesis CF.CQ = CB*j therefore CB^ a radius of

one circle. Is a tangent to the other, and therefore &c (22).

Conversely, everg circle orthogonal to another determines pairs

of inverse points on all diameters of the other.

For, If C (same fig.) be the centre of either circle, P and

Q the two points in which any line through it meets the other,

and B either point of Intersection of the two ; then since the

radius CB of the former Is, by hypothesis, a tangent to the

latter, therefore CF.CQ= CB*y and therefore &c. (22).

CJOR. 1°. It is evident from the above that everg circle pau'

ing through the common pair of inverse points with respect to two

others (155, Cor. 2') is orthogonal to bothy and conversely that,

everg circle orthogonal to ttco others passes through their common

pair of inverse points.

COK. 2°. It is also evident from the same that all the circles

of a system having a common pair of inverse points (sec the

undotted circles of fig.. Art. 152) are cut orthogonallg by every

circle passing thrmigh the points^ and, conversely, that all the

circles of a system passing through a pair of common points (see

the dotted circles of same figure) are cut orthogonally by every

circle coaxal with the points.
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Cor. 3°. It follows also from the above and from Cor. 1°.

that if a variahh circle pass through a fixed point and cut a

fixed circle at right angles^ or^ more generalitfy if it cut txco fixed

circles at rigid angles, the locus of its centre is a line ; for passing

through the ponit and its inverse with respect to the circle in

the former case, and through the common pair of inverse points

with respect to the two circles in the latter case, its centre in

either caae describes therefore the axis of reflexion of the two

points through which it pa.<scs; a more general proof for the

second case will be given in another chapter.

Cor. 4°. The preceding supply obvious solutions of the throe

following problems: "7b describe a circle^ V, passing through

two given jtoints and cutting a given circle at right armies;

2*. passing through a given point and cutting two given circles

at right angles; 3*. cutting three given circles at right atiglesJ**

For the circle passing through the two points and through the

inverse of either with respect to the circle, in the first case;

that passing through the point and its two inverses with respect

to the two circles, in the aeoond caae ; and that orthogonal to

any one of the tluree circles, and passing through the common
pair of inverse points with respect to the other two, in the tliird

case; is evidently that required; a more general construction

for the third case will be given in another chapter.

157. 7%e two tangents to a circle from any point in the axis

of refiexion of any pair of inverse points are equal to the tufo

distances of the j)oint from the inverse points.

For, if P and Q (fig.. Art 150) be the inverse points, any

point in their axis of reflexion X, and OH and OS the two

tangents from to the circle ; since then, by the preceding,

the circle round as centre which passes through P and Q
cuts the original circle at right angles, it passes through It and

iS, and therefore &e.

Conversely, the locus of a variable point, not at infinity (15),

the tangents from which to a fixed circle are equal to its distance

from a fixed point is a line^ the axis of refiexion of the point

and its inverse with respect to the circle.

For, if P (same fig.) be the fixed point, and any point for
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^

which the two tangents OR and 05 to the fixed circle are

each equal to the distance OP; since then the circle round O
as centre which passes through P passes through R and 5, it

cuts the fixed circle at right angles, and therefore passes also

through Q^ the inverse of P with respect to the fixed circle,

and therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. It is evident from the first part of the above that

when (152) any number of circles have a common pair of in-

verse points P and Q^ tangents to them all from any point in

the axis of reflexion L of the two points are equaL

Cor. 2°. The second part of the above supplies of itself

obvious solutions of the two following problems:

1". To determine the point on a given line or circle^ the tangents

from which to a given circle shall be equal to its distance from a

given point.

2°. To determine ilie jyoint^ the tangents from which to two

given circles shall he equal to its distancesfrom two given points.

And, by aid of Cor. 2°., Art (155) of the two following

:

1'. To determine the point on a given line or circle^ the tan-

gentsfrom which to two given circles shall he eqtial.

2'. To determine the pointy the tangents from which id three

given circles shall he equal.

158. The squares of tlie distances of a variable paint on a

fixed circle from any fixedpair of inverse points have the constant

ratio of the distances of the centrefrom the immerse points.

For, if C be the centre of the circle, P and Q the fixed pair

of inverse points, and X
the variable point on the

circle ; since then, by hy-

pothesis, CP.CQ=CX% or,

which is the same thing,

CP: OX:: OX: 0(?; there-

fore the triangles PCX
and XCQ arc similar, and

therefore PX' : (?A'« :: PC : CX' :: OA'" :QC'.:PC: QC. The

property of Art. (150) in evidently a particular case of thiB.
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Conversely, the locus of a variable point the distances of

which from ttco fixed points have any constant rtitioj is the circle

coaxal with the fixed points (152) tohose eeiUre divides ths dis-

tance betw&n them in the duplicate of the eon^ant ratio.

For, if P and Q be the two fixed points, X any position

of the variable point, and C the point on PQ for which

CP.rQ=CX^; then since, as above, the triangles PCX and

XCQ are similar, therefore, as above, PC: QC :: PX* : QX%
which being by hypothesis constant, therefore &c.

If while the two points P and Q remain fixed, the constant

ratio 7*A' : QX be conceived to vary and pass continuously

through all values from to oo , the locus circle will pass evidently

through all the phases of coaxality with P and Q described in

(152) ; SCO fig. of that article. Commencing with the point P as

the nnsceut limit for the extreme value 0; opening out into

the axis of reflexion L o{ P and Q as the part of the locus

not at infinity (150) for the mean value 1 ; and ending with the

point Q an the evanescent limit for the extreme value oo

.

Since for every point X at infinity the ratio PA': ^A'" 1

(15), the complete locus, which for every value of the ratio not

= 1 is by the above a single unbroken circle in its general

form, consists tlierefore for the particular value of the ratio » 1

of two lines, viz. the axis of reflexion of P and Qy and the lino

at infinity (136) ; this is an instance confinnatory of the general

statement made at the close of Art. (150). that when the centre

of a circle of infinite radius is at infinity the circle itself breaks

up into two lines, one at n. fmitc distance, and the other at

infinity. ^^
Cor. V. Since from the similarity of the two triangles

PCX and QCX in the first part of the above, the two pairs

of angles XPC and QXC^ XQC and PXC an-, uluays similar

(24), it follows consequently that^

—

Cf the two lines connecting any point on a circle with any

pair of inverse points^ the angle determined by either with the

radius at the point is similar to that determined by the other

with Ute diameter containing the inverse points.

Cor. 2". The second part of the above supplies obvious

solutions of the two following problems:
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1°. To determine tJie point on a given line or circle^ the ratio

of whose distancesfrom two given points shall be given.

2°. To determine the iwint^ the ratios of wliose distances from
'hree given points shall be given.

159. Tlie square of the distance of a variable point on afxed
circle from any fixed point varies as its distance from the axis of

reflexion of the point and its inverse icith respect to the circle.

For, if G (figure of last Article) be the centre of the circle,

P and Q the fixed point and its inverse, X any position of the

variable point on the circle, and XL the perpendicular from X
on the axis of reflexion L of P and ^; since then, Euc. II., 5, 6,

PX" - QX" = 2P(?.XZ= 2 {PC- QC) LX,

and since, by the preceding, PA'" : QX^ :: PC'. QC, therefore

PX' = 2PC.LX and QX"" = 2QC.LXj and therefore &c.

Conversely, the locus of a variable point the square of tohase

distance from a fixed point varus as its distance from a fixed

line is a circle coaxal with the point and its reflexion with

respect to the line (152).

For, if P (same fig.) be the fixed point, L the fixed line,

Q the reflexion of P with respect to Z, A' any position of the

variable point, XL its distance from the fixed line, and C the

point on PQ for which PX* = 2PC.LX] since then, as above,

PX*-QX* = 2PQ.LX^2{PC-QC)LX,

therefore QX' = 2QC.LX, and therefore PX" : QX^ -.: PC'.QC,

from which, since by hypothesis PC is constant, and therefore

C fixed, it follows from the preceding that the locus of A' is the

circle coaxal with P and Q whose centre is C.

If while the point and line P and L remain fixed, the base

PC of the variable rectangle PC.LX be conceived to vaiy and

take successively in the direction opposite to that of PQ all

values from to » , the locus circle will pass evidently through

half the system of phases of coaxality with P and Q described

in (152) ; commencing with P as the nascent limit for the

extreme value 0, and cndijig with L as the part not at infinity

of the infinite limit for the extreme value oo . And if then after

passing through infinity PC be conceived to change direction

and take successively all values from oo to PQj the locus circle
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will pass evidently through the rctnaininp half of the same series

of phases ; commencing with L as the part not at infinity of the

infinite limit for the extreme value ao ^ and ending with Q as

the evanescent limit for the extreme value PQ\ after which,

changing its nature, it will evidently become and continue ima-

ginary for all lesser values from PQ down to 0.

Cor. The second part of the above supplies obvious solu-

tions of the two foUowiiig problems:

r. To determine the point on a given line or eirtU, the equate

of whose distancefrom a given point shall be equal to the rtctangle

under a ffivenbaee and ite dietaneefrom a given line,

S*. To determvte the pointj the equarA of whoee didamoeefrom "^

two given points shall be equal to the rectanglea under two given

haeee and its dittanoeefrom two given linee,

160. The angle eonMKtmg amg point on a eirde with amf
pair of inverse points ie bisectedf nUemaUg and eaetemaOg^ hg

the lines eonneetmg the point with the exbremitiu of the diameter

containing the inverse points.

For, if (same figure as in Art. 158] C he the centre of the

circle, P and Q the pair of inverse points, A and B the ex-

tremities of the diameter on which they lie, and X any point

on the circle } sbce then, by the first part of (158)^

PA* ; QA'^PB* : QB^^PX* : QX'^PCiQC,

therefore (Enc. vi. 3) the angle PXQ is bisected internally and

extcnially by the two lines PA and PB^ and therefore &c.

Conversely, the locus of a variable point the angle connecting

which with two of threefixed coUinear points is bisected^ internally

or extemallgj bg the line connecting it with the thirdj is the dreie

coaxal with the two which passee through the third.

For, if P and Q (same figure) be the first and second of

the fixed points, A or B the third, C the point on their common
line for which PC:QC= PA* : QA* or PB* r (?//, and X any

position of the variable point; since then, by hypothesis, the

angle PXQ is bisected by the line PA or PBy therefore (Euc
VI. 3) PX* : QX'^PA' ; QA* or PB* : QB' = PC:QCf con-

sequently, by the second part of (158), CX*~ CP-CQ^CA*
or CB*j and therefore &e.

p
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Cor. The second part of the above supplies obvious solutions

of the two following problems

:

1', To determine the point on a given line or circle^ the angle

connecting which with two of three given points in a line shall be

htaected hy the line connecting it with the third.

2*. To determine the pointy the angles connecting which with the

extremities of two given lines shall he bisected by the lines connect-

ing it with two given points on the lines.

161. Every two inverse segments of any diameter of a circle

(154) subtend similar angles (24) at every point on the circle.

For, if PP* and ^^ be the two inverse segments, Pand Q,

P' and Q' their two pairs of inverse extremities, A and B the

extremities of the diameter to which they belong, C the middle

point of ABj and X any point on the circle ; then since, by

the first part of the preceding (160), the two angles PXQ and

FXQ have the same bisectors XA and XB, therefore the two

angles PXF and QXQ (and also the two PXQ and QXF
(154) ) are similar, and therefore &c

Conversely, the locus of a variable point the angles subtended

at which by two fixed coaxal segments are similar^ consists of the

two circles (154) with reject to which the two segments are inverse.

For, if PP" and QQf (same figures) be the two segments,

and X any position of the variable point ; then since, by hypo-

thesis, the two angles PXF and QXQ are similar, therefore

either the two angles PXQ and FXQ^ or tlie two PXQ and

QXF
J
have the same bisectors ; in the former case (that of the

figures)) if C be the middle point of the segment AB inteiv

eepted on the axis of the segments by die common bisectora

XA and XB^ then since, as in the second part of the preceding

<160), CX*^CP.CQ'^CP'.CQ, therefore C and CX are the

centre and radius of the circle coaxal with PQ and FQ (153),

and therefore &c. ; and in the latter case (not that of the
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figures), if 0' be the middle point of the segment AB' inter-

cepted on the axis of the segments bj the common bisectors

XA and XB\ then since, for the same reason as before,

CX" = C'P.CQ = C'Q.CF , therefore C and CX are the

centre and radius of the circle coaxal with PQ and FQ (163),

and therefore &c.

Of the two different circles comprinng the above locus,

though the first is real for all the three possible modea (83)

in which the two segments PF and QQ could be disposed on

their common axis, as represented in the three figures (a), 09),

(7), the second is real 011I7 for the diapoation, represented in

fig. (/9), in which the extremities of one s^ment alternate with

those of the other in the order of their occurrence on their

common axis (see 158).

Cor. r. From the similarity of the two pairs of angles
^

PXF and QXQ^ FXQ and QXP b the first part of the

above, it follows immediately fi:t)m (Sd), combined with (158),

that

PF,PQ PX* PJ^ PB* PC ^ f-

and, of course, for the same reason that

FP.FQ PX* PA* PB* PC
QP.QQ^'gJ*'!?!^' ^" QC

and therefore, generally, that

—

The rectangles under the dutaneea of €tny pair of tnterte

points from any other pair on the aame diameter are a* the

tquarts of their diitancet from each extremity of the diameter^

and a» their distanceafrom the centre of the circle,

Ck)R. 2°. The second part of the above supplies obvions

solutions of the two following problems

:

1% To determine the point on a given Ime or circle^ the angles

mtbtended at which by two given coaxal segments shall he similar.

3*. To determine the point, the angles subtended at which by

three given coaxal segments shall be similar.

162. The extremities of any chord of a circle, the centre, and
the inverse ofany point on the chord, lie in a circle.

For, if C be the centre of the circle, X and Y the ex-

P2
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tremlties of any chord, P any point, external or internal, on

XF, and Q the inverse of P with respect to the circle ; since

then OX* or CY^ = CP* -PX.PY^ by the isosceles triangle

XCY^ and = CP.CQ= CP*-PC.PQ, by the inverse points P
and Qj therefore PX.PY=PC.PQ, and therefore &c.

Conversely, every circle passing through the centre of another

circle passes through the inverse of every point on its chord of

intersection vnth the other.

For, if C be the centre of any circle, X and Y its points

of intersection with any circle passing through C, P any point,

external or internal, on XF, and Q the point in which the

circle XCF intersects the line CP\ since then PC.PQ=PX.PY,
therefore PC'-PG.PQ = P(P-PX.PY, that is, CP.CQ=CX'
or CY*j and therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. From the above, supposing the two points P and Q
to remain fixed, and the line and circle XF and XCY to vary

simultaneously, it appears that

—

If a variable line poM through a fixed point and intersect a

fixed circle^ the circle passing through the points of intersection

and though the centre of the latter parses through a second fixed

pointy the inverse of the first unth respect to thefixed circle.

And conversely, that

—

If a variable circle pass through a fixed point and through

the centre of a fixed circle^ its chord of intersection with the latter

fOMMM through a second fixed pointy the inverse of the first unth

rupect to the fixed circle.

Cor. 2*. From tlie same, supposing, conversely, the line XY
and circle XCY to remain fixed, and the two points P and Q
to vary simultaneously, it appears again that

—

Ifa variable point describe a fixed line, its inverse with respect
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to any circle describes the circle determined by the centre of the

latter and by its intersectume with thejixed lute.

And conversely, that

—

If a variable point deecribe a JSxed circle, it$ nneree with re-

sped to any cirele through whoee centre it jwHwi deeeribee the Une

determined by the points of inttreeeUtm cftke teo ciro2M;

Cor. 3'. In the particular caae when P is the middle point

of the chord A'}', since then CQ is evidently a diameter of the

circle XCY^ therefore the two angles CXQ and CY.Q are both

right, and therefore, from the above

—

7^ middle point of any chord of a circU and the inteneetion

of the two tangents at its exfrsmiitMs, and eonvereelyy the inter-

seefton of any two tangents to a cirde and the middle point of

their chord of contact., are inverse points with respect to lAs circle,

1 63. The diameter containing any pair of inverse points with

re/tpect to a dtde bieeets, eaotemaUy or internally, the angle sub'

tended at either point by any chord of the circle tchoae direction

passes through the other.

For, if i' and ^(figures of last articU 1. rti. t.v. puiuta,

A' and Y the extremities of any diord paa^ug tUruugii cither

of them P, and C the centre of the circle; then, nnoe by (158),

PA'" : QX*^PY* : QY\ each being -PC; QCy therefore, by

alternation, PX*:PY* - QX* : QY\ and therefore, Euc. vi. 3,

the angle XQY is bisected, externally or internally, by QP;
or, since, by (162), the circle XCY passes through Q, as the

arc ATI'' is bisected, externally er internally, at C, so is the

angle A'(?r by ^a
Conversely, if two points on the same diameter of a circle be

such that the angle subtended at one of them by any chord of the

circle, not perpendicular to the diameter, whose direction paeeee

through the other is bisected by the diameter, they are inverse

points with respect to the circle.

For, if P and Q (same figures as before) be the two points,

and Xy the chord whose direction passes through one of them P;
then, since by hypothesis, the angle XQ Y is bisected, externally

or internally, by QP, therefore, Euc. VI. Z,PX'. QX= PY:QY,
and therefore (158) A** and Fare two points on the same circle

coaxal with P and Q, which, as its centre lies on the line PQ,
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unless in the particular case when XY is perpendicular to PQ^

coincides therefore necessarily with the original circle, and

therefore &c. ; or, if C be the point in which the circle XQY
intersects the line PQ^ since by hypothesis the angles XQC and

YQC are equal or supplemental, therefore the lines CX and

CY are equal, and therefore eitlier XY is perpendicular to PQ^

or C is the centre of the original circle, in which case (162)

CP.CQ=^ CX* or CY\ and therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. It is evident from the above, that when any number

of circles have a common pair of inverse points (152), all pairs

of opposite segments^ intercepted hy pairs of them on any line

passing through either^ subtend similar angles at the other. For,

i£ XY and X'Y' be the two chords intercepted by any two of

them on any line passing through either point P, the two angles

XQY and X'QY\ subtended by them at the other Q^ have the

same bisector PQ^ and therefore the two pairs of angles XQX'
and YQY'j XQT and YQX' are simUar.

Cor. 2°. It is also evident from the converse, that the tvfo

centres of perspective of any two parallel chords of a circle

are inverse points with respect to the circle. For, when two

chords XY and X'Y" are parallel, the two pairs of opposite

lines XX' and YY\ XY' and YX' connecting their extremities,

two and two, intersect evidently upon, and make equal angles

with, the same diameter, and therefore v&c

164. If a variable chord of a fxed circle turn round a fxed

painty the rectangles under the distances of its extremities from the

inverse of the point and from the axis of rejlexion of the point

and its inverse are both constant.

For, if C (same figures as before) be the centre of the circle,

P the fixed point, Q its inverse with respect to the circle, L the

axis of reflexion of P and Q^ andXY any position of the variable

chord turning round P; then, to prove the first, since, by (158),

QX* : PX*= QY^x Pr'= QC : P(7,

therefore QX. Q

Y

: PX.PY=^ QC : PC,

and since (Euc III. 35, 36)

PX,PY^ PC.PQ = 2PC.pl,

\hw£ote QX,QY^ QC.QP^2QC.QL,
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and therefore &c. ; and, to prove the second, since, by (159),

PX* = 2PG.LX and PY' = 2PG.LY,

therefore LX.LY= PX'.PY^ -r iPC,

and since (Euc. iii. 35, 36)

PX\PY*^PC*.P(f^lPC.PL\
therefore LX.L Y= LP*, and therefore &c

Conversely, ifa variable chord of a JuMd circle^ turning round

one of two fixed point* on tJtB mum diameter of a circle^ he tuch

that tlie rectangle ttnder the diekmeee of tie umfniwi'lim eHher from
the other or from the axi$ of r^lexioH of the tioo i$ MiMtefU, the

tieo points are inveree points with reepeei to the eM$,
These are both evident from the direct properties, by taking

the two extreme positions of the variable chord, those, via.

in which It coincides with the diameter containing the points,

and in which it either intersects that diameter at right angles or

touches the circle according as the point roond which it turns

is external or internal to the latter.

Ck)B. It follows at onoe from the abore, that for a ^etem

of circles having a common pair of inverse points (152), the

several rectangles under the distances of the extremities of all

chords passing through either from the other are eonHant, and

from the axis of refexion of both are constant and ejual to the

square of the semisegment interapted beheeem them.
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CHAPTER X.

THEORY OF POLES AND POLARS WITH RESPECT TO
A CIRCLE.

165. The line passing through the Inverse of any point with

respect to a circle, and intersecting at right angles the diameter

containing the point, is termed the 'poUir of the point with

respect to the circle ; and, convei-selj, the inverse of the foot of

the perpendicular from the centre of a circle upon any line is

termed the pole of the line with respect to the circle.

From the mere definition of a point and line, pole and polar

to each other with respect to a circle, it is evident that—In

the general case when the radius of the circle is finite, 1°.

They lie at the same side or at opposite sides of the centre,

according as the circle is real or imaginary ; 2°. In either case,

as one approaches to or recedes from, the other, conversely,

recedes from or approaches to, the centre ; 3°. The polar of the

centre is the line at Infinity, and conversely, the pole of the

line at infinity is the centre ; 4°. The polar of any point on the

circle is the tangent at the point, and conversely, the pole of

any tangent to the circle is the point of contact ; 5°. The polar

of any point at infinity is the diameter perpendicular to the

direction of the point, and conversely, the pole of any diameter

is the point at infinity io the direction perpendicular to the

diameter ; 6°. The point of intersection and chord of contact of

any two tangents to the circle are pole and polar to each other

with respect to the circle (162, Cor. 3°.). In the extreme case when
the radius of the circle is evanescent, 1°. Every line, however

situated, is a polar of the centre ; 2°. Every line, not passing

through the centre, is a polar of the centre only ; 3°. Every line

passing through the centre is a polar, not only of the centre,

bat of every point indifiercotly on the orthogonal line passing
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through the centre. And in the extreme case when the radius

[a intiuite, the polar of every point, however situated, is parallel

to the line into which the part of the circle not at infipity then

opens out, and distant from it at the opponte nde by an intexral

equal to that of the point.

Every two angles being similar whose sides are mutually

perpendicular, it is evident also that, whatever be the nature of

the circle, the angle subtended at the centre by any two points

id similar to that determined by the polars of the points, and

conversely, the angle determined by any two lines b similar to

that subtended at the centre by the poles of the lines.

In the theory of poles and polars with respect to a circle,

the diameter pssung through any point is temied the polar axu

of the pointj and the projection of the omtre on any line the

polar centre of the line,

166. Of the various properties of points and lines, pole and

polar to each other with respect to a circle, the two following,

cx)nver8e to each other, lead to the greatest number of oonse-

qnenoes, and may be regarded u fundamentaL

Whfn a line pauee thnmgh a pointy it* pole with retpeet to

any circle He* on the polar of ike poimt with retpeet to the evrde ;

and conyerMly, when a point liee on a 2ms, it* polar with reaped

til any circlepaeeet tkromgh the pole of the line wdh reject to the

circle.

To prove which, P and L being the point and line, pole and
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polar to each other, and C the centre of the circle ; if, in the

first case, XF be any line through P, CE the perpendicular

from G on XY^ and M the point in which CE intersects L
;

then since, by similar right-angled triangles CEP and CQMj the

rectangles CE.CM and CF.CQ are equal, and since, by hypo-

thesis, the latter rectangle CP.CQ = the square of the radius of

the circle, therefore the former rectangle CE.CM is also = the

square of the radius, and therefore the point M is the pole of the

line A'y with respect to the circle. And if, in the second case,

M be any point on X, MC the line connecting it with (7, and

PE the line through P perpendicular to MC\ then, as before,

CE.CM= CP.CQ = ac[n2ire of radius of circle, and therefore

the I'mePE is the polar of the pointM with respect to the circle.

Cor. 1". Since, by the above, the pole of every line passing

through P lies on Z, and, conversely, the pole of every point

lying on L passes through P, it follows consequently that

—

If any number of lines of any geometrical figure jtass through

a pointy their poles with respect to any circle lie on a linCy the

polar of the point with respect to the circle; and conversely, ifany

number of points of any geometrical figure lie on a line^ their

polars with respect to any circle pass through a pointj the pole of

the line with respect to the circle.

Cor. 2°. If, in the above, one pole and polar P and L be

conceived to remain fixed with the circle, and the other M and

XYto vary, it appears again that

—

If a variable line turn round a fijced pointy its pole wiOi

respect to any fixed circle describes a fixed line^ the polar of the

point with respect to the circle; and conversely, ifa variable point

describe a fixed line, its polar with respect to any fixed circle turns

round a fixed pointy the pole of the line with respect to the circle.

Cor. 3°. Since when, as in the figures, the points X and Y
are real, tangents at them intersect at J/, and conversely (162,

Cor. 3°), it follows of course, as included in the preceding, that

—

If a variable chord of a fixed circle pass through afixed pointy

the two tangents at its extremities intersect on a fixed line^ the

polar of the point ; and conversely, if two variable tangents to a

fiao&i circle intertect on a fixed line^ their chord of contact passes

through afixed pointJ
the pole of the line.
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Cor. 4°. It being evident, from the right angle PEC, that

as the point M describes the line L its inverse £ with respect to

the circle describes the circle on PC as diameter, and oonverselj.

Ilence, as shewn otherwise for a particolar case in (163, Cor. 2')—
Ifa point describe a line^ its invent with retpect to anjf drcU

descrihea the circle passing oppasitdjf tkrougk the oantn of the

circk and the pole of the l^; and oonveraely, if apoimi duaribe

a circle, its inverse vfith respect to any circU throygk whose eentre

it passes desaribes the line polar with rt^tect to the latter of the

point of theformer opposite to its cenire.

The above properties, soitablj modified, are of cooxvo all true

in the particular cases when either of the two points P or Q \b

at infinity, and the other therefore at the centre of the circle.

167. From the fundamental property of the preceding

article, it is evident with respect to any circle, that

—

The line of connection of any two points is the polar of the

point of intersection of the polars of the points ; and, rec^prooally,

the point of intersection of amy two lines is the pole of the line of

ootmedion of the poles cfthe lines.

For, by that property, when a Une paasea through two pointa

its pole lies on the polars of both, and reciprocally, when a point

lies on two lines its polar paaees throagh the poles of both,

and therefore &c.

The point of intersection and the chord of contact of any two

tangents to a circle being pole and polar to each other with

respect to the circle (162, Cor. 3*), it follows, of course, as included

in the preceding, that the point of intersection of the two chords

of contact and the line of connection of the two points a^ inter-

section of any two pairs of tangents to the sante circle, are pole

andpolar to each other with respect to the circle*

Of the many consequences from the above, which in the

modem geometry of the circle are numerous and remarkable,

the six next articles contain a few of the most important.

168. When a triangle is such that two of its vertices and their

opposite sides are pole and polar to each other with respect to a

circle, the third vertex and its opposite side are pole and polar to

each other with respect to the same circle.
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For, since for three points PMN^ (see figures of article 166),

when P is the pole of MN^ and M the pole of PN^ then, by the

preceding, N is the pole of PJf, and therefore &c.

Every triangle MPN thus related to a circle, that its three

vertices and their opposite sides are pole and polar to each

other, is said (for a reason that will presently appear) to be

self-reciprocal with respect to the circle ; and it is evident from

the definition of pole and polar, in Art. 165, that in every self-

reciprocal triangle with respect to a circle^ the three perpendiculars

from the vertices upon the opposite sides intersect at the centre^

and are there divided so that the rectangle under the segments of

each = the square of the radius of the circle.

Since in every triangle ABC the three perpendiculars AX^
BYj CZ from the vertices upon the opposite sides intersect at

a common point for which the three rectangles OA.OX^
OB.OYj OC.OZ are equal in magnitude and sign; there-

fore, by the above, every triangle ABC is self-reciprocal with

respect to the circle whose centre is the intersection of the three

perpendiculars AXj BY^ CZ from its vertices on its opposite

sides and the square of whose radius is the common value of

the three equal rectangles OA.OX, OB.OYj OC.OZ, and which

is therefore real or imaginary according as that common value

is positive or negative, that is, according as the triangle is obtuse

or acute angled.

In the particular case of a right-angled triangle of any

finite magnitude, the point being the vertex of the right

angle, and the common value of the three rectangles OA . OX,

OB.OY, OC.OZ being = 0; hence, from the above, every

right-angled triangle of finite magnitude is self-reciprocal with

respect to the circle of evanescent radius whose centre is the vertex

of the right angle.

If, while the vertex of the right angle remains at a finite

distance, the opposite side be conceived to recede to infinity;

since, then, the common value of the three rectangles OA.OX^
OB.OYj OC.OZ is indeterminate (13), hence, again, from the

above, every right-angled triangle whose hypotenuse is at infinity

is selfreciprooal with respect to every circle offinite radius whose

centre is the vertex of the right angle.

For any triangle ABC^ whatever be its magnitude and form,
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]{ Aj Bj C be its three angles, and d the diameter of its cir-

cumscribing circle ; the square of the radius OR of the circle

to which it is self-reciprocal is given in all cases bj the formula

on* = - d*.cosA.coBB.conCj

which, as the cosine of a right angle is evanescent, includes

evidently with all otlicrs the two particular cases just noticed.

YoTy since for its centre 0, which, in virtue of the property

of the present article, is termed the jtoiar cffiirs, as the circle

itself is, for the same reason, the polar drele of the triangle,

the three circles BOC^ COA, AOB are all equal to the circle

ABC, therefore, by (62, Cor. 7*) and by (62), disregarding ngns,

OX^OB.OC-i-d, OY^OC.OA^d, OZ^OA.OB+d,

and OA^d.coBA, OB^d.OMB^ OC^d.coBC^

therefore

05-= OX.OA^OY.OB'^ OZ.OC

- 0-4.05.00+ rf-iT.cos^.cos-B.oosC;

and as the two magnitudes thus shewn to bo always equal in

absolute value are evidently always opposite in sign, there-

fore &c.

If a, 6, c be the three sides of the triangle, and <f, as before,

the diameter of its circumscribing circle, it^ is easy to tee frcwn

the above, or directly, that also

which is the formuU for tlie square of the radius of the polar

circle in terms of the three sides of the triangle.

In every triangle the polar circle^ real or tmaginctry,^ intersectsi

€U right cmglee the three circles, of which the three sides are diaj

meters. For the extremities of each perpendicular of the tri-

angle being inverse points with respect to the polar circle (149),

and the circle on each side as diameter passing through the

four extremities of the two perpendiculars to the other two sides

(Euc III. 31), therefore &c (156).

169. When two triangles, whose vertices and sides correspond

in pairs, are such with respect to a circle, that each vertex ofone

is the pole of the corresponding side of the other, or conversely.
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therij reciprocally^ each vertex of the latter is the pole of the correS'

ponding side of the former^ or conversely.

For if P, Q^ R be the three vertices of either triangle, and

i', M\ N' the three corresponding sides of the other ; then,

since, by hypothesis, P is the pole of L\ Q of 3f', R of N\ there-

ore, by (167), QR is the polar of MN\ RP of J^Z', PQ of

L'M\ and therefore &c.

More generally, when two polygons of any order are such

with respect to a circle^ that every vertex of one is the pole of a

corresponding side of the other^ or conversely^ then^ reciprocally^

every vertex of the latter is the pole of a corresponding side of the

former^ or conversely.

For, if P, Qj Rj 8j &c. be the several vertices of either

polygon, and X', Jf', N\ 0\ &c. the several corresponding

sides of the other ; then, since, by hypothesis, P is the pole of jL',

Q QiU\ R QiN\ Sof 0', &c., therefore, by (167), PQ is the

polar of L'M\ QR of M'N\ RS of iV"0', &c., and therefore &c.

More generally still, when two figures of any nature are such

with respect to a circle^ that every point of one is the pole of a

corresponding tangent to the otherj or conversely^ then^ reciprocallyy

every point of the latter is the pole of a corresponding tangent to

theformer
J
or conversely.

For if P and Q be any two points of either figure P, and L'

and M' the two corresponding tangents to the other i^, then,

since, by hypothesis, P is the pole of L' and Q of Afj therefore

by (167), PQ is the polar of L'M'] and this being true in all

cases, whatever be the separation of Q from P or of M' from L'y

is therefore true in the particular case when Q coincides with

P, and consequently M' with L' ; that is, when (19) PQ is the

tangent L at the point P to the figure P, and when (20) L'M' is

the point of contact P of the tangent L' with the figure ^,
and therefore <&c.

170. Every two triangles, polygons, or figures of any kind

For F* then reciprocally related to each other, that the several

points of cither and the corresponding lines of the other are pole

and polar to each otlicr with respect to a circle, are said, each to

be tJui polar of the other, and both together to be reciprocal

polars to each other, with respect to the circle ; the reclprocality
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between them consisting in the circamstance, above efltablished,

that when cither is the pular of the other with respect to a

circle, then, reciprocally, the latter is the polar of the former with

respect to the same circle.

Two polygons of any order, one iiiscribed and the other

circumscribed to a circle at the same system of points on its

circumference, furnish an obvious example of a pair of polygons

reciprocal polars to each other with respect to the circle ; the

vertices and sides of the former being reflectively the pomts of

contact of the sides and the chords of contact of the angles of

the latter. Two oonoentric circles again furnish another ob^ous

example of a pair of figures, reciprocal polara to each other with

req>eot to the concentric circle the square of whose radius cquab

the rectangle under their radii; either being indificrcnily the

locus of the poles of all the tangents to the other, or the enve-

lope of the polars of all the points of the other, with respect to

that circle.

A figure of any nature F b said to be »elf-reeiprocal with

respect to a circle, when its several points and lines correspond

in pairs pole and polar to each other with respect to the circle

;

thus, as stated in (168), eveiy triangle ABC is self-reciprocal

witli respect to the particular circle, real or imaginary, to which

its vertices and opposite sides are pole and polar to each othor.

I£ either of two figures of any nature, reciprocal polars

with respect to any circle, be turned round the centre of the

circle into the opposite position, the two figures will then evi-

dently be reciprocal polars witli respect to the concentric circle

the square of whose radius is equal in magnitude and opposite

in sign to that of the original circle; of the two circles, for

the two opposite positions, one therefore is always real and

the other always imaginary.

171. Every two figures F and J", reciprocal polars to each

other with respect to a circle, possess evidently (165 and 166)

the following reciprocal properties

:

r. Every line L of either is perpendicular to that connecting

the corresponding point P' of the other with the centre of the

circle ; and conversely.

2°. The angle determined by any two Hues L and M of either
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Is similar to that subtended by the two corresponding points P'

and Q of the other at the centre of the circle ; and conversely.

3°. When of three lines Z, 3/, N of either, two make equal

angles with the third, then of the lines connecting the three

corresponding points P*, Q^ R of the other with the centre

of the circle, the corresponding two make equal angles with

the third ; and conversely.

4°. The rectangle under the distances of any point P of

either and of the corresponding line L' of the other from the

centre of the circle is constant ; and conversely.

5°. When two points P and Q of either are equidistant from

the centre of the circle, the two corresponding lines L' and M'
of the other are equidistant from the centre of the circle ; and

conversely.

6°. When three points P, Q^ R of either are coUinear, the

three corresponding lines L'^ M\ N* of the other are concurrent
j

and conversely.

172. Any figure F being given or taken arbitrarily, its

polar F' with respect to any circle can always be derived from

it, by the simple construction of taking either the polars of its

several points or the poles of its several lines with respect to

the circle ; and the repetition of the same process to the new

figure i^, thus determined by either construction, always (169)

reproduces the original figure F\ thus, every figure -F, what-

ever be its nature, has its polar figure F with respect to every

circle, and every two figures F and F^ reciprocal polars to each

other with respect to any circle, always produce and reproduce

each other alternately by continued repetition of either process

by which one may be derived from the other.

The process of transformation, just described, by which all

the points of a figure of any nature are changed into their

polars, and all the lines of the figure into their poles, with re-

spect to an arbitraiy circle, is sometimes termed polarttatton^

the circle by aid of which it is performed the polariztnff circle^

and the centre and radius of the circle the centre and radius of

polaruatuM; but from the reciprocality, as above explained,

existing between the original and derived figures, the process

of tnuiiformation is more generally known as rectprocatumy the
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circle by aid of which it is performed as the reci/>rocatiiiff

circlcy and the centre and radius of the circle as the centre and

radius of reciprocation.

In the process of reciprocation, the reciprocating circle,

provided only it be of a finite radius and at a finite distance,

being otherwise entirely arbitrary as to magnitude and position,

should of course, when necessary, be selected bo as to accord

most conveniently with the circumstances of the case; as, for

instance, if it were required to obtain the reciprocal of any

property of a single circle as far only as another property of

a single circle is concerned, the circle ituclf, or at least one

concentric with it, should be made the reciprocating circle, as

one not concentric with it would transform it by reciprocation

into a figure of more general form than a circle ; or, if it were

convenient for any reason to have any point or lino of the

reciprocal figure at infinity, the centre of the reciprocating

circle shouM be placed on the corresponding line or at the

corresponding point of the original figure, as any other position

of its centre would leave the point or line in question at a finite

tlistance f 165, 8°, 5') ; thus, a tctrastigm in its general form red-

procatcs into a tctragram in its general form, into a trapezium,

or into a parallelogram, according as the centre of reciprocation

is arbitrary, on any one of its six lines of connection, or at the

vertex of any one of its three angles of connection (107);

a circle, as above stated, reciprocates into a figure of more
j^eneral form or into a circle, according as the centre of reci-

procation is arbitrary or at its centre ; and similarly, for figures

of all kinds, the reciprocals of whose properties adapted to reci-

procation are often much simplified by a convenient selection

of the reciprocating circle.

173. As figures consisting of combinations of points and
lines give by reciprocation to every circle figures consisting of

combinations of lines and points, all j^roperties of such figures

ailipted to reciprocation are accordingly double^ and from either

of tico reciprocal properties estahlisheti for mck a figure the

other mag altoays he inferred withoutfurther demonstration ; thus,

from the Theorem of Pascal (148, n), that "in every hexagon
inscribed in a circle the three pairs of opposite sides intersect

Q
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colUnearly," may bo, and in fact originally was, derived, by

reciprocation to the circle, the Theorem of Brianchon (148, t),

that " in every hexagon circumscribed to a circle the three pairs

of opposite vertices connect concurrently," or conversely, (see

171, 6°)

—

Ilence one very important use of the reciproccUing proceM

(M enabling us at once to double our previous knowledge of all pro-

perties adapted to reciprocation in the geometry ofthe point and line.

Again, as circles give by reciprocation to circles not con-

centric with themselves figures of more general forms than

circles, all properties of circles obtained by reciprocation are

consequently true of the more general figures derived from them

by reciprocation^ and from either of tioo reciprocal properties

established for a circle^ the other may always be inferred without

further demonstration for the more general figures into which the

circle reciprocates for different positions of the centre of reciproca-

tion ; thus, from either of the two aforesaid reciprocal properties

of Pascal and Brianchon established for the circle, the other

may be inferred without further demonstration for every variety

of figure into which the circle reciprocates

—

Ilence another and

still Tnore important use of the reciprocating process^ as enabling

us to evolve from the familiar and comparatively simple properties

of the circle adapted to reciprocation^ all the reciprocal properties

for the more general figures into which the circle becomes trans-

formed by reciprocation.

In a treatise confined like the present to the geometry of

the point, line, and circle, any examples of the reciprocating

process in its second and higher use cannot of course be given,

nor would they be intelligible to the reader without some pre-

vious knowledge of the Theory of Conic Sections ; in its other

use, however, examples of reciprocal properties of elementary

figures, grouped in reciprocal pairs, marked by corresponding

numbers or letters, but independently established, will be found

in considerable numbers all through the advanced chapters of

the work ; the process of connecting the several pairs by reci-

procation as they occur, thus furnishing a continued and very

valuable exercise to the reader.

174 Tho two fundamental properties of Art. 167, from

which the important consequences of the several succeeding
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Articles have been inferred, may obviously be stated otherwise

thu3, aa follows

—

U'htn two points are such that one lies on the polar of the

other tcith re^ct to a circle^ thaty neiprooaUy, the loiter lies on

the jtolar of the former with reepeet to the eirde ; amd^ eotneraely,

when two lines are meh that one passes through Ae pole of (A«

other with respect to a circle^ then^ ree^trocaUjfj the latter passes

throuf/h the pole ofthefonner with respect to the eirtie.

For, as there proved, see figurea of that Article, when M
licR on L then P lies on XY^ and, conversely, when XY paaMi

through P then L passes through Jf, and therefore &c.

Every two points thos related to each other, that each lies

on the polar of the other with respect to a circle, are termed

eonju(jftte j)ointa with respect to the circle ; and every two lines

thus related to each other, that each passes through the pole

of the other with respect to a circle, are tcrniod conjugate lines

with respect to the circle; in the figures of Art. 166 the two

points M and N are evidently conjugate points, and the two

lines PM and PN arc evidently conjuf»«to lines with respect to

the circles.

From 5*, Art. 165, it is fvnuut tuat

—

Lvrry two points <U

infnif>i in (fireetions at right angles to each other are eonpigale

ct to every circle^ and every two lines at right

i vther are conjugate lines with respect to every circle

is the intersection of the lines.

^~' Conjup^atc pr»iuts and lines with respect to a circle

J
< vltlt'iitly, see figures of Art. 1C6, the following general

propertii

-

r. Every point has an infinite number of conjugates, viz.

all points lying on its polar; and, every line has an infinite

number of conjugates, viz. all lines passing through its pole.

2°. When two points arc conjugate so are their polars ; and,

conversely, when two lines arc conjugate so are their poles.

3°. The common conjugate to any two points is the pole of/

their line of connection ; and, conversely, the common conjugate I

to any two lines is the polar of their points of intersection.

4°. The lines by which two conjugate points connect with

the pole of their line of connection arc the polars of the points

;

g2
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and, conversely, the points at which two conjugate lines intersect

with the polar of their point of intersection are the poles of

the lines.

5°. Every two conjugate points connect with the pole of

their line of connection by a pair of conjugate lines; and, con-

versely, every two conjugate lines intersect with the polar of

their point of intersection at a pair of conjugate points.

6°. Every two conjugate points determine with the pole of

their line of connection a self-reciprocal triangle (168); and,

conversely, every two conjugate lines determine with the polar

of their point of intersection a self-reciprocal triangle (168).

Hence, every self-reciprocal triangle with respect to a circle is

said also to be self-eonjitgate with respect to the circle.

176, For every pair of conjugate points with respect to a

circle the following metric relations exist, each of which reci-

procally determines a pair of conjugate points with respect to

the circle.

1°. The square of the distance between them is eqxial to the

8um of the squares of the tangentsfrom them to the circle.

2°. The semi-distance between them is equal to the length of
the tangent from its middle point to the circle.

3°. The rectangle under their distances from the polar centre'X

of their line of connection is equal in magnitude and opposite in y\
sign to the square of the txingentfrom that point to the circle. .

**

For, if J/ and N (figures, Art. 166) be any two points, and

Q the middle point and polar centre of their line of connection,

C the centre of the circle, and P the Intersection of the three

perpendiculars MF^ NE^ and CQ of the triangle MCN^ then

—

To prove 1° and its converse. Since, by Euc. ii. 12, 13,

Afi^= C3P + CN^^2CM.CE or -2CN.CF; when M said N
are conjugate points, and when therefore CM. GE^ or its equi-

valent CN. OF, - rad" of circle, then i/.V = OJf-l- CiP- 2 rad"

of circle =
(
ChP - rad") + ( Ci^ - rad') = tan" from M+ tan' from

A"; and, conversely, when the latter relation holds, then CM.CE,
or its equivalent CN. CF^ = rad* of circle, and therefore M and

N arc conjugate points with respect to the circle.

To prove 2° and its converse. Since, by 98, or Euc. IT. 12, 13,

^or-» CAT + Cy = OM" 4 ON" + 20C,
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and cooBcquently

CyP+ CN^'2 rad' of circle= OJr+ ON*-k-^ Un'

from to circle ; when M and X arc conjugate points, and when

therefore, by 1°,

C}P+ CN*-2 rad" of circle = .l/JST*» 2 (OJT+ OIP),

then OM* 4- ON" = 2 tan* from to circle, and therefore

0M*=^ Oy = i&n* (romO to circle; and, conversely, when the

httcr relation exists, then CM* + CW - 3 rad" of circle -MN%
and therefore, by T, M and N are conjugate points with respect

to the circle.

To prove 3" and its converBe. Since, by either pur of

similar right-angled triangles MQP and CQN, or XQP and

C(^J/, the two ratios QM: QP and QC : QN, and therefore the .

two rectangles QM.QN and QP.QOy are equal in magnitude

and opposite in sign ; when M and N are conjugate points, and

when therefore (174) P is the polo of MN^ then the Utter rect-

angle (165) is equal in magnitude and sign to the square of

the tangent from Q to the circle ; and, conversely, when the

latter rectangle is equal in magnitude and sign to the square

of that tangent, then (IGA) P is the pole of MNy and therefore

(174) J/ and ^are conjugate points with respect to the circle.

In the particular case when the radius of the circle is

evanescent, the above properties all follow immediately from

the obvious consideration (168) that every two conjugate points

with respect to an evanescent circle subtend a right angle at

the centre of the circle, and that, conversely, every two points

which subtend a right angle at the centre of an evanescent circle

are conjugate points with respect to the circle.

177. Every circle having/or diameier the interval hetvceen hco conr

jugcUe points tcitk respect to another circle is orthogonal to the other.

For, the circle on MN as diameter (figures. Art. 166) passes

evidently through the two points E and Fj which are the in-

verses of M and N when the latter are conjugates with respect

to the circle C, and therefore &c. (156).

Conversely, When two circles intersect at right angles^ the

txtnmities of every diameter of either are conjugate points with

rttpect to the other.
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For, MN (same figures) being any diameter of either, C the

centre of the other, and E and F the two points in which the

former intersects the two diameters CM and CN of the latter

;

since then (156) E and F are the two inverses ofM and N with

respect to the latter, therefore (165) EN and FM are the two

polars ofM and N with respect to the same, and therefore &c.

(174).

CoR. 1°. The above property is evidently identical with 2° of

the preceding Article, and from either it obviously follows im-

mediately that

—

1°. The line connecting any two conjugate points with respect

to a circle may be turned round its middle point through any angle

without its extremities ceasing to be corrugate points with reject

• to the circle.

2°. When the distance between two conjugate points with respect

to a circle of given radius is given j the distance of their middle

pointfrom the centre of the circle is also given^ and conversely.

3°. If the same circle be orthogonal to a number of others^ the

extremities of every diameter of it are conjugate points with re-

spect to all the others.

4°. The locus ofpoints having a common conjugate with respect

to three circles is the circle intersecting the three at right angles.

Cor. 2°. Since, when two points are conjugates with respect

to a number of circles, the polars of either with respect to them

all pass tlirough the other (174) ; hence, from 3° and 4°, Cor. 1°

—

1". If the same circle be orthogonal to a number of others^ the

polars of every point on it with respect to them aU pass through

the diametrically opposite point.

2°. The locus of points whose polars with respect to three

1 circles are concurrent is the circle intersecting the three at right

angles.

Cob. 3". By aid of 156, Cor. 3°, the above supply obvious

solutions of the four following problems

—

r. On a given line or circle to determine two points aeparated

)» by a given interval which shall be conjugates with respect to a

given circle.

2'. On a given line or circle to determine tvoo points which

ehall be at once conjugates trith respect to two given circles.

A
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178. When a line intenectiHg two drdea meete e^her m a
pair of conjugate points with respect to the other.

r. Then reciprocally it meets the latter in a pair of conjugate \

points tcith respect to theformer, I

2°. Its ttpo segments intercepted hy them are bisected 2y the

circle passing through their points of intersection whose centre

hisects tJie distance between their centres.

3'. The rectangle under its distancesfrom their centres is equal

in r ^'- and sign to half the sum of the squares of their radii

— ii^-j -luare of the distance between their centres.

k

For, if C and C be the centrca of Uie two circles, J? and 8
their two points of intersection, Afy and M'N' the two segments

they intercept on the line, and 0* the two middle poiata of

the segments, and / the middle point of CC ; then

—

To prove 1°. Tlie relation OM'. ON' « {{MN)\ or the equi-

valent relation (yM.O'N={\M'N')\ (Eoc. ii. 5, 6), being at

once the condition (I7G, 2° and 3°) that M and N should be con-

jugate points with respect to the circle C", and that M' and N*

should be conjugate points with respect to the circle (7, there-

fore &c.

To prove 2°. Since

0.^.0]^ = i^MN)' and aM.(yN=(\^^N'y,

therefore C'O^- O'R'^ CR'- 0(7,

and CO" - C^ = C'lr - CGT
;

therefore CCf -^t C'C^^ €0"*+ C'CT^ CJff^- C'Sr,

from which it follows, by (98, Cor. 2°.), that 0, 0', and R lie on

the same circle having / for centre, and therefore &c.

To prove 3°. Since OC and f/C are perpendiculars at the
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extremities of the chord OO of the circle ORO^ meeting the

diameter CC at the points C and C equidistant from the

centre /; therefore (49)

CO. C" 0' = /i?* - (i CC")" = ^ ( Oii" + Ci?" - CC"), (83, Cor. 2».)

;

and therefore &c.

COR. 1°. In the particular case when the two circles Inter-

sect at right angles, since then (23) G^ + C'T?* = CC*^ there-

fore, from the above (3°), CO.C'0'=0', and therefore, as proved

otherwise in the preceding Article

—

When tioo circles intersect at right angles every line intersecting

either in a pair of conjugate points with respect to the other passes

through one of their centres.

COR. 2". The above (2" and 3°) supply obvious solutions of

the two following problems

—

1°. Through a given point to draw a line intersecting one of

two given circles in a pair of conjugate points with respect to the

other.

2°. To draw a line intersecting two of three given circles in

pairs of conjugate points with respect to the third.

179. In connection with the subject of poles and polars with

respect to the circle, the following useful theorem is due to

Dr. Salmon.

The distances of any two points from the centre of a circle

have the same ratio as their distances each from tJie polar of the

otfier with respect to the circle.

If P and Q be the two points, 31 and N their two polars, and

C the centre of the circle, then PC: QG=PN: QM\ for, letting
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fall from P and Q the perjicndlcaUre PX and QY upon the

diaiucters CQ and CPj then since (165)

CP.CM= CQ.CN^nA* of circle,

therefore CP: CQ = CN-. CM^ CX+ PN: CY+ QM,

but, by similar right-angled triangles, CPiCQ»CX:CYf there-

fore CP: CQ = PN: QM, and therefore &c
In the particular case when CP» CQy it is evident without

proof that then PN^ QM^or^ in general, that

—

Every Uoo points

equidistant from the cmUre qf a circle are ejuidutant each froia

the polar of the oAer ; and, in particular, that

—

Every two points

on Uie circuw\ferenoe ^f a wait are equicUdanU each from the

tangent at the other.

Cor. r. If one of the two points Q^ in the above, with its

polar Ny bo supposed 6xed and aH>ttrar]r, and the other /'

with its polar M, variable and confined to the circumference of

the circle ; since then the ratio CP : C(^ is constant, therefore,

by the above, its equivalent PX: QM is also constant, and

therefore, the polar of any polfit on a ciixle being the tangent

at the point,

The distance of a variable point on a fixed circle from any

fixed line is to the distamx of the tangetU at the point from Otc

pole of the line in the constant ratio of the radius of the circle to

the distance of the pole from its centre.

Cor. 2°. The following among many consequences follow

immediately from Cor. 1°

—

1*. The product of any number of constant ratios being of

course constant, therefore

—

The rectangle under the distances of a variable point on a
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jixed circle from any two fixed lines is to the rectangle under the

distances of the tangent at the point from tJie poles of the lines in

the constant ratio of the square of the radius of tJie circle to the

rectangle under the distances of the polesfrom its centre.

2". Every two polygons reciprocal polars to each other with

respect to a circle (170) being such that the vertices of either

and the corresponding sides of the other are pole and polar to

each other with respect to the circle, therefore

—

For every two polygons^ reciprocal polars to each other with

respect to a circle^ the product of the distances of any point on

the circlefrom the n sides of either is to the product of the distances

of the tangent at the point from the n vertices of the other in the

constant ratio of the n"* power of the radius of the circle to the

product of the distances of the n verticesfrom its centre,

3°. For every two polygons, one inscribed and the other

circumscribed to a circle at the same system of points on its

circumference (polygons which evidently come under the pre-

ceding head) the products of the distances of the two sets of

sides from any point on the circle being equal (48, Ex. 9°.),

therefore

—

For every two polygons^ one inscribed and the other circum-

scribed to a circle at the same system ofpoints on its circumf'rence^

the products of the distances of the two sets of verticesfrom any

tangent to the circle have the constant ratio of the products of their

distancesfrom the centre of the circle.

4°. In every tetrastigm inscribed in a circle, the rectangles

under the distances of the three pairs of opposite connectors from

any point on the circle being equal (62, Cor. 10°.), therefore

—

In every tetragram circumscribed to a circle^ the rectangles

under Uie distances of the three pairs of opposite intersectionsfrom

any tangent to the circle have the constant ratios of the rectangles

under their distancesfrom the centre of the circle,

180. With the three following properties of two triangles,

reciprocal polars to each other with respect to a circle, we shall

close the present chapter.

1*. Every two triangles reciprocal polars to each other with

respect to a circle are in jyer8j)ectivc (140).

For, if ABC and ABC be the two triangles, and the
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centre of the circle, from tlio three vcrticca A^ 2?, C of cither

triangle, letting fall the three pairs of perpendiculars AP and

AFj liQ and BQ^ CR and CR upon the three pairs of side«

about the corresponding yertices of the other A'IfC'\ then, since

by Dr. Salmon's Theorem (179),

BQ on CR PC AP OA
TR " OC AF'" OA' Ji(/ * OB *

therefore, at onco, by coropontion

AP BQ CR
,

AF'ISQ'VS"^'
and therefore &c (140).

In the particular caae of two triangles, one inscribed and the

other circumscribed to a circle at the same three points on its

circumference, this general property obvioudy gives at once

the two reciprocal properties established on other principles in

Examples 3° and 4°, Art. 137. See also (148), where the same

propertlea have been already inferred as particular cases from

the general theorems of Pascal and Brianchon, respecting any

hexagons inscribed and circumscribed to a circle.

2*. Any two triangletj however otrcumskmced tu to maqnitudi i

€uld fonn^ may be placed relatively to each other^ 90 <u far tmjf \

eue^ned correepondenee of vertioee €md aide* to be r&nprocal polare \

loUh reaped to a circle; and tkat in one or in three paira ofoppoaite I

potitiona (170), according aa the two aeta of correaponding vertieea I

are di»poatd m aimilar or oppoaite direcUona of rotation round the \

two trianglea.
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For, that the two triangles ABC and A'B'C (same figures aa

before) should be reciprocal polars with respect to a circle, real

or imaginary, it is sufficient that the three perpendiculars

AX\ BY'y CZ' from the vertices oiABC xx^on the corresponding

sides ofA'B'C pass through a common point 0, and that the three

A'Xj B'Yy C^ from the vertices oiA'B'C upon the correspond-

ing sides oi ABC pass through the same point (133, Ex. 7°.)

;

those conditions securing (by pairs of similar triangles, see

figures), that the six rectangles OA.OX'^ OB.OT^ OC.OZ',

OA'.OX, OB'.OY^ OC'.OZ shall be equal in magnitude and

sign ; taking therefore, according as the corresponding vertices

of the two triangles are disposed in similar or opposite directions

of rotation, as in figs, a and ^ respectively, for the triangle

ABCj the internal or one of the three external points for

which the three angles BOC^ COAj A OB are similar to the

three B'A'C, C'B'A', A'C'B', and for the triangle A'B'C, the

internal or corresponding external point 0' for which the three

angles ^'(yC, CCA', AOB' are similar to the three 5J (7,

CBA, ACB (63, Cor. 4°.); and then placing the two triangles,

so that the two points and O shall coincide, and that the six

connectors OA, OB, OC, OA, OBf, OC shall be similar or op-

posite in direction with the six perpendiculars OX, OY', OZ',

OX, Y, OZ, the required position is obtained ; the circle, to

which the triangles are polars, being real in the former case

and imaginary in the latter (170).

In the particular case when the two triangles are similar,

and when the correspondence is between their homologous ver-

tices and sides, the two points and O, evidently homologous

points with respect to the triangles (39), are, for similar direc-

tions of rotation, fig. a, the two points of concurrence of their two

sets of perpendiculars (63, Cor. 5°.), and for opposite directions of

rotation, fig. /9, any two homologous points on their circumscrib-

ing circles (63, Cor. b'.) ; hence, as is also evident directly

—

Every

tnangU reciprocates into a similar triangle to every circle toMoee

centre ia either the unique j>oint of concurrence of its three per-

pendiculars or any point indiffi'rently on its circumscribing circle /

the two similar triangles being both right or left in theformer case^

and one right and one left in the latter (32) ; in the former case

also their homologous sides being evidently parallel, they are
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consequently similarly or oppositely placed (33), thus verifying

for their particular case the general property T, ace (142).

3°. IfABC he any triangle^ ARC it* polar triangle with

respect to any circle^ O the centre and OR the radius of the

circle^ then

and similarly for (ABC) in terms of (A'B'C); the quantities

loithin the pamUheses signifying the areas cf the several triangles

they respeotivefy represent.

For, aincc, by pairs of similar angles (64), (same figures as

before)

{B'OC) OR.OC {COA') OCX>A' {A'OR) OA'.OB'

{ABC)
** AB.AC {ABC) " BCBA ' {ABC) " CA,CB'

and, since, by (165),

OA'.OX^ OB'.OY^ OC\OZ~ 0B\
tliercfore

0R.{ABO OR (ABO)
^^ ^^ ^ {Ah,0Z).{AUj5f) 1~'(I0B)74U^ »

(COA'^^ _ O^(^^C) OR {ABC)
^^ ^^^ {BC.OX).(BA.O^ 4 '{BOC).{BOA)'

lA'OB')^
Qiy.(^C) ^OR._{ABC)_^

y^^^) {CA.OY):{CB.OX) 4 '{COA),{COB)'

and therefore, by addition, remembering whatever be the posi-

tion of (118), that

{B'OC) + (
COA') + {A'OB') » {A'B'C)y

and that {BOC) + {COA) + {AOB) = {ABC),

the above relation is the evident result

It is evident from the above, that for a given triangle ABC,
and for a circle of given radius, but variable centre 0, the area

of the polar triangle A'B'C varies inversely as the product of

the three areas {BOC), {COA), {AOB), and is therefore a mini-

mum when that product is a maximum, that is (57, Ex. 3°.),

when its three factors, their sum being constant (118), are equal,

or when (91, Cor.) is the mean centre of the three points

A, B, C for multiples all =1.
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It may also be readily shewn from the same that

—

In every

triangle the polars of the middle points of the sides with respect to

the inscribed circle determine a triangle equal in area to the

original; for a^ bj c being the three sides, a, y3, 7 the three

perpendiculars, a the semi-perimeter, and r the radius of the

inacribed circle of any triangle ; i£Aj By Che the middle points

of its sides, and the centre of its inscribed circle, the three

areas {BOC)^ {00A)^ [A OB), in the above, are easily seen, on

drawing a figure, to be equal to the three products

(|-')i. (f-^)|. (1-^)1-

from which, since

aa = hfi = cy = 2sr = 2 area of ahc = 8 {ABC)^

it follows, without difficulty, from the above, that

s r area of aoc
{A'B' C) = —, r-^ j^ r = , f J

= area of abc^
' 8\8 — a)[s — o)\s—c) area of abc '

and therefore &c.
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CHAPTER XL

ON THE RADICAL AXES OP CIRCLBS 0ON81OSRSD
IN PAIRS.

181. The line intenectung at right angles the common
diameter of two circles, and dividing the internal yl^ between

their centres A and li at the point / for which the difference of

the squares of the segments AP—BP is equal in magnitude

and sign to the difference of the squares of the conterminous

radii Ali' — BS'f is termed the raiiical axia of the circles.

From the mere definition of the radical axis of two circles, it

is evident tliat : T. when the circles intersect, it passes through

the two points of intersection (Euc I. 47) ; 2*. when they toudi,

it touches both at the point of contact (Euc III. 16) ; 8*. when
they are equal and not concentric, it coincides with their axis of

reflexion (50) ; 4". when they are concentric and not equal, it

coincides with the line at infinity (136, T) ; 5*. when they are at

once equal and concentric, it is indeterminate (13); 6°. when

one is a line and the other not, it coincides with the line (150)

;

7*. when one is a point and tlio other not, it coincides with the

axis of reflexion of the point and its inverse with respect to the

other (157); and 8°. when they are both points or lines, the case

comes under the head of 3°. or of 5°. Of these particulars, some,

less evident than the others, will appear more fully from the

general properties of the radical axis of any two circles, which

will form the main subject of the present chapter.

When two circles, whatever be their nature, are given in

magnitude and position, their radical axis, when not indeter-

minate, is of course implicitly given with them; the relation

AP — BP = Ali' - BS* fixing, evidently, the position, when
determinate, of the point / at which it intersects at right angles

their line of centres AB.
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182. Of all the properties of the radic<al axis of two circles,

the following leads to the greatest number of consequences, and

may be regarded as fundamental.

The difference of the squares of the tangents from any point to

two circles = twice the rectangle under the distance between their

centres and the distance of the pointfrom their radical oasis.

For, if A and B be the centres of the two circles, AR and

B8 their radii, IL their radical axis, P the point, PR and PS
the tangents from it to the circles, PL and PQ the perpendi-

culars from it on IL and AB^ and C the middle point o^ ABj
then, since, (Euc. i. 47),

PR' = AP'-AR'a.ndPS'=BP'-BS*,
therefore /

[PR' - PS*) = [AP* - BP*) - [AR" - BS'), but, (Euc. i. 47),

AP*-BP*==AQ*^BQ' = 2AB. CQ, (Euc. ii. 5, 6),

ftnd, by the definition of the radical axis (181),

AR'-BS'=Ar-Br = 2AB. Cly (Euc. ii. 5, C),

therefore

{PR'^PS') = 2AB.{CQ-Cr) = 2AB.IQ = 2AB.LP,

and therefore «S:c.

Cor. r. If PL = 0, then PR* - P5^ = ; and, conversely, if

PR*-PS*=Oy then PL = 0. Uence— Tangents to tioo circles

from any point on their radical axis are eqwd ; and^ conversely

y

token tangents to two circlesfrom a point not at infinity are equals

the point is on the radical axis of the circles.

It i» this property, of which that of (157) is evidently a par-

ticular case, which has given the namo *' Radical axis^' to the
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line in qncstion, tlic tangents to two circles fipom any point being

expressed by radicaU^ and the locus of points for which they are

equal being a line.

The two tangents to the same circle firom any point being

equal, it follows of course firom the second part ofthe above, that

—

The tangenU to two circles at their points of contact with any

circle toucJnng both interweet on Aeir radical axis.

Cor. 2". If PiSf-O, then PIC^iAB.LP, and convcrwly, if

PIf« 2AB,LPy then P8^ 0. Henc»—
Ths square of the tangent to either of tmo etrelss from anjf

point on the other varies as the distanee of the point from their

radicalaxis ; and^converseijf^whenthe square cfUtetangmtfroma

point to a oirele varies as the distance of the pointfrom a Une^ ike

point lies on another circle^ ofwhich and Ae original the line is the

radical axis.

Of this property, that of (159) is evidently a particular case.

Cor. 3*. If be the intersection of any two chords XX' and

YY' of the circles. &ioe, when their four extremities are con-

' '
I OX.OX'^OY.OY, and convcnely, (Euc. iii.

<1 since, by Cor. !*., the same is the condition tliat the

point O should bo on the radical axis of the circlea, and con-

versely. Hence

—

Every turn chords of two circles whose fofwr eaeiremitiee are

xiicyclic intersect on their radical axis ; andj converselyy when two

'(dO circles intersect on their radical axisy their four

-- '•'• f^mcydic,

Thi~ ty will be stated more generally in the next

article.

Cor. 4". The point 0, as before, being on the radical axia, if

0X= OY, that is, if JTand ybe two of the four intersections

with the two circles of any third circle having its centre on

their radical axis ; then, since, by Cor. 3'., XX' = YY'^ and since,

by (62), A'A" = 2^X. cos^A'O, and YY = 2BY. cosBYO,
therefore cos-4X0 : cosJ5yO = BY: AX^ and both angles having

evidently the same affection (11). Hence

—

r.i'try circle having its centre on the radical axis of two others

's them at angles^ of the same affection^ whose cosines are

iucxtsely as tJtcir radii ; and, conversely, every circle intersecting

R
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tux> Others at angles^ of the same affeciion^ whose cosines are tn-

versely as their radiij has its centre on their radical axis.

The general property, of which this is a particular case, will

bo given further on.

Cor. 5". In the same case, since when XX' = 0, then YY' = 0,

and conversely, therefore as a particular case of Cor. 4°., or as is

also evident directly from Cor. 1°.

—

Every circle having its centre on tlie radical axis of two others^

and intersecting either at right angles^ intersect the other at right

angles / and., conversely^ every circle intersecting two others at right

angles has its centre on their radical axis.

This last is the more general proof of the latter property to

which allusion was made in Art. 156, Cor. 3°. of chap. IX.

Cor. 6°. Whatever be the position of the point 0, whether

on the radical axis or not, since, by the fundamental property

above,

OX.OX' -0Y.0Y' = 2AB.L0y

where LO'is the distance of from the radical axis, if 0X= F,

that is, if X and Y be two of the four intersections with the two

circles of any third circle having its centre at 0, then

OX. {XX' - YT) = 2AB. OL,
and therefore

OX'.OL='iAB'.XX'-YY'=AB'.AX.Qo^AXO'BY.co^YO,
a ratio which is constant when the two angles of intersection

AXO and BYOy whatever be their affections, are constant.

Hence

—

Ifa variable circle intersect two fixed circles at two constant

angles^ its radius is to the distance of its centrefrom their radical

axis tn a constant ratio ; and, conversely^ ifa variable circle^ whose

radius is to the distance of its centre from the radical axis of two

fixed drcles in a constant ratio, intersect either circle at a constant

angUf it intersects the other also at a constant angle.

Cor. 7'. As either angle of intersection may = 0, or = two

right angles. Hence, by (23), aa a particular case of the

preceding

—

J^a variahle circle touch twofixed circlesj the nature of its con-

tad toith each being invariable, its radius is to the distance of its

canfra from their radical axis in a constant ratio ; and, con-
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versely, ifa vartahle circU^ whom radiua %» to tkt diikmoe of %t$

centre from the radical axii cf two faced drekt M a oongteuU

ratioy touch in every position either cMe with eontad cfthe eame

apeciee, it interaeete tke other at a coiukmt angle^ tohieh may
or two right emglee.

Cor. 8°. The ratio OL : OX being (22) the cosine of the

angle, real or imaginary, at which the variable circle in Gore. 6*.

and 7°. intcrsectJ) the radical axis of the two fixed drdea.

Ilcncc, in general, from Cor. 6*

—

A variable circle tnteraedit^ two faoed evrdee at vmetani
angles intereectt their radioal axis eU a oomtenl tmgle ; tmd^ eon-

versely, a variable circle intersecting either of hoo faoed eirdee

and their radical axis at constenU angles intersects the other at a

constant angle.

And, in particular, firom Cor. 7*

—

A variable circle touching tioo fxed circles^ the nature of the

contact with each being invariable^ intersects their radical axis

at a constant angle ; and, conversely^ a variable drde intersecting

the radical axis of t%eofixed circUs at a ametant angle, and temehr

ing either circle wUh contact of invariable species, intersects the

other at a constant angle, which nuty » or two right angles.

The general propoty established in this corollary is but a

particular case of another still more general, which will be given

in a subsequent article of the present chapter.

Cor. 9°. It is immediately evident firom Cor. 1*. that

—

7^ radical axis of two circles bisects the four segments of
ir common tangents, real or imaginary, intercepted between

iif n iiuints of contact with the circles ; and, conversdy, the Kne

joining the middle points of the intercepted segments of any two of
tJte four common tangents to two circles, or, more generally, any

two points the tangents from which to two circles are equal, is the

radical axis of tJie circles.

And, from the first part of this latter property, that

—

The two chords ofcontact cf two circles with each pair cf their

common tangents, external and internal, are equidistant in oppo-

site directions from their radioal axis ; and so, titerefore, are the

ttoo chordsfor both pairs in the two circlesfrom each other.

Cor* 10\ Since when two circles intersect at right angles,

r2
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their chord of intersection is the polar of the centre of each with re-

spect to the other (165,6°.). Hence from Cor8.5°. and 3°. see (166)

—

The chords of intersection with two circles of every circle

orthogonal to both pass throtigh the poles of their radical axis.

The polars with respect to two circles of any point on their

radical axis intersect on their radical axis.

This latter property is evidently true also of the lino at

infinity, a line wliich we shall see, in the sequel, possesses with

respect to two circles nearly all the properties of their radical

axis.

183. The following general property of any three circles

includes evidently the first part of that established in Cor. 3°. of

the preceding article as a particular case, viz.

—

The three radical axes ofany three circles^ taken two and ttoo,

intersect at a common pointy termed the radical centre of the circles.

For, if ^, -B, G be the three centres of the circles, AB^ BSj CT
their three radii, 2/, -Jf, N the three radical axes of their three

groups of two, and X, F, Z^ the three points in which X, 3/, N
intersect at right angles the three sides i?C, (L4, AB of the

triangle ABCj then since, by definition (181),

{BX* - CX") = {BS" - CT),

{GY'-AY^) = [Cr-AB!),

{AZ* -BZ*)m [AB^ - B8^,
therefore

{BX* ^ CX') + {CY^- AY^) + [AZ*- BZ') = 0,

and therefore (132) the three perpendiculars Z, if, N intersect

at a common point 0.

Cor, r. It is evident from Cora. 1°. 4°. and 5'. of the pro-

codmg, that

—

1°. The six tangents^ real or imaginary^ to three circles from
their radical centre are equal; andy converselyj when the six

tangents^ real or imaginary^ to three circles from a pointy not at

infinityy are equaly the point is their radical centre.

2*. Every circle having its centre at the radical centre of three

others intereeeti them at angles^ of the same ajection-^ whose cosinee

are inversely as their radii; and, conversdy^ every circle inter-

eeetintf three others at angles^ of the same ajffectiony whose cosines
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are inversely as. their radiij has iti eaUre cU their radical

centrt,

8*. The circle having its cenire at the radical centre of three

others^ and intersecting one of them at right angles, intersects the

other two at right angles ; andj conversely, the cirde intersecting

three others at right angles has its centre at their radical centre.

The obvious solution of the problem ^' to describe the circle

which intersects throe g^ven circles at right angles," famished

by this latter property, is that to which allusion was made in

Art. ITiG, Cor. 4°, of Chap. ix.

Since for every three chords XX', YV, ZZ* of any three

circles A, B, C, which concur to their radical centre 0, the

three products OX. OX', OY.OY', OZ.OZ' are always eqoal

in magnitude and sign ; their common value is sometimes termed

the radical product of the three circles, and is, of course, always

equal in magnitude and sign to the square of the radius of their

orthogonal circle, which circle, consequently, u real or imaginaiy

accordbg as the ugn of the radical product is positive or

negative.

Cor. 2". The point of eoncurrenee of the three perpemU'
culars AP, BQ, CR of any triangle ABO is the radical centre

of the three circles of which the three sides BC, CA, AB are

diameters.

For, as the three circles on BO, OA, AB as diameters pass

respectively through the three pairs of points Q and R, R and P,

Pand Q, (Euc. ill. 31), therefore AP^ BQ^ OR are the three

common chords of those circles, taken two and two, and thereforo

«Scc (181, r.).

CoR. 3°. More generally, the point of concurrence of the

three perpendiculars AP, BQ, OR of any triangle ABC is

the radical centre of the three circles, of which any three lines

AX, BY, CZ drawn from the vertices to the opposite sides

BC, CA, AB are diameters.

For, whatever be the positions of the three diameters AX
BY, CZ, the three perpendiculars AP, BQ, OR are three chords

of the three circles concurring to a point for which the three

products OA.OP, OB.OQ, OC.OR arc equal in magnitude
and sign (168), and therefore &c. (Cor. 1", 1'.)
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Cor. 4°, For any system of three combined with any system of
two circles^ both systems being arbitrary.

a. The six radical axes of the six combinations of one of the

three with one of the two determine two triangles in perspec-

tive (140).

b. The radical centre of the three and the radical axis of the

two are the centre and axis of tlie perspective (141).

For, if -4, jB, C be the system of three, E and F the system

of two, U, V, W and X, F, Z the two sets of three radical

axes of A
J
B, C combined each with F and F respectively,

Lj Mj N the three radical axes of B and C, C and A^ A and J^

respectively, which by the above intersect at the radical centre

of Aj Bj Cj and / the radical axis of F and F] then, by the

above, the three points CZZ, VY^ WZ He on /, and the three

pairs of points VW and YZ, WU and ZX, UV and XY lie

on X, M^ N respectively, and therefore &c.

The radical axis of two circles which intersect being their

chord of intersection (181, 1°.), the properties just proved are con-

sequently true, in particular, of the two triangles determined by

the six chords of intersection of any two with any three circles

with which they intersect, both systems in all other respects

being arbitrary.

Cor. 5'. If A, B, C be the three centres^ and AB, B8, CT
the three radiij of any three circles^ i. My N the three radical

axes of their three groups of twoj their radical centre, F and

PQ the centre and radius of any fourth circle which intersects

them, and a, yS, 7 <Ae three armies of intersection / then-^-

PL'.PQ = BS.cos^ - CT.cosy : BC,

PM : PQ = CT. CO87 - ^JB . cosa : (X4,

PN'.PQ^AB .'coa a-BS.cosfi: AB.

For, if A'', y, Z bo three of their six points of intersection with

the fourth circle, and X', F', Z' their three second points of

intersection with its three radii PXyPYy PZ\ then, since, by the

fundamental property of the preceding article (182),

PY.PT-PZ.PZ = 2.BC,PLy

PZ. PZ -PX.PX'=^ 2 .CA.PMy

PX.PX'-PY.PY' ^2.AB.PNy
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therefore, as in Cor. 6°. of the same,

PL'.PQ= YT-\Zr : 22?C,

PMxPQ^ZZ' -XTiiCAf
PNiPQ^JOC-YTi^AB,

and since (62),

XZ'-SAS.ooto,

YT^iBS. coefif

Z7«20r.oo67,
therefore &o.

Hence, for the three circles whoee centres vo A^B^ C and

radii AJi^ B8j CT^ the centre P of tho circlo which intersects

them at the three angles a, /9, 7 lies on tho line paasmg throogfa

their radical centre which makes with the three radical axes

//, M^ N angles whose unes are proportional (61) to the throe

quantities

B8.CMfi- OT.oMy OT.CMy-ABMMa ^g.cosa~^&cos)8

TO ' dl ' AS
and wliich therefore b giTcn when tho three circles and tho

three angles of intersection are given.

Cor. 6'. It appears, from the preceding, (Cor. 5°.), that the

solution of the general problem ^ to ducribe the circle which mfer-

sicts three given drdee (U three given amglu^^ is redaoed to that of

the problem ^ to deeerAe the drde having it$ centre on agiven line

and tntersecting two given dreUe at given anglea^^ which in the

particular case of ooniaete of assigned species with the two (23),

(to which, as we shall see in the sequel, every other case may be

reduced), can always be solved by (54) ; tho sum or differenoei

according to tho nature of tho contacts, of the distances of its

centre from those of the two circles being evidently g^ven. Of the

' 'rated problem ^'to deeoribe the circle having contacts of

species toith three given circles" which is of coarse a parti-

cular case of tho above, a moro general and instructive solution

will be given in the next chapter.

184. Any number of circles whose centers A, Bj C7, &c. are

collincar, and whoso radii AB^ BS^ CT^ &c are such that

AB'-Ar = BS'-'BP=Cr~CP=^&c.=-±Ic't
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/ being any point on the line of centres, arc said to be coaxal^

every two of them having evidently the same radical axis, viz.

the perpendicular to the line of centres at the point / (181).

Of coaxal systems of circles there are two species, the sign of

the constant difference or modulus^ as it is termed, of the system

± J^ being positive for one and negative for the other ; in the

former case, ifM and N (fig. a) be the two points on the radical

axis, for which

\i3P=iN^=AE'-Ar=BS'-Br=cr-cr=&c=ii?,
all the circles of the system (Euc. I. 47) pass evidently through

M and Nj and the system accordingly is said to be of tfie common

points species ; the two points M and N being common to all the

circles, which, in that case, are all real, whatever be the positions

of their centres A^ J5, C &c. upon the line on which they all lie
;

and, in the latter case, if E andF (fig. /3) be the two points on

the line of centers, for which

iE*^ir=Ar-AE'=BP-BS'=cr^cr&c.=i^,
all the circles of the system (Euc. Ii. 5, 6) have evidently E and

F for a common pair of inverse points (149), and the system

accordingly is said to be of the limiting points species ; the two

points E and F being evanescent limits (152) to the circles,

which, in that case, are real or imaginary, according as their

centres A^ B^ 0, &c. are external or internal to the intercepted

segment EF of the line on which they all lie. In both cases

alike the radical axis itself is evidently the part not at infinity

of the particular circle of the system corresponding to the parti-

cular position of the centre at an infinite distance, and is the

common axis of reflexion (50) of the several pairs of evidently
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equal circles of the Bjstcm whose centres are cqaidistaiit in

opposite directions from the central point /; for which particular

point as centre the square of the radios of the corresponding

circle of the system is evidently the absolute minimum in the

former case, and tlie negative maximum in the latter.

In the particular case when the constant k= 0, the ^rstcm

may be regarded as belonging indifferently to either of the above

species, or, more properly, as being at once in the limiting state

of each, and at the transition phase from one to the other ; the

two common points M and N of the former ^leoies, or the two

limiting points E and F of the latter, then evidently coinciding

at the point /, the circles of the system all passing through that

point, and the system itself being of the comparatively simple

kind considered in (18).

It is evident fix)m the above that two circles, given in magni-

tude and position, determine in all cases the coaxal system,

whatever be its species, to which they belong ; for, by the pre-

ceding article (181), they determine the position of the central

point /, and with it the value of the modulus ± il*, of the lyateiD,

and therefore &c.

185. Connected with every coaxal system of either speoes,

as explained in the preceding article, there existii a conjugate

system of the other species; the two common or limiting points

of one being the two limiting or common {loiuts of the other

;

the radical and central axes of one being the central and radical

axes of the other ; the constant difference of squares or modulus

for one being equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the

constant difference of sfjuares or modulus for the other; and

every circle of one system intersecting at right angles every

circle of the other system ; which latter property is evident from

the consideration, that every circle coaxal (152) with the two

common points M and N of a common points system, or passing

through the two limiting points E and F of h limiting points

system (see the dotted circles in figs, a and fi of the preceding

article) intersects at right angles, by (15G), every circle of the

system.

Between the original and its conjugate or orthogonal system,

as in consequence of the preceding property it is also termed,
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the relations, aa above stated, are evidently reciprocal (8)

;

either being transformable into the other by the simple inter*

change of the elements peculiar to its character, and every

property true of either in relation to the other being, conse-

quently, true also of the latter in relation to the former.

186. Given tioo circles of a coaxal system of either species^ to

if determine the circle of the system which ^
\°. passes through a given

point ; 2". cuts orthogonally a given line or circle ; 3°. touches a

given line or circle.

These three problems, to which many others in the theory of

coaxal circles are reducible, require different solutions accord-

ing as the system to which the given circles belong is of the

common or . of the limiting points species ; in the former case,

the two points conmion to both on their radical axis are the

common points ofthe system, and in the latter case, the two points

inverse to both on their central axis (155, Cor. 2°.) are the limit-

ing points of the system ; and the common or limiting points, as

the case may be, being thus given, the solutions, based in the

latter case on the general property of the preceding article,

are respectively as follows

:

To solve 1°. ; in the former case, the circle passing through

the given point and through the two common points is that

required ; and in the latter case, the tangent at the given point

to the circle passing through it and through the two limiting

points intersects the central axis at the centre of the required

circle (152). To solve 2°. ; in the former case, the circle passing

through the two common points and through the inverse of

cither with respect to the line or circle is that required (156)

;

and in the latter case, the two circles passing through the two

limiting points and touching the lino or circle (51) determine

on the latter its two points of intersection with the required

circle. And to solve 3°. ; in the former case, the two circles pass-

ing through the two common points and toucliiug the line or

circle (51) are those required; and in the latter case, the

circle passing through the two limiting points and through

the inverse of either with respect to the line or circle de-

termines on the latter its points of contact with the two circles

reqoirod.
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187. For coaxal sjstems in general, whatever bo their

Bpecies, it is evident, from Cors. T, 3°, 4°, 6', Art. 182, that

—

r. The tangents, real or imaginary, to all the circles of a

coaxal system from any point on their radical axis are equal

;

and, conversely, when three or more circles are such that

fur two points, not at infinity, the tangents to them, real or

imaginary, are eqaal, they are coaxal, and the line containing

the two points is their radical axis.

2°. The chords of intersection, real or imaginary, of all the

circles of a coaxal system with any arbitrary circle concur to a

point on their radical axis ; and, converwly, when three or more

circles are such that their chords of intersection, real or ima-

ginary, with two others are concaxTent, they are coaxal, and the

line containing the two points of concurrence is thmr radical axis.

3\ Every circle having its centre on the radical axis in-

tersects all the circles of a coaxal system at angles, of the same

afTcetion, whose cosines are inversely as their radii ; and, con-

vcrscly, when three or more circles are intersected by two

others at angles, of the same affection, whose eoabies are in-

versely as their radii, they are coaxal, and the line of centres of

the two b their radical axis.

4'. Every circle having its centre on the radical axia and

intersecting any circle of a coaxal system at right angles in-

tersects every circle of tho system at right angles; and, con-

versely, when three or more circles intersect two others at right

angles, they are coaxal, and the lino of centres of the two is

their radical axis.

It is evident also from (177), combined with the preceding

property 4°, that

—

f

5°. Every point has a common conjugate with respect to all

'the circles of a coaxal system, viz. the diametrically opposite

[)oint of the circle of the orthogonal system which passes through

it ; and, conversely, when three or more drcles have two pairs

of common conjugate points, whose distances are not at once

equal and concentric, they are coaxal, as intersecting two different

cuxles at right angles (4°).

188. For systems of the limiting points species in parti-

cular, it is also evident, from the properties referred to, that

—
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1°. The two limiting points arc inverse points with respect to

every circle of the system ; and, conversely, when two circles

have a common pair of inverse points, those points are the

limiting points of the coaxal system they determine (152).

2°. Each limiting point and the perpendicular to the line of

centres passing through the other are pole and polar with

respect to every circle of the system ; and, conversely, when two

circles have a common pole and polar, the pole and polar centre

are the limiting points ofthe coaxal system they determine (165).

3°. The tangents to every circle of the system from each

limiting point are bisected by the radical axis ; and, conversely,

when the tangents to two circles from a point on their line of

centers are bisected by their radical axis, that point is a limit-

ing point of the coaxal system they determine (157).

4°. The tangents to every circle of the system from any

point in the radical axis are equal to the distances of the point

from the two limiting points ; and, conversely, when the tan-

gents to two circles from any point in their radical axis are

equal to the distances of the point from two points on their line

of centres, the latter are the limiting points of the coaxal system

they determine (157).

5°. Every circle passing through the two limiting points is

orthogonal to every circle of the system ; and, conversely, when

two circles which do not intersect are orthogonal to two circles

which do, the common points of the coaxal system determined

by the intersecting pair are the limiting points of the coaxal

system determined by the non-intersecting pair (156).

6". For every line touching two circles of the system, the

segment intercepted between the points of contact subtends a

right angle at each limiting point ; and, conversely, when for a

line touching two circles the segment intercepted between t' ^

points of contact subtends right angles at two points on their

line of centres, those points are the limiting points of the coaxal

system they determine. (22, 1', and Euc. III. 31.)

fJi 189. If Xf y, Z be anif three collinear points^ on the three

ndes BCy CA, AB ofany triangle ABC.
r. 7%e three circles on the three connectors AXj BYj CZ^ as

diamUerSf are coaxal.
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2°. The four polar centres of (he four trinnnh s YA7, ZDX^
XCYj andABC are on their radical axis.

3'. The four polar circles of tJie four kicmgles YAZ^ ZBX^
XCYj and ABC are coaxaL

4°. The three middle points of the ihres eomteetors AX^ BY^
CZ are on their radical axis.

For, the three connectors AX^ BYy CZ being three lines

from the vertices to the opposite sides of each of the four triangles

YAZ, ZBX, XCY, and ABC] therefore, by Cors, 3*. and l*.

Art. 183, the four polar circles of the fonr triangles (168) inter-

sect at right angles the three circles of which the three con-

nectors arc diameters, and, as consequently the circles of the two

groups are conjogately coaxal (185), therefore &c.

Cob. V. The four lines BXC, CYA, AZB, and XYZ'm the

above being entirely arbitrary, the four properties consequently

may be stated, otherwise thus, as follows

—

1°. The three circles of vdhich the tAree chords of inleraeeium

ofanyfour lines are diameters are ooaxaL

2°. Thefowr polar centres of the four triangles detavuned bjf

thefour lines are on their radical aoois,

3". Thefour polar circles of the four triangles determined bg

thefour lines are coaxal,

4°. The three middle points of the three chords of inierseetion

of thefour lines are on their radical axis.

Cor. 2". The centres of all drdes of a coaxal system being

colUnear (184), and the two lines of centres of two conjugate

systems being orthogonal (185), it follows, consequently, from

Cor. 1'., that, for every system of four arbitrary lines

—

1°. The three middle points of the three chords of intersection

tlieg determine are collinear.

2°. Thefour polar centres of the four triangles they determine

ore collinear.

3°. The two lines of collinearity for the middle points of the

chords andfor the polar centres of the triangles are orthogonal.

The preceding properties may be established by many other

considerations, but by none more simply or elegantly than the

above, which arc due to Mr. W. F. AValker.

190. IfBjEjF he three circles connected with Hiree others
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Ay By Chy the relations thai D is coaxal with B and C. E with

C and Ay and F with A and By then—
1°. They have always the same radical centre and lyroduct

with Ay By C.

2". When they pass through a common point P they pass

through a second common point P'.

3°. When their centres are collinear they are themselves coaxal.

For, if RRy SS'y TT be any three chords of Ay By C con-

curring to their radical centre 0, and UlTy VVy WW' any

three of By Ey F concurring to the same point (?; then, to

prove 1°., since by hypothesis, tlie three groups of circles By (7,

and B'y (7,-4, and E] Ay By and Fare coaxal, therefore (187, 1°)

the three groups of rectangles OS.OS'y OT.OTy and OU.OU';
OT.OT'y OR.ORy and OV.OV'-y OR.ORy OS.OS'y and

OW.OW are equal in magnitude and sign, and therefore the

two groups of circles 2), Ey F and Ay By have the same radical

centre and product (183, Cor. 1°.) ; to prove 2°., when i>, Ey i^^pass

through a common point P they pass also through a second

common point Py that viz. on the line OP for which the

product OP.OP is equal in magnitude and sign to their radical

product, and ofcourse to that oi Ay By C (1°.) ; and to prove 3°.,

when the centres of By Ey F are coUincar, if X, F, Z be their

three centres, XUy YVy ZW their three radii, and /the foot of

the perpendicular from on the line XYZ; since then, by 1°,

xo'-xir^YO'-Yv^^za-zw',
therefore (Euc. 1. 47),

XP-XJP=Yr- YU' = ZP-ZW'y
and therefore the three circles D, Ey F are coaxal (184).

Otherwise thus : the circle (r orthogonal to the three Ay By C
being, by (182, Cor. 6°.), orthogonal also to the three D, E, Fy its

centre O and the square of its radius Off* arc, by (183, Cor. 1'.),

the radical centre and product of both triads AyByC and 2), EyF
which proves V. ; when Dy Ey F pass through a common point

P, they pass also, by (156), through its inverse P* with respect

to the circle Oy which proves 2°.; and when the centres of

i?, Ey F are collinear, they are at once orthogonal to the cirele

O and to the line of tlicir centres (22, T.), and therefore coaxal

(187, 4°.), which proves 3".
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Cor. In tho general case, if P and P\ Q^nAQ^Rmd^R
bo the three pairs of intcrsoctions of tho three pairs of circles

E and F, F and />, D and JF, and if JP, T, Z be the three inter-

sections of tho three pairs of lines QR and QRy RP and RP'j
PQ and P*^ ; then since, by 1', the three lines PP, QQ,RR are

concurrent, and the three rectangles OP,OP', OQ.OQ, OR. OR
arc equal in magnitude and sgn, thereforo (140) the three

points X, Yy Z are coUinear, and, (Enc iii. 35, 36), the three

pairsofrectanglesXg.JT^andX^.Xir, 17?. i'Pand YR.YP^
ZP.ZQ and ZP'.ZQ are equal in magnitude and sign; or,

in other words, the two trianglea PQR and P'QR are in per-

spective, and the centre and axis of their perspectiTe are the

radical centre of the three circles A^B^ C and the radical axis

of thu two PQR and PQR,

191. If A, B, Che the three centree, and AR, B8, OT the

three radii, cfctny three coaxal circle*, the rdaiioH

AR* B^ . CT^
AB.AU"^ BCBA"^ CA,0B''

is true in att caaee, whatever he the epeciet cf the nfatem$ to which

they belong.

For since, by hypotheus (184), / being the central point of

the system, ^^--4P-55*-^P- CI*- CP-i±ifc'= the

modulus of tho system ; therefore,

BC.AR+CA.BS' +AB.Cr
= BC.AP'{-CA,BP+AB.CP±{BC+CA + AB),I^;

but, by (78), BC-h CA + AB=0, and, by (83),

BC,AP-\-CA.BP-^AB,CP^-BC,CA,AB^

therefore

BC.AR'-\-CA,BS' +AB,Cr= -BC,CA,AB,
and therefore &c, the latter relation being evidently equiva-

lent to tho above.

The above general relation, which when the circles belong

to a system of the common points species is evident from (83),

may be regarded as the crUerion of coaxality between three

circles whose centres are collinear, and by aid of it tho radius

corresponding to a given centre, of any circle coaxal with two
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others, is given at once without requiring the previous de-

termination of the central point 1 and of the modulus ± k* of the

system ; it is evident also from it that when two of three coaxal

circles are concentric and unequal, the third, as it ought (181, 4°.),

is concentric with both.

Cor. 1.° If CT= 0, that is, if, in a system of the limiting

points species, C be one of the two limiting points; then,

whatever be the positions of A and B and the magnitudes

ofAB find BSj
AJ^ BS^_.j.
AG BG "

'

which accordingly is the relation by which to calculate in

numbers the positions, real or imaginary, of the two limiting

points, when two circles of the system are given in magnitude

and position.

Cor. 2°. If AIt = and B8= 0, that is, if, in a system

of the limiting points species, A and B are the two limiting

points; then, for every position of 0, whatever be the inter-

val AB,
GT'=GA.GB,

from which it appears, as stated in (184), that, in a system

of the limiting points species, the two limiting points are inverse

points with respect to every circle of the system (152).

192. If Aj By C be the centres of three coaxal circles^ ARj
' B8y CT their three radii, and PR, PS, PT the three tangents

to tlieinfrom any point Pnot at infinity, the relation

BG.PI{*+ GA.PS* + AB.PT=Q
i$ true tn all cases, whatever he the species of the system to which

they helontj.

For, ance, by the general relation of Art. 83,

BG.AF'^ CA.BP^ + AB.GP'^-BG.CA.AB;

and since, by the general relation of the preceding articlei

BG.AI^+CA.BS' + AB.GT'^'-BG.GA.AB'j
therefore, at once, by subtraction,

BC.{A1''-An') 4 GA.{BI''-BS') + AB.{GP'- 02™) = 0,

which is manifestly the same aa the above.
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Otherwise thus : if /) be the centre of the circle of the system

which passes through 1\ tlicn since, by Cor. 2°, Aii, 182,

PR*= 2.AD.LP, PS'r,2.BD.LPy Pr= 'i.CD.LP;

therefore, multiplying by BC^ CA^ AB^ and adding

BC.PB'+CA.PS'+AB.Pr

''2.LP.{BC.AJ)+ CA,BD+ AB.CD]'^0,

since LP by hypothesia is not «> oo , and therefore &c

Cor. 1'. IfiT= 0, that is, if P be on the circle C, then

BCPP^+ CA.PS^^ii, or PB?iP8*^ACiBC^

and, conversely, if the latter relation exist, then PT^Q^ or Pis
on the circle C, Hence

—

When three circles are coaxal, the tquarei of the tanffente to

two of them from any point on the third have the conttant rtUio of
the distances of their centres from the eeiUre of the third; and,

conversefyj the locus ofa variabkponU the squares of the tangents

from which to twofaced dreles Aotw any constant ratio, positive or
'

'', is the coaxal drde whom centre divides the distance

t their centres in the moffnitude and sign of the ratio.

By aid of Cor. 2*, Art. 182, this important property, which

obviously includes thoae of Art. 158, and of Cor. 1*, Art. 182,

as particular cases, may be proved, otherwise thus, as follows

:

since, by the corollary in question, when P lies on the circle

(7, then PB* = 2.AC,LP, P8'^2,BC,LP, and conversely,

therefore, at once, by division. Pi? : PS* — AC '. BC, and

therefore &c

Cor. 2'. If PB= 0, and PS=0, that is, if P be on two of

the circles A and B at once, then P7^=0, or P is on the third

circle also. Hence, as already stated in (184), when two circ'les

intersect, every third circle coaxal with them passes through

their points of intersection.

Cor. 3°. IfM and N be the tico points of contact with any line

of the two circles ofany coaxal system which touch I'f, P and Q its

two points of intersection with any third circle of the system, and

its point of intersection with the radical axis, then always

PAP : QAP = P2^ : QN* = PO : QO.
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For, if A and B be the centres of the two circles touching

the line at M and iV, C that of the circle intersecting it at P and

Q, and L the radical axis of the system ; then since, as above,

by Cor. 2', Art. 182,

PAP=2.AC.PL, Q^P = 2.AC.QLy

PJSr' = 2.BC.PL, QN^ = 2.BC.QL]

therefore, at once, by division,

p^r : Q^p==PN^ -. qn'=pl -. ql,

and since, by similar triangles, PL : QL = PO : QO^ therefore &c.

Cor. 4°. In the same casej far a system of the limiting points

species^ if E and F he the two limiting points^ the tux) angles

MEN and MFNare right angles^ and tlieir sides bisect extemallg

and internally the two angles PEQ and PFQ respectively

:

see 186, 6°.

For, since by Cor. 1',

PM*'.PN^'. PE' :PF*=QAP: QN": QE* : QF*,

therefore at once, by alternation,

PJf: Q]\P = PN^: QN^= PE': QE* = PF*: QF*,

and therefore &c. (Euc. VI. 3.)

^ Cor. 5°. If Py Q^ R he the three vertices of any triangle in-

scribed in any circle of a coaxal system^ X, Y^ Z the three ex-

YJf temaly and X\ F*, Z' the three internal^ points of contact with its

X sides QRj RP^ PQ of the six circles of the system which touch

them in pairs (186, 3°), then ahoays—
a. The four groups of three points Y\ Z\ Xj Z\ X\ Y'^

X'j y, Z; ccnd X, IT, Z are collinear.

h. The fourgroups ofthree lines Q Y, RZ^ PX'\ RZ^ PX, QF

;

PXy QY^ RZ] and PX'j QY\ RZ' are concurrent.

For, if A and A'^ B and B'^ C and C be the centers of the

six circlea touching QR^ RP^ PQ at X and X', Y and T',

Z and Z' respectively, and Z> the centre of the circle contaming

i*, Qy ii, then since, by Cor. 1°,

PY' BD QZ* _CD RX* AD
PZ'^'CD' QX^~AD' BY*"" BD'

with seven other groups of the same form, one for the accented,
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and ux for the mixed accented and unaccented letters ; therefore,

at once, by composition of ratios,
,

Pr QZ* RX}

and similarly for each of the seven remaining gpnoapa, and

therefore &c.

It is evident also, from Cor. 3*, that the three intercepts

XX\ YY\ ZZ between the poinU of contact of the three pairs

of circles touching the three aides of the triangle, arc cut inter-

nally and externally in common ratios by every circle of the

system, and are bisected internally by its radical axis.

Cor. 6*. The general relation of the present article may
obviously be stated in the equivalent form >

BC.PX.PX:^^ CA.PY,PT -{-AB.PZ^PZ^^

X and A", Y and Y\ Z and Z\ being the pairs of intersections

witli the three circles of any three lines passing through P. This

form has the comparative advantage, that the three rectangles it

involves, whatever be their signs, are always real, whereas the

three tangents, whose squares are involved in the original

form, may be, and often are, some or all, imaginary

.

^

193. IfA^ Bf C be tMe centres of three ooaapal circlet^ AR^

B8j CT their three radii, and a, /9, 7 their three angles of in'

tereeetion taith any arbitrary circle whote centre i* not at infinity

f

the relation

BC.AB.coaa+ CA,BS.cosfi + AB.CT.coay =

ia true in all oaaea, whatever be the epedee of the system to which

they belong.

For, ifP be the centre of the arbitrary circle, PQ its radius,

X^ Yj Z three of its six points of intersection with the three

loaxal circles, and X', Y'j Z their three second points of inter-

section with its three radii P-Y, PF, PZ\ then since, by the

general property of the preceding article,

j5C.PXPX' + C^.Py.Pr+^J5.PZ.PZ'-0;

and since in the present case PX^PY^ PZ= PQ, therefore

{BC-i-CA+AB).PQ'+{BC.XX'+CA.YT+AB.ZZ).PQ=^0,
h2
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from which as -BC+ CA + AB = 0, and as PQ not = qo , therefore

BC.XX' + CA. YY' + AB.ZZ' = 0,

which, as

XX' = 2.^i?.co8a, YY' = 2.BS.coi^^ ZZ = 2.CT.coBy,

is therefore equivalent to the above.

Otherwise thus : by Cor. 6°, Art. 182, see also Cor. 5", Art. 183,

BS.cos^-CT.cosy _ CT.cosy-AR.cosa _ AR.coaa-BS.cos^

BC CA
~

AB '

each being = PL : PQ = the cosine of the angle, real or ima-

ginary. Cor. 8°, Art. 182, at which the arbitrary circle intersects

the radical axis L of the three coaxal circles A^ B^ C, and from

either of these equalities the above manifestly results im-

mediately.

This latter method has the advantage over the former, of

not only establishing the general relation connecting the cosines

of the three angles of intersection, real or imaginary, of any

arbitrary circle with three coaxal circles, but of connecting

with them at the same time the cosine of its angle of intersec-

tion, real or imaginary, with their radical axis.

Cor. 1°. When C is such, that

BC.AE.cosa = AC,BS.coa^f

or, which is the same thing, that

AC:BC = AR.cosa : BS.cos^j

then CT.co87 = 0, and therefore co87 = 0; except only when

CT=Oy in which case it is indeterminate. Hence

—

Every circle intersecting two circles A and B at ttoo angles

a and /3 intersects at right angles the coaxal circle C whose centre

is given hy the preceding proportion; except only when that circle

ia a point
J
in which case it parses through it^ and intersects it at

€m. indeterminate angle.

Cor. 2*. When in Cor. I'j.cosa : C08/S= ±l, that is, when
a and fi are equal or supplemental, then A C : BC=±AR : BSj

and therefore (44) (7 is a centre of similitude, external in the

former case and internal in the latter case, of the circles A
and B. Hence

—
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Every circle intersecting two circUa A and B at equal or sup-

plemental anglesy intersects at right angles As coaxal circle, real

or imaginaryy whose centre is the external or internal centre of

similitude of A and B; excq^ only token tkat drcU is a point,

in which case «t passes tkromgh it, a$td inisrseets it at an ind&'

terminate angle.

Cor. 3'. When in Ck)r. T, ^^.cosa: B8.cosl3^±l, Uutt

is, when coaa: coal3Bj±B8: ABy then AC: BC "ttl, and

therefore C is a point of bisection, external in the former case

and internal in the latter caae, of the interral AB, Hence—
Every circle interset^q two others A and B at angles, of

similar or opposite affections, wikose cosines are inversely as their

radiiy intersects at right angles the coaxal circle whose eentre

bisects externally or internally the interval hettoeen CAtf eeiUres

ofA and B; except only, in the latter cam, when that drele is a

pointy in which case it passes thrmgh ^, and intersects it at an

indeterminate angle.

Cor. 4°. When AR.cMa^O, that i>, when either .<lfi-
or co8a = 0, then AC.B8.cosfimAB.CT.cosf, or, aa before

(Cor. v.), B8.cotfi : CT.cosf- BA : CA. Hence—
Every circle either passing through a point or cutting ortho-

gonally a line or circle A, and intersecting another line or circle B
at any other constant angle fi, intersects every third line or circle

C coaxal with A and B at a third conetant angle y, whose cosine

is given by the preceding relation.

Cor. 5*. Wlien AR.cosa^'O, and Z?5.co8)3«o, that is,

when citherAR = or cosa » 0, and cither B8=^ or cos/S^ 0,

then C2^.co87 = 0, whatever be the position of C, and therefore

C0S7 = ; except only when CT= 0, in which case it is indeter-

minate. Hence, see 156 and 185

—

Every circle passing through two points, or cutting orthogonally

two circles, or passing through a point and cutting orthogonally a

circle, cuts orthogonally every circle coaxal with the two ; except

only when tJiat circle is a point, in which case it passes through it,

and intersects it, like every other evanescent circle, at an inde-

terminate angle.

Cor. 6'. When C is such, that

^C.^i?.co8a - A CBS. COB fi = ± AB.CT,
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then cos7= + 1, and therefore 7 either = two right angles or = 0.

Henee

—

Every circle intersecting tioo circles A and B at two angles

a and /S touches^ one externally and one internally^ the two coaxal

circles wliose centres are given by the preceding relation.

Cor. 7°. When co8at=±l, and co8/9 = ±l, that is, when a

either = or = two right angles, and 13 either= or = two right

angles, then AB, CT. cosy = T BC.AE± AC. BS. Henee—
Every circle touching^ with definite contacts^ ttoo circles A and

B intersects any coaxal circle C at the angle 7 whose cosine is

given by the preceding relation.

^ Cor. 8°. In general, when two of the circles A and B
/ and the two coiTcsponding angles of intersection a and /8 are

given, then, in virtue of the general relation, the third circle

C determines the third angle 7, and conversely. Hence,

generally

—

Every circle intersecting ttoo circles A and B at tJie same tico

angles a. and /?, intersects every third circle C coaxal with them

at the same third angle 7 determined by the general relation^

cuts orthogonally the particular circle D determined by the rela-

tion Cor. 1°, and touches^ one internally and one externally^ the

two particular circles E and F determined by tJie relation Cor. 6°.

The two circles A and B and the two angles a and ^ being

given, to determine the two circles E and i^ coaxal with A and

B which are touched by the intersecting circle in every position
;

describing any circle K intersecting A and B at the given angles

a and /9, the two circles E and F coaxal with A and B which

touch the circle K (186, 3*), by the above, are those required.

OT the many circles K which could be described intersecting

/ A and B at the given angles a and /S, one of given radius is that

most easily constructed ; for when a circle of given radius inter-

sects two given circles at given angles, its centre lies evidently

on two concentric circles of given radii, and is therefore given.

It is evident that when one of the two intersected circles A
is evanescent, then one of the two enveloped circles E coincides

with it ; and, that when the two intersected circles A and B are

evanescent, then tiic two enveloped circles E and /' coincide

with them.
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Cor. 9°. Bj aid of tho general property Cor. 8°—the

.

general problem " to describe a circle uUermcting three given
\

cirrhs A, li, C at three given angUs «, )9, 7" may be rearlilv

reduced to the particular case of itself: " to dewcrihe a cir< !,

having contacts of assigned species with Aree given circles" l^'or

the required circle to intersect the three circles Ay B, (7 at the

three angles a^ /9, 7 must touch with opposite contacts three pairs

ofcircles !> and Z>", K and E"y F and F\ coaxal with J? and C,

^'an<l A^ A and li respectively, and determinable by Cor. 8*;

any three of these six, for different pairs of the given circles,

being constructed by Cor. 6*, the circle touching them with

the species of contact to which they oorrespond is that re*

quired.

By supposing first one and then two of the three given

circles A^ B, C to become evanescent, the two problems ** to

describe a circle passing through a given pouU and interseetifUf

tiro given circles at given anglesy* and ** to desert a curie pas^

ing through two given points and intersecting a given circle at a

given angle^^ are obviously included in the above as particular a
cases.

Cor. 10*. As, by the same general property Cor. 8", the circle

intersecting three given circles A^ B, (7 at three given angles

a, /9, 7 cuts orthogonally three curcles />, JF, F coaxal with

B and C, C and yl, A and B respectively, and determinable

very readily by Cor. 1*; and as the problem to describe the

circle orthogonal to three others is one that presents no diffi-

culty (183, Cor. 1") ; it might at first sight appear as if an easier

solution of the general problem Cor. 9°, would be obtained by

substituting the three auxiliary circles 2), E^ F in place of the

three employed in the construction actually given ; such, how-

ever, would not be the case, the three circles i>, JS", F being, as

may be easily sliewn, coaxal, and consequently admitting of an

infinite number of orthogonal circles (185).

For, yl, B^ (7 being the three centres, and AB^ BS^ Crtlie

three radii of the three given circles ; if X, F, Z be the three

centres of the three circles J9, E^ F^ then since, by Cor. T,

BX _ BS. cos^ CY _ CT. cosy AZ _AB.coBa
CX ~

C'I'.cosy * AY" AR. COBOL ' BZ ~ BS.cos^ '
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therefore, at once, by composition,

BX CY AZ_
CX'AY'BZ '

consequently (134, a) the three centres A', F, Z are colllnear,

and therefore (190, 3°) the three circles Z), E, F are coaxal.

The general problem itself, "to describe the circle inter-

secting three given circles at three given angles," is of course,

for the same reason, indeterminate or impossible when the

circles are coaxal ; indeterminate where the circles and angles are

such as to fulfil the general relation of the present article, im-

possible when they are not.

194. With the two following converse properties of coaxal

circles, and a few of the consequences to which they lead, we
shall close the present Chapter.

When four points on two circles are collinear^ the four vertices

of the quadrilateral of which the tangents at the two on each are

opposite sides lie on a third circle coaxal with both; and^ con-

versely^ ichen of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle two opposite

sides touch a second circle^ the remaining two touch a third circle

coaxal with the first and second^ and the four points of contact

with the two circles touched are collinear.

To prove the first part : IfX and X\ Y and T (figs, a
and 13) be the two pairs of points, A and B the centres of the

two circles, a and /8 their two angles of intersection with the

line of the points, and P, (?, i?, S the four vertices of the quad-

rilateral, that is, the four points in which the two tangents at

X and X' to one circle intersect the two at Y and Y' to the

other; then since, in the four triangles ZPy, X^T, X'i?r',

X'8Y, the four ratios PX.PY, QX: QT, RX'-.RT, 8X':8Y
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arc equal to the same ratio sInyS : una (63), they are equal to

tath other, and therefore (192, Cor. l") the four points P, Q^ /?, 8
lie on the circle coaxal with A and B whoM centre C is given by

the relation AC: 5C?=8in*/3 : sin'a; and therefore &c
To prove the second part : If P, <), R, 8 (same figoret) be ^\

the four vertices of the quadrilateral, C the centre of the circle

on which they lie, X and A" the points of contact of its pair

of opposite sides PQ and B8 with the second circle, A the

centre of that circle, Y and 1" the points of intersection of the

line A'A" with the other pair of opposiie sides PS and RQ of

the quadrilateral, and B the centre of the circle which (Hue ill.

21, 22) touches those sides at Y and Y'] then since, by the first

part, the circle C is coaxal with the two A and B^ therefore,

reciprocally, cither of the latter U coaxal with the other and C,

and therefore «&c.

As to the possibility of a circle touching P8 and RQ tX

Y and y", it is evident, from Euc. ill. 21, 22, that for the three

pairs of angles of intersection a and a', /3 and ^y y and 7' of

any lino with the three pairs of opposite connectors L and L\

M and M\ N and N' of any four points P, Q^ Rj 8 on b circle,

if a =s a' then fi'^ff and 7 7', and therefore &c
Cor. r. In both the above properties, while the three cirdei

yf, 7?, C remain fixed, the line and quadrilateral may vary

simultaneously, provided only the ratio sina : sin/9, of which,

by the above, the ratio BC : ^C is the duplicate, be constant;

or, which is the same thing, provided the ratio XX' : YY" be

constant, since (62) XX' = 2.^A', sin a, and YT *:^2.BY.*\n^.

Hence

—

If a fan'dhle line intersect ttco jijxd circles at angU» whose

sines Jiave any cotistant ratio^ or^ which is the same thing^ intercept

in them chords having any constant ratio^ the four vertices of the

quadrilateral^ of which the tangents at the points cf intersection

with each are opposite sides^ lie on thefixed circle coaxal with both

whose centre divides the distance between their centres in the inverse

duplicate of the constant ratio of the sines.

And, conversely

—

Jf from a variable point on one of three fixed coaxal circles

pairs of tangents be drawn to the other two^ tJte four lines con-

taining a point of contact with one and a point of contact with
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the other intersect them at angles the squares of whose sines have

tJie constant inverse ratio of the distances of their centres from the

centre of the first^ and therefore intercept in them chords whose

squares divided hy the squares of their radii have the same con-

stant ratio.

In the particular case, when sina : 8my8=l, or (62) when

XX' '. YY' = AX'.BY^ or (44) when the line of intersection

passes through a centre of similitude, external or internal, of

the circles intersected, then AC : BC= 1, and therefore, of the

four vertices of the quadrilateral PQRS^ two opposites lie on

the line at infinity, and the remaining two lie on the radical axis

of the circles A and B^ the two lines into which the coaxal

circle C then breaks up (184) ; and the same is evident from the

consideration that when a = /S the pairs of tangents at two pairs

of intersections X and Y^ X' and Y' are parallel, and intersect

consequently at infinity, and . the pairs of tangents at the re-

maining pairs of intersectionsX and Y\ X' and Y form isosceles

triangles with the line of intersection and intersect consequently

on the radical axis of A and B. (182, Cor. 1°.)

Cor. 2°. IfL and L\ M and M\ N and N" be the three pairs

of opposite lines connecting anyfour points P^ Q^ R^ S on a circle^

X and X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z' their three pairs of intersections

with any line making equal angles a=a' with one pair of them LL\
and therefore (Euc. III. 21, 22) pairs of equal angles ^ =^ and

y^y with the remaining two pairs MM' andNN' ; the three circles

touching L and X', M and M'^ N and N' at X and X'^ Y and 1",

Z and Z are coaxal with each other and with the circle PQRS.
For, by the first part of the above, the latter circle is coaxal

with every two of them, and therefore &c.

If the intersecting line pass, as it or a parallel to it in every

case may, through one of the three points LL'^ MM'^ NN\
the corresponding circle of contact being then evanescent, that

point is consequently a limiting point of the coaxal system to

which the remaining two and the circle PQRS belong ; and if

it pass through two of them at once, which, in compliance with

the condition restricting it to one or other of two rectangular

directions, it only could do when one of the three is at infinity,

the two corresponding circles of contact being then evanescent,

these points are consequently the two limiting points of the
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coaxal STStem to Mrhich the third and the circle PQR8 belong.

Hence, see Cor. 2°, Art. 163, the two oerttres of perspective ofany

two parallel chords of a circle are at once moerM points with re-

spect to the circle itself and to that which touches the two chords

at their middle points / a property the reader may easUy verify,

a priori^ for himself.

CoR. 8*. IfX and A", }' and Y\ Zand Z" he the three pairs

of intersections of an arbitrary line with any three circles^ L and

L\ MandhT, N and N' the three pairs of tangents at them to the

circles ; the three circles containing the vertices of the three quad'

rilaUraU, of which MM* and NN', NIT and LL\ LL' and MM'
are pairs cf opposite sideSy are coaxal.

For, if -/4, 5, (7 be the centres of the three original circles,

a, /9, 7 their three angles of intersection with the line, and

A\ B\ C the centres of the three circles containing the vertices

of the three quadrilaterals, which, by the above, are coaxal with

the pairs of the originals whose centres are B and C, C and J,
A and B respectively ; then ttooe, by the above,

BA' 8in'7 C£; sin^ AC rin'/S

CJ^wnVJ' -4ir*8in*7' S^'^im^T*

therefore, at once, by composition of ratios,

BA CB^ AC
VA":jfB"BC"^'

consequently (134, a) the three centres A\ B% C are ooUincar,

and therefore &c., (190, 3'.).

In the particular case when the centres of the three original

circles A^ /?, C are collinear, those of the three derived circles

A\ B\ C are of course necessarily collinear with them ; but

the preceding relation, proved exactly as above, exists in the

particular as in the general case, and equally in both establishes

the coaxality of the derived system ; tlie same remark applies

to the Rirallar property proved, in a similar manner, in Cor^ 10'

of the preceding Article.

CoK. 4°. For a variable polygon of any order inscribed to a

fixed circle of any coaxal system^ if all tlte sides but one touch in

nosition fixed circles of the sytttem^ that one also touches in

_, position ajixcd circle of the system.
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^<^r^»^ Let P, Q, /?, S, &c. T, and F, Q, R, 8\ &c. T be any two posi-

\^ y/ ^ tionsofthe vertices of the polygon on

^,4^^,^^ 'xHe circle of the system round which

they move. If in the two positions

the several pairs of sides PQ and

FQ\ QR and QR, RS and R'S\
&c. up to, but not including, the last,

touch the same circles of the system,

the last pair TPand TF also touch

the same circle of the system.

For, joining the extremities PP,

QQ\ RR, SS\ &c. TT of the several pairs of sides touching

the same circles in the two positions of the polygon ; then since,

by hypothesis, PQ and FQ touch a common circle of the

system, therefore, by the second part of the above, PF and

QQ' touch a common circle of the system; since again, by

hypothesis, QR and Q'R touch a common circle of the system,

therefore again, by the same, QQ and RR touch a common
circle of the system ; since again, by hypothesis, RS and RS'
touch a common circle of the system, therefore again, by the

same, RR and SS' touch a common circle of the system ; and

so on to the last pair of sides but one ; from which it follows

that the first and last connectors PF and TT touch a common
circle of the system, and therefore, by the same as before, that

the last pair of sides TP and TF touch a common circle of

the system.

This simple and elegant demonstration of the above cele-

brated Theorem of Poncelet is due to Dr. Hart, who pablished

an extension of it in The Quarterly Journal ofPure and Applied

Mathematics^ Vol. II., page 143 ; a proof nearly identical was

arrived at independently about the same time by Mr. Casey.

Cor. 5*. The principle of the above demonstration depending

on the circumstance that the several chords of connection PF^
QQt^ RRy SS\ &c. TT for any two positions of the polygon

all touch a common circle of the system, and that again de-

pending only on the circumstance that every circle of the system

touched by a side of the polygon in one position is touched also

by a side of the polygon in the other position, irrespectively

altogether of the circumstance as to whether the contacts of
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the several sides of the polygon with the circles they touch

take place in the same order of sequence in the two positions

or not ; hence, in PonceUt^s Theorem the order of sequence tn

wJiich the several circles enveloped are touched by the several suc-

cessive sides of tJie variable polygon in its differtni positions is

entirely arbitrary^ provided only no circle touched in one position

be omitted in anotlier ; a circumstance noticed by Poncclet him-

self, and cstablinhed by him, in connection with the Theorem, on

principles instructive and suggestive but involving conceptions

beyond the limits of mere elementary geometry.

To sec this clearly, the figure and notation employed above,

£br facility of conception in the first instance, being adapted

only to the case when the order of the contacts with the several

circles touched is the same in the two positions of the polygon

;

denoting by P.P. and P/P,', ^,(?, and (?,'^,', i?,2?, and i?,'5,',

S^S^ and S^S^^ &c., the several pairs of sides of the two

polygons corresponding to the two positions which touch the

same circles A^B^ C, i), &c. of the system, measured cyclically

in the same direction for each polygon (110), but in similar or

opposite directions for both, and independently altogether of

the order of sequence in either ; then since, by the above, the

several paOT of connecting chords PJ^l and P^,', Q^Ql and

<?,(?;, i?,i?/ and i?^;, /8,5,' and i5,5,', &c. touch the same
circles of the system A\ B\ C, />*, &c ; and since, from the

nature of the case (every side of a polygon being conterminous

with the two adjacent), every connector of the system P^P,'^

Q^Q^\ -^1^,', S^S^'j&c. coincides necessarily with some connector

of the opposite system P,P^, Q^Q^^ R^^^ 8,S^y &c., and con-/
versely ; therefore the several circles A\ B\ C", /)*, &c. touched

by the several pairs of connectors all coincide, and therefore &c.

Cor. 6°. It appears at once from the above, Cors. 4° and 5°,

that the general problem, " to inscrQ)e in a given circle of a
coaxal system a polygon of any degree whose severed sides in any

order of sequence shall touch given circles of the systemy^ is in-

determinate when the circles are such that for every polygon

inscribed to the first, all whose sides but one touch in any order

of sequence all the others but one, the last side touches the last

circle ; when this is not the case the four common tangents, real

or imaginary, to the last circle and to that touched in every
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position by the last side (Cor. 4°), give the last sides of the four

polygons that solve the problem, and with them therefore the

polygons themselves.

Since, when two circles intersect, two of their four common

tangents, those passing through their external centre of simili-

tude, are always real, and the other two, those passing through

their internal centre of similitude, are always imaginary ; hence

when, in the above problem, the coaxal system to which the

circles belong is of the common points species, two of the four

polygons that solve it are always real and the other two always

imaginary ; when, however, the system is of the limiting points

species, all four may be real or all four imaginary according to

circumstances. >

Cor. 7°. As all the circles touched by the several sides of

the variable polygon in every position may coincide, thus re-

ducing the several circles in the general case to two, it appears

therefore, from the same, that the modified problem, " to con-

struct a polygon of any order all whose vertices shall lie on one

given circle and all whose sides shall touch anoOier given circlej^

is indeterminate when the two circles are such that for every

polygon of the required order all whose vertices lie on the first,

and all whose sides but one touch the second, the last side also

touches the second. When this is not the case the four common

tangents, real or imaginary, to the second circle, and to the

third circle, coaxal with the first and second, which is touched

in every position by the last side (Cor. 4°), give, as in Cor. 6*,

the last sides of the four polygons that solve the problem ; w)iich

polygons for all ocZt? orders,bytaking the two symmetrical positions

for which the last side is perpendicular to the line of centres of

the three circles, are easily seen to be all real, all imaginary, or,

two real and two imaginary, according as the distance between

the centres of the two g^ven circles is greater than the sum,

less than the difference, or, intermediate between the sum and

difference, of their radii.

In the particular case when the polygon is, a triangle, the

condition for indeterminatcncss, as regards the centres and

radii of the two given circles, is given immediately by the

known relation (102, Cor. 4') that for every triangle, having no ex-

ceptional peculiarity of form, the square of the distance between
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the centres of the circle passiDg through its three vertices and

of any of the four touching its three sides » the square of the

radius of the former ± twice the rectangle under the radii of

both ; when, therefure, for two circles g^ven in magnitude and

position, the centres and radii fulfil cither condition expressed

In that relation, the problem to construct a triangle having its

three vertices points on one and its three udes tangents to the

other is indeterminate ; and when they do not, though four or

two real solutions still exist under the circumstances stated

above, the resultmg triangles, as may be eaaly seen on drawing

the figiu*es corresponding to the two cases, have each a pair of

coincident sides, and therefore, berides tbeir ordinary iuscnbed

and exscribed circles, which for them as for every other triangle

fulfil the relation, have each an indefinite number of other circlet

touching its three udes, which, including the given circle touched

by the Uirce, do not fulfil either relation. The fact as well as the

explanation of the existence of real solutions in the latter

has hitherto been very generally overlooked by geometers.
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CHAPTER XII.

ON THE CENTRES AND AXES OF PERSPECTIVE OF CIRCLES
CONSIDERED IN PAIRS.

195. The two points on the common diameter of two circles

which divide the interval between their centres, externally and

internally, in the ratio of the conterminous radii, are termed

indifferently (44) the two centres of similitude^ external and

internal, and also (144) the two centres of perspective^ external

and internal, of the circles ; that they possess a double right to

the latter appellation will appear in the sequel.

From the mere definition of the centres of similitude or

perspective of two circles, it is evident that :
1°. When the

circles intersect, they connect with each point of intersection by

the two bisectors, external and internal, of the angle between

the radii, and therefore (23) of the angle between the circles

at the point (Euc. vi. 3) j
2°. When the circles touch, one

of them, the external or the internal according to circum-

stances, coincides with the point of contact; 3°. Wlien the

circles are equal and not concentric, they bisect, externally and

internally, the interval between the two centres ; 4°. When the

circles are concentric and not equal, they both coincide with

the common centre ; 5°. When the circles are at once concentric

and equal, one, the internal, coincides with the common centre,

while the other, the external, is entirely indeterminate (15)

;

6*. When one circle is a point and the other not, they both

coincide with the point ; 7°. When one circle is a line and the

other not, they coincide with the extremities of the diameter

of the latter whose direction is perpendicular to the former;

8*. When both circles are points, with the exception of dividing,

externally and internally, in a common ratio the interval be«

tween the points, they are otherwise both indeterminate (13);
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and 9\ When both circles are lines, they connect from infinity,

aa in 1°, with the point of intersection by the two bisectors,

external and internal, of the angle determined by the lines.

Of these particulars, sonic, less evident than the others, will

appear more fully from the general properties of the centres

of similitude or perspective of any two circles, which will form

the main subject of the present chapter.

When two circles, whatever be their nature, are given in

magnitude and position, their two centres of perspective, ex-

ternal and internal, lieing in fact the two centres of penpectire,

external and internal, uf any pair of their parallel diametera (181),

are of course implicitly given with them ; and, as already stated

in (44), poaaeas with respect to the circlea, considered as similar

fig^orea at once aimilariy and oppositely placed, all the pro-

perties of the corresponding centres of similitude of similar Sgorw
of any form similarly or oppositely placed; all lines passing

through cither intersecting them at equal angles, dividing them

into pairs of similar segments, determining on them pairs of

homologous points at which the radii and tangents arc parallel,

and intercepting in them pairs of homologous chords in the

constant ratio of the radii ; and the two particular lines, real or

imaginary, which are tangents to either circle being tangents

to the other also (42).

196. The circle on the interval between the centres of simi-

litude of two circles as diameter, which when the circles inter-

sect passes evidently through the two points of intersection

( 1 95, r), is sometimes called the circle ofsimiiiHuie of the circles,

and may be easily shown to be always coaxal with them, and

to be such that from every point of it they subtend equal angles,

real or imaginary.

For, the distances of every point on it from their centres

having, by (158), the constant ratio of their radii, therefore, by

pairs of similar right-angled triangles, the tangents to them from

every point on it have the same constant ratio ; but because the

ratio of the tangents to them from every point of it is constant,

it is coaxal with them (192, Cor. V) ; and because the constant

ratio is that oftheir radii, the pairs of tangents to them from every

point of it contain equal angle.<»,realor iraagiuar)',and therefore «SlC.

T
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Or, more briefly, thus : the tangents, real or imaginary, to

two circles from each of their centres of similitude having the ratio

of their radii (44), therefore, by (192, Cor. 1°), so have the tan-

gents, real or imaginary, to them from every point of the circle

of which the interval between the two centres of similitude is

diameter, and therefore &c.

We shall see, in the next article, that the three circles of

similitude of the three groups of two determined by any system

of three arbitrary circles, besides being thus coaxal each with

the two original circles of its own group, are also coaxal with

each other.

197. For any three circles^ whose centres are A^ B, C, and

radii AR, BS, CT, if X and X\ Y and F', Z and Z' be the

three pairs of centres of similitude, external and internal, of the

three groups of two whose centres are B and C, C and A, A and B,

respectively, then—
1°. ITie six points X and X', Y and Y', Z and Z' lie three

and three on four lines.

2\ The six lines AX and AX', BY and BY', CZ and CZ'

pass three and three through four points.

3". The three middle points of the three segments XX', YY',

ZZ' are collinear.

4°. The three circles of which the three segments XX', YY\
ZZ' are diameters are coaxal.

Of these properties, the two first follow at once from the

general criteria a and b' of Art. 134, by virtue of the relations

(195) which determine the three pairs of points X and A", Y
and T, Z and Z on the three sides BC, CA, AB of the

triangle ABC, viz.

:

BX BS
CX~ ' CT'

CY CT
AY~ ^ AR*

AZ AR
BZ"^ BS'

BX' BS
CX'' CT'

CT CT
AT~ AR'

AZ AR
BZ~ BS'

and the two last follow immediately from the first, by virtue of

the two general properties T and 4° of Cor. V, Art 189, of

which they furnish obvious examples; or they may be established

independently as follows.
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If U^ r, W be the three middle points of the three «egraent«

X\", YY\ ZZ\ then since, by (150),

BU^BS* CV CT AW AST
CW'CT^' IVaR" BW^TIP'

therefore, by (134, a), tlie three points f7, F, IF are coUinear ; and

because the centres of the three circles of which the three

segments XX\ YY\ ZZ' are diametera are ooUmear, the

three circles themselves, being, by the preceding (196), coaxal

each with the corresponding pair of the original circles to which

it is the circle of sinulitude, arc thcruforc, by (190, 3*), coaxal

with each otiier.

The four lines YZX, ZXX, X Y Z, and XYZ^ on which

the six points A*" and X\ Y and 1'', Z and Zy by property 1',

are grouped tlireo and three, are termed, from their origin, the

four axes of similitude of the three original circles, and oocor

very frequently in Modem Geometry in enquiries connected

with systems of three circles. As passing each through a centre

of similitude of every two of the three, they each, if they meet

the three circles at all, intersect them at three equal angles;

determine on them two systems of throe points at which the radii

and tangents are parallel ; intercept in them three chords in the

ratios of their radii ; and, if happening to touch one of the three,

touching the other two also (42).

The four axes of similitude of any system of three drdes

furnish evidently the four solutions of the problem *' to draw a

line intersecting the three circles at equal anirlcs."

198. As every line passing through cither centre of similitude

0, external (fig. a) or internal (fig. yS), of any two circles whoso

centres are G and C7', meets them at two paurs of homologoiu
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points (39) X and A", Y and Y\ at which the two pairs of

corresponding radii CX and C'X'j CY and C'Y'^ and of cor-

responding tangents ZX and ZX'j ZY and Z' Y' are parallel

(42) ; so it meets them at two pairs of anti-hoTnologous points,

as they are termed, X and Y\ Y and A", at which the two

pairs of coiTesponding radii CX and G'Y\ CFand C'X\ and

of corresponding tangents ZX and Z' Y\ ZY and ZX'^ though

not parallel, make equal angles and determine isosceles triangles

with the line. Hence any two circles G and C may be con-

ceived to be divided by a variable line revolving round either of

their centres of similitude 0, and simultaneously exhausting

them both, either into pairs of homologous points X and X' or

Y and Y\ or into pairs of anti-homologous points X and Y' or

Y and X' ; the distances of every two of the former from the

centre of similitude to which they correspond having, as already

shown in (42), a constant ratio termed that of the similitude of

the figures, and the distances of every two of the latter from

the same having, as may be easily shewn, a constant product

termed that of the anti-similitude of the figures.

For, since, by (Euc. ill. 35, 36), the two rectangles OX.OY
and OX'.OY' are both constant, and since, by (42), the two

ratios OX : OX' and OY : Y' are both constant and equal,

therefore the two rectangles OX.OY' and OY.OX' are both

constant and equal, and therefore &c.

The constant ratio OX: OX' or OY-.OT being positive or,

negative according as is the external or the internal centre

of similitude, and the two constant rectangles OX.OY and

OX'.OY' being both positive and both negative together

according as is external or internal to the circles ; hence, as

regards the two centres of similitude of any two real circles, the

constant rectangle of anti-similitude OX.OY* or OY.OX is

positive for the external and negative for the internal, positive

for the internal and negative for the external, or, positive for

both, according as the distance between the centres of the

circles CC is greater than the sum, bas than the difference, or,

intenpediate between the sum and difference, of their radii.

199. From the properties of the preceding article, it follows

evidently, conversely, that

—
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If on. a variable line^ revoimng round a Jixed point and

interaecting a Jixed circle C in two variable points X and Y^ two

variable points T and X' be taken, euek that OX.OT^^OY.OX'
s any constant magnitude, positive or negative; the Iocms of the

two points y emd X' is another circle C\ with reapeei to which

and the original the point is a centre of stmiUtude^ the external

or the interned according as the two constant rectangles OX* F*

|

or OY. OX', and OX. Y have similar or opposite signs.

For, if on the diameter AB of the origtnal circle which

passes through (figs, of last article) the two poiuts R and A'

be taken fur which OA.OB* »» OB.OA' » the given rectangle,

the circle on A'B' as diameter fulfils evidently, by the pre-

ceding, the conditions of the required locus ; but since, as regards

it and the original, if C bo its centre, as OA . OB' » OB, 0A\
therefore

OA : OA^OB .OB^OC\Oa»CA\ CA' - CB : C'B',

and therefore &c.

If Z> and jy (same figures) be the two inverses of the point

with renjK'ct to the two circles ; sbce then, by (164),

OX.OY'm OC.OD and OX'.OT ^ OCOH,
tlierefore the constant product of anti-similitude for the point

0, viz.,

OX.OY' or OY.OX'^ OC.OD or OC.OD',

a value found very useful in the modem Theory of Inversion.

200. The two products of anti-similitude, external and in-

ternal, for any two circles may be expressed, in terms of their

radii and of the distance between their centres, as follows

:

If (same figures as before) C and C be their two centres, CR
and C'R' their two radii, and either centre of similitude,

external (fig. a) or internal (fig. >3), then since (£uc III. 35, 36),

OX.OY= OC*- CR* and OX'.OY' = OC- C'R*,

and since (42)

OX'. OX'^OY: OY'=^OCiOC'^±{CR : C'R),

according as is external or internal, therefore OX.OY', or its

equivalent OY.OX', = OC.OC'^ CR.C'R; but, by (84),
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therefore, denoting by r and r' the two radii and by d the dis-

tance between the two centres, the two products of anti-simili-

tude, external and internal, have respectively for values

"•
,.|^«_(r_rr} and7-^,.{(r + r7-ef'};

which are the formulae by which to calculate them in numbers

when the centres and the radii of the circles are given, and

which for real circles, it will be observed, give them signs in

exact accordance with the particulars already stated in Art. 198.

201. The two circles round the two centres of similitude of

any two circles as centres, the squares of whose radii are equal

in magnitude and sign to the corresponding rectangles of anti-

similitude, are termed the two circles of antt-stmilitudej external

and internal, of the original circles. When the latter intersect,

they evidently (198) pass through their two points, and bisect,

externally and internally, their two angles, of intersection, and

are therefore in that case coaxal with them and with their circle

of similitude (196); that they are so in all cases may easily be

shewn as follows

:

Since for each centre of similitude (same figures as before)

OX: OX'=OY: OY'=OC: OC,
therefore

OC'.OX.OY- OG.OX'.OT

= {0C- OC'UOX.OY' or OY.OX'),

hui OC'OC'= C'C, and OX.OY' or its equivalent OY.OX'
= the square of the radius of the circle of anti-similitude round

0, =-OA"'.OF", if X" and Y" be any two diametrically

opposite points of that circle ; therefore for the three] circlea

whose coUinear centres are C, C and 0,

OC'.OX.OY- OC.OX'.OT^ CC'.OX'.OY",

and therefore by (192, Cor. 6°) those three circles are coaxal.

As every two anti-homologous points with respect to either

centre of similitude of two circles are evidently inverse points

(149) with respect to the circle of anti-similitude corresponding

to that centre, it follows therefore, from (156), that etrry circle

passing throunh cutf pair ofanti-homologous points with respect to
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either centre of simtlitudt cf two drdet itUenect at right tmglet

the circle of anti-similitude corrtaponding to tkat ombrt.

Again, as evciy circle orthogonal to two others is orthogonal

to every circle coaxal with the two (187, 4'), it follows, of course,

from the relations of coaxalitj, established above and in (196),

between any two circles, their circle of similitude, and their two
circles of anti-similitude, that every eirele orthogonal to two

others is orthogonal at once to their drde of ei$mlitude and abo
to their two cirdee ofanti-eimilihide,

202. For any threeeirdeeA.B.C.ifDandiy^EwndE',
F andF he the three pairs of circles of anti-similUude^ external

and internal, ofB and C^ C andAf A andB respectively ; then—
l\ The four groups of three circles E^ F, D] F^ I/, E;

jy, E, F\ and Z), E, F are coaxal.

2', Theirfour radical axes pass through the radical centre of
the original group A, B^ C,

Z". Theirfour pairs of common points^ real or imaginary^ are

inverse pairs with respect to thefowr axes ofsimilitudSf ami to the

orthogonal circle, of the group A, B, C.

4*. Theirfour pairs of limiting points, iwtagmary or real, are

the intersections of the four axes of similitude with the orthogonal

circle of the group A, B, C.

These several properties follow immediately from, or rather

arc all examples of, the general properties of Art. 190 ; the three

pairs of circles D and />', E and E', F and F being coaxal with

the three pairs 2^ and C, C' and A, A and ^ (201); the four

groups of centres of the four groups of circles E, F, D\ F,jy,E\
If, E, F', and D, £", i^ being coUinear (197, 1*) ; their four lines

of centres Y',Z',X', Z',X', T; X', Y',Z', and X, r,Z being

the four axes of similitude of the group A, B, C (197) ; and the

whole six circles themselves being all cut oi*thogonallv by the

common circle, real or imaginary, orthogonal to the three

A, B, C (183, Cor. 1').

203. As for any two circles, regarded as similar figures, every

two points P and P*, or Q and Q, whether on the circles or not,

which connect through either centre of similitude 0, and which

are such that the ratio of their distances from it OP : OF, or

OQ '. OQ, is equal in magnitude and sign to the constant ratio
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of similitude for it, are termed homologous points with respect

to it (42) ; 80 for any two circles, regarded as anti-similar

figures, every two points P and Q\ or R and S\ whether on the

circles or not, which connect through either centre of anti-

similitude 0, external (fig. a) or internal (fig. /8), and which are

such that the product of their distances from it OP.OQ^ or

OB. OS', is equal in magnitude and sign to the constant product

of anti-similitude for it, are termed anti-homologous points with

respect to it. And again, as in the former case, every two

connectors PQ and P'Q of two points P and ^, and of their two

homologues P' and Q' with respect to either centre of similitude

O, are termed homologous lines with respect to that centre (39, 6°)

;

80, in the latter case, every two connectors PR and QS' of two

points P and R, and of their two antl-homologues Q' and S'

with respect to either centre of anti-similitude 0, external (fig. o)

or internal (fig. y9), are termed anti-homologous lines with

respect to that centre.

It is evident (Euc. III. 35, 36) that every two pairs of anti-

homologous points P and Q\ R and S' with respect to either

centre of similitude of two circles, whether on the circles or

not, lie, when not coUinear, on a circle, the square of the tangent

to which from that centre is equal in magnitude and sign to the

corresponding product of anti-similitude of the circles ; and,

conversely, tliat every circle passing through any pair of anti-

homologous points P and Q' with respect to either centre of

similitude of two circles, whether on the circles cr not, deter-

mines pairs of anti-homologous pointsR and 8\ real or imaginary,

with respect to that centre on all lines passing through it;

intersects the circles themselves in two pairs of anti-homologous
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points TJ and F, X and y, real or imagiiuury, with reipect to

the same ; aud^ when, bj the coincidence of the two points of

intersection at E or O^ touching either circle, then, bj the

simultaneous coincidence of the two anti-homologoat points of

intersection at F or /7', touching the other abo (19).

It is evident aUo that, in their more general as in their more

restricted acceptation (198), all pairs of anti-homologous points

P and Q^ R and S'^ &c with respect to either centre of simili-

tude of two circles are inverM pairs with respect to the

circle of antiniimilitude corresponding to that centre (201);

and that, conaeqoently, all circles passing, as in the above

figures, through anj pair of them P and ^, with re^>ect to

either centre 0, intersect at right angles the circle of anti-

similitude corresponding to that centre (156).

204. All pairs of komologoma Ungmta with ntpeet to eiAtr

centre ofswUUhuU cftwo eMm uUer§tei on tke Um at imjbdtjf.

All pairt of amii-Momioiogmit tamgtmt* wUk rmped to tUKtar

centre o/nrntlitude of two cvr^e$ imterweet on tktir radical axi$»

For, if A' and X' or Y and T (figures of Art. 198) be any

pair of homologous points on the circles, X and Y' or Y and JIT'

anj pair of anti-homologona pointa on tiie same, and O the

centre of similitude, external or internal, to which thej corre-

spond; then the two pairs of tangents at the former being

parallel (41) intersect therefore on the line at infinity (16);

and the two pairs at the latter determining isosceles triangles

XPY' and YQX' with the line of the pointa (198; intersect

therefore on the radical axis (182, Cor. 1*).

Conversely, iffrom any point either on the line at infinity or

on the radical axis of two circlet four tangentt be drawn to the

drelee, their four chords of contact toticA dtfferefni oireleg interteet

two and two at the two centres of sitnilitmde, external and intemalj

ofthe circles.

For, the four tangents being parallel in the case of the line

at bfinity (16) and equal in the case of the radical axis (182,

Cor. T), their four chorda of contact with different circles in either

case make equal angles with tlie circles, and therefore &c (42).

Cor. Since, in the converse property, the two chords of

contact of the two pairs of tangents to the same circles in-
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tersect, in either case, on the line containing the point, and pass,

in either case, through its two poles with respect to the two

circles, see Art. 182, Cor. 10° ; it follows consequently, from that

property, that

—

The two centres of perspective^ external and internal^ of any

two chords of two circles which pass through the two poles with

respect to the circles either of the line at infinity or of their radical

axisj and which intersect on the line whichever, it ie, are tlie two

centres of similitude^ external and internal^ of the circles.

205. The interval between the polars of either centre ofsimili'

tude of two circles^ of course bisected externally by the line at

infinity^ is bisected internally by the radical axis of the circles.

For, if X and Z, X' and Y' (same figures as before) be the

four intersections with the circles of any line passing through

either centre of similitude 0; then since, of the four vertices

of the parallelogram PZQZ' determined by their four tangents

(41), the two opposites Z and Z\ at which the pairs of tangents

to the same circles intersect, lie on the two polars of with

respect to the two circles (166, Cor. 3°), and the two opposites P
and Q^ at which the pairs of tangents to diflferent circles inter-

sect, lie on the radical axis of the circles (204) ; and since

in every parallelogram the two diagonals mutually bisect

internally (Euc. I. 34), therefore &c.

Conversely, if the interval between two liomologous points with

respect to either centre of similitude of tuH) circles^ of course bi-

sected externally by the line at infinity^ be bisected internally by

the radical axis of the circlesy the two points lie on the two polars

of that centre of similitude with respect to the circles.

For, if connected with another pair of homologous points on

the two polars in question, the interval between which, by the

above, is also bisected by the radical axis, the two homologous

connectors, being parallel to each other (41), would be parallel

to the radical axis (Euc. VI. 2), and therefore &c.

CoR. It follows evidently from the above, as proved before

for ft particular case in (182, Cor. 9), that for any two circles^

however eireumstanced as to magnitude and position^ the tibo

polars of the two centres of similitude with respect to each are

equidistant in the two.
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206. The two properties of Art. 204 are evidently particular

cases of the two following, viz.

—

All pairs of homologous chords trilk rmped to either eenlre ef

stmt'litude of two eircUs intersect on the line at tm^nitjf.

All pairs ofantk-komologcm chords leitk reapee* to either eentre

ofsimilitude oftwo drdet uUereed <m their radieal axis.

For, if rar and CTX, or UY nad VT, or VX and TX',
or VY and VY' he any pair of homologous chords of the circles,

UX and VT, or UY and T'A", or VX and VY', or VY and

ITX' any pair of. anti-homologous chords of the same, and

the centre of similitude, external (fig. a) or internal (6g. /3), to

which they correspond; then since, by the similitude of the

figures,

OU: 0V= OV: or= OX : OX' ^ OY : 0Y\
therefore the directions of the several pairs of homologous chords

are parallel, and therefore the several pairs themselves intersect

on the line at infinity (16) ; and since, by the anti-similitude

of the figures,

OU.OV'^OV.OU'^OX,OY' = OY.OX',

therefore the extremities of the several pairs of anti-homologous

chords are concyclic, and therefore the several pairs themselves

intersect on the radical axis of the circles (182, Cor. 8°).

In the two parallelograms FZQZ' and BWSW (sec figs.)

formed by the four pairs of homologous and of anti-homologous
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chords determined by any two lines passing through and

intersecting the circles, the two diagonals ZZ' and WW'j which

connect the homologous intersections of pairs of chords of the

same circles, being both bisected by the radical axis, their ex-

tremities lie consequently, as in the preceding (205), on the two

polars of the point with respect to the two circles; lines

which with respect to that point possess evidently the property

peculiar to themselves of being at once homologous and anti-

homologous chords of the figures.

In the application of the above properties to any system of

two circles, it is evident, from Art. 204, Cor., that

—

All pairs of chords passing through the two poles of and inter'

secting upon the line at infinity are homologous pairs with respect

to both centres of similitude.

Allpairs of chords passing through the two poles of and inter'

secting upon the radical axis are anti-homologous pairs with re-

spect to both centres of similitude.

207. The two general properties of the preceding article

establish, as stated in (144), the quadruple relation of perspective

existing between every two circles in the same plane, however

circumstanced as to position and magnitude ; the first their double

relation of perspective as similar figures at once similarly and op-

positely placed, and the second their double relation of perspective

as anti-similar figures at once similarly and oppositely placed

;

the line at infinity and their radical axis being the axes of their

double perspective in the two cases respectively, and the two

centres of similitude or of anti-similitude, external and internal,

being the centres of their double perspective in both cases alike.

As every two figures in perspective, whatever be their nature

(141), evidently intersect their axis of perspective, whatever be

its position, (or each axis of perspective if like two circles they

have more than one), at the same system of points, real or

imaginary, whose number depends, of course, on the nature of

the figures ; it follows, consequently, from the above, that for

voery two circles in the same plancy however circunistanced as to

magnitude and position ^ the radical axis and the line at infinity

y

being both axes ofperspective^ are both chords of intersection / the

corresponding points of intersection, real or imaginary^ according
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to evremutancea m the eam of tke farmer^ hemg of com^ from
the nature of the Jig»tret alwajfg imaffinanf m the caae of tko

latter. This remarkable conduBion, as regards the line at in-

finity in relation to every two circles, the reader will find

abundantly verified by various other connderationa in the course

of the seqoeL

Aa again, every two figures io perspective, whatever be their

nature, subtend, as stated in (41), their centre of perapeetive,

whatever be its position, (or eadi centre of perspective if like

two circles they have more than one), in the same system of

tangents, real or imaginary, whose number dependa, as before,

on the nature of the figures. Hence, and from the above, the

following pair of analogous properties respecting the two centres

and the two axes of perspective of every two circles in the same
plane, viz.

—

Every two circles in the tattle plattej kowtmr eiramukmeed a»

to moffttitude and pontion^ nAkmd tie tame <ieo amglee, ml or

imaginary^ at their two oetitree ofperepeetitte.
Every ttoo drctee in tMe eattte planer however mmmelmeeJ as

to eeagtMU emd poeMon^ ialterwpt the eante two syswff, reed or

imaginary
J
on their two oases of perapeetioe.

208. The following pairs of polar relations, common re«

spcctively to both centres and to both axes of perspective of

two circles, supply additional illustrations of the analogy noticed

at the close of the preceding article, vis.

—

a. The two polee of every litw through either eemtre ofper^
epective oftwo cnrdee eoiuuot through the eame eeiUre qfperepective,

a'. The. two polare of every poitU on either axie of perepeetive

qftwo circle* intersect on the same axis cf perspective.

For, in the former case, the two polara of the line ara

evidently homologous points with respect to the centre, which-

ever it be, and therefore &c (41); and, in the latter case, the

property is evidently that already noticed in Art. 204, Cor., and
therefore &c.

h. Every two lines through either centre of perspective of two

circles which are oottjugates with respect to either circle are con-

jugates with respect to the other also.

b'. Every two points on either axis of perspective of two circles
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tohtch are conjugaiea with respect to either circle are coiyugates

with respect to the other also.

For, in the former case, the two lines, passing each through

the pole of the other with respect to one of the circles (174),

pass, therefore, by (a), each through the pole of the other with re-

spect to the other circle also, and therefore &c. ; and, in the latter

case, the two points, lying each on the polar of the other with

respect to one of the circles (174), lie, therefore, by (a'), each

on the polar of the other with respect to the other circle also,

and therefore &c.

c. In every two circles the two centres of perspective are those

of every two inscribed chords whose poles coincide on either axis

of perspective.

c. In every two circles the two axes of perspective are those

of every two circumscribed angles whose polars coincide through

either centre of i^fspective.

For, in the former case, the four extremities of the two

chords determine, according to the axis, two pairs either of

homologous or of anti-homologous points with respect to both

centres of perspective (204), and therefore &c. ; and, in the latter

case, the four sides of the two angles determine, whichever be the

centre, two pairs of homologous and two pairs of anti-homologous

tangents with respect to the centre (204), and therefore &c.

d. In every two circles the two centres of perspective divide^

externally and internally^ in common ratios the intervals between

the two poles of each axis of perspective.

d. In every two circles the two axes of perspective divide^

externally and internally^ in common ratios the intervals between

the two polars ofeach centre of perspective.

For, in the latter case, the two axes of perspective, as al-

ready shewn in (205), bisect, externally and internally, the

intervals between the polars of each centre of perspective, and

therefore &c. ; and, in the former case, the two centres of per-

spective being, by (204, Cor.), those of every pair of chords of

the circles which pass tlirough the poles of and intersect on either

axis of perspective, are therefore those of the particular pair

perpendicular to the line of centres, the interval between which

they consequently divide, externally and internally, in the ratio

of their lengths, and therefore &c
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e. When tvoo circles intersect cU right angles^ the polar ofeither

centre of perspective unth re»pect to either circle is the polar of the

other centre of perspective with respect to the other circle*

e. When two circles intersect at right angles^ the pole of edher

axis of perspective with rtepect to either circle is the pole of the

other axis of persf)ective with respect to the other circle.

For, in the latter case, the centre of eadi circle being the

pole of the line at intinitj with respect to itaelf (165| S"), and

the pole of the radical axis with respect to tlic other (165, 6*),

therefore &c.; and, in the former case, as the two lines connecting

cither point of intersection of the circles with their two centres

of perspective make each half a right angle with each of the

two radii at the point of intersection (195, 1*), therefore the

two lines from either point of intersection which make each

half a right angle with the line of centres of the circles intersect

that line at two points, each of which, by (158, Cor. 1'}, is the

inverse of one centre of perspective with respect to one circle,

and of the other centre of perspective with respect to the other

circle, and therefore &c. (165).

f When two circles intersect at right angles^ every two kmgenta

to either which intersect on a polar of either centre (^perspective

are conjugate lines with respect to the other.

/'. When two circles intersect at right angles^ every two points

of either which connect through a pole of either axis ofperspective

are conjugate points with respect to the other.

For, in the latter case, the centres of the two circles being

the poles of both their axes of perspective (165, 3°, 6*), and the

extremities of all diameters of either being conjugate points

with respect to the other (177), therefore «S:c; and, in the

former case, if C and C be the centres of the two circles,

either of their centres of perspective, the external (fig. a) or the

internal (fig. /8), X and y, X' and Y' their two pairs of inter-

sections with any line passing through 0, X'2j' and Y'Z' the

two tangents to either C at its pair of intersections A" and y.
which, by (166, Cor. 3°), intersect on the polar of with respect

to itself, P and Q^ R and S their two pairs of intersections with

the two homologous radii CX and Cy of the other C, to which,

by (198, and Euc. III. 18), they are respectively at right angles,

and, F and Q\ E and &' the two pairs of intersections, real or
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imaginary, of their circle with the same radii ; then, since, by
the isosceles triangle X'Z' F', the two angles at X' and Y" are

equal, therefore, by (63), or by (134, a),

PX" :QY" = PX:*'. QX% and BX'* :ST*=^Br: SY^,

and therefore, by Euc. in. 35, 36,

FF.PQ^ : QP'.QQ^^PX' : QX",

and BR.RS': SJf.SS' = RY^: SY^;

but, since the circles, by hypothesis, intersect at right angles,

therefore, by (156),

CF.CQ'=CX', and CE.CS'=CY*,

and therefore, by (161, Cor. 1°),

CRCQ^CX*, and CR.CS^CY*,

from which, since, by (198), the two tangents Z'Z' andZT*
are perpendiculars to the two radii CX and CF, it follows, con-

sequently, from (165), that they are the polara of the two points

Q and R with respect to the circle C, and therefore &c. (174).

209. Every circle having contacts of similar species tcith two

others touches them at a pair of anti-homologous points with re-

spect to their external centre of perspective.

Every circle having contacts of cpposUe species with tu:o others

kmches them cU a pair of anti-homologous points with respect to

their internal centre of perspective.

For, if G and C (figures. Art. 198) be the centres of the

two touched circles, and X and F, or F and X\ their two
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points of contact with the touching circle ; then since the diord

of contact XY\ or YX'^ makes eqaal angles witli the radii of

the latter, it does so with those of the former at its extremities,

and therefore (43) passes throagfa a centre at perspective of the

former, the external (6g. a) or the internal (fig. fi\ according as

their radii CX and C'Y\ or CY and C'X'^ at its extremities

are at similar ur opposite sides of it (44) ; that is, according

as the contacts of the touching with the touched circles are of

similar or opposite species, and therefore Sue

Conversely, Eoery eirda patting tknmgk a pair cf amti-

komologout pot'nis with retptei to either eentrt of pertpective of
two othert^ ami touching either with contact of either tpecies^

touchet the other teith contact oftimifar or oppotite tpeciet, accord

ing at the centre ofpertpeetive it external or internal.

For the line XY\ or YX\ (same figures as before), passing

through a pair of anti-homologous points A'' and y, or F and X\
with respect to a centre of perspective of tlie two circles

whose centres are C and C\ makes equal angles with their radii

at the points, sod also with those of every circle passing through

the points ; consequently, if the latter circle have contact of

cither species with cither of the former, it has contact of similar or

opponte spedes with the other, according as their radii at the

points, (those of itself lying necessarily at the same side), lie at

similar or opposite sides of the Ibe ; that is, according as the

centre of perspective is external (fig. a) or internal (fig. ;9), and

therefore &c See also Art. 203.

CoK. r. Every two anti-homologous points with respect to

either centre of perspective of two circles being inverse points

with respect to the corresponding circle of anti-similitude (203), it

follows at once (156) from the first part of the above, that

—

Every circle having contacts of similar species teith two othert

intersects at right angles their external circle of anti-similitude.

Every circle having contacts of opposite tpedee with two othert

intersects at right angles their internal circle ofanti-similitude.

Properties which, as the two circles of anti-similitude are

coaxal with the original circles, coincide consequently with

those already established on other principles in (193, Cor. 2"),

viz. that

—
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Every circle having contacts of similar species tcith two others

intersects at right angles the coaxal circle whose'centre is their

external centre ofperspective.

Every circle having contacts of opposite species xoith two others

intersects at right angles the coaxal circle whose centre is their

internal centre ofperspective.

Cor. 2°. Since when a number of circles are orthogonal to

the same circle, the radical axis of every two of them passes

through, and the radical centre of every three of them coincides

with, its centre ; it follows consequently, from Cor. 1', or indeed

again directly from the first part of the above, that

—

For every iwo circles having contacts of similar species with

two others^ the radical axis passes throiigh their external centre of

perspective.

For every two circles having contacts of opposite species with

two othersj the radical axis passes through their internal centre of

perspective.

For every three circles having contacts of similar species with

two othersj the radical centre coincides with their external centre

ofperspective.

For every three circles having contacts of opposite species with

two others^ the radical centre coincides with their internal centre of

perspective.

Cor. 3 . Since when three circles are orthogonal to three

others, both systems are coaxal and conjugate to each other

(185), it follows also from Cor. T, or again, directly from the

first part of the above, that

—

2'he circle orthogonal to three others^ and the two circles

touching the three with contacts of similar speciesj are coaxal

j

and have for radical axis the line passing through the three

external centres of perspective of the three groups of two con-

tained in the three (197, V).

The circle ortftogonal to three others^ and the two circles touching

the same two of them witJi contacts of similar species and the

third with contact of the opposite species^ are coaxal^ and havefor

radical axis the line passing through the external centre of per-

epective of the two and the two internal cetUree of perspective of

the two combined each with the third (197, 1*).
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Cor. 4'. The second part of the above supplies obvious and

rapid solutions of two following problems, via.

—

To Jfjtcri'be a circle passmff through a given point and

having contacts of similar or oppotite tpeeisa with two given

circles.

For by it, (see figures Art. 203), the two circles, real or

imaginary, passing through the given point P and its snti-

homologue Q' with respect to either centre of perspective of

the given circles, and touching either circle, touch the other

witli contact of similar or opposite species, according as b
(fig. a) tlio external or (fig. /9) the internal centre of perspec-

tive of the two, and tliercfore &c
Of the four circles supplied in pairs by the two cases of the

above, each evidently is the unique solution of some one of the

four different cases of the more definite problem : " To describe

a circle jxissintj through a givfn poitU and having contacts of
assigned species with tico given circles.^*

Cor. 5*. Since if a circle have contacts of definite species

with three given circles A^ JB, Cj a concentric circle (7 pasung

through the centre of any one of them C evidently touches with

contacts of definite species two circles A' and B' concentric with

the other two A and /?, whose radii are equal to the sums or

difiercnces, according to circumstances, of the radii of A and C
and of B and (7, and which are therefore given with the latter

;

hence the unique solution of the definite problem :
^* To describe

a circle having contacts of given sj)eciea with three given circles^'^

is reduced at once to that of the definite problem just stated

:

** To describe a circle parsing through a given point and having

contacts ofgiven sjtecifs with two given circles /" and, consequently,

the eight different solutions of the celebrated problem : " To de-

scribe a circle toucJiing three given, circles^'* corresponding to the

eight different combinations of contacts of both kinds with tho

three, may be regarded as all given in detail by so many appli-

cations of the definite construction of Cor. 4°, which, though

indirect, is perhaps on the whole the simplest of which they are

susceptible, sec 183, Cor. 6° and 186, 3*.

Of all tho constructions ever given for the direct determina-

tion of tho eight circles of contact of three given circles, that

of M. Gergonnc, who regarded them as divided into four con-
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jugate pairs having contacts of opposite species with the three

given circles, and who determined simultaneously the six points

of contact of each pair of conjugates, is decidedly the most

elegant. The principles on which it depends are contained

also in the above, and form the subject of the next article,

210. When two circles have contacts of opposite species with

each of three others.

a. If they have each contacts ofsimilar species with the three
^

their radical axis passes through the three external centres of

perspective of the three groups of two contained in the three.

h. If they have each contacts of similar species tcith the same

two of the three and contact of the opposite species with the thirdy

their radical axis passes through the external centre ofperspective

of the two and through the two internal centres of perspective of

the two combined each with the third.

c. Their three chords of contact with the three pasSj in either

case^ through the radical centre of the three and through the three

poles of their radical axis with respect to the three.

For, ii Aj Bj G he the three centres of the touched circles,

X, Y, Z and X\ I", Z their six points of contact with the

two touching each with contacts of opposite species and having

themselves each either contacts of similar species with all three

(fig. a), or contacts of similar species with two of them A and B
and contact of the oj)po8ite species with the third C (fig. /9),

2>, Ky F the three centres of perspective, external or internal,

of B and C, C and yl, A and B respectively, through which
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the three pairs of connectors YZ and yZ*, ZX and ZX*^
JTFand A'T' by (209) pass, and O the internal centre of

perspective of XYZ and X'Y'Z', through which the three

connectors A'A", yi", ZZ' by the same pass; then, since,

by (198),

DY.DZ=^DY'.DZ, EZ.EX=EZ.EX\ FX.FY^FX'.FT,

therefore, by (182, Cor. T), the line DEF[\^1^ 1*) is the radical

axis of the two circles XY'Z and X'Y'Z^ which proves a and

5; since, by (198), OX.OX'^OY.OT ^ OZ.OZ^ therefore,

by (183, Cor. 1°), the point is the radical centre of the three

circles A^ Bj C, which proves the first part of e; and, since,

by (182, Cor. 1*), the three pairs of tangents at X and X\
rand r, Zand Z' to the two circles XYZ aad XY'Z' in-

tersect on their radical axis DEF^ therefore, by (166, Cor. 3*),

their three chords of contact XX'y YY'^ ZZ pass through the

three poles P, Q^ R of that line with respect to the three circles

Ay By C, which proves the second part of c; and therefore &c.

Cor. r. Hence the following elegant construction of M.
Gergonne for determining directly the six points of contact

Xy Yy Z and A", 1", Z' of any particular conjugate pair of the

eight circles of contact of three given circles Ay By C.

Take the axis of similitude DEF of the three g^ven circles

(197) which, by the above (a or 6), is the radical axis of the

conjugate pair whose points of contact are required, and connect

its three poles P, Qy R with respect to the given circles with

their radical centre 0; the three connecting lines OPy OQy OR
intersect the three circles in three pairs of points, real or ima^

giuary, X and A", Y and Y'y Z and Zy which, by the above

(c), are the six points required.

The unique solution of the definite problem, " to describe a

circle having contacts of given species with three given circles,'*

is of course involved in this construction, which with its three

points of contact gives evidently those of its conjugate at the

same time.

Cor. 2°. If O and G' be the centres of the two circles

ATZ and X'Y'Z'y since, by (199) and (181), the line GG'
passes through the point and intersects at right angles the

line DEF. Hence

—
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For the. eight circles of contact of any sjfstem of three circles^

the eight centres lie two and tico in conjugate pairs on the four

perpendiculars to the four axes of similitude through the radical

centre of the three.

Cor. 3°. The circle round as centre, the square of whose

radius is equal in magnitude and sign to the common value of

the three equal rectangles OX.OX\ OY.OY\ OZ.OZ\ being,

by (201), the internal circle of anti-similitude of the two XYZ
and X'Y'Z\ and, by (183, Cor. 1°), the orthogonal circle of the

three A^ B^ C. Hence

—

Of the eight circles of contact of any system of three circles^

the four conjugate pairs have a common internal centre and a

common internal circle of anti-similitude^ viz. the radical centre

and tlie orthogonal circle of the three.

Cor. 4°. Each circle of anti-similitude, external and internal,

of any two circles being coaxal with the two (201). Hence

by Cor. 3°.—

Of the eight circles of contact of any system of three circles^

the four conjugate pairs belong to the four coaxal systems de~

termined by the four axes of similitude with the orthogonal circle

of the three. See (^or. 3°, Art. 209.

211. The two properties of Art. 209 are evidently parti-

cular cases of the two following, viz.

—

For any system of two circles^ every circle passing through any

pair ofanti-homologous points with respect to their external centre

of perspective intersects them at equal angles^ and every circle

passing through any pair of anti-homologous points with respect

to their internal centre of perspective intersects them at supple-

mental angles.

For, if C and C (figs. Art. 203) be the centres of the two

circles, Pand (^ any pair of anti-homologous points with respect to

either of their centres of perspective, the external (fig. a) or the

internal (fig. iS), UX and V'Y' their pair of anti-homologous

chords of intersection (203) with any circle passing through

Pand Qy and /the centre of that circle; then, since (Euc. I. 5)

the two pairs of angles lUV and IV' U, IXY' and lY'X are

equal, and since (198) the two pairs of angles CUV and C'V'U.,

CXY' and C'Y'X arc equal (fig. a) or supplemental (fig. /8),
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therefore the two pairs of angles lUC and IVC'j IXC and

JVC are equal (fig. a) or gupplemcutal (fig. /3), and there-

fore &c. (23).

Conversclj, For any tyttem of two drdUt^ wery dreU iUtr^

aecting Oiem at equal angle* imterseeU tkem m a pair of oitfi-

komologou* chorda vUk rtaped to their externalcmire o/perepectivef

and every circle intereedittg them ai ampplemental amglu inters

tecia them in a pair of oHti-komoloyotu chords with respect to their

internal centre ofperspective.

For, if C and C (same figures as before) bo the centres of

the two circles, UX and V Y' their two chords of intersection

with any circle intersecting them at equal angles (fig. a) or at

supplemental angles (fig. fi)^ and / the centre of that circle

;

thcu, siuco (Euc. I. 5) the two pain of angles lUV and IV' U,

IX Y' and lY'X are equal, and since, bj hypothesis, the two

pairs of angles lUC and IV'C\ IXC and lY'C are equal

(fig. a) or supplemental (fig. /9), therefore the two pairs of angles

CUV and CrU, CXY' and C'YX arc equal (fig. a) or sup-

plemental (fig. /9), and therefore dx. (198.)

Cor. r. Every two anti-homologoos points wit it rc«i{K'ct to

either centre of perspective of two drclea being inverse points

with respect to the corresponding circle of auti-similitude (201),

it follows at once from the second part of the above, precisely

aa iu Cor. T, Art. 209, that—

Every circle inleraecting two others at equal angles intersects

at right angles iheir external circle of antisimtlitude^ and every

circle intersecting two\Others at supplemental angles intersects at

right angles their internal circle of anti-aimilitude.

Properties which, as both circles of anti-similitude are coaxal

with the original circles, coincide evidently, as in the corollary

referred to, with those already established ou other principles in

(193, Cor. 2°), viz. that—

Every circle intersecting two others at equal anglea interaecta

at right anglea the coaxal circle whose centre is their external

centre ofperapective^ and every circle intersecting two othera at

aupplemental angUa interaecta at right anglea the coaxal circle

whose.eentre is their internal centre ofperspective.

Cor. 2*. Agam, as in Cor. 2", Art. 209, since, when a
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number of circles are oi'thogonal to the same circle, the radical

axis of every two of them passes through, and the radical centre

of every three of theui coincides with, its centre ; it follows

therefore, from Cor. 1°, as in the corollary referred to, that

—

When ttpo circles intersect two others at equal angles their

radical axis passes through the external centre ofperspective of the

twOj and when two circles intersect two ot/iers at supplemental

angles their radical axis passes through the internal centre of
perspective of the two.

When three circles intersect two others at equal angles their

radical centre coincides with the external centre of perspective of
the two, and when three circles intersect two others at supple-

mental angles their radical centre coincides with the internal

centre ofperspective of the two.

Cor. 3°. Again, as in Cor. 3°, Art. 209, since when three

circles are orthogonal to three others, both systems are coaxal

and conjugate to each other (185) ; it follows also from Cor. 1°,

as in the corollary referred to, that

—

Every three circles intersecting three others at equal angUs are

coaxal, and have for radical axis the line passing through the

three external centres of perspective of the three groups of two

contained in the three (197, 1").

Every three circles intersecting the same two of three others at

equal angles and the third at the supplemental angle art

coaxal, and have for radical axis the line passing through the

external centre of perspective of the tico and the two internal

centres of perspective of the two combined eacJi with the third

(197,0.

Cor. 4°. As the unique circle, real or imaginary, orthogonal

to three others intersects the three at equal angles, and,

at the same time, every two of the three at equal angles and

the third at the supplemental angle, it follows immediately aa

a particular case of Cor. 3°, that

—

27ie unique circle orthogonal to three others is coaxal with

every two circles intersecting the three at equal angles, and also

toitk every txco intersecting the same two of them at equal angles

and the third at the supplemental angle / the axis of similitude

cf the three external to them all tn tie former case, and that
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external to the two and nUemtd to the third m A» loiter com,

being the oorreepondmg radical axis of the tjfetem.

Cor. 5'. In the particular case where one of the two m-
tersccting circles has one combination of the angle of intersec-

tion and ItB supplement, and the other the opposite combination

of the same angle of intersection and its supplement, with tho

three ; then, by the second part of Cor. T, for the same reason

as in (210, Cor. 3*), the radical centre and orthogonal circle of

the three are the internal centre and circle of antl-simllitude of

the two. Hence the following extension of the property Cor. 8*,

of the preceding article, via.

—

T%e unique circle orthogonal to three othere u the common

vUemal drcU cf anti-eimilitude of every pair of comjugate eirdee

tnteraet^ing the three at any oppoeite combmatione of Ae eome

angle and its suppUmenL

Cor. 6°. The following properties of a variable circle inter-

secting a svKtcm of two or three fixed circles at equal or sup-

plemental angles are evident, from Cora. 1*, 3* and 4' of the

above, viz.

—

a. A variithlfi circle pausing through njixcilpoint and intfntfct"

tng twofxed circlet at equal or at supplemental anglesjxuses through

a eecondJixedpointy the anti-homologue of the first wit/t respect to

the corresponding centre ofperspective ofthe circles,

b, A variable circle intereeeting three fixed eireles at equal or

at any invariable oombination of equal and supptemental angles

ikscribes the coaxal system determined by the correeponding axis

ofsimilitude wAA the orthogonal circle of the three.

Properties, the converses of which supply obvious solutions of

the several problems of the three following groups, viz.

—

To desert a circle (a) passing through tico given points and
intersecting two given circles at equal or at supplemental angles^

(i) passing tltrough a given point and intersecting threegiven eirdee

at equal or at any assigned combinations of equal and supple

mental angles, (c) intersecting four given circles at equal or at any

osngned combinations ofequal and supplemental angles.

212. With the two following properties of a system of three

arbitrary circles, we shall conclude the present chapter and

volume.
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1°. For any system of three circles^ the three pairs ofpoints^

at which they are touched by the three pairs of circles tangent to

one and orthogonal to the other two^ lie on three circles^ coaxal

each with the two of the original three to which it does not oorrer

spondj and coaxal toith each other,

2°. For any system of three circles^ the three pairs of points^

at which they are touched by any conjugate pair of their eight

circles of contact^ lie on three circles^ coaxal each with the tioo of

the original three to which it does not correspond, and coaxal with

each other.

For, if -4g, B^, C„ be the three circles, -4, B, C their three

centres, their radical centre, F and P*, Q and Q, R and R
the three pairs of points of contact in either case, and X^, F^, Z^

the three circles passing through them and having their three

centres X, F, Z' on the three lines BC, GA, AB respectively

;

then, since Pand P', Q and Q\ It and i?', in the case of T, by

186, 2°, are the intersections with A^y P^, C^ of the three circles

orthogonal to themselves and coaxal with P„ and C^, C^ and A^,

A^ and B^ respectively, and In the case of 2°, by 210, c, are

collinearly distant from by Intervals such that the three

rectangles OF. OF, OQ.OQ', OR. OR' are equal in magnitude

and sign, the first parts of both properties are evident ; and it

remains only to shew that in both cases the three points X, }', Z
on the three lines P(7, CA, AB are colllnear, in order to shew

that in both cases the three circles X^, i^, Z^, of which they are

the centres, are coaxal. See 190, 3°.

In the case of 1°, If a, yS, 7 be the three angles of intersection,

real or imaginary, of the three pairs of original circles B^ and C^j

C^ and A^y A^ and P„ respectively ; then, since by the above, the

three circles X^, F„, Z^ are coaxal with P„ and (7„, C„ and A^,

A^ and P^, and orthogonal to A^, P„, C^ respectively, therefore,

by 193, Cor. 1",

BX BQ.cmy CY OP.cosa AZ _ AFcos^
7JX' CR.coifi' AY~ AF.coBy' BZ~BQ.cosa'

and therefore &c. (134, a.). See also 193, Cor. 10', where it

WM shewn, in a manner exactly similar, that three circles ortho-

gonal to the winic circle and coaxal each with a different pair of

three otbcre, all four being arbitrary, are coaxal with each other.
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In the case of 2', if PB^ and PC,, QC^ and QA^, RA^ and RB^

be the three pairs of tangents, real or imaginary, from the

three points 1\ (?, R to the three pairs of original circles

J5„ and C„, 6'^ and A^^ A^ and B^ respectively, and /), J?, F the

three centres of perspective of the latter at which the three

lines QR^ RP^ PQ intersect collinearly with the three BC^ CAy

AB respectively (210, a and h) ; then, since by 134, a.,

QBREPF_ a^OEAF
RD'PE'QF"^' ^"^ CD'AITBF'"^'

therefore, from the first, immediately,

QD.QR RE.RP PF.PQ^

RD.RQ' PE.PR • QF.QP" '

but since from the three constant ratios of similitude of the three

pairs of circles B^ and C,, C, and A^^ A^ and B^ respectively,

by Euc. III. 35, 3G,

QD.QR _BD QCl
RD.RQ^ CD' RBy
RE.RP CE RAl
PE.PR" AE' Pcy
PF.PQ AF PBl
QF.QP" BF' QAy

therefore, from the second, by composition,

Qc: ra: pb:
RBy pcyoA} '»

firom which, since by 192, Cor. T,

PB* BX QCl CY RA* _ AZ
PG*^ CX' QA^^AY' RB*~BZ^

therefore &c. (134, a.)

Of the eight circles of contact of any system of three arbi-

trary circles. Dr. Hart has shewn, by a process, of the first part

of which he has given an abstract in the Quarterly Journal of
Pure and Applied Mathematics^ Vol. IV. page 260, that thev

may always be divided, in four different ways, into two groups

of four and their four conjugates, having each a fourth common
circle of contact In addition to the original three ; and Dr.

iSalmon, by an analysis of remarkable elegance, which he has
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given in "Vol, VI. page 67 of the same periodical, has verified

Dr. Hart's results and extended them to the more general

figures of which circles are particular cases. The methods

employed by both geometers, however, involve principles be-

yond the limits of the present work ; and a demonstration of

the property by Elementary Geometry, within the domain of

which it manifestly lies, has not, so far as the Author is aware,

been yet given.

END OP VOL. I.

McrcAtrt, ranrm, nuxm muntT, sambmikib.
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THE MODERN GEOMETRY OF THE
POINT, LINE, AND CIRCLE.

CHAPTER XIIL

THEORY OP nARMONTC SECTION.

213. A line AD cut at t>v<* puitit» A' and Y (fig. 1), or an

angle AB cut bj two lines X and Y (fig. 2), is said to be cut

hanntmically when the ratios [AXxBX nn^AY:BY)(^ the

two paim of s^i^ents into which it is divided in the former case,

or (sin AXi sinBX and sin ^ F: sin ^ Y) of the sines of the two

pairs of segments into which it is divided in the latter case, are

equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. The absolute mag-
nitude common to the two ratios (or to their reciprocals

according to the extremities of the line or angle from which

VOL. II. u
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the antecedents and consequents are respectively measured) Is

called the ratio^ and sometimes the modulus^ of the harmonic

section ; the two points or lines of section X and Y are termed

harmonic conjugates to each other with respect to the extremities

of the line or angle A and B\ and the four points or lines

A and J9, X and Y", taken together, are said to form an har-

monic system.

As the ratio of the harmonic section of a line or angle may
have any value, real or imaginary, a line or angle may be cut

harmonically in an infinite number of ways ; but the ratio of the

harmonic section, or the position of one of the two conjugates,

is of course sufficient to determine the particular harmonic

section in the case of a given line or angle.

214. The relation characteristic of the harmonic section of a

line or angle AB by a pair of conjugates X and F, viz.

AX'. BX=-A Y: BY, or sinAX : sinBX= - sinA Y: sin BY,
may obviously be stated in the more symmetrical form

AX: BX+A Y: BY=0, or sin^X: smBX+slnAY: sin Z?F=0,

which is that most generally employed, and which is called the

equation of harmonicism of the row or pencil of four points or

rays A, B, X, Y.

When three points or rays of an harmonic row or pencil

are given, the fourth evidently is implicitly given with them

;

provided, of course, it be known to which one of the given

three it is to be conjugate.

21.5. In the theory of harmonic section either pair of con-

jugates A and B, or X and Y, may be imaginary; and as

cases of each, of the section of a real line or angle by an

imaginary pair of conjugates, and of an imaginary line or

angle by a real pair of conjugates, are of familiar and necessary

occurrence in every application of the theory to the geometry

of the circle, the reader must be prepared from the outset to

encounter and not be embarrassed by them.

When a line or angle and its ratio of harmonic section are

both real, the two points or lines of harmonic section are of

ooune real also, and necessarily one external and the other

iotenud to the line or angle ; the former corresponding to the

positive, and the latter to the negative sign of the ratio.
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216. Conceiving the ratio of harmonic section of a real line

or angle AB to take gacceanvely all real values from to ao

,

the following particulars respecting Uie simultaneous positions

and changes of position of the two conjugates A' and 1" are

evident from the mere definition of harmonic section (213), vis.

r. In the extreme case when the ratio = 0, the two antecedents

AX and A F, or sin AX and sin A Yj in the two ratios of section

simultaneously vanish; and, therefore, the two conjugates X
and y coincide at the extremity A of the line or angle from

which the antecedents are measured.

2*. In the extreme case when the ratio — oo , the two

consequents BX and BY, or tmBX and sinJ?y, in the two

ratios of section simultaneously vanish ; and, therefore, the two

conjugates X and Y coincide at the extremity B of the line

or angle from which the consequents arc measured.

Hence, fjr the two extreme value» emd <c of the ratio of

harmonic necHon of a real line or angle^ the two pointe or Um»

ofharmonic eeetion coincide wUh each other anJ with an extremity

of the line or angle,

3'. In the particular case when the ratio = 1, the two con-

jugatesX and Y are the two points or lines of bisection, external

and internal, of the line or angle ; and are, therefore, at their

greatest distance asunder; being infinitely distant from each

other in the case of the line, and at right angles to each other

in the case of the angle.

Hence, Jor the mean value, I, of the ratio of harmonic section

of a real line or angle, the two points or lines of harmonic section

are in their position of greatest separationfrom each other ; being

infinitely distantfrom each other in the former ooas, and at right

angles to each other in the latter case.

4'. For all values of the ratio < 1, the two antecedents

AX and A 1', or sin AX and sin A Y, in the two ratios of section,

are less than the two consequents ^JTand BY, or sin ^A*" and

sin^F, and diminish or increase simultaneously with the

diminution or increase of the ratio ; therefore the two conjugates

X and Y lie in the same segment or angle, intercepted between

the two points or lines of bisection of the line or angle, with the

extremity A from which the antecedents are measured, and

b2
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simultaneously approach to or recede from that extremity and

each other as the ratio approaches to or recedes from 0.

5°. For all values of the ratio > 1, the two consequents BX
and BY or sinBX and &in. BY in the two ratios of section are

less than the two antecedents AX and AYj or sin^X and

sin-^F, and diminish or increase simultaneously with the in-

crease or diminution of the ratio ; therefore the two conjugates

X and y lie in the same segment or angle, intercepted between

the two points or lines of bisection of the line or angle, with

the extremity B from which the consequents are measured, and

simultaneously approach to or recede from that extremity and

each other as the ratio approaches to or recedea from oo .

Hence, for all values of tlie ratio of harmonic section of a real

line or angle different from 1, the two points or lines of harmonic

section lie in the same segment or angle intercepted between the

two points or lines of bisection of the line or angle ; and move or

revolve in opposite directions with the change of the ratio; ap-

proaching to or receding from each other and the extremity of the

line or angle at the side of which they lie as the ratio recedes from

or approaches to 1

.

These several particulars undergo, as will appear in the

sequel, considerable modifications when the extremities A and B
of the line or angle are, as they often are, imaginary.

217. Every two lines whose intersections with the axis of

a segment cut the segment harmonically are termed conjugate

lines with respect to the segment; and every two points whose

connectors with the vertex of an angle cut the angle harmoni-

cally are termed conjugate points with respect to the angle.

It is evident, from the definition of harmonic section, that

every line has an infinite number of conjugates with respect

to every segment, all passing through the point on the axis of

the segment which with the intersection of the line and axis cuts

the segment harmonically, and which is termed the pole of the line

with reaped to the segment ; and that every point has an infinite

number of conjugates with respect to every angle, all lying on

the line through the vertex of the angle which with the con-

nector of the point and vertex cuts the angle harmonically, and

which is termed the polar of the point with respect to the angle ;
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the origin and appropriateness of these eeveral names, based as

they have been on the analogy of the drcle (165), will appear

in a subsequent chapter.

For every two lines or points M and JV, conjugates to each

other with respect to a segpnent or angle AB^ it is evident,

fruin the equation of harmonic section (213), that in cither case

AM: ISM=- AN: BN (Euc. Vl. 4, and Art.61), or more symme-

trically AM: BM-i-AN: BN^O (214);

a relation which, conversely, may be regarded as a criterion of

twu lines or points M and N being conjugates to each other

with respect to a segment or angle AB,

218. When a Ime or angle AB it cut harmcnicaUy hy two

point* or lines X and Y^ then^ rtciprooallyy the line or angle XY
is cut harmonically by the two points or tines A and B.

For, the relation,

AX: BX+AY:BY^O, or tunAX:unBX+BinAY:nnBY=0,

which (214) expreasea the harmonic section of AB by X and

y, gives at once, by simple alternation, the reUtion

AM: YA+XB: Kfi-O, or sinXJtsinlM+sinXBtsinrB-O,

which expresses the harmonic section of A"!" by A and B (214).

Hence, When four points on a common axis^ or rays Otrouyh

a common vertex Ay J?, A, Y form an harmonic system (213) /

the two segments or angles AB and XYj intercepted hetwten the

two pairs of conjugate points or rays^ cut each other harmonically ;

and the equation of harmonicism of the system (214) is the ex-

pression of thefact of their mutual harmonic section.

In exactly the same manner it may be shewn from the

closing relation of the preceding article (217), that When two

lines or points M and N are conjugates to each other with respect

to a segment or angle ABj tJien^ reciprocally^ the two points or

lines A and B are conjugates to each other with respect to the

angle or segment MN; a very important property of harmonic

section which will be presently considered under another form.

It follows, of course, from the above, that every property of

harmonic section which is true of X and Y in relation to A and

By is true reciprocally of A and B in relation to A' and F, and

conversely.
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219. When four coUinear points or concurrent ItneSj in con-

jugate pairs A and By X and Y^ form an harmonic system ; the

three pairs of opposite segments or angles they determine (82) are

connected two and ttco.

a. In theformer case by the threefollowing relations

AX.BY+ AY.BX=0 (1),

AB.XY+2AY.BX=0 (2),

AB.YX+2AX.BY=0 (3).

a'. In the latter case by the three corresponding relations

tAnAX.&mBY-\- %mAY.^mBX=0 (1'),

8m^^.8inXy+2 8m^r.8injBJ:=0 (2'),

%mAB.%mYX+2 %mAX.imBY=0 (3'),

the signs as well as the magnitudes of the several segments or

angles being regarded in all.

For, the first relation of each group is manifestly equivalent

to the equation of harmonicism of the system (214), which it

expresses in perhaps its most convenient form ; and the second

and third of each follow immediately from the first, in virtue

of the general relation (82) connecting the six segments or angles

determined by any four points on a common axis (82) or rays

through a common vertex (82, Cor. 3').

Since, in virtue of the general relation in question, any one

of the three relations in each group involves the other two;

each, therefore, by itself singly, may be regarded as characteristic

of an harmonic system, and sufiicient to determine it.

220. TVhen four coUinear points or concurrent lines^ in con-

jugate pairs A and 2?, A' and F, form an harmonic system ; the

three pairs of segments or angles determined by any one of them Ay

and by any arbitrary fjth coUinear point or concurrent line Ky
with the remaining three X, F, and Bj are connected,

a. In theformer case by thefollowing relation

KX : AX + KY:AY^2.KB:AB.
a'. In the latter case by the corresponding relation

tinKX : tinAX+ sinAT : sin -4 Y=2.MnKB : BinAB;
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the aifjm as loell as the magnihuUs of the teveral teffment* or

angles involved being regarded w eaek^

For, whatever be the position or direction of JT, since, in

the former case, by the general relation of Art. 82,

BY.KX-BX.KY=XY.KB',

and, in the latter case, by the corresponding relation, Cor. 3*,

of the same article,

sinB Y. siniTA'- unBX. sin JTy= sin A' F. sinKB
;

and, again, from the harmonicism of the system A, By A, F,

since, in the former case) by relations (a) of the jireoeding article,

BY,AX^- BX.AY={.XY.AB;

and, in the latter case, by the correspondbg relations {a') of the

same article,

BmBY.ainAX's^emBX.BinAY'B^.tinXY.uaABi

therefore, in the former case,

KX'.AX+KTiAY,
or its equivalent

KX.BY: AX,BY+KY.BX: AY.BX,

= XY.KB',\.XY.AB=2,KB'. AB',

•nd, in the latter case,

8tn£A : sin^LT-f smiTF : sin^ F,

or its equivalent

sin^A.siaBF: sinJX.Bln5F+ siniTF.sb^X: sin^ F.sin^A,

= sinAF. sinA'^ : i . sinAF. sin^-B= 2 . s'm A'JS : sm^5

;

and therefore &c.

By taking the arbitrary fifth point or ray K to coincide

successively with the three B^ A, and F of the four A^ B, A', F
constituting the harmonic system, the above useful relations

become obviously those of the preceding article in the order of

their enumeration ; which accordingly they include as particular

cases, and equally with which they may be regarded as charac-

teristic of the relation of harmonicism between four points or

rays, and sufficient to determine it.
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221. Every harmonic pencil of rays determines an harmonic

row ofpoints on every axis ; andj conversely^ every harmonic row

ofpoints determines an harmonic pencil ofrays at every vertex.

For, if, Id either case, (fig. 2, Art. 213) be the vertex of

the pencil, and A^ Bj Xj Y the four points of the row ; then

since, by (65),

AXAO sinAOX , ^_^^ waiAOY
BX~ BO' BinBOX' BY'BO' smBOY'

therefore at once, by division of ratios,

AX AYamAOX
^
BmAOY

^

BX' BY~ BinBOX' buiBOY'

consequently, if either equivalent = — 1 so is the other also,

that is, if either the row or the pencil be harmonic (213) so is

the other also ; and therefore &c.

There is one case, and one only, in which the above demon-

stration fails, that, viz. when the vertex of the pencil is at

an infinite distance ; but in that case, the four rays of the pencil

being parallel (16), the property is evident without any demon-

stration (Euc. VI. 10).

Of all properties of harmonic section the above, from which

it appears that the relation of harmonicism of a row ofpoints or

pencil of rays is preserved in perspective (130), is by far the most

important. As an abstract proposition it was known to the

Ancients, but it was only in modem and comparatively recent

times that its importance was perceived. It is to It indeed

mainly that the theory of harmonic section owes its utility

and power as an instrument of investigation in modem geo-

metry.

222. Among the many consequences deducible from the

general property of the preceding article, the following are of

repeated occurrence in the applications of the theory of har-

monic section.

1*. When a pencil offour rays determines an harmonic row

of points on any axis^ it does so on every axis; andj reciprocally^

when a row qffour points determines an harmonic pencil of rays

mt any vertex^ it does so at every vertex.
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For, the pencil, in the former case, as determining an har-

monic row of points on an axis, is itself harmonic ; and the row,

in the latter case, as determining an harmonic pencil of rays at

a vertex, is itself harmonic ; and therefore &c.

2°. When a row offour points or pencil offour rays is har-

numicy the perspective of either to any centre and axis is also

harmonic.

For, the row and its perspective, in the former case, connect

with the centre of perspective by the same pencil of rays ; and

the pencil and its perspective, m the latter case, intersect with

the axis of perspective at the same row of points ; and there-

fore &c
3°. When heo harmome rows ofpoints on dijbrent axes A^B^

X, Y and A'^ B\ X\ Y* are such that any pair of their points

A and A\ the conjugate pair B and By and either of the rt^

maining pairs X and X' connect by lines AA\ BB, XX' passing

through a common point P, the fourth pair Y and Y* connect oho
by a line YY' passing through the same point P,

For, the two rows of four points J, /?, A', Tand A'y B\ X\ Y'

being, by hypothesis,

harmonic, so therefore, '1

by the preceding, are the

two pencils of four rays

P{AyByXyY)iaidP(A\
B',X\ F); butthree pairs

of corresponding rays of

those two harmonic pen-

cils PA and PA\ PB and

PB\ PX and PA", by

hypothesis,coincide; there-

fore (214) the fourth pair PF and PY coincide also; and there-

fore &c.

4°. When two harmonic pencils of rays tJtrough different vertices

Ay By Xy Y and A'y P', Xy Y are such that any pair of their

rays A and A'y the conjugate pair B and P', and either of tJie

remaining pairs X and X' intersect at points AA'y BB'y XX'
lying on a common line Ly thefourth pair Y and Y intersect aUo

at a point YY lying on the same line L.
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For, the two pencils of four rays A, B, X, Y and A'^ B\ X', T
being, by hypothesis, harmonic,

so therefore, by the preceding,

are the two rows of four points

L{A, B,X, T), and L{A\ B\X\
Y') ; but three pairs of corre-

sponding points of those two

harmonic rows LA and LA\
LB and LB\ LX and LX', by

hypothesis, coincide, therefore

(214) the fourth pair LY and

LY coincide also; and there-

fore &c.

5°. When of two harmonic rows of points on different axes

Aj Bj X, Y and A'^ B\ X\ F', any pair ofpoints A andA' coincide

at the intersection of the axes, ihe conjugate pair B and B' are

collinear with the two centres of perspective P and Q of the two

segments XY and X' Y' determined hy the remaining two pairs

XandX', YandY.
For, as in 3°, of which this is evidently a particular case,

the two rows of four points A^B^X, Y and A\ B", X\ 1" being,

by hjrpothcsis, harmonic, so therefore, by the preceding, are the

four pencils of four rays P{A, B, X, Y) and P{A\ B\ X, F),

Q{Ay B, X, r) and ^ {A\ B', X, F) ; but, for both pairs of

harmonic pencils, three pairs of corresponding rays, viz. PX
and PA", PF and PT, PA and PA' for the first pair, and, QX
and QY\ QY and ^X, QA and QA' for the second pair, by
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hypothesis, coincide, tlierefore the fourth pairs for both, vie.

PB and Pli' for the first, and, QB and QB' for the second,

coincide also ; and therefore &c

6°. When^ of two harmonic pencils of ray» through different

vertices A, B, X, Y and A\ B\ X\ F, any pair ofrays A and A'

coincide along the oowMCtor of the vertices^ the conjugate pair B
and B' are concurrent with the two axes cf perspective L and M
of the two angles XY andXT determined by the remaining two

pairs X and X\ Y and Y'.

For, as in 4", of which this is evidently a particular case,

the two pencils of four rays A^B,X, Y and A\ B*, X', Y* being,

by hypothesis, harmonic, so therefore, by the preceding, are the

four rows of four points L{Ay By A', 1"^ and L{A'y B\ X\ 1"),

M[Ay By Xy Y) and M[A'y B'y X, r) ; but, for both pairs of

harmonic rows, three pairs of corresponding points, viz. LX and

LX'y L Y and L 1", LA and LA' for the first pair, and, MX
and MY'y MY and 3/A", MA and MA' for the second pair, by

hypothesis, coincide, therefore the fourth pairs for both, viz.

LB and LB' for the first, and, MB and MB' for the second,

coincide also ; and therefore &c

223. When four points form an harmonic roWy their four

polars with retpect to any circle form an harmonic pencil ; andj

converselyy when four lines form an harmonic pencily their four

poles with respect to any circle form an harmonic row (166,

Cor. 1°).

For, in either case, the pencil determined by the four rays

being similar to that subtended by the four points at the centre
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of the circle (171, 2"), the harmonicism of either, consequently,

involves and is involved in that of the other (213); but, bj

virtue of the general property of Art. 221, the harmonicism of

the latter pencil involves and is involved in that of the row

determined bj the four points, and therefore &c.

In the applications of the theory of harmonic section, the

above property, from which it appears that the relation of har-

monicism of a row of points or pencil of rays is preserved in

reciprocation (172), ranks next in importance to that of

Art. 221, from which, as above demonstrated, it is indeed an

inference. By virtue of it all harmonic properties of geometrical

figures are in fact double^ every harmonic property of any figure

being accompanied by a corresponding harmonic property of its .

reciprocalfigure to any circle (172), the establishment of either of

which involves that of the other without the necessity ofanyfurther

demonstration (173). The principal harmonic properties of figures

consisting only of points and lines, which will form the subject

of the next chapter, will be found arranged throughout in

reciprocal pairs, placed in immediate connection with each other,

and marked by corresponding letters, accented and unaccented,

80 as to keep the circumstance of this remarkable duality con-

tinually present before the reader, and supply him at the same

time with numerous examples by which to keep up the valuable

exercise of inferring one from the other by the reciprocating

process described in Art. 172. The principal harmonic proper-

ties of figures involving circles, which will form the subject

of the following chapter, will also, when their reciprocals are

properties involving no higher figures (173), be arranged as far

as possible on a similar plan.

224. When two angles having a common vertex cut each

other harmonically^ every chord of either parallel to a side of

the other is bisected internally by the second side of the other.

For, by the general property of Art. 221, every chord of

either, whatever be its direction, is cut harmonically by th©

sides of the other ; but for the particular direction in question,

one point of harmonic section is at an infinite distance (16),

and therefore the other is the middle point of the chord (216, 3°).

Convcniely, When tiro angles having a common vertex are
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such that a side of one bisect* while Ua second side is parallel to

any chord of the otJter^ they cut each other harmonically.

For, the extremities of the chord with its points of internal

and external bisection form an harmonic row (216, 3*); and

therefore, by the samo general property (221), subtend an

harmonic pencil at every vertex.

CoR. The preceding furnishes a rapid method of constructing

the fourth ray of an harmonic pencil conjugate to any assigned

one of three given rays ; for, drawing any transrersal parallel

to the assigned conjugate, and bisecting its s^pnent intercepted

between the other two rays, the lino connecting the point of

bisection with the vertex of the pencil is the fourth ray

required.

225. When two aegmenta having a common aaeis ctU each other

harmonically, tho rectangle under lA« dutanees of Ae eoBtremdtim

<feitherfrom the middle point cfthe other, is egual in magnitude

and sign to the square ofhalf the other.

Let AS and Xr (fig. 1, Art. 213) be the aegmenta, C7 and Z
their middle points ; then since, by hypothesiB|

AX.BX+AY.BY^O,
therefore

{AX+BX) : {AX-BX) :: [AY-BY) : [AY+BY),
but (76, (I), and 75)

AX+BX=2CX, AY+BY=^2CY, AX-BX^AY-BY«AB,
therefore 2CX -. AB .. AB . 2CY,

and therefore 4CX.CY= AET, or CX.CY= {^ABy
;

and in the same manner exactly it may be proved, that

AZA.ZB^XY*, or ZA.ZB={^XY)\

and therefore &c.

Conversely, When two segments having a common axis are

such, Otat the rectangle under the distances of the extremities of

onefrom the middle point of the other is equal in magnitude and

sign to the square of half the other, they cut each other har-

monically.

For, since, by hypothesis,

CX.CY={^ABy, or aCX.CY^AB\
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therefore 2CX : AB :: AB : 2CY,

but (76, (1), and 75)

2CX=AX+BX, 2CY=AY+BY, AB=AX-BX=AY-BY,
therefore AX+BX:AX-BX::AY-BY:AY+BY,
and therefore AX:BX+AY: BY= ;

and similarly, if it had been given that

ZA.ZB=[\XY'), or 4^A.ZB=XY',
and therefore &c.

Of all properties of the harmonic section of lines, the above

leads to the greatest variety of consequences, and, as a criterion

of the relation between two segments having a common axis,

is generally found the most readily applicable, especially in

questions relating to the circle. An analogous criterion of

harmonic section between two angles, having a common vertex

might be established, in precisely the same manner, with or

without the aid of Trigonometry, but the general property (221)

renders this unnecessary, and reduces at once all questions re-

specting the harmonic section of angles to the corresponding

questions respecting the harmonic section of lines.

Ck)R. r. Since CA.CB= -(M^)', and ZX.ZY= - {^XY)%

the preceding relations may obviously be stated in the forms

CX,CY+CA.CB=0, and, ZA.ZB+ZX.ZY=0',

which, therefore, equally with their equivalents, express each

the mutual harmonic section of the two coaxal segments XY
&adAB.

Cob. 2°. A convenient and rapid construction, for determin-

ing in any number segments of a given axis cutting a given

segment -^5 harmonically, is supplied immediately by the above

;

drawing a line, in any direction different from that of the given

axis, through the middle point C of the given segment AB,
and taking upon it any segment PQ for which the rectangle

CP.CQ is equal in magnitude and sign to the square of half the

giTen segment AB\ every circle passing through j"and Q will

intercept on the given axis a segment XY cutting harmonically

the given segment AB.

For, Euclid in. 35, 36, CX.CY^ CP.CQy which by con-

stmctloD — {^ABYj and therefore &c.
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7^ r:yc 7^

From this construction it appears at once, as obeerved in

(215), that when A and B arc real, and therefore {^ABy posi-

tive (fig. o), A' and Y may be, as they often are, imaginary

;

and that when A and B are, as they may be and often are,

imaginary, and therefore {^AB)* negative (fig. /9), X and y are

always real.

CoR. 3**. Since for a fixed segment AB^ real or imaginary,

cut harmonically by a variable pair of conjugates A' and F, the

rectangle CX.CYj as appears from the above, is constant, and

equal to the square, positive or negative, of half the fixed

segment; the following particulars respecting the simultaneous

positions and fluctuations of X and Y may be immediately

inferred:

r. When A and B are real, and {^AB)* therefore positive

;

they lie at the same side of the point 0, move in oppoutc direc-

tions on the axis AB^ and coincide with each other at each of

the points A and B (fig. a).

2°. When A and B are imaginary, and {^AB)* therefore

negative ; they lie at opposite sides of the point C, move in the

same direction on the axis ABj and arc at their least distance

asimder when equidistant from C (fig. I3).

3°. Whether A and B be real or imaginary ; when either of

them is at or passes through C, the other is at or passes through

infinity ; and, conversely, when either of them is at or passes

through infinity, the other is at or passes through C (figs, a

aud/3).

Cor. 4% Again, for a fixed angle AB^ real or imaginary,

cut harmonically by a variable pair of conjugates X and l', if
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be its vertex and C and D its two lines of bisection (fig. 2,

Art. 213) ; the following analogous particulars, respecting the

simultaneous positions and movements of X and F, follow im-

mediately from the preceding bj virtue of the general property

of Art. 221, viz.:

1°. When A and B are real ; they lie in the same region of

the angle CZ), revolve in opposite directions round the vertex 0,

and coincide with each other at each of the lines A and B.

2°. When A and B are imaginary; they lie in different

regions of the angle (7Z>, revolve in the same direction round

the vertex 0, and are at their least separation asunder when

equally inclined to G or D.

3°. Whether A and B be real or imaginary ; when either of

them is upon or passes over either bisector C or Z), the other is

upon or passes over the other bisector D or C.

226. If a variable segment XY of a fixed axis cut a fixed

segment AB of the axis harmonically—
1°. The circle on the variable segment XY as diameter deter-

mines a coaxal system (184), whose limiting points (184) are the

extremities^ real or imaginary, of the fixed segment AB.

2°. The circle on the variable segment XY as chord which

passes through any fixed point P, not on the axis, passes also

through a secondfixedpoint Q, on the line connecting the first, reed

or imaginary, with the middle point C of thefixed segment AB,
Both these properties follow at once from the preceding.

The first from the consideration that for the variable circle of

which AT is diameter, and therefore Z centre, CZ*- {\XY)*,

which (Euc. II. 6, 6) = CX.CY, is constant and = {^AB)* (184)

;

and the second from the consideration that for the variable

circle PXY, if ^ be the second point in which it intersects

the line PC (figs, a and /8, Cor. 2°, Art. 225), CP.CQ, which

(Euc. III. 35, 36) - CX.CY, is constant and = {^ABy.
Conversely, Every circle ofa coaxal system cuts harmonically

the segment, real or imaginary—
1*. Of the line of centres intercepted between the two limiting

points of the system.
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2*. Of any line intercepted between itt two points of contact

with circles of the system.

For, AB K& before being the segmeut of the line, XY the

diameter or chord of the circle, and C and Z the middle polntH

of AB and A'l''; then since in the case of 1*, by (184),

C2r - [\XY)* = CA*^CB"^ [\^^\
therefore CX.CY={\AB)*^ and therefore &c. (225), and since

in the case of 2°, by (182, Cor. 9°), C is on the radical axis

of the system, therefore CJT.Cr- C4"-. CB*-(4AB)', and

therefore &c. (226).

227. Whtii two segments having a common cuds cut each

otfier harmonically^ the square of the distance between their middle

points is equal to the sum of the squares of their semirlcngths.

Let, as before, AB and A'y be the segments, C and Z their

middle points ; then, since (Euc. II. 5, 6) CZ^m^CXXY-^ {\XYf
or =ZA.ZBJt{\AB)\ and since (225) CX.CYm.{\AE)* and

ZA.ZB== [\XY)\ therefore CZ* ^ {{AB)* {' {\XY)% and there-

fore &c.

Conversely, when two tegmenta having a common axis are

such that the square of the distance between ikeir middle points

is equal to the sum of the squares of their semirlengths^ they cut

each other harmonically.

For, since, by hypothesis, 02^* = [\ABy ¥ {\XYy^ therefore

CZ'-{\XY)\ or CX.CY, =[\AB)\ and CZ'~{\AB)\ or

ZA.ZB,^[\XY)% and therefore &c. (225).

CoR. r. Since, in a right-angled triangle, the square of the

side subtending the right angle is equal to the sum of the

squares of the sides containing the right angle, and, conversely,

(Euc. I. 47, 48), it appears immediately, from the above, that

—

If two coaxal segments which cut each other Jiarmonically

be turned round their middle points and made conterminous in

position^ they will form a right angle ; and^ conversely^ If two

conterminous segments whichform a right angle be turned round

t/teir middle points and made coincident in direction y they will

cut eadh other harmonically.

COR. 2'. Since, when two circles intersect at right angles,

the square of the distance between their centres is equal to the

VOL. II. c
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sura of the sqaarca of their radii, and conversely (23), it appears

again, from the above, that

—

When two coaxal segments cut each other harmonically^ the

two circles of which they are diameters intersect at right angles ;

andf conversely^ when two circles intersect at right angles^ Oieir

two diameters which coincide in direction cut each otiier har-

monically.

Cor. 3". The above, also, supplies obvious solutions of the

three following problems

:

1°. Given one segment AB of a line and the length XY of

another cutting it liarmonically^ to determine the middle point

Z of the other.

2°. Given one segment AB of a line and the middle jwint Z
of another cutting it harmonically^ to determine the length XY
of the other.

3°. Given two segments AB andAB of a line^ to determine

the middle point Z and the length XY of the segment which cuts

both harmonically.

228. WTien two segments having a common axis cut each

other harmonically^ every circle passing through the extremities of
either cuts orthogonally the circle of which the other is a diameter.

Let, as before, AB and XF be the segments, C and Z their

middle points; then since (225) CX.CY=[\AB)*y therefore

(Euc. III. 35, 36) square of tangent from Cto any circle passing

through X and Y= square of radius of circle of which AB
is diameter; and since ZA.ZB=[\XYy^ therefore square of

tangent from Z to any circle passing through A and B = square

of radius of circle of which XF is diameter; and therefore

&c. (23).

Conversely, when two circles of any radii cut each other

orthogonally^ every diaheter of either is cut harmonically by the

other.

Let ABhe any diameter of either, C its middle point, and

X and Y the two points, real or imaginary, at which it intersects

the other; then since (Euc. in. 35, 36) OJT.07 = square of

tangent from C to the latter, that is, as the circles cut ortho-

gonally, =° square of radius of former, » {^ABy^ therefore &c.

(225).
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Cor. 1°. Since a variable circle passing through a fixed

point, and cutting a fixed circle orthogouallj, passes through a

second fixed point, the inverse of the first with respect to the

fixed circle (149), it appears at once from the above, as already

noticed in (226, 2°), that

—

A variable circle jtaasing Uirough a fixed jpointy and cutting

a fixed segment of a fixed axis harmonically^ passes also Uirough

a second fix/ J pointj on the line connecting the first with the

centre of tlw fixal segment.

CoR. 2*. Again, since a variable circle cutting two fixed

circles orthogonally determines a coaxal system, whose radical

axis is the line of centres, whose line of centres is the radical

axis, and whose limiting points are the intersections, real or

imag^tnary, of the fixed circles (185) ; it appears also, from the

above, that

—

A variable circle cutting two fixed segments of two fixed axes

harmonically determines a coaxal system^ whose radical axis

is the line of centres^ whose line of centres is the radical axis^

and whose limiting points are the intersections^ reed or imaginary^

of the circles of which thefixed segments are diameters.

COK. S". Since (156, Cor. 4*) a circle may be deecribcd,

r passing through two given points and cutting a given circle

orthogonally ;
2° passing through a given point and cutting two

given circles orthogonally ;
3* cutting three given circles ortho-

gonally; the radical centre of the given group and its tan-

gential distance from each circle of the group, evanescent or

finite, being the centre and radius of the cutting circle in each

case ; the above furnishes solutions at once simple and obvious

of the three following problems, viz.

To describe a circle^ 1° passing through two given points and

cutting a given segment of a given axis harmonically ; 2° passing

tJirough a given point and cutting two given segments of two given

axes harmonically ; 3° cutting three given segments of three given

axes harmonically.

Cor. 4*. As three segments of three axes may be the three

sides of the triangle determined by the axes, the problems of

the preceding corollary (3°) consequently include as particular

cases the three following, respectively, viz.

—

c2
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To describe a circh^ V passing throxtgh two given points

and cutting a side of a given triangle hannonicaUy ; 2" passing

through a given point arid cutting two sides of a given triangle

harmonicallg ; 3° cutting tJie three sides of a given triangle har-

monically.

Cor. 5*. Since (168) the three circles of which the sides of

any triangle are diameters are cut orthogonally by the polar

circle, real or imaginary, of the triangle ; that is, by the circle

round the intersection of its three perpendiculars as centre, the

square of whose radius is equal, in magnitude and sign, to the

common value of the three equal rectangles under the segments

into which they mutually divide each other j hence again, from

the above, it appears that

—

In every triangle the polar circle^ real or imaginary^ cuts the

three sides harmonically.

Cor. 6°. Since (189, T, Cor. T) the three circles of which

the three chords of intersection of any tetragram are diameters

are coaxal, and since consequently (185) every circle cutting

two of them orthogonally cuts the third also orthogonally;

hence also, from the above, it appears that

—

Every circle cutting two of the three chords of intersection of
any tetragram harmonically cuts the third also harmonically.

229. Ifa line AD be cut harmonically by two pairs of con-

jugates X and Yy X' and Y\ both pairs being arbitrary.

a. 27ie three circles on A'A", YY'y and AB (and also the

three on XY'y YX', and AB) as diameters are coaxal.

b. The three circles on XX\ YY^ and AB {and also the

three on XY'^ YX\ and AB) as chords^ which pass through any

common point P not on the line^ pass also through a second

common point Q not on the line.

To prove (a). Since by hypothesis

AXi A y= - BX'. BY and AX' :AY' = -BX' : BY\
therefore, by composition of ratios,

AX.AX' lAY.AY' :: BX.BX' : BY. BY',

and therefore &c. (192, Cor. T).

To prove (6). Since, by (a), there exists a point on AB
for which OX.OX' ^ OY.OY' = OA.OB, therefore, if ^ be
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the point on OP for which each =OP.OQ^ the three circles

ATA'', YPY\ and APB all pai<s through (?, and therefore &c.

The point on AB for which OX.OX' = OY.OY\ and

each therefore = OA.OB^ is evidently that detemained bj tlie

relation OZ.XT -\- OZ'.XY=% Zand if' being the middle

points of A'l'and XT'; for, since when OX. OX' = OY.OY'
then OX : 0Y= OY' : 0X\ therefore

0X+ OY: OX- or- Or+ OX' : or- OX*,

or 2 .OZ : YX = 2.0Z' : X' 1", and therefore &c

230. In the applications of the theory of harmonic section to

the geometry of the circle, the solutions of a variety of problems

are reduced to those of the following

:

Given two segments or angles AB and A'B' having a common

axis or vertex^ to deiermine the aegmeni or angle XY which cuts

ItotJi harmon icaIh/.

By virtue of the general relation of Art. 221, the cue of tlie

angle is of course reduced at once to that of the segment, which

is given immediately by any of the three following construc-

tions, all based on the property of Art. 225, tiz. :

r. Describing the two circles of which AB and A'B\ biaected

at and C respectively, are diameters ; any circle cutting them

both orthogonally will intercept on the given axis the required

segment A' Y.

For (228) CX.CY»{{AB)%wad C'X.C'Y'HA'B'f,

and therefore &c. (225).

2°. Taking arbitrarily any point P not on the given axis,

and describing the two circles PAB and PA'B' ; their chord of

intersection PQ will intersect the g^vcn axis at the middle point

Z of the required segment XY] and the circle round ZtM centre,

the' square of whose radius is equal to the rectangle ZP.ZQ^

will intercept on the given axis the required segment itself.

For, (Euc. III. 35, 36) ZA.ZB= ZP.ZQ«{{XY)\ and

ZA'.ZB' = ZP.ZQ = {{XY)% and therefore &c (225).

3°. Taking arbitrarily any point P not on the given axis,

connecting it with the middle points C and C of AB and A'B\

and taking on the connecting lines PC and PC the two points

(?and (?',forwhich CP.CQ = [\AB)\KVidC'P.C'Q' = {{AB'f',
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the circle QPQ will intercept on the given line the required

segment XY.
For, (Euc. in. 35, 36) GX.CY= CP.CQ = {\AB)% and

C'X.C'Y= G'P.C'Q = [^AB')\ and therefore &c. (225).

If either or both of the given segments AB and A'B' be

imaginary, the last alone of the preceding constructions is appli-

cable ; and the problem, as solved by it, is obviously in its most

general form equivalent to the following, viz.

:

On a given line to determine the two points X and Y the

rectayigles under whose distancesfrom each of two given points on

the line C and C are given in magnitude and sign.

When the two given segments or angles AB and A'B' are

such that A and B alternate with A' and B' in order of suc-

cession, the segment or angle XY which cuts them both har-

monically is of course necessarily imaginary ; its two points or

lines of bisection are however in all cases real (225, Cor. 2°).

231. The harmonic relation of a system of four points on a

, common axis ,4, J9, X, Y may be expressed in terms of the

three distances of any three of them from the fourth as follows

:

If A be the point from which the distances of the remaining

three are measured; substituting for ^Xand J5F their equiva-

lents AX- AB a.nd. AY- AB, the fundamental proportion of

harmonic section (213) becomes

AX: AY:: AX-AB:AB-AY (1).

IfB be the point ; substituting for AX and A Y their equiva-

lents BX- BA and BY-BA, it becomes

BXiBY:'.BX-BA:BA-BY (2).

IfX be the point ; substituting for YA and YB their equi-

valents XA-XY and XB- XY, it becomes

XA : XB :: XA-XY: XY-XB (3).

And if Y be the point ; substituting for XA and XB their

equivalents YA - YX and YB- YX, it becomes

YA: YB:: YA-YX: YX- YB (4),

in each of which the relation is expressed in terms of the dis-

tances of three of the points from the fourth, in a form which is

predaely the same from whichever of the four the three dis-

tanceaare measured.
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Cor. 1°

equalities

The four preceding relations give at onco the

2,AX.AY^{AX+AY).AB]
2.BX.BY:^{BX + By).BA

\ 2.XA.XB:^{XA + XB).XY

[ 2. r4. YB^iYA + YB), YX
J

from which it follows immediately, that

2.AX,AY AX.A1

(I),

AB

BA^

xr-

YX>

AX+AY
i.BX.BY

2,XA.XB
XA +XB
9,YA,YB

\{AX+AY)
BX.BY

\(ibx^Br)
XA.XB

\{XA'¥XB)
YA.YB

(11),

YA-^YB {(YA-^-YB)
^

relations which express the distance of any point of an harmonic

system from its conjugate, in terms of its distances from the

remaining two points of the system.

Cob. 2*. The reciprocals of the four latter relatioas (II],

gire again immediately

AX^ AY AB
%

BX^ BY BA
1 J^ »

xa'^ xb":sy
^ 4.JL_J_
T3 ^ YB " YX

or

AB 'AlX^J?)

BA 2 \BX "*" B?)

XY 2 \XA ^ XBj

2\YA'^7S)^

...(III),

_l_

/ \yx 2

which express, in a remarkably simple manner, the harmonic
relation of four points, in terms of the reciprocals of the diitancw
of any three of them from the fourth.

Cob. 3*. If C and Z (6g. 1, Art. 213) be the middle points

of the two conjugate segments AB and AT respectively ; then
since (76, 1)

AX+AY=2.AZ, BX-^BY^2,BZ,
XA + XB=2,XC, YA+YB^2.YC,
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the four general relations (I) of Cor. 1°, are obviously equivalent

to the following

:

(AX.AY=AZ.AB
BX.BY=BZ.BA
XA.XB =XC.XY
[YA.YB=^YC. YX

(IV),

relations of considerable utility, each of which, like any of the

preceding, is characteristic of an harmonic system, and sufficient

to determine it.

232. When four points on a common axisA and B^ X and Y
form an harmonic system, the three distances from any one of

them to the remaining three, regard being had to their signs

as well as to their magnitudes, are said to he in harmonic

progression^ and the distance from each to its conjugate is

termed the harmonic mean of the distances from it to the other

two.

Thus, A and jB, X and Y being the two pairs of conjugates,

the four sets of their magnitudes AX^ AB, and A Y\ BX^ BA^
and BY', XA, XY, and XB-, YA, YX, and YB, taken all with

the proper signs due to their several directions, are each in

harmonic progression, AB, BA, XY, and YX being the har-

monic means in the four cases respectively.

From the invariable order of the four points of an harmonic

system when all real, it is evident, from the above definition,

that the harmonic mean of two magnitudes has the sign common
to both when their signs are similar, and that of the nume-
rically lesser of the two when their signs are opposite.

According to the analogy of arithmetic and geometric

progression, any number of magnitudes are said to be in har-

monic progression when every consecutive three of them are in

such progression.

233. The several groups of relations of Art. 231 and its

corollaries, interpreted in accordance with the above definitions,

express all the ordinary properties of three or more magnitudes

in harmonic progression, regard being had to their signs as well

as to their absolute values in every case.

I
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The group of proportions (1), (2), (3), (4) express im-

mediately that

—

1°. When three magnitudes are m harmomc progresaton^ the

jiritt : the third : : the^gt— the aecand : the second— the third.

The group of equalities (11) that

—

2°. When three magnitudes are in harm' m'r
y / //.vv/ /^ the

mean = twice the product of the extremes liii iihd hij tlnir miin^

or » the product of the extremes divided hy half their sum.

The group of equalities (III) that

—

3°. When three magnitudes are in harmanie progression^ the

sum of the reciprocals of the extremes twice the reciprocal of

the mean ; or^ the reciprocal of the mean > half the sum of the

reciprocals of the extremes.

As half the sum of two magnitodes » their arithmetic

mean, and the product of two magnitudes » the square of

their g^metric mean ; the £p:t)up of equalities (I) or (IV)

shew that

—

4*. The product of the arithmetic and harwtonie means of ttco

magnitudee « the square oftheir geometric mean.

As three magnitudes are in geometric progression when tiie

product of the first and third the square of the second ; it

appears, from 4*, that

—

5*. The arithmetic, geemetricy and harwumie meane of two

magnitudes are in geometrie progression.

As three magnitudes are in arithmetic progression when

the sum of the first and third >» twice the second, or, the

second » half the sura of the first and third; it appears,

from 3°, that

—

6\ W/ien three or ang number ofmagmOudee are in hnrmnnic

progression, their reciprocals are in arithmetic progression

.

Between the three kinds of prog^rcssion, arithmetic, geo-

metric, and harmonic, the following relation appears fron< T—
7^ For every three consecutive terms a, h, c, the i

.

[a^h) ', the differenoe (& — c), tin €trMmetic progression :: a : a, in

geometric progression :: a : b, and in hannonieprogression ::a:c.

An extension of the term hamumie mean from two to any

number of magnitudes, by the same kind of analogy by which

the terms arithmetic mean and geometric mean have been

Himilariy extended, has been suggested by 3\
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8'. As, for two magnitudes o, ft, we say that

—

Arithmetic mean = half of (a + ft),

Geometric mean = square root of (a x ft).

Harmonic mean = reciprocal ^^o (~ + ^)
•

So, by analogy, for n magnitudes a, ft, c, <?, &c., we say that

—

Arithmetic mean = n"* part of {a + b + c + d+ &c.),

Geometric mean = n*" root of [axhxcxdx &c.).

Harmonic mean = reciprocal of-(-+T+ - + -,+ &c. )

.

'^ n\a b c a J

The harmonic mean ofany number of magnitudes thus signify-

tng the magnitude whose reciprocal = the arithmetic mean of the

reciprocals of the magnitudes.

234. More generally (231) the harmonic relation of a system

of four points on a common axis A^ B^ X^ F, may be expressed

in terms of their four distances from any arbitrary point P on

the axis of the system, as follows :

—

In the fundamental proportion of harmonic section (213) sub-

stituting for AX^ A r, BX^ and BY their equivalents PX-PA^
PY-PAj PX-PB, and PY- PB, the result

[PX - PA)'.{PX- PB)-\-{PY- PA)'.{PY- PB] = ...{\),

or, which Is the same thing,

{PX-PA).[PY-PB) + [PY-PA).[PX-PB) = (i,..{l'),

expresses the relation in terms of the four distances in question,

and may, like any of the preceding, be regarded as characteristic

of an harmonic system, and sufficient to determine it.

Dividing both terms of the proportion (1) by the ratio PA : PB^

or of the equality (I') by the product PA.PB.PX.PY^ the

resulting proportion

\PX''Pa)' \PX''mj'^[TY'PA)'[pY''PBr^'''^^'^'

or the resulting equality

\px''pa) ' [py~pb)'^[py~pa) • kpx'pb)''^'"^^'^'
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expresses again the relation in terms of the reciprocals of the

four distances, in precisely the same form as in terms of the

distances themselves.

Cor. 1°. The first of the preceding proportions (1), or its

equivalent (1'), gives at once the equality

and the second (3), or its equivalent (2'), the correspondbg

equality

px.py "^ paTpb ''[pI'^ pbJ' [ti
"** prj-(*J»

in which the forms again, as they ought to be, are identical.

Cor. 2**. If C and Z be the middle points of AB and XY
respectively, then, as PA + PB'^i.PC and PX+PY=2.PZf
the first of these latter equalities (8) becomes

PX.PY+PA.PB^2.PC,PZ (5),

a relation of considerable utility in the applications of the theory

of harmonic section.

Cos. 3*. If Q and Q be the harmonic conjugates of P with

respect to AB and JTF respectively, then, as

PA + ra"l^» "* TX'*' T?" ??p'
(***»"'•)»

the second (4) becomes

1 1 2 . .

pxTy "^ paTFb " PQ.pg ^^^'

a relation again identical in form, and, as may be easily seen

from (233, 6°). in meaning too, with that for the direct distanoee

(5} to which it corresponds.

235. If a line AB cut harm&ntoaUy at two poinU X and Y
he again cut harmonically at tvco other ponUt Pond Q^ both pairs

of conjugates being arbitrary, then

PX.PY=2PC.BZ (a),

QX.QY^2QC.BZ (/8),

C, B^ and Z being the middle points of the three segments AB,
PQj and XY respectively, (See fig. 1, Art. 213).
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For, by (234, Cor. 2°),

PX.PY+PA.PB=2PC.PZ,

and, by (231, Cor. 3°),

PA.PB= PC.PQ = 2.PC.PR,

therefore PX.PY=2.PC.{PZ- PR)=2.PC.RZ',

and, similarly,

QX.QY=2.QC.{QZ- QR) = 2.QC.RZ,

and therefore &c.

Otherwise thus, by (Euc. ii. 5, 6),

PX.PY- CX.CY=PZ'- CZ' = {PZ- CZ).{PZ+ CZ)

= PC.{PZ+ QZ- QC) = 2.PC.RZ-PC.QC,

and, by (225), CX.CY=CP.CQ, therefore PX.PY=2.PC.RZ'j

and, similarly, QX.QY=2.QC.RZ'y and therefore &c.

The latter proof, depending only on the single consideration

that the two rectangles CX.CY and CP.CQ are equal in

magnitude and sign, shews that the relations themselves, (a)

and (/9), depend on that circumstance alone, and are therefore

independent of the accident as to whether the two points A and

B are real or imaginary.

Cor. r. Taking successively the sum, difference, product,

and quotient of the above equalities (a) and (y8), we get at once

the four following relations :

—

1°. Adding, remembering that PC+ QC=2.RC, we get

PX.PY+ QX.QY=i.RC.RZ (1).

2°. Subtracting, remembering that PC— QC= PQj we get

PX.PY- QX.QY=2.PQ.RZ (2).

3°. Multiplying, remembering that 4.CP.CQ = AB'' (225),

we get

PX.PYx QX.QY=AB\RZ* (3).

4°. Dividing, we get at once, without any reduction,

PX.PY', QX.QY.'.PC: QC (4),

relations which, like those from which they are derived, are

perfectly general, and independent alike of the position of cither

pair of conjugates A' and 1', or P and Q^ and of the accident

of A and B being real or imaginary.
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Cor. 2*. From (a) and (/9), and from (3*, Cor. 1*), we get at

once the equalities

PX.PY.QX.QY"^= Rr ^^'»

which are the simplest formula by which to calculate in namben
the position and length of AB when tbote of PQ and XY are

given; a problem for which, it will be remembered, Tarioos

constructiooB were given in Art. 230.

Cor. 8*. If, while P and Q^ and therefore J?, are soppoaed to

;«main fixed, X and y, and therefore Z, be conceived to trjr,

and in the course of their variation to coincide all three first atA
and then atJ?; we sec, from (4*, Cor. 1*), that PX,PYiQX.QY
K a constant ratio, and also that

PJT.Pr PA* PB" PC ,_.

gjTgr" 53*" $iB» " 5^ ^^''

relations which, for the particular poMtions of A and By maj
be easily verified from the fundamental coooeptioo of harmonic

section. See Arts. 150, and 161, Cor. 1*.

Cob. 4*. If XY, JTT, Jrr*, &c be any number of seg-

ments cutting the same tegment AB harmonioUly, Z, Z\ Z\&c
their several middle pomta, P and Q aa before any arbitrary

pair of conjugates, and B their middle point ; then since, from

(a) and (/iJ),

PX,PY:PX'.Pr : PX'.Pr', &c

^QX.QY: QX'.QT: QX'.QT\ &c = RZ; RZ" : RZ", Ac,

if the several distances RZy RZ', RZ"y &c. form an arithmetie^

geometric, or harrouuic scries, so do the two sets of rectanglea

PX.PY, PX'.Pr, PX'.PT', &c., and QX.QY, QX'.QT,
QX",QT', &c., whatever be the positions of P and Q.

Cor. 5'. If XYy X' Y\ X" T' be any three segments cutting

the same segment AB harmonically, Z, Z\ Z' their three middle

points, andP any arbitrary point on the axis of the segments ; then

PX.PY.ZZ" + PX'.PY'.Z'Z' + PX'.PY'.ZZ' « 0...(8),
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a theorem due to Chaslea, and made much use of by him in the

theory of involution.

For, Q being the harmonic conjugate of P with respect to

AB^ and B the middle point of PQ, therefore by (a),

PX,PY=2PC.BZ, PX',PT=2PC.BZ\ PX".PY"=2PC.BZ'\

and B, Zj Z\ Z" being four points on a common axis, therefore,

by (82),

BZ.ZZ" + BZ'.Z"Z^ BZ'.ZZ' = ;

and therefore &c.

This proof, it will be observed, is independent of the cir-

cumstance as to whether A and B are real or imaginary.

Cor. 6°. \iPOQ and XOY be two angles cutting harmoni-

cally the same angle AOB^ then, all three being otherwise

entirely arbitrary,

8inP0X.sInP0r_ sin'PO^ _ ^m^POB .

suiQOX.«inQOY~ sln^QOA ~ Bm'QOB ^^'

which are the formulae by which to calculate in numbers the

positions of the sides of the angle AOB when those of the

angles POQ and XOY are given.

For, if P^, XY^ and AB be the three segments intercepted

by the three angles on any arbitrary line not passing through

their common vertex 0, then since, by (65),

BmPOX_PX FV smPOY PY PO
smQ'OX~~QX' QO' miQOY~ QY' QO'

therefore, at once, by composition of ratios,

BinPQX.sinPOr _ PX.PY PO*
%mQOX.mxQOY~ QX.QY' QO"'

and since, by the same again directly,

sin'PO^ PA* P^ Bxn^POB _PB^ PO"
fAn*QOA~ QA*' QO"' bWQOB~ QB*' Q(f'

therefore &c. ; the rest being evident from relation (7), Cor. 3°.

Cor. 7*. In the particular case when the angle POQ is

right, that is, when the two conjugates OP and OQ are the

two bisectors, internal and external, of the angle AOB (216, 3°),

the sines of the several angles measured from OQ may be re-
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placed bj the cosines of the corresponding angles measured

from OP^ or conversely, and the above relation (9) becomes for

the harmonic section of an angle what that of Art 225 is for

that of a line, vi2.

tanCOA'.tanCOr=tan*C(;^-tan'COA (10),

OC being cither biucctor, internal or external, of the angle A OB,
This latter relation, however, appears more immediately from

that of the article referred to, by drawing the arbitrary line in the

general proof of (9) perpendicular to the direction of OC, and

then dividing the relation of that article, CX,CY^CA**^CB*^
by the square of OC (60).
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CHAPTER XIV.

HARMONIC PROPERTIES OF THE POINT AND LINE.

236. Of the various harmonic properties of figures of points

and lines, the two following, reciprocals of each other (173),

lead to the greatest number of consequences, and may be re-

garded as fundamental.

a. In every tetragram the three pairs of opposite tntersectums

(106) divide harmonically the three sides of the triangle deter-

mined by their three lines of connection.

a'. In every tetrastigm the three pairs of opposite connectors

(106) divide harmonically the three angles of the triangle deter-

mined by their three points of intersection.

To prove a. IfX and X\ Tand Y\ Zand Z' be the three

pairs of opposite intersections of the tetragram determined by
the four lines in the figure on which they lie, three and three,

and ABC the triangle determined by their three lines of con-

nection ; the three segments A"A", YY\ ZZ' cut harmonically

and are cut harmonically by the three BC^ CA, AB.
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For, in the triangle XYX\ having any one of the three

former A'A" for a side, and either extremity Y of either of the

remaining two YY' for the opposite vertex ; the axis of the

third ZZ' intersecting with the three sides at three collinear

pointii Z, Z, //, and the other extremity 1" of the second con-

necting with the three vertices by three concurrent lines XZ^

X'Z'j YC\ therefore, by relations a and 6', Art. 1 34,

xn_ XZ YZ . X£ XZ YZ
XB ~ ^ YZ' ' XZ' •" X'C ° YZ' ' X'Z'

which evidently (213) prove the property for the pair of segments

XX' and DC\ and, as it may be proved exactly similarly for

the remaining two pairs YY' and CA^ ZZ* and AB^ there-

fore &c.

To prove a. If QR and PS, BP and QS, PQ and BS be the

three pairs of opposite connectors of the tetrastigm determined

by the four points P, Q, B, S in the same figure, and ABC the

triangle detennined by their three points of intersection ; the

three angles Pvl^, QBB, BCP cut harmonically and are cut

harmonically by the three BAC, CBAy ACB.
For, in the triangle PAQj having any one of the three

former PA Q for an angle, and either side PQ of either of the re-

maining two BCP for the opposite side ; the vertex of the third

QBR connecting with the three vertices by three concurrent

lines PBy QS, ABj and the other side B8 of the second inter-

secting with the throe sides at three collinear points J?, 8j Cj

therefore, by relations a and ft, Art. 1 34,

BinPAB _ sin PQS sin w4 Pi?

nnQAB^ nnAQ8' tin QPB'
and

sin PA C sin PQS nnAPB
sinQAC ""^ MixAQS' sin QPB '

which evidently (213) prove the property for the pair of angles

PAQ And BAC'f and, as it may be proved exactly similarly

for the remaining two pairs QBB and CBA, BCP and ACB,
therefore &c.

237. That the two properties just established arc reciprocals

of each other, in the sense explained in Art. 173, may readily

be shewn, in general terms, as follows :—
VOL. 11. D
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If Z», M^ N, he any four lines, and P, Q, B^ 8 their four

poles with respect to anj circle, either system being arbitrary

;

U and U\ V and V, W and W the three pairs of opposite

intersections MX and ZO, NL and J/0, LM and NO of the

four lines ; X and A", F and Y\ Z and Z' the three pairs of

opposite connectors QB. and P>S, i?P and QS^ PQ and ^/S of

the four points; A^ P, C the three vertices of the triangle de-

termined by the three connectors UU\ VV\ WW ; and Bj Ej F
the three sides of the triangle determined by the three inter-

sections XX\ YY\ ZZ' ] then, since, by the fundamental

property of poles and polars (167), the several pairs of points

and lines U and X, V and F, W and Z-, U' and X', V and Y\
W and Z' ; A and Z>, B and £", C and i^^ are pole and polar to

each other with respect to the circle, therefore, by the general

property of Art. 223, the harmonicism of the three rows of four

coUinear points P, C, Z7, U'] C, A, F, V; A, B, TF, W involves

and is involved in that of the three pencils of four concurrent lines

E, F, X, X' ; F, D, T, F ; Z>, E, Z, Z' ; and therefore &c.

The reader understanding the spirit of the above mode of

reasoning is recommended to apply it for himself to the several

other examples of pairs of reciprocal properties which will be

given him in abundance in the course of the sequel. He will

in general find the transformation of a property into its re-

ciprocal to be a process almost purely mechanical, consisting

ordinarily of little more than merely changing in its statement

all points into lines and lines into points, all connectors of points

into intersections of lines and intersections of lines into con-

nectors of points, all points on a circle into tangents to the

circle and tangents to a circle into points on the circle, &c.

In cases presenting any exceptional peculiarity, or involving the

necessity of any intermediate considerations, the reciprocality

of the propeilies will occasionally be proved for him, but in

all ordinary cases, like the above, the process of tracing it will

be left as an exercise to himself; especially when, as in the

preceding article, the demonstrations actually given of the re-

ciprocal properties are themselves also reciprocal ; a circumstance

which in that article would have been rendered more apparent

by the employment, as above, of corresponding notation applied

to the reciprf>cal parts of separate figures for both properties,
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had not, for other reasons which will appear in the sequel, the

figures for the two been combined in their case instead.

238. It is easy to see, from the general property of Art. 221,

that tlie harmonicisin of any one of the three rows of four

points A', A", 5, C; 1', l'^, Cy A', Z, Z\ Ay B in property a, or

of any one of the three pencils of four rays QRy PS, AB, AC\
RPy QSy BCy BA ; PQ, RS, CA, CB in property a of AiX. 236,

(see figure of that article), involves that of the other two ; for,

in the furmer case, the two rows for eveiy two of the three

connectors A'A**', YY\ ZZ being in perspective at both ex-

tremities of the third, via. F, y, C, A and Z, Z", A, B At X
and X y Zy Zy Ay B and A', A", jB, C at Y and 1" ; A', A", /?, C
and y, Y'y Cy A Bi Z and Z" (see fig.] ; and, in the latter case,

the two pencils for every two of the three intenections Ay By C
being in perspective on both linea determining the third, vis.

RPy QSy BCy BA and PQy R8^ CA, CB on QR and P8\
PQy RSy CAy CB and QR, P8, AB, AC on RP and Q8;
QRy PSy ABy A C %si^ RPy Q8y BC^ BA on PQ and R8
[see fig.) ; therefore, by property 2*, Art. 222, if any one of the

three rows in the former case, or of the throe pencils in the

latter case, be harmonic, so are the other two ; and there-

fore &c.

It is again easy to sec, from the same, that of the two re-

ciprocal properties themselves, a and a', either involves the other

directly without the aid of the reciprocating process explained

in Art 173, and applied in Art. 237. For, in the triangle ABC
(see fig.), if the three sidea BCy CAy AB are cut harmonically

by the three pairs of conjugates A' and A", Y aud }", ^and Z',

then, by the general relation of Art. 221, the three opposite

angles BACy CBAy ACB are cut harmonically by the three

pairs of conjugates QR and P8, RP and QS, PQ and RS) and,

conversely, if the three angles BACy CBAy ACB are cut har-

monically by the three pairs of conjugates QR and PSy RP and

QSy PQ and RSy then, by the same, the three opposite sides

BCy CAy AB are cut hannonically by the three pairs of con-

jugates X and A", Y and 1", Z and Z' ; and therefore Sue.

A tetragram and tetrastigm, related as in the figure to

the same central triangle ABCy possess many interesting iiar-

D2
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monic properties In connexion with each other and the triangle,

Bome of which will be noticed in the course of the sequel.

239. In the particular cases, when, in property a of Art. 236,

one of the four lines X' Y'Z' constituting the tetragram in the

general case is the line at infinity (131), and when, in pro-

perty a of the same article, one of the four points S constituting

the tetrastigm in the general case is the polar centre of the

triangle PQR determined by the remaining three (168) ; since,

in the former case, the three pairs of harmonic conjugates X
and X\ Y and F', Z and Z connect by infinite intervals, they

bisect, internally and externally, the three sides BC^ CA, AB
of the triangle ABC determined by their three lines of connec-

tion (216, 3°) ; and since, in the latter case, the three pairs of

harmonic conjugates QR and P/S, RP and QS^ PQ and RS
intersect at right angles, they bisect, externally and internally,

the three angles BAG, CBA, ACB of the triangle ABC deter-

mined by their three points of intersection (216, 3") ; hence, the

two reciprocal properties themselves, a and «', shew for these

particular cases, as is otherwise evident, that

—

a. In every triangle the three vertices bisect the three sides of

the triangle determined hy the directions of the three parallel*

through them to the opposite sides.

a'. In every triangle the three sides Insect the three angles of

the triangle determined hy the intersrctions of the three perpen-

diculars to them through the opposite vertices.

These latter properties are not reciprocals in the same

sense as those from which they have been inferred ; each,

to an arbitrary circle, reciprocating, not into the other, but

into the more general property of which the other is a par-

ticular case. In reciprocating the first, the line at infinity

(186), on which the three parallels through the vertices in-

tersect with the opposite sides of the triangle, must be taken

into account, with the latter, in order to complete the tetragram

of the general property, under which, as above shewn, it comes

as a particular case.

In the particular case when the tetragram in property a

of Art. 236 is a parallelogram ; since then one chord of inter-

section, A^Y' suppose (see figure of that article), of the figure.
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and with it, of course, the side BO of the triangle ABC^ is at

infinity ; therefore, by virtue of that property, the other two

chords of inter^'ctioD }"}"' and ZZ' mutually biaect each other at

the op|K>8ite vertex A of the triangle ABC, Heme the familiar

property that in every paraUelogram tke two diag<maU mutually

hisi ct each other^ comes as another particular case under the same

general property a ; and, to an arbitrary circle, reciprocates (like

the above a) into the general property a reciprocal to a,

240. From the two fundamental properties of Art. 236, the

following geoeral oonaeqaencea, in pairs reciprocals of each other,

may be immediately inferred, vis.

—

a. The two centres <^ penpeetive cf amy two 99gfmmi» (181)

divide hannonicaUy lAe teyment intercepted on their Hne of con^

nexion by the axes of the eegmente.

a. The two awe$ of perepeetive ef amy two angles (131)

divide harmomically the emgU embtemded at their poimt cf itUer^

eeetion by the vertices of the amg^.
For, if, in the figure of that article, any two of the three

pairs of opposite intenectiona X and X\ Y and Y' of the

tetragrara be regarded as the extremities of the two aogmenta

in a ; then are the remaining pair Z and Z* the two centres of

perspective (131) of those segments, and, by property a of the

article in question, they divide harmonically the segment A3
intercepted on their line of connection by the axes of the

segments ; and therefore &c And, if, in the same figure, any

two of the three pairs of opposite connectors QR and P8y RP
and Q8 of the tetrastig^ be regarded as the sides of the two

angles in a' ; then arc the remaining pair PQ and R8 the two

axes of perspective (131) of those engles, and, by property a'

of the same article, they divide harmonically the angle A CB
subtended at their point of intersection by the vertices of the

angled ; and thcreforo «&c.

b. The tico centns of perspective of amy two segmemts eonaed

hannoniadly with the vertex of the angle deterwumsd by the axes

of the seyments.

b'. The two axes of perspective of any two angles intersect

harmonically with the axis of the segmwU dttermimed by the

vertices of the angles.
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For, if, in the figure of the same article, any pair of opposite

connectors QR and PS of the tetrastigm be regarded as the

two segments in h] then are the two intersections B and C
of the other two pairs RP and QS^ PQ and RS the two centres

of perspective of those segments, and, by property a of the

article in question, they connect harmonically with the vertex A
of the angle determined by the axes of the segments; and

therefore &c. And, if, in the same figure, the two pairs of

lines determining any pair of opposite intersections X and X'

of the tetragram be regarded as the two angles in h' ; then are

the two connectors YY' and ZZ' of the other two pairs Y and F',

Z and Z' the two axes of perspective of those angles, and, by

property a of the same article, they intersect harmonically with

the axis BC of the segment XX' determined by the vertices of

the angles ; and therefore &c.

c. The two centres of perspective of any two segments are

conjugate points (217) with respect to the angle determined by the

axes of the segments.

c'. The two axes of perspective of any two angles are conjugate

lines (217) with respect to the segment determined by the vertices

of the angles.

These, by Art. 217, are obviously but another mode of

stating the two general properties h and 6'; which, though

proved independently above by reciprocal demonstrations, follow

at once, it may be observed, from the two a and a', by virtue

of the general property of Art. 221. For, since, by a, the

three rows of four points B, C, X, X' ; 0,^,7,^'; A, B, Z, Z'

(see fig.) are harmonic, therefore, by the general property in

question, the three pencils of four rays ZZ\ YY\ AX, AX'
;

XX', ZZ, BY, BY'; YT, XX', CZ, GZ' are harmonic, and
therefore &c. And, since, by a, the three pencils of four rays

AB,AC, QR, PS', BC, BA, RP, QS', AB, AC, PQ, RS (see

fig.) are harmonic, therefore, by the same general property,

the three rows of four points B, C, X', X; C, A, T, T;
A^ B, Z, Z are harmonic, and therefore &c.

241. The two fundamental properties of Art. 236 supply also

obvious solutions, by linear constructions only without the aid of

the circle, of the two following reciprocal problems, viz.

—
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a. Given ^ree pomtt of on hirmomic row, to determine tke

fourth conjugate to any ateigned one oftke given Arte,

a. Gicen three rage tf an karmonio pencil^ to determine the

Jourth conjugate to ang aeeigned one of the given three*

Tbosj In the fi^re of that article, of the harmonic row

By (\ Xy X' given the three points A", A", C to determine the

fourth /^conjugate to C; and, in the same figure, of the harmonic

pencil A By AC, AX, AX' g^ven the three rays AXy AX\ AB
to determine the fourth A C conjugate to AB,

To solve the first ; on anj line CA^ drawn arbitrarily

through the point C wboM conjugate is to be determined,

taking arbitrarily any two points Y and 1"; their connecton

with the other two points X and A" determine the two centres

of perspective 2 and Z" of the two segments A'A' and YY\
whose line of connection ZZ", by a, Art. S36, intenects with

the axis of the given points st the required conjugate B. And,

to solve the second, throu|^ any point Bj taken arbitrarily on

tlie ray AB whose conjugate is to be determiiied, drawing

arbitrarily any two lines J91' and BY'; their intersections with

the other two rays AX and AX' determine the two axes of

perspective PQ and BS of the two angles XiA" and YBY\
whose point of intersection T, by a', Art. 236, connects with

the vertex of the given rays by the required conjugate A C.

Cob. Every point of an harmonic row being the pole of

eytrj line through its conjugate with respect to the segment

determined by the remaining two points, and every ray of an

harmonic pencil being the polar of every point on its conjugate

with respect to the angle dotenuined by the remaining two

rays [217} ; the above reciprocal constructions give, consequently,

solutions of the two following reciprocal problems, as well as

of those for which thoy have been g^ven, viz.—*

To determine bg linear constructione onlg without the aid of
the circle : a. the pole of a given line with retpeet to a given erg^

ment; a . the polar ofa given point with retpeet to a given angle,

242. The two fundamental properties themselves, of Art. 236,

may obviously be stated in the following equivalent forms,

in which they express two reciprocal harmonic properties of

triangles, viz.

—
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a. Every three coUinear points on the sides of a triangle

determine with the opposite vertices three segments dividing har-

monically the sides of the triangle determined hy their axes.

a. Every three concurrent lines through the vertices of a

triangle determine with the opposite sides three angles dividing

harmonically the angles of the triangle determined hy their vertices.

For, if (tig. of Art. 236) XYZ be any triangle, and X\ Y\ Z'

any three collinear points on its three sides ; then, since, in the

tetragram determined by the line of collinearity with the three

sides of the triangle, the three segments XX\ YY\ ZZ\ by

property a of that article, are intersected harmonically each by

the axes of the other two, therefore &c. And if (same fig.)

FQR be any triangle, and PS^ QS, BS any three concurrent

lines through its three vertices ; then, since, in the tetrastigm

determined by the point of concurrence with the three vertices

of the triangle, the three angles XAX', YBT, ZCZ', by pro-

perty a of the same article, are subtended harmonically each

by the vertices of the other two, therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. As every three lines through the vertices of a

triangle which intersect coUinearly with the opposite sides

determine an exscribed triangle in perspective with it, and as

every three points on the sides of a triangle which connect

concurrently with the opposite vertices, determine an inscribed

triangle in perspective with it (141) ; it appears consequently,

from the above reciprocal properties, or from those of Cors. 1°

and 2°, Art. 139, with which they are evidently identical, that

—

a. When a triangle exscribed to another is in perspective with

*f, its sides are cut harmonically by the corresponding vertices

and sides of the other.

a'. When a triangle inscribed to another is in perspective with

itj its angles are cut harmonically by the corresponding sides and
vertices of the other.

Cor. 2*. Since, for every two triangles in perspective, the

three pairs of corresponding vertices connect through the centre of

perspective, and the three pairs of corresponding sides intersect

on the axis of perspective (140) ; it follows consequently, from

the two reciprocal properties of the preceding corollary, that

—

a. When a triangle exscribed to another is in perspective wiili
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tV, its nde» are the polart of tMe omtn of pertpeetive witk rotpeet

to the corrt»ponding angles of the other.

a. When a triiomgU uueribed to another it m penpeetive

with (V, ita vertioet are the poUa of the axis ofperepeciive with

respect to the corresponding sides of the other,

243. Of the various other harmonic properties of triao^^es,

the following, in pairs reciprocals of each other, result imme-

diately from the four general relations of Art. 134.

a. When three pauUe OH the three ndee of a tna$igU are eofli-

near, their three harwtonie conjngake with retpeet to the sidee

oonneot concurrent^ with the cppoeile oertioee; and convereeljf.

a'. When three lines through the three vertices of a triangle

are coneurrent, their three hamtonie eomjugotee with reepeet to the

angles intersect collinearfy with the cppoeite sides ; and conversdy.

For, in the case of a,\( A, B, C ht the three Terticea of the

triangle ] X, Y, Z any three points on its three opposite sides

;

and X', y, Z' their three barmonio omyogmtM with rei|Mct to

the three segmeDts BC, CA, AB raspectiTelj ; then, Mnee, by

the definition of harmonic section (SIS),

BX BX' ^ CY Cr ^ AZ AZ- ^

tlieretbre at once, by composition of ratios,

BX CY AZ BX CY' AZ"
V3:'AT'BZ'^CX"Ar'BF"^'

consequently, when either compound » ± 1, the other then > 7 I,

and therefore &c. (134). And, in the case of a', if ^, ^, Cbe
the three udes of the triangle ; Jf, Y^ Z any three lines through

its three opposite vertices ; and JT', Y\ Z' their three barmonio

conjugates with respect to the three angles BCj CA^ AB re-

spectively ; then, since, by the definition ofharmonic section (213),

ain^JT sin^X
'

sinCT sinCF
inCJi:"''8inCA"""' sinJr"*"«SjT**''

KtxAZ nnAZ'

_
MuBZ'^n^BZ'' '
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therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

gin-gX sinCr sin^ BinBX' sinCY' sinAZ' ^
sinCT • siu^r* sin^Z "^

sin CX' ' suaA Y' * sini^Z' »

consequently, when either compound =T1, the other [then

= ± 1, and therefore &c. (134).

b. When three points on the three sides of a triangle are

collinear^ their three harmonic conjugates with respect to the sides

determine with them the three pairs of opposite intersections of a

tetragram (106).

h'. When three lines through the three vertices of a triangle

are concurrent^ their three harmonic conjugates with respect to the

angles determine with them the three pairs of opposite connectors

ofa tetrastigm (106).

For, in the case of J, employing the same notation as in the

proof of a, the four compounds

BX CY AZ CY' AZ' BX
CX' AY' BZ' AY''BZ"CX'

AZ' BX' CY BX' CY' AZ
BZ" CX" AY' CX" AY'' BZ'

being always equal in magnitude and sign, when any one of

the four =+1, the remaining three each =+1, that is (134, a)

when any one of the four groups of three points X, Y, Z;

y, Z*, X; Z'jX', Y] X'j Y', Z is coUinear, the remaining

three are also coUinear, and, the four lines of coUinearity

consequently determining a tetragram of which X and A",

Y and F', Z and Z' are the three pairs of opposite intersec-

tions (106), therefore &c. And, in the case of J', employing the

same notation as in the proof of a', the four compounds

BinBX sinCF BinAZ sin CY' BinAZ' BinBX
BuxCX • sln^ r* sin^Z' sinJ Y' ' sin BZ' * sinCJC'

sin^Z' sinZ?X' sin CY BinBX' sin CY' BinAZ
nnBZ' sinCX' ' BinAY' sin CX' ' BinAY' ' sinBZ

'

being always equal in magnitude and sign, when any one of the

four = — 1, the remaining three each =-1, that is (134, a)

when any one of the four groups of three lines X, F, Z;

y, Z'j X\ Z", X'y Y ; X'j y, Z is concurrent, the remaining
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three are also concurrent, and the four points of concurrence

consequently determining a tetrastigpn of which X and A",

Y and Y\ Z and Z' are the three pairs of opposite connectors

(106), therefore &c.

c. When three- points on the three ndea of a triangle are

cnUintar^ their three poiar* (217) with reapect to Ae three oppo-

site angles are ooncurrtnL

c\ When three lines through the three vertices of a triangle

are concurrent^ their three poles (217) with respect to the three

opposite sides are coUinear.

These two reciprocal properties follow at onoe horn the two

a and a\ by virtue of the general property of Art. 221 ; the

harmonic conjugate of each point in c with respect to its

own side connecting with the opposite angle by the polar of

the point with respect to that angle; and, the hannonic con-

jugate of each line in c with respect to its own angle inter-

secting witli the opposite side at the pole of the line with respect

to that 8ide.

d. The three poles of any line with respect to the thrre sides

ofa triangle etmneet eonemrentljf with the oppoaito vertscm,

d. The three polars of amg point with reepeet to the three

angles ofa triangle intersect coUinearlg with the opposite sides.

These two reciprocal properties are obviously identical with

the two a and a ; the three poles of the line with respect to the

three sides in d being the three hannonic conjugates of its

three points of intcntection with the sides ; and the three poUuv

of the puint with respect to the three angles in d" being the

three harmonic conjugates of its three lines of connection with

the vertices (217).

In the particular cases when the line in d is the line at

infinity, and the point in d any point at infinity ; since, in the

former case, the three poles of the line at infinity with respect

to the three sides are the three middle points of the sides

(216, 3") ; and since, in the latter case, the three polars of the

point at infinity with respect to the three angles bisect inter-

nally the three segments intercepted by the angles on any line

passing through the direction of the point (224) ; the two re-

ciprocal properties d and cT become, consequently, those already
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established on other principles in examples (Tand 13°, Art. 137),

viz.

—

In every triangle^ a. the three middle points of the aides con'

nect concurrently with the opposite vertices; a', the three lines

connecting the vertices with the middle points of the segments

intercepted hjf the corresponding angles on any line, intersect

collinearly with the opposite sides.

Of the several pairs of reciprocal properties established in

this article, it may be observed that either reciprocal would

follow directly from the other by virtue of the general property

of Art 121 ; from which it follows, evidently, for a triangle, that

every two points harmonic conjugates with respect to any side

connect harmonically with the opposite angle, and, that every

two lines harmonic conjugates with respect to any angle in-

tersect harmonically with the opposite side.

244. From the fundamental properties of Art. 236, com-

bined with the two a and a of the preceding article, the two

following reciprocal properties of the tetragram and tetrastigm

may be readily inferred, viz.

—

a. In every tetragram, the three jpairs of opposite intersections

connect with the opposite vertices of the triangle determined hy

their three lines of connection hy six lines passing three and three

through four points, and thus determining the three pairs of op-

posite connectors of a tetrastigm.

a'. In every tetrastigm, the three pairs of opposite connectors

intersect with the opposite sides of the triangle determined by their

three points of intersection at six points lying three and three on

four lines, and thus determining tiie three pairs of opposite inter-

sections ofa tetragram.

For, in the case of the tetragram, the three pairs of opposite

intersections X and A", Y and Y', Z and Z' (tig. Art. 236),

dividing harmonically, by (236, a), the three sides of the triangle

ABC determined by their three lines of connection, and lying,

by hypothesis, three and three on four lines YZX', ZXY',
XYZ', X' Y'Z'

; therefore, by (243, a), they connect with the

opposite vertices A, B, C by three pairs of lines AX and AX',
BY And BY', CZ and CZ' passing three and three through

four points P, Q, B, S-, and therefore &c. And, in the case of
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the tetrastigm, the three pairs of opposite connectors QR
and PS, RP and QS, PQ and R8 (same fig.) dividing har-

monically, by (236, a'), the three angles of the triangle ABC
determined by their three points of intersection, and passing,

by hypothesis, three and three tiirough four points P, Q, R, S;

therefore, by (243, a'), they interst'ct with the opposite sides

BCj CAy AB at three pairs of points X and A", yand F*,

Zand Z' lying three and three on four lines YZX'y ZXY\
XYZ\ A" Y'Z

',
and therefore &c.

It will l>c seen in the sequel that the four lines YZX\ ZXY\
XYZ'y X'Y'Z and the four points P, ^, //, Sy related as above

to each other, possess also several other reciprocal harmonic

relations in connection with the triangle ABC.

24r>. From the same fundamental relations, combined with

the two (7) and (9) of Art. 235, two other important reciprocal

properties of the tctragram «nd tetrastigm may again be readily

inferred, viz.

—

a. In the triaiujlf dftfrmineil in a Utrnijram hy thf axfH of

the three chonh of intertectt'on of tlyf figure (107), trhrn three

point* on the sides are eUh&r eoUimear or eomeurrtmUif connrctaut

with the opposite vertioetf their three harmumie eomjugatee with

respect to the three dLords of imiereeetion are also either oollutear

or concurrently connectant with the opposite vertices.

a. In the triangle determined in a tetraeiipn by the vertices of

the three angles of eomneotion of the figure (107), when three lines

through the vertices are either conettrrent or coUinearly intereectoMi

with the opposite sidesy their three harmonic conjugates wUh
resjtect to the tltree angles of connection are also either eonatrreni

or coUinettrly intersectant with the oppoeUe sides.

To prove a. If, as in the figure of Art. 236, X and X\
Y and Y\ Z and Z' be the three pairs of oppoHite intersections

of the teti-agrara; ABC the triangle determined by their three

lines of connection; XJ^ F, W any three points on its throe sides

BCy CAy AB; and W, K', W their three harmonic conjugates

with respect to the three chords of intersection XX\ YY'\ ZZ'

of the figure ; then since, by hypothesis and (236, a), the three

latter segments are cut harmonically at once by the three UU'j
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VV'j WW, and also by the three BC, CAj AB, therefore

by (7) Art. 235,

BU.BU' _ BX^ _ BJC^

CU.GU' ~ CX*~ CX""

CV.CV _ CT' _ CY"
AV.AV ~ AY"' AY'*'

AW.AW _ AZ^ ^ AZ^
BW.BW'~ BZ* BZ"'

and since, by a and b\ Art. 134, the two compounds

BX* CY^ AZ-" BJT CY" AZ^
CX^'AY^'BZ" CX''' AY'^'BZ'"

both = + 1, therefore the compound

BU.BU' CV.CV AW.AW ^ , .

CU.CU" AV.AV BW.BW'~'^ ^*^'

consequently, when either of the two compounds

BU GV AW BU Cr AW
CU'AV'BW^^ CU'AV'BW'

= ± 1, the other also = + 1, and therefore &c. (134, a and h').

To prove a. If, as in the same figure, QR and P5, RP and

QSj PQ and RS be the three pairs of opposite connectors of the

tetrastigra ; ABC the triangle determined by their three points

of intersection ; AU, BV, CW any three lines through its three

vertices A, B, C; and AU, BV, CW their three harmonic

conjugates with respect to the three angles of connection XAX'^

YBY'^ ZCZ' o( the figure; then since, by hypothesis and

(236, a'), the three latter angles are cut harmonically at once by

the three UAU, VBV, WCW, and also by the three BAC,
CBA, A CBj therefore by (9) Art. 235,

BinBA U.sinBAU _ bio'BAX _ sin'^^Z'

sinC^ ^.sin CA U' ~ s\n*CAX ~ Bin"CAX'

'

BJnCBV.smCBV _ sin' CBY _ Bin' CBY '

nnABV.BinABV ~ Bin'ABY~ sin'^^F '

mnACW.BinACW _ Bin*A CZ _ Bin*A CZ'

nnBCW.BinBCW ~ sv^BCZ ~ nm'BCZ'

'
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and since, by b and a\ Art. 134, the two compoands

nn'BAX nn'CBY nn'ACZ
^'CAX ' wa*ABY' wi'BVZ

and
Mn*BAX' nn'CBT sinMCZ*
tan'CAX' ' biq*ABY' ' %xn*BCZ'

both s+ I7 therefore the compound

Mn5J \IT wnCBV.nnCBV* miACW.mkAOW
sin CA i .sm lA L" ' BtaABV.MnABV ' tinBCW.mnBCW*

-+l («%

conaeqaentlj, when either of the two compounds

BmBAU ainCBV nnACW
tinCAU unABV'ninBUW'

or

tmBAV unCBV* ain^Cir
sin €AU' ' mJSV' • nnBCW

K T 1, the other aliio « ^ 1| and therefore &c. (134, h and a).

Cor. r. Since, bj (317), every two lines which intersect

with the axes of any number of aegoients harmonically are

conjugate lines with respect to all the aegmeats ; and, every

two points which connect with the Tertioet of any number of

angles haruiouically are conjugate pcrants with respect to all the

angles ; it follows, consequently, from the first (and more im-

portant) partu uf the above properties a and a', that

—

b. Ecerif two line* oomjiufatet to eacM other wttk retpeet to two

oftkn three chords of intermetion of a tetragram art oonjugatot to

each other triVA reaped to the third aUo.

b'. Every two points conjuyatea to each other with reaped to

tioo of the three anglea ofconnection of a tetrtuiigm are co^jugaiea

to each otJter with reaped to the third alao.

Every two lines / and /', thus conjugates to each other with

respect to the three chords of intersection of a tetragram, are

said to bo conjugate tinea with reaped to the tetragram ; and,

every two points and (/, thus conjugates to each other with

respect to the three angles of connection of a tetrastigm, are said

to be conjugate points with rexpect to the telraatigm. Every two

conjug^es in both cases arc evidently interchangeable.

Cob. 2*. Since, by the general proi)crty of Art 221, every
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two lines 1 and /' conjugates to each other with respect to a

tetragram (Cor. T, h) divide harmonically the three angles

subtended at their point of intersection //' by the three chords

of intersection XX\ FF, ZZ' of the figure ; and, every two

points and 0' conjugates to each other with respect to a

tetrastigm (Cor. 1°, h') divide harmonically the three segments

intercepted on their line of connection 00' by the three angles

of connection XAX\ YBY\ ZCZ' of the figure; hence, from

the same, the reciprocal properties that

—

c. Every two conjugate lines with respect to a tetragram

divide, harmonically the three angles subtended at their point of

intersection by the three chords of intersection of the figure.

c. Every two conjugate points with respect to a tetrastigm

divide harmonically the three segments intercepted on their line

of cx>nnection by the three angles of connection of the figure.

Cor. 3°. Since again, by the first parts of a and a, com-

bined with the general property of Art. 221, the two lines, real

or imaginary (230), which divide harmonically two of the three

angles subtended at any arbitrar}'^ point by the three chords

of intersection XX\ YY\ ZZ' of a tetragram (107) divide

harmonically the third also ; and, the two points, real or imagi-

nary (230), which divide harmonically two of the three segments

intercepted on any arbitrary line / by the three angles of con-

nection XAX'^ YBY'^ ZCZ' of a tetrastigm (107) divide har-

monically the third also ; hence, from the same again, the

reciprocal properties that

—

d. The three angles subtended at any point by the three chords

of intersection ofa tetragram have a commxtn angle of harmonic

section^ real or imaginary.

d. The three segments intercepted on any line by the three

angles of connection of a tetrastigm have a common segment of

harmonic section^ real or imaginary.

Cor. 4°. Every harmonic pencil of rays, whatever be its

vertex, determining an harmonic row of points on every axis,

and every harmonic row of points, whatever be its axis, deter-

mining an harmonic pencil of rays at every vertex (221) ; it

appears consequently, from the two reciprocal properties of the

preceding corollary (3") applied to the particular cases when the

point in d and the line in d are at infinity, that

—
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e. The three aefftnenta determined on any axt»^ hjf ike three

pairs ofperpt'ndiculare^ or any other taoclinalsj through the three

.»mte t'ntereectum* of any teiragramf have a common
" Irmonic section^ real or imaginary.

e. The three angles determined at any vertex, by the three

pairs of jxtraUels, or any other ieoclinals, to the three pairs of
opposite connectors cf any teiraeiigmy hare a common anple of

harmonic section, real or imaginary.

CoR. 5\ Every two potnUi liannontc conjugates to each

other witli respect to any aegment being each the pole of every

Hue through the other with respect to the segment (217), and,

every two lines harmonic conjugates to each other with respect

to any angle being each the polar of every point on the other

with respect to the angle (217) ; the first parts of the original

properties a and a' may consequently be stated otherwise thus

as follows

—

f In every tetragram, the three poles of any line with f^*t^rt

to the three chords of intersection are collinear.

f. In every tetrastigm, the three polars of emy point with

respect to the three angles ofconnection are concurrent

.

Cor. 6*. In tlie particular caaea where the line in /(Cor. 5*)

is the line at infinity, and the point inf (tame Cor.) any point

at infinity ; Kince, in the former caiM>, the three poles of the line

at intiuity with respect to the three chords are the three middle

points of the chords (21C, 3*), and since, in the latter case, tlie

three polars of the point at infinity with respect to the three

angles hiscct internally the three segments intercepted by the

angles on any line passing through the direction of the point

(224); from the properties themselves (/and/*. Cor. 5*) ap-

plied to those cases, it appears, consequently, that

—

g. In every tetragram, the three middle p<»ints of the three

chords of intersection are collinear.

g'. In every tetrastigm, the three lines connect nuj mf vertices of

the three angles cf connection with the middle points of the three

segments they intercept on any arbitrary line are concurrent.

Of these properties the first (g), it will be observed, is identical

with that already established on other principles in (189, Cor. 2*).

Cor. 7'. In the particular cases, when, in the original pro-

E
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perty a, one of the four lines X' Y'Z' constituting the tetragram

is the line at infinity (136), and, in the original property a', one

of the four points S constituting the tetrastlgm is the polar

centre of the triangle determined by the remaining three P, Q, R
(168) ; since, in the former case, the three pairs of harmonic

conjugates JVTand X\ y and Y\ Z&nd Z\ connecting by infinite

intervals, bisect, internally and externally, at once the three

segments UU\ VV\ WW and the three BC, CA, AB (216, 3°)

;

and since, in the latter case, the three pairs of harmonic con-

jugates QR and PS^ RP and QS^ PQ and RS^ intersecting

at right angles, bisect, internally and externally, at once the

three angles CT^C;", VBV\ TFC IF' and the three 5^ C, CBA,
ACB (216, 3°); hence the two reciprocal properties themselves

(a and a) shew, for these particular cases, that

—

h. When three points on the sides of a triangle are either

collinear or concurrently connectant with the opposite vertices^ the

conjugate three equally distantfrom the bisections of the sides are

also either collinear or concurrently connectant with the opposite

vertices.

h'. When three lines through the vertices of a triangle are

either concurrent or collinearly intersectant with the opposite sides^

the conjugate three equally inclined to the bisectors of the angles

are also either concurrent or collinearly intersectant loith the

opposite sides.

Properties which, it will be remembered, have been already

established, on other principles, in Examples IV and 12°, Art. 137.

246. The two following reciprocal properties are evident

from the fundamental relation of harmonic section (214), com-
bined with the general property of Art. 221, viz.

—

a. If on a variable line Z, turning round a fixed point 0,
and intersecting with two fixed lines A and B at two variable

points X and F, a variable point P be taken so as to satisfy in
every position the relation

PX PY_
OX^ 0Y~^'

the point P moves on a fixed line /, passing through the intersec-

tion of A and B; the polar^ viz.^ of the point with respect to

the angle AB (217).
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a\ If through a variable point P, moving on a Jhud lint /,

emd connecting wAh tteo fixed pointa A and B hf -hoo variaNe

linee U and F, a variable line L he drawn eo a» to eaiitfy

in enery petition the rdaiion

mckLU taxkLV

the line L tume round a fixed point 0, lyi»g on tJte eomtedtor ef
A and B; thepole^ ffie. of the line I wUh retpeet to Ae tyweiil

AB (J17).

For, in the case of a, the two points O and P, being harmonic

conjugates (S14) with respect to the two X and T, oooneot

harmonically (221) with the vertex of the an^e AB; and in

the case of a', the two lines / and Lj hebg hannoiiic oonjngates

(214) with respect to the two U and F, bterseot harmonieaUj

(221) with the axis of the s^;ment AB; and therefore &c

247. The two reciprocal properties of the praeeding article

are evidentlj particular cases of the two following, tIs.—
a. If on a variable Une Z», turning round a fiaced point O,

and intereeeting with two fixed Unee A and B of two variable

pointe X and F, a variahle point P he toJctn eo ae to eatiefg

petition the relation

a and h being any two finite multipleef poeitive or negative ; the

point P movee on afixed line /, paeting through the intereeetion of
A and B, and termed the polar of the point with retp«et to ths

tiBO Unee A and Bfor the two multiplet a and b.

a'. If through a variable point P, moving on a fixed line /,

nnd connecting with twofijoedpointeA andBbytwo variable Unee

U and F, a vaeiahle line L he ckawn eo ae to eatufg in etterg

fhe relation

odLU . sinZ/F .
a. ~i—»7r+ *' ~—fry "*'i

. sin/c/ sm/F '

a and b being any twofinite m%dt^plee^ poeitive or negative ; the line

L tume round afixed point 0, lyit^ on the connector ofA and P,

and termed the pole of the line I with reepect to the two pointe

A and Bfor the two mult^lee a and b,

e2
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To prove which. In the case of a, if OA and OB^ PA and PB
be the four perpendiculars from O and Pupon A and B] then

since, by (Euc. vi. 4),

PX PA PY PB
0X~ OA' 0Y~ OB'

therefore, bj the relation determining the position of P on i,

PA , PB ^

'''OA^^'-OB^'''

from which, the ratio of PA to PB being constant, It follows,

consequently, that P lies on the line 1 which divides the angle

-4^ into segments whose sines are in the constant ratio (61) ; and

therefore &c And, in the case of a', if^/ and J5/, AL and BL
be the four perpendiculars from A and B upon / and L ; then

since, by (61),

8iuL^_ JX , fi\nLV BL
s'mTU ~ AI ' smIV ~ BI '

therefore, by the relation determining the directionof 2/ through P,

AL . BL ^
""'Al-^^'BT^^'

from which, the ratio of AL to BL being constant, it follows,

consequently, that L passes through the point which divides

the interval AB into segments in the constant ratio (Euc. VI. 4)

;

and therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. From the relations in properties a and a above,

it is evident, by mere inversion of ratios, that

—

b. When two points P and Q are such that one of them P
lies on the polar of the other Q with respect to two line^ A and B
for two multiples a and h; then the latter Q lies on the polar of
thejonner P with respect to the two lines for the reciprocals of the

two multiples.

b'. Wtien tioo linesL andM are such that one of them L passes

through tli»' jmU of the other M with respect to two points A and B
for two multiples a and b ; tJien the latterMpasses through the pole

of theformer L with respect to the two points for the reciprocals of
the two multiples.

For, the relations of condition that the first parts be true, viz.

—

^ PA PB ^ , AL . BL ^
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give immediately, by inveraioD of the two ratios in each, the

rclatiuus

I QA I QB ^ . I AM I B}f ^

a'TJ-^h-FB'^^ *"^ a'AL-^h'-BL^^^
wliich arc the rel.itiona of condition that the second parts Le

true ; and theretorc &c.

CoK. 2*. From the same relations again, it is evident, by

mere alternation of proportions, that, for two points P and Q,
two line« L and J/, and two multiple« a and b—

c. When P Im oh the polar of Q *rith rrgptct to L andM
for a and h ; then L pauta through the pole of M with respect

to P and Qfor a and h,

c. ll'hen L poMtea through the pole of M with reaped to

P and Q for a and b ; then P lies on the polar of Q with respect

to L anil Mfor a and b.

For, the rclatluns of condition that both parts of each be

true, via.

—

PL , PM ^ J ^/' 1 ^^ «

are evidently identical, by mere altrmation of cither; and

therefore dec

CoR. 3*. In the same case, u A oiiU i 1. ;!
, t a .

|
..'i,tw ,.f

intersection with L and M of the line /\', .ui.i u / uia i be

the two lines of connection with P and Q of the point LM; then

again, by mere alteniatiun of proportions, it is evident that

—

d. When P /«* on the polar of Q with respect to L and

M for a and b / then X lies on the polar of Y with respect to U
and Vfor a and b.

d'. When L passes through the pole cfM with respect to P and

Q for a and b ; then U passes through tJte pole of V with respect

to X and Yfbr a aiul b.

For, the relations of condition that the first parts of each

be true, viz.

PX , PY ^ . ninlU . BinLV ^

QX QY ' smi/c/ smJ/K *

give immediately, by alternation of the proportions in each,

XP . XQ ^ . %\nUL . %\nUM ^a.-yp+ft.-pg-O, and «. -j-^ + *. _^-0,
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which are the relations of condition that the second parts of

each be true ; and therefore &c.

CJOR. 4*. In connection with the subject of the present

article, it may be readily shewn, that generally

—

When four colUnear points P^ ^, X, Ylie on four concurrent

Imea Z, Mj Uy F, or, whenfour concurrent lines X, 3/, ?7, Vpass
through four collinear points P, Q^ X, Y; then^ for every two

finite multiples a and by the two relations

PX , FY ^ , 6mLU
,

, BmLV .

QX QY ' sinift/ sinizK

with the two equivalent relations derivedfrom them hy alternationy

XP , XQ . , BmUL
.
^ Bm UM

YP YQ '
sin VL sin VM '

mutually involve and are involved in each other.

For, evidently, of the two additional relations

PU ^PV ^ , XL^,XM ^

the first is equivalent to each of the first two, and the second to

each of the second two, of the above ; and therefore &c.

248. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article

are again evidently particular cases of the two following ; which

follow readily, the first from the general property of Art. 120,

respecting the central axis of any system of lines for any system

of multiples, and the second from the general property of

Art. 86, respecting the mean centre of any system of points

for any system of multiples ; viz.

—

a. If on a variable line L, turning round a fixed point 0,

and intersecting with any system of fixed lines Ay By C, &c. at a

system of variable points Xy F, Z, <f;c., a variable point P be

taken so as to satisfy in every position the relation

PX PY PZ

Oi &| c, <fcc. being any system offinite multipleSy positive or nega-

tive ; the point P moves on a fixed line /, termed the polar of the
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point with respect to the tystem of litu* A^ B^ C, dx, for the

system of multiples a, i, «, Ac
a. If through a variable point Py munfing on a fixed line /,

and connecting with amy »y$tem qfjixed points A^ B^ (\ dx, hy a

system of variable linee U, Fj TT, dx,, a variable lime L be drawn

BO as to satisfy m every position therelatim

mnLU , BmLV nnLW , .

nnlu Bin/r Bin/fv

o, bj 0, dx, being any system ofjimite muU^jUSf positive or nega-

tive ; the line L turns romnd a Jixed point 0, termed the pole qf

the line I with respect to the system of points A, B, C, dx, for

the system of multiples a, by c, dx.

To prove a. From the two points and P oonoeiTing the

two systemB of perpendiculars OA, OB, OC, OD, dbc and

PA, PB, PGy PDy &c let fall upon the system of lines A, B,

C, By &c ; then since, bj (Euc vi. 4),

PX PA PY PB PZ PO .

therefore, bj the relation determining the pontion of P on £,

PA^. PB^ PC^. PD^j, ^
^'m^^'OB^'^'mf^^'OD^^'^'

from which, as it follows, bj (130), that the point P lies on the

central axis J of the system of lines A, B, C, Z), dx. far the

system of multiples a + OA, b -i-OBy c-i-OC, d +ODy <£«., there-

fore &c
To proTo a'. From the system of points A^ B^ C, />, &c

conceiving the two systems of perpendiculars A I, BI, CI^ DI,

&c and ALy BLy CLj DL, &c. let fall upon the two lines

I and L; then nnce, by (61),

tmLU AL sinXr BL nnLW CL .

BinlU " AI » BinlV " BI » sin7ir " CJ »
*®*»

therefore,by the relation determining the direction of£ through P,

AL.BL^ CL , DL ^

from which, as it follows, by (86), that the line L passes through
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the mean centre of the system of points A, B^ C, Z), (fee. for

the system of multijiles a-r AIj b-rJBIj c^CI^d^DI^ <fec.,

therefore &c.

Cor. r. It having been shewn in the demonstrations just

g^ven, that

—

b. The polar of a point with respect to any system of lines

Af Bj Cy Dy (fee. for any system of multijjles a, b, c, c?, (fee. is the

central axis (120) of the system of linesfor the system of multiples

a-i-OA,b-rOB,c-rOG,d-r- OD, (fee.

b'. The pole of a line I with respect to any system of points

Ay By Cy Dy (fee. for any system of multiples Oy by c, dy &c. is the

mean centre (86) of the system of pointsfor the system of multiples

a^AIyb^BIyC-r Cly d -^ Dly (feC.

It follows, consequently, that the two general problems:

" To determine" a. " the polar of a given point with respect

to a given system of lines for a given system of multiples;"

a. " the pole of a given line with respect to a given system of

points for a given system of multiples ;" are reduced at once to

the two: "To determine" b. "the central axis of a given

system of lines for a given system of multiples ;" b'. " the mean

centre of a given system of points for a given system of mul-

tiples ;" constructions for which in their most genciiil forms have

been already given in articles (120) and (92).

Cor. 2°. In the particular case when the fixed point Oy in

property a, is at infinity in any direction ; since then, whatever

be the position of the variable line L passing through it, the

several ratios OX : OYi OZ: &c. = 1 ; therefore, for the variable

point P, by the relation determining its position on Z,

a.PZ+J.Pr+c.PZ-H«S:c. = 0.

And, in the particular case, when the fixed line 7, in property

a'y is the line at infinity; since then, whatever be the posi-

tion of the variable point P lying upon it, the several ratios

AT : BI : CI : &c. all = 1 ; therefore, for the variable line Z,

by the relation determining its direction through P,

a,AL + b.BL + c.CL + &c. = 0.

Hence by (126) and (86) it appears that

—

c. The polar with respect to any system of lineSy for any
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system of muUtples^ of a point at injintty^ is the diamHer of the

system of Unes^ for the system of multipies^ eornspomUmg to the

direction of the point.

c'. The pole with respect to any system of points^ for any

tit/sf. in of ,., of the line at infinity^ is the mean centre of

tlt> sij.st, .,>

..J ^
.for the system of multiples,

CoK. 3'. lo the particular caie when the several fixed lines

A^ D^ Cy Dy «&c., in property a, pass through a common point

P; since then, for the particular line L passing through the

two points and P^ the several s<^;ments PA', PY^ PZ^ &c
all =0; therefore the point P, on that line L passing through

Oy satisfies, for every system of finite multiples a, 6, c, c/, &c.,

the relation

PX PY PZ

and consequently lies on the polar of the point O with respect to

the system of lines A^B^ C, />, &c. for the system of multiples

a, h^ c, </, &c. And, in the particular case, when the several

fixed points A^ P, 6\ />, &c, in pmperty a\ lie on a common
line L ; since then, for the particular point P lying on the two

lines 7 and />, the sines of the several ang^ LU^LV^L If, (S:c.

all a
J
therefore the line £, through that point P lying on /,

satisfies, for every system of finite multiples a, &, c, </, &&, the

relation

w\hU . wckLV sinZrir _

Binlu sin/K sm/lK '

and conKO<]iiontly passes through the pole of the line / with re-

spect to the Bydtem of points ^, P, C, P, &c for the system of

multiples a, 6, c, </, &c. Hence it appears that

—

tL For a conntmnt ^yshin of linesy the polar of every pointy

for every system of fnite multiples^ passes through the point of
concurrence.

d. For a collinear system cf points^ the pole of every line,

for every system of finite multiples^ lies on the line of col-

linearity.

Cor. 4'. In the particular case when the several multiples

a, by c, dy &c. each = 1 ; it may be easily shewn that in every posi-

tion of the variable line Z, in property a, the distance OP is the

harmonic mean of the several distances OXy Yy OZy &c. (233, 8'.).
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For, in the relation determining the position of P on Zr,

substituting for the several distances PX^ PY^ PZ^ &c. their

equivalents OX-OP, OY-OP, OZ-OP, &c. (75), and divid-

ing by the interval OP, there results immediately the relation

a h
, _£_ , ^ _ g + ^ + c + &c.

OX'^'OY^ OZ^ OP '

which, when a = b = c = dj &c. = 1, becomes

OX"^ OY^ OZ^ OP^

n being the number of multiples; and therefore &c. (233, 8°.).

N.B. It is this latter case (that, viz. in which the several

multiples a, J, c, d, &c. all = 1) that is always implicitly in-

tended whenever the terms "polar of a point with respect to

a system of lines" and "pole of a line with respect to a

system of points" are employed, as they often are, abso-

lutely, without specifying the system of multiples to which

they correspond.

249. That the two general properties a and a' of the pre-

ceding article (248) are reciprocals of each other in the sense ex-

plained in Art. 173, being less obvious than for any of the

other pairs of properties, stated in the preceding articles of the

present chapter, may be readily shewn as follows

:

If P, Q, X, Yj Z, &c. be any number of collinear points;

Lj 3/, U, Vj TF, &c. their several polars with respect to any

circle ; or conversely ; and the centre of the circle ; then, the

several angles subtended at by the several pairs of the former

being similar, by (171, 2°.), to those determined by the several

corresponding pairs of the latter; therefore, by the general

property, Art. 65,

PX^PO sinPOZ_PO BinLU
QX~ QO' siuQOX ~ QO' BinMU'

PY Pq BmPOY PO BinLV
§Y* QO'biuQOY' QO'BmMV^

PZ PO BmPOZ PO BinLW
QZ° QO' BinQOZ " QO ' sinJfIF' '
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which, multiplied by any system of finite multiples a, bj o, &c.,

and added, give at once the relation

from which it follows that, under all circumstanoes of the several

points and lines, the two relations

„ / PX\ ^ , ^ / t:\nLU\ ^

mntaally involve each other, and therefore that, imder all circam-

stances, the two general properties they express are reciprocals

of each other in the sense explained in that article (173) ; but,

by property a of the preceding article, the first expresses that

when Q is fixed, and X, F, iT, &c move on fixed lines, then

P moves on a fixed line ; and, by property a of the same article,

the second expresses that when M is fixed, and (7, F, TT, ice

turn round fixed points, then L turns round a fixed point ; those

properties are therefore reciprocals of each other, and either

might be inferred firom the other, without independent demon-

stration, by the reciprocating process desoribed in Art 178 and

Implied as above, in virtoe of the general property, Cor. 9%
Art. 166, that wkm a varitMe point mow» on a fooed Imoy ito

polar witk retpeet to amy eireU turns romnd a JLosd pointy tMe

pole of the Uno with reapool to the circle ; and, conversely, that

yohen a variable line tume romnd a fixed pointy its pole with

respect to any circle moves on afixed line^ the polar of the point

with respect to the circle.

That the two general properties, to which they have been

reduced in the independent demonstrations g^ven of them in the

preceding article, are also reciprocals in the same sense, being

again less obvious than for any of the more ordinary pairs of

properties previously stated as such, may as readily be shewn

as follows

:

If P, ^, Bf C, &c, be any number of points disposed in any

manner ; Z>, E^ Fj (?, &c. Aeir several polars with respect to

any circle ; or conversely ; and the centre of the circle ; then

since, by Dr. Salmon's property, Art. 179,

PEAL PF BL PG CL ,

F0~ AO' PO^BO' ?^"^»**^»
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therefore, luultiplying by any system of finite multiples a, bj c,

<&c.f and adding,

from which it follows that, under all circumstances of the several

points and lines, the two relations

2{a.PE) = 0, and 2(a'.^Z) = 0,

where a =a-T-AO, h' = b-r-BO^ c =c-r-CO^ &c., mutually in-

volve each other, and therefore that, under all circumstances,

the two general properties they express are reciprocals of each

other; but, by the general property of Art. 120, the first ex-

presses that when J?, F^ O^ &c. are fixed, and P variable, then P
moves on a fixed line ; and, by the general property of Art. 86,

the second expresses that when ^, J5, C, &c. are fixed, and L
variable, then L turns round a fixed point; these properties

therefore are reciprocals of each other, and either might be

inferred, as above, from the other, without independent de-

monstration, by the same reciprocating process, and in virtue

of the same general property of poles and polars, as the more

general two reduced to them in the preceding article.

250. With a few polar properties respecting triangles we
shall now conclude the present chapter.

o. If A^ B^ C be any three lines^ a, J, c any three corre-

sponding multiples^ any arbitrary pointy I the polar of with

respect to the thr^e lines for the three multiples^ and P, Q^ R the

tliree intersections of 1 icith A^ B, C respectively ; tJien altcays

- PB PC ^ QG QA ^ RA ^ RB ^

^'OB-^'-OC-''^ ^•0Z)+^-03 = ^> '''OA^^'OB^'''

«'• If A^ B^ G be any three points, a, J, c any three oorre-

tponding multiples, I any arbitrary line, the pole of I with

retpect to the three points for the three multiples, and L, M, N the

three connectors of with A, B, G respectively ; tlien always

. BL^^ CL GM^ AM ^ AN . BN ^
^-m-^''-u2'^^ '-^+«-^=<>'

'''Ai'^^'-m^^'
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For, in the case of <i, since for every three points P, Q^ R
on the line /, by property a of the preceding article (248),

PA . PB
^ PC ^

QA QB QC

BA . BB BC ^

""'-oa-^^'ob-^'-og''^'

therefore for the three particuUu* points P, Qy B on it for which

respectively P4 = 0, QB^O^ BC^O the above relations are

true ; and therefore &c. And, in the case of a', since for every

three lines //, J/, X through the point O, by property a of the

preceding article (248),

AL . BL ' CL ^

"'AT-^^BJ-^'l^'^^

AM.BM, CM ^

til I ;

•• V r T" f^, J^, y through it tor

vv!/ M i.
I

. t ^. . w ; ' < ^0 the above relations

are true ; and therefore &c

Cob. r. It is evident, ftxim the above relations, that, in a,

tMe three pamU P, ^, B ooniud with the iJkne BC^ CA, AB by

thf thrte polart of the point with retped to the three poire of
linee B and 0, C and A, A and Bfor the three paira of muUiplee

h and c, c and a, a and b rt*pertivehj (247, a) \ and, that, in a'|

the three litiee L, if, iV intersect tritJt the three BC, CA^ AB at

the three pole* of the line I with reepeet to the three paire ofpoints

B and Of C and Ay A and B Jur the three paire of multipie*

h and r, c and a, a and b reepedively (247, a'). Propertiea

which, for any given system of three lines or points Ay By Cy

supply obvious and rapid constructions for dctennining, for any

given system of corresponding multiples a, A, r, the polar /

of any given point O with respect to the fonncr, or the pole O
of any given line / with respect to the latter.
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Cob. 2°. In the particular case when a = i = c = l, it is

evident, from Cor. 1°, that, in a, the three points Pj Q^ B on the

three lines Aj B^ C are conjugates to the point with respect to

the three opposite angles BCj CAj AB of the triangle determined

by the lines (217)/ and that, in a', the three lines i, 3f, N
through the three points -4, Bj C are conjugates to the line I with

respect to the three opposite sides BC^ CA^ AB of the triangle

determined hy the points (217). It is evident again, from the

same, that, the line /, in the former case, is the line of collinearity

of the three points P, Q^ R at which the three polars of the

point with respect to the three angles intersect with the opposite

sides of the triangle determined hy the lines (243, d!) ; and that,

the point 0, in the latter case, is the point of concurrence of the

three lines X, J/, N hy which the three poles of the line I with

respect to the three sides connect with the opposite angles of the

triangle determined by the points (243, d). And it is evident

abo, from the same, that when^ for any triangle ABC^ a line I
is the polar of a point with respect to the three sidesj theriy

reciprocally^ the point is the pole of the line 1 with respect to

the three vertices^ and conversely (139, Cor. 3°) ; a property

which we shall presently see is true generally, not only for the

particular system of multiples each = 1, but for any system

of finite multiples as well.

In the figure of Art. 236, the four points P, Q^ P, and 8 are

connected with the four lines FZZ', ZXY\ XYZ\ and X'Y'Z'
respectively by the above relation of being pole and polar to

each other with respect to the vertices and sides of the central

triangle ABC] and, in the figure of Art. 139, the point is

connected with the line XYZ by the same relation of being

pole and polar to each other with respect to the vertices and
sides, not only of the original triangle ABC^ but of the several

derivatives of both species A'B'C and A,B,G,, A"B"G" and
A„B^,C„^ A"'B"'C"' and ^„,P„C,„, &c. obtained from it, through
their directing agency, by the continued application of the two
inverse processes of construction described in Cors. 4° and 5°

of that article.

261. If ^, P, be the three vertices, and P, P, Pthe three

opposite sidea of any triangle ; and / any arbitrary point and
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I
line ; Z, Af, N the three oonnecton of with the yerttoes

;

P, Q^ B the three iotersections of / with the udea \ U^V^W the

three connectors of P, Q^ R with the vertices ; and X^ Y^ Z the

three intersections of Z, My N with the sides ; then

—
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a. The point is the pole of the line I with reject to the

three points A^ Bj Cfor any three multiples a, J, c such that

^ BX , CX ^ Cr AY ^ ^z ^z

a. The line I is the polar of the point with respect to the

three lines Z), E^ Ffor any three multiples a, 6, c such that

smEU sinFU_^ BrnFV 8in2>F_
*• ibiX * ''• BxnFL " ^' ""' BlnFM'^ ""'buiDM'

"'

BinDW , BuxEW ^
^•~—rTXr +0.-:

—

rrvr =0.
BinDN BinEN

For, the three relations, in the case of a, being evidently

equivalent to the three

, BL CL ^ CM AM ^ AN , BN ^

^'Bi^'--ci=^^ "•-c^^"-3=^' ^•^+*;57=^'

and the three, in the case of a', to the three

.PE^ PF . QF QD ^ RD RE
^'OE^'-OF'^^^ ''OF^''-OD^^^ ""'OD^^'OE^^'

which being identical with those in d and a of the preceding

article (250), therefore &c.

Cor. r. Since, for the same triangle, by Cor. 4°, Art. 247, the

two groups of three relations in a and a of the above mutually

involve each other for the same system of multiples a, i, c;

hence, generally, as noticed in Cor. 2° of the preceding article

for the particular system of multiples each = 1.

—

When^ for any triangle ABC^ a line I is the polar of a point

with respect to the three sides for any system of multiples a, ft, c;

then
J
reciprocally^ the point is the pole of the line I with respect

to the Oiree verticesfor the same system of multiples o, J, c.

This property, it may be observed, would have followed also

from those of Cor. 1° of the preceding article (250), combined

with those of Cor. 3° of Art. 247.

Cob. 2*. Since, for two triangles in perspective (140), the

three lines of connection Z, M^ N of the three pairs of corre-

sponding vertices A and A\ B and B\ C and C pass through

A common point 0, their centre of perspective, and the three

points of intersection P, (?, R of the three pairs of corresponding

sides D and iX, E and E\ F and F lie on a common line 7,
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tlicir axis of perspective (see 6gure) ; hence again, from the

above relations a and a coinbined with the general property

of Cor. 4", Art. 247, the two following polar properties of two

triangles in j>cr8pective

—

b. For every two triangle* in pertpedivt^ the centre u the pofe

of the axis of perspective with respect to the veriioee of both

triangles for the same system of multiples.

b'. For every two triangles in perspectivej the axis is the polar

of the centre of perspective with respect to the sides of both tri-

angles jor tJte same system of multiples.

For, the four lines /, Z, J/, .V and the four points 0, P, Qy A,

in the relations a and a', being the same for both triangles (see

6gure), if U\ F', W and X\ Y', Z be for the triangle ABC
what Vy r, ir and JIT, }", Z as above stated are for the triangle

AliC'f then since the three pairs of corresponding systems of

four collinear points B, (7, X, i' and B\ C, A", P; C, J, 1", Q
and C\ A'y 1", Q] A^ B^ Z^ B and A\ B\ Z^ B are in pcr-

Hpcctive at the point (130), therefore, by the general property,

Cor. 4*, Art. 247, the three pairs of corresponding relations

, BX CX , , B'X' CX'

CY ^ AY ^ . 0'Y\ AT ^

AZ ^ BZ , A'Z' , B'JT

"'AB^^'m''^^ ^'"'Wb'-^'WS -^»

(sec property a) mutually involve each other for the same system

of multiples a, &, c, and therefore &c. as reg^ards b ; and nnoe

the three pairs of corresponding systems of four concurrent Itnea

a; F, tr, L and r, F, U\ L; F, />, F, Af and F, /X, F, M;
/), Ef fr, N and //, E'y IV", N are in perspective on the line /
(130), therefore, by the same general property, Cor. 4*, Art. 247,

the three pairs of corresponding relations

. iinEU %mFU ^ . . nnElT nnFlT ^
b.-^r-iTr +c.-r-TV7 »0, and b. . .^

,

+c.- . - .^, -0,

sinFF sinZ)F ^ ,
. sinFF' sin/XF' ^

sin /'if 8iu/>J/ ' sm/ J/ smZ/if '

wxiDW , sinFIF ^ . %iniyW' ^ unE'W ^

B\nDy ainJiN ' unUN unh\S '

vol.. n. F
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(see property a') mutually involve each other for the same system

of multiples a, 6, c, and therefore &c. as regards b'.

N.B. These two reciprocal properties, though thus estab-

lished independently, evidently involve each other by virtue of

Cor. 1'.

CoR. 3°. It follows, of course, from the two reciprocal pro-

perties of the preceding corollary, that when any nutnber of

triangles ABG^ A'B'C'^ A"B"C'\ &c.j in perspective two and

two
J
have a common centre and aocis of perspective and I; the

centre is the pole of the axis with respect to the vertices^ and the

axis the polar of the centre with respect to the sideSj of all of them

alike
y
for the same system of multiples a, J, c; for, the three

lines i, M, N and the three points P, Q, R (see figure) being

then necessarily the same for the entire system, and the pro-

perty, as above shewn, being consequently true for every two

of the component triangles, therefore &c. Of this general pro-

perty that stated in the closing paragraph of Cor. 2" of the

preceding article (250) is evidently a particular case.
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CHAPTER XV.

HARMONIC PROPERTIES OP THE CIRCLE.

252. Of the Tarioas harmonic propertiea of the circle, the

two following, reciprocals of each odier (173), are thooe to

which the appellation is moat oommonlj g^Ten, and which,

on the whole, lead, perhaps, to the greatest number of con-

aequenoes-*

a. When Jimr point* on a eirefe ddnmms an harmomio pmoU
of rayt at any J^Uk pomi on tie eAreUf tkejf do to ai oomy pomi

on tke circle,

a'. WMen Jour tangenU to • dr^ dtim mine <m harmenie rom

cfpoints on any ffA kmgmU k> Um drcU^ they do oo on 09ory

tangent to lAsecrok.

For, in the former case, if ^, B, X, 1^ be the four pointa,

P the fifth point, and Q vaj sixth point on the circle ; then noe,
by proper^ 1*, Art 95, the two pencils of four rays PA^ PBy

PXj PY and QA^ QB, QX^ QY^ or, as thej may be more

concisely denoted, P.ABXY and Q.ABXY^ are similar, there-

fore (318) the hanuonicism of either tnTolres that of the other,

and therefore Ac And, in the latter case, if C, />, {7, K be the

four tangents, L the fifth tangent, and M any sixth tangent to

the circle ; then since, by property 9", Art. 25, the two rows of

four points LC\ LD, LU, LV uad MC, MDy MU, MV^ or, as

they may be more concisely denoted, L.CDUV and M.CDUV^
subtend similar pencils at the centre of the circle, therefore,

by the general property of Art. 991, the harmonicism of either

involves that of the other, and therefore Ac

253. These two properties, thus established independently,

are evidently reciprocals of each other to the circle to which

the points or tangents belong (see Art. 172) ; for, if ^, B^ X, Y
F 2
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be any four points on a circle, and C^ i>, U, V the four tangents

at them to the same circle, or conversely ; P any fifth point on

the circle, and L the tangent at it to the circle, or conversely

;

then, since, by (165, 6*), the four collinear points L.CDUV are

the four poles with respect to the circle of the four concurrent

lines F.ADXYj and conversely, therefore, by the general

property of Art. 223, the hannonicism of either system involves

that of the other, and therefore &c.

From this last, or from properties 1° and 2°, Art. 2.5, it is

evident that tchen four points A^ Bj X^ Y on a circle detrmine

[as in a) an harmonic pencil of rays P.ABXY at every fifth

jwint P on the circle^ the four tangents at thfrn^ C, 2^, f/, F,

detrmine [as in a) an harmonic row of points L.CDUV on

evi-ry fifth tangent L to the circle ; and conversely.

254. Every four poiuts A^ B^ X, y on a circle which deter-

mine, as above (a), an harmonic pencil of rays at every fifth

point P on the circle are said to form an harmonic system of

points on the circle^ whose two pairs of conjugates A and B^

X and y correspond, of course, to those of the pencil P.ABXY
they determine at P; and every four tangents C, Z>, ?7, V to

a circle which determine, as above (a'), an harmonic row of

points on every fifth tangent L to the circle are said to form

an harmonic system of tangents to the circle^ whose two pairs of

conjugates C and 2), U and V correspond, of course, to those

of the row L.CDUV they determine on L. In either case the

two arcs of the circle intercepted between the two pairs of

conjugates are said to cut each other hartnonically ; and, of two

arcs of a circle thus cutting each other harmonically, cither may
be, and in fact is, as often imaginary as real (215).

When four poiuts A, B^ X^ Y on a circle form an harmonic

system, the two lines of connection AB and XY of the two

palra of conjugates A and B, X and Y are termed conjugate

lines with rejiftect to tJie circle ; and when four tangents (7, D^ Uj V
to a circle form an harmonic system, the two points of ioter-

«ectIon CD and UV of the two pairs of conjugates C and i>,

U and V are termed conjugate points with respfct to the circle.

It will appcAT in the sequel that every two lines or points

in this aenfie conjugates to each other with respect to a circle
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are also coujugates to each other with respect to the circle in

the more general sense in which the same term was employed

in Art. 174.

Bj virtue of the general relation of Art. 221, it is evident

that when four points on a <

'

,, harmonic tyttem^ their

four lines of connection with •

^
<t on the ciVcfc thiermine

an harmonic row of points on , > ,-./ oris; and that when four

tangents to a circle form an harmonic aygtem^ their four pomta

of intersection with any fifih tangent to the circle dftannin* an

harmonic pencil of rays at every vertex.

2bb. From the fundamental reciprocal properties of Art. 359

the two following, al«o reciprocals to each other, result at once

by virtue of the two general principles expUuned in articles (19)

and (20) ; viz.

—

a. When four point* on a circle form an harmonic system^

th" tangent to the circle at each forms an harmonic pencil with its

three lines ofconnection with the r -"-••,/
three,

a. When four tangents to a rm an harmonic system^

the point of contact with the circle of each forms an harmonic row

with its thrrt jtoints of intersection with the remaining three.

For, if A
J

li^ A', Y be the four points, and C, />, U^ V the

four tangents ; then, since, in the former esse, for every point

P on the I

'

Art. 2.>'.', ' 'il of four rays

EABXY , for the: . its J, //, A, F",

the four pencils of four rays A.AIiXY, B.ABXY, X.ABXY,
Y.ABXY are hanuonic; but of these four pencils the four rays

AA^ BBy A'A', i'i', by (19), are the four taugcntd to the circle

at the four points yl, B^ A", F; and therefore &c. And, since,

in the latter case, for etrry tangent L to the circle, by property a'.

Art. 252, the row of four poinu L.CDUV is harmonic, therc>

fore, for the four tangents C, />, t/, F, the four rows of four

points CCDUVy D.CIJUV, U.CDUV, r.C/)rF art; harmonic;

but of these four rows the four points C'C, I)D^ UL\ V\\ by

(20), are the four points of contact with the circle of the four

tangents C, Z), U^ F; and therefore &c.

It is, of course, evident conversely, as in Art. 252, that the

hamiouicisui of any one of the four pencils of rays A.ABXY^
B.ABXY, X.ABXY, Y.ABXY in the former case, or of any
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one of the four rows of points C.CDUV, D.CDUV, U.CDVV,
V.CDUV in the latter case, involves that of the remaining

three; for it involves, in the former case, that of the system

of four points ^, J9, JT, F on the circle, and in the latter case,

that of the system of four tangents 0, i>, U^ V to the circle

;

and therefore &c.

256. When two arcs of a circle cut each other harmonically

^

the two pairs of chorda connecting the extremities of either toith

those of the other have equal ratios ; and^ conversely^ when two

arcs of a circle are such that the two pairs of chords connecting

the extremities of either with those of the other have equal ratios^

they cut each other harmonically.

For, if AB and XF be any two arcs of a circle, AX and

BXj A Y and BY the two pairs of chords connecting the ex-

tremities of either AB with those of the other XY, and P any

arbitrary point on the circle ; then since always, by (62, Cor. 1°),

disregarding signs,

AX AY_fimAPX smAPY
BX'B?~ BmBPX ' smBPY '

therefore when either equivalent in absolute value = I so is the

other; but (252), when the arcs AB and XY cut each other

harmonically, the latter equivalent in absolute value = 1 ; and

conversely, when the latter equivalent in absolute value = 1,

the arcs AB and XY cut each other harmonically ; and there-

fore &c.

Since, by the above, immediately and by alternation,

AX_AY ,AX_BX
SX~ BY' ^"^AY' BY'

therefore again, immediately and by alternation,

^ - ^^'^Y Air A^X' _ AX.BX _ BX'
BX* BX.BY~ BY"' AY"' AYJBY' BY"'

and again also, immediately or by alternation,

AX.BY=AY.BX=\.AB.XY, (see Art. 219, a);

any of which, consequently, may be regarded as characteristic

of the harmonic section of two arcs AB and JCZ of a circle,

and sufficient to determine it.
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257. When two arcs of a circle cut each oiker karmamcaUif ;

the tangents at the extremitiea of either uUereed <m the chord of
the other ; and, reciprooalfyf the chord ofeither pome* thrmgh th^

intersection of the tangents at At utnmitiet of Que other.

For, AB and XY being the aret, sbee, bj tho first part

of the property of the preceding article,

AX
nx'

AY
and

XA
Y2

XB

if J? be the point on tho chord AB for which

AZAX^ AY^ AX.AY
Bz" BX''' Br" 'Sx:by'

and C the point on the chord XY for which

XC XA* XB* XA.XB

then, evidently, (Euc. III. 39, and VI. 4), the two tangents at

X and Y pass both through Z, and the two at A and B pass

both through (7; and therefore &c.
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Conversely, Every two points on a circle which, connect through

the intersection of tico tangents to the circle cut harmonic/illy the

arc of the circle intercepted between the tangents; andj recijjrocally^

every two tangents to a circle which intersect on the connector of

two points on the circle cut harmonically the arc of the circle

interested between the points.

For, if A and B be the two points, A C and BG the two

tangents, X and Y any two points connecting through C, and

XZ and YZ any two tangents intersecting on AB] then since,

for the pair of tangents XZ and YZ^ and for the pair A C and

BCj respectively, by Euc. III. 32, and vi. 4,

^Z" _ Ajr _AZ XA' _ X_B^ _ XC
BX* ~ BY^ ~ BZ^ YA* ~ YB" ~ FO'

therefore, by the second part of the property of the preceding

article, the two arcs AB and XY cut each other harmonically
;

and therefore &c.

Of all properties of harmonic systems, whether of points on,

or of tangents to, a circle, the above gives, in either case, the

most definite conception of the actual disposition of the two

pairs of conjugates on or round the circle.

CoR. 1°. The two points C and Z, in the above, being (165)

the two poles with respect to the circle of the two lines AB
and XY; it appears, consequently, from the first part of the

above, as stated in other terms in Art. 254, that

—

When four points on a circle form an harmonic system, the

connectors of the two pairs of conjugates pass each through the

pole of the other with respect to the circle; and, reciprocally,

when four tangents to a circle form an harmonic system, the inter-

sections of the tioo pairs of conjugates lie each on the polar of the

other with respect to the circle. See (174).

And, from the second part of the same, conversely, that

—

Every tu>o lines passing each through the pole of the other wiHi

respect to a circle determine the two conjugate pairs of an har-

monic system of points on the circle ; and, reciprocally, every two

points lying each on the polar of the other with respect to a circle

determine the tico conjugate pairs of an liarmonic system of tan-

gents to the circle.

These last, as thus stated, include evidently those cases in
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which one pair of the conjugates, whether points or tangents,

is imaginary, as well as those in which both are reaL

Cuu. 2°. The point of intersection of the two lines AB
and A'l'', and the Hue of counection / of the two pointB C and Z
(see figure), being also, bj (167), pole and polar to each other

with respect to the circle ; and the triangle determined by the

three points C\ Z^ and 0, or by the three lines AB^ X\\ and /,

being, consequently, self-reciprocal with respect to the circle

(168) ; it appears therefore, again, from both parts of the above,

that—

Every triamgU ecenf two ef whom nd$§ deitnmm karmoHt'c

tygtemg of poinft <m a eireU^ or every two of wAo$e vertieet deiet'

mint' harmonic $y$tem$ of Utngenta to a circle^ t$ adfrteiproeaJ

with rt'SjHct to the circle : and^ comvenely^ m every triangle self-

reoiproeal witJk retpect to a eircif^ fvery two of the tidet deltr-

mine karmonie tytteme ofpoimtt on Ow enreb, ami entry two ef

the verttees determme karmomo tyttams ef tamyemte lo the eireU,

Of the three pairs of points or tangents, thus determining

two and two three harmonic systems, it u erident, from (168),

or directly from the nature of harmonic section, that, for a real

circle, while two of them are always real, the third is always

imaginary.

Cor. 3*. If, in the first part of the above, while the line

AB and the point C are supposed to remain fixed, the line XY
and the point Z be conceived to vary nmoltaneously ; then

since, by that part, as above shewn, XY passes in every position

through 6*, and if lies in every position on A By therefore

—

If a fixed are of a fixed circle he cut harmonically by a

variable pair of comjugatee^ either pointe or tamgenta ; the latter

intersect in ev*-ry poeition on the fixed emuteetcr of ita terminal

pointgy and the former conned in every poeition through the fixed

intereection of ite terminal tangents.

Cor. 4". The two reciprocal properties of the second part

of the above supply obvious and rapid solutions of the three

following pairs of reciprocal problems, viz.

—

1". To cut a given arc of a given circle harmonically^ a, by

two points connecting through a given point ; a', by two tangents

intersecting on a given line.
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2". To cut two given arcs of a given circle harmonically^

a. hy the same two points on the circle; a. by the same two

tangents to the circle.

3*. To cut ttoo given arcs of two given circles harmonically^

a. hy four collinear points on the circles ; a. hy four concurrent

tangents to the circles.

As a circle of any magnitude may be described passing in

any direction through the vertex of any angle, the solution

of either problem (2°) respecting arcs gives obviously a direct

solution (see Art. 230) of the corresponding problem respecting

angles, viz.

—

Given in magnitude and position two angles having a common

vertex^ to determine in magnitude and position the angle that cuts

hoth harmonically.

COR. 5°. Since, for a given circle, the length of an arc gives

the length of its chord, and the points of bisection of an arc the

direction of its chord ; the same again supply obvious solutions

of the two following problems :

—

Given in magnitude and position one arc of a given circle^

and the length or points of bisection of another cutting it harmoni-

cally^ to determine the other.

For the same reason as in the preceding corollary, the

solutions of these two problems respecting arcs give obviously

direct solutions (see Art. 227, Cor. 3°) of the two corresponding

problems respecting angles, viz.

—

Given an angle in magnitude and position^ and the magnitude

or lines of bisection of another angle cutting it harmonically ; to

determine the latter.

Cor. 6°. The circle having C for centre which passes

through A and B (see figure) being orthogonal to the original

circle ABXY [22^ 1'); therefore, from both parts of the above,

directly and conversely

—

a. When two circles intersect at right angles; every two

points of either which cut harmonically its arc intercepted hy

the other connect through the centre of the oUier ; andj conversely^

every two points of either which connect through the centre of

the other cut harmonically its arc intercepted by the other.

h. When two circles intersect at right angles; every two

i
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tangentB to either which cut harmonically its arc interested by

the other intersect on the common chord of both ; and^ conversely,

every two tangents to either which intersect on the common chord

of both cut harmonically its arc intercepted by the other.

It follows, of course, from the second part of (a), that when

the same circle is orthogoual to a number of others, every lino

passing through its centre cuts harmonically the several arcs

it intercepts on them all.

Cor, 7°. Every two points X and Y on the original circle

(see figure) which connect through C\ being inverse points (U9)

with respect to the circle having for centre which pasaet

through A and B^ and every circle paanng through them being

consequently (156) orthogonal to that circle; therefore, again,

from the above

—

Every circle cutting on arc of another dreU karmonioaUy ie

orthogonal to the circle wkiok paeeee ortkogomaUy tkrwtgk the

extremitiee of the are ; and^ cowiwasfy, every cMe mkreeettng

two others orthogonally cuts harwumieally the ares of both in-

tercepted between their points of tntersedsen.

It follows, of coarse, from the tecond part of thla, or of

property (a) of the preceding corollary, (which it may be

observed evidently involve eadi other), that every circle coaxal

with the same two points (162) cuts harmonicaUy the arcs in-

tercepted by the latter on all circles passing throuf^ them.

Cor. 8*. If, as in Cor. 3*, while the two points A and B
with the original circle are supposed to remdn fixed, the two

points .Y and Y with the intersecting circle be conceived to

vary simultaneously ; then from the first part of the preceding,

Cor. 7', by (156)—

r. A variable circle^ passing through a fixed point and

cutting a fixed arc of a fixed eircie harmonioally^ passes through

a eecond fixed point, the inverse of the first with respect to the

circle passing orthogonally through the extremities of the arc

2*. A variable circle, cutting twofixed arcs of twofixed circles

harmonicaUy, passes through the two fixed points, real or ima-

ginary, inverse to the two circles passing orUwgonally through tfie

extremities of the two arcs.
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Whether the two fixed points inverse to the two latter circles

arc iinapinary or real, it follows of course, from (187, 4°), that

the variable circle in 2" generates, in all cases, the coaxal system

orthogonal to those circles.

Cor. 9°. As in Cor. 3", Art. 228, the two properties of the

preceding corollary (8°) reduce at once to those of Cor. 4°,

Art. 156, the solutions of the three following problems, viz.

—

To describe a circlej
1° passing through two given points and

cutting a given arc of a given circle harmonically ; '2° passing

through a given point and cutting two given arcs of two given

circles harmonically ; 3° cutting three given arcs of three given

circles harmonically.

258. Whenfour points on a circle from an harmonic system^

the connector of either j^air (f conjugates and the tangent at either

of its points intersect harmonically with the axis of the segment

determined by the other pair ; and^ reciprocally^ when four

tangents to a circle form an harmonic system^ the intersection of

either pair of conjugates and the point of contact of either of

its tangents connect harmonically toith the vertex of the angle

determined by the other pair.

For, if, in the former case, the system of four concyclic

points A and 5, X and Y (figure of last article) be harmonic
;

then since, by (255, a), the two pencils of four rays A.ABXY
and B.BAXY having the common ray AB^ and the two

X.XYAB and Y.YXAB having the common ray XY^ ai*e

harmonic ; therefore, by (222, 6°), they intersect collinearly, the

fonner pair on the line XY at the harmonic row of four points

COXY^ and the latter pair on the line AB at the harmonic

row of four points ZOAB; and therefore &c. And, if, in

the latter case, the system of four concyclic tangents A C and

BCj XZ and YZ (same figure) be harmonic; then since, by

(255, a'), the two rows of four points ACPQ and BCR8
having the common point C, and the two XZPR and YZQS
having the common point Z, are harmonic ; therefore, by (222, 5°),

they connect concurrently, the former pair through the point Z
by the harmonic pencil of four rays Z. OCA' F, and the latter

pair through the point C by the harmonic pencil of four rays

C.OZAB] and therefore &c.
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Convcr.-«elv, since, in the fonner case, the hamionicUm of any

one of tlic four pencils of four rays A.ABXYy B.BAX\\
X.XYAB^ Y. YXAB involves, by (252, a), that of the system

of four points A^ B^ X^ Y on the circle; and, since, in the latter

ca«c, the hanuonicisin of any one of the four rows of four points

ACPQ, BCRS, XZPR, YZQS involves, by (252, o'), that of

the system of four tangents AC^ BCy XZ^ YZ to the circle;

therefore, thf above n-ciprocal properties are criteria^ the former

of Out hitrinoiuciitm offour point* on a circle^ and tke latter of the

harmonidem offowr tangente to a circle.

The above demonstrations, as establisbiog directly the col-

linearity of the two triads of pointa A', 1', C and A^ B^ Z for

an harmonic system of points A^ By A', y on a circle, and the

uf the two triads of lines PB^ QSy AB and PQ,

an harmonic system of tangents AC, BC, XZ, YZ
to a circle, and conversely, establisli tlicrefore, in a manner

applicable to higher figures as well, the two reciprocal proper-

ties established in tlie preceding article by a method applicable

to the circle alune.

Cor. r. By virtue of the above, the two points C and Z
(see figure) being the poles of the two lines AB and XY with

respect to the two segments XY and AB (217); and the two

lines A B and A' Y U'ing the polars of the two points C and Z
with reH|K-et to the two angles A'ifl'aud ACB (217 j

; it appears,

courtequcntiy, from it, that

—

The iiUeraeeium of the two terminal tangeHta^ amd the oomnector

oftheticoltrmvKUpoiHtMyofamjfttreofa cireU, arepoU tmdpolar

to each other with retp^ct, at once to the oegment determmtd hg

every two points on the circle tehich connect through the forwur^

and to the angle determmed by every two tangents to the drcU

which intersect on At latter.

Cor. 2*. Again, the point and the line 1 (see figure)

being, by the above, pole and polar to each other with respect

at once tu the two segments A'V and AB, and to the two angles

XZY and ACB] and, the three points C, Z, and 0, and the

three lines AB^ AT, aud /, being, by (167), pole and polar to

eadi other with respect to the circle itself; hence, again, from

the above, for every point and line pole and polar to each

other with respect to a circle, it appears that

—
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Every point and line, pole and polar to each other with re^yect

to a circle^ are aUo pole and polar to each other icith respect^ at

<mce to the segment determined by every two points on the circle

which connect through theformer^ and to the angle determined by

every two tangents to the circle which intersect on the latter.

COR. 3°. The triangle determined by the three points 0, Z^

and O, or by the three lines AB^ XY^ and /, (see figure) being

self-reciprocal with respect to the circle (168), each vertex and

its opposite side being pole and polar to each other with respect

to the circle ; hence, also, from the above, see Cor. 2° of the

preceding article.

In every triangle self-reciprocal with respect to a circle^ the

circle divides harmonically the three sideSj and subtends harmoni-

cally the three vertices ; and, conversely , the circle which divides

harmonically the three sides or subtends harmonically the three

vertices of a triangle is the polar circle of the triangle (168).

259. Of the various reciprocal properties of points and lines,

pole and polar to each other with respect to a circle, the two

following, termed their harmonic properties, and obviously

tantamount to those just stated in Cor. 2° of the preceding

article^ are second only in importance to those of Art. 166, and

lead, next to them, to the greatest number and variety of re-

markable consequences in the modem geometry of the circle :

—

a. Every two conjugate points vnth respect to a circle are

harmonic conjugates with respect to the two collinear points on the

circle ; andj conversely^ every two points harmonic conjugates with

respect to the two collinear points on a circle are conjxigate points

with respect to the circle (174).

a'. Every two conjugate lines with respect to a circle are har-

monic conjugates with respect to the two concurrent tangents to tJie

circle ; andj converselyj every two lines harmonic conjugates with

respect to the two concurrent tangents to a circle are conjugate

Une» with respect to the circle (174).

These properties follow immediately, indirectly, from those

of the preceding article ; the two points and C (see figure of

that article) being at once conjugate points with respect to the

circle, and harmonic conjugates with respect to the two collinear

points X and Y on the circle, and the two lines ZO and ZC
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being at once conjugate lines with respect to the circle and har-

monic conjugates with respect to the two concurrent tangents

ZX and ZY to the circle; the two points O and Z being at

once conjugate points with respect to the circle, and harmonic

conjugates with respect to the two coUinear points A and B on

the circle, and the two lines CO and CZ being at once conjugate

lines with respect to the circle and harmonic conjugates with

respect to the two concurrent tangents OA and CB to the

oirclo ; the two points C and Z being at once conjugate points

with respect to the circle and harmonic conjugates with respect

to the two imaginary collinear points on the circle, and the two

lines OC and OZ being at once conjugate lines with respect to

the circle, and harmonic conjugates with respect to the two

imaginary concurrent tangents to the drde ; and therefore &c
From their importance, howerer, we subjoin the ordinary

direct demonstrations of them, based on the fundamental de-

finition of poles and polars with reelect to the circle given

in Art. 165.

If, as regards (a), P and Q bo any two points, X and }' the

two collinear points on any circle C, and R the inveive of either

of them /'with respect to the circle; then since, by (S21), the

harroonicisni of the row of four points PQXY involves and

is involved in that of the pencil of four T%y^ R.PQXY^ and

sinoe, by (216, 3**;, for the harmonicism of the pencil, the ray

RP being always equally inclined to the two rays RX and RY
(163), it is necessary and soflldent that the conjugate ray RQ
be at right angles to the ray RP^ that is, that the point Q be
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on the polar of the point P with respect to the circle (165),

therefore &c. And, if, as regards (a'), ZP and ZQ be any

two lines, ZX and ZY the two concurrent tangents to the circle,

and P and Q the two points at which their chord of contact

XY intersects with ZP and ZQ) then since, by (221), the

harmonicism of the pencil of four lines Z.PQXY involves

and is involved in that of the row of four points PQXYj
and since, by (175, 5"), P and Q are conjugate points when

ZP&nd ZQ are conjugate lines with respect to the circle, and

conversely, therefore &c., the rest being evident from (a).

From these properties, thus, or in any other manner, inde-

pendently established, those of the preceding article, with all

the consequences to which they lead, follow of course indirectly

;

both pairs of reciprocal properties, as above shewn, being, in

fact, virtually identical.

Cor. r. From the first parts of the above, by virtue of the

properties (225) and (235, Cor. 7"), it is evident that (see

Art. 176)—

a. Every two conjugate points with respect to a circle de-

termine with the polar centre of their line of connection two seg-

ments^ whose product is constant and equal in magnitude and

sign to the square of the semi-chord intercepted hy the circle

on the line.

a'. Every two conjugate lines with respect to a circle determine

with the polar axis of thnr point of intersection tico angles^ the

product of whose tangents is constant and equal in magnitude and

sign to the square of that of the semi-angle subtended hy the

circle at the point.

Cor. 2". By virtue of the general property of Art. 218, it

is evident, also, from the same, that (see Art. 1 78)

—

a. When a line intersects one of two circles at a pair of con-

Jugate points with respect to the other^ then, reciprocally^ it

inttrsects the latter at a pair of conjugate points with respect to

the former.

a. When a point subtends one of two circles by a pair of

conjugate lines with respect to the other^ then^ reciprocally^ it

Bubtendt the latter by a pair of conjugate lines with respect to

tki farmer.
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Cor. 3". For the particular case when the circles, in the

preceding corollary, intersect at right angles, from the same

again, by virtue of properties/* and/, Art. 208, it appean that

—

a. Every line tnteneoUng two orlhogamal drdu m an httr-

monic system of points passes tkrongk ome or other eommoii

ftole of one axis of ptnptotim wilk mpset to am drde and of

the other axis ofperspedim taith resped to the other eirele (i08, e.)

a'. Every point ssAtemimg two orthogonal dreUe w an har-

monie system of tangents lies on one or other common polar of

one centre of perspective wM respect to one eirde and of the

other centre cfperepeetioe with respect to the other drde (S08, e,)

Cor. 4*. By aid of the solutions (997, Cor. .T) and (357,

Cor. 5*>, the second parts of the abore supply obrious solutions

of the four following problems, viz.

—

a. On a given line to determine two points conjugates to a

given circle and either separated by a given interval or having

a given middle point,

a'. At a given point to dettrmine two lines conjugates to a

given circle and either separated by a given interval or having a

given middle line.

And by aid of the solutions (180) and (957, Cor. 4*), the

same, again, supply obvious solutions of the two following

problems

—

b. On a given line to determine the pair of points conjugates

€U once to two given circles.

b\ At a given point to determine the pair of lines eomjngaiee

at once to two given circles,

260. The line at infinity being the polar of any point with

respect to any circle having its centre at the point (165), and

the points of intersection of any circle with any line being the

points of contact of the tangents to the drde from the pole of

the line (165); the following remarkable consequences result

from the reciprocal properties of the preceding article, applied to

the particular cases of conjugate points at infinity, and of con-

jug^ate lines through the centres of circles

:

r. Every two points at infinity in directiona at right

angles to each other being conjugate points with respect to

every circle (174), and every two lines through any point at

VOL. 11. G
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right angles to each other being conjugate lines with respect to

every circle having its centre at the point; hence, from pro-

perties a and a of the preceding article, respectively

—

a. Every two points at infinity in directions at right angles to

each other are harmonic conjugates with respect to the ttco

imaginary points at which any circle^ however situated^ intersects

with tJie line at infinity.

a. Every two lines through any point at right angles to each

other are harmonic conjugates loith r€sj)ect to the two imaginary

tangents from the point to any circle having its centre at the

point.

2°. If 0, 0', 0", &c. be the several centres of any number of

circles situated in any manner; A'^ and F, X' and F', X" and F",

&c., the several pairs of imaginary points at which they in-

tersect with the line at infinity ; and, F and Q^ R and S any two

pairs of points at infinity in directions at right angles to each

other; then since, by the same, the several segments XY^
X' Y\ X" Y'\ &c. divide harmonically the same two segments

PQ and R8^ therefore (230) they coincide with each other ; and

since, by the same again, the several angles XOY^ X'0'Y\
X"0" y, &c divide harmonically the several pairs of parallel

angles POQ and BOS, PO'Q and BO'S, PO"Q and BO'S, &c.

therefore (230) they are parallel to each other ; consequently

—

b. All circles, however situated, intersect toith the line at

infinity at the same pair of imaginary points, termed the ttoo

circular points at infinity.

v. All circles, however situated, subtend at their several

centres pairs of imaginary tangents parallel to the directions of
the two circular points at infinity.

3". In the particular case where the several points 0, O, 0",

&c. coincide, that is, when the several circles are concentric;

since then not only the several segments XY, XT', X"Y", &c.

but also the several angles XOY, X'OT, X"OY", &c. coincide,

and since, consequently, the several circles have not only a

common pair of imaginary points A' and Y at infinity, but also

a common pair of imaginary tangents OX and OY At those

points, therefore

—

AU concentric circles not only intersect hut also touch at the

two circular points at infinity.
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4\ The following property of rectangular lines, which is one

of considerable importance in the higher branches of geometry, is

evident from the preceding properties 1* and 3* omnbined, vis.

—

Kvi-ry two lines intermoUng ai right amglu aan tcn^ngate limea

with respect to the tico circular points at injinitg ; and^ converseljff

the tiffo circular points at tnjinihf ars oomjugais poiUs with rmpeet

to every two lines intersecting at right angles (917).

Paradoxical as the above oonclonons 2* and 3*, like those of

Art. 136, always appear when first stated, all doubt of their

legitimacy soon yanishes on consideration of their meaning;

every system of figores, m perspectire two and two, which, like

circles however situated, have a oommon axis of perspeGtire,

intersecting ( 1 4
1 ) at the same system of points, real or imaginary,

on their axis of perspective, and touching (30) at that system of

points, if, like concentric circles, they have also a second common
axis of perspective comdding with the first (181, 4*. and 207).

2G1. The two following rociprocal properties, one of every

tctrastigm determined by four points on a circle, and tbe otlMn:

of every tetragram determined by foor tangents to a circle,

result also immediately from the two reciprocal properties of

Art. 259, via.—

a. In eoenf tMnutigm dettrmined fty fimt points em a curls,

the intersections of the three pairs of opposite conmectors determins

a self reeiprooai triangle wAh respect to the drds (170).

a'. In sverg tetragram determined bg/our tangents to a drdsj

the connectors of the three pairs of opposite intersections determine

a self reciprocal triangle with respect to the circle (170).

To prove (a). If P, Q^H^ She the four pomts on the circle

;

A, liy C the three intersections of their three pairs of opposite

03
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connectors QR and PS, RP and Q8, PQ and RS\ and, f7and CT,

V and F', PF and If" the three pairs of intersections of the same

pairs of connectors with the three opposite sides BC, CA, ABof
the triangle ABC] then since, by the fundamental property (a) of

Art. 236, the three pencils of four rays A.BCUU\ B.CAVV\
C.ABWW are harmonic, and since, consequently, by (221), the

six rows of four points QRAU &ud PSAU\ RPBV and QSBV\
PQC^V And RSGW are harmonic, therefore, by the property

(a) of Art. 259, the three pairs of points U and U\ V and V\

H^and W lie on the three polai-s of the three points Aj B, C
with respect to the circle; and therefore &c. (170).

To prove a. If X and X\ Y and F', Z and Z' be the three

pairs of opposite intersections of the tetragram determined by

the four tangents at the four points P, Q, R, S on the circle

;

and A, B, C the three vertices of the triangle determined by

their three lines of connection XX', YY'y ZZ' ; then since, by

the fundamental property (a) of Art. 236, the three rows of

four points BCXX\ CA YY\ ABZZ are harmonic, and since,

consequently, by (221), the six pencils of four rays X.QRAX'
and X'.PSAX, Y.RPBT and T.QSBY, Z.PQCZ' and

Z.RSCZ are harmonic, therefore, by the property (a) of

Art. 259, the three pairs of lines XA and X'A, YB and Y'B,

ZC and Z C pass through the three poles of the three lines XX\
YY\ ZZ' with respect to the circle ; and therefore &c. (170).

The reader will perceive immediately, that not only are the

above properties reciprocals to their common circle in the figure,

but that the demonstrations above given of them are reciprocals

to It also.

Cor. r. Since, in the former case, by (166), the four

tangents to the circle at the four points P, Q, P, S Intersect

two and two In opposite pairs on the polars of the three points

u4, P, C with respect to the circle; and since, in the latter

case, by (166), the four points of contact with the circle P, Q,
P, S of the four tangents connect two and two in opposite pairs

through the poles of the three lines PC, CA, AB with respect

to the circle ; hence, from the above properties a and a com-

bined, it appears that

—

In the tetrastigm determined hy any four points on a circle,

and in iht tetragram determined by thefour corresponding tangents

I
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to the circle
J
or conversely ; the ttoo self-reciproeai triangles d&-

tennxned by the vertices of the three tingles of eonnedion^ in the

former case, and by the axes of the three ekoria of intersection^

in the latter case, are identiood.

Cor. 2'. Ag^in, from the harmonicism of the three pencils

of four rays A.BCUU\ B.CAVV, C.ABWW\ with that of

the several rows they determine oo all axes, in the former

case, and of that of the three rows of four points BCXX\
CA Fl", ABZZ", with that of the several pencils they determine

at all vertices, in the latter caae; it appears from the same

that—

In the ieiraaHgm determimei by emy four points on a circle^

and in the tetragram determined by thefour eorrespondmff kmgmta

to thf circle^ or conversdy-^

a. The three pairs of opposite connectors of the former divide

harmonically the three angles of the triangle determined by the

euoes of the three chords ofmteraeetum of the latter,

a'. T^e three pairs of opposite interseetione of the latter divide

harmonically the three sides of the triangle determined by the

vertices of the three angles ofconnection of theformer.

Cor. 3*. Again, the concarrenoe of the four tri«ds of lines

PA, PB, PC] QA, QB, QC; RA, RB, RC\ 8A, 8B, 8C in-

volving, by (343, a'], the collinearity of the four triads of points

U, r, ir ; r, if, i/*; IK, it, V; U, r, W in the former

case ; and the collinearity of the four triads of points 1', Z, A"

;

Z,X,T\X,Y,Z'\ X\ Y'yZ' mvolving, by (243, o), the

concurrence of the four triads of lines ^A', BV, CZ'\ BY,
CZ\ AX'\ CZ, AX\ BY'; AX, BY, CZ iu the latter case;

it appears from the same that

—

In the tetraetigm determined by any four points on a circle,

and in the tetragram determined by tkefowr correepondintf tangents

to the circle, or conversely—
a. The three pairs of opposite connectors of tJte former I'/i-

lertscl VfifM the axes of the three chords of intersection of the

latter at siie points lying three and three on four lines.

a. The three pairs of opposite intersections of the latter

connect with the vertices of the three eutgles of connection of the

former by six lines passing three and three throughfour points.

Cob. 4'. Again, as the four points P, Q, R, 8 on the circle.
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taken in different orders, determine the three different inscribed

quadrilaterals whose pairs of opposite vertices connect by the

three pairs of lines QR and PS^ RP&nd QSj PQ and RS-, and

as the four tangents at them to the circle, taken in different

orders, determine the three corresponding exscribed quadri-

laterals whose pairs of opposite sides intersect at the three

pairs of points X and X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z' ; it appears also

from the same that

—

In each pair of corresponding quadrilaterals determined hy any

four points on a circle taken in any order and hy the four oor^

responding tangents to the circle taken in the same ordej—
a. The two pairs of intersections of opposite sides are collinear

and harmonic.

a'. The two pairs of connectors of opposite vertices are con-

current and harmonic.

CoR. 5°. Again, the three pairs of points B and O, C and A^

A and B being the three pairs of centres of perspective of the

three pairs of opposite segments QE and PS^ RP and QS^

PQ and RS^ in the former case; and the three pairs of lines

YY' and ZZ', ZZ and XX', XX' and YY' being the three

pairs of axes of perspective of the three pairs of opposite angles

QXR and PX'S, RYP and QY'S^ PZQ and RZ S, in the latter

case ; it appears also from the same that

—

a. The two centres of perspective of any two chords inscribed

to a circle are conjugate points with respect to the circle^ and

connect harmonically with the intersection of the axes of the chords

hy a pair of conjugate lines with respect to the circle.

a'. The two axes of perspective of any tzoo angles exscribed to

a circle are conjugate lines with respect to the circle^ and intersect

harmonically with the connector of the vertices of the angles at

a pair of conjugate points with respect to the circle.

From these latter properties it may be easily shewn con-

Tersely that

—

h. When the directions of any txoo chords inscribed to a circle

divide harmonically the angle determined hy any tfoo conjugate

lines with respect to the circle^ the two centres of perspective of the

chords are the two poles of the lines.

b'. When the vertices of any two angles exscribed to a circle

divide harmonically the segment determined hy any two conjugate
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poinLi with nsjMct to the dtcUj tke heo axe» of ftnptdbiot qf tk$

anglttt an- lh>- (to jujlurn of the poinit.

For, in the fonner case, if QR and PS be the two chords

;

AB and AC the two conjugate Uuea; B the pole of either of

tliera A C with respect to the circle ; BQ aod BR its oonnectors

with the extremities of either chord QR\ and PS' the con-

nector of the two second intersections of BR and BQ with the

circle ; tlicn Hince, by tlic above (a), the two lines QR and FS'
pass through the point A and divide hannonically the angle .&10,

and fiinec, by hyiiotliesis, the two lines QR and P8 do the same,

therefurc the two lines PS and PS' coincide; and therefore &o.

And, in the latter case, if QXR and PX'8 bo the two angles;

B and C the two conjugate points ; A C the polar of either of

them B with rc8{iect to the circle ; Y and Y' its interaectiona

with thi* i!iiile« of cither angle (^XJi ; and A'" the intersection of

the two second tangents from 1' and Y' to the circle ; then sincoi

by the above (a'), the two points X and A'" lie on the line BC
and divide hannonically the aegment BO^ and atnoe, by hypo-

thesis, the two points X and X' do the same, tfaerefora the two

points X' and A" coincide ; and tberefora dee.

It is evident, from those latter propertUM, that for e^erg tri'

tutgle ttlf'tteiproetd with retped to a dreU, am infinite mmmbtr

of MraU%gm§ could be waoribed to tko eirele mAoss pain of

oppoeiie poimio womU eommeei tMfomgi lAs verikat of tke triattgU^

and an infuiito tmmbtr of ieiragrmma eotdd be oxteribed to tke

circle tchooe pain ef eppotUe line* would uttormet on tJte eidm

of the ttiangU. For, by those properties, every pair of lines

dividing harmonically any angle of the triangle would determine

four points on the circle fultilling the former condition, and

every pair of points dividing harmonically any side of the

triangle would dctennine four tangents to the circle fulfilling

the latter condition ; and tlierefore &c.

CoK. 6\ Again, the three pairs of points A ana A , i and

Y\ Z and ^, and the three pain of Unea QR and PS^ RP and

Q8, PQ and RS being pole and polar to each other with

respect to the circle; therefore, from the harmtMiicism of the

three rows of four points BOXX\ CA YY\ ABZZ'y and of the

three pencils of four rays A,BOUU\ B,CAVV\ O.ABWW\
it appears from the same, as in Gors. 2" and 4*, that

—
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a. For every two chords inscribed to a circle^ the two poles

of their directions are collinear with^ and harmonic conjugates

with respect to, their two centres of perspective.

a. For every two angles exscribed to a circle, the two polars

of their vertices are concurrent with, and harmonic conjugates with

respect to, their two axes of perspective.

Cor. 7°. Again, since, by the second part of Art. 257, the

three lines BC, CA, AB determine the three pairs of points on

the circle, and the three points A, B, G determine the three

pairs of tangents to the circle, which divide harmonically the

three pairs of arcs QR and PS, RP and QS, PQ and RS; it

appears also, from the same, that

—

a. TJie two centres of perspective of any tioo chords inscribed

to a circle are collinear with the two points on the circle which

divide harmonically the two arcs intercepted by the chords.

a'. The two axes of perspective of any two angles exscribed to

a circle are concurrent with the two tangents to the circle which

divide harmonically the two arcs intercepted by the angles.

Of these latter properties the first (a) supplies an obvious

and very rapid method of determining by linear constructions

only, without the aid of a circle, the two points on a given

circle which divide two given arcs of it harmonically. See

Arts. 230 and 257, Cor. 4°.

Cor. 8°. Again, every three of the four points P, Q, R, 8
on the circle, in the former case, determining an inscribed tri-

angle whose three sides pass through the three points A, B, G,

every two of which are conjugates to each other and to the

third with respect to the circle; and every three of the four

tangents at the four points P, Q, R, S to the circle, in the latter

case, determining an exscribed triangle whose three vertices lie

on the three lines BG, GA, AB, every two of which are con-

jugates to each other and to the third with respect to the circle

;

it appears also, from the same, that

—

a. In every triangle inscribed to a circle, every two of the

tkree tides intersect with every line conjugate to the third at a pair

ofconjugate points with respect to the circle.

a. In every triangle exscribed to a circle, every two of the

three vertices connect with every point conjugate to Vie third by 4
pair ofoonjugoU linea with respect to the circle.
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From these latter properties it may be easily shewn that

conversely

—

b. When^ of a triangle inserted to a cirdej two of the tkrm

sides j}ass tJiroiujh a juiir of eonjugaU points with respect to the

circle, the t/iird jHutstn through the pole of their lime ofeontteeiion,

h' . H7<e/t, of a triangle exeoribed to a droit^ two cf the three

verticea lie on a pair of isonjugate Imee wM reipeet to the cMe^
the third lies on the polar cf their point <f imtermelioiu

For, in the former case, if PQR be the inscribed triangle

whose two sides PR and PQ pass through the two conjugate

points B and C with respect to the circle ; A the pole of the

line PC; and V and W the two points at which the two lines

AC and AB^ which, by (175,5^, are the polars of the two

points B and C, intersect with the aforesaid sides PR and PQ
of the triangle; then, the two rows of four points PRBV and

PQCWy having the common point P, being harmonic (259, a),

therefore, by (222, 5*), the thr«6 lines Bn\ CF, and QR are

concurrent ; and therefore &c And, in the Utter case, if A'YZ
be the exscribed triangle whose two vertices Y and Z lie on

the two conjugate lines A C and AB with respect to the cirde

;

BC the polar of the point A ; and BY and CZ the two linea

by which the two points B and C, which) by (175, 5*), are the

polars of the two lines AC and AB^ connect with the aforesaid

verticcR Y and Z of the triangle ; then, the two penciU of four

rays Y.ZXBC and Z. YXBC^ having the common ray FZ, being

harmonic (259, a'}, therefore, by (233, 6"), the three points

By (7, and X are collinear ; and therefore &c.

Ck)R. 9*. If, while the two triangles PQR and XYZ deter-

mined by any three of the four points on the circle, in the

former case, and by the corresponding three of the four tangents

to the circle, in the latter case, with the circle to which (hey

are respectively inscribed and exscribed, are suppoaed to remain

fixed ; the triangle ABCj connected with them as above, be con-

ceived to vary, in consequence of the simultaneous variation of

the fourth point 8 and of the corresponding tangent X' Y'Z\ on
which, in that case, it of course depends; then since, by the

above, the triangle ABC in every position is self-redprocal with

respect to the circle ; it appears, consequently, that

—

For every two trianglee determined hy any three points on a
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circle and hy the three corresjyonding tangents to the circle^ or

conversely, an injintte number of triangles could he constructed, at

once inscribed to the former and exscribed to the latter, and all

aelf-reci'procal with respect to the circle.

It 18 evident, from this latter, that the solutions of the two

reciprocal problems, "for a given circle to detennine a self-

reciprocal triangle either inscribed to any triangle inscribed to

itself or exscribed to any triangle exscribed to itself," arc both

indeterminate.

Cor. 10°. If, on the other hand, while the triangle ABC,
with the circle to which it is self-reciprocal, are supposed to

remain fixed ; the two triangles FQR and XYZ, connected with

thera as above, be conceived to vary simultaneously, in con-

sequence of the simultaneous variation of the point S and of

the tangent X'Y'Z', on which, in that case, they of course

depend ; then since, by the above, the two triangles FQR and

XYZ respectively inscribed and exscribed to the circle are re-

spectively exscribed and inscribed to the triangle ABC] it

appears, consequently, that

—

Fur every triangle self-reciprocal with respect to a circle, an

infinite number of triangles could be constructed at ones inscribed

to the circle and exscribed to the triangle; and, also, an infinite

number of corresponding triangles at once ^escribed to the circle

and inscribed to the triangle.

It is evident, from this latter, that the solutions of the two

reciprocal problems, " for a given circle to determine either an

inscribed triangle exscribed to, or an exscribed triangle in-

scribed to, any self-reciprocal triangle with respect to itself,"

arc both indeterminate.

Cor. 11°. Of the three triangles PQR, XYZ, and ABC,
thus constituting In every position a cycle in which each triangle

is inscribed to one and exscribed to the other of the remaining

two; the two first being in pei-spective, with the third by

virtue of their relations of connexion with it, and with each

other by virtue of the general property 1° of Art. 180; it

appears conse({Ucutly that

—

In every cycle of three triangles determined by any arbitrary

triangle, any exscribed triangle inscribed to its polar circle, and
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the corretpondinff inscribed triangU exaenbed to Us polar circle^

every two ofth*- three are in p^rtpecttve (140),

It will be shewn, in another chapter, that for every cycle of

three triangles, however originating, in which, aa above, each

triangle is inscribed to one and cxscribed to the other of the

remaining two, when any two of the three are in perapective

every two of the three are in perapective.

Cor. 12*. The centre of pen^iecdve 8 of the two triangles

PQR and ABC being a point on the circle, and the axis of

perspective X'Y'Z' of the two XYZ and ABC being a tan-

gent to the circle ; it appears consequently also that

—

a. The centre of prrttpectioe of any triangie^ tcith any eao-

scribed triangle inscribed to its polar circle^ is a pdmi on tke

circle.

a. The axis of perspective of any triangle^ tcith any tn-

scribed triangle exseribed to its polar circle^ is a tangent to the

circle.

It is evident that when, for the same original triangle, the

two derived triangles in those properties correspond, the point

on and tangent to the polar circle correspond also.

CoK. 13*. If bo the point of ooocnrreiioe of the three lines

of connection PA', Q\\ HZ of the three paut of oorresponding

vertices P and X^ Q and Yy R and Z, and / the line of col-

linearity of the three points of intersection P^ Q^ R o( the

three pairs of oorresponding sides QR and yz, RP and Z.V,

PQ and Xy, of the two triangles PiiR and XYZ\ then, from

the hannoniciiun of the throe pencils of four rays P.QRXX'y
Q.RPYY\ R.PQZZ (236,0), and consequently (221) of the

two rows of four points determined by any two of them on

the two non-corresponding sides of the triangle ABC through

whose inteniectiou their two vertices connect, which two rows

have that intersection for a common point; therefore, by (329, 5*),

the point 0, tliat is, the centre of perspective of the two tri-

angles PQR and XYZ^ is coUinear with the three points

Uy K, ){', that is, with the axis of per^iective of the two tri-

angles PQR and ABC; and, from the hannunictsm of the

three rows of four points YZPP^ ZXQQ, XYRR! (2J6, a),

and consequently (221) of the two peudls of four rays deter-
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rained by any two of them at the two non-corresponding vertices

of the triangle ABC on whose connector their two axes

intersect, which two pencils have that connector for a common

ray ; therefore, by (222, 6°), the line /, that is, the axis of per-

spective of the two triangles PQR and XYZ^ is concurrent

with the three lines AX^ BY, CZ, that is, with the centre of

perspective of the two triangles XYZ and ABC] hence it

appears that

—

In every cycle of three triangles determined by any arbitrary

triangle, any exscribed triangle inscribed to its polar circle, and

the corresponding inscribed triangle exscribed to its polar circle.

a. The centre of perspective of the second and third lies on the

axis ofperspective of the first and second.

a The axis of perspective of the second and third passes

through the centre ofperspective of the first and third.

The centre of perspective S of the two triangles PQR and

ABC lying also, evidently, on the axis of perspective X'Y'Z'

of the two triangles XYZ and ABC; these properties for the

whole three triangles may consequently be stated more sym-

metrically as follows:

—

In every cycle of thne triangles determined by any arbitrary

triangle, any exscribed triangle inscribed to its polar circle, and

the corresponding inscribed triangle ejcscribed to its polar circle ;

the centre of perspective of each with that to which it is inscribed

lies on its axis ofperspective with that to which it is exscribed.

It will be seen, in another chapter, that this latter property

is true generally of every cycle of three triangles, each inscribed

to one and exscribed to the other of the remaining two and

in perspective with either and consequently with both.

Cor. 14°. Since, from the harmonicism of the three rows of

four points QRAU, RPBV, PQCW, the line of collinearity

of the three points U, V, W is the polar of the point of con-

currence of the three lines AP, BQ, CR with respect to the

three sides of the triangle PQR (250, Cor. 2°) ; and since, from

the harmonicism of the three pencils of four rays A'. YZAX',
Y.ZXBY', Z.XYCZ, the point of concurrence of the three

lines AX, BY, CZ is the pole of the line of collinearity of the

three points X\ Y', Z' with respect to the three vertices of the

triangle XYZ (250, Cor. 2°) ; hence, conceiving the point S and
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the line .Y' Y'Z' to vary while the two triangles PQR and XYZ
remain fixed, it follows from the two reciprocal properties a and

a of the preceding corollary (12*), that

—

a. If a variable point de»erth« a fooed cirvir^ iU polar witA

rettpect to the three fidea of any ifueribed triangU tuma round a

fixed point
J
the centre of pergpective of the intcribed wiA Ae oor-

responding exterOted triangle,

a. If a variable Une envdope a fuoed ekrle^ it» pole wUh re-

epeet to the three vertiea of any exeerihed triangle wufvee upon a

fixi>d fiffy the axi§ of perapeetive of the exacribed with the eorre-

sjMfndiiig inecribed triangle.

In the particular case when both triangles are equilateral,

their centre and axis of perapeetive, in all cases evidently pole

and polar to each other with respect to the circle, being then

the centre of the circle and the line at infinity (142), it follows

from the converses of the preceding properties a and a', that

—

b. If a variable line turn round a fixed pointy ile pole teilh

rtapeet to the three veHieee cf amy equilateral triangle eoneentrie

with the point deecribea the drele cirrymmeribed to the triangle.

b'. If a variable point deeeribe the line at injinity^ «(i polar

with reepeot to the three eUee of any equilateral triangle envekqtet

the circle ineeribed to the triangle.

The polar of a point at infinity, with respect to any system

of lines, being the diameter, corresponding to its direction, of

the polygram determined by the lines (248, e) ; this latter pro-

perty b' is therefore identical with that stated in the concluding

paragn^h of Art. 126, vis., that in every equilateral triangle

the eeveral diametere of thefigure envelope ite ineeribed circle.

Cor. 15*. Again, since from the harmonictam of the three

rows of four points BCUU', CAVV\ ABWW\ the line

of coUinearity of the three points V^ V^ W ve the polar of

the point of concurrence of the three linea AXT^ BV\ CW
with respect to the three sides of the triangle ABC; and since,

from the hannonicism of the three rows of four points

BCXX\ CAYY\ ABZZy the point of concurrt?ncc of the

three lines AX^ BYy CZ is the pole of tbe line of collincarity

of the three points X\ Y\ Z' with respect to the three

vertices of the triangle ABC] hence, from the same, again,

it appears also, that

—
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a. The pohj with respect to tJte three vertices of any triangle^

of its axis of perspective with any exscrihed triangle inscribed to

its polar circle^ is a point on the circle.

a'. 2'he polar^ with respect to the three sides of any triangle^

of its centre of perspective with any inscribed triangle exscribed

to its polar circle^ is a tangent to the circle.

It is evident, as in Cor. 12", that when, for the same original

triangle, the two derived triangles in those properties corre-

spond, the point ou and tangent to the polar circle corre-

spond also.

262. From the two reciprocal properties of the preceding

article, combined with the general property (180, 1°) that every

two triangles reciprocal polars to each other with respect to a

circle are in perspective, the two following reciprocal properties

of a triangle with respect to an arbitrary circle can be readily

inferred, viz.

—

o. The three angles^ subtended at the vertices of a triangle by

the three pairs of intersections of its opposite sides with an arbitrary

circle^ determine three secand pairs of intersections with the circle

whose connectors intersect collinearly toith the corresponding sides

of the triangle.

a. The three segments, intercepted on the sides of a triangle

by the three pairs of tangents from its apposite vertices to an

arbitrary circle, determine three second pairs of tangents to the

circle whose intersections connect concurrently with the corre-

sponding vertices of the triangle.
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For, in the case of a, if ^, ^, C be the three vertices of the

triangle ; A' and X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z the three paire of

interstotions of its opposite sides with the drde ; JJ and l]\

Taiitl )", JFand W the three second pairs of intersections of

the three angles XAX\ YBT, ZCZ with the circle; and

/*, Q^ R the three intersections of the three pairs of lines UU'
and A'A", VV and YY\ WW and ZZ \ then since, by the

general property (a) of the preceding article, the three points

P^ Qy R lie on the polars of the three points A^ i?, C with

respect to the circle ; thereforc, by the general property (IHO, 1*),

tlu-y lie on the axis of perspective of the triangle AUG and

its polar triangle A'B'C with respect to the circle; and there-

fore &c. And, in the case of a', \i A^ B^ C, as beforc, be the

three vertices of the triangle; A'A", IT', ZZ" the three seg-

ments intercepted on its opposite sides by the three pairs of

1

I A .-' /
J • \r' • #

^''--••ir J

KX^

tangents from them to the circle ; and P, Q^ S the three inter-

sections of the three second pairs of tangents XU and X'U'y

YV and r l", ZW and ZW from the three pairs of points

X and A", Y and 1", Z and Z' to the circle ; then since, by the

general property {a) of the preceding article, the three lines

PAy QBj RC pass through the poles of the three lines BC, CA,
AB with respect to the circle ; therefore, by the general property
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(180, r), they pass through the centre of perspective of the

triangle ABC and its polar triangle A'B'C with respect to the

circle ; and therefore &c.

Cor. In the particular cases when the circle either passes

through the three vertices or touches the three sides of the

triangle ; since then, in either case, the three lines UU\ VV\
WW

J
in a, are the polars of the three vertices, and the three

points P, Qj Bj in a', are the poles of the three sides, of the

triangle ABCj with respect to the circle ; the above properties

give consequently, in those cases, the two reciprocal properties,

established originally on other principles in Examples 3° and 4°,

Art. 137, and inferred subsequently, as particular cases, firstly,

from the two reciprocal theorems of Pascal and Brianchon

(148, a and h) respecting any hexagon inscribed and exscribed

to a circle, and afterwards, from the general property of

(180, 1°) respecting any two triangles reciprocal polars to each

other with respect to a circle.

263. By virtue of the same general property (180, 1°) re-

specting the perspective of every two triangles reciprocal polars

to each other with respect to a circle, the two reciprocal pro-

perties, b and h\ Cor. 5°, of the same article (261), supply the

following very elegant reciprocal solutions of the two reciprocal

problems

—

a. To construct a triangle at once exscribed to a given triangle

and inscribed to a given circle,

a'. To constricct a triangle at once inscribed to a given triangle

and exscribed to a given circle.

In a, if ABC be the given triangle ; A'B'C its polar triangle

with respect to the given circle ; and 2), j5J, F the three points

of intersection of the three concurrent connectors AA'^ BB'^

CC with the three corresponding sides B'C'^ C'A', A'B' of the

latter triangle ; then, of the six intersections of the three lines

EFy FDj DE with the circle, one set of three for different lines

determine one XYZ, and the other set of three the other

X'Y'Z'y of the two triangles required.

For, the three pairs of lines B'C and AD, C'A' and BE,

A'B' and CF being conjugate paire with respect to the circle

(174), and the three angles they determine being cut har-
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moiii ally I V the corresponding aogles of the tnuigle DEF
(Ktniiittii <l l>v their three vertices (242, a*); therefore, by pro-

pert v hy Cor. 5* of Art. 261, the three pairB of Uses YZ and

} iT, ZX and ZX\ XY and Xr pMi through the throe

points Aj BjC respectively ; and therefim Ac.

In a', if ABC (fig., page 98) be the given triangle; A'RC
its polar triangle with respect to the given circle ; X», A/^ X the

three coUiuear intersections of BO and B'C*f CA and C'A\
Ali and A'B'\ and P, Q^ R the three vertices of the triangle

dctcmiined by the three connectore o( L^ M^N with the corre-

sponding vertices A\ B", C of the polar triangle ; then, of the

six tangents from the three points P, Q^ R to the circle, one set

of three for different points determine one XYZ^ and the other

set of three the other X YZ\ of the two trtan^es required.

For, the three pairs of points A' and Z, B' and if, C and N
being conjugate pairs with respect to the circle (174), and the

three segments they determine being cut harmonically by the

corresponding sides of the triangle PQR determined by their

three axes (242, o) ; therefore, by property &', Cor. 5" of

Art. 261, the three pairs of points X and X\ K and F, Z
and Z' lie on the three lines BC^ CA, AB respectively; and

therefore &c.

Cor. In the particular case when the given triangle is

self-reciprocal with respect to the given circle (170), the two tri-

angles .i^C and A'B'C then coincide, and the two preceding

VOL. II. 11
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constructions are consequently indetenninate ; hence, as sliewn

already in Cor. 10°, Art. 261, the solutions of the two reciprocal

problems to conatntct a triangle either exscribed to a given tri-

angle and inscribed to its polar circle or inscribed to a given

triangle and exscribed to its polar circle are both indeterminate.

264. For every triangle self-reciprocal with respect to a

circle (170), the following metric relation results readily from the
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{general property a of Art 259, combined with the property of

very right-angled triangle given in 4°, Cor. 2*, Art. 83, via.

—

For any triangle self-reciprocal with reaptei to a circle^ tf
Ay Bj C be the thre« verticen^ AB, BS^ CI' the three tangent*Jirom

'liem to the circle^ and P any arbitrary point <m the latter^ then

ttlwaya—
ABT.iBPCy-i- B8:{CPA)*+ Cr.{APBy^0;

the qutttUitie* within the parentheeee ngnifying the areae of the

three triangles they respectivefy repreeeni.

For, if C7 be the vertex of tlie triangle internal to the circle,

Q the second intersection of the

line CP with the circle, V its m-
tunection with the aide AB of the

triangle opposite to C, and DU
the tangent from D to the circle

;

then since, from the hannonicism

of the system of four points CDPQ
(259, a),

CP* CP.CQ __ CT*
DP*"' DP.VQ' UU"

(Euc III. 35, 86), therefore, at ooce,

multiplying by the sqaaro oi ABy ^y

CP'.AB'.DIT + DP'.AB'.CT^^O,

from which, aaBoming for a moment that

Bir,ABr^AB^.B8*'-AB:DU\

it follows of coane, at once, that

CP'.BB^.AR' + CP'.Air.B8*+DP^.AB'.CT*^0,

which is manifestly equivalent to the above, the three parallelo-

grams CP.BDy CP,AD, DP.AB (see Bgure) being the doubles

of the three triangles BPC^ CPA^ APB respectively; and

therefore &c
To prove the relation aseumed in the above; if E and F

(8ce figure) be the two points invente at once to the circle and

to the line AB (149), which, by (156) and (177), lie both on the

circle on AB as diameter; then since, by (157), AR^AE^AF^
BS=BE=BFy DU^DE^DF, and since by the relation 4*,

li 2
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Cor. 2°, Art. 83, the two angles AEB and AFB being both

right (Euc. III. 31),

BD^.AE* + AD".BE" = AB\DE*,

and BB'.AF' + AD\BF' = AB^DF',
therefore BB'.AE' + AD'.BS' =AB\DW

;

and therefore &c.

265. The two following reciprocal properties, again of every

tetrastigra inscribed and of every tetragram exscrlbed to a

circle, result readily from those of Cor. 10°, Art. 62, and of 4°,

Cor. 2°, Art. 179, combined with those of Cora. 3° and 6°,

Art. 235, viz.

—

a. The four segments interested on any arbitrary line^ hy

any circle and by the three angles of connection of any inscribed

tetrastigm^ have a common segment of harmonic section^ real or

imaginary.

a. The four angles subtended at any arbitrary pointy by

any circle and by the three chords of intersection of any exscribed

tetragram^ have a common angle of harmonic section^ real or

imaginary.

To prove a. If L and i', M and Jf, N and N' be the three

pairs of opposite connectore of the tetrastigm ; X and X'y Y and

Y'y Z and Z' their three paire of intersections with the line

;

and P and Q the two intersections of the latter with the circle

;

then since, by the property. Cor. 10°, Art. 62,

PL. PL' = PM.PM' = PN.PN",

QL. QL' = QM. QM'= QN. QN'
;

and, since evidently, by pairs of similar triangles,

PL PX PM PY
QL QX' QM~ QY'
PL' FX' PM' PY'
QL' QX" QM'~ QY"

therefore, at once, by division.

PN PZ
QN- QZ'

FN' PZ'
QN' ~ QZ '

PX.PX' PY.PY'
QX.QX' QY.QY'-

PZ.PZ'
QZ.QZ'

and therefore &c. ; the three segments XX'^ FF, ZZ' having
consequently, by (235, Cor. 3°), a common segment of harmonic
section, real or imaginary, with the segment PQ.
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To prove a. If P and P', Q and Q^ i? and i? be the tbre6

pairs of opposite intersections of the tetragnun ; U and U\
V and V\ W and W their three pairs of connectors with the

point ; and L and M the two tangents from the Utter to the

circle; then since, by the property 4°, Cor. 2\ Art, ITH,

PL.FL QL.QL RL.R J.

and since, evidently, by (61),

PL onLU QL nnLV EL nnLW
FS^unMU' gSr"S3f?' SS^tmJiW

FM^tinMlT' QM^BinMV" RM" HinMW*
therefore, at once, by subititation,

fAnLU.nnLU' AnLV,KaLV' »nLW,unLW'
nnMU.tinMU' * naMV.nnMV " nnJiW.unMW '

and therefore Ac ; the three anglet UU\ VV\ WW' baTing

consequently, by (335, Cor, 6*), a common angle of harmonic

section, real or imaginary, with the angle L^f,

The above reciprocal properties eridently Terify, for the

particular cases of tetrastigms inacribed and of tetragrama ex-

scribod to circles, the general propertiea eatablisbed for all

tetrastigms and tetragrams in Cor. 3*, Art 945.

Cor. 1*. The extremities of the common segment of har-

monic section, in the former case, being conjugate points, by

(245, Cor. r, ITjy with respect to the tetrastigm, and, by

(259, a), with respect to the circle ; and the sides of the common
angle of harmonic section, in the latter case, being conjugate

lines, by (245, Cor. 1*, &), with respect to the tetragram, and,

by (259, o'), with respect to the circle ; hence, from the above,

it ap{)car8 that

—

a. Evertf hoo conjugate points icun respect^to any tetrastiffm

in»cnbod to a circle art ootu'ugatepouOB v>ik rttptel to tke drde,

a. Eoerjf two conjugate lme$ with retpect to any ttiragram ea>

$cribed to a circle are conjugate lines with retpect to tMe circle.

COK. 2°. Since, for every two points conjugates at once with

respect to a circle and to any inscribed tetrastigm, the four polars

of cither, with respect to the circle and to the 'three angles of
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connection of the tctrastigin, pass through the other (174, and

245, Cor. 5°,/') ; and since, for every two lines conjugates at

once with respect to a circle and to any exscribed tctragrani,

the four poles of either, with respect to the circle and to the

three chords of intersection of the tetragrara, lie on the other

(174, and 245, Cor. 5", /) ; hence also, from the above, it

appears that

—

a. The four polars of any pointy with respect to any circle

and to the three angles of connection of any inscribed tetrastigm^

are concurrent.

a. The four poles of any line^ with respect to any circle

and to the three chords of intersection of any exscribed tetragram^

are collinear.

Cor. 3*. The centre of any circle and the line at infinity

being pole and polar to each other vnth respect to the circle

;

it appears, from the latter properties, for the particular cases

when the point in a is the centre of the circle and when the

line in a' is the line at infinity, that

—

a. The three jiolars of the centre of a circle^ with respect to

the three angles of connection of any inscribed tetrastigm, are con-

current with the line at infinity.

a'. The three poles of the line at infinity^ vnth respect to the

three chords of intersection of any tetragram exscribed to a circle^

are collinear with the centre of the circle.

The pole of any segment with respect to the line at infinity

being the middle point of the segment (216, 3°) ; the latter

property a may be stated, otherwise thus, as follows

—

In every tetrastigm determined by four tangents to a circle^

the three middle points of the three chords of intersection of the

figure are collinear with the centre of the circle.

This property the reader may very easily verify, h priori^

for himself.

Cor. i". Again, every point at infinity and the diameter of

any circle perpendicular to its direction being pole and polar

to each other with respect to the circle ; it appears also, from

the same properties, for the particular cases where the point in

a i« at infinity and where the lino in a passes through the centre

of the circle, that

—

1
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o. TKe three polars cf any point at u^/mitjf^ with rtapeet to

the three angles of connection of any tetraatigm nuonbed to a

circle
J
are conourrwU with the diamtter tf ikt eMe ptrpendioular

to the direction of the poinL

a. The three poles of any diameter of a om;2e, with respect

to the three chords of intersection of any tetragram emoribed to

the dreUy are coUinear with the point at injinity in the direeUon

perpendiadar to the diameter,

Cou. 5*. A^un, every point on a circle and the tangent at

it to the circle being polo and polar to each other with routed

to the circle ; it appears also, ftt>m the same properties, for the

particular cases when the point in a is on the circle and when
the lino in a touches the circle, that

—

a. The three polars of any point on a circic, trith respect to

the three angles of eonneelMm of any inserted t^rast^m^ are am-
current with the tangent at the point.

a'. The three poles of any langmt to a circle^ with respect to

the three d^ords of intersection of any eaeaertbed teiragram, are

ooUmear with the point of contact of the tangent.

Cob. 6*. In the particalar cases, of the original properties

of the present article, when the arbitrary line in a it the line

at iiitinity and when the arbitrary point in a' is the centre of

the circle; since, by (260, 1*, o'), erery two points harmonic

conjugates with rMpwt to the two carcnUr points at infinity

subtend right anglea at all p(Mnts not at infinity, and since,

by (216, 3"), the sides of all right angles are the bisectors of

all angles they cut hannonically ; it appears, consequently, ivMn

them, for those particular cases, that

—

a. In every tetraetigm inscribed to a circle^ the three atgments

intercepted by the three angles of connection on the luw at ii^ity

stdUendateverypoint threeangleshavingacomwtonpairofbisectors.

a'. In every tetragram eeeteribed to a circle, the three angles

subtended by Ae three chords of intersection at the centre of the

oirde have a common pair ofhiaectors.

These properties, like those of Cor. 3°, the reader may easily

verify, h priori^ for himself.

266. The two following reciprocal properties, analogous to

those of Art. 246, are evident from those <^ Art. 259, via.

—
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d. Ifon a variable line Z, turning round a fixed point 0, and

intersecting a fiaxd circle A^ at two variable points X^ and JT,,

a variable point P be taken so as to satisfy the relation

ox, OJ, '

the point P moves on a fixed line I; the polar^ viz.j of the point

with respect to the circle.

a'. If through a variable point P, moving on a fixed line /,

and subtending a fixed circle A^ by two variable tangents U^

and Z^, a variable line be drawn so as to satisfy the relation

BinLU^ 8mi?7g_

the line L turns round a fixed point ; the pole^ viz.^ of the line

1 with respect to the circle.

For, in the case of a, the two points and P, being har-

monic conjugates with respect to the two X, and X^ (214), are

conjugate points with respect to the circle (259), and therefore

&c. (175, 1°); and, in the case of a', the two lines I and X,

being harmonic conjugates with respect to the two Z7, and U^

(214), are conjugate lines with respect to the circle (259), and

therefore &c. (175, 1°).

267. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article,

respecting a single circle, are evidently particular cases of the two

following, respecting a system of any number of circles; which

are analogous to those of Art. 248 respecting a system of any

number of lines, and with the establishment of which we shall

conclude the present long Chapter.

a. If on a variable line X, turning round a fixed point 0,

and intersecting any system offixed circles A^^ P^, C^, dx. at a

system ofpairs of variable points X, and X,, Yj and Y^^ Z^ and Z^^

dec.
J
a variable point P be taken so as to satisfy the relation

/PX PX,\ . /PY^ PY\ (PZ^ PZ\ . ^

a, ft, c, <fec. being any system of finite multiples^ positive or

negative ; the point P moves on a fixed line i, termed the polar

of the point with respect to tJie system of circles A^j -B^, C^, dx.

for the system of multiples a, ft, c, dr.
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a. If through a variable point P, moving on a foctd line 7,

and subtending any system offixed cireles A^^ B^j C,, dx. by a

system cfpairs of variable tangents U^ and U^y V^ and F„ W^ and

)r,, dx.j a variable line L be draum so tu to satisfy the relation

(
BlnLU, sinLU,\ (BvnLV, nnLV,\
KunlU,

*
iinlUj'^ \anIV^ ^ fonlVj

/sinZIT. sinZfT.x -

Vsin/JTj Bin/Fr,/

a, by Cy d'c. being any system of finite mult^plet^ positive or

negative ; the line L twms round a fixed point Oy termed tke pole

of the line I unth respect to the system of eirelet A^^ B^^ C^^ <jfce.

for the system ofmultiples a, &, r, <£e.

To prove a. U X, Y, Z^ &c be the aerenl points of inter-

sectioD of the variablo line L with the several polan A^ B^ C,

&c. of the fixed point with respect to the several fixed circles

A^y B^y C^y Sic. 'y thou sinco, from the haruionicism of the several

systems of four points OXX^X^ YY^ Y^y OZZ^Z^ &c, what-

ever be the position of P on their common axis, by (220, a),

IT?, ^, *'or»

irz'^ oz.'^ uz' ^'

which, multiplied horizontaUj by a, by c, ScCy and added verti-

cally, give the equality

from which it follows that when either equivalent m 0, so is

the other also ; but whcu the latter equivalent ^ 0, then, by

(248, a), the point F lies on the polar of the point trtStA reepect

to the system of lines Ay By Oy dx. for the system of muUipUe
OybyCy dkc; and therefore &c

To prove a. If Uy F, TT, &c be the several lines of con-

nection of the variable point P with the several poles Ay By (7,

&c. of the fixed line I with respect to the several fixed circles
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A^, jB^, Cj, &C. ; then since, from the harmonicism of the several

systems of four lines lUU^U,, IVV^K, IWW^W^, &c., what-

ever be the direction of L through their common vertex, by

(220, a'),

sinLÛ 81^^^, _ „ ^^T^LU

BmTU, "^
si^/f7,

~ smIU'

sinLV^ siniFj_ smLV
sin/F;

"*"

smlF, ~ imIF '

siniTF. sini^TF, ^ siniPT „

sin/lF; smlW^ siui ^v"

which, multiplied horizontally by a, J, c, <Sx., and added verti-

cally, give the equality

„ f /sini 27 sinZZJA) „ „ / sinZC^N

{ Vsm/c/, sinlU^J) \ sm/c//

'

from which it follows that when either equivalent = 0, so is

the other also ; but when the latter equivalent = 0, then, by

(248, a'), the line L passes through the pole of the line I with

respect to the system of points A^ B^ (7, <Scc. for the system of

multiples a, 6, c, &c. ; and therefore &c.

The above very general properties are not reciprocals in the

same sense as those of Art. 248, to which they are analogous

;

each, to an arbitrary circle, reciprocating, not into the other,

but into the corresponding property of the figures of more

general forms into which circles reciprocate for all positions of

the centre of reciprocation not coinciding with their own (172).

Cor. It being evident from the above demonstrations,

that—

a. The polar of any pointy with respect to any system of

circles^ for any system of multiples^ is the same as if the several

circles were all removed^ and replaced hy the several polara of

the point with respect to themselves.

a. The pole of any line, with respect to any system of circles^

for any system of multiples^ is the same as if the several circles

were all removed^ and replaced by the several poles of the line

with respect to themselves.

All questions concerning the pol&rs of points or the poles

of lines, with respect to systems of circles, for systems of
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multiples, maj therefore, in all cases, be regarded as reduced

to the corresponding questions in which the several circles are

replaced by lines in the former case and by points in the

latter case, the main points connected with which have been

already very fully discussed in Arts. 246 to 251 at the cloM
of the preceding Chapter.
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CHAPTER XVI.

THEORY OF ANHARMONIC SECTIOX.

268. When a line, or angle, AB, U cut at two points, or by

two lines, C and i), each ratio of ratios of the two pairs of seg-

ments, or of the sines of the two pairs of segments, into which it

divided, is termed an anharmonic ratio of the section of the line,

or angle, by the two points, or lines.

Thus, if ^C : BC, or sin^C : sin^C, =m, and AD : BD,

or %\nAD : amBD^ =n, the two ratios m : n and n : in are

what are termed anharmonic ratios of the section of the line, or

angle, AB^ by the two points, or lines, C and D
; for any line or

angle^ ABj every tioo points or lines of section^ C and 2), determine

therefore two different anharmonic ratios^ reciprocals of each other.

The name " anharmonic*' was given to this simple function

of the section of a line or angle by Chasles, who was the first

to perceive its utility and to apply it extensively in geometry

;

because that in the particular case when m and n are equal in

magnitude and opposite in sign, the section of the line or angle

becomes what from ancient times had been familiarly known

as " harmonic," and which from its special importance has been

treated of separately in Chapter xiii.

269. The two anharmonic ratios of the section of a line

or angle AB by any two points or lines of section C and Z>,

like every other pair of magnitudes reciprocals to each other,

have of course always the same sign, positive if C and D be

both external or both internal, and negative if one be external

and the other internal \o AB] but the positions, absolute or

relative, of C and Z), being quite arbitrary, either may have any

absolute magnitude from to qo , and the other the reciprocal

of the same from x to 0.
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When either auharmonic ratio = 0, the other = oo ; and,

conversely, when either = » , the other = ; in both those

extreme cases it is evident that one or other of the two points or

lines of section, C and i>, coincides with one or other of the

two extremities of the line or angle, A and B.

XN'^hen either anharmonic ratio =±1, the other alao «± 1

;

these are the onlj two caaos in which the two anharmonic ratios

of the section of a line or angle are equal, + 1 and — I being

the only two numbers which are equal to their reciprocals; in

the latter case the section of the line or angle is, as already

noticed, harmonic; and in the former case it is evident that either

the two points or lines of section, C and Z>, or the two extre-

mities of the line or ang^e, A and By ooindde with each other.

Fur t/w three jxirttctdar vdlue$ cf either a$^karmontc ratto of
the ee^ion cf a line or angle AB by two pointa or lines C and />,

0, 00 , and -f 1, eome two of the four pomte or linet A^ B^ C, Z>,

therefore^ coincide. For every otber rahie of «tiier, boweTer,

they are all four distinct irom each other.

270. When for one of the two points or lines of section,

D Buppoee, the two simple ratios for the single section each

a 1, that is, when D is the point or line of external bisection of

the segment or angle AB ; then, whatever be the position of the

other point or line of section (7, the two anharwumie ratioejor the

double eection by C and D eomhinedf become in that ca$e the two

simple ratioe for the tingle eection by C alone. This particular

case Is deserving of special attention, not only on account of

its comparative simplicity, but because, as we shall presently

see, every other case of emharmonic tedtion of a line or amgle^

whatever be the positions of the two pomte or Unet qfeeetionf

may be reduced to it,

271. When two segments, or angles, or a s^^ent and an

angle, AB and A'B\ are cut in equal anharmonic ratios by two

pairs of sectors, C and Z>, C and />*, they are said to be cut

equianhttrmonically ; and so, also, is the same segment, or angle,

AB^ when cut in equal anharmonic ratios by two different pairs

of sectors, C and 2>, C and U. A more general definition of

the relation of equianharmonicism will be given further on.
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Two pairs of lines, L and 3f, L' and M\ are said sometimes

to intersect, and sometimes to divide, two segments, AB and

A'B\ equianharmonically, when their pairs of intersections with

their axes divide them equianharmonically ; and, two pairs of

points, P and (?, P' and Q\ are said sometimes to subtend, and

sometimes to divide, two angles, AB and A'B\ equianharmoni-

cally, when their pairs of connectors with their vertices divide

them equianharmonically. These modes of expression are

frequently employed for shortness in the applications of the

theory of anharmonic section.

272. When a segment or angle AB ts cut equianharmonically

hy the two pairs of sectors C and 2), C and D'j it is also cut

equianharmonically hy the two pairs G and C'j D and!)'; and

conversely.

For since, by hypothesis,

AC -42) _ -40' . ad; 8in^C^ 8in^2) _ 8in^a ' sin^jy
^

BC' BD~ BC' BD' '
^^' ^mBG ' smBB ~ smBC ' smBI)'

'

Therefore, at once, by alternation,

AC AC^_:AD^ AD' ^xuAG fCmAC BmAD %mAU
BC ' BC ~ BD ' BD '

°''' smBC ' BmBC ~ bIuBD ' sinBD''

and therefore &c.

In exactly the same manner it may be shown, in accordance

with the mode of expression noticed at the close of the pre-

ceding article, that when a segment AB is divided equianhar-

monically by the two pairs of lines L and J/, L' and M\ it is also

divided equianharmonically hy the two pairs L and L\ MandM';
and that when an angle AB is subtended equianharmonically by

the two pairs of points P and Qj P and Q^ it is also subtended

equianharmonically by the two pairs P and P*, Q and Q'. For

since, in the two cases, respectively,

AL AMAL AW_ AP AQ_AF AQ^
BL ' BM ~ BD ' BM' '

*°
' BP' BQ" BF ' Bq ''

therefore, at once, by alternation, in the two, respectively,

Ah AL^ AM MV_ AP AP' AQ AQ
BL' BL'" BM' BM" "^^^ BP' BP ^ BQ' BQ''

and therefore &c.
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The following is an obvious oorollaiy from the above

:

When a mgment or ctngle AB i» cut harmcmoafly by the

hpo spgmenta or angle* XY and X'Y*y it i» cut ejuianMarmoni-
cally by the two XX* and YY. And also evtry hoo Hum L and

M and their two poles P tmd Q with reaped to any tegmemt AB^
or any two points P and Q and their two polars L andM with

respect to any angle AB, divide the segment or angh egui"

anhttrmoniccdly.

273. T%e two anharmomie ratios of the section cf any $egwtent

or tmgie AB by any two points or Unes and D are the same

in magnitmde and m/m at thoss of the eeetion of the segwteni or

tmgie CD by the two points or linm A and B.

For, by simple altemarion,

AC
BC'

AD CAm CB tuiAC
DB' ^"^^ smBd'

uaAD nnCA
tmBD " hinDA

tAnCB

smJUB'

and

AD
BD

AC CB
DB'

OA tinAD
DA' ""'' tSnJW)'

tinAC uaCB
mnBC^mnDB'

tnnCA

maDA'

and therefore &c
Of this general property of anharmonic section, from which

it appears that every two segments having a common axis^ or

angles having a comwum vsrieXy AB and CD, cut each oAer egui"

anharmonicallyy the proper^ of harmonic section proved in

Art. 218 is obviously a particular case.

In the same manner exactly it may be shown, in aooordanoe

with the mode of expression noticed at the dose of Art. 271,

that the two aitharmonio ratioe of the section of any segment or

angle AB by any two Unes or psmts and D are the same in

magnitude and M/n as those of the angle or segment CD by the

two points or lines A and B.

For, since in tttfaer case, by simple alternation,

4c AD CA CB , AD AC CB CA
BC'bd" DA'DB' *°**'

'SD''Bd''Dh'' UI'
therefore &c This important property of anharmonic section,

from which it appears that every segment and angle^ AB and

CDj however ciroumstanced as to magnUude or position^ divide
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each other equianharmonically^ will be presently considered

under another form.

The sign common to the two reciprocal equianharraonic

ratios determined by the mutual section of two segments or

angles, or of a segment and angle, AB and 0Z>, depends of

course on the relative positions of their respective extremities,

A and B^ C and D] being obviously negative when those of

one alternate with those of the other in the order of their

occun-ence, and positive when they do not.

274. As four points on a common axis or rays through a

common vertex A^ J5, C, D determine, whatever be their order

and disposition, six different segments or angles corresponding

to each other two and two in three sets of opposite pairs BG
and AD^ CA and BD^ AB and CD ; and as, by the preceding,

the two segments or angles constituting each pair of opposites

cut each other in the same two anharmonic ratios, reciprocals of

each other ; it follows, therefore, that four points on a common

axis or rays through a common vertex determine in general six

different anharmonic ratios^ in pairs reciprocals of each other.

These three pairs of reciprocal ratios corresponding to the

three pairs of opposite segments or angles BC and AD^ CA
and BD^ AB and CD, are respectively as follows :

For four points on a common axis,

BA BD . CA CI) BA.CD , CA.BD
CA' CD BA' BD' ^^' CA.BD ^^ BA.CD' "-^^''

CB CD AB AD CB.AD , AB.CD
AB'AD ^""^ CB'-UD' '''' TB.CD ^^'^ CKAD'-'^'

AC AD . SC BD AC.BD BC.AD
BC' BD *"*^ AC''AD' '''*' BC.AD *"'* AC.BD' '•^^^^'

For four rays through a common vertex,

amBA
^
aiuBD . sin CA si

BiaCA '

sin CD m^BA ' smBD

'

sinBA . sin CD . sin CA . sinBD
nn CA.amBD hw^BA.sm CD'

amBA aiuBD . sinCA ainCD
and

BinBA. am CD . amCA.amBD ,,,.

•»m< v^^A .»•• .•-'.i^ atLA j^.^^ ,oixx \y.±^

sin CB sin CD , amAB amAD
ainAB ' amAD amCB ' nnCD '
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Sin CB.ninAD , nnAB.timCD . „
^^' unAB.smCD smCB.funAD' ^ ^*

tmA C ainAD . nnBC tinBD
^BC ' wxBD '^AC'unAD '

nnAC.miBD . anBC.nnAD /«.>'

'*'''

t^nBCtauAD ^^"^ onAC.ainBD' ^ ''

which maj, for convenieooe, be represented in either case by the

abridged notation P and -p, Q and ^^i ^ uid -j^ respective!j

;

and whidi, as ia evident from mere inspection of their values,

are connected in either case by the rolatiora

P.Q.R^-l and^.^.;^.-I.

275. In the case of points on a common axis, if any one of

the four, D suppose, be at inBnity, the six nmple ratios BDiCD
and CD :BD, CD: AD tad AD: CD, AD: BDnnd BD: AD,
into which that point enters, are all » 1 ; and the six anhannonic

ratios for the entire four A, B, (7,D become consequently the six

simple ratios for the remaining three A, B, C\ which, in the

order above given in the general ease, vis., for BC cut at ^,
for CA cut at B, and for AB cut at C, are rei^Mctively as

follows,

BA ,CACB. AB AC , BO
CA^^BA' AB^^CB' mJ^^AO''

and which are evidently connected by the same relations as in

the g^eral case.

To this comparatively simple case it will appear in the sequel

that every other case of anhannonic ratio, whether of points

or rays, whatever be the order or dispontion of either, mar
be reduced.

276. Whatever be the order and disposition of four points

or rays constituting a row or pencil, A, B, C, />, it is evident

that of the three pairs of reciprocal entharmonie ratios they dettr-

mine two are always positive and the third always negative;

the negative corresponding to the pair of opposite segments or

angles they determine whose extremities alternate with each

OU II. I
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other in the order of their succession, and the two positive to

the two pairs whose extremities do not so alternate. Hence, as

seen above, for three of them P, Q, i2, and for their three

reciprocals, the product of any three of them of diflferent pairs is

always negative.

When three points or rays of an anharmonic system, any

one of its six anharmonic ratios, and the order in which the

four constituents enter in the formation of the ratio are given,

the fourth point or ray is of course implicitly given also; its

determination depending only on the section of a given segment

or angle into two parts whose lengths or sines shall have a

given magnitude and sign.

277. The six anharmonic ratios Pand -p , Q and -^ , R and -r=

determined hy the same row offour points or pencil offour rays

Aj Bj Cj D are connected two and tux) by the three relations

'«+^='' ^+1=*' «+?=••

whatever be the order and disposition of the constituents of either.

For, since for every system of four points -4, 5, O, Z) on a

common axis, whatever be their order and disposition (82),

BC.AI)+ CA.BD +AB.CD^O (a);

and, since for every system of four rays A^ B^ O, D through a com-

mon vertex, whatever be their order and disposition (82, Cor. 3°),

%mBC. sinAD + sinCA . sinBB + sin AB. sinCD = .,. (a)

;

therefore, dividing each successively by each of its three com-

ponents, the three relations above given result at once in each case.

In the particular case of points on a common axis, when
one of the four D is at infinity, since then P= BA : CA^

Q = CB : AB^ R = AC : BC, the above relations are evident

to mere inspection; and to this comparatively simple case, as

already stated, all others may be reduced.

From the above relations, combined with those already given,

it appears that the six anharmonic ratios of the same row or

pencil of four points or rays, though in general all different,

are never independent of each other, but that, on the contrary,

whatever be the order and disposition of the constituent points
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or rajs, they are aUoaya m emmeokd with each olier Aat amy

one of the entire »ix delermmee the remtaimmg Jii>e ; so that if any

one of them be giTen or knowDf all the othere maj be regarded

as implicitly giVen or known with it.

P— 1
Thus, BuppoRJng P known, tlirn. fruni the above, Q^—p—

and B » -—„; and the three i', v, u thus known, so of oootm

are their three redprocab, which are the remaining three rattoo.

As an example, let P« — 1, that is, let the row or pencil form

an hannonic system (213); then ^-9 and R^\. Hence,

when foor points or rays form an harmonic row or pencil,

and when therefore one pair of their reciprocal anharmonic

ratios » — 1, the other two pairs are S and }, and \ and 9

re^wctively; the same results obtained in a different maaner

in Art. 219.

278. Whtn two twee offfmr pointt or ftmeiU offimr ray§^ v

or a row offoitr pouita and a pmeU off^ rqf*t A^B^C^D ^
and A'f Ry C, //, are eueh thai a eimgie amharmumie ratio u the

tame for both eyeteme^ the entire eix anhannomie ratiot are the

taate fur both evHetne.

For, denoting by P and ^, Q and ^, J? and -^ the mx

for the sjvtem .4 P ^. />, and by P and ^ , (^ and 4

,

R and <jn the six for the i^ttem A\ B'y O', 1/ ; naee, by

the preceding article.

when Pm P, then Q^Q and B^R, and therefore &c the

reciprocals of equal magnitudes being of coarse eonal.

Two rows of four points or pencils of four raya, or a row of

four points and a pencil of four rays, thus related to each other

that the six anharmonic ratios are the same for both systems,

are said to he equiaaharmonic (27 1) ; and the pairs of constituents,

A and A\ R and B\ and C, D and i/, which enter simiUriy

into the several purs of equal ratios, are said to be eorrtap&ndmg

or homoiogou* pairp.

12
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In every case of equianharmonicism between two systems of

four constituents, Aj B^ Cj D and A'^ B\ C", Z>', which cor-

respond two and two in pairs, A and A\ B and B\ C and C,

D and U^ when three pairs of corresponding constituents and

one constituent of the fourth pair are given, the second

constituent of the fourth pair is of course implicitly given

also. Various constructions for determining it will be given

further on.

CoR. 1°. Since for every two equianharmonic systems of

four constituents A^ B, 0, I) and A'^ B^ C", i>', by the above,

P=F^ Q= Q\ R=^R\ therefore for the same, by (277),

i2+-i=l, i'+;^ = l, ^+p = l,

relations often of much use in establishing the circumstance of

equianharmonicism between two systems of four constituents

when the simpler relations P= P*, Q= Q\ R = R' are not as

readily applicable.

CoR. 2°. Since two or more magnitudes ofany kind when equal

to the same magnitude are equal to each other, it follows evi-

dently, from the nature of equianharmonicism, as above explained,

that when two or more systems offour constituents A\ B\ C\ U ;

A'\ B'\ 0", D" ; A"\ B"\ C", D" ; &c. are equianharmonic

with the same system A^ Bj C, Z), they are equianharmonic with

each other.

279. Dr. Salmon has employed the following very con-

venient notation for expressing the equianharmonicism of two

or more systems of four constituents -4, Bj C, i> ; -4', i?', C", i>'

;

A'\B", C'\D'', &c. viz.:

[ABCD] = [AECU] = {A"B'C"U']=&c.,

where the symbol [ABCD] is regarded as the general represen-

tative of the entire six anharmonic ratios for the system -4,

jB, C, 2>; [A'B'C'D] as that of the entire six for the system

A'.B', C, //; {A"B"C"n'\ as that of the entire six for the

Sjrttem A'\ B'\ C'\ U' ; &c. and where the letters representing

corretpondxng constituents are invariably written in the same
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order in all ; so that the corretpontfing g^aps of ratios, which

alone arc equnl in the several ^tema, may be evident to in-

gpectlon, without the trouble of seeking for, or the danger of

mistaking them. We shall employ the same notation generally

in the comparison of eqoianharmonic systems.

And in the same manner as the MotolHm [ABCD] is to be

regarded as thie general symbolical representative of the entire

six anharmonic ratios of the i^stem of four constituents Ay By

Cy iJy the precaution respecting similarity of order being in-

variably observed in ail cases of comparison with other systems,

so the fxprttaion ^ anharmonic ratio of four points or rays"

when used, as it constantly is, in the singular number, is to be

regarded as the general nominal representative of the entire

six for the system ; the same precaution reelecting similarity of

order being invariably attended to in all cases of comparison

between two or more systems.

As the symbol [ABCD] is employed to denote, in the sense

above explained, the anharmonic ratio of the system of fonr

points Ay By Cf D when collinear, or of the system of four lines

Ay By Cy D whcD coDcurrcnt', so, for sbortneaa, the symbol

[O.ABCD] is employed to represent, in the same mom, the

anharmonic ratio of the pencil of four lines by which the tyttem

of four points Ay By C, />, whether collinear or not, connects

with the vertex O, or of the row of four points at which the

system of four lines Ay By C, />, whether concurrent or not,

intersects with the axis O.

280. Antf order of tki Jirnr eonrtituents of an anharmonie

system of points or raysy Ay By C, D supposSy may be altered

in Ares different ways, via. wto By Ay Dy C, or Cy Z), Ay By

or Dy Cy By Ay vntkout affsttmgy either in magnitude or signy

any of the six anharmonie ratios of the system corresponding

to that order.

To prove this, or, which is the same thing, to shew that

alwavB
[ABCD] » [BADC] - {CDAB) - [DCBA\y

it will only bo necessary (278} to establish its truth for any
one of the six ratios for the first order, compared with the three

that correspond to it in the other three.
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^ , ^ BA.GD
Taking then arbitrarily any one for the first, ^^ ^j^

. . . sin5^ . sin (7Z>

suppose, for the case of points, or its analogue . ^, .
—
"ZTWn

for the case of rays, and placing beside it its three correspondents

in the other three ; we have, for the whole four, the system

BA.CD AB.DG DG.AB CD.BA
CA.BD' DB.AC AG.DB' BD.GA'

in the case of points, or the analogous system

amBA.iAnGD fimAB.smDG ^mPG.miAB fCxnGD.miBA

sin CM. sin^Z>' sinZ^jB.sin^C sin^C.sini)^' sin^i^.sinC^

in the case of rays ; which on mere inspection are seen, in either

case, to be equal both in magnitude and sign.

In comparing together the preceding, or any other four

equivalent orders ; it appears that, to go from any order to an

equivalent order, any two of the four constituents may he inter-

changed provided the remaining two be interchanged also.

Hence the following simple rale for the formation from any

given order of its three equivalents, viz. every interchange of two

constituents is to he accompanied by the interchange of the other

tivo ; this is Chasles' rule, the reason of which is evident from

the obvious signification of the double interchange as regards

the three pairs of opposite segments or angles determined by the

four points or rays of the system.

Cor. Since, from the above, for any row of four points or

pencil of four rays Aj Bj C, Z),

[ABGD] = [BADG] = {GDAB} = {DGBA} .... (a)

;

and since again, for any other row of four points or pencil of

four rays A\ B^ C, U^
\AB'G'U\ = \B'ADC'\ = {G'iyA'B'}^{iyC'B'A']... (a')

;

it follows therefore that the equality of any one of the four

equivalents of group a to any one of the four of group a',

whether the two compared correspond to each other or not, is

sufficient to establish the equianharmouicism of the two systems,

if so related to each other. This is an important consideration

of which frequent use is made in the applications of the theory

of anhannouic section.
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281. There is one, and but one, earn m iMck one pair cf

constituents of an atiAarmomio raw or pemeO^ wkam aUfmr dia-

tinctfrom each otker^ may he interchanged^ mthout requiring the

simuUaneoue interehaage
(jf

the other pair in crdar to preserve

the anharmomc equivalence cf the dumged io the ordinal order

;

viz. when the system is harmonic, and when the interchanged

O'l' '- are conjugates,

I MVMtem A, Bf CfDhe sach that

[ABCD] - {ABDCl
then, according as it comists of points or raya,

AC AD AD AC mnAC muAD nnAD mbAC
'Ed' BD"^ BD'BU'^^'mW'K^W^K^JW'tmBG'
and therefore, as the case may be,

AC AD tinAC tmAD
7^' ED' ^' axnBC'wiBD* "*

»

but, for the positire sign the two points or rajs C and D
coincide (269), and, for the negative sign they are harmonic

couju^tcs with respect to the two A and B (213); and there-

fore &c
Of all critena <>i tiie inutual barnioiiic section ot two

segments or angles AB and CD (218), the above relation

[ABCD] • [ABDC] is probablj the mo«t unlTcreall/ applicable,

especially in the higher departments of geometry. JSereral

examples of its appUcatioo wUl bo given in the sequel ; and it

will appear that, in some of the cases of harmonic section

established in the two preceding chapters, it might, under a

different order of treatment, have replaced with advantage the

cnteria employed.

282. When two systems cf any common nmmher ef eonsti'

tuentSy both of pointsj or both of rays^ or one ofpoints and one

ofraysy A, B, C, Z>, E, F, O, Ac and A\ B\ C\ D, E, F, 0\
doc which correspond in pairsj A and A\ B and B\ C and C\
D and D, E and E\ F and Fj O and O, dx, are such that

any three pairs ofcorresponding constituents^ A and A\ B and B\
C and C'f form equia$»harmonic systems with every other pair^

D and U, E and F, F and -P, Q and 0\ dx. then aiso 1%

every two of the former and every two of the latter ; S*, every one
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cf the farmer and every three of the latter; 3°, every four of

the latter^ form equianharmonic systems.

To prove \% or to ahew that, when [ABCD\ = {A'B'C'n\

and {ABCE] = [A'B'C'E'], then [BCDE] = [B'C'nE'] and

[CADE] = [CAIXE'] and [ABDE] = [AB'D'E'].

Since, by hypothesis, [ABCD] = [A'B'C'D']^ therefore

BA BD fknBA bIuBI) _ B'A' B'D %mB'A' mxB'U
CA' Cl>^^ sinCA ' sinCD ~ C'A' ' CD' ^^

sin C'A' ' sin C'B '

and since, by hypothesis, [ABCE] = {A'B'C'E'}^ therefore

BA BE sinBA BmBE B'A' B'E' %xnB'A\^mB'E'

CA' CE^^ waCA ' s\nCE~ C'A' ' C'E'
^^ Bm C'A' ' sin C'E'

'

therefore, at once, by division of ratios,

BD BE mxBD sinBE B'D' B'E' BinB'D^ sinB'E'

CD ' CE^^ sin CD * sinC^ " CD' ' C'E'
^^ smC'D' ' sin C'E'

'

and therefore [BCDE] = [B'C'D'E'] ; and similarly

[CADE] = [CA'D'E] and [ABDE] = [A'B'D'E']
;

and therefore &c.

To prove 2°, or to ^shew that,

when [ABCD] = [A'B'C'D'] and [ABCE] = [A'B'CE']

and [ABCF] = [A'B'C'F'],

then [ABEF] = [A'D'E'F'] and [BDEF] = [B'D'E'F]

and
{
CDEF] =

{
CDE'F],

Since, by hypothesis,

[ABCD] = [A'B'CD'] and [ABCE] = [A'B'CE'}

and [ABCF] = [A'B' CF],
therefore by 1',

[ABDE] = [A'B'D^E] and [ABDF] = [A'B'B'F],

and therefore, by the same,

[ADEF] = [A'D'BF]
;

and similarly

[BDEF] = [B'D'E'F'} and [CDEF] = [CnEF}
;

and therefore &c
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To prove 3", or to shew that,

when {ABCD] = {A'RCn} and [ABCE] » {AE'CE"]

and [ABCF] = [A'BX'F] and [ABCG] - [A'B'C'O'l

then {DEFG} = {lyEFG'].

Since, by hypothesis,

{ABCD] - {A'B'C'B^] and {A8Ci?| - [A'ffC'E^

and {yl^CFj

»

[A'B'C'F'] and {il5CC7) - [^'jB'Ctr),

therefore, by 2*,

[ADEF] = [A'DET] and {^/)i:(7} - (^Ty^ey),

and therefore, by 1*,

{DEFcr,^[nErcr];
and therefore dx.

Two systems of any common number of constituents, A^ B^

C, /), E, jP, (?, &c and A, B', C, -C, £', F, 0', Ac, thus

corresponding in pairs, A and .^'i B and ^', C and CT, &o^
and thus related to each other that every foor pairs of oor-

responding constituents form eqaianharmoDie systems, have been

termed by Chasles komoffrapht'cj and will be treated of at length

under that denomination in another chapter. They occur wtry

frequently in the applications of the theory of anharmonic

section, and the relation between them may, when necessary,

be represented by the obvioos extenuon of Dr. Salmon's nota-

tion for simple equianharmontdsm between two systems of four

(279), viz.

:

[ABCDEFG, &c| - {AB'C'DEFQ\ &c|

;

the same precaution respecting order among the representa-

tives of corresponding constituents, so essential in the simpler,

being, of course, not less indispensable in the more general case.

See Art. 279.

Cos. r. If, while three pairs of corresponding constituents,

A and A^ B and J?, C and C, of two equianharmonic systems,

both of points, or both of rays, or one of points and one of rays,

A^ Bf C, D and A\ B\ C, ZX, are supposed to remain fixed,

the fourth pair, D and U^ be conceived to vary, preserving

always, however, the equianharmonicism of the two systems;

then, every two positions of the variable pair may be con-
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ceived to take the places of D and D\ E and E\ every three

positions those of D and D\ E and E\ F and i^, and every

four positions those of D and D\ E and E\ F and F\ O and 0\
in the preceding ; hence, from the above, it appears that

—

When a variable pair of constituents^ points^ or rays^ or a

point and ray^ D and U
^
form in every position equianharmonic

systems with three fixed pairs^ A and A\ B and B\ G and C,

then—
1°. Every tieo positions of D form^ with BC^ with CA^ and

with ABj systems equianharmonic with those formed by the two

correspondingpositions ofD\ with B'C\ with C'A\ and with A'B'.

2". Every three positions ofD form ^ with A, with Bj and loith

Cj systems equianharmonic with those formed by the three corre-

sponding positions ofD\ with A'j with B\ and with C.
3°. Every four positions of D form a system equianharmonic

with thefour corresponding positions of D'.

CoR. 2°. Since, during the variation of D and D\ In the

above, the relation [ABCD] = [A'B'CD'] is constantly pre-

served with A and A\ B and B\ C and C", therefore throughout

the entire variation

AD AG sinAD %xnAG A'U A'G' smA'D' BinA'G'

BD ' BG ^^ BiuBU ' s'lnBG ~ B'B' ' B'G'
"^^

BmB'B' ' bihB'G' »

and therefore, by alternation,

AD BlnAD A'D biqA'D _AG BinAG A'G' smA'G'
BD ^^

sinBD ' B'D ^^ amB'B ~ BG ^^ smBG ' B' G'
^^

BinB' G'

= a constant ratio, A, B, G and A'j B'j G' being fixed ; hence

it appears that

—

When two fixed segments or angles^ or a fixed segment and a

fixed angle^ AB and A'B\ are cut by two variable sectors^ D and

U^ so that, throughout their variation, y^j^ or -.—j^^ ; y^rrif <^
ji^ A'-D'

^ BD BinBD BD
J

—

-jrjy tn any constant rattOj then—
1*. Every two positions of D form with A and B a system

eqmanhannonic with thatformed by the two corresponding positions

qfD with A' and B'.

2\ Every three positions of D form with A and with B
tjfttems equianharmonic with those formed by the three corre-

tpondmg positions ofD with A' and with B'.
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'6". Every fimr pontiona efD form a nftiim ejmamAarntonic

with thefour eormpomding ponUomt cfU.

Cob. 8*. In the particular caie, of these latter |iropertiei,

when the two segosenta or angles AB and A'ff ooincide, ao

as to form but a slni^ segment or angle AB^ the ccnstant

. AD A'U nin^/) ViuAU
, .. /

.

"^^»<» iTn'-ETy o"" • iji> • • ~rv becomes then (smoeBD BU wxBu wanu *

A^A and B^B") the anharmonic ratio of the section of the

s^^ent or angle AB hj the two points or lines of section

D and J/ (968) ; benco it appears that

—

If a JuDtd atffmemi or amgle AB b§ emt •« any eonsfauif an-

harwumio rtUio bjf o variable pair o/teeiort D andD; tkm—
1*. Ecay two pooiHomt of D and the two eorreeponding poei-

tume ofB^form oquioMhanmome sysisws with A and B.

9*. Every throe pooitioma of D and the three oorreepomimg
poeitume ofDfarm fqmamharmomie eyeteme with A and wiA S,

8*. Every fow poeitione of D and the four eorreepotuUng

poettume of D form tfuianharmonie ijfihws.

Gob. 4*. In the pMtteolar oaae, of theae latter propertiea,

when the constant anharmonic ratio of the section - 1} thttt

is, when the section of the fixed segment or angle AB by the

Tariable pair of sectors /> and /X b constantly harmonic (218)

;

mnce then, and then only, [ABDB^\ {ABB^D} in erery position

of /> and />* (S81), that is, since then, and then only, the two

points or Imes of section are interchangeable in t\try position

without violating the constant anharmonic ratio of their section

of the fixed segment or angle AB; hence it appears that

—

When a fixed eegment or angle AB ie ad harmomioally by

a variable pair ofconjuyatee D and />*, them—
r. Every two poeitione of D and the two eorreepondiny

poeitione of D determine four conetituente^ every two of which

and their two eonjugatee form equianharmonie eyeteme with A
and R

2*. Every Area poekione of D and Ae three eorreeponding

poeitione of U determine eix eonetihunte^ every three of which

and their three eonjugatee fonn etfulanharmonic ayat^ma ufitlt A
and vticA B.

3*. Every four poeitione of D and the four corresponding
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portions of U determine eight constituents^ every four of which

and theirfour conjugates form equianharmonic systems.

OOR, 5\ When, in these latter properties, the two conju-

gates D and D' coincide, in one of their positions, with the two

ly and 2>, in another of their positions ; the properties them-

selves become evidently modified as follows

—

1*. Every position of D and the corresponding position of D'

determine two constituents ^ which taken in both orders form equi-

anharmonic systems with A and B.

2°. Every two positions of D and the two corresponding

positions of Df determine jour constituents^ every three of which

and their three conjugates form equianharmonic systems with A
and with B.

3°. Every three positions of D and the three corresponding

positions of D' determine six constituents^ every four of which

and theirfour conjugatesform equianharmonic systems.

N.B. To the principles established in this article the im-

portant modern theories, of nomographic Division, of Double

Points and Rays in nomographic Division, and of Involution,

may all be referred ; as will appear in the sequel in the chapters

in which they are severally discussed.

283. When two triads of points on a common axis or rays

through a common vertex^ Aj B, C and A\ B\ C", which corre-

spond in pairs, A and A\ B and B\ C and C", are such that any

tux) systems determined by four of the six constituents and their

four correspondents are equianharmonic^ then every two systems

determined by four of them and their four correspondents are

equianharmonic.

For, in either case, the relation

{BCAA'} = {B'C'A'A}, (iV
giyw at once, by (272) and (280), the two equivalent relations

IB'CAA'} = {BC'A'A} and {BC'AA']^{B'CA'A]';...{1');

the first of which, combined with the original, gives, by virtue

of the general property V of the preceding article, the relation

{CABB'] = {C'A'B'B], (2'),
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and with it, by (272) and (280), the two equivalent relations

[CABS'] ^{CA'B'B] and [C^'5^1 = {C'J^^} ; ...(2');

and the second of which, combined with the original, gives, by
virtue of the same general property, the relation

{ABCC']'~[A'B'C'C], (S*),

and with it, by (272) and (2S0), the two equivaleut relations

{A'BCC']''{AB'C'C} and {AB'CC']'-[A-BCCU„.{i')]

and, each of the six cases of anhannonic eqoivalenoe (1*), (8"),

(3*) and (1'), (2*), (8*) thus involving the remaming five, ther»-

fore&c.

Cor. 1*. That, for every two tnadt rioted a» above to eadk

otka-f iJke three tegmenta or atuflee^ AA\ BB\ CC^ deiermimed

by the three pair* of eorrttpomding eonetitttemtt^ A and A\ B amd

B'f C and C\ have a oomnton etgrnent or angle MN of harmomc
eeetion^ real or imagimarg^ (see 8*, Cor. &*, of the preceding

article), may be eanly shewn as follows : If MS bo the common
segment or angle of harmonic section, real or imaginaiy, of

any two of them, AA' and BB' suppose, then since, by 2*,

Cor. 5*, of the preceding artide,

[MBAA'\^\MVA'^, or, \MABB']^[MARB],

{NBAA'\^[NB'A'H], o'l {NABB']m[SA'B^B\',

and since, by relations (1*) and (O, or (2*) and (2'), of the above,

{CBAA']^\CB^A'A], or, [CABB'\~[C'A'B^B],

[C'BAA'\ - [CB^A'A], or, [C'ABB] ^[CA'B'B]
;

therefore, at once, in either case, by virtue of the general

property (3") of the preceding article,

{MNCC'\^[MNCC],

and therefore &c ; MN thus cutting CC also harmonically (281).

Cor. 2*. That ecerg three Unee through a point determine

with the three perpendiculare to them through the point a eyttem

of six rage related <u above to each other^ is evident from the

circumstance that every two pencib determined by four uf the
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six constituent rays and their four perpendiculars are similar,

and therefore equianliarmonic (278). And the general property

of Cor. r is obviously verified for this particular case by that

established on other principles in Art. 260, viz., that all right

angles^ having a common vertex^ have a common imaginary angle

of harmonic section^ viz.j that subtended at their common vertex

hy tlie two cyclic points at infinity.

N.B. The property of the present article has been made

by Chasles the basis of the modern theory of Involution, and,

as such, has been discussed by him at considerable length in

his Chapter on that subject.

284. When two equianharmonic systems of points on a

common axis or rays through a common vertex, A^ B^ C^ D and

A\ B'j C", 2^, are such that any tioo of their corresponding con-

stituents may he interchanged without violating their relation of
equianharmonicism^ then every two of their corresponding con-

stituents may he interchanged without violating their relation of
equianharmonicism.

For, in either case, the two relations

{ABCD} = [A'B'C'iy} and {A'BCD} = {AB'C'D'}

g^ve, by virtue of the general property 1° of Art. 282, the three

{AA'CD} = {A'AC'JD'}, [AA'DB] = [A'AD'B'],

{AA'BC] = {A'AB'G'],

and with thera consequently, by (272) and (280), the equi-

valent three

[AA'CD] = [A'AC'D], [AA'DB'] = [A'AJyB],

[AA'BC'] = [A'AB'C],

of which, the first terms of the second, third, and first, com-
bined respectively with the second terms of the third, first, and
second, give, by virtue of the same general property 1" of

Art. 282, the three

[AB'CD] = [A'BC'U], [ABC'D] = [A'B'CU],

[ABCn] = [A'B'G'D],

in each of which, since again, for the same reason, the original
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pair of constituents A and A' may be interdianged, thus giving

the three

[A'B'CD] = [ADCU], [A'BC'D] = [Ali'CU],

[ABCD] ^[AB CD],

and so exhausting the entire number of different eombinationa

of four and their four correspondents that could be formed from

the four pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\ B and B\
C and 6", D and /X ; therefore &c.

Cor. r. That,yor every $yttem ofeight coUtnmr or eimaartnt
con»t\tuenU^ oorre$ponding in pairt^ which art thus related to racA

other that every two ty^enu determimed by Jimr of tMem and their

fowr eorreepondeutt are equianharmoitiej the Jour aegwumte or

angles, AA\ BB\ CC, DU^ determined by the four paire of
corresponding oonetituente^ A and A\ B amd J^, C and C, Dand
jy, have a common eegment or angle MN (f harmonic section^ real

or imaginary, (see 8*, Cor. 4', Art. S83), may be shewn in

precisely the same manner as for the particular case established

in the corollary of the preceding article. IfMS be the common
B^;ment or angle of harmonic seetion, real or imaginaryi of any

two of them, AA' and DB\ then since, by S*, Cor. 6*, Art. M2,

[MBAA']^[MB'A'^, or, [MABB'\^[MA'BB\^

[SBAA'\»{SRA'm, or, [NABB'\^[NA'RB\\

and since, as shewn aboTe,

{CBAA'\^\CFA'B], or, \CABR\m[CA'B^B\,

\C'BAA'\ - \CB'A'B\, or, \C'ABB'\ - [CA'B'B]
;

with relations exactly similar in which C and C are replaced

by*/> and />'; therefore at once, in cither case, by virtue of the

general property 3* of Art. S82,

[MNCC']'m[MNC'C\, and, [MNDBr]^[MNDD],

and therefore &c ; MN thus cutting CC and DD also har-

monically (281).

Cor. 2*. That every four liion tJn-fiu/h <i ^.{nf ,lfri,nne

with the four perpendiculars to thm thmajii th, ^,<,1„( a >j>,(, m

of eight rays related as above to each other, is evident (as in

Cor. 2* of the preceding article) from the consideration that

every two pencils determined by four of the eight constituent
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rays and their four perpendiculars are similar, and therefore

equianharmonic (278). And (as in that same corollary) the

general property of Cor. 1° is obviously verified for their parti-

cular case by that established on other principles in Art. 260,

respecting the harmonic section of every right angle by the

two imaginary lines connecting its vertex with the two cyclic

points at infinity.

Cor. 3°. That, as above stated, the property of the preceding

is a particular case of that of the present article^ appears at once

by supposing the fourth pair of corresponding constituents,

D and D\ in the above, to coincide, successively, with the first,

second, and third pairs, A and A\ B and B\ C and C ; its un-

accented taking the places of their accented constituents, and

conversely; as the three groups of relations 1° and ]', 2° and 2',

3° and 3' of the preceding would then result evidently from

those of the present article, therefore &c.

N.B. The property of this article is also of considerable

importance in the Theory of Involution, under which head it

will again be referred to in a subsequent chapter.

285. Every pencil of four rays determines a row of four

points equianharmonic with itself on every axis ; and, conversely^

every row offour points determines a pencil offour rays equianr

harmonic roith itself at every vertex.

Let, in either case, be the vertex of the pencil, and -4, By

Cj D the four points of the row ; then since, by (65),

BA_BO B\nBOA ^ i2_B0^ sinBOB
CA CO ' BinCOA » ' CD' CO' BmCOl)

'

therefore, at once, by division of ratios,

BA BD _ bxvlBOA sinbod
CA' CD' BxnCOA ' sin COB ^ ^»

and similarly
CB CD ^ ^nCOB ,

BrnCOD
^ AB'AD BinAOB' smAOD ^^^'

andfinaUy
AC AD BJnAOC^BJnAOD

^ BC BD siuBOC BinBOD ^'^'

and therefore &c (268).
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Ab for the corresponding property of hMmonic section,

proved in Art. 221, which is manifestly a particoUr case of

the above, there is one case, and one only, in which the above

demonstration fails, via., when the vertex O of the pencil is

at an infinite distance; bat in that case, as noticed before in

the article referred to, the four rays of the pencil being

parallel (16), the property is evident without any demon-

stration (Euc. VI. 10).

Of all properties of anhannonic section, the above, wkiek

thews that all amkanmmie raiio$ whether cf rowe of pointe or

pendU cf rajft are preaerved mmehtmyed in jwtpeetive (ISO), is

much the most important; as an abstract proposition, like its

particular case already referred to, it was known to the Ancients,

but it was only in modem and comparatively recent times that

its importance was peronved; it is to it indeed mainly that

the thoory of anhannonic section owes its utility and power

as an instrument of investigation and proof in modem geo-

metry. See Art S31.

Cor. 1*. When one of the four points of the row, D suppose,

is at infinity, that is, when the axis of the row is parallel to the

correspondmg ray OD of the pencil, or ooovpnely (16); nnce

then the three ratios BD : C/>, CD : AD, AD : BD and their

three redprocab are all * 1, and nnoe, therefore, the six an-

hannonic ratios of the row are the three simple ratios BA : CAj
CB'. ABy AC: BC Kod the'u- three reciprocals (275); hence,

from the above—
The six anhamwnic ratios of any pencd qf four rays are

equal to the eix simple ratioe of the three segments^ taken m patrSf

intereepted hy amy three ofthem on any aadt parallel to thefitirth.

CoK. 3*. As every row of four points determines ux seg^

ments, and every pencil of four rays determines six angles,

oorrespoudiug two and two in opposite pairs (274), the general

property itself, as in fact it was proved above, may be stated

otherwise thus, as follows

—

Every two angles having a common verlejB and the two seg-

ments they intercept on any axis, and conversely, every two

segments having a common axis and the two angles they subtend

at any vertex, cut each other egmanharmanieally.

VOL. II. K
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Cor. 3% When, in Cor. 2°, the common axia of the segments

is parallel to a side of one of the angles, it follows evidently,

from Cor. T, that

—

For every two angles having a common vertex^ every chord

of either parallel to a side of the other is cut by the second side of

the latter in the two anharmonic ratios of their mutiial section.

N.B. Of this latter property that of Art. 224 is evidently

a particular case.

286. Among the immediate consequences from the general

property of the preceding article may be noticed the following

:

1°. The same pencil offour rays determines equianharmonic

rows offour points on all axes ; and^ the same row offour points

determines equianharmonic pencils offour rays at all vertices.

For, the several rows, in the former case, are all equian-

harmonic with the pencil, and therefore with each other ; and

the several pencils, in the latter case, are all equianharmonic

with the row, and therefore with each other.

2°. Every tu>o rotes offour points or pencils offour rays in

perspective toith each other are equianharmonic.

For, the two rows, in the former case, subtend the centre

of perspective by the same pencil of four rays ; and, the two

pencils, in the latter case, intersect the axis of perspective at

the same row of four points ; and therefore &c
3*. Every two rows offour points or pencils offour rays in

perspective with the same row or pencil are equianharmonic.

For, they are both equianharmonic with the row or pencil with

which they are both in perspective, and therefore with each other.

4°. Every two rows of three points in perspective with each

other form equianharmonic systems with the intersection of their

axes; and, every two pencils of three rays in perspective with

each other form equianharmonic systems with the connector of
their vertices.

For, the two rows, in the former case, combined each with

the intersection of their axes, subtend the centre of perspective

by the same pencil of four rays ; and, the two pencils, in the

latter case, combined each with the connector of their vertices,

intersect the axis of perspective at the same row of four points
j

and therefore tSrc.
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5*. A Jixed pentd offowr m^ determmn on a wtriahlB Um,
moving according to any laWj a variaNe row <f fomr poinU

having a oonslaid amAarmonie ratio ; attd^ a JSaoed row ofjbmr

points determines at a variable pointy moving twtording to an^

lawj a variabfe peneH of Jour rajfs honing a comstant onMar*-

iMonw ratio.

For, the Tariable row, in the former case, Is eqmftnharmoDio

in every position with the fixed determining pencil ; and, the

variable pencil, in the latter oaW) is equianhanDonlo in ev«7
position with tiie fixed detemuBing roir$ and tiiewfure ^ao.

6*. A. fixed pemoU of ihteie tosts cfafennitiBfL en ts votmMi
Ume tttming rmmd a Jboed pointy a variahi$ row of ikrm points

forming with the jioed point a sgstom having a constant anhof^

monic ratio; and^ a fixed row of Arcs points Jjifts im'iiui, ol a

variable point moving on a fixed Hne^ a vanMe peneii of Are$

Unes fifrming ufith the fixed line a system havmg a eomstmi^ am
harmonic ratio.

For, the variable row, in dbe IbniMr etae^ caubiiied with

the fixed point, is eqnianbarflMBie in tenrj poaitioii with the

fixed pencil, combined with the liae eonunon to Its vertex and

the fixed point; and, the variable pondl) m the latter caaS)

combined with the fixed UiM) is eqaiaBhamMmio in efwrf

position with the fixed row^ eombined with the point common
to its axis and the fixed liae{ and Amefoie dbc.

N.B. Of the above iuftteueea^ 4* ia eridflBtlj a particular

case of 3*, and 6* is evidently a particular case of 5*.

287. The same general piopetty toppliai obvioos nhitione

of the two following reciprocal problems, to whidi, as will

appear in the sequel, several others in the theory of anharmonic

section may be reduced, via.

—

o. Through a given point to draw the Une whose interssetions

with three given hnesy whwh are not vowsurreM^ sneul ttstsrwttnsif

with <Ae given pointy a system offiawr poiMts having^ in a given

aesigned order^ a given asdimmonk, ratio*

a'. On a given line to find the point whose cornnedors with

three given pointe^ which are not eoUineary shaU determine, wM
lAs given Ime, a system offiimr itqfs having, in a given assigned

oraeTy a gtven anharmontc ratsOw

k2
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For, if, in the former case, (fig. a) be the given point

;

JT, y, Z the three intersections of the required with the three

given lines; and -4, J9, C the three vertices of the triangle

determined by the latter; then since, by the general property

of Art. 285, the three pencils of four rays A.XYZO^ B.XYZO^
C.XYZO^ which have each three rays given, are all equian-

harmonic with the row of four points XYZO'y and since, by

hypothesis, the anharmonic ratio of the latter is given ; therefore

the anharmonic ratios of the former, and with them their fourth

rays AX^ BY^ CZ are given ; and therefore &c. And, if, in

the latter case, (fig. a') be the given line ; X^ Y, Z the three

connectors of the required with the three given points; and

A, Bj C the three sides of the triangle determined by the

latter; then since, by the general property of Art. 285, the

three rows of four points A.XYZO, B.XYZO, C.XYZO,
which have each three points given, are all equianharmonic

with the pencil of four rays XYZO ; and since, by hypothesis,

the anharmonic ratio of the latter is given ; therefore the an-

harmonic ratios of the former, and with them their fourth points

AX^ BY^ CZ, are given ; and therefore &c.

These two reciprocal solutions may be briefly summed up

in one as follows: Since, in both cases alike, by the general

property of Art. 285, the three systems A.XYZO, B.XYZO,
C.XYZO, which have each three constituents given, are equi-

anharmonic with the system XYZO, whose anharmonic ratio

ia, by hypothesis, given ; therefore their fourth constituents AX,
BYjCZare implicitly given ; and therefore &c

N.B. The preceding problems are manifestly indeterminate

or impossible, the former when the three given lines are con-

current, and the latter when the three given points are coUinear

;

for, by 6' of the preceding article, the anharmonic ratio of the
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system XYZO is then constant^ whatever be the direction of

its axis in the fonuer case, or the posidon of its vertex in the

Utter case ; and therefore &c. (59).

288. The two foUowbg reciprocal infovDoes firom the «une

general property are, evideotlj, the oonvenes of the two em-

bodied, in a single statement, in 3*, Art. 986, via.

—

u. WheH two eqmankarmonic roiM of poinU om diffarant axm
A, B^CfD amd A\ R^C^D art tuck tMai tkne of their pairt

of oorretpontUmg poitU* A and A\ B and B'^ and C eoimeet

by linet AA\ BB\ CO' ptmirng tkr&mgk a eommum point O, tkB

fowrth pair D andU eonnoot oiao b}/ a line DD patting throng

tkt oamt point 0.

a'. When two oqmamkarwiome peneUt tfraif tknmffk d^fisrtmt

verOeef A, B, C^ D and A\ B\ C\ D an tuek tkai Arte of
their poire ofeorreeponding rajfa A and A\ B and B\ C and 0'

intereect at pointe AA'^ BB'^ CC lying on a common line O, tke

fourth, pair D andD imknedL aim at a point DD lying en the

UneO,

tv.'.^^:

For, in the former case (figs, a and )9), the two rows of

points A
J
Bj Cy D and A\ By C, ZX being, by hypothesis,

equianhamionic, so therefore (285) are the two pencils of rays

OAy OB, OC, OD, and OA, OB', 0C\ OU \ but three paire

of corresponding rays of those two equianhamionic pencils

OA and OA', OB and OB', OC and OC coincide; therefore

the fourth pair OD and OD coincide also; and therefore &c
And, in the latter case (figs, a' and ff)y the two pencils of rays

Ay By Cj D and A'y B'y C, Z)* being, by hypothesis, equian-
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hariDonlc, so therefore (285) are the two rows of points OA^ OB^

OC, ODj and 0A\ OB'j 0C\ OD'
-,
but three pairs of corre-

sponding points of those two equianharmouie rows OA and OA!^

OB &nd OB'J 00 and OC coincide; therefore the fourth pair

OD and OU coincide also ; and therefore &c.

The above reciprocal properties may be brieflj summed up

in one as follows

—

WheUj of ttoo equianharmonic rows offour points or pencils

offour rays A, B^ (7, D and A\ B\ C", D\ three pairs of corre'

sponding constituents A and A\ B and B\ C and C are in

perspective (130), the fourth pair D and D' are in perfective

with them.

And so also may the reciprocal demonstrations above given

of them, as follows

—

Since, in both cases, by hypothesis, [ABCD] = [A'B'C'D']
;

therefore, in both cases, by (285), [O.ABCD] = [O.A'B'C'U],

being the centre (or axis) of perspective of A and A\ B and

B\ C and C ; but, in both cases, by hypothesis, OA = 0A\
OB=OB\ 0C=0C'; therefore, in both cases, 0B= OD';

and therefore &c.

289. The two following, again, are very important particular

cases of those of the preceding article ; and are, also, evidently,

the converses of the two combined, in a single statement, in

4*, Art. 286, viz.—

a. When two equianharmonic rows of points on different axes

Bj C, Dj E and B'y C", Z)*, E' are such that a pair of their cor-

responding points E and E coincide at the intersection of the

axe$f the remaining thre/- pairs B and B'^ C and C, D and D'
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connect by three Unt$ BR^ CC'^ DH pasting through a common

point 0.

a'. When two eqmanharmomcpendh ofrojft throt^ diffgrwt

terticet B^ G^D^E and B', C, I/, E' an meh Aai a pair of

their oorrapondimg rajf$ E and E eoineiit akmg A§ mmntelor

of the veriieu, the remaining three poire B and By C and 0\
D and D intereect at three points BB'^ CCy DU Iging em a

common line O,

For, if, in the former case, (figs, a and /9 of the preoeding

article), be the btsneelioii of anj two of them BB' and GC ;

then, the two rowa ofpointa B^CyDyB and R^ C, /X,E being,

by hypotheaia, eqoianhannonic, so therefore (S8A) are the two

pencils of rays OB, DC, CD, OE and OB', 0C\ OU, OE';

but three pairs of their oorreeponding rays OB and OB, 00
and OC'j OE and OE coincide ; therefore the fourth pair OD
and OR coincide also ; and therefore dec. And if, in the latter

case, (figs, a' and /S* of the preceding article), (7 be the ooaueclor

of any two of them BB" and GG*; then, the two pencila of raya

B, G,D,E and R, C, R, K being, by hypothesis, equian-

harmonic, so therefore (285) are the two rows of points OB, OC,

OD, OE and OB', OG*, OD, OE ; but three pairs of their

corresponding points OB and OB, OG and OG', OE and OE
coincide ; therefore the fourth pair OD and OD coincide also

;

and tlierefore Ac
Like those of the preceding article, of which they are im-

portant particular caiaa^ the above redprocal proporties may be

briefly sammed ap in one, aa follows

—

When, <^ two equianharwumie rowe ofJour points or peneiU

i^Jowr ra^ B,G,D,Sand D, C', D, E', em pair (f corre-

^tending eonetUuenta E and E eoineide, the remaining three pairs

B and B\ G and G', D and D are in perspective.

And so, like those of the same, may the reciprocal demon-

strations above given of them, as follows

—

Since, in both cases, by hypothesis, [BGDE] » [B'G'DE']
;

therefore, in both cases, by (285), [O.BODE] » \O.DCDE\,
O being the point (or hue) common to the two lines (or points)

BB' and GC' ; but, in both cases, by hypothesis, OB- OB',

OC^^OC', OE»OE; therefore, in both cases, OD»OD;
and therefore &c.
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290. The two following, again, are useful inferences from the

important reciprocal properties of the preceding article, via.

—

a. Every tioo equianharmonio rows of points on different axes

A^ Bj Cj D and A\ B\ C\ jy determine two pencils of rays in

perspective at any two vertices and 0' lying on the line of

connection AA' ofany of their four pairs of corresponding points

A and A'.

a'. Every two equianharmonic pencils ofrays through different

vertices Aj B, C, D and A\ B\ G\ D' determine two rows of

points in perspective on any two axes and 0' passing through

iJie point of intersection AA' of any of their four pairs of cor-

responding rays A and A\

For, in the former case, the two rows of points Aj B^ C^ D
and A\ B\ C", Z>' (fig. a) being, by hypothesis, equianharmonic,

80 therefore (285) are the two pencils of rays OA^ OB^ OGj OD
and aA\ aB\ O G\ OU-, but, for the two vertices and (7,

the pair of corresponding rays OA and 0'A\ by hypothesis,

coincide ; therefore (289, a) the three remaining pairs OB and

OB\ 00 and aC\ OB and O'B'j intersect at three points

Qf Bj 8, lying on a common line /; and therefore «&c. And,
in the latter case, the two pencils of rays A, B, C, B and

A'y B\ C, D* (fig. a') being, by hypothesis, equianharmonic, so

therefore (285) are the two rows of points OA, OB, 00, OD
and aA', OB', OC, OD'-, but, for the two axes and 0', the

pair of corresponding points OA and OA', by hypothesis,

coincide ; therefore (289, a) the three remaining pairs OB and

OB', OC and OC, OD and OD connect by three lines Q, R, 8
puung through a common point /; and therefore &c.
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As, in the two preceding article-'*, these two reciprocal de-

monstrations may be briefly summed up in one as tuUows

—

Since, in both cases, {ABCD]m^{A'B'0'jy]] therefore, in

both, {0. ABCD] ^[a.A'B'C'U] ; but, in both cases, OA and

OA' coincide ; therefore, in both, the two systems OBy OC^ OD
and (yB\ OC\ OD are in perspective ; and tberefcNne &o.

N.B. In the above reciprocal properties, the two points (or

lines) and (7 might, of coarse, coincide respectively with the

two .1' and A ; Uie properties themselves as above stated, and

their demonstrations as above given, would remain unchanged
;

but the axis (or centre) of perspective 7 of the two pencils (or

rows) O.ABCD and O.A'B'C'D would then have certain im-

portant relations with respect to the two determining rows (or

pencils) A^ B^ C, D and A'y B\ C\ //, which will be ooosiderad

at length in another chapter.

291. The two redprocal properties of the preceding article

supply ready solutions, by linear oonstmctioos only, without

the aid of the circle, of the two following reciprocal problems,

via.

—

a, CKven thrm pain of corrmptrndimg eon§iAutntt A ami A\
B and B\ C and C of two oquittmAanmmie tjfUkmu of pointt

A, BjC^D ami A\ B, C\ 1/ on diferent axm^ and tie fimrtk

point D of eitiur fjfMeut ; to dHermins tkt fomik point D of tkt

other tytttm,

a\ GHoen tkrm pairs of eorrotponding eon$Utmntt A and A\
B and B'^ C and C of two oquiankarmonic nfttenu of rays

Ay B, C, D and Ay B^ C\ D tkrontgk d^fereni tertioa, and CiU

fourth ray D of either $yUem ; to determine the fimrtk ray U of
the other eyetem.

For, in the former case, from any two points O and (7, taken

arbitrarily on the line of connection AA' of any one of the

three given pairs of corresponding points A and A' (fig. a of

preceding Art), drawing the two pairs of lines OB and OB',
OC and eye intersecting at the two points Q and B; and

from the i>oint of intersection S of the two lines QB and OD
drawing the line SO ; the latter line, by property {a) of the

preceding article, intersects with the axis L' of the system

A'y B'y C\ D at the required point D. And, in the latter case,
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on any two lines and 0', drawn arbitrarily through the point

of intersection AA of any one of the throe given pairs of corre-

sponding rays A and A' (fig. a of preceding Art.), taking the

two pairs of points (?i?and 0'B\ OC and O'C connecting by

the two lines Q and i2; and on the line of connection S of

the two points QR and OD taking the point SO' ; the latter

point, by property (a) of the preceding article, connects with

the vertex L of the system A\ B\ C\D by the required ray n.
These two reciprocal constructions may be briefly summed up

in one as follows : The two given points or rays A and A' give

the line or point AA' ; on or through which are taken or drawn

arbitrarily the two points or lines and G ; which, with the two

given pairs of points or lines B and J5', C and C", give the two

pairs of lines or points OB and O'B'y OC and O'C'j which

give the two points or lines Q and B ; which give the line or

point QRf which, with the line or point Oi>, gives the point

or line S'j which, with the point or line 0', gives the line SO'
]

which, with the axis or vertex L' of the system A\ B\ C\ U^
gives the required fourth point or ray D

.

N.B. As noticed at the close of the preceding article, the

two assumed points or lines and 0', in the two preceding re-

ciprocal constructions, might be taken to coincide with the

given two A and A respectively ; but no simplification worth

mentioning would be obtained by so taking them.

In the particular case when the three given pairs of corre-

sponding constituents A and A\ B and B'^ C and C are in per-

spective (130), either constituent of the remaining pair D and

jy is given immediately with the other, bemg, by (288), in

perspective with it to the same centre or axis.

292. Every row of Jour points is equianharmonic with the

pencil offour rays determined hy their four polars with respect

to any circle ; andj conversely, every pencil offour rays is equi-

amkarmonic with the row offour points determined hy their four
pfAn with respect to any circle (166, Cor. 1°).

For, in either case, the pencil determined by the four rayB

bebg nmtlar to that subtended by the four points at the centre

oftho circle (171, 2°); and the latter pencil, by virtue of the

gcoflnl property of Art. 285, being equianharmonic with the
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row determined by the four points ; therefore &c. The property

of harmonic section established in Art. 2S3 is evidently a par-

ticular case of this.

In the applications of the theory of anharmonic section,

the above property, from ichich iV ajtprara that all anhtirtnoni'c

ratios^ whether of r&ws cfpointB or peneib of rayt^ art prtaarved

unchanged in redproooHon (172), ranks next in importance to

that of Art. 285, from which, as above demonstrated, like its

particular case already referred to, it is indeed an inference.

By virtue of U tJi amMmrwumio ptvjmiim iif geomttriccd figwrm

are infact doMe^ every amkarmomio praptr^ of any figure being

accompanied by a eorreepomUng tuJuanmonio propeHy of it* r^-

c^p>roeal figure to any drde (172), Ike eeiabUekmemt of eelker ef
u^ck involve* that of the other wMatU Ae neeeteity afanyfurther

demtnutration (178). As, in the applicadons of the theory of

harmonic section given in Chapters XIV. and XV., the principal

anharmonic properties of figures oondsting only of poinUi and

lines, and also of figures inrolnng ctrolea so iar as their re-

ciprocals are pn^erties involving no higW figoret (17S), will

be given in the next and following cbapteni arranged foir tiM

most part in reciprocal pairs, placed in iaimndiato oonnteBon

with each other, and marked by corresponding letters, accented

and unaooontcd, so as to keep the ctrcomstanoe of this duality,

which forms such a remarkable feature in modem geometry,

continually present before the reader, and furnish him at the

same time with nnmerous additional examples by which to

exercise and perfect himself in the reciprocating process do>

scribed in Art. 172, and already exemplified at some length in the

chapters referred to. The five articles immediately preceding

the present furnish obvious examples of this mode of arrange-

ment ; and, until the closing chapter, where it would be in-

admissible for the reason mentioned in Art. 17S, the same will

be adhered to as systematically as possible throughout the

remainder of the work.
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CHAPTER XVII.

ANHARMONIC PROPERTIES OF THE POINT AND LINE.

293. In the applications of the theory of anharmonic section

to the geometry of the Point and Line, the two following

properties, reciprocals of each other, present themselves so

frequently that we shall commence this chapter on the subject

with their statement and proof.

If A^ B^ G be any three points lying on a line [or lines

jpassing through a point) 0, and A\ J5', C any three others

lying on anotlier line [or passing through another point) O ; the

three intersections [or connectors) A" ^ B'\ C" of the three pairs

of connectors [or intersections) EC and B'Cj GA' and G'A^ AB'
and A'B lie on a third line [or pass through a third point) 0"y

tohich determines loith and 0' a triangle OOCf^ whose

opposite vertices [or sides) /, /', /" are connected with the three

collinear [or concurrent) triads A, Bj G; A\B\ G' ; A\ B\ G"
by the three groups ofequianharmonic relations

[BGI'I"} = [B'GTI] = [B"G"irU

{GAIT] = [G'ATI} = {G"A"n\ i (1),

[ABrr] = [A'BTI] = [A"B"II'\ j

and^ as a consequencefrom them^ also by the two

{ABGT } = {A'B'GT] = {A"B" G"I })

{ABGr} = {A'B'G'I ]=^{A"B"G'I'}\ ^
^'

For, if 0" be the line of connection (fig. a) (or the point of

interaecUon (fig. a')) of some two. A" and B" suppose, of the

three points (or lines) A", 5", C"; and /, /', 1" the three

opposite vertices (or sides) of the triangle determined by the

three lines (or pointe) O, 0', 0"; then, since the two triads

of points (or lines) By C, /' and C, ^, i are in perspective,

therefore, by (286, 4')

{BCIT] = {C'j97r} = {BG'ri} (280)

;
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and, since the two trUda •( points (or lines) (7, A, F and A\
C, /are in penpectiTe, therefore, bj the same,

[CATr] - [A'C'IT] - [C'ATl] (880)

;

therefore, bj the general property (1*), Art. (S8S),

(JJJ/'i"} - [A'B'ri] - l^^'//"} (280)

;

and therefore, by (289), the two triads of points (or lines) A^

Bf r and B\ A\ I are in pervpoctive ; which proves the first

parts of both properties, in which, as is evident from the figorea

an<l mode of establishment, any two of the three colliuear (or

concurrent) triads A^ B, C; A\ B*, C ; ^", BT^ C may be

r^^arded as the original pair, and the third as that derived

from them by the constmction involved in the ootresponding

statement, whichever it be.

To prove the second parts of both properties ; nnoe, in either

case, as shown above for the two original triads Aj B, C and

A'.B^C,

[Bcri^^lBcri], [OArr]^{(rA'ri],

[ABrr]^\A'B'ri}i

therefore, by cyclic interchange between each and the derived

triad A", B\ C",

[Bcrr] - {B'C'ri]^ {B"C"iru

{CArr} - [CATi) - [CA^ir],

{ABIT} - lA'Bri) - (^"B"//'}

;

which are the relations (I) as above stated ; and, as from them

the relations (2) follow immediately in virtue of the general

property (2'), Art. (282), therefore &c
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In the particular case when any two of the three triads,

Aj B, C and A\ B\ C suppose, are in perspective ; it is evident,

from (240), that the line of coUinearity (or point of concurrence)

0" of the third A", B'\ C" is the polar of their centre (or the

pole of their axis) of perspective, with respect to the angle (or

segment) 00' determined by their two lines of collinearity (or

points of concurrence) and 0* (217). In that case the three

lines (or points) 0, 0', 0" being concurrent (or collinear), and

the three points (or lines) /, /', /" consequently coincident,

therefore, by relations (2) above,

{ABCI} = {A'B'C'I} = {A"B"C"I},

and therefore, by (289), the three triads Aj B, C; A\ B\ 0';

A"J B'\ C" are two and two in perspective. Hence

—

WheUy of three collinear [or concurrent) triads A^ Bj C

;

A\ B\ C ; A" J B", G" connected cyclically as abovCj any two

are in perspective^ then every two are in perspective ; and the axis

[or vertex) of each is the polar of the centre [or the pole of the

axis) of perspective of the other twOj with respect to the angle

[or segment) determined hy their axes [or vertices).

294. Among the numerous inferences from the two reci-

procal properties of the preceding article, the following, in

pairs reciprocals of each other, are deserving of attention.

r. The three pairs of points (or lines) A and A\ B and B'^

C and C may be regarded as determining three segments (or

angles) AA\ BB\ GC\ which, taken in pairs, have a common
centre (or axis) of perspective /", and of which, taken in pairs,

the three points (or lines) A", B'\ C" are the remaining three

centres (or axes) of perspective ; and similarly for the three

pairs A' and A'\ B' andjB", C and 0", and for the three

.^" and ^, B" tind Bj O" and 0; hence, generally, from the

first parts of the two reciprocal properties in question

—

a. When, of three segments taken in pairs, three of the six

eentrea ofperspective coincide^ the remaining three are collinear.

a'. When^ of three angles taken in pairs^ three of the six

axes ofperspective coincide^ the remaining three are concurrent.

r. The two triads of points (or lines) ^, 5, C and A\ B' C
may be regarded as the two sets of three alternate vertices

(or siden) of a hexagon AB'CA'BC\ of which A and A\
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B and J^, C and C are the three pairs of oppoMte ^lertioes

(or sdes), and A'\ B'\ C" the three iBteneetions (or conaactrora)

of the three pairs of opposite mditm (or Tertioes) EC and B'Cy

CA and C'A^ AB' and A'B\ and nmilariy for the two triads

A\ R, C and A'\ B\ G'\ and for the two A\ B", C and

Ay By C; hence, generally, from the same again

—

a. Wkemy of a ktxagom^ &o(A triad» of alternate vertiom an
eoBineaTj tie tAree imteneeiinu ofcppottle tidea an eoHmtar.

a', WheHy cf a iUso^iM, hoik triada «f aUtmatt mdm an
ooHCutftnt^ the three ogwnsotori efoppoetie mHmmv an ooncwmNL

8*. The three triada oTpoiBtt (or liMi) J, R, C; A', B\ C;
A"y B'y C" may be regarded as detenuaiBg six different cydes

of three triangtea, eadi inscribed to one and exscribed to the

other of the remaining two, vis.

—

BA'Cy BA^C, BTACr and BA-C^ BTAC, BTA'C,

CBAy CBTAy C:BA'' and CBTA^ CBA\ CB'A^
ACB, ACB'y A^OB" and ACBy A'CB\ A^CB^y

for each of which the three pobts (or Knes) /, /*, /^ are the

poiata ef interaeetion (or lines of eoBaeetioo) of the three pairs

of corresponding rides (or Tertioes) (/ and (7*, (Z' and O,

O and (7 respectively; and rimilariy for the remaining pain

of corresponding sides (or vertiees); benoei generaUy, Irom

relations (I) and (9) of the preeeding article, lespeetiTely

—

In every ejfele ef three triamgUe eaek imteriiti to one amd
aneribed to At other ofthe fomaininy two,

a, J%e oidee and oppoeUe oertieeo of each divide eqmanhar'

memieaOjf the eorretponding oidee efthai to whieh it ie ineeriheJ,

a*. The fBordeee and eppooite oidee cf oaeh divide eqmianhar"

monieolfy the eorretponding amgho ofAat to wMcA tit io eacoeribed,

b, ^ne pain ef eoneyswdBiiy oidee of enery tm wUeroeet

equianharmomieaUy the eomapemj^mg oidee of the third,

h', 7%e pain of rm -mtpmdii^ nrtioeo of ooory Hoe oubtend

eqmianharmonicaify the eoneapomdktg angieo ofthe third,

4*. When, for the system of three triangles constituting any

one of the six cycles, BA't\ BA"C\ B"AC" suppose, in the

preceding, the equianharmonic section in properties (a) and (a')

is harmonic; since then, by the two reciprocal properties (a)

and (a) of Art. (243), the three triangles constituting the
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cycle are two and two in perspective, and conversely; and

since always, by the first parts of the two reciprocal properties

of the preceding article, the three triads of points of intersection

(or lines of connexion) of

BA' &ndB'A", CA' &nd C'A", B'B" and CO",

B'A" and B"Aj CA" and CA, B"B and 0"C,

B"A and BA\ G"A and CA', BB' and 00',

are collinear (or concurrent) ; hence generally, as noticed in

Cors. (ir) and (13°), Art. (261)—

In a cycle of three triangles each inscribed to one and exscribed

to the other of the rertiaining two.

a. When any two of the three are in perspective, every two of

the three are in perspective.

b. Far each triangh, its centre of perspective with that to

which it is inscribed lies on it<t axis of perspective with that

to which it is exscribed, and reciprocally, its axis of perspective

with that to which it is exscribed passes through its centre of per-

spective with that to which it is inscribed.

5°. In the two triads of points (or lines) A, B, C and

A', B', C, if, while the three constituents A, B, of either

and any two A' and B' of the other are supposed to remain

fixed, the third constituent ' of the latter be conceived to vary,

causing of course the simultaneous variation of the two consti-

tuents A" and B" of the third triad A", B", C" ; since then, in

every position of the variable triangle A"C'B", the three vertices

(or sides) lie on the three fixed lines (or pass through the three

fixed points) B' C, A'B', CA', while the three sides (or vertices)

pass through the three fixed points (or lie on the three fixed

lines) A, C", B ; hence again, generally, from the first parts of

the reciprocal properties of the preceding article

—

a. When, ofa variable triangle whose three vertices move on

fxtd lines, two of the sides turn round the corresponding vertices

cfany fixed triangle exscribed to that determined by the lines, the

third turns round its third vertex.

a. When, of a variable triangle whose three sides turn round

fixed points, tioo of the vertices move on the cwreaponding sides of
anyfixed triangle inscribed to that determined by the points, the

third moves on its third aide.
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6*. Wlicu the two fixed trUmgles, ia the two reciprocal

properties a ftod a' of tho preceding {5*), are in perspective

;

since then, by proper^ a of (4"), the variable triangle, in every

position, is in perspective with both ; and unce also, by property

b of the same, its centre of perspective with that to which it

is exBcribed lies, in every position, on the axis of perspective

of the two, while its axis of pcn^>ective with that to which

it is inscribed passes, in every position, tlirough the centre of

perspective of the two ; hence, generally, from those properties

combined, it appears that

—

In a cycU' of three tnanglm^ soeA imaenhed to om and «r-

Bcribed to the othtr of tMa remaining tteo and M pertpeetive witM

both ; iff while two of the three are eappoeed to remain JSaoedf

the third he conceived to vary, then—-

a. T%e centre cf per^feetioe, of the tfarioNe with the Jixed

triangle to n^ich it ie eaeeribedy movee on the axia ofpenpeetive

of the twofixed trianglee.

a. The axia qf perspective^ of the variaHe with the JLeed

triangle to which it i$ inaeribed^ trntita round the eentre <lfpar»

apective of the twoJixed trianglee,

7*. Since, in tvtrj cycle of three trianglet each inicribed to

one and ezaortbed to the other of the remaining two; by virtue of

the two reciprocal properties a and a' of (3*), or of either of them

combined with the general property of Art. 285, the opposite

vertices and sides of each divide in the same anliarmonic ratios,

the corresponding udes of that to whidi it is inscribed, and

the corresponding angles of that to which it is exscribed ; which

three sets of equal anharmonic ratios are of course fixed when
two of the three triangles of the cycle are fixed, however the

third may vary ; hence, generally, from those properties com-

bined with those of (5°), it appears that

—

In any ofcle of three trianglee^ each waeribed to one and
exaeribed to the other of the remainii^ two; if whUe two of the

three are auppoaed to remainfxedj the third be eoneeiced to vary^

then of the latter toAA reapect to the twoformer—
a. The oppoeite ffertieea and aidea divide in the aame eonatant

anharmonic ratioa^ the correaponding aidea of that to which it ia

inacribed, and the correaponding angle* of that to which it ia

exaeribed,

VOL. II. L
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b. The opposite svles and angles are divided in the same

constant anharmonic ratios, the former hy the corresponding

vertices and sides of that to which it is exscribed^ and the latter

by the corresponding sides and vertices of that to which it is

inscribed.

8°. Since again, by virtue of the same two reciprocal pro-

perties, or of either of them combined with that of Art. 285,

the opposite vertices and sides of every two triangles, either

inscribed to a third and exscribed to a fourth exscribed to the

third, or exscribed to a third and inscribed to a fourth inscribed

to the third, divide, in equal anharmonic ratios, the correspond-

ing sides of that to which they are inscribed, and the correspond-

ing angles of that to which they are exscribed ; while their sides

and angles are divided in the same equal anharmonic ratios,

the former by the corresponding vertices and sides of that to

which they are exscribed, and the latter by the corresponding

sides and vertices of that to which they are inscribed ; hence,

again, from the same, conversely, as may also be easily shewn

directly, it appears that

—

a. When^ of two triangles inscribed to a third, the opposite

vertices and sides divide in any eqtial anharmonic ratios the cor-

responding sides of the third ; the intersections of their pairs of

corresponding sides determine a fourth triangle, inscribed to each

of themselves and exscribed to the third, whose opposite sides

and vertices divide in the same equnl anharmonic ratios their

pairs of corresponding sides and the corresponding angles of the

third.

a'. When of two triangles exscribed to a third, the opposite

sides and vertices divide in any equal anharmonic ratios the cor-

responding angles of the third ; the connectors of their pairs of
corresponding vertices determine a fourth triangle, exscribed to

each of themselves and inscribed to the third, whose opposite

vertices and sides divide in the same equal anharmonic ratios

their pairs of corresponding angles and the corresponding sides of
the third.

9*. In the particular case when, in the two reciprocal pro-

perties a and a' of the preceding (8"), the three seta of equal

anharmonic ratios are all harmonic ; since then, by (243), the

MTeral pairs of corresponding triangles are in perspective, and
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conversely ; hence from those properties oombtncd with those

of the latter article, it appears that

—

a. W/ien tioo triangles are each inaertbed to a third and in

pentpeetiw with it ; the tnttnediimt cf theirpairt ofoorreapcinding

»ide» determine a fourth triangle, ineeribed to each of themeelvetf

cxecrAed to the third^ and in perspective with all three^

a'. When tteo triangles are each eacoerihed to a third and in

perspective with it ; the eonneelors ef their pairs ofeorresptmding
v<-rti<ys determine a fourth triangle^ exterAed to each of themselvetj

inscribed to the third^ and in perspective with all three,

10*. Since, when two triangles are each inscribed or cxscribed

to a third, the sides of the third are the oonnoctors of their

pairs of corresponding vertices in the former case, and the

vertices of the third the intersections of their pairs of corres-

ponding sides in the latter case ; it appears, consequently, from

the two separate parts of cither of the two reciprocal, and also

converse, properties of the preceding (9*), that

—

a. Of two triangles whose vertices and sides correspond in

jtairs : when the connectors of their pairs ofcorresponding vertices

• a common eaeseribed triangle in
y

'-« with bolh^

(... ..,:. ..actions of their pairs of corrtspondi.,^ ^....jt determine a

contmon inscribed triangle in perspeetive with both; and oon-

versdg.*

* The aboTe U eridcntljr • particular eaa« of the foUoving

:

Of two Iritmgttt wl^ot* vtrticM end aid** sorrsspomd in paira i wJksn the

eonnsetwt of tKsir pmin of eorrmpomJing mrtitt$ dlrftrm iVit • ««mmjnoii

sssarAsd trianpte in psrtfetits with e%Uwr,ths interstetions^ thsir pain i^

torrsspending sUm Jelsrmms e common interihsd triengis m prrtpsctios
with tkt otMtr : and conwersslp.

Wliich may be proved readily, from the fr*n&n] relationi a and V of

Art 134. a« follovs:

If X, }', Z be the three verticeii nt one ot tne ongioal triangles t X\
Y", Z' thoee of the other; A, B, C those of the commoQ «iaeribed triaagh

determined by the three conoecton; and A', B", C those of ths oommoD
inscribed triangle determined by the three intersections ; atnee then ahsaya,

in Tirtue of relation a of the article in question,

BX Cr AZ YA' £jy XT-
CX ' AY ' 'b2^ ZA" XB- ' Yt ^*''

and
BX CT AT xa;^ ZV XC
t'JC* AY' BZ'' ZA' ' X^' YC ^ ''

1.2
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h. Of the two derived thus each in j^erspective loith Ixtth the

original triangles ; that exscribed to the original two is inscribed

to the other of themselves^ that inscribed to the original two is

exscribed to the other of themselves^ and they are also in perspec-

tive with each other.

295. The two following properties, reciprocals of each other,

form, as explained in Art. 140, the basis of the theory of per-

spective in modem geometry ; and establish, at the same time,

the equianharmonic relations connecting the several pairs of

corresponding points and lines of every two figures in perspec-

tive with their centre and axis of perspective (141).

If A^B^ G be any three points on three concurrent lines {or

lines through three colUnear points) ; A\ B\ C any three other

points on the same lines [or lines through the same points) ; and

Xy y, Z the three, intersections {or connectors) of the three pairs of

connectors {or intersections) BC and B'C, CA and C'A\ AB
and AB' ; the three points {or lines) X, Y", Z are collinear

{or concurrent) / and their line of collinearity {or point of con-

currence) I intersects with the three lines {or connects with the

three points) AA\ BB\ CC at three points {or by three lines)

Uy Vj W whichy with their point of concurrence {or line of col-

linearity) Oj determine the group of equianharmonic relations

{AA'OU} = {BB'OV] = {CC'OW},

For, if / be the line of connection (fig. a) (or the point of

Intersection (fig. a')) of any two, X and Y suppose, of the three

points (or lines) X, F, Z; and Z7, F", FT its three points of in-

tersection (or lines of connection) with the three lines (or points)

AA'y BB'y CC ] then, since the two triads of points (or lines)

Bj B\ Fand C, C, H^are in perspective, therefore, by (286,4°),

[BB'OV] = [CC'OW]'y and, since the two triads of points (or

linea) 0, C", W and A^ A\ U are in perspective, therefore, by
the Mine, {CC'OW]:^[AA'OU]'y from which, since imme-

oooacquently, when either equivalent of either relation = - 1, the other also

- - 1 ; that i>, in virtue of relation 6' of the same, when JTJ'Zand ABC
•ra in perspective, then X'Y'Z' and ABC axe in perspective, and con-
vmelT. by (1) ;

and when X'YZ' and ABC Me in perspecUve, then XYZ
•nd A'BC are in perspective, and conversely, by (2) ; and therefore Ac.
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diatcly, {AA'OU}»{BB'Ol^, therefore, by (289), the two triads

of pointfl (or liuee) A^ A'y U and By B\ V are in perspective

;

and therefore &c., tlie second partu of both properties having

been estabUahed in the demonatradona of the Hrst.

Ck)B. r. If X', y, ^ be the three intenecdoDi (or con-

nectors) of the three pairs of connectors (or iatersections) JJC
and B'Of CA' and C'A^ AB' and A'B\ it may, of course, be

sliown, in precisely the same manner, that the three triads of

points (or lines) }", JT, X; Z', A", F; A", Y\ Z ue also

oolKnear (or concurrent); their three lines of coUinoarity (or

points <^ concurrence) determining, with that of the triad Xy

y, Z, a tetragram (or tetrastigui), of which the three pnirs of

corresponding points (or lines) A' and A", Y and }", Z and Z
are the three pairs of opposite intersections (or connectors);

and each line (or point) determining, by its intersections (or

connectors) with tlio original three, a group of equianhannonic

relatioiu) similar to the above, and differing only in the inter-

change of the couiitltucut} of the corresponding reversed pair of

the three A and A\ B and B'^ C and C in the equivalent which

contains them.

CJOR. 2\ In the particular case when the three equianhar-

monlc systems of point* (or rays) A^ A\ O, U\ B^ B'^ O, F;

C, C^ Oy W are hannonlc, that is, when the three segments

(or angles) AA'y BB\ CC are cut harmonically by the three

OUjOV, OW] since then (281),

\AAOr] = [AAOU], [BB'OV] - {fi'HOry
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therefore the three points (or lines) U^ F, TTare the same for the

three lines of colUnearity (or points of concurrence) of the three

triads y, Z\ JVT; Z\ X\ T; X\ F, Z' as for that of the triad

A', y, Z] and therefore the whole six points (or lines) X and X\
Y and Y\ Z and Z' lie on the same line (or pass through the

same point) /; which, in that case, is consequently, the common

polar of the point (or the common pole of the line) with

respect at once to the six angles (or segments) determined by

the six pairs of opposite connectors (or intersections) BG and

B' C\BC' Bind B'C] CA&ndC'A', CA' SLudCA-, AB&ndA'B',

AB' and A'B (217) ; a property which is also evident from the

two reciprocal properties 5° and 6° of Art. 222.

The three pairs of points (or tangents) A and A'j B and

J5', C and C determined by any circle on any three con-

current lines (or at any three collinear points) OUj OV, OW
furnish an obvious and important example of the particular

case in question. For, the three pairs of points (or lines)

Xand X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z' lying on the polar (or passing

through the pole) / of the point of concurrence (or line of col-

linearity) with respect to the circle (261); and the three

A and A\ B and B'y C and C being consequently pairs of

harmonic conjugates with respect to the three and Z7, and

Vj and W respectively (259) ; therefore &c.

Cor. 3'. In the same case it is evident also, from the general

property of Art. 285, that, of the six points (or lines) A and A\
B and B\ C and C", every two conjugates connect (or intersect)

with the remaining four equianharmonically ; for since, by the

general property in question,

{A.BB'CC'} = {ZZ'YY'] = [A'.BB'CC'} (1°),

{B. CCAA'} = {XX'ZZ' ]
= {B'. CCAA'} (2°),

{C.AA'BB} =
{
YY'XX'} = {C.AA'BB'} (3"),

therefore &c. That, in the same case, the same property is

true of every two of the six points (or lines) A and A\ Band B\
C and C, whether conjugates or not, might be shewn Avithout

difficulty; but a more general property, which will include it as

a particular caae, will form the subject of a subsequent article of

the present chapter.
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Cob, 4*. That the triad of points (or rays) U, K, W de-

tenuiDcs with the triad JT, Y^ Z la the general caae, and

therefore also with each of the three triads F'jZ', A'; Z\X\ Y\

X\ Y\ Z iu the particular case considered in the two preceding

corollarieS| a system of six constituents corresponding two and

two in opposite pairs, every four of which are eqaianharmonic

witli tiieir four opposites (283), may be easily shewn as follows:

The three pencils of four rays (or rows of four points)

O.UVWX, OMVWY, O.UVWZ,

(see figures) being in pcrspectire with the three

A.UZYX, B.ZVXY, C.YXWZ,

on the three Ituni (or at the three points) BC^ CA^ AB respec-

tively, or with the three

A.UZYX, B'.ZVXYj C\YXWZ,

on the three lines (<Nr at the three points) BC^ C'A\ A'B re-

spectively ; therefore, from either set of perspectives, by the

general property of Art. 285,

\UVWX\^{VZYX \^\XYZV \l:i^^s (I),

\VVWY\ - \ZVXY
I
- {XYZV

] (280) (2),

{aVWZ\^\YXWZ\^\XYZW\{^) (8),

ami tiicrcfore %uu (988). That the two triads JC, i", Z and

A", Y'y Z when cdlinear (or coucurrent), Cors. 2* and 3*, are

connected by the same relation, might be shewn, without diffi-

colty, either from the above or independently ; but another more

general property, under which it will come as a particular case,

will form the subject of another sabeequent article of the pre-

sent chapter.

CoK, 5°. IfE and J^", F and i*, O and Cr be the three pairs

of intcraections (or connectors), with the three pairs of con-

nectors (or intersections) BQ and B'C\ CA and C'Aj AB and

AB' respectively, of any line passing through (or point ly'mg

on) 0; and K its intersection (or connector) with /; it may ho

easily shown, from the general property of Art 286, that the

three quartets of points or lines A', A", O, A'; f, F^ O, A";

O^ Q\ Of K are equiauharmonic with each other and with the
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three A, A', 0, U] B, B\ 0, F; (7, G\ 0, W. For since in

either case, by the property in question,

[EE'OK] = [BB'OV ]
= [GG'OW] (1),

{FFOK] = [GC'OW] = {AA'OU] (2),

[GO'OK] = [AA'OU] = [BB'OV] (3),

therefore &c. Three similar triads of equianharmonic quartets,

result, of course, on the successive interchanges (as in Cor. 1°)

of A and A\ B and B\ G and G' in the constructions deter-

mining E and E\ F and i?*, G and G' as above given ; all of

which, in common with the original triad, are evidently alike

harmonic in the particular case considered in Cor. 2°. The

three pairs of points (or tangents) A and A'., B and B\ G and

C, determined by any circle on any three concurrent lines (or

at any three oollinear points) OU^ OF, OTF, furnish, as observed

at the close of that corollary, an important example of a case in

which they are all thus harmonic.

Cor. 6°. In the same case it follows immediately, from the

general property (2°) of Art. 282, that the two triads of points

(or lines) E^ F^ G and E\ F\ G' of the preceding corollary (5°)

determine equianharmonic systems, both with the point (or line)

(?, and with the point (or line) K, For since, by the property

in question, the two equianharmonic relations of the preceding

corollary, viz.

:

[EE'OK] = [FFOK] = {GG'OK} (1),

give immediately the two

[EFGO] = [E'FG'O] and [EFGK] = [E'F'G'K] ... (2),

therefore &c. When, as for the three pairs of points (or

tangents) A and A\ B and B\ G and G' determined by any
circle on any three concurrent lines (or at any three coUinear

points) OU^ OF, GW^ the three equianharmonic systems in (1)

are all harmonic ; it follows also, from (3°, Cor. 5°) of the same
article (282), that the same two triads E, F, G and E', F, G'

determine in three opposite pairs E and E'j Fand F^ O and G'

a system of six coUinear (or concurrent) constituents, every four

of which are equianharmonic with their four opposites (283).
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296. Among the various Infermoes from the two reciprocal

properties of the preceding article, the following, in pairs re-

ciprocals of each other, are deserving of attention.

1°. The three pairs of points (or lines) A and A'^ B and J?*,

C and 6", may he regarded aa determining three a^[iiient8 (or

angles) AA\ BB\ CG'\ whose axes (or vertices) are ooncnrrent

(or coUinear], and of which, taken in pairs, the three points

(or lines) A', Y^ Z are three of the six centres (or axes) of per-

spective, every two of which become changed into their oppositoa

by the interchange of eztremitiea of one of the two detemuning

segments (or angles), those of the other remaining ttndianged

;

hence, generallj, from the two properties in question, aa shewn

in part on other principles in Art. 146, it appears that

—

a. When ike axe$ cf tkne tegmenU art eoncairrwil, Ae tix

centres of ptrtpective of At Arte pair* tkty dekrmme lie^ ikm
and thrte^ on fimr Unea; meh of ^oAtcA, witk lAs point cf eon-

eurrenee of the axm, diddet cAs tkm ae^Mente tjniankar'

monioaHjf,

a'. When Ike vertieea cf Arm amgim arc eoiOinear^ Ac das

axec of perspective of the Arcc pairc thcjf dirrmine patCy Arcs

and Mree, through four pdiUc ; each cf vAtlc^ wilk the line of
collinearitjf of the vcrlibss, dividee the three anglcc cgmanhar'

monuxdiy.

S*. The two triads of points (or lines) J, ^, C and J', B\ C
may be r^^arded as determining two triangles ABC and A'RC';
the connectors (or intersections) AA\ BB'^ CC of whose pairs

of corresponding vertices (or sides) A and A\ B and if, C and

C are concurrent (or coUinear); and so may also the three

pairs of triads 5, C, A' and B', C\ J ; C, A, B' eoA C\ A\ B;

y|, By C and A'y Ry C resulting from them by the three

different interchanges of corresponding constituents. Hence
again from the same, and from the obvious inference firom them

contained in Cor. 5' of the preceding article, it appears generally,

as shewn in part on other prindples in Art 140, that

—

For two trianglee tohoce verticee andeidec correepond in pairc—

a. When the conncUorc cf the Arte pairs of corresponding

verticee eune concurrenty the intereeetiona of the three pairs of
corresponding sides are coflinear ; andy redproenlly^ iphen the

intersections ofAe Aree pairs ofcorresponding sides are coUimaVy
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the connectors of the tliree pairs of corresponding vertices are con-

current.*

h. When thus related to each other^ the line of collinearity

and the point of concurrence divide equianharmonically^ at once

the three segments determined hy the three pairs of corresponding

vertices^ ami the three angles determined hy the three pairs of

corresponding sides.

c. In the same case,, more generally,, the same point and line

divide equianharmonically^ at once all segments determined hy

their pairs of corresponding sides on lines passing through the

formery and all angles determined hy their pairs of corresponding

vertices at points lying on the latter.

When two triangles, related as above to each other, are

either both inscribed or both exscribed to the same circle ; they

furnish, see Cor. 2" of the preceding article, an important

example of the particular , case in which the several equi-

anhannonic sections in the two latter properties h and c are

all harmonic. Hence, since, by 3°, Cor. 5°, Art. 282, every

three pail's of points or lines, harmonic conjugates with respect

to the same pair, determine a system of six coUinear or con-

current constituents every four of which are equianharmonic

with their four conjugates, it follows from the above (c), that

—

When two triangles either hoth inscribed or hoth exscribed to

the same circle are in perspective.

a. Every line passing through their centre of perspective in-

tersects with their three pairs of corresponding sides at six points^

• This important property, which, as stated in Art. 140, is the basis of

the theory of perspective in the geometry of plane figures, may be

established, even more readily than either by the above or by the method
employed in that article, as follows

:

If ^BCand A'RC (fig. a, Art. 295) be the two triangles; then in the

quadrilateral CC'^P" determined by any two pairs of their corresponding

tides BU and B'C, CA and C A', to which that determined by the two
pairs of opposite vertices A and A', B and R is inscribed, the relation

AC.2iX.IiC.A'y=.AC'.BX.BC.AY,
by virtue ot the general relation a of Art. 134, being at once the criterion,

that the two lines AA' and BB" should intersect at the same point O on
the diagonal CC, and that the two ^^ and A'B should intersect at the

sand point Z on the diagonal XY, therefore &c.
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tVi ofposite patrgj every four of which art equitmharmonie leitk

their four opposites,

a'. Every point lying on tJieir axis of j>er»jfectrve connect*

with their three pairs of a)rre»ponding rcrtict* by six lineSj in

opposite pairSj every four of which are tquianhannonic with their

four opposites.

3°. If, in the preceding (2"), while the point (or line) 0, one

of the two triangles ABC\ and two A' and Y of the three points

(or lines) JT, Y^ Zj are supposed to remain fixed, the other tri-

angle A'B'C be conceived to vaiy consistently with the

restriction of the fixity of X and Y\ then, in every position of

the variable triangle, since, by the first parts of the same pro-

perties, the third point (or line) Z is also fixed, being the point

of intersection (or line of connection) of the two fixed lines (or

points) AB and XY^ and unce, by the two reciprocal properties

Cor. 4* of the same article, tlie three points (or lines) JT, y, Z
dctennine with the three £7, K, \V a system of ux coUinear (or

concurrent) constituents, corresponding two and two in opponte

pairs U and X^ V and K, W and Z^ every four of which are

equiauhannonic with their four opposites ; hence, generally,

—

a. H7<^7i, of a variable triangle whose three vertioes move oh

three Jired concurrent lineSy two of the sides turned round two

the third turns round a third Jboed point collinear

i . . /• two.

a. H'A(*», of a variable triangle whose three sides turn round

three fixed collinear points^ two of the vertices more on two fixed

lineSy the third movea om a third fixed line concurrent with the

other two.

b. The three fixed points^ and the three intersections of their

line of collinearity with the three fixed lineSy in the former ease,

determine, in three opposite pairs, a row of six points every four

of which are equianharmonic with theirfour opposites.

b'. The three fixed lines, and the three connectors of their point

of concurrence with the three fixed points, in the latter case, deter-

mtfie, th three opposUe pairs, a pencil of six rays every four of
which are equianharmonic with theirfour opposites.

4°. Any two pairs of corresponding vertices (or sides) A
and A', B and B' of the two triangles ABC and A'B'C, in
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the same (2°), may be regarded as the four points of a tetra-

stigin (or the four lines of a tetragram) ; and the two pairs of

opposite sides (or vertices) -BC and B'C\ CA and C'A' as the

four lines of an exscribed tetragram (or the four points of an

inscribed tetrastigm) ; hence, again, from the first parts of the

same properties, it appears (see note to 2°, a, of the present

article) that

—

a. For a tetrastigm inscribed to a tetragram^ when the inter-

section of a pair of opposite connectors of the former is coUinear

vnth a pair of opposite intersections of the latter^ the intersections

of the remaining two pairs of opposite connectors of the former

are collinear each with one of the tioo remaining pairs of opposite

intersections of the latter.

a'. For a tetragram exscribed to a tetrastigm^ when the connector

of a pair of opposite intersections of theformer is concurrent with

a pair of opposite connectors of the latter^ the connectors of the

remaining two pairs of opposite intersections of the former are

concurrent each with one of the two remaining pairs of opposite

connectors of the latter.

297. As, from property a of inference 2° of the preceding

article, it was shewn without difficulty in Art. 141 that the same

property is true generally of every two figures in perspective

with each other; so, from properties b and c of the same, it

follows immediately, that, generally

—

For every tico figures in perspective loith each other, the centre

and axis of perspective divide equianharmonically, at once all

segments determined by pairs of corresponding points^ and all

angles determined by pairs ofcorresponding lines.

And the same appears at once, h priori, from the considera-

tion that the property being, by virtue of the general property

of Art. 285, evidently true for every two is therefore true for all

such segments or angles.

This constant anharmonic ratio of section is termed, with

respect to the figures, their anliarmonic ratio of perspective / and

from the circumstance of its constancy in all cases of perspective,

it follows that, for figures whose centre or axis of perspective

IS at infinity, all segments determined by pairs of corresponding

pobts arc cut iu tbc same ratio by the one not at infinity (270).
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A property already, it will be remembered, established on other

principles in Arts. 142 and 143.

In the particular case, when, for two figures in perspective,

the auhannonic ratio of perspective = — 1 ; all segments deter-

mined by pairs of corresponding points, and all angles determined

by pairs of corresponding lines, are cut harmonically, by the

centre and axis of perspective ; the figures themselves are said

to be in harmonic perspective; and when either their centre

or axis of perspective is at infinity, all segments determined

by pairs of corresponding points are bisected internally by the

one not at infinity.

Everjf Ueo Jigurea mterAed^ or extenhd^ to iMe mmr cMb
furmth^ wkoH m penpoeUoe^ am obviout tmd fSMporltml oaDompU

ofttoojigwna toAose ankarmomo raltio ofponpttHte m~ l. For,

their centre and axis of perspective being then (167) pole and

polar to each other with re^>ect to the circle to which they

are both inscribed or exscribed, and oomeqnently (2A9] dividing

harmonically at once all segments determined by their pairs of

corresponding points, and all angles determined by their pairs

of corresponding lines, therelbre &o. Wbeo, in their case,

either the centre or axis of perspective is at infinity, the

internal bisection of all segments dotermined by their pairs of

corresponding points by the one not at infinity is evident finom

3' and b\ Art. 1C5.

Cor. As two drdes, however circumstanced as to magnitude

and position, are always doubly in perspective with respect to

each centre uf perspective (207) ; the line at infinity and their

radical axis being the axes of their two perspectives for both

(206); it appears consequently, from the above, that

—

For two circlet^ kowevor oiratauttmood a$ to magmttide and

l>osition—
a. The line ai u^ity tmd each centre of perepectite divide

in the »ame oonetant anAarmontc ro/u>, at once all tegmenta deter-

mined hy pairs of homologoue points^ and all anglea determined

hjf poire of homologoue linee^ with reepect to thai centre of per-

spective,

b. The radical axie and each centre of perspective divide

in <A« aame constant anharmonic ratio^ at once all segments
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detannined hy pairs of antihomoJogous points^ and all angh»

d«terinxned by pairs of antihomologous line^j with respect to that

centre of perspective.

Since, for any two circles, the line at infinity and the radical

axis bisect externally and internally the two segments, real or

imaginary, intercepted between the two pairs of at once homo-

logous and antihomologous points determined by the two common

tangents through each centre of perspective (182) ; while the

centre of perspective itself divides them in the positive or

negative ratio of the similitude of the circles according as it

is external or internal (198) ; it follows, consequently (268),

that the two constant anharmonic ratios of perspective, both

in a and h separately for the two centres of perspective, and

also in a and h combined for each centre of perspective, are

equal in magnitude and opposite in sign ; the absolute value

common to the whole four being the constant ratio of simili-

tude of the circles.

298. Since, for every two figures reciprocal polars to each

other with respect to a circle (170), there correspond: 1°. To
every point or line of either, a line or point of the other (170).

2°. To every connector of two points or intersection of two lines

of either, the intersection of the two corresponding lines or the

connector of the two corresponding points of the other (167).

3°. To every coUinear system of points or concurrent system of

lines of either, the concurrent system of corresponding lines or

the coUinear system of corresponding points of the other (166,

Cor. 1°). 4°. To every anharmonic row of four points or pencil

of four rays of either, the equianharmonic pencil of four corre-

sponding rays or row of four corresponding points of the other

(292). Hence, from the general property of the preceding

article combined with those of Art. 141, the following important

properties of figures in perspective, as regards reciprocation to

an arbitrary circle (172)

—

a. Every two figures in perspective with each other reciprocate

to any circle into two figures in perspective with each other.

b. The centre of perspective of either pair offigures and the

axis of perspective of the other pair are pole and polar to each

c4k$r with respect to the circle.
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c. The anhamumtc ratios cf perapecHce of the hto patrs^

original and reciprocal.^ art equal.

Tliosc properties are evident from the considerations, rc-

spectivelj: a. That, as in the original figures all pairs of

corresponding points connect concurrently and all pairs of cor-

rcsp< Hiding lines intersect coUinearlj, so in the rt'cipn>cal Bgurea

all pairs of corresponding lines intersect o<<llincarly and all pairs

of corresponding points connect concurrently ; b. Tliat the point

of concurrence and the line of coUinearitj for the original

figures are the pole and polar respectively of the lino of col-

linearity and the point of concurrence for the reciprocal figures

;

and, c. That all anhannonic ratios whether of rows or pencils

arc preserved unchanged in reciprocation to any arbitrary circle.

CoK. Since, with respect to any circle, the polar of its centre

is the line at infinity, and the pole of any line passing through

its centre is the point at infinity in the direction perpendicular

to the line (165, 3", A*) ; it follows, consequently, from the above,

for the particular cases when the centre of the reciprocating

circle is (1°) at the centre, and (2*) on the axis, of perspective

of the original figures, that

—

r. Everjf twofymret m penpteUm with eaek other reciprocate^

to any circle lehom oentrt i§ at their oattra ef perspective^ into

two ttimilar and eimilarly (or opponttly) placed /igmrte^ wkom
ratio of similitude is equal to their amharmonie ratio ofperspective

(see Art. 142).

2*. Every heo figures in perspective with each other reciprocate^

to any circle whose centre is on their axis of perspective^ into

two figures consistwg ofpairs of points eonnectif^ by parallel

lines all cut by the same line in their anharmonie ratio cf per-

spertive (see Art. 143).

In the particular case when the anharmonie ratio of perspec-

tive of the original figures >= — 1 ; the lines connecting the several

pairs of corresponding points of the two reciprocal figures are

all bisected internally, by their centre of perspective in the case

of r, and by their axis of perspective in the case of 2*.

As all anharmonie ratios whether of rows or pencils are

prc»cr\'ed unchanged in reciprocation (293) ; it follows, conse-

quently, from these latter properties 1' and 2", that all anhanuonic
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properties of pairs of figures in either of the two particular

cases of perspective in which the axis or the centre of per-

spective is at infinity are true generally of all pairs of figures

in perspective with each other.

299. The two following properties, reciprocals of each other,

are in the theory of anharmonic what those of Art. 236 are in

that of harmonic section.

a. In every tetrastigni^ the three pairs of opposite connectors

intersect with every line at three pairs of apposite, points^ every

four of which are equianharmonic with theirfour opposites.

a'. In every tetragram^ the three pairs of opposite intersections

connexit with every paint by three pairs of opposite rays^ everyfour

of which are equianharmonic with their four opposites.

For, if -^, J5, C, D be the four points constituting the tetra-

stigm (fig. a), or the four lines constituting the tetragram (fig. a');

BC and AD, CA and BB, AB and CB the three pairs of

opposite connectors (or intersections) of the figure ; X and A",

1" and y, Z and Z' their three pairs of opposite intersections

(or connectors) with any arbitrary line (or point) 0; and

U, Vj W the three points of intersection (or chords of connection)

of the figure ; then

—

1*. The two rows of four points (or pencils of four rays)

F, Z, A", X' and Z'j y, A, X' being in pei*8pective, at the

points (or on the lines) A and i), with the row (or pencil)

C, B, A, U', and the two F, Z, A', X and Z\ T, A', A being

so, at the points (or on the lines) B and C, with the row (or

pencil) /), yl, A", U; therefore, by (286, 3°),

I
l^^AA'l = [Z Y'XX'] = { rZ'A'A} (280),)

and {rZX'X} - [Z'YX'X} = {YZXX'} (280),)

"'^''''
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2". The two rows of four points (or pencils of four rajs)

Z, JT, Yy Y' and X'j Z*, 1", V being in perspective, at the

points (or on the lines) B and Z), with the row (or pencil)

A, C, Y, T; and the two Z', X, F, Y and X\ Z, 1", Y being

so, at the points (or on the lines) C and A^ with the row (or

pencil) Z>, ^, Y\ Fj therefore, by the same,

[ZXYT] = {A"zrr) = [Z'X'r r] (28o),| .^.

and {iT'jrr y} - [X'zr y] - {zx* rr} (aso),}
*"

^
'*

3°. The two rows of four points (or pencils of four rays)

X, Yy Zy 2j and F*, X\ Z, Z" being in perfective, at the points

(or on tlic lines) C and Z>, with the row (or pencil) By A^ Z, W\
and the two JT, F, Z, Z and T^ X, Z*, Z being so, at the

points (or on the lines) A and B, with the row (or pencil)

Df Of Z'f W'f therefore, by the same,

[XYZZ'] -
{
rX'ZZ] - {JT TZ'Z] (280),| .

and [X'YZ'Z] - [TXZ'Z] - {XrZ^-} (280)

J ^^'^

and therefore &o. (283).

Cor. 1'. In tho particular cmo when the line (or point)

pasMS through (or lies on) any two of the throe points of

intersection (or Unes of connection) U^ T, W of tho figure;

since then, X-Jr-£7if it pass through (or lie on) U', V- T- V
if it pass through (or lie on) F; Z« Z* « IF if it paas through

(or lie on) IF; therefore, from 1*, 2', 3*, respectively, of the

above

—

I . If it pass through (or lie on) Fand IF, then

[VWXX'\»[VWXX\ (!•).

2°. If it pass through (or lie on) TFand U^ thou

{
WUYT] -

(
WUT Y] (2^.

3°. If it pass through (or lie on) U and F, then

[UVZZ'\^[UVZ'Z\ (3"),

and therefore (281), as established before on other principles

in (236)—

a. In every tetrasttgm^ Ae thne pain of opponte comuelon
divide harmonioallyj each the Mgrneni determitted hy the tnt/r-

sections of ihe remaining two (107).

VOL. II. M
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a. In every tetragram^ the three pairs of apposite intersections

divide harmonically^ each the angle determi7ied by the connectors

of the remaining tioo (107).

Cor. 2°. In the particular cases when the line (or point)

is at infinity; the six intersections, in the former case, being

the six points at infinity in the directions of the six connectors

of the tetrastigra, and the six connectors, in the latter case, being

the six parallels in the direction of through the six inter-

sections of the tetragrara ; while, in every case, every four of the

former are equianharmonic with the pencil they determine at

any point, and every four of the latter with the row they

determine on any line. Hence, from the general properties

applied to those cases, it appears that

—

a. The six parallels through any pointy to the six connectors

of any tetrastigm^ determine at the pointy in three opposite pairsy

a pencil of six rays every four of which are equianharmonic with

theirfour opposites.

a. The six perpendiculars to any line^ through the six inter-

sections of any tetragraniy determine on the line^ in three opposite

pairs
J
a row of six points everyfour of which are equianharmonic

with theirfour opposites.

N.B. The six parallels, in the former case, and the six

pci*pcndicular8, in the latter case, might . evidently be turned

in the same direction of rotation through any common angle,

without aflfecting in either case the above relations between them.

Cor. 3°. As the three segments (or angles) determined by

three pairs of opposite constituents every four of which are

equianharmonic with their four opposites, have in all cases a

common segment (or angle) of harmonic section, real or

imaginary (283, Cor. 1°) ; it follows consequently from the

above, as shewn already on other principles in (245, Cor. 3°),

that—

o. The three segments intercepted on any line^ hy the three pairs

of opposite connectors of any tetrastigmj have a common segment

of harmonic section^ real or imaginary.

a. The three angles subtended at any pointy by the three jmirs

of opposite intersections of any tetragram, have a common angle

of harmonic section^ real or imaginary.
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Cob. 4°. As any three Aj Bj C o{ the four pointB (or lines)

.1, By C, IJ constituting the tetrastigm (or tetragram) may be

regarded as the three vertices (or sides) of m triangle ABC^
and the fourth J) as the point of concurrence (or line of col-

linearity) of any three concurrent linos through its three vertices

(or cuUinear points on its tliree sldcM^ ; the two reciprocal pro-

port ics of the present article, req[»ecting the tetrastigm and

tetragram, may consequently be rq^arded as anharmonic pro-

perties of the triangle, and stated accordingly as follows

—

(I. The three tidee cf OMjf triangle^ amd amy Utree eomcurrent

lines through the three vertioeef uUereed with every lime at see

pointty eorreepontUng two amd two tn oppoette paire^ every fowr

of which are eguiamharmomio with theirfomr i^ppoeUee,

a. The three vertioee tff amy triamgle^ amd amy three eoOimear

jtoints on the three ndee^ oonmed wUh every point by *vv Unee^

rrr^ponJing two amd two in oppoeite paire^ tvery /otur of which

are eguianharmonie tcith theirfour eppoeitee.

Cor, 5*. In the particalar cases of the lattir projMMtic.H,

when the fourth |K)int (or line) /) is at infinity ; then, since,

in the former case, the three lines of connection AD^ BD^ CD
are parallel, and since, in the latter case, the three points of

intersection AD^ BD^ CD are the three at infinity in the

directions of the three sides of the triangle ; hence, from those

propertie.H applied to these particalar cases, it appears that

—

a. The three intereeetume with amy line of the three eidea of
<iny triangle determine^ with the three projection* on the line of
the three vertioee of the triangle^ a eyetem of eix pointe^ oorre-

eponding two and two in oppoeite paire^ every four of which are

equianhcamumie with theirfour oppoeitee,

a. The three oonnectore with amy point of the three vertioee

of any triangle determine^ with the three partdlel* through the

point to the three eidee of the triangle^ a tyetem of eix raye^ eor-

responding two and two in oppoeite paure^ every four of which

are equianharmonic with theirfour oppoeitee.

Cor. 6°. In the particular case when the arbitrary point in

property a of the preceding corollary (5*) is the polar centre

of the triangle (168) ; since, then, each connector and the cor-

rcspondmg parallel are perpendiculars to each other, it follows
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consequently, from that property applied to this particular case,

as is h priori evident (283, Cor. 2°), that

—

Every three lines through a point determine^ with the three

perpendiculars to them through the pointy a system of six rays^

corresponding two and two in ojjposite pairs^ every four of which

are equianharmonic with theirfour opposites.

Cor. 7°. Since from the original property a of the present

article, combined with that of the preceding corollary (6°), it

follows that

—

when^ of the three angles svhtended at a point hy the

three chords of intersection of any tetragramj two are rightj the

third is right also ; hence, from the familiar property (Euc. III.

31), that the vertices of all right angles subtending a common

segment lie on the circle of which the segment is a diameter,

it appears, as proved already more generally on other principles

in Art. 189, Cor. 1°, that—

The three circles on the three chords of intersection of any

tetragram as diameters pass each through the two points of inter'

section of the other two ; and have^ therefore^ all three, a common

pair of points
J
real or imaginary.

300. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article

supply obvious solutions, by linear constructions only without

the aid of the circle, of the two following reciprocal problems,

viz.

—

Of two triads of collinear points {or concurrent lines), which

correspond two and two in opposite pairs, and every four of
which are equianharmonic with their four opposites ; given either

triad and any two constituents of the other, to determine the third

constituent of the latter.

Thus, in the figures (a) and (a) of that article, given the

triad of points (or rays) X, Y, Z, and any two constituents

X' and Y' of the other X', T, Z*, to determine the third con-

stituent Z of the latter. In the former case, through the three

given points X, Y, Z (fig. a) drawing arbitrarily any three non-

concurrent lines; the three opposite vertices A, B, G of the

triangle they determine, by property a of the preceding article,

connect with their three opposites X', Y', Z' by three con-

current lines AX, BY', CZ, two of which AX and BT
being given determine the point of concurrence D, and there-
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fore the third CZ", which intereects with the line at the

required point Z*. And, in the latter case, on the three given

lines Xj F, Z (fig. a) taking arbitrarily any three non-ooUinear

points; the three opposite sides Ay By C of the triangle they

determine, by property a of the preceding article, intersect

with their three opposites X', y, Z* at three coUinear points

AX'y BY'y CZy two of which AX' and BY' bemg given deter-

mine the line of collinearity />, and therefore the third CZ\
which connects with the point by the required line Z",

301. Of all anharmonic properties of Bgnres of points and

Imcs, the two following, redprocab of each other, lead to the

greatest number of conaeqaenoea in the theory of conio sec-

tions, vix.

—

a. Wheny of tix points^ any fam cmmeei equumhnnmoinoalljf

itith lAtf remammg two^ thm every fam wmui equiankarmoni'

eally untk tie remaming two,

a. When, of tix 2mes, any fmr interteU e^iamiarmomieailjf

with tMe remammg dso, then enery four inleneot equiomkanmmi'

calJy with ike rtmamiiig hoo.

Let Ay By Cy By Ey F ho the six poinU (fig. a) or the six

lines (fig. a) ; when any four of them C, />, £y F connect (or

intersect) cquianharmouically with the remaining two A and By
then any other four of them Ay By Ey F connect (or intersect)

equianharraonically with the remaining two C and D. For,

being the line of connection (or the point of intersection) of the

two points (or lines) E and F which are common to the two
systems of four Ay By Ey F and C, Z), Ey F for which the

relation is given and to be proved respectively, if X and A",

I'and 1", Zand Z' be the three pairs of opposite intersectiuus
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(or connectors) of with the three pairs of opposite connectors

(or mtersections) BG and AB^ CA and BB^ AB and CB of

the tetrastigra (or tetragram) determined by the four -4, B, C, B
which are not common to the two systems; then since, by

hypothesis, [A.CBEF]=-{B.CBEF]^ and since, consequently,

by (285), { YX'EF] = [XY'EF], therefore, by (272), {
YXEF] =

{X' TEF], and consequently, by (285), {
C.ABEF] = [B.ABEF]

;

and therefore &c.

The above demonstration, though apparently establishing

the property only for the six cases in which the quartet

for which the relation is given has but two constituents in

common with that for which it is to be proved, in reality

establishes it for the eight cases in which the two quartets

have three constituents in common as well ; for establishing it,

as shewn above, for every quartet having but two constituents

in common with that for which it is given, it consequently

establishes it at the same time for every quartet having

but two constituents in common with each of the latter ; and

therefore &c.

Two coUinear triads of points on different axes (or con-

current triads of lines through different vertices) (293) furnish

an obvious, but very particular, example of a system of six

points (or lines) every four of which connect (or intersect)

equianharmonically with the remaining two. Every system

of six points on (or tangents to) the same circle, as will be

shewn at the opening of the next chapter, also comes under

the same head, and possesses, in consequence, every property

of the more general system depending only on the existence

of the aforesaid equianharmonic relations between its constituent

points (or lines).

Cor. 1°. As the three pairs of points (or lines) A and Bj

O and /), E and F (or any other three pairs into which the six

may be resolved) may be regarded as determining three seg-

ments (or angles) AB, CB^ EF^ the extremities of some, and

therefore of every, two of which connect (or intersect) with

those of the third equianharmonically; the above reciprocal

properties may, consequently, be stated (as indeed they were

proved) in the following equivalent, but less general, forms,

viz.

—
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o. When, oftkrM tegmenU, the eaotnmtUet cfw^ff hoo amneei

equicmharmoniadbf urith thote of the third, then the eaeirtmitieB

of every two connect ejtdemharmonioalljf wM tkoee qftke tkmL

a. When, of three angles, the eidea of any two interaect equi-

anharmonically with thoae of the third, then the tide* cfevery two

interaect eguianharmonicaliy with thoae of the third.

Cor. 2*". As, in the tetrastigm (or tetragram) detcnniiicd by

the four points (or lines) A, B, C, D (or by any other tour of

the six), the three pairs of eqaianbannonic relatlonSf for th«

three pairs of opponte a^^ents (or angles) BO and AD^
CA and BD, AB and CD, with eadi other, and irith the seg-

ment (or angle) £F determined by the reouuning two E and

F, VIZ.—
[A.CBEF\^{D.CBEF] and [B.DAEF]^[C.DAEF\..:{\'),

lB.ACEF]^{D.ACEF]anAlC.DBEF]^{A.DB£F]...{2'),

{C.BAEF]^lD.BAEF]uid{A.DCEF\~[B.DCEF]...{jsr)^

and the three oorreaponding pairs for the three pairs of segments

(or angles) XYundXT, YZuad YZ', ZX %nAZX' they

determine on the line (or at the point) EF, vis.

—

[ YZEF] -

1

YZFE] and [ TZEF ]
-

(
YZFE] (I'),

[ZXEF]^{ZX'FE\ and [ZXEF]^[ZX'FE] (J*),

[XYEF\^[X:TFE\ and [X'YEF\^[XrFE\ (8'),

by virtue of (285) and (S80), mutually involre each other;

hence, see (999) and (284), it appears generally that

—

a. Every two pointa, which comnaet equianharmamioaUy with

the four pointa of any tetraat^m^ f""^ i*^*^ ^ *^ determined

on their line cf connection by the aix eonneetora eftka ititraalUgm, a
ayatem of eight pointa, in four oppoaita paira^ every four cf which

are equiimharmonic with their four cppoaitea ; and, eonveraeJy,

every two pointa, whichform aueh a ayatem wdh the aix deUrminad

on their line ofconnection by the aiat eonneetora cf any tatraatigm*

connect equianhormonicaUy with thefour pointa of the tatraat^m,

a. Every two linea, which interaect agmanhanmmieally with

the four linea of any tatragram, form, with the aiat datwrnineii at

their point of interaection by the aisa intaraaetiona of the tetmgram,

a ayatem of eight rays, in four oppoaUa paira, everyfour of which
are equianhannonic with their four oppoaitea ; and, conversely,
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&3ery two linesj whichform such a system with the six determined

at their point ofintersection hy the six intersections ofany tetragram^

intersect equianharmonically with thefour lines of the tetra/jram.

Cor. 3°. As an example of the criterion of the above rela-

tion of equianharmonicism for a system of six points or lines

supplied by the second parts of the two reciprocal properties

a and a of the preceding corollary (Cor. 3°) ; suppose the two

triangles ABC and DEF employed in its establishment were

both self-reciprocal with respect to the same ch'cle (168) ; since

then evidently, by (167), the several pairs of points (or lines)

Xand X\ Zand Y\ Zand Z\ E and F would be pairs of

conjugates with respect to the circle (174), and consequently

pairs of harmonic conjugates with respect to the two points (or

tangents), real or imaginary, determined with the circle by the

line or point EF (259) ; therefore, by (3°, Cor. 4°, Art. 282),

they would satisfy the criterion expressed in the two properties

;

and therefore

—

For every two selfreciprocal triangles with respect to the same

circle^ everyfour of the six vertices connect^ and everyfour of the

six sides intersect^ equianharmonically with the remaining two.

302. Reserving for the next chapter the principal conse-

quences resulting, in the geometry of the circle, from the cir-

cumstance of every six concyclic points or tangents being

connected by the equianharmonic relations of the preceding

article ; we shall conclude the present with the two following

reciprocal properties of such systems in general, and with a few

of the many consequences to which they lead in the geometry

of the point and line.

a. In a hexagon^ when the intersections of the three pairs

ofopposite sides are collinear^ every four of the six vertices con-

nect equianharmonically toith the remaining tvjo ; and, conversely^

when any four of the six vertices connect equianharmonically

with the remaining twOj the intersections of the three pairs of

opposite sides are collinear.

a'. In a hexagon^ when the connectors of the three pairs of

opposite vertices are concurrent^ every four of the six sides inter-

sect tquianharmonically with the remaining two / andj conversely^

token any four of the six sides intersect equianharmonically with
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tke remaining twOj ike etmneetora ef lAe tkree poire ef oppoeite

vertioee are eonaurrenL

For, if JT and X\ Fand F, Z and Z* be the three paini of

opposite vertioes (fig. a), or ndee (fig. a*), of the hexagon;

A and A'^ B and B", C and C the three pain of eorreaponding

verticefl (or sides) of the two trianglea determined by its two

triadjt of alternate ndea (or erticea) ; and U, F, W the three

po'ints of intersection (or tines of connection) of its three paira

of opposite sides (or vertieea) ; then nnoe, bj the general pro-

perty oi Xfi, (^85), the three pairs of equianharmonic rdatioaa

( r. A" YZ'X] - [Z.XY'Z'X] and
{
T.XYZX] - [r^YZX'\

(O,
|Z. FiTX Y] - {JT. TZ'X' Y] and [Z. YZXT] - [X'. YZXY]

(n
[X.ZX'rZ] - [Y.Z-TTZ] and [X'.ZXYZ'] ^{T^XYZ']

(8-),

and the three corresponding pain

I
WrSX] -

{
VCZ'X ] and {

WTB'X^ -
(
VCZT }...(!),

[UZ'CY ] ^[WA'TY] and {UZCT ] ^[WAXT] ... (J*),

{VX'.AZ ] - {UBTZ ] and (FXi'Z' ) - [UBYZ'
]

... (8'),

mutually involve each other ; and since, by (S86, 4*), the latter

are all involved in, while, by (289), any one of them involves,

the collincarity (or concurrence) of the three points (or lines)

U^ r, If'; therefore &c
The hexagons originally conndered in the celebrated theo-

rems of Pascal and Brianchon established on other principles in
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Art. 148, coming under the second parts of the above reciprocal

properties a and a respectively ; the names " Pascal hexagon"

and "Brianchon hexagon" are in consequence applied gene-

rally, the former to all hexagons whose pairs of opposite sides

intersect coUinearly, and the latter to all whose pairs of opposite

vertices connect concurrently; the line of coUinearity in the

former case, and the point of concurrence in the latter case

being termed respectively the " Pascal line" and " Brianchon

point" of the hexagon. For the same reason the names " Pascal

hexaatigm" and " Brianchon hexagram" are applied generally,

the former to all systems of six points, every four of which

connect equianharmonically with the remaining two, and the

latter to all systems of six lines, every four of which intersect

equianharmonically with the remaining two ; all hexagons

determined by such systems being, by virtue of the same

properties, Pascal and Brianchon hexagons in the two cases

respectively.

Since for every two triangles in perspective, the three pairs

of corresponding sides intersect coUinearly on the axis of per-

spective, and the three pairs of corresponding vertices connect

concurrently through the centre of perspective (140) ; it follows

consequently, from the above, that for every ttoo triangles in

perspective; thefour hexagons of which their pairs ofcorrespond-

ing are pairs of opposite sides are Pascal hexagons^ of which

their axis ofperspective is the common Pascal line ; and thefour

of which their pairs of corresponding are pairs of opposite vertices

are Brianchon hexagons^ of which their centre ofperspective is the

common Brianchon point.

The same hexagon might be at once a Pascal and a Brianchon

hexagon, and when such would of course in its double capacity

combine the properties of both ; every hexagon at once in-

scribed to one circle and exscribed to another circle fmnishes

an example of a hexagon of this nature.

303. From tlje two reciprocal properties of the preceding

article, combined with the fundamental two of Art. 140 respect-

ing triangles in perspective, the following consequences, in pairs

reciprocals of each other, may be readily inferred, viz.

—

a. The intersections of the six pairs of akemate sides of a
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Pascal hexagon^ taken in conseeutive ordar^ dUermme a BnaH-
chon hexagon,

a'. The eonmeeiort of the six pain of alierttaie vertieei of a

Briamckon hexagon^ taken in eonteaiiive order^ determine a J^ueal

hexagon.

For, if (figures of Ust article) X and JT', Y and 1", Z and Z'

be the three pain of opposite Tertioes (or ttdea) of the original

hexagon, and A and A\ B and B"^ C and C those of the de-

rived hexagon; then nnoe, by hjpotheaia, the three pairs of

corresponding sides (or Tertices) BOtaAB'C, CA and C'A'^

ABtLod A'B' of the two triangles ABC and ARC intersect

coUincarly (or connect concurrently}, therefore, by (UO), their

three pairs of corre^nding Tertioea (or ndes) A and A\
B and J^', C and C connect ooncnrrently (or btersect ool-

lineariy) ; and therefore^
b. When tke wrtieee of three anglee are oottineat^ ike twdce

remaining intereediane of their eix determining tinee may he

divided^ injomr different waye^ inio two gnnqte ofeix^ determining

one a Paeeal and the other a Brianehm kexeigem,

b\ When the aaoee of three eegntente are eomaarent^ utr rimrv

rrmaining eomtedore of their tix deterwMng foh^ mag he

divuletl^ in four different foage^ into two grotipe afeix, determining

one a Brianehon and the other a Daeeai hexagon.

For, the ibor hexagons, of whidi the three pairs of lines (or

points) determining the three angles (or segments) are the three

paint of opposite rides (or rertioes), bang, by the preceding

article, Pascal (or Briandion) hexagons; and, the fonr hexagons

determined by the intersections (or connectors) of their pairs of

alternate sides (or vertices) being, by the two properties a and a'

just proved, Brianehon (or Pascal) hexagons; therefore &c
In the figures of the preceding article, the three coUinear

points (or concurrent lines) 17, F, W being the three rcrticcs

(or axes) of the three determining angles (or segments), the four

sets of two complementary groups of six points (or lines)

X,B', C; X\B, C and A, Y\Z', A\ 1", iT (I),

r, C, A\ r, C, A' and B, Z, X; B\ Z, X' (2),

Z, A\ B; Z, A, B' and C, X, T; C',X, Y' (8),

X, y, Z; X\ Y\Z' and A, B, C; A\ B\ C (4),
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are those determining the four Pascal and Brianchon (or Brian-

chon and Pascal) hexagons in the four cases respectively.

0. Of the sixty hexagons determined by the same Pascal hexas-

tignij the sixty Pascal lines pass three and three through twenty

Joints.

c'. Of the sixty hexagons determined by the same Brianchon

hexagram^ the sixty Brianchon points lie three and three on twenty

lines.

For, of the four hexagons, of which the two triads of points

(or lines) X, F, Z and X\ Y\ Z\ in the figures of the last

article, are the two triads of alternate vertices (or sides), viz.

:

XTYX'ZZ\ YZZYXX\ ZX'XZ'YY', XZ'YX'ZY',

while the Pascal line (or Brianchon point) of the fourth is the

line (or point) UVWj those of the three first are the three

lines (or points) AA'j BB' CC respectively, which, by the

preceding a and a', or by the general property of triangles in

perspective (140), are concurrent (or collinear) ; and, the same

being of course true for every other similarly circumstanced

three of the entire sixty, therefore, &c.

The above theorem c (and with it of course its reciprocal c')

is due to M. Steiner, who was the first to direct the attention of

geometers to the complete figure determined by a system of six

points (or lines), every four of which connect (or intersect)

equianharmonically with the remaining two. The subject has

since, from time to time, engaged the attention of different

eminent geometers, including M. Pliicker, Dr. Salmon, Professor

Caylcy, and Mr. Kirkman, by whom several other properties of

the same nature have been discovered ; of the principal of which,

an abstract will be found in Dr. Salmon's Conic Sections,

Ed. 4, note 1, page 357, and further details in Mr. Kirkman's

published paper, Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal,

Vol. v., p. 185.

d. For each of Qie fifteen triads of non-conterminous segments

determined by the same Pascxd hexastigm^ tlie six centres of per-

spective of the three pairs they determine lie three and three on

four lines.

d'. For each of the fifteen triads of non-conterminous angles

determined by tfie same Pascal hexagram^ the six cuees of perspec-
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ttve of the threepain they determmepatt tkree and three through

four points.

For if XX', YVj ZZ" (same figures) be any triad of non-

conterminous segments (or angles) determined bj the sue points

(or lines) of the hexastigm (or hexagram) \ U^V,fW the three

intersections (or connectors) of the three pairs of connectors (or

intersections) YZ' and Y'Z^ ZX' and Z'JT, XY' and X'K; and

CT, r, W those of the three pairs TiTand FZ*, ZX and Z'JT',

XY and X'Y'^ then, in the four hexagons YXZY'X'Z'y
ZYXZY'X\ XZYX'ZT, YZXYZX\ the four triads of

points for lines) V W V\ W V, K; IT, V\ W-, U, F, IT,

being the four triads of intcnwctiona (or oomMCtors) of pairs of

opposite sides (or vertices), are ooUlnear (or ooncorront) ; and

the same being of oonne tme for each of the remaining fourteen

triads of non-conterminons segmeots (<Nr angles) determined by

the hexastigm (or hexagram), therefore, &o.

304. The two following redprocal criteria that six points

lying in pairs on the throe sides of a triangle should detei^

mine a Pascal hexastigm, and that six lines passing in pairs

through the three vertices of a triangle should determine a

Briancbon hexagram, result immediately from the two of Art.

147 for the perspective of two triangles; vis.

—

When three pairs of points {or lines) X and X', T and Y^
Zand Z'y lying on the three sides {or passmg through the three

vertices) BC^ CA^ AB cf a triangle whose Arm oppoeile verHotB

{or sides)art A^ B^ C^ddermine a Risoal hexast^m {or Brianehon

htxagram), they satisfy—
a. In theformer eaae As general relaium

BX.BX' CY.OT AZ,AZ
CX.CX"liY,AT* MlSr^^^'

a. In the latter case the reeiprocai nlaUam

sin fix. sin JgX' singF.smCF nmAZ.nnAZ
sin C'A'.sinCX' * sinA Y.nnAT ' sin BZ.bxu BZ''"^ '

andy conversely
J
when of the above two reeiproeal relations they

satisfy the one corresponding to their ease^ they determine a'Bascal

hexfutigm {or Brianchon hexagram).

For, of those two reciprocal relations, that corresponding to
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the case being, by (147), the criterion that the triangle determined,

by the three lines (or points) XX\ YY\ ZZ ^ or the triangle

ABCy should be in perspective with each of the eight triangles

determined by the eight triads of points (or lines) YZ\ ZX\ XY'
;

yZ',ZX, X'F; YZ,ZX,X'Y'', YZ, Z'X', XT ] Y'Z.Z'X,

XY', Y'Z, ZX\ XY', Y'Z\, ZX, XY', Y'Z', ZX, XY; and,

conversely, being, by the same, fulfilled when it is in perspective

with any one of them ; therefore, &c. (302).

Cor. 1°. Since, for the same triangle, by (65) ; every three

pairs of points on the three sides which satisfy relation (a)

connect with the opposite vertices by three pairs of lines satisfy-

ing relation («') ; while, conversely, every three pairs of lines

through the three vertices which satisfy relation {a) intersect

with the opposite sides at three pairs of points satisfying relation

(a) ; hence, from the above, it appears, generally, that

—

When three pairs of points on the three sides of a triangle

determine a Pascal hexastigm, their three pairs of connectors with

the opposite vertices determine a Brianchon hexagram ; and, con"

versely, when three pairs of lines through the three vertices of a

triangle determine a Brianchon hexagram, their three pairs of

intersections with the opposite sides determine a Pascal hexastigm.

Cor. 2°. Since, for any triangle, by (134); every two triads

of points X, Y, Z, and X', Y,Z on the three sides BG, GA, AB,
which are both either coUinear or concurrently connectant with

the opposite vertices, satisfy relation (a) ; while, reciprocally,

every two triads of lines X, Y, Z and X, Y' , Z through the

three vertices BG, GA, AB, which are both either concurrent or

coUinearly intersectant with the opposite sides, satisfy relation (a)

;

hence, again, from the above, it appears that

—

TFAen two triads ofpoints on the three sides of a triangle are

both either coUinear or concurrently connectant with the opposite

vertices they determine a Pascal hexastigm ; and, reciprocally,

when two triads of lines through the three vertices ofa triangle are

both either concurrent or coUinearly intersectant with the opposite

aides they determine a Brianchon hexagram.

Cor. 3°. Since again, conversely, for any triangle, by the

same, if, of two triads of points A', Y, Z and X, Y', Z on the

throe sides BG, CA^ AB which satisfy relation (a), one be either
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coUincar or ooncnrrently connectant with the opposite Tertices,

so is tiic other alM ; while, reciprocally, if, of two triads of lines

X, r, if and A", 1", Z' through the three Tertioee BC, CA, AB
which satisfy relation (a*), one be either ooneoiTeDt or coUboarly

interscctant with the opposite aidea, so is the other alio ; beoce

also, from the above, it appears, conTerselj, that

—

Of two triads of poinU om tkt tkrm widm cf a trumpU wkieA

determine a Pascal hexastigm^ if <me he eitMer eonimear or eon-

ourrmlfy eotmaoUmt wilk tke oppotda vertices^ to it the oiMer alto ;

amdy reriproeaUjfj of two triadt aflimt ikrom^ lAe iknt Mrtiest

of a triangle^ which dettrmitte a Briamehom heatagrawi^ if one he

either eomtmrreiU or coUimearfy vUeraeelaMt with the ofpotite tidet^

to it the other alto,

N.B.—Of the reciprocal propertiaa of this corollary, those

established, on other considerations, in Cxamples 9*, 10', 11*, 19*,

Art 137, are eTideotly particular cases.

CoK. 4*. Since, by the two reciprocal relationa (a) and (a*) of

Art. 245, every three pain of points (or Uoaa) X and X\ Y and

y, Z and Z*, harmonic conjogates with retpect to the three

chorda of interMction (or an|^ of eoaoectioa) of any tetrigrMtt

(or tetrastigm), divide the three lidea (or oaglM) BC^ OA^ AB
of the triangle determined by the axea (or vertices) of the three

diorda (or ang^) so as to lotiafy the above relations (a) and {a)

respectively ; hence, ftgain, from the mboTc. it appears ^norally

that—

a. Eoerg three pairt of pointt^ harmumic cm^ugatet with

respect to the three ehordt of interteetiom of a tetragram^ deterwtiite

a Fatoal htxattigm,

a'. Every three pairt cfUmet^ hanmmic eottftigatet wtih retpeet

to the three amglet of ootmtotiim <f a tetraatigm^ determine a

BruuushoH hesoagratt,

N.B.—Of the two reciprocal properties of this corollary, the

two [a) aud [h) of the article referred to in their proof (245) are

evidently particular cases.

Cob. 5*. Assuming, as will be shown in the next chapter,

that when five of the six points (or lines) determining a Pascal

hexastigm (or Brianchon hexagram) are points on (or tangents

to) a common circle, the sixth also is a point on (or tangent to)
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the same circle; it follows evidently, from the two reciprocal

properties a and a of the preceding corollary (4°), that

—

a. Every circle^ dividing tioo of the three cJiords of tn-

teraection of a tetragram harmonically^ divides the third also

harmonically.

a'. Every circle^ subtending two of the three angles of con-

nection of a tetrastigm harmonically^ subtends the third also

harmonically.

Properties, the first of which, it will be remembered, was

proved before, on other principles, in Art. 228, Cor. 6°.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

ANHARMONIC PROPERTIES OF TUB CIRCLE.

305. Among the TariooB anhmrmonic propertiet of the circle,

the two following, redprocab of each other, are thoae to which

the designation is moat oonunonlj applied ; and thej obvioudj

include, as particular caMa, the two already given in Art. 258

at the conimeuccmcut of Chapter XV., via.

:

a. Eoay ijftlitm offmr pondt on a circle Jaoi'mmti§ ejiti'

anharHumie pCiieSa of rajfa at ewry twoj and Uurffi^n ai allj

points on the circle.

a', Eptry tjftttm cf/bmr taiigmtt lo a circU dtkrmimet cjiU^

onAorauMnb rcw& ofpomit cm cmiy fvo, amd iĴ '^t en all,

tamgmUa to tke circle.

For, in the former caae, if .^, ^ (7, /) be anj four pointa on

a circle; then since, for every two pointii E and > on tht ( in Ic,

the two pencils of four rays E.ABCD and F.ABCl) arc ^iinihu

(25, 1°), therefore &c. And, in the latter caae, if -4', B'y 0\ U
be any four tangents to a circle; then unoe, for every two

tangents E and F to the circle, the two rows of four points

VOL. II. N
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E.A'B'Cn and F.A'B'G'iy determine similar pencils at the

centre of the circle (25, 2°), therefore &c. (285).

Since, by virtue of the above reciprocal properties, every six

points A^ B^ C, D^ Ej F on & circle form a system of six points,

every four of which connect equianharraonically with the re-

maining two, and every six tangents A'^ B', C", jy, E\ i^ to a

circle form a system of six lines, every four of which intersect

equianharmonically with the remaining two; all anharmonic

properties, consequently, which are true, in general, of any

system of six points or lines thus related to each other (301),

are true, in particular, of every system of six points on or

tangents to the same circle. See Arts. 301 to 304.

Again, since, under the process of reciprocation to an arbi-

trary circle (172), all systems of points and tangents of the

original become transfonned into systems of tangents and points

of the reciprocal figure (159), and all anharmonic rows and

pencils of the original into equianharmonic pencils and rows of

the reciprocal figure (292) ; it follows, consequently, that the

above reciprocal properties, with all the consequences to which

they lead in the geometry of the circle, are true, more generally,

not only of the circle, but also of every figure into which

the circle can become transformed by reciprocation ; either in

the original involving the other in the reciprocal figure, and

conversely. See Art. 173.

306. If, in the preceding, while (he four points A^ Bj C, I)

and one of the two Ej Fj or the four tangents A'j B\ C", D' and

one of the two E\ F^ are supposed to remain fixed, the remain-

ing point, or tangent, be conceived to vary, and, in the course of

its variation, to go round the entire circle ; since then, in every

position of the variable point, or tangent,

{E,ABCD] = {F.ABCD]^ or, {E\AB'G'D'] = [F,A'B'C'D],

the two reciprocal properties of the preceding article may con-

seqocntly be stated as follows

:

a, Every system offour fixed points on a circle determtnesj

at a variable fifth point on the circle^ a variable pencil offour

rays having a constant anharmonic ratio.

a'. Every system offourfixed tangents to a circle determines
j
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on a vanable Jijih tangent to ike drde^ a wtrwhU row qffomr
points having a constant ankarmome ratio, \^

When tho variable pointy or tangent, iu tho coarse of its

variation, coincides with one of the four fixed points, or tangents

;

the corresponding ray of the variable pencil, or point of the

variable row, becomes then the tangent at the fixed point (19),

or the point of contact of the fixed tangent (20) ; but the entire

pencil, or row, has still the same oonstant anhannonic ratio as

for every other position of tho variable pomt, or tangent. See

Art. 255.

This oonstant anharmonic ratio is oommonly termed that of

the four fixed points on the circle, in the former case, and that

of the four fixed tangents to tlio circle, in the latter case; it

being, of course, always impUcitly understood to mean, as abore

explained, that of the pencil determined by the four at any
fiAh ptiint on tho circle, in the former case, and that of the row

determined by the four on any fifth tangent to the circle, in the

latter case. See Art. 279.

For the same reasons stated in the wmrJoding paragr^th of

the preceding article, the above redprooal properties are trae

generally, not only of the drde, bot also of every figure into

which the circle can beoome transformed by reqprocation ;

cither in the original involving the other in the reciprocal

figure, and conversely.

307. The pencil ofjimr rays ddanmmed by amy mfttom cf

JbwrpoitUa on a circle at oaf /^ point en tke circle^ and tke row

offam points ittwrminod hjf the oorretpcndmg tyatom cffomr

tangemte to the drtU on any fifih tamgeni to tk$ ctreUf are

ejutanMarmonuim >

For, if ^, i?, C, Z> be any four points on a circle, and

A\ B\ C'y U tho four corresponding tangents to the drde ; E
any fifth point on tho circle, and E any fifth tangent to tho

circle ; then since, for all positions ofE and E^ by (25, i* and 2*),

the pencil of four rays E.ABCD is similar to that detennined

by tlio row of four points E.A'B'O'D at the oentre of die

circle, therefore &c. (285).

In the particular case when the fifth tangent E' is that

corresponding to the fifth point E\ the four points E.A'B'C'jy

n2
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are the four poles, with respect to the circle, of the four points

E.ABCD (165, 6") ; and their equianharraonicism follows, as a

particular case, from the general property of Art. 292.

Tiie above anharmonic equivalence is generally represented,

for shortness, by Dr. Salmon's Notation, Art. 279, viz.

—

[ABCD] = {A'B'G'D']',

it being, of course, always understood that the two equivalents

refer, respectively, to the pencil determined by the four points

-4, B^ C, D at any fifth point on the circle, and to the row

determined by the four corresponding tangents A'B'C'D' on

any fifth tangent to the circle.

Again, for the reasons stated in the concluding paragraph

of Art. 305, the above property is true generally, not only of

the circle, but also of every figure into which the circle can

become transformed by reciprocation.

308. The six anharmonic ratios P and =, Q and -^r', R

and -^ of the pencil determined by any four points A^ Bj 0, I) on

a circle at any fifth point E on the circle^ or hy the four Carres'

ponding tangents A\ B\ G\ D' on any fifth tangent E' to the

circle (307), may he expressed in terms of the six chords connecting

the four points two and twOj exactly as for four points on a

line (274), viz.—
?A ?R ^9A 9]1 BA.CD CA.BD
CA ' CD *°^ BA' BD' ®'' CA.BD *° BA.CD ^^''

CB CD AB AD CB.AD AB.CD
AB' AD"""^^ CB'-CD'"''^' AB.CD ^"^ CB.AD ^^^'

AC AD . BC BD AC.BD , BC.AD
BC'-W''^ AC'-AD^""'^ BGZKD *°^ AC:BD ^^^'

For, in the three pairs of reciprocal ratios (1), (2), (3), dividing

each chord involved by the diameter of the circle, and substitu-

ting for the resulting quotient the sine of the angle subtended

by that chord at any point E on the circle (62) ; the three

pairs of corresponding anharmonic ratios of the pencil E.ABCD
detenuincd by the four points A^ Bj C, D at the point Ej
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BinBEA funBED . lunCEA wnCED
^mCEA ' »\dCED idnBEA ' onliED r ^»

sin CEB sin CEP moAEB sinAED . „

8in^J5:J? • s'lnAED sin CEB ' sin CED ^ ^*

.:,. trr .:.. » r/) sin BEC un Pm
/> SIDAEC 8U1-1. ^ '

or their tin spouding cquivalentB (see {1% (2'), (S')

(Art. 274), arc the auniedtate result ; and therefore dec

309. Two different systems of four points on, or tangents

to, the same circle, or two different circles, vl, J9, C, D and

A\ B\ C'y /X, which correspond in pairs A to A'^ B Xo B\
O to C\ /> to J7, are said to be equianlinniionic, when tlic

pencils of four rays, or the rows of four points, they determine

at all points on, or on all tangents to, their circle, or circles, are

equianhanuonic. With the same understanding, as to meaningi

as in the particular case ooondered in Art. 807, all such casee

of anharmonic cquivalenoe may in general be represented, for

shortness, by Dr. Salmon's Notation (S79), via.

—

[ABCD] - [A'B'C'Br]
;

the several pairs of correqxHiding constituents being, of course,

invariably written in the same order in the two equivalents, in

every case of its employment.

Two gimtlar systems of four points on the same circle, or on

two different circles, as determining similar pencils of four rays

at all points on their circle, or circles, fiiruish the most obvious

as well as the simplest example of two oquianharmonic systems

of concyclic points; and tlio two systems of corresponding

tangents to the circle, or circles, furnish the most obvioos as

well as the simplest example of two equianharmonic systems of

concyclic tangents, in the sense above defined. Thus, for two

circles, every two systems determmed by four points or tangents

of either, and by the four homologous points or tangents of the

other with resjK'ct to either centre of similitude of the two (198),

as being evidently similar, are equiauhannonic in that sense.

For the same circle, it is evident, from 2', Art. 286, that every

two systems of four points whicli detennine pencils in perH|>ec-

tivc at any two points on the circle, and every two »y8teni8
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of four tangents whicli determine rows in perspective on any two

tangents to the circle, are equianharmonic in the same sense.

310. As, in Art. 290, for two equianharmonic rows of four

points on different axes, or for two equianharmonic pencils of

four rays through different vertices; so, for two concyclic

systems of four points, or tangents, equianharmonic in the sense

of the preceding article, it is evident, from the two reciprocal

properties (a) and (a') of Art. 289, that

—

a. Every two equianharmonic systems offour points on the

same circle determine two pencils of rays in perspective^ either at

any point of the other^ and the latter at the corresponding point

of the former.

a'. Every two equianharmonic systems offour tangents to the

same circle determine two rows of points in perspective, either on

any tangent of the other, and the latter on the corresponding

tangent of the former.

For, if A, B, O, D and A\ B\ G\ B be the two systems of

points, or tangents ; then, each pair of pencils or rows

A.A'B'G'D' and A'.ABCB, B.A'B'G'D' and B'.ABGD,

G.A'B'G'jy 3aid G'.ABGD, B.A'B'G'jy &nd D'.ABGD,

being equianharmonic, and having a common ray or point,

therefore &c. (289).

Cor. As, in Art. 291, for two equianharmonic rows of four

points on different axes, or pencils of four rays through different

vertices; so, for two concyclic systems of four points, or tangents,

equianharmonic in the sense in question, the above reciprocal

properties supply ready solutions, by linear constructions only,

without the aid of a second circle, of the two following reciprocal

problems, viz.

—

a. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents of two

equianharmonic systems of points on the same circle, and the

fourth point of either system, to determine the fourth point of
the other system.

a. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents of two

equianharmonic systems of tangents to the same circle, and the

fourth tangent of either system, to determine the fourth tangent of
the other system.
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The two reciprocal constructions given in the article referred

to (291), modified in the manner mentioned in the note at its

close, apply, word for word and letter for letter, to these

problems also.

311. The two following rectprocfti etwee of anhArmonlo equi-

valence, between concjclic sjatema of points and tangents, result

immediately from the fundamental properties of Art. SOft, and

lead to several remarkable couscqnenoee in the modem geometry

of the circle, via.^

IfA, B, Cf Dbe amyJom poimtt <m {or kmgtmt$ to) tMe $ame

circle, and Xy Yy Z As Arm paktlM cf inWrmbtim {or Imet of
eotmeeiioH) of Uu thrm pairo of eommeton {or MMwiecrtem) SO
and AD, CA and BD, AB and CD (figa. a and a') ; then

(see Art. 37S).

r. For ooory paSr of oomeydie poinia {or tangmtt) E andF
which oonneet thartmgh {or vUtrMct on) X,

[ABEF\ - [CDEF] and [ACEF\ - [BDEF\ (a)

;

S*. For every pair O and H whiek oonneot ikrongk {or m-
terMfci on) Y,

[BCGJI] - lADOU] and [BAOS] - {CVaiI],..{h) ;

8*. For every pair K and L which eommet through {or m-
tereect on) Z,

{CAKL}^{BDKLi and [CBKL]^{ADKL\ ....(c);

and, eonvereely, oil poire of ooneydio points {or ta$igente) which

fulja either, and thereon the other (372), of any of the three

preceding pairs of equianharwumie reiatione, conneet through [or

intereeet on) the corresponding one of the three points {or lines)

X,Y,Z.
For, bj the two converse pairs of reciprocal properties

(286, 4°) and (289), the coUincarity (or concurrence) of the three

points (or lines) E, F, and X, in the first case, involves, and is

involved in either of, the two equianharmonic relations

\B.ACEF\^{A,BDEF\ and {G,ABEF\^\AMDEF\\
that of the three Q, U, and Y, in the second case, involves, and

b involved in either of, the two

[C.BAGU] = [B.CDOB] and [A.BCOU] = [B.ADGH]
;
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and that of the three jK", i, and Z^ in the third case, involves,

and is involved in either of, the two

{A.CBKL]^{G.ABKL] and {B.GAKL\=^{G.BBKLY,

and therefore &c. (305).

Cor. 1°. The three points (or lines) X, F, Z in the above,

taken in pairs Y and Z^ Z and X, X and F, being the three

.
pairs of centres (or axes) of perspective of the three pairs of

inscribed chords (or exscribed angles) BG and AB^ GA and BB^
AB^xA GB determined by the four concyclic points (or tangents)

A^ B^ G^ B\\\. follows consequently, from the three pairs of

equianharmonic relations (a), (6), (c), that

—

a. Every two points on a circle^ tchtch connect through either

centre of perspective of any two inscribed chords^ divide equian-

harmonicdlly the two arcs of the circle interested hy the chords /

and^ conversely^ every two points on a circle^ which divide equi-

anharmonically any two arcs of the circle^ connect through one

or other of the two centres of perspective of the two inscribed

chords determined by the arcs.

a'. Every two tangents to a circle^ which intersect on either

axis of perspective of any two exscribed angles^ divide equian-

harmonically the two arcs of the circle intercepted by the angles

;

andj conversely, every two tangents to a circle, which divide equi-

anharmonically any two arcs of the circle, intersect on one or

other of the two axes of perspective of the two exscribed angles

determined hy the arcs.

Cor. 2°. In the particular case where the two arcs of the

circle, intercepted between two of the four points (or tangents),
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B and C suppose, and between the remaining two A and />,

are eqnal ; sltice then, evidently, one of the two ooitres of per-

spective Z (fig. a) of the two inscribed chords thej determine is

at an infinite distance, while one of the two axes of perBpectiTe

Z (fig. a'} of the two exscribed angles they determine pansnn

through the centre of the circle ; and since, oonsequentljri the

two circular points at infinity (260) connect through the former,

while the two tangents from the centre of the circle intersect on

the latter ; hence, from the first parts of the above, it appeara

that—

tu Enenf <aao, and lk§»tJort aU, equal aret of lie aaate drcU
are cut equiamhamumioaUjf bjf tke two circular points «U injinity.

a'. Every twOy and iken^ore att^ equal are$ of Uie »ame circle

are cut eqmamhamuntietdfy by tke two cemiral tamgemte to Ike drcU.

Ck)R. 8*. In the particular case when, of the four points

(or tangents) A, i?, i\ />, any two, B and suppose, and also

the remaining two, A and />, coincide ; and when, consequently

(19 and 20), the point (or line) X is the intersection of the

terminal tangents (or the connector of the terminal points) of

the arc of the circle AB intercepted between the two pain

of coincident points (or tangents) B^C and i< i> ; since

then, for every pair of con^dic points (or tangents) E and F
which connect through (or intersect on) JT, by either relation (a)

of the above, \ABEF\^[BA£F'i\ and since, by (281), every

pair of coucyclic points or tangents E and F which fulfil the

latter relation are harmonic conjugates to eadi other with

respect to the two A and B\ hence also, from the above, as

already established on other principle« in Art. 257, it appears

that—

a. Every two point* on a circUj which connect through the

inUrsidion of any tun tangente to tke drde^ divide harmonieally

t/u (nc of the circle intereeptod by tke tangents; and, conversely,

every two points on a circle, which divide any arc of the circle

karmonioallyj connect through tke inivrseetion of tke terminal

tangents cf tke arc

a. Every two tangents to a cvrde, which intersect on ike con"

nector of any two points on tke circle, divide harmonically the

arc of the circle intercepted by the points ; and, conversely,
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tnery two tangents to a circle^ which divide any arc of the circle

harmonically^ intersect on the connector of the terminal points

of the arc.

Cor. 4°. When, in the general case, the two points (or

tangents) E and F connect through (or intersect on) not only

X but also F, or the two O and H connect through (or inter-

sect on) not only Y but also Z^ or the two K and L connect

through (or intersect on) not only Z but also X; since then,

by the first and second of the general relations (a) and (J),

{h) and (c), (c) and (a), respectively, combined

—

{ABEF] ={BAEF\ and [CDEF] ={DCEF\,

{BCGH] = {CBGH} and {AJ)OH} = {DAGH}^

{CAKL}={ACKL} and {BBKL} =[DBKL];

and since, consequently, by (281), the several systems of four

constituents are all harmonic; hence again, from the above,

as already shewn on other principles in Art. 261, it appears

that—

a. The two points on a circle^ which are collinear with the

two centres of perspective of any two inscribed chords^ divide

harmonically the two arcs of the circle intercepted by the chords /

and^ conversely^ the two points on a circle^ which divide har-

monically the two arcs of the circle intercepted by any two in-

scribed chordsy are collinear with the two centres of perspective

of the chords.

a'. The two tangents to a circle^ which are concurrent unth

the tuH) axes of perspective of any two exscribed angles, divide

harmonically the two arcs of tJie circle intercepted by the angles

;

andj conversely^ the two tangents to a circle^ which divide har-

monically the two arcs of the circle interested by any two ex-

$er%bed angles^ are concurrent with the two axes of perspective

of the angles.

Cob. 5". Since, in the same case (see figures), by virtue of

the general property of Art. 285

—

[EFXY] = {D.EFAB} = [C.EFBA} = {B.EFCI)} = {A.EFJ)C}j

{EFYX] = {C.EFAB} = {D.EFBA] = [A.EFCI)] = {B.EFI)C},

witk similar groups of relations for the system Oy i/, Y, Z, and
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for the gjstera /T, Z, Z, X, (which, it will be observed, prove

directly the harmonic relations of the preceding corollary) ; it

follows consequently, by (306), that

—

{EFXY] = {EFYX], [0HYZ}^[0JIZY], {KLZX]''{KLXZ];

and therefore, by (281), as established already on other con-

siderations in Art. 261, that

—

a. The two eenireg cf pertpedive of any two ckordi inaartbed

to a eirele tUvidt karwumioalfy tke mj^mmrI, real or tmqgimnyj

interetpted bettaeen tkt ttoo eoOinear pouU» om At eirele,

a'. The two axea of pertpedive of any two amglea exeeribed

to a eMe divide IwtnmimieaBjf tk$ amg^ real er jmanfimuyt inter*

e^Aedbetweem the two eomemreni kmgemte to Ae eMe.

Cor. 6*. In the particular caae when the four points (or

tangents) ^, .8, C, /> are in pairs, A and J9, C and D suppoae,

diametrically opposite to each other; aioce then, evidently, the

two centres of penpective Z and X (fig. a) of the two inacribed

chords AB and (7/>, and with tfarai of oonne all oollinear

points, are at infinity, while the two axea of penpective Z and

X (fig. a') of the two exacribed Anglea AB and C/>, and with

them of course all ooocurrent lines, pass through the centre

of the drcle; hence, finom Cor. 4*, aa establiahed already oo

other conaiderations bn Art. MO, it appears that

a. Every teo, €md tberefore all, eevneiremlar aree of tbe Mate

eMe are eat harwuomcaUy by ike two dreular pointe ai imfimity,

a • Sovnf fi0O| amA thevejwe all^ sswteinufaT asree of the eaate

eirele are emt km miwtJLuUy by tbe two eeHlral tamgeate to tbe eirele.

Cob. 7*. The two reciprocal propertiea of Cor. 1* supply

obvious solutions of the three following pairs of reciprocal

problems, viz.

—

a. To draw a line^ l\pae»wg through a given point and
determining two pointe on a given eirde dividing two given aree

qf ike eirele equianharmoniealfy; S*. Umehing one given eirele and
determining two pointe on another given eirde dividing two given

aree of the latter eirele eqaianbarmonioally; 8*. determining two

pointe on each of two given eirdee dividing two given aree efeaeh

circle equianharmonieally,

a'. To find a pointy V. lying on a given line and determining

two tangente to a given drfle dividing two given aree of the circle
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equianharmonically; 2°. lying on one given circle and determining

two tangents to another given circle dividing two given arcs of

the latter circle equianharmonically; 3°. determining two tangents

to each of two given circles dividing two given arcs of each circle

equianhannonicaUy.

Since, by the corollary in question (Cor. 1°), every two

points on (or tangents to) a circle, which connect through

either centre of perspective of the two inscribed chords (or

intersect on either axis of perspective of the two exscribed

angles) determined by any two arcs of the circle, divide those

arcs equianharmonically; it follows, consequently, that, of the

above pairs of reciprocal problems, the first of each group

admits of two, and the second and third of each admit of four,

different solutions, the two points (or tangents) corresponding

to any or all of which may, according to circumstances, be as

oflen imaginary as real.

Cor. 8°. Since (156) every circle, whose chord of inter-

section with either of two orthogonal circles passes through

the centre of the other, is orthogonal to the latter; while,

conversely, every circle orthogonal to one of two orthogonal

circles determines a chord of the other passing through the

centre of the former; it follows consequently, from the first

and second parts of property (a) of the same corollary (Cor. 1°)

respectively, that

—

Every circle orthogonal to either of two orthogonal circles cuts

equianharmonically every two arcs of the other intercepted between

two diameters of the former ; and, conversely, every circle cutting

any two arcs of another circle equianharmonically is orthogonal

to one or other of the two circles orthogonal to the latter, and to

each other, 176, 1°, whose centres are the two centres of perspective

of the chords of the arcs.

Cor. 9°. Since (187, 2°) a variable circle, whose chords of

intersection, real or imaginary, with two fixed circles pass

through two fixed points, describes the coaxal system orthogonal

to the pair of circles concentric with the points and orthogonal

to the circles ; it follows evidently, from the second part of the

general property of the preceding corollary, that

—

1*. A variable circle, passing through a fixed iwint and
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euUing two fixed arcs of a fixed circle equiaMiarmonicaUyy p€u$ea

cdso through the tnvene oj tMe point with re$pect to one or other

of the two circlet orthogonal to the fixed drde and eomcentrie with

the two centres ofpertpecHve of the chords of its ares,

2". A vcuriable circle, emtting two fixed arcs of eocA of two

fixed droks equtanharmomeaUg, descr&es cms or other of tksfow
coaxal systems orthogonal to a drtU of eaek pair orihogomal to

one of the fixed cirdss and coneetUric with the two centres of per-

speetive of the chords of its arcs.

Cob. 10*. Since (156, Cor. 4') a circle maj be describedi

r. paning ihroagh two given points and cutting a given circle

orthogonallj ; 2*. passing through a given point and cutting two

given circlet ortbc^nallj ; 3*. cutting three given drclea ortho-

gonally ; the first part of the same general property (that of

Cor. 8*) supplies obviously the two, four, and eight solationa,

respectively, of the three following problems, via.—

To describe a drelsj 1*. passing ihrongh two given points and

cutting two given arcs of a given circle egHianharmonioallg

;

^.passing throtigh a given pomt atfl n arcs fff

each oftwo given eirdes equianhannom—^ . -—:...j two given

arcs ofeach of three given eireUs eqmianharmonieallg,

312. Binoe every two similar angles, however eircamstaiieed

as to position, absolute or relative, intercq^ equal arcs on every

circle pasung through their two vertioea, and since every eirde,

whatever be its roagnitnde or poaittOB, passes through the two

circular points at infinity (260) ; it follows consequently, from

relations (a) of Cora. 2* and 6* of the preceding article, that

—

£very two^ and therefore all, simUar angles^ hotoever dreuM'

statwed as to position, absolute or relative, are cut equianhar-

monieally, and if right angles hanmmieaUg, by the lines connecting

their vertices with the two drenlar points at infinity; the value of
the common <»nharmonic ratio of their section depending on their

commonform, and being « — I when thatform is rectangular, .

This remarkable r^ult, which for the particuUu* case of right

ai)glcs has, it will be remembered, been already established on

other principles in Art. 260, is of considerable importance in

the higher departments of modem g^metry; as bringing at

once under the operation of all procrases of geometrical trana-

^
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formation, such as reciprocation, projection, &c., under which

anharmonic ratios remain unchanged, all properties of geo-

metrical figures involving similar angles ; and shewing, in

general, what such properties become by transformation when

the angles themselves, as they generally do, lose by change

of form their character of similarity under the process of

transformation.

313. From the two reciprocal properties of Art. 311 the

two following, also reciprocal, properties respecting coneyclic

triads of points and tangents in perspective may be immediately

inferred, viz.

—

When two si/stems of three points on {or tangents to) the same

circle Aj Bj C and A'^ B', C", which correspond two and two in

opposite pairs A and A'j B and B\ C and C", are in perspective^

every pair of systems determined hy four of the six constitiients

and their four opposites are equianharmonic ; andj conversely^

wJien they are such that any pair of systems determined by four

of the six constituents and theirfour opposites are equianharmonic^

they are in perspective.

For, if be the point of concurrence (fig. a), or the line

of collincarity (fig. a'), of two of the three lines of connection

(or points of intersection) AA\ BB\ CC of the three pairs of

opposite constituents A and A\ B and J5', G and C ;
then

since, by the two reciprocal properties of the article in question

(311), the concurrence (or collincarity) with them of the third

involves both, and is involved in either of, the two equianhar-

monic rcUitions,
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1°. If BIT and CC be the two, and AA' the third,

[BCAA'] = { CB'AA'} = [RCA'A], (280)| .

and [BCAA'l = [CB'AA'] = [B'CA'A], (280)J
' '

2\ If CC and J^' be the two, and BR the third,

[CABB] = {yl'CiJjr} « {Cr^'^^}, (280))
.J.

,

and
{
CA'BB'] = {JCBR] =

{
CARS], (280)3

"" ^
^

'

3'. If ^^' and BR be the two, and CC the third,

{JJ3(7(T) - {RA'CC] - K-5'CrC), (280)) .

and {AB'CC] - (Al'(7Cr| - [A'BCCU (280)1
^*'^'

therefore &c (283).

Otherwise thos: Since, when the two triads are in per-

spective, thdr three pairs of opposite constitnents A and A\
B and R^ C and C divide hamonically the are JKY, real or

imaginary, intercepted between the two tangents to the circle

from the centre of pen^MCtiro (or the two intersections with

the circle of the axis of perspective) (257), therefore, by

3", Cor. .5, Art 282, every four of the six ooastitiientB aiui

their four opposites form eqaianharmooie sjataoM. And sinoe,

conversely, when any four of the six ooostitneots and their

fbnr opposites form equianhannonie sjitem^ die threo pahrs of

opposite constituents dinde harmonioally a ooBinioo are JfAT,

real or imaginary (Cor. 1*, Art. 288), therefore, (by 257), the

two triads are in perspective. This latter demonstration,

though perhaps on the whole nmpler, yet, as involving the

contingent elements M and A, is conseqaently less general than

the former iu which all the elements involved are permanent (21).

In the particular cases when, in the fint parts of the above

reciprocal propertioi, the centre of perspective 0, iu the former

case, is the centre of the circle, and the axis of perspective 0,

in tlie latter case, is the line at infinity; the three pairs of

corresponding constituents A and A'j B and /?', C and C being

then diametrically opposite pairs with respect to the circle, the

two properties are evident, h priori^ from the obvious similarity

and consequent equiaiihamionicism of every two systems deter-

mined by four of them and their four opposites. iSee Cor. 2**,

Art. 283, from which also, £uc. III. 31, the inx>perties evidently

follow iu the same cases.
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Cor. 1°. It follows, indirectly, from both parts of the above

properties combined, that when a systetn of six points on [or

tangents to) the same circle^ lohich correspond two and two in

opposite pairs A and A\ B and B\ C and C\ is such that any

two systems determined hy four of the six constituents and their

four opposites are equianharmonic, then every two systems deter-

mined hyfour of them and theirfour opposites are equianharmonic.

For, by the second parts of the above properties, the equian-

harmonicism of any one of the six pairs of conjugate groups

of four into which the system may be divided involves the

perspective of the two conjugate triads -4, 5, C and A\ B\ C
of which it consists, and consequently, by the first parts of the

same properties, the equianharmonicism of the remaining five.

This property, it will be remembered, was proved directly for

coUinear points and concurrent lines, and with them, implicitly,

for concyclic points and tangents, in Art. 283, and the above

indirect verification of it for the latter may of course be re-

garded as extending to the former also.

Cor. 2°. The first parts of the above reciprocal properties

supply obvious solutions of the two reciprocal problems, of two

triads of concyclic points [or tangents) A^ B, G and A\ B\ G\
which correspond two and two in opposite pairs^ and every four

of which are equianharmonic with their four opposites ; given

any two pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\ B and B\
and either constituent C of the third pair C and C, to determine

the second constituent C of that pair. For, the two lines of

connection (or points of intersection) AA' and BB' of the two

given pairs A and A\ B and B' determine, by their point of

intersection (or line of connection), the centre (or axis) of

perspective of the two triads, and with it, consequently,

the conjugate C to the given constituent G of the third pair

G and C'.

314. From the two reciprocal properties of the preceding

article, respecting concyclic triads of points or tangents in

perspective, it may bo readily inferred, for concyclic quartets

of points or tangents in perspective, that, more generally

—

When two systems offour points on [or tangents to) the same

circle A^ J5, C, D and A\ B\ G\ U^ tohich correspond ttoo and
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two in opposite pairs A and A\ B and B'j C and C\ D and U^
are in perspective^ every pair of systems determined by four oftks

eight oomst^uents and their fntr oppo&iiss art equiasdtanmonio

;

and^ coneerssly^ when tsoo equianAarmamie systsms cf/imr points

on [or tanyents to) the same circle A^ J9, C, D and A\ B"^ C\ U
are such that a jtolr of thw" wrresponding wststituessh wtsy he

interchanged Ktthuut viuJalinq ih^Sr r*htlina nf^uianharmmtirijtmy

they are in perttjtectire.

Fur, from the general property (1°) Art. 342, see figures of

preceding article.

1*. Any two of the three eqaiaabarmonio reUtioae

[CDAA'\^[eUA'A\, {DBAA']^[DBA'A],

{BCAA'^i - [B'CA'A],

involve and are involved in the two

[/yr/yJX/rc/yj'l «od \BCDA']m.\B'CDtA]..,[a)',

2'. Any two of the three eqauinhannonie relatione

\DABD'] = \UA'B'B\, [ACBB] - [A'CBB],

{CDBB\m[CDBBi,
involve and are involverl in the two

[CDAB] - [CJJfA'B] and \CDAB] - \CffA'B\ ...(*);

3*. Any two of the three c<iulauharmonic relations

\ABCC'\ - [ABCC], \BDCC'\ - [BUCOU
[DACC\^[UA'CC\^

involve and are Involved in the two

[DABC] - [UA'B'Cr] and \DABC] - [iyAB'C\..,{c)\

4". Any two of the three cquianharmonic relations

[BCDD\ - [B'CDD], [CADiy\ - [C'A'BD],

{ABDn\^[A'B'jyD],

involve ai)cl arc involved in the two

[AISCD] = [A'BC'U] and \ABCD\^\A'B'C'D]...[d)',
'

and, as three similar quartets of eqaianharmonic relations

result evidently from the interchange ; firstly, of B and B' in r,

of C and C in 2", of D and D in 3', and of A and A' in 4*

;

secondly, of C and C in T, of 2> and D in 2*, of A and A' in

VOL. II. O
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3°, and of B and B' in 4° ; and thirdly, of D and D' in \% of

A and A in 2°, of B and B' in 3°, and of G and C in 4°

;

therefore &c.

Otherwise thus, as for the properties of the preceding article,

which are included in the above as particular cases. Since

(same figures) when the two quartets are in perspective, their

four pairs of opposite constituents A and A\ B and J5', C and C",

D and H divide harmonically the arc MN^ real or imaginary,

intercepted between the two tangents to the circle from the

centre of perspective (or the two intersections with the circle of

the axis of perspective) (257) ; therefore, by 3", Cor. 4°,

Art. 282, every four of the eight constituents and their four

opposites form equianharmonic systems ; and since, conversely,

when the two quartets are equianhannonic, and preserve their

equianharmonicism on the interchanges of a pair of their cor-

responding constituents, the four pairs of corresponding consti-

tuents divide harmonically a common arc MN^ real or imaginary,

(Cor. r. Art. 284) ; therefore, by (257), the two quartets are in

perspective. This latter demonstration has the same advantages

and disadvantages, compared with the former, as for the properties

of the preceding article.

In the particular cases when, in the first parts of the above

reciprocal properties, the centre of perspective 0, in the former

case, is the centre of the circle, and the axis of perspective 0, in

the latter case, is the line at infinity ; the four pairs of corres-

ponding constituents A and A\ B and B\ C and C\ D and D'

being then diametrically opposite pairs with respect to the

circle, the two properties are evident, h priori^ from the obvious

similarity, and consequent equianharmonicism, of every two

systems determined by four of them and their four opposites.

See (yor. 2°, Art. 284, from which also, Euc. iii. 31, the pro-

perties evidently follow in the same cases.

Cor. r. It follows, indirectly, from both parts of the above

properties combined, that token Uco equianharmontc systems of
four points on (or tangents to) the same circle A^ B, C, I) and
A\ B'y C, D' are such that a pair of their corresponding consti-

tuents may he interchanged without violating their relation of
equianharmonicism^ then every pair of their corresponding con-

stituents may be interchanged without violating their relation of
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equianharmonicigm. For, by the Moond parts of the Above pro-

perties, the possibility of a tungle such interchange involTes the

perspective of the systems, and conaeqoeDtlj, by the first parts

uf the same properties, the possibility of every sach interchange.

This property also, like that of the corollary of tlio preceding

article, it will be remembered, was proved directly for collinear

points and concurrent lines, and therefore implicitly for concydic

points and tangents, in Art. 284, and the above may be r^arded

as an indirect verification of it for the former M well as for the

Utter.

Cor. S*. The first parts of the above reciprocal properties

supply obvious solutions of the two reciprocal problems; of two

quttfieta of eottcjftUo poinU {or loii^eiil*) Aj B^ C, D amd

A\ B'y C\ I/f wkick oorrtqKmd two and two m <;ppot«B0 poirtf

and every four of wkiek are egmiankarwwtne wHk Uuir fawt

oppomtes ; giren anif two pair* of corretpondit^ eoiut^ueiUt A
and A\ B and B'f and any two nam eovrt»jpondmg oomtitmmUt of
the remaining two pair$y to determine the remaiming two eon-

atituents of thote paira. For, the two lines of connection (or

points of intersection) AA' and BB' id the two given pain of

corresponding constituents A and A\ B and ff determine, bj
their point of intersection (or line of connection), the centre (or

axis) of perspective O of the two quarteti, and with it, conse-

quently, the two correspondents to the two given non-corres-

ponding constituents of the remaining two pairs.

315. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding artide

are sometimes enunciated as follows

:

When tkree pain €fpovOa on (or tmgentM to) the aame drde
A and A\ B and B\ C and 0' determine two triade in perepoo-

tioe A, B, C and A\ B\ (T f every fourth pair 1) andU deter^

mines with them two qnartete A^B^C^D and A\ R^ C, U
which ifin perepeetive are eqmanhannoniii^ and wkieh tf equiatH

harwwnte are in perepeettoe.

And the following reciprocal demonstrationa, based on the

two reciprocal properties a and a' of Art. 261, are sometimes

given of them. If be the centre (fig. a), or the axis (fig. a),

of perq>ective of the two triads Ay By C and A'y J?', C; 7 its

polar (fig. a), or its pole (fig. a'), with req>ect to the circle

;

o2
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I'^J A

E and E' any fifth pair of points (or tangents) connecting

through (or intersecting on) 0; P, Q^ Rj S the four points of

intersection (or lines of connection) of the four pairs of lines of

connection (or points of intersection) EA and E'A\ EB and E'B\

EC and E'C\ ED and E'D'-^ and F, Q', E, S' the four for the

four pairs EA' and E'A, EB' and E'B, EC and E'C^ ED'
and E'D ; then since, by the properties in question, [a and a',

Art. 261), the two triads of points (or lines) P, Q^ B and

P*, Qy R' lie on the line (or pass through the point) 7; and

since on the coUinearity (or concurrence) of the two S and 8'

with them depends, at once, the circumstance of the two points

(or tangents) D and D' connecting through (or intersecting on)

(a and a'. Art. 261), and the circumstance of the two pairs

-of pencils (or rows) E.ABCD and E'.A'B'G'U, E.A'B'C'D'

and E'.ABCDy that is, of the two quartets of points (or tan-

gents) Aj B^ C, D and A'^ B'^ C", D'^ being equianharmonic

(a and o', Art. 288) ; therefore &c.

Cor. r. Since, when two systems of any common number of

points on (or tangents to) the same circle A^ P, O, 2), &c.

and A'^ B', C, /)', &c. which correspond in pairs A and A\
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B and B\ C and C\ D and D^ &c. are in perspective, any

pair, or any number of pairs, of their corresponding constituents

may evidently be interchaugcd without violating tlieir rela-

tion of perspective ; therefore, in the equianharmonic relation

[ABCD] = \A'B'C'D]y which connects, as above diewn, every

two quartets Aj By C, D and A\ B\ C\ H in perspective,

the accented and unaccented constituents may bo interchanged

at pleasure without violating the relation of equianharmoniciKm

;

thns, for the eight different combinations of four and their four

correspondeutH that could be fonnod from tlio four pairs of cor-

responding euuiititueuts A and A\ B and B^ C and C, D and

i)' (314), giving rise (see 6gures), as obaenred in Arta. 384 and

St 4, to the eight following different caies of anharmooic eqni-

valcncc, viz.

—

[ABCD 1
- [A'B'C'Br] « [PQBS )

-

{FQRS],

[ABCD \ - [AB'Cl/\ - [PQBS \ - [Bi/BSU

\ABCD j
- [ABC'Bf

\
- [PQRS ) - [FQRS'],

\ABCD]~ [A'B'CDt )

-

\PQtt8
\
- [F(^Rfr],

[ABCD ] - [ABCD] - [PQBS- ]
- [rQBS],

[ABCD] - [ABCD \ - {FQfBS\ - [Pi^BS' j,

[ABCD] - {AB'CD

\

- {FQB8\m [PQR8' |,

{A'BCD]»{AB'CD]^[FQRS']^\PQBS\\

for none of which, however, is it to be m^itpoaed, as is aometinm

erroneously done by begimiers, that the anharmonicism is tliat

of the pencil (or row} detennined, at the centre (or on the axis)

of perspective 0, by tlie four lines of connection (or points of

intersection) AA\ BB\ CC\ DD^ whose conctirrcDce (or col-

linearity) constitutes the common perspective of them all.

Cor. 2*. If, while, of two concycllc quartets of points or

tangents in perspective -1, 5, C, D and A\ Bj C\ />*, three

pairs of corrcsiionding constituents A and A\ B and B^ Cand C
are supposed to remain fixed, tl>e fourth pair D and D be

conceived to vary ; and, in tlie course of their variation, to

coincide sucoessively ; firstly, D with A' and D with A
;

secondly, IJ with D' aud D' with B; thirdly, D with C and D
with ('; since then, for every position of D and Z/, by the
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above, {ABCD} = {A'B'C'B'], therefore for the particular posi-

tions in question (see figures)

—

{BCAA'] = {B'G'A'A} = {QEPP'} = {gE'FP} ... (1°),

{CABB'} = {C'A'B'B} = [RPQQ] = {R'FQ'Q} ... (2°),

{ABCC'l = [A'B' G'G]=^ [PQRR'\ = [F Q'FR}

.

. . (3°)

;

and from them, by the interchange, as explained in Cor. 1°, of

i? and ^' in (1°), of C and C in (2°), and of A and A' in (3°),

{B'CAA'} = {BG'A'A] = [Q'RPF] = {QR'FP} .... (1'),

{G'ABB'] = {GA'B'B} = {RFQQ'} = {RFQ^Q} .... (2'),

{A'BGC'] = {AB'G'G] = {FQRR']=={PQ'R'R} .... (3');

and, conversely, if, for two concyclic triads of points or tangents

A
J
Bj (7 and A'j B'j C, any of the six preceding relations (1°)

or (1'), (2°) or (2'), (3°) or (3') exist, since then the necessary

perspective of the repeated with each unrepeated pair of corres-

ponding constituents involves, by the above, the perspective of

the triads ; therefore, see Cor. 3°, Art. 284, the two reciprocal

properties respecting concyclic triads in perspective, established

on other considerations in Art. 313, are particular cases of those

respecting concyclic quartets in perspective, established by

their aid in the subsequent article.

316. From the general property of the preceding article,

that every two quartets of points or tangents of the same circle

in perspective are equianharmonic, combined with the circum-

stance of the evident equianharmonicism of every two similar

quartets of points or tangents, either of the same or of different

circles (309) ; it follows immediately that

—

^ar any tioo circles^ every tioo systems determined by four

points or tangents ofeither^ and by the four antihomologous points

or tangents of the other with respect to either centre of perspective

of the two (198), are equianharmonic.

For, the system for either circle being similar to the homo-

logous system for the other with respect to either centre of

perspective of the two, and the latter being in perspective with

the corresponding antihomologous system for the same circle

(198), therefore «S:c,
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The above property may obviously bo stated otherwise (306),

as foUowH

—

For any two circles^ every two pain of antihomohnjous arcn^

with respect to either centre cf perspective^ divide each oUter e<;Mi-

anharmonicaVy.

CoK. I". As every circle, iuteraoctmg two others at any

equal or supplemental anj:;k>i*, iutero^tf oo them a pair of

autihomolu^us arcs with rcttpcct to their external or internal

centre of pervpcctive, according as the angles of iutcnection

are equal or supplemental (iiU); henoe, from the above, it

appcara that

—

a. Every eirds mtersedUNf two others at any s^mo/, or ny/h
ms$Ualy aisles dividss oqmamharwwmicatly ail pairs of their

atUihomoloyous ares with respect to their sjOsrmal^ or tmismalf

ceiUre Ofpenpsottve*

L Whom two drelss each i$Usrseei two others at amy tfmal

or sitpplemmtal amgUsy As pairs of ares they vUsreqd on thsaa

divide each oAsr eqaiamharwwmieaUy.

c. When two cirolss iatsrssot two oAsrs^ ome at amy amglss amd

the other ai the same or the smpplsmtmkA magteSf their pairs ef
ares imtsreqtted by thsat disids sack oAsr efwmfdki rtmmioaHy,

d. IVhm two drcles imisrsset two others^ both ai the samm

sjjmd or smppUawMkU aagleSj the pairs of ares they imtsrerpi

oa theat^ and their pairs of ares iut^rcitnieJ hv ikrm. both Jioids

each other ojuiamkarvwmicaUy,

Cor. 3*. Since every drclo orthogonal to two others in-

tersects the two at once at equal and at supplemental angles,

and since, of the entire system of circles orthogonal to the

same two, one, vis. their common diameter, is a line ; it fol-'

lows, consequently, from a and d of the preceding (Cor. 1*),

tliat—

a. Every oirde erthogoaal to two others divides equianhar-

monioally all poire of their antihomtoloyous arcs with respect to

either of their oenlres of perspeUive*

b. Every two drdes determims om every drde orthogonal to

them both a system eqmaaharmonio wtih that they dstermiue

on their common diameter,

c. When two circles are orthogonal to two others^ both pairs
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determine equianharmonic systems^ each on the circles of the other

and on their own common diameter.

Cor. 3°. If, In property c of Cor. T, one of the two intersect-

Tdg circles be conceived to vary while the other and the two

intersected circles remain fixed; since then, by virtue of the

general property (1,93, Cor. 8°), the variable circle intersecting

two fixed circles at two constant angles intersects at a third

constant angle every third fixed circle coaxal with them, it

follows consequently, from that property, that

—

Wiien a variable circle intersects any two fixed circles at any

two constant ant/les ; a. its arc infercepted hy either is cut in a

constant anhartnonic ratio by the other / b. its arcs intercepted by

both are cut in constant anharmonic ratios hy all fixed circles

coaxal with both.

317. The two following reciprocal properties, respecting any

two coneyclic triads of points and tangents, are in the modern

geometry of the circle what those of Art. (293) are in that of

the point and line, and lead to as many and important conse-

quences in the applications of the theory of anharmonic section.

If Aj Bj C be any three points on [or tangents to) a circle^

A'J B\ C any other three points on [or tangents to) the same

circle^ and Xj V^ Z the three intersections [or connectors) of the

three pairs of connectors [or intersections) BC and B'C^ GA'

and C'A, AB' and A'B; the three points [or lines) X, Y^ Z are

collinear [or concurrent) ; and their line of collinearity [or point

of concurrence] determines with the circle two points [or tangents)

M and N connected with the two original triads Aj B, C and

A' J B\ C by the three groups ofequianharmonic relations

[BCMN] = [B'C'MNU
[CAMN] = [C'A'MN] \ (1),

{ABMN] = [A'B'MN])

{AA'MN}=^{BB'MN} = {CG'MN} (2),

{ABCM]:={A'B'C'M])

{ABCN]=^{A'B'C'N}} ^
^'

For, if M and N be the two points, fig. (a), (or tangents,

fig. (a')), determined with the circle by the line of connection
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(or point of iDtereecHon) / of any two, X and Y suppose, of the

throe poiuts (or lines} X, F, if; then since the two triads of

ooiM^cUc points ^or tangeota) B, C, M and C, B\ Js arc in

perspective, therefore, by the firrt parts of the two reciprocal

properties of Art. SI 1,

[BCMN] - [BCMN] and \BBMXl - [CCMX],., (a);

and since the two triads C^ A^ U and A\ C, JC are in peiapec
tive, therefore, by the same,

[CAMIf] ^[CA'MN] and [CCM2r\ - [AA'MJf]... (ft)

;

therefore, by the ^neral property (!*} Art. 282, or directly as

regards the second equivalents,

[ABMN\ - [ABMN\ and [AA'MS] - [BRMS ^..,

,

,

and therefore, by the second parts of the two reciprocal proper>

ties of Art. 311, the two triads A^ /?, Jf and B'y A\N%rt\a
penpective; wl vea the first parta of the above redprooal

properties, and -uem the two grunps of equianhannonic

relations (I) and (2), from either of which the group (S) follows

immediately by virtue of the general property 2*, Cor. 8*,

Art. 282.

Cor. r. If X\ y, Z* be the three intersections (or con-

nectors) of the three pain of connectors (or intenections) BC
and B'C\ CA and C'A\ ABtokd A'B'\ it may, of coune, be

shewn, in precisely the same manner, that the three triada

of points (or lines) Y\ Z", JT; Z\ X\ K; JT, F, Z are also

coUinear (or concurrent); tlieir three lines of cuHInearity (or

points of concurrence) determining, with that of the triad Jf,

y, Z, a tetragram (or tetrastigm), of which the three pairs of

•^rreapondhig points (or lines) X and A", Y *'^^ V. Zand Z*
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are the three pairs of opposite intersections (or connectors)

;

and each line (or point) determining two points on (or tangents

to) the circle connected with the original six by three groups

of equiauharmonic relations similar to the above, and differing

only in the interchange of the constituents of the two corres-

ponding reversed pairs of the three A and A'^ B and i?',

G and C in the several equivalents which contain them.

Cor. 2°. In the particular case when the three equian-

harmonic systems of points (or tangents) -4, A\ M, N'j Bj B\
Mj N', 0, C\ M, N of gi'oup (2) are harmonic, that is, when

the three intercepted arcsyl^', BB\ CC are cut harmonically by

the intercepted arc MN', since then (281) {AA'MN} - [A'AMN],

[BB'MN] = [B'BMN],{CC'MN] = [C'CMN], therefore the two

points (or tangents) M and N are the same for the three lines of

collinearity (or points of concurrence) of the three triads Y,
Z\ X; Z', X\ Y; X\ F, Z, as for that of the triad X, T, Z;

and therefore the whole six points (or lines) X and X\ Yand Y\

Z and Z' lie on the same line (or pass through the same point) /.

In this case it is evident, from (257), that the three lines of

connection (or points of intersection) AA\ BB\ CC of the

three pairs of corresponding points (or tangents) A and A\
^ and B\ C and C are concurrent (or collinear), and that the

line (or point) / is the polar of their point of concurrence (or

the pole of their lino of collinearity) with respect to the

circle ; a property, the converse of which, for two coneyclic triads

of points (or tangents) in perspective, is evident from Art. 261.

Cor. 3°. In the same case it is easily seen that, as the three

pairs of concyclic points (or tangents) A and A\ B and B\
C and C divide harmonically the arc of the circle MN in-

tercepted between the two points (or tangents) 31 and N^ so

the three pairs of collinear points (or concurrent lines) X and X\
Y and Y\ Z and Z' divide harmonically the segment (or angle)

MN intercepted between them. For, since, by the general pro-

perty of Art. 285,

{MNXX'} = {C'.MNBB'] or {B'.AfNGC'l

{MxyYY'} = {A'.MNCC'} or {G'.MNAA'],

[MNZZ']=^[B'.MNAA'} or {A'.MNBB'];
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and slnco, by bypothems, the three ooncycUc lytlems of points

(or tangents) i/, N, A, A'; i/, N, B, B*; i/, N, (7, C are

hannonic ; therefore the three colUnear (or concorrent) systems

of |)oint« (or lines) Jf, A", JIT, JT' ; M, N, Y, 1"; M,N,Z,Z'
are harmonic, and therefore &c The convene of thb property,

for two concyclic triads of points (or tangents) in peiBpotlive, is

evident from Cor. 5*, Art. 289.

Ck>R. 4'. That, in the same case, the three pairs of oollinear

points (or concurrent lines) Xand X\ Fand Y\ Zand Z' con-

stitute a system of six constituents, corresponding two and two

in opposite pairs, every four of which are eqoianharmonic with

their four oppontes, follows also immediately from the pre-

('(Mliii^ Cor. 3*. For, the three intercepted segments (or angles)

A.V , Yl'\ ZZ havinpf a common s^^roent (or angle) of har-

monic section, real or imaginary, MS^ therefore &c The
converse of thin property also, for two r. triads of points

(or tangents) in perspective, is, like the ^.cvc^...^^, evident from

Cor. 5', Art. 288.

818. From the two reciprocal properties of the preceding

article, the following inferences, in pairs reoiprocala of eadi

other, may be shewn in precisely the same manner as the cor-

responding inferencea of Art. (294) finom thoae of its preceding

article (393).

r. The three pain of ooncjrcUo points (or tangents) A and

il', B and B\ O and 0' may be r^^surded as determining three

chords (or angles) AA'^ BB', CO' inscribed (or exseribed) to the

circle to which they belong, of which, taken in pairs, the three

points (or lines) X, Y, Z are throe of the six centres (or axes)

o( (K-rspective ; every two of which evidently become changed

into their two opposltes by the interchange of extremities of

one of the two determining chords (or angles), thoae of the

other remaining unchanged ; hence, generally, from the first

part^, and from thu equiaoharmonic relations (1) of the second

parts, of the two reciprocal properties in qoestion.

a. For every thre6 ckord$ vueribed to nAs some cMU, taken in

pain^ the six centres of penpeetive He (Arse and three on four
lines; each of which determines two points on the drele which

dboids tquianharmonioally the three area intercq>ted by the chords*
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a'. For every three angles exscribed to the same circle^ taken in

pairs^ the six axes ofperspective pass three and three through four

points ; each of which determines two tangents to the circle which

divide equianJtarmonically the three arcs intercepted hy the angles.

In the particular case when the directions of the three

chords (or the vertices of the tliree angles) AA\ BB\ CC are

concurrent (or coUinear) ; the six centres (or axes) of perspective

of the three pairs they determine, being then, by Art.' 261, all

collinear with the polar of their point of concurrence (or con-

current with the pole of their line of collinearity) with respect

to the circle, the four lines (or points) of the general case then

coincide ; and the two points or tangents they determine with

the circle, by Art. 257, divide harmonically the three arcs

intercepted by the chords (or angles).

2°. The two concyclic triads of points (or tangents) -4, jB, G
and A\ B\ C may be regarded as the two triads of alternate

vertices (or sides) of a hexagon AB'GA'BC inscribed (or ex-

scribed) to the circle to which they belong, of which A and A\
B and B\ C and C" are the three pairs of opposite vertices

(or sides), and JT, F, Z the three intereections (or connectors)

of the three pairs of opposite sides (or vertices) BG' and B'G^

GA' and G'A^ AB' and A'B'^ hence, generally, from the first

parts, and from the equianharmonic relations (2) and (3) of the

second parts of the same, respectively

—

a. In every heacagon inscribed to a circle^ the three intersec-

tions of opposite sides are callinear ; and their line of collinearity

determines two points on the circle which form equianharmonic

systems^ separately with the two triads of alternate^ and con-

jointly with the three pairs of opposite^ vertices of the hexagon.

a. In every hexagon exscribed to a circle^ the three connectors

of opposite vertices are concurrent ; and their point of concurrence

determines two tangents to the circle which form equianharmonic

systems^ separately with the two triads of alternate, and conjointly

with the three pairs cfopposit€j sides of the hexagon.

By virtue of the fundamental property of triangles in per-

spective (140), the fii-st parts of these latter properties are

evidently identical with the celebrated theorems of Pascal and

Briancbon, established already, on other considerations, in Art.

148, and generalized subsequently, on principles independent
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of the circumstance as to whether the two points (or tangents)

ilf and ^Vare imaginary or real, in Art. 302.

3'. In the two con tiiads of points ^or tangents) A^
lij C and A', B\ 6", r the three ooMtitiientt Ay B^ C o(

either and any two A' and B" of the other are aappoeed to

remain fixed, the third constitnent C of the latter be ooncehred

to vary, causing; of course the duultaneoos Tariation of the two

constituents X and Y of the oollinear (or concurrent) triad

Xj }', Z] since then, of the Tariable triangle A' YC'j the three

sid&t (or vertices) turn round the three fixed points (or matt
on the three fixed lines) /I, i9, Z, and the two vertioea (or «te)
X and Y move on the two fixed lines (or turn round the two

fixed pointo) CB" and CA\ while the third vertex (or aide) 0'

describes (or envelopes) the circle to which the coocydie points

(or tangents) belong ; hence, ooaveraely

—

a. irAen, ofa variablt triamgle wMom ndn turn nmmdJiaDtd

poinUiy two of tike vertiem moos on fand limm laAeie trntarmetiom

with each otAtr^ and teith Oto oorrropomdtmg ndea of tk» faotd
^'

liitrnd by A9 poimta^form wUk At offotiit mriiem iff

ii. a eomejfeiio m/ttem of fomta ; tkf ikirJ mrlejr </*-

tertbe* the circle determimod by tkejtm pomte.

a'. Wheit^ of a mariabU triamgU whom mriieeB movs on Jiaetd

luu$f two of the tidee tmrm rotmd Jind poimta wkom emmteton
wUk each otker^ and wilk tbe oorrmpomding vertieea of ikojbetd

triiingh determined by the Imee, form wilk ibo oppooit« tidm of
that trianglt a eoneydio eyatem of tanyente ; the third »id» «»-

vetopm the circle determined by the Jive tanyente.

The locos and envelope of these latter properties, as well as

those of 5*, Art. 294, are evidently particular esses of the more

general ** locus of the third vertex of a variable triangle whoeo

remaining vertices move on fixed linos while its three ridea

turn round fixed points" and ''envelope of the third side of

a variable triangle whose remaining sides torn round fixed

points while its three vertices move on fixed lines ;" wfaidi, in

general, by reciprocation of the above to an arbitrary circle,

are easily seen to be the more general figures into which the

circle becomes transformed by reciprocation (17S).

4*. In the two concyclic triads of points (or tangents) A^

By C and A\ B\ C\ if, while two pairs of corresponding con-
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Btituents A and A'y B and B' are supposed to remain fixed, the

third pair be conceived to vary, causing of course the simul-

taneous variation of the two non-corresponding constituents

X and Y of the collinear (or concurrent) triad -X", F, Z\ since

then, in every position of the variable tetragrara (or tetrastigm)

determined by the four lines (or points) AC and A'C^ BC
and B'G turning round the four fixed points (or moving on the

four fixed tangents) A and A\ B and B\ the pair of opposite

intersections (or connectors) C and C lie on (or touch) the circle

to which the concyclic triads belong, while the remaining two

pairs connect through (or intersect on) the two centres (or axes)

of perspective of the two inscribed chords (or exscribed angles)

AB and A'B' ; hence, generally

—

a. Wheriy of a variable tetragram whose four lines turn round

four fixed concyclic points^ a pair of opposite intersections de-

scribe the circle determined by the points^ the two remaining pairs

connect throxujh the intersections of tlie two corresponding pairs of

opposite connectors of the points.

b. When, of a variable tetrastigm whose four points move on

fourfixed concyclic tangents, a pair of ojyposite connectors envelope

the circle determined by the tangents, the two remaining pairs

intersect on the connectors ofthe tioo corresponding pairs ofopposite

intersections of the tangents.

319. The two groups of equianharmonic relations (a) and (a)

of the same article (317) supply obvious and rapid solutions of

the two following pairs of reciprocal problems, than which, as

will appear in the sequel, none, perhaps, are of more importance

in the applications of the theory of anharmonic section, viz.

—

Oiven two concyclic triads ofpoints {or tangents) A, B, C and

A\ B\ C whose constituents correspond in pairs A and A'^

B and B'y C and C; to determine the two concyclic points {or

tangents) M and N which form equianharmonic systems ; 1°,

aeparately with the two triads; 2°, conjointly with their three

pairs of corresponding constituents.

For, constructing the hexagon AB'CA'BC (see figures of

Art. 317) of which the two given triads of points (or tangents)

A, B, C and A', B', C are the two triads of alternate vertices

(or sides), and their tliree pairs of corresponding constituents
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A and A', B and B*, C and C the three pairs of opponte

Terticoa (or aides) ; that is, the hexagon determined by the

two linea of connection (or points of intersection) of each

constituent A^ By C o( either triad with the two non-cor-

responding^ constituents B" and C, C and A'j A' and B" of

the other triad ; then, by the relations in question, the lino of

coUincarity (or point of concarrenoe) of the three inteneetiona

of its opposite sides (or the three connectors of tta opposite

vertices) X^ K, Z detenninea with the circle the two points (or

tangents) J/ and X, real or imaginary, whidi (aee 9*) of the

preceding article) solve at once the two proUoma.

In the particular case when the three lines of connection (or

points of intcraoetioo) AA\ BB\ CC of the three pairs of

corresponding conatitnents A and A\ B and B\ C and C are

of^corrcnt (or coUinear), that is, when the two given triads of

p^>iiit!* (or tangents) are in perspecti%*e; then, as already noticed

ill (or. '2*, of Art 817, the polar of their point of concurrence

(or the |M>lo of their line of coUincarity) with respect to the circle

is the lino [or point) which detenninea with the latter the two

points (or tnngenta) if and JV, reel or imaginaiy, which idve

at once the two problems

320. The two following rooiprocal propertiea, reapecting the

two trianglea determined by any two cono3rdic triads of pointa

or tangents in perspective, follow also from the same, or from

the reciprocal theorems of Pascal and Brianchon, Arts. (148)

and (803), with which, as shewn in the preceding 81 A, 9*, their

first parts arc virtually identical, via.

—

o. Wkm two triamgle* ituer^ted to lAe saaie eirele an in pet'

gpeetive, ik$ thrm limet cf conneefitm ef tka fsmiicm of eilker ivtU

ofijf point on the circle intersect witk the oorretpondimg ndea cf the

other at three pomle cotlmear tnth eaeh ether mtd with the

cetiire efpertpedvoe^

a'. When two tricmglee exaerihei to the aame circle are m per'

tpectioe^ the three poimte ef intereeeiioH cf the eidee of either with

any tangent to the drde eonmeet with the correepondiag vertieee of
the other hjf three linee eomoarrent with each other amd with the

axis ofperepectice.

For, if ^, By C and A\ B\ C be the two triads of verticea
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(or sides) of the two triangles, their centre (or axis) of

perspective, D any arbitrary point on (or tangent to) the circle,

and X, F, Zthe three points of intersection (or lines of connec-

tion) of the three lines (or points) DA\ DB\ DC with the three

jBC, GA^ AB respectively ; then since, in the three Pascal

(or Brianchon) hexagons whose vertices (or sides) in consecutive

order are respectively i9j5'5^ 00', Z>C"C5^^',i>^'^0j5i?', the

three triads of points (or lines) YOZ^ ZOX^ XOY are those

determining their three Pascal lines (or Brianchon points) re-

spectively, therefore &c.

—

N.B. In the particular case when, in the first of the above

pair of reciprocal properties (a), the centre of perspective of

the two triangles ABC and A'B'C is the centre of the circle

;

the three lines DA\ DB\ DC being then perpendiculars to the

three DA^ DB^ DC (Euc. m. 31), the property consequently

becomes that established on other principles in Ex. 6°, Art. 137.

If D' be the point (or tangent) corresponding to D in the

same perspective with the two inscribed (or exscribed) triangles

ABG 2CiA A'B'C ; and X', Y\ Z' the three points of intersec-

tion (or lines of connection) of the three lines (or points) D'A^
D'B, D'C with the three B'C^ CA', A'B' respectively; it is

easy to shew, in the same manner precisely as above, that the

three points [or lines) X', Y', Z'j which hy the above are colUnear

[or concurrent) with each other and with tlie point [or line) 0, are

also collinear [or concurrent) with the three X, Y^ Z^ with which

they consequently (313) determine^ in three opposite pairs X and X',

Y and Y'^ Zand Z'j a system of six constituents^ evo-y four of

which are equianharmonic vnth their four opposites. For, in the

three Pascal (or Brianchon) hexagons whose vertices (or sides)

in consecutive order are respectively B'DD'CAA'^ CDD'ABB'^
A'DDBCC, the three triads of points (or lines) YOZ', ZOX',
XOY' being those determining their three Pascal lines (or

Brianchon points) respectively, t)ierefore &c.

In the same case, it is ea^ to shew also that the two triads

of collinear points [or concurrent lines) X, Y^ Z and X', F', Z'

determine equianharmonic systems with the centre [or axis) of

perspejtive O. For, since, by (285), [XYZO] ={D.A'B'CD'}
and {: 'YZO] = {D'.ABGD], and since, by (3U), [A'B' CD']
= [AE CD], therefore [XYZO] = [X'Y'Z'O] ; and therefore &c.
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This property ii eridflotlj a particular cam of that wtaMiihed

on other principles for any two triao^M in panpeetiTe in

Art 295, Cor. 6*.

By reciprocation to an arbitrary cirde, the aboTB,ai well as

all the other pairs of reciprocal propertlea eitahliiheil in thb

chapter, with all the comeqmncei to which they lead in the

geometiy of the circle, are Men at once to be trDe,not only of

circle*, but generally of all Bgnree mto which circlea become

tramfonnedby reciprocation ; all indi, aa notaoed in the opening

article (806), po«e«ing alike the two fimdamental anharmooie

propertiea a and a of that article, from which, aa haa been aeeB|

all the othen eatabliahcd in the ehaptw haTe been mnriMiiTiily

inferred.

Vol. It.
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. CHAPTER XIX.

THEORY OF HOMOGRAPHIC DIVISION.

321. Two rows of points or pencils of rays, or a row of

points and a pencil of rays, A, 5, (7, B^ E^ F^ &c. and A\ B\
C", D\ E\ F'j &c. whose constituents correspond in pairs A
and A\ B and B\ C and O', B and B\ E and E\ F and i^,

v&c. are said to be homographic (282) when every four con-

stituents of one and the four corresponding constituents of the

other are equianharraonic (278). Every two similar rows of

points or pencils of rays (268) ; every row of points and pencil

of rays determined by it, or pencil of rays and row of points

determined by it (285) ; every row of points and pencil of rays

reciprocal to each other with respect to any circle (292); are

evidently thus related to each other.

In accordance with the above definition of homography be-

tween two rows of points or pencils of rays, or a row of points

and a pencil of rays, whose constituents correspond in pairs

;

two variable points or lines, or a variable point and line, dividing

two fixed segments or angles, or a fixed segment and angle, so

that every four positions of one and the four corresponding

positions of the other are equianharmonic, are said to divide

homograpliicaUy the two segments or angles, or the segment

and angle ; the two systems of constituents determined by their

several pairs of corresponding positions being, as above defined,

homographic. Hence the meaning and origin of the name

homographic division as applied, by Chasles, to this the process by

which homographic systems are most frequently generated in

modern geometry.

322. Two systems of points on or tangents to, or a system

of points on and a system of tangents to, the same circle, or two
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differeot circles, ^, B, C, Z>, £; F, Ac and A\ B^ C, /X, E\
JF*, &c whose constituents oonre^wnd in pain A and A\ B and

i?', C and C", Z> and Z>', i: and ir, jP and F, dbc. aro abo laid

to be homographic under the Mine ctrcanMtanoea at rows of

points and penciU of rays; ris., when every four constituents of

one and the fonr oorrespooding constituents of the oUmt are

cquianharmonic (309). Evety two similar systema of points on

or tangents to the same drde or two diflht«Bt circles (806)

;

erery system of points 00 and the corrnsponding system of

tangents to the same circle (807) ; every two ey

s

tems of points

on or tangents to the same circle in penpective with each other

to any centre or axis (815) ; arc evidently Ihns related to each

other.

It will appear in the sequel that bomograpbte ipteus of

points on, or of tangents to, the same drde possess not unfiw-

queotly comparative fiicUiticB of maM^ieoMnt in the gSMnl
case when the radios of the etrele is fiaitai ivhioh are akogethv

lost in the two eHreme oases when it is either evaneooent or

infinite; and whan, oooaaqMotly, the two systema of pointe

are colltnear in tfw one ease, and the two systema of tangeots

concurrent b the o^er.

823. As two or more magnitudes of any kmd when equal te

a common magnitude are equal to eadi other; it is evident,

from the conditions of homograf^y aa stated in the two preoed-

iug artidea (see Cor. fl*, Aft. 878), that wkm two or more •jfotama

ofamy tpoeiot are homograpkio with a eomtmom jysfaw, tkt^ an
homographio tntk eaek oiker / amd Aeir eeoeral poire or grot^

of eoneUtuemte wkiek eorreepomd to Ae some eometitment <tf cAs

oomwton ^fetem eorreepomd to eaok other, AH rows of points or

pencils of rays in perspective with the same row or pencil (285)

;

all rows or points or poicils of rays reciprocals to the same pencil

or row with respect to different cirdes (292) ; all pencils of rays

determined by the same system of points on a cirde at different

points on the drde, and all rows of points determined by the

same system of tangents to a drde on different tangents to the

circle (805) ; all systems of points determined by the same pencil

of rays on different circles passing through its vertex, and all

ftrstema of tangents determined by the same row of points

P2
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to different circles touching its axis (309) ; are thus homographic

with each other.

And as, again, two or more magnitudes of any kind when

equal, not all as above to a common magnitude, but each instead

to a different one of as many equal magnitudes, are also equal

to each other; it follows consequently, as evidently, from the

same conditions, that when two or more systems of any species

are homographic each with a different one of as many homograj)hic

systems^ tliey are homographic with each other ; and their several

pairs or groups of constituents which correspond to corresponding

pairs or groups of the homographic systems correspond to each

other. All rows of points or pencils of rays determined by

homographic pencils of rays or rows of points (285) ; all rows

of points or pencils of rays in perspective with homographic

rows or pencils (285) ; all rows of points or pencils of rays

reciprocals to homographic pencils of rays or rows of points

with respect to circles (292) ; all systems of points determined

by homographic pencils of rays on circles passing through

their vertices, or systems of tangents determined by homo-

graphic rows of points to circles touching their axes (305) ; all

systems of points on or tangents to common circles in per-

spective with homographic systems of points on or tangents

to the same circles (315) ; are thus homographic with each

other.

324. The relation of homography between two or more

systems of any species, whose constituents correspond in pairs

or groups ^, A', A", &c. ; B, B\ B", &c. ; C, 6", C", &c.

;

B, n, D\ &c. ; E, E, E", &c. ; F, F, F'\ &c. ; &c., may be

always symbolically represented, as observed in Art. 282, by the

obvious extension of Dr. Salmon's very convenient notation for

the equianharmonicism of any groups of their corresponding

quartets, viz.

—

[ABCDEF&c] = [AB'C'D'EF &c.} = {A"B"C"D"E'F' &c.}

= &c. The essential precaution, respecting uniformity of order

among the corresponding constituents in the several groups,

being of course invariably attended to in every case of its

employment (uee 279.)
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325. The followmg are some fundjuneotal examples of cases

of buiuograplilc division, grouped in reciprocal pairs, in all of

which the relation of homography between the generated STstems

appears from the nature of the law connecting the sereral p^rt,

or groups, of corresponding coostitaeots, whidi b giTen in each.

a eoHMimt inttnmi, or kmv'wg a JUtd mMI$ fukU, dtUnmim Iws komo-

pnfAie $]ftltma ^poml$ am tt» Kmt sr cirelt.

Ex. «'. 7W0 MriMa Um§aU* to a jUtd poimi or oink, mUUt i

• CMMtenl angUf or kmvimg mjltod mMh tmiiftmi, idmrwmm \

grapkie tjftUm* ^fiamfont* fo OiofouU or eirtio.

For, in each of the ei^t caaee alike, the tvo geoermted •jstaou are

evidently lia&Oar, and therefore hwaogiiyhie bjr ihs riinplsrt vHwion of

the rrUtioa (321).

Ex. b. A oarmUa Knot mhrtatimg m Jkoi tmtU ai My omutmd «mfi$,

drtermino$ two homofraphit tyttoma ^jwMe ea esery eeMMrfHe alrak,

Ex. If. A omriaUt poiittt mtUamdimf a JUad tirtio at mtf aomdami am§l$,

dtlormtmat two komeprmpkie tpotmm ^immp$mh to oaarp tamtamtrit oirek.

Here afab, b both eaaea alflw, the tvo generatad sjHeaM are eridcndj

ebailar, and thsraToce, as b the preeedbf swam|lsi^ hunmgisyhlii by the

abiplest eritetba of the rebtbo (SSI).

Ex. e. A ouriaUa Ktw, amaalopiaf aMtad cAvliu dMwwAiec hawwprwMUa

ajftioau^pomtt ea aBjUoi tanpaat$ to lAe eirdb.

Ex. ^. A variaU* pouit, itoerihmp aJUoi tirtio, doknmimta kamapnfUa

^foUmw ^rajfo ai aUjlndpoimia am (Ae eirtk.

For, all the peneOa b the latter ease being limilar (SA, 1*). and all the

rows in the fanaer eaee determining siatOar peneUa at the centre of the

circle (S5, V)i therefore fte. (Mft).

prapkk opotomo t^ pomtOf en attJLtod Kmoo, and on nil 4r^ r:.-rt0$ pmnmp
thromgh tMopoimt.

Ex. d. A oariaUt poimi, mttoiap am aJUod Umt, tut*rmtn«4 komegraplue

miCmm of tmmaaml$t to mttJbad moimtt, amd to att Jtitd airalit tomtUtw tha

For, all the generated sjiteaii bebg, b each eaaev booMgraphic with

the determining pencil or row (285 and 300); therefore ftc (323).

Ex. «. 7\bo oariabU luiet, tmrmimp rotmd a JLcod pouU, amd oiOwr im-

aKmod at a eomttamt anplo or haoimp aJUod midik limo, dttormiiHO kamw-

prapkit opttnM ofpomt»,omaOjLrodlimo$, amd om altJUod eireloa patnmg

Ex./. noo oeriaUt poimt$t wwoimg on aJUod ftie, amd aitkor wparatad

hy a oomtiant mtorvul or kawmg a Jtxod wtiddit pointy dotanmimo hmmograpkte

wpotoaw ^ iamp$Mt», to aUjtud point*, amd to all JUod cirdos Umcking tka

Kfu.
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For, in both cases of each, as in the preceding examples, all the

generated systems being homographic with their determining pencils or

rows (286 and 306) ; and the latter, by examples a and a, being homo-

graphic with each other ; therefore &c. (323).

Ex./. A variable line, turning round a fixed point, determines two

homographic systems ofpoints on anyfixed circle.

Ex./. A variable point, moving on a fired line, determines two homo-

graphic systems of tangents to anyfixed circle.

For, in both cases alike, every two quartets of corresponding constituents

of the two generated systems are equianharmonic (315, a and a'); and

therefore &c. (321).

Ex. g. A variable line, turning round either centre of perspective of two

fixed circles (207), determines four homographic systems of points on the

two circles.

Ex. g'. A variable point, moving on either axis of perspective of two

fixed circles (207), determines four homographic systems of tangents to the

two circles.

For, in both cases, each system for either circle being homologous or

antihomologous (198 and 204), and therefore homographic (316), with one

of the two for the other circle; and the two for the same circle being

homographic, by the preceding examples/ and/* ; therefore &c. (323).

Ex. k. Two variable points on afixed line or circle, dividing harmoni-

eaUtf a fired segment of the line or arc of the circle, determine two

homographic systems of points on the line or circle.

Ex. /«'. Two variable tangents to a fixed point or circle, dividing

harmonically afixed angle at the point or arc of the circle, determine two

homographic systems of tangents to the point or circle.

For, in the latter cases of both, the two systems, being in perspective

(257), are consequently, as in examples / and /', homographic by (315, a

and a') ; and they evidently involve the former (309) ; which however follow

at once directly from (3°, Cor. 4°, Art. 282).

Ex. i. Two variable points on a fixed line or circle, dividing equian-

harmonically twofixed segments of the line or arcs of the circle, determine

two homographic systems ofpoints on the line or circle.

Ex. f. Two variable tangents to afixed point or circle, dividing equi-

anharmonically twofixed angles at the point or arcs of the circle, determine

two homographic systems of tangents to the point or circle.

For, in the latter cases of both again, the two systems, being in perspec-

tive (313), are consequently, as in the preceding examples, homographic by

(316, a and a'); and they also evidently involve the former (309); which

however are reduced at once to those of the preceding examples by (283,

Cor. 1"), from which it appears that any two sectors C and C, whicli cut

Alf and BA' equianharmonically, are harmonic conjugates with respect to

the two M and N which cut AA' and BR harmonically ; and therefore &c.

Ex.^'. Two variable lines, dividing a fixed angle harmonically, or two

fixed angle* Jutting a common vertex equianharmonically, determine homo-
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graphie tyitemt ofpoints., on aUJirtd Smm, tmd on tMfired ciretm
,

through the vertex of the amgle or angles.

Ex.J. Two variable pointe, dkriSmg afired aegwmmt toi mtndtiaUjft ^^

two find eegnmd* katbtg m eommmom turie »§miamkarm»tdeallif, deUrmm
homograpkie egttemu qftmigenttf tm aJBLfland p-inf*, /md to aUfixed eircU*

touching the axis of the eegmemt or eegimemts.

For, in both cmm of each, u in eunpies « and «', all the generated

•jttems are boiBographie with their deteniiiung poacils or rows (286 and

306); sad the Utter, bj imnnplrr A and A', or • and i\ are homographie

with each other
i
aod thonfore fee. (323).

Ex. h. Whem, efa wariabte pejggm ef «y «f^ taterUed to afixed

dreJlr, all the ridee but ame twit roimdfixed pobita, er mrnhpt fixed drdm
eomeentrie icith the erigimal; the eeperat mrtkea dettrmime «e meaqf Amm-
graphir tpeteme efpekett em the ebtle.

Ex. h'. IfAm, ^m warktbhpa f̂pom ^fm^ order neeriked ta a fixed

drdef aM the vertieee but eete new affixed IfaMe. er dteertbe fixed drclee

eameentrie wUJk ike origimat ; ike teaend «u£m dtttrmim* m man»t homo,

grapkie egeleme oflamgent* to the cirde.

These follow immvdiately ai eoroUaric* trom exampira/ anu j , or 6

and bf ; the two extreoutiai of everj raetrkCed (and th««fort (323) of the

aingle nnreatrieted) aide, in the foroer eeee, and the two lidea of evtij

reatrieted (aod therrfere (328) of the aingle naicstrieled) aogUk in the latter

caae, detemining honognphie ayateeM} and thereion fte.

Ex.il When, ^moaHmbkpallfgm ofamg order mOwkeeemrtleeewtam

omfixed finea, all the eideo bmt ene lam remmdfixed polmtt, or eomekpo

Jlxod eirdee tomekii^ the pabre^ Ibrn om wkkk tkdr oxtromittoe mom;
the eeveral eerrteei dettrmim e» maag hoooofraphk agetomo efpoiekt% ew Me

Ex./. WheM,pfaoorUblepeiggomefomg order oMwhme Meetmnk
reeeedfixedpehUey all the amglee bmt ome MOfw om fixed timee, or dteeribo

fixed eirdeo paeemg through the poire ^ poiate remmd which their ej>

tromiAee tmm ; the eeveral eidee dettiadme ee aMuy AeenywyAte egetomo

i^rage at the eeveral poimte.

Tbeae follow immediately aa coroUarico frooi examplea d and d', or e and
e* ( by Tirtoe of which the demooatrationajuat given for the two pceeediag ex-

amplea A and k, without modiftoation of any kind, apply word fbr word to

them alao. The firat paru of both are evidently indoded in thoae of the

two following, under which they come reapectively aa partietilar oaaaa; vis.

—

Ex. m. When, of a variable polggom of aaif order all whooe vorOeee

otove omfixed limo$f aU the eidee bmt ome embtend al fixed polmt* amglee, of
emelant magmltmdee, er haulmg fixed middle Bmee, or dioidlmg harmoni-

eal^fixed amgleej or dbddbiff tti/mittmlai mimif/^ pairt^fixed arngjlee, at

thepoimU: the eeveral vertiem deterwdme eo mmmg homograpkie egeiemeof
poUUe on the eeveral Knee.

Ex. m'. WheOf of a variatik pelgyom of amg order aU whom eidee tmm
rommd fixedpoimte^ all the amgko bmt ome imiereept om fixed Bmee eegmemte^
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of constant magnitude*, or havingfixed middle points, or dividing Jiarmoni-

calli/fixed segments, or dividing equianharmonically pairs affixed segments,

on the lines ; t/ie several sides determine so many homographic systems of
rays at the several points.

These follow immediately as corollaries from examples e and e', or

j and f; by virtue of which the same demonstrations again, without

modification of any kind, apply to them also. That all four cases of

both properties are included in a single reciprocal pair, under which

they come alike as particular oases, will appear further on in the present

chapter.

Ex. 71. When, of a figure of any nature, variable in magnitude and
position but invariable inform, three pointsfixed relatively to it move on

fixed lines; aU pointsfixed relatively to it move on fixed lines, and deter-

mine homographic systems ofpoints on the several lines,

Ex. n'. When, of afigure of any nature, tJariable in magnitude and
position but invariable inform, three linesfixed relatively to it turn round

fixed points; all Unes fixed relatively to it turn round fixed points, and

determine homographic systems of rays at the several points.

The first parts of these properties have been already established in

Art. 66; from which as it appears also, from the invariability of one point

fij^ed relatively to the figure in either case, that the several points determine

similar rows on their several lines in the former case, and that (as is other-

wise evident from their necessarily revolving simultaneously through equal

angles) the several lines determine similar pencils at their several points in

the latter case ; therefore &c.

Ex. o. If the three vertices of a variable triangle of constant species

move onfixed Unes, their mean centres, for all triads of constant multiples

(86), move on fixed lines, and determine homographic systems of points on

the several lines.

Ex. o'. If the three sides ofa variable triangle ofconstant species turn

roundfixed points, their central axes,for all triads of constant multiples

(120), turn round fixed points, and determine homographic systems of

rays at the several points.

These properties are evidently particular cases of the preceding ex-

amples ; the mean centres of the three vertices, and the central axes of the

three sides, of a triangle of given species, beiog evidently fixed relatively to

the figure for all systems of fixed multiples ; and therefore &o. They have

been given merely with prospective reference to the more general properties

into which they beqoqje lr?iusfonned by a process to be explained in another

chapter.

326. The several examples of the preceding article have

been given, as stated at its commenceraont, grouped in pairs,

one concerning systems of points and the other concerning

eyst^iQS of lines, and each reciprocating to an arbitrary circle
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either into the other or Into some more general property involving

the other. Those of the present article again, though all con-

cerning sTStema of points only, and thoae detwniiiied by variable

circles, are also g^ven grouped in pairs oonneeted by a different

and not less interesting law, which will form the subject of

another chapter.

Ex. a. A tmiallt eM$f pattimg tknmgk tmoJUti pttimU,

Uoo htmogrmpkie §jftltm» ^pomit tm mmpJUml Km (or eirtU.)

For, in th» Cormer easa, the peadl datarfldoad by dtber xstom at dtb«
point u imtUr to that dalarmiiiad bjr tba olhar ajslan at tha otbar point

(Euc. III. 21, 22)i and tbanftiff* ke. by ArL 9SS. And, in the latter eaaa

the two ayataaia ai« in panpaetivc at a eantra en dia line containing tba

point* (52); and tbaralbra fte. bjr Ex./of tba praeadlag article.

Ex. &. A tariaUt cwrtt, toajmi leUk tteo Ji**d pamU% dWanMnat l«e

For, in the Ibraer eaaa, the pmoQa datermined bjr the two tystenu at

either point are Mmilar (IM, Cor. 4*) \ and tbetefcra fte. bjr Art. 393. And,

In the latter case, a* in the preceding esanple, tbe two ej-ateoM are ia par*

apectire at a eentra on tbe axis of reflesloii of the pointa (187, 2^i and

therefore Ae., bjr Bx. / of tbe pteeedlag aitiele. Tbia *?»«*!pit and
the preceding eombiaed exprees cridentlj a eefoa ptopaity of a

Tariable eMe of any coaxal system (184).

Blue. A wraaMi fjfrtht J»—wf t*fi^ fwe^/twrf jiafafa, iidmmmm km
homofrmpliie »j/0l*m» ^jMMto e« mmp kfjlnd Kmm (or ennelie) jiaawwy eea>

ikiiMgK m» or hctk Iknmyk Mmr ^tAgfmmtt.

For, in either eaae of tbe fomer, the two eyatems are etidently timilar

to that detcnnined by tbe centre of the rariable eircle oa tbe ixed line it

deaeribaa ; aad therefore &o. (323). And, b either eeae of tbe latter, tbe

pencila detefmiaed by tbe two ayateoM at tbe fixed point or pointa throngb

wbieb tbeir containing eirdea paaa, are cTideatly orthogoaal, and therefore

similar, to tboae determined at the eenters of thoae eirdea by the eeatra of

the variable drele { and both ajratema being eoneeqoently, as in tbe Cofmar

ease, homographie with the row determined by tbe centre of tbe eoouMm
generating circle, therefore Sen. (323).

Ex. d. TWe wmiaUt awtto, p«mtng tkmtgk imo Jbtd pomt$, mmd mtktr

wUk a JUod eirett pmmmg thvmgk th§ poitiU, itUi mint fcse ktrntgr^fkio

MjftUuu ofpoimU am im^^td tin* {or cirek) pauimg tJ^rotifk oMorpomL
For, in either ease of the former, the two systems being evideotly

similar to thoee determined by the reqtectiTe centers of their geaetatiag

cirdee on the common sxis they describe; and the latter being homo-

graphic, by Ex. « of the preceding artlde ; thererore &c. (323). And,

in either case of the Utter, the pencils determined by the two systems

at the fixed point through which their containing circle peases, bdag
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evidently orthogonal, and therefore similar, to those determined at the

centre of that circle by the respective centres of their generating circles

;

and the two rows determined by the latter on the common axis they describe

being, as in the former case, homographic ; therefore &c. (323).

Ex. e. A variable circle, passing through ajixed point, and intersecting a

fixed line {or circle) at right angles, determines two homographic systems of

points on the line {or circle).

For, in either case, the variable circle passing also in every position

through a second fixed point, the inverse of the original with respect to

the fixed line or circle (156), the property, in either case, is consequently

evident from Ex. o. of the present article.

Ex./. A variable circle, passing through a fixed point, and intersecting a

fixed line {or circle) at any constant angle, determines tvoo homographic

systems ofpoints on the line {or circle).

For, in the former case, the two variable lines, determined by the two

variable points of intersection with the fixed point, intersect at the constant

angle of intersection (22, 2°) ; and therefore &c. by Ex, e. of the preceding

article. And, in either case, the two variable circles, determined by the

two variable points of intersection with the original fixed point and with

any second arbitrarily assumed on the fixed line or circle, intersect at the

constant angle of intersection ; and therefore &c., by Ex. d. of the present

article. It is assumed in the latter proof that, of thefour circles which pass

each through a different triad of the same four points, the angle of intersec-

tion of any two is equal or supplemental to that of the remaining two ; a

property the reader may very easily prove for himself.

Ex. g. A variable circle, intersecting two fixed Unes {or circles) at right

angles, determines four homographic systems of points on the two lines

{or circles).

For, in the former case, the centre of the variable circle being evidently

fixed at the intersection of the lines, the four generated systems are conse-

quently similar and equal ; and therefore &c. And, in the latter case, its

centre describing the radical axis of the circles (182, Cor. 5°), its four radii

to its four points of intersection with them, determine, by Ex. g" of the

preceding article, four homographic systems of tangents to them ; and

therefore &c. (322).

Ex. h. A variable circle, intersecting two fixed lines {or circles) at any

two constant angles, determines four homographic systems of points on the

two lines {or circles).

For, in the former case, the four systems are obviously similar to that

determined by the centre of the generating circle on the line on which it

evidently moves ; and therefore &c. (321). And, in either case, if ?7and V
be the two variable points of intersection with one line or circle, X and Y
those with the other, and P any fixed point arbitrarily assumed on either;

then, the two angles of intersection, and therefore their diflFerence and their

sum, being constant, the two variable circles UPX and VPY pass through

a tecond fixed point Q, and the two XIPY and VPX through a second
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fixed point H, both on the other; ihenfore, by Ex. • of the pnemt article,

th> tu •> tjateaM detanaincd hj the two vmriable poiBte U aad F are homo*
gntptiic, rHpeetiirdj, with the two daterauned bj the two JT aad 1' in

eooaequeaee of the two fixed pointa P and Q, and with the two lieflead

by the two K and X in eooaeqiieaee of the two P and JKt and lhwelb>a Ac.

It it aaaumed in the latter proof that • wmrMU ctrefe, fua»m§ tkrmt§k 4we

Jtttd woiutt en lieo iixti iieet er carefMi Mlafwela lAe ItUtr nC nMrfte liAeee

tKfgrtmM er amn u w—ilewf, and thnt when the Unee or tiielei^ with tko

urn or diflerenee of the an^ea are giren, iIm point on either detHadnee

that on the other. Of theae, however, the fanner enn praeent no diflanlty

to the reader, and the latter u hot an obrioua infarenee from it.

amfU$f itlmwtmm 9n hamtfrm/lm »§timm ff peaeli en nny n
Otnmgk tit0fami{«r tirtimfammf lknm§k tkt UmftimU) ^imitrtttiim ff

For. a Tariable circle, intervecting two my* at a peneiJ^ or eiidca of a

coaxal eysteoi, at eoostaot aoglea, interaecta, evidently in the farmer eaae,

and by (193, Cor. 8^ in the httar caee, all rayi of the peneiL or iliniea of

the qretem. ateoneinntangleei end therefore Jbe. bj the pweedinf Ex. k.

In the pnrtieahur eaeea when the original two^ or any two^ of the tn^aa
of jntweeetian are right anglaet then, evidently in the farmer eMibnndbf
(193, Cor. a^ in the latter aaar, all the an|^ of hileraeelien are right

anglea; and the property ia eonaefnently evident Aoaa the eomparatively

timpie eeae of Ex. jp.

fiee JLiad Umm (er rirofce) nf efnel er Mf^frfMnenlol enfia

For, the variable drcle peeaiag, evidently in the farmer eaee, and by

(211, Cor. tft m) in the latter enae, throngh a eeeond fixed point, the re>

flexion of the original (fiO) with respect to the corrcepooding biaeeter,

external or internal, of the angle determined by the linea, or the antl-

hooMlogne of the original (903) with rmpeet to the eorreipondiiif eanUe of

per^eetive^ external or internal, of the eirde^ deterwiMe ceneefnently, bj
Ex. «. of the praeent article, two heaaographie ayalama onaaeh line er airele

•eparately; and the eyeteme on difiieicnt Unee or eirelee being io pairs,

evidently timiUr and equal in the former cnae, and, by (208), antihomo-

logou* with reepeet to the eorreeponding centre of perepeetive in the latter

case ; therefore fte^ hy (321), and Ex. f. of the preceding artiele.

Ex. h. A eareeHi cMt, %ntmrmdwi§ IktmjixtA Jjnee(er mtwIm) el «yiM/

air ktmwfiwflkw lyrieeii o/pakia en lAe lArae lioea (er twtin).

For, the variable circle determining, evidently in the former ceae, and by

(211, Cor. G^, h) in the latter caae, a eyatem concentric with the correspond-

ing circle of the four that touch the three lines, or eoaxal with the cor-

responding pair of conjugates of the eight that touch the four cirdea,

doterminea conaequently, evidently in the former caae, and by Ex. h. of the
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present article in the latter case, six similar and equal systems on the three

lines, or two homographic systems on each circle separately ; and as also, in

the latter case by (211), it determines on each pair of circles two systems

of antihomologous points with respect to their external or internal centre

of perspective according as its angles of intersection with them are equal or

supplemental, the two systems it determines on each circle are consequently,

by Ex. g of the preceding article, homographic each with one of the two it

determines on each of the remaining two ; and therefore &o.

327. When a variable pair of corresponding constituents of
any common or different species^ D and D\ are connected in every

position with three fixed pairs^ A and A\ B and B\ G and C",

hy the constant relation [ABCD] = [A'B'CD] ; they determine

two homographic systems^ of which A and A\ Band B\ C and C
are three pairs of corresponding constituents.

For, as shewn in Art. 282, Cor. 1°, every four positions ofD
and the four corresponding positions of D' are equianhamionic

;

and when, in the course of their variation, D coincides with any

of the three A^ B, 0, then D' coincides with the corresponding

one of the three A\ B\ C"; and therefore &c. (321).

It follows immediately from the above that, as regards ttoo

homographic systems of any common or different species^ any three

pairs of corresponding constituents A and A', Band B\ C and C
may be entirely arbitrary ; but that once given ^ or taken, or Jcnoion

in any manner, they determine completely the systems, and with

them, of course, all particulars directly or indirectly connected

with them. For, the relation [ABCD] = [A'B' CD'], necessary

to the homography of the systems (321), determines, when
A and A', B and B', C and C are known, the constituent D' or

D of either system corresponding to any given or assumed fourth

constituent D or D' of the other ; and, by the above, the two

systems determined by the simultaneous variation of D and iX,

in accordance with that relation, are homographic, and have

A and A', B and B', C and C for three of their pairs "of cor-

responding constituents.

Since, conversely, for any two homographic systems of any
common or different species, if A and A', B and B', C and C
be any three pairs of corresponding constituents, then for every

other pair D and D', by (321), [ABCD] = [A'B' CD']', the

criterion of homography funiished by the above is consequently
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perfectly general, and applicable to eveiy case, withoot excep-

tion, of the geoention of two bomographio jatems of anj

common or differmt ^wdes bj tbe aiaialtaiieoas variation of a

pair of connected constitnenta D and U,

328. When a variable pair cf eotrmpondutg conatAmmia of

any iwo ooUmear or oonewrrent nftiema^ or of a etMmear and

a concurrent ayatem^ C and C, are eomttaetad m m0ry potiium

WM two Jboed paira, A and A\ B aad R, by tKe eoaakmi

relation

(AC »uAC\ (A'C miA'C\
\M "^ ^OSc) • [sir *^ aini^Cr;

in amf eemaUmt nUio, poaitivo or mgô ta ; tkajf liakvmmt had

koaugrapkie fjfatana, of tekiek A and A\ B and tf ar§ ttaopaira

ofoorraapoatding eonaiiinanta*

For, as shewn in Art. S8S, Cor. S*, if anj one poaidoa

C and 0' of the rariable pair be regarded at fixed ; ^eo, Hnoe

for trvrj other pontion /> and //, by diriaioa of ratioa,

fAC AD\ fmnAC unAI>\ (A'C A'ir\

VTO'IDJ^' \mrBO''mm))''\¥d'''Fl^)

tbflrefere, at in the preeeding article, [ABCD] - {A'BC'iy] ;

and therefore dec.

ConirerMly, For oiijf two komogrt^k ayatamaf boik ooUimaar

or eonearranif or o$u oolKnatir and oma ooncmrrani; jfA and A\
Band B* beany twopaira of oorraapomding oomatiiMmH^ tkem^for

mfary otkar pair and C, tke ratio

(AO unAO\ (A'C ain^'C*\

\BG *^ ibsoj- If^ "^ A^FJT)
ia comakmtj botk m maffnttnda and aign.

For, since for every other two pairs C and C, D and /X, by

the homography of the systems, [ABCD] « {A'BC'L^^ and

since, consequently,

(AC AD\ (kdAC unAD\ (A'C A'D\
\mj''BD) "*' \^;^b^''Z^bd)

"
{b'U''WI^)

(ninA'C nnA'I/\
"*'

[imBC'BinB'I/)*
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therefore at once, by alternation,

(AC ^mAG \ (A'C ^xnA'C' \

\BG
°'" 6mBc)'\B'G' ^^ BmB'G')

_ (AD 8in^2>\ (A'D' %\nAD\
~ \BD ^^ ivxxBD) ' \B'iy

**'
miB'D'J '

and therefore &c.

It follows evidently, from this latter property, that the

criterion of homography furnished by the above is, as regards

coUinear and concurrent systems, as general as that of the pre-

ceding article; and applies, equally with it, to every case,

without exception, of the generation of two homographic systems

of either species by the simultaneous variation of a pair of con-

nected constituents G and G'.

Cor. From the first part of the above general property, it

follows, immediately, that

—

When two variable lines or points^ or a variable line and

pointy I and P, are connected in every position with two fixed

pairs ofpoints or lines, or toith a fixedpair of points and a fixed

pair of lines, A and B, A' and B\ hy the constant relation

(AI A'r\ . , , ,'AI BI\
\BI ' Bl')

^'* ^ ^3'"*''«^'* \^r ' Bl'J

in any constant ratio, positive or negative ; they divide the two

segments or angles, or the segment and angle, AB and A'B',

homographically ; and the two pairs of corresponding constituents

in the two ratios, A and A\ B and B', are ttoo pairs of corre-

sponding constituents in the two divisions.

For, if G and G ' be the two points of intersection or lines of

connection, or the point of intersection and line of connection,

of /and /* with JL^ and A'B' ; then, since, according to the

case, evidently,

(AG BinAC\ Al , fA'G' sinA'G'\ AT
\BG ^^ ^BG) = Bl'^^ \WG' ^^ ^^^WC') = BT'^

therefore &c. These properties are useful in the modem theories

ofhomographic and of correlative transformation, as will appear in

the sequel in the chapters in which they are respectively discussed.

829. Ttoo variable sectors, G and G', dividing a fixed segment

or angle, AB, in any constant anharmonic ratio, positive or
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negatiWj determine two komoffrapkic sjfttemt of points or rays

;

of Mthick tMe two eaBtrtmitimf A amd B^ of ikt Jimd tegmmtt or

angle conttihUB each a pair of oorrtapomdmg tomaUtmemXa eom*

tiding with each other.

For, a^ In the more general propeitj of the preceding article

(under the first part of whidi, as obaored in Art S89, Cor. 8*,

this manifestly comes as a particular case), if any one pomtion C
andC of the variable pair be r^;arded asfixed; then since forereiy

other position D and //, by hypothesis, [ABCC] » [ABDU]^
therefore, by (872), \ABCD]^[ABCn\, and therefore, by

(827), D and Jy determine two homographic systems, of which

A (b A') and B (jmB^ constitute each a pair of corresponding

constituents cobdding with each other ; as it is erideat h priori

they ought, two variable magnitudes of any kind having a

constant ratio to each other (268), whatever be its magnitude or

sig^, provided only it be finite, necessarily vanishing, becoming

infinite, and chan^ng sign together.

Conversely, For amy two komograpkie rows ofpoints orpendlt

ofrays Mavimg a eomtmm axis or mrttXy if A^A' aad B^B* hs

two pairs of oorrssponding eomslitments wkicA coimeids wiA sack

otker; tkem^for entry oQmrfair aad 0' cf tkeir corrsapomUag

caitstihimtSf tke aalanaome ratio of settim of lAe Mtereqpte?

segment or angle AB is constant hotA in magnitads and sign.

For, since, for every other two pairs C and C\ D and //, by

the horoography of the systems and the hypothesis that A' and B'

coincide with ^ and J? respectively, \ABCD\ » {ABCiy\\ therfr-

forc, at once, by (372), [ABCC] - [ABDiy] ; and therefore &c
It will be shewn in the next chapter that, for every two

homographic rows of points or pencils of rays having a common
axis or vertex, there exist always two pain of corre^nding

points or rays, real or imaginary, which thus coincide with each

other, and which have been termed in consequence, by Chaales,

the double points or rays oftke systems. Their properties and uses

are among the most interesting and important in the whole

dieory of homographic division, and will form the entire

subject of the chapter.

330. Two variable points B and R on two fxed Unes^ the

ratio of whose distances from two faoed points A and A' on the
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lines IS constant both in magnitude and sign^ determine two homo-

grapJiic systems^ of which A and A\ and the two points at infinity

on tJie lines
J
are two pairs ofi corresponding constituents.

For, the systems being similar are therefore homographic;

and, whatever be the magnitude and sign of the ratio, provided

only it be finite, the two variable distances AB and A'B' vanish

and become infinite together ; and therefore &c.

Conversely, when two homographic rows of points are such

that the two points at infinity on their axes^ oo and co ', are corre-

sponding constituents of the systems^ they are similar.

For, if A and A\ B and B\ G and G' be any other three

pairs of their corresponding constituents, then since, by hypo-

thesis, {ABGcx> } = {A'B'G'cc '}, therefore (275)

BG: GA : AB=B'G' : G'A' : A'B';

and therefore &c.

The criterion of similitude between two homographic rows of

points on any axes, supplied by the second part of the above,

viz. the correspondence of the point at infinity of one to the point

at infinity of the other^ is in all cases very readily applicable

;

depending, as there shewn, on the circumstance of similitude

only, and being independent, as shewn in the first part, of the

magnitude and sign of the ratio of similitude, provided only it

be finite.

Cor. In the particular case when the two points A and A'

coincide at the intersection I of the lines ; the species of the

variable triangle BIB' being then evidently constant, it follows

consequently from the first part of the above, (as is otherwise

evident) that a variable line^ determining with two fixced lines a

triangle of constant species^ divides the lines homographically

;

the common point and the point at infinity corresponding in each

division to the common point and the point at infinity in the other.

331. Two variable points G and G' on two fixed lineSy the

rectangle under whose distances form two fixed points A and B'

on the lines is constant both in magnitude and sign^ determine ttoo

homographic systems ; of which A and B' correspond to the points

at infinity on the lines.

For, if any one position G and G' of the variable pair be
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regarded u fixed, then sioce, for every other poeition D and D*,

bj hjpotheats, AC.BC ^AD.BU^ and nnoe ooiiaeqoently

CAxDA^UBx CB, therefore, hj (274),

{C2)^oo}-{zycjrQo'}-((r/y«'^ (wo),

and therefore, by (837), D and U determine two homographio

systems, of irhich A and oo ', oo and B' are two pairs of corre-

sponding constitnents ; as it u erident h priori they ought, one

side of a Tariable rectangle of any oonatant area, whatever be

its magnitude or sign, provided only it be finite, neoeaearily

vanishing as the othtf beoomea infinite, and ooovendy.

Conversely, for amy heo iomcyrapiie vows cfjtauUi cm amf
axes, ifA emd ff be their poinlt eorrmpomdimg to tkom at inJinUjf

on the oztM, theiLf for every pair C andC cf their eorrmpomdutg

oomatUutnti^ the rtetangle AC,BC ie eomekmt both in magnkmit

ami eign.

For, smoe, for every two pairs C and C, D and iX, by the

liomograpby of the ayiteiiia and the hypothecs aa to ^ and ^,

{CZ>Jao ) - (C/yoo 'R] - [UCBtc
']

(WO),

therefore, by (S75), CA : DA^DB" : CB" ; finom which, mm*
of ooane immediately AC.BC^ AD.BB^ thareforo dbe.

In the exoeptional ease of two nmilar rowa, die two poiata

A and B beiog then at infinity (330), the eoaatant rectangle

AC.B'C beoomea accordingly infinite, and the second part of

the above oonaeqneBtly naelesa; in every other case however it

is finite, and the property itself ta one of the moat nsefnl in the

entire theory of homographic division.

C<.)K. In the particular ease when the two pointa A and B'

coincide at the interseotkm / of the linea; the area of the

variable triangle CIO* bmng dien evidently oonatant, it foUowa

consequently from the first part of the above that a variable

It'niy fietrnnintng with twofoud linee a triangle of eonetant areoy

divideji the h'nee homographieallg ; the common point eorreapond'

ing in each division to the point at in/in itg in the other,

832. The general property of the preceding article, applied

to the particular case of homographic division considered in tho

first part of Art. 329, gives immediately the general property of

a fixed segment AB cot in any constant enharmonic ratio by a

VOL. II.
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variable pair of sectors, corresponding to that given in Art. 226

for the particular case of harmonic section ; viz.

—

For a fixed spgment ABj cut in any constant anJiarmonic ratio

hy a variable pair of sectors C and C ; if P and Q he its two

points of section in the ratio and its reciprocxd^ the rectangle

PC.QC is constant both in magnitude and sign^ and equal to the

rectangle PA.QA^ or to the rectangle PB.QB.

For, the two variable sectors determining two homographic

systems, of which each extremity of the fixed segment con-

stitutes a pair of corresponding constituents coinciding with each

other (329) ; and of which the two points corresponding to that

at infinity on the common axis (regarded as belonging first to

one and then to the other system) divide the segment, one In

the constant ratio and the other in its reciprocal (275) ; therefore

&c. by the general property of the preceding article (331).

In the particular case when the constant anharmonic ratio

of the section = — 1, that is, when the section is constantly har-

monic (268) ; the two points P and Q coincide at the middle

point of the segment (216, 3°), and the property, as observed

above, becomes that established on other principles In Art. 225.

333. To the same particular, but important, case of homo-

graphic division considered in the first part of Art. 329, several

others are reducible. The following are a few examples, grouped

in reciprocal pairs, of cases coming under this head :

Ex. a. A variable point moving on afixed line, and its polar with respect

to the sides of any fixed angle, determine homographic systems for allpairs

of constant multiples (247, a).

Ex. a'. A variable line turning round a fixed point, and its pole with re-

$pect to the extremities of anyfixed segment, determine homographic systems

for all pairs of constant multiples (247, a').

For, by (247, Cor. 4°), whatever be the values of the two multiples, the

variable point and line divide, in every position, the fixed angle in the

former case, and the fixed segment in the latter case, in two constant

anharmonic ratios, equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the two

reciprocal ratios of the multiples (268) ; and therefore &c. (323),

Ex. 6. A variable jwint describing afixed circle, and its polar with respect

to the sides of any fixed angle whose vertex lies on the circle, determine

homographic systems for ali pairs of constant multiples.

Ex. 6'. A tariidtle line enveloping a fixed circle, and itspole with respect
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U the uetrmmitm of mmjf JUtd MfamU wftoM mri$ fawato IA« tirtU, JdtT'

mint Komogmphie tyttmitM/er aii pairt ofeomaUnU muUipUt,

These Tollow preciteljr m in the two pnerdiag •lample*; th* variabla

point and line diridiog, ia 9ttrj poutioo, tb* i^ad aiifl* in the fbrvMr

case, and Uie fix^ gmeai in tba ktt«r cam, in two oooataat anlwrmoBie

rmttot, equal in magniUMlo and qipoaita in lign to tha two ractpfoeal latioa

of the mult^tlaa ; and tbarefora &e. (33S).

Ex. e. Ifa variabU pomi «mm am m Jtrtd limt, it$ flmr^ milk raytrf la

th» sidea o/amjfjUttI triuiflt, dimim Ikt mdm h»m9fr^fkwmU§farM tnaib

qfeomslamt muit»pU$ (218, a).

Ex. <<. JfM vmrMlt Umt tmru rommd mJLttdpaimL, itspoU ttitk rt^ftei U
tKt vtrtiem^ mmf /Umi trimifU, JmJm <Aa lyfai kvmttfrtplkiemUg /hr mtt

triada rf tmatant mmltiplm (248, «1.

For, whatever be the Taloaa of the three moltiplea { tha variable point,

in the fonncr oaae, and the btenection of its polar with any aide of tha

trianglr, diude tha oppoaito angle (S50, m)\ and tha Tariabia Una. In tha

latter case, and tha wmnactor of Ita pole with anjr rartes of tha triangla,

divide tha oppoaita dda (SM^ aO { ia two eonatant anhannonia ratioa, equal

in ntagnitode and opposite in sifn to the two reeiprocal ratios of the eor>

responding pair of multiples (268) i tbarefora, in both eaaaa, tha thrta

divisiooa, being honiogfa|jiie with that datarmlnad bjr tha variable point or

line, are homegraphie with aaeh othar (313) i and tharafara fte. Tha
tame avidentJjr follows also froai awmplaa a and aT, bjr vfatoe of the fcneral

property 2A0, Cor. V.

Ex. d. Ifm atriAUpmSmi ittmU m JUtd cirtlt, iU pmUr, w^u% rmaprri

to tJke tiim •/ «mif JUtd In'aafl» imaenktd <a O^ eirelt, di&idm tkt tUm
AoMMwroaAscaAf Ihr atl triudt 9^€0Mtsmi mnltBalsa.

Ex. ^. Ufa aan
'

aMe Urn mimbft • Jtaad rnvb, i3to peiU^ teM rtaptel fa

Ma M^lMaa ^f any ^irwa tttuMfit ancfiaaa la Cne csivsi^ ntidM Me tntoitt

AoaMwrvaJUaali^/br atf tnadt of otutlMMl wutltiplM.

Thaae follow precisely as in tha two preceding exampleaj tha threa

^vidona being, for tha maaon just given in their eaaa, homogrBphie with

that daCevaiiaad by tha variabia point or Una, and tharafbia with each othar.

It will be proved ftorther on (as shewn in (261, Cor. 14", a and tt) for tha

particular eaaa when the threa mtiltiples are all equal in magnitoda and

sign) that, for all triads of finite multiples, the polar in the former eaaa

turns round a fixed point, and the pole in the latter eaaa movca on a flx^d

line ; and that, eottaequaotly. the three divisiona, la both caaea, are not only

homographic but in perspective to a eommon eaatra or axis.

Bx. a. A caruMo limt, inttrmetimf tntM awy Jhmr JUoJ lino$ at Jbmr

pmmto kavimf am^ eaaafanf aaAariowiiB rafia, dtt$rmim4$ fimr komagrajMt

§jftlmm» ofpeimit om tktfimt Umm.

Ex. #. A vmrMU poimi, eommoetimg with any fomr Jliod poimtt byjimr

rojfw havittf amy eontlant anhnrmame ratio, Mti mima* Jh»ir hamtograpkie
ayot«m$ of ray at th»fvur point*.

For, the two intersections (or connectors) of the variable line (or point\

V2
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with any Iwo of the four fixed lines (or points), connect (or intersect) with

the vertex (or axis) of the fixed angle (or segment) determined by the

remaining two, by two variable lines (or at two variable points) which

dividing, by hypothesis, that angle (or segment) in a constant anharmonic

ratio (283), determine consequently two homographic systems of rays (or

points) ; and therefore &c. (323). The general properties of homographic

rows and pencils, converse to these reciprocal examples, will be given

further on.

Ex./. A variable line, intersecting toith any three fixed lines at three

points the ratios of whose three intercepted segments are constant, determines

three homographic systems ofpoints on the three lines.

"EtX.f. A variable point, connecting with any three fixed points by three

lines tJie ratios of whose three intercepts on any fixed line are constant, de-

termines three homographic systems of rays at the three points.

These are obviously particular cases of the two preceding examples;

the variable line, in the former case, intersecting with the three fixed lines,

and with the line at infinity, at a system of four points having a constant

anharmonic ratio (275) ; and the variable point, in the latter case, connect-

ing with the three fixed points, and with the point at infinity in the direction

of the fixed line, by a system of four rays having a constant anharmonic

ratio (285, Cor. 1^); and therefore &c. The first of these examples is

obviously a particular case also of that established on other principles

in Ex. n, Art. 325.

Ex. g. A variable line, determining in every position an eqmanharmonic

hexagram with anyfivefixed lines (301), determinesfive homographic systems

ofpoints on thefive lines.

Ex. g". A variable point determining in every position an eguiunharmonio

hexastigm with any five fixed jwints (301), determines five homographic

systems of rays at thefivn points.

For, the variable line (or point), determining in every position with

every four of the fixed lines (or points) a system of four points (or rays)

equianharraonic with that determined with them by the fifth (301), deter-

mines with them, consequently, a system of four points (or rays) having a

constant anharmonic ratio ; and therefore &c. by examples « and «'. The
general properties of homographic rows and pencils, converse to these

reciprocal examples, will also be given further on,

Ex. h. When, of a variable polygon of any order all whose vertices move

unfixed lines, all the sides but one subtend, at fixed points, angles dividing

fixed angles at the points in constant anharmonic ratios ; the several vertices

determine so many homographic systems ofpoints on the several lines.

Ex. h'. WTien, of a variable polygon of any order all whose sides turn

round fixed points, all the angles btti one intercept, on fixed lines, segtnents

dividing fixed segments on the lines in constant anharmonic ratios : the

several sides determine to tnany homographic system* of rays at the several

point$
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Thne follow u immediate corolUrie* from Um mbm, preewelj m their

particular amm in examples « uid m' of Art. 8S5 ftom the propertica on

which they depend ; the two extmnitiea of erery mtrieted (and therefore

(323) of the tingle unreatricted) tide, in the fanner enae, and the two tidet

of erery rettricted (and therefore (323) of the aingle onreetrieted) angle, in

the latter cate, determining, hy the aboTo, homofinphie ifrteflMi and

therefore Sec Tbcae latter propcftiea eridentlj iaelnde •• partteitlar caaea

all thaw of the examplea reftrred tO| and, aa any or all of the ftxed anglea

or tegmenta may be imaginary as well aa real, they are oonacqnently

themaelvea the most general of their elaaa, and inclutlD Tanrtv of other

partiealar eoaaa baaidn.

884. From the two patra of redprooal propertiM (t88, a

•nd a) and (315, a and a), the following reciprocal criteria

of tlie relation of penpectiTa between two liomogri4ihic syfltems

eridentlj remit immediatelji m.

—

a. Wken^ of two komograpkie rwot <ffpomla aw d^jfmnmt aatm^

or mftkma of pamit om iMe tame dreU^ amy hoo Hiad$ of cof

ntpottovto eoiwniiMRlv ttfv m jMnptotivtj im tffMSMt MfleuelMt

fljnf M JptfWp90tt9B»

a', WkoHf oftwohomogn^kiepmtttQt ofray* ikrotigk differmt

terfiecc, or tyakant of kmgemtt to the mum eireU^ any two triada

tfoomepomdwijf maetkamU are in penpoetiwoy A» tynfome Mam-
MMMf onto M VtropOCttWOt

For, in each of the four canca, all fourth pairs of correnpond-

ing constitoents of the two •jstems, forming, by hypotheais,

equianharmonic quartets with the two triads in perspective, are

oonscqaently, by the properties referred to, in perspective with

them ; and therefore &c
From the nature of the relation of perfective between two

systems of points or lines (130), it is of course evident, con>

versely, that when two homographic rows of points on different

axes or systems of points on the same circle are in perspective,

every line through their centre of perqiecdve determines with

the axes or circle a pair of corresponding points of the systems

;

and, that when two homographic pencils of rays throngli

different vertices or systems of tangents to the same circle are

in perspective, every point on their axis of perspective deter-

mines with the vertices or circle a pair of corre^nding lines

of the systems.
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335. The two following reciprocal criteria of the relation

of perspective between two homographic rows of points on

diflferent axes, or pencils of rays through different vertices, are

generally much more readily applicable than those of the pre-

ceding article; of which however their second parts are but

particular cases ; viz.

—

a. When two homographic rows of points on different axes

are in perspective^ the intersection of the axes constitutes a pair

of corresponding constituents coinciding with each other ; andj

conversely^ when^ of two homographic rows ofpoints on different

axeSj a pair of corresponding constituents coincide at the intersec-

tion of the axeSj the systems are in perspective.

a. When two homographic pencils of rays through different

vertices are in perspective^ the connector of the vertices constitutes

a pair of corresponding constituents coinciding with each other ;

andj conversely^ when^ of two homographic pencils of rays through

different vertices^ a pair of corresponding constituents coincide along

the connector of the vertices^ the systems are in perspective.

For, as regards the first parts of both ; as every line through

the centre of perspective, in the former case, intersects with the

axes at a pair of corresponding points of the rows, the particular

line through the intersection of the axes does so like the rest

;

and, as every point on the axis of perspective, in the latter case,

connects with the vertices by a pair of corresponding rays of the

pencils, the particular point on the connector of the vertices does

80 like the rest : and therefore &c. And, as regards the second

parts of both ; as, in either case, the coincident pair determines,

with any other two pairs of corresponding constituents of the

systems, two triads of corresponding constituents in perspective

;

therefore, as in the preceding article, or by the two reciprocal pro-

perties (289, a and a'), the systems themselves are in perspective.

CoR. 1°. From the above reciprocal properties it is evident,

that—

a. When two homographic rows of points on different axes

are in perspective^ either axis may be turned round its point

of tntfrsection with the other^ without its row^ supposed to be

carried with but not to move along itj ceasingj in any position ^ to

be in perspectice with the other.
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a. When two homoffraphic penctU of ray§ ^rotigh dtjtrmt

vertices are in pergpective, either wrtex may be moved tUong ila

line ofconnection with the other^ without tl» pentUj euppoeed to be

carried with but not to turn round tV, eeatinff, m any poeitum^ to

be in perspective with the other.

For, the two Hystems being, by hyp tii -. • i ^ : iiiy in pcr-

fpective, their single common point or tavj hy tiic tlnst parti*

of the above, constitutes a pair of oorrosponding constituents

coinciding with each other; and thia ooinddence not being

affected by the suppoeed moTement in either case, therefore, by

the aecond parts of the same, they continue in perspectiTe not-

withstanding its taking place.

CofL 2'. From the same tgAin it is also evident that

—

a, Antf two homoffraphio rmpe afpoml$y gioem m every ptu^

ticularj except poeiHon, may be piaced^ relatively to each otheTy in

an inJinUe number of way$^ to at to be in pinpeUive with each

ot?ter.

a. Any two homoffraphic peneifs of rays, given in every pat'

ticular^ exo^ poeiiiom^ may be plaeed^ relatively to each othir^ m
an inJinUe mu$nber of waye^ eo aa io h^ '- '>^'-..wv/;.s.. »-;/A ^od
other.

For, by bring^g any pair of corresp<'i ucnts to

coincide in either case, the systems, what*, w i in .
';< be-

tween tlioir axes in the former case, or the inti-i vecn

their vertices in the Utter case, will, by tii' t^ of the

above, be in pcr^>ective with each other; auu tncn-iurc die,

886. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article

supply, as there observed, very obvions, snd in general rery

readily applicable, criteria for determiuing tchtther two hotno-

grtiphic row* ofpoint* on different aace* or penciU of ray* through

different vertioe*^ the law connecting who** eeveral pair* of corre-

apomding conetitueHt* (a given^ are in pertpeetiv* or not. For,

the point or ray corresponding, in either system, to the inter-

section of the axes or the r ' ''
! ices, regarded SB

belonging to the other sy od by the g^ven

law of connection ; the systems, by virtue of the criteria, are or

are not in perspective according as the correspondent so detei-

mined does or does not coincide with the original point ur my.
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The following are a few examples, grouped in reciprocal pairs,

of the application of these criteria

:

Ex. a. Two vertices ofa variable triangle A and B move on two fixed

lines L and M, tlie ttco opposite sides E and F turn round twofixedpoints

P and Q, and the third side G turns round a thirdfixedpoint R; required

the condition that the third vertex C should move on a thirdfixed line N.

Ex. a'. Two sides of a variable triangle E and F turn round two fixed

points P and Q, the two opposite vertices A and B move on twofixed lines

L and M, and the third vertex C moves on a third fixed line N; required

the condition that the third side G should turn round a thirdfixed point R.

In the former case, the two rows determined by A and £ on L and M
being in all cases homographic (325, Ex. d), in order that the two homo-

graphic pencils (323) they determine at Q and P respectively should be in

perspective, a pair of their corresponding positions should be coUinear with

those points, which could be the case only when the latter are collinear

either with R or with the intersection of L and M. And, in the latter

case, the two pencils determined by E and J^ at P and Q being in all cases

homographic (325, Ex. d'), in order that the two homographic rows (323)

they determine on M and L respectively should be in perspective, a pair

of their corresponding positions should be concurrent with those lines;

which could be the case only when the latter are concurrent either with N
or with the connector of P and Q. See the pairs of reciprocal properties

(296, 3°) and (294, 5°) where, on other principles, the perspectives were

shewn to exist in those cases respectively.

Ex. b. Two vertices ofa variable triangle A and B move on two fixed

lines L and M, the two opposite sides E and F turn round twofixed points

P and Q, and the third side G envelopes a fixed circle touching L andM

;

required the condition that the third vertex C should move on a thirdfixed

UneN.
Ex. b'. Two sides of a variable triangle E and F turn round two fixed

points P and Q, the two opposite vertices A and B move on two fijced lines

L and M, and the third vertex C describes a fixed circle passing through

P and Q : required the condition that the third side G should turn round

a thirdfixed point R.

In the former case, as in Ex. a, tlie two rows determined by A and B
on L and M being in all cases homographic (325, Ex. c), in order that the

two homographic pencils (323) they determine at Q and P respectively

should be in perspective, a pair of their corresponding positions should l)e

collinear with those points, which could be the case only when the latter

connect by a tangent to the circle. And, in the latter case, as in Ex. a',

the two pencils determined by E and Pat P and Q being in all cases homo-

graphic (325, Ex. c'), in order that the two homographic rows (323) they

determine on M and L respectively should be in perspective, a pair of their

corresponding positions should be concurrent with those lines ; which could

be the case only when the latter intersect at a point on the circle. That
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the p«npectiTes exist in thoM mMm, the raader am find no diflSculty in

shewing independently.

Ex. c. If a variable poimi P ammmm fbudlbttlt $^mbmt tkt cwi.

ditiam thai U* polar L, wUk rttftot to Me thrrr $Uat afmjbted triamgle^

for amf triad ofetnuUatt mmlllplm, Aamld turn ramad ajbnd poimi.

Ex. e. If a variable line L turn roaad a Jlxod pobti O, required tko

eonditiun that it» pole P. wiik reipeet to tkt throe mrtittoofafkxod triaagh,

for any triad ofeomttamt mndtipleo, akoali flWM oa afixed Sao,

In the romMr eaas, if .^ 0, C be th« three Tcrtioee ot the tviaafle. Mid

A', y, Z the three ioteneetioaa of L with iu o|ip<Miie rides B^ F, O
reepectifely: then, the enharmonie retioe of the three peoetU A . BCPX,
B. CAPy, C.ABPZ beibg in eU reeae eonetaat (SM, •), end the three

rows determined by X, i'. Z on E, /*, O reepcttively being, eonarqaently,

in nil eeees lioipogimphie with that deccrouaed by P on / (SS9), end

therefore with cadi other (3t3)( in onlar that llhejr should be in pwepeetieot
• pair of corresponding podtione dMttId cnineide, of I'and J?at ^. or of

Zend A' st if, or of X and Tafc Ci eoaeequaatlj. of J^K and CZ with

BA and CA, otofCZoaAAX with CB and AB, or oT^X and By with

wICend BC; and oonaeqoently (SS9) of BP and CP with BA end CA,
or of CP sod AP with CB and AB, or of AP and BP with .<! Cand BCi
which ooald be the eaaa only whea a position of P eetncides with, and

when ooBeeqneatly 1 pssesi throogh* oae of the thne poiata A, B, C
And, in the latter eaee, U £, F,0 ho iho three aides of the triangle, and

U, y, fftho thrse oonaaelon ofP with itaoppoeiie Tartieee A, B, Crsspee-

tively ; then, the enharmonic ratioe of the three rows E.FOLU, P.OEL T,

O. JfPLfF being in ell eases eoaetaat (SM, a')^ aad the thraa peaoile dr.

Unaiaed hj U, V, W ol A, B, C rsepeetirely being, eeaeeqoeatly, b all

caaee luMBOgraphie with that detcraiiaed by X et O (9t9X <1 therefore

with oaeh other (2123) ; in order that they shoald be ia perspeetive, a pair

of eoitespoBdiag poeitioae should eoineidsb of V and W along S, or ot

IT and CTaloag P, or of CT aad F along Ot eoaaeqaenUy. of PKand OIT
with /'J? and O.B; or of OfTondEl/ with OPaad EF, or of EU and FV
with EG and PO; and consequently (329), of FL and OL with Pi? and

OE, or of OL and EL with OF and EF, or ot EL ond FL with EO
and FO ; which could be the case only whea a position of L coinetdee with,

and when consequently O lies on, one of the three linee J^ P, O. That, in

the former case, when / panes through any rertex A of the triangle, then

L turns round a fixed point X on the opposite cade BC^ end that, in the

Utter case, when O lies on any tide E of the triaagla, then P moves on a

fixed line U through the opposite Tertex FO, is CTident froai the eoasiancy

of the enharmonic ratio, of the pencil A . BCPX in the former case

(250, a), and of the row i?. FGLU'xn the latter ease (230, «^.

Ex. d. Ifa variable point P deeeribe a fixed etrde, U» polar L, with

retpeet to the three ddet of aa^ fi*^ imeeribed triangle, for amy triad of
eematamt muUtipleo, tarmoroaad afixodpoimt O; the poU^ via., with retpeet to

tko tkrot eertfeee ^the tHamgIt, of U$ axis of pertpeetiae 1 with the cor^

ntpoaSag oxeeribed triamgleffor the reeiproeal triad of multiplet.
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Ex. d. If a variable line L envelope a fixed circle, its pole P, with

respect to the three vertices ofanyfixed exscribed triangle, for any triad of

constant multiples, moves on afixed line I; the polar, viz., with respect to the

three sides of the triangle, of its centre of perspective O with the corre-

sponding inscribed triangle,for the reciprocal triad of multiples.

For, in the former case (employing the reasoning and notation of Ex. c)

the three rows determined by X, Y, Z on E, F, G respectively, are homo-

grftphic with the system determined by P on the circle, and therefore with

each other; and they are always in perspective, because that, as P in the

course of its revolution passes successively through every point on the circle,

Y and Z coincide with it and with each other as it passes through A,

Z and X with it and with each other as it passes through B, X and Y with

it and with each other as it passes through C; and therefore &c. And, in

the latter case (employing the reasoning and notation of Ex. d) the three

pencils determined by TJ, V,W &t A, B, C respectively, are homograpliic

with the system determined by L to the circle, and therefore with each

other; and they are always in perspective, because that, as L in the course

of its revolution passes successively through every tangent to the circle,

V and IV coincide with it and with each other as it passes through E,

W and U with it and with each other as it passes through J^, U and V
with it and with each other as it passes through O; and therefore &c.

That the common centre of perspective O in the former case, and the

common axis of perspective I in the latter case, are the particular point

and line stated in the above enunciations respectively ; is evident from the

general relations of Art. 251, by taking the three particular positions of L
corresponding to the three passages of P through A, B, and C in the

former case, and the three of P corresponding to the three of L through

E, F, and G in the latter case. And from the properties themselves, thus

or in any other manner obtained, inferences exactly analogous to those of

Cor. 14°, Art. 261, for the particular cases there established on other prin-

ciples, may of course be drawn in precisely the same manner.

337. From the same criteria of perspective between homo-

graphic rows and pencils, combined with the reciprocal pro-

perties of Arts. 293 and 317 respecting arbitrary pairs of

corresponding triads, the four following general properties of

homograpliic systems, in pairs reciprocals of each other, may
be readily inferred ; viz.

—

a. For any two homographic rows of points on different

axeSf or systems of points on the same circle; all pairs of cor-

responding connectors of pairs of non-corresponding constituents

[such as AB' and A'B, AC and A'G, BC and B'G, <fcc.)

intersect on the same fixed line ; termed the directive axis of
the systems.
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a. For cmy two komographic peneiU of rayt through Siffermi
vertices^ or sygtema oftancffnts to the tame circle ; ail pairs ofcor*

responding intersections of pairs of Hort-oorresponding eotutituenta

(such as AB' and A'Bj AC and A'C, BC andB'C^Ac) connect

t/o-ough the samefined point ; termed tie direetive centre ofthe

systems.

For, firstly, since, for each sepnnite pair of oorrespondtng

constituents A and A'j the two li !iic pencils (or rows)

A.A'BC'UKF &e. and A'.Ahi I'l.i Ac, they determine

with the oppoMte systems, being, by the criteria of Art. 834, in

perspective; therefore, for each separate pair A and A\ the

several points of intersection (or lines of connection) of AB' and

A'Ji, AC and A'i\ AV and A'Dy&e.f ara ooUinear (or con-

current). And, secondly, since for every three pairs A and A\
B and i9', C and C, the three points of intersection (or Unea of

connexion) of^C" and BC^ of CA' and C'A^ and o(AB' and A'B^

being, by the general properties of Arts. 293 and 317, coUincar

(or concurrent) ; therefore, for every three A and A\ B and B'^

C and C'y the throe axes (or centres) of perspective of the thn*e

pairs of homographic pencils (or rows) A.A'B'C'jyE'F &e. and

A',ABCI)KF&c,B.A'B'C'I/E:F &c, and B'ABCDEF&c,
C.A'B'Cl/FF &c and C'JLBCDKF&c, coincide. And, as

their coincidence for any two arbitrary pairs involve* evidently

their coincidence for all pairs, therefore &v.

CHoeny in any of the four raseSy three jKum t>j ivrr*

constituents A and A\ B and B'j C and C ef Ae two

fo determine the line (or point) O. The three given pairs of

corresponding constituents A and A'^ B and B\ C and V give

at once the three pairs of corresponding connectors (or intersec-

tions) of pairs of non-corresponding constituents BC and B'C^

CA' and CA^ AB' and A'B\ any two <^ whoee three collinear

points of intersection (or concurrent lines of connexion) detei-

mine, by the above, the required line (or point) 0.

By aid of the line (or point) 0, thus determined from three

pairs of corresponding constituents A and A'^ Bsaid B'j Csnd C
of the systems, any number of other pairs I) and Z/, E and E\
F and F may be obtained at pleasure. For, in the former case,

two variable lines turning round A and A'^ or B and B', or

C and O', and intersecting in every pontion on 0, determine
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successively all other pairs D and D\ E and E\ F and jP*, &c.
;

and, in the latter case, two variable points, moving on A and A\ or

B and B\ or G and C", and connecting in every position through

O, determine successively all other pairs D and iX, E and E'^

i?'and F, &c.
;

(see Arts. 291, Note, and 310, Cor.). Hence the

name directive as applied, in either case, to ; the line or point so

designated being the axis or centre that directs the moment of

the two variable lines or points which, giving in every position

a pair of corresponding constituents, thus by their variation

generate the systems.

If ilf and iVbe the two points (or lines) of the systems which

lie on (or pass through) 6>, and / the point (or ray) common

to the axes (or vertices) in the case of the two rows (or pencils)

;

then since, in their case, by relations (2) Art. 293,

[ABCM]=^{A'B'C'I] and [A'B'C'N] = [ABCI]',

and since, in the case of the two concyclic systems of points

(or tangents), by relations (3) Art. 317,

{ABCM] = [AB'C'M] and [ABCN] = [A'B'C'N]]

the two points or lines M and N are, therefore, in the former

case, the two constituents of the two systems corresponding to

the point (or ray) I common to their axes (or vertices) ; and, in

the latter case, the two double points (or lines), as they are

termed, of the systems, that is, the two points on (or tangents to)

their common circle at each of which a pair of their correspond-

ing constituents coincide (see Art. 329).

When, in any of the four cases, the two systems are In per-

spective; their directive axis (or centre) is then evidently

(240 and 261) the polar of the centre (or the pole of the axis) of

perspective, with respect to the angle (or segment) determined

by the two axes (or vertices) in the case of the two rows (or

pencils), or with respect to the common circle in the case of the

two concyclic systems of points (or tangents). In the former case,

therefore, the two points (or rays) M and N coincide, as they

ought (334), with the point (or ray) / common to the two axes

(or vertices).

338. Again, from the same criteria of perspective, combined

with the particular case of homographic division considered in
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Art 329, and with the reciprocal properties of Arts. 340 and

261 respecting poles and polars to angles or segments and to

circles, the four following general properties of booM^raphic

systems, in pairs reciprocals of each other, may as readily be

inferred; riz.

—

a. A variable Hne^ determining hoo homograpkic rtncv oj points

on difftrmt aaam^ or tyatemt qfpomt» on a eommom ctrofe

1*. LUer$eet$ wM any fowr potUunu of ittelf at a fmacrM uf
pomti efuiimkarmomie wM lie two correepomdmg juariete iff A»
generated ^^temg,

S*. J}elermine» on aJU poeitions of iteeff rowe of pointe homO'

graphic with each other and with tke origmal egeteme,

a. A variable pomt, delenmming two komogngMe peneOe of
ray$ at differed verticee^ or tgttema oftangente to a eommom circle—-

r. Comnecte wUk amg /omr poeitione of iteelf hg a quartet of
rage equianharmonie wtik ike two oorreepomUng quariete of the

generated eg^eme,

2*. Determinee at allpoeitione of iteelf pencils of rage Aonio-

graphic with each other and with the original egeteme.

For, in the former eeee, \S A wa\ A\ B uA R^ C uA C^
D and D be the four pain of oorrespoodiiig conrtitueBti deter-

mined on the axes (fig. a) or cirole (fig. fi) by any feor pooitioiu

AA\ BD\ CC'y DJy of the variable line; J? and JST the fifth

pair corresponding to any fifth positions HE* ; A'\ B"^ C", D'

the four intersections of the four positions with the fifth ; / the

intersection of the axes (fig. a) or of the tangents at E and E'

to the circle (fig. ^8) ; and P, Q^ 5, S the four intersections of

the four pairs of connectors EA and E'A^ EB' and E'B^
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EC and E'Cj ED' and E'D^ which, by the preceding article,

are collinear, and lie on the directive axis of the systems

;

then, since, by Arts. 240 and 261, the four lines IP, IQ, IB, IS

are the four polars of the four points A", B'\ 0", B" with

respect to the axes (fig. a) or circle (fig. yS) ; and since, con-

sequently, in either case, the four pairs of lines lA" and 7P,

IB" and IQ, IC" and 722, ID" and IS are pairs of harmonic

conjugates with respect to the two IE and IE' ; therefore, in

either case, by Art. 329, {I,A"B"C"D"] = [I.FQRS}; and

therefore, in either, by Art. 285,

{A"B"C"D"] = {PQBS] = [ABCD] = {A'B'C'iy}
;

which being true for the intersections of every four with all

fifth positions of the variable line, therefore &c. And, in the

latter case, if A and A'^ B and -S', C and C, D and D' be the

four pairs of corresponding constituents determined at the vertices

(fig. a') or to the circle (fig, ^) by any four positions AA'j

BB', CC, DD' of the variable point ; ^ and J^T the fifth pair

corresponding to any fifth position EE' ] A", B", C", D" the

four connectors (not drawn in the figures) of the four positions

with the fifth ; / the connector of the vertices (fig. a') or of the

points of contact of E and E' with the circle (fig, ff) ; and

P, Qj i?, S the four connectors of the four pairs of intersections

EA' and EA, EB' and E'B, EC and EC, ED' and ED,
which, by the preceding article, are concurrent, and pass through
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the direetiTe centre of the iTstems ; than, ainoe, bj Arts. 240

and 201, the four points /P, IQ^ IB, /iS are the four polea of the

four lines A'\ B", C", I/' with respect to the vertices (fig. a')

or circle (fig.^ ; and since, consequent!j, in either case, the four

pairs of points lA" and 7P, IB" and JQ, IC and JB,W and IS
arc pairs of harmouic conjugates with reelect to the two IE
and IE' \ therefore, iu either case, by Art. 839,

{I.A''B"C"J/'] - [LPQB8]
;

and therefore, in either, by Art. S85,

[A''B^(rir] - IPQB8] - [ABCD] - [A'STCU]
;

which being true for the oooDecton of erery four with all fiAh

positions of the rariable point, therefore &A,

The above reciprocal demonstrations (which it may bo ob-

served woukl be simplified for the coocyclic systrau in both casea

by the general piupeily of Art Wi) may be briefly Munned op
in one as follows. Sinee, in all foor eases alike, by Arts. 940

and 961, /^ " and //> IB" nod JQ, IC und IB, IIT mnd 18
are pairs of harmonic ooojngates with respool to IE and IK' ;

therefore, in all four alike, by Art. 399,

{i,A''Br(rir\ - [lpqbs]
;

and therefore, in aU alike, by Art 9S5,

[A^ircrir] - [pqb8\ - [abcd] - [Affciy]
;

which, for »n nl'Uo, establiabes at once the two properties tn

question.

OiR. r. It follows of ooorse inunediately, from the firsl

parts of the above rectpcttoal pn^iertiesy that u>hem a vanahU
luM, tsAicA dom not tttm routtd a fixtd poimi, Jtlm'mtnm Aom»-

graphie nmw on any twojuoed litte$, it eoutddet, once m tMe co»irm

o/itt miira tXMnation, witk taeh cf tAe Uitt$; and, redprocally,

that wkm a variable pouti, wkiek dom noi moM om afoeod /ins,

deiermimo homographie peneiU at attjf two fooed points, it eoitt'

eid«9j onc$ m tAe course of it» entire variation, witk each qf the

points. Which are also evident, b priori, firom the consideration

that, when tlie variable line (or point) passes, in the coorw of its

variation, through the intersection of the fixed lines (or over the

connector of the fixed points^ if the corresponding constituents of

the two bomographic systems do not then coincide, as they do
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not when the systems are not in perspective (334), it must itself

necessarily coincide with one or other fixed line (or point).

Cor. 2°. It follows also immediately, from the same, that a

variable line^ detemiining homographic rows of points on any two

fixed lines^ intersects with every four fixed positions of itself at a

variable quartet ofpoints having a constant anharmonic ratio^ and

determines with everyfive positions ofitselfan equianharmonic hexa-

gram (301)/ and, reciprocally, that a variable pointy determining

homographic pencils of rays at any two fixed pointsy connects with

everyfour fixed positions of itself by a variable quartet of rays

having a constant anharmonic ratio^ and determines with every five

positions of itself an equianharmonic hexastigm (301). These are

the general properties of homographic rows and pencils, whose

converses were given in examples e and e', g and g of Art. 333.

339. As every two homographic pencils of rays through

any vertices determine on every axis two homographic rows of

points whose constituents at infinity correspond to those of the

determining pencils to whose directions the axis is parallel (16)

;

it follows, from the criterion of similitude between homographic

rows given in Art. 330, that

—

When two homographic pencils of rays through any vertices

have a pair of corresponding constituents whose directions are

parallel ; they determine on every axis parallel to those directions

two similar rows ; whose ratio of similitude^ evidently constant both

in magnitude and sign when the two constituents coincide^ varies

when they do not with every position of the axis / changes sign^

passing through 0, as it passes in either direction through the vertex

of the pencil of antecedents ; again changes sign^ passing through

oc , a« it passes in either direction through the vertex of the pencil

of consequents ; and passes without change of sign throtigh every

intermediate absolute magnitude^ in continuous increase from to

CO during its passage in either direction from the former to the

latter^ and in continuous decreasefrom re to during its passage

in either direction from the latter to theformer.

Given the parallel pair of corresponding constituents, / and /*,

and any other two pairs, A and A\ B and J5', of the two pencils,

the particular axis L parallel to / and 1' for which the ratio

of similitude shall have any given value, positive or negative,
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may be readily determiucd as follows : Denoting by and 0*

the vertices of the two penciU, by X and A", Y and Y' the four

intersections of L with A and A'^ B and B" respectively, and by

Z its intersection with the line OO \ then, the ratioa of OZand
OZioXYBnaX'Y respectively being evidently given with

the direction of Z, when the ratio of A'l' to A" Y\ which is that

of the Bimilitudc of the systems, is also given, that of OZ '. C/if,

and with it of course the position of Z^ is consequently given

;

and therefore &c. The particular cases when the given ratio

has, as of course it may have, the particoUur values ± 1 (and

when consequently tlie several segnwnta intercepted on L by the

several pairs of corresponding rays A and A\ B and B'y Cand C\
I) and //, &c. of the two pencils, have a common magnitude or

middle point) differ in no req>ect from the general case when it

has any value positive or negative.

Since, for every two homographic pencils of rays through

any vertices, there exist, as will be shewn in the next chapter,

two pairs of corresponding constituents, real or imaginar}*,

whose directions are parallel ; it follows oomeqnently, from the

above, that

—

For every two howtograpkie penoOa cfrmf Anmgh any esrfwat,

Aert exiti two direetum$f rmi or imagimanf^ on att timet parallel

to either of which they delenmime eimHar rowe of poimtt ; ai*</,

of the two eyeteme of pamOeU determimed by thorn dtrtetiona^

two particular line* on each of which their eeveral pain of
corresponding ray$ intercept equal eegmente^ and two other*

on each of which the eeveral intereqded oegmtntt have a oommom
middle point.

In the particular case when the two pencils are in perspec-

tive, it is evident, from Art. 334, or iudeiK'udently, that the two

directions in question are parallel, one to the connector of their

%'ertice8 and the «ithcr to their axis of perspective ; on the former

of which lines the several pairs of corresponding rays intercept

evidently a common segment, and on the latter of which the

several segments they intercept arc of course all evanescent.

340. As, from the general property of Art. 330, it was

shewn, at the close of the preceding article, that

—

a. For every two homographic pencils ofraya through different

VOL. II. B
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vertices^ there exist two ItneSj real or imaginary^ on each of which

the several pairs of corresponding rays intercept equal segments ;

and also two others^ real or imaginary^ for each of which the

sewral intercepted segments have a common middle point.

So, from the general property of Art. 331, it may be shewn

that, reciprocally

—

a'. For every two horaographic rows ofpoints on different cueesj

there exist two points^ always realj at each of which the several

pairs ofcorresponding points subtend equal angles ; and also two

others^ sometimes imaginary^ for each of which the several sub-

tended angles have a common middle ray.

For, if/ (figs, a and /3) be the intersection of the axes ; Pand

Q the points of their rows whose correspondents are at infinity

;

A and A' a variable pair of corresponding points of the systems

;

and E and F the two fixed points, real or imaginary, for which

the two rectangles PF. QE and PF.QF are equal to the constant

rectangle PA.QA' (331), and for which the two pairs of angles

IPE and IQE^ IPF and IQF^ measured in opposite directions

of rotation (fig. a) and in the same direction of rotation (fig. /9),

are equal ; then, since, from the evident similarity in either

case of the two pairs of triangles APE and EQA\ APF and
FQA' in every position of A and A\ the two pairs of angles

PAE and QEA\ PAF and QFA (or the two pairs PEA
and QA'E^ PFA and QA'F) are always equal; therefore, as

A and A' vary, the two paii-s of Imes EA and EA\ FA and FA'
revolve always through equal angles, in the same direction

of rotation (fig. a), and in opposite directions of rotation
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(fig. /9), round the two fixed points E and F; and there-

fore &c.*

Of the two (evidontlj aimtiar and equal] triangles PEQ and

PFQ, whose two vertices E and /'are the two points involved in

the above properties, and which combined form evidently a paral-

kl.i^ram in the former case (fig. a) ; the common base FQ^ the

rectangle under the sides, and the difference (fig. a) or sum
(fig. fi) of the base angles, being known, the triangles are conse-

juently completely determined; and, while evidently always real

ill the former case, arc imaginary in the latter when the rect-

.iiigle I'E.ijE or TV*'. ^/' is greater than for any point on the

known circle PIQ^ which in that case evidently passes always

tlirough E and F. In the particular case when the two rows are

in per»|H.'ctlve, like the analogous caae in the preceding arttole,

It is evident, from Art. 334, or independently, that, of the two
' '\^ E and F in the former property, one coincides with the

-ection of the axes and the other with the centre of penpeo-

i ve ; the constant angle for the former being evidently the

fixed angle between the axes, and for the latter being of ooune

evanescent.

CoR. r. The three pairs of lines EA and FA^ EA' and FA\
EI and Fly in (fig. a), being evidently equally inclined to the

bisectors of the three oorre^nding anglee of the triangle

A IA'] and the three rectangles under the three pairs of perpen-

diculars from E and F upon the three sides of that triangle

being consequently equal in magnitude and sign ; hence, from

the above, it appears that

—

(I. When a vartable line tnteneets with twojuoed line* homo-

graphically^ the rectangle under its diatancee from the heojixed

jKtints^ at which the several poire of correeponding interaectiont

subtend constant angleSy is constant both in magnitude and sign.

And from the analogous property of the preceding article,

respecting homographic pencils of rays, it may be shewn that

reciprocally

—

a'. When a variable point connects with two fixtd points

ftomographicallgj the rectangle under its distances^m the two

* The aboTe detnonttration WM eommunicatfd to the author by

Mr. Caaey.

r2
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fixed lines
J
on which the severalpairs of corresponding connectors

intercept constant segments^ is constant both in magnitude and

sign.

For, if and 0' be the two fixed points ; F anj position of

the variable point ; OE and

O'E'j OF and O'F' the two

pairs of corresponding rays,

of the two horaographic

pencils, whose directions are

parallel ; L and M the two

parallels to them, intersect-

ing at /, on each of which

the several pairs of corre-

sponding rays intercept con-

stant segments, and onwhich

consequently PO and FO'

intercept segments AA' and

BB' which are equal to EK and FF' respectively; then,

FX and FY being parallels through F to L and J/, since, by

pairs of similar triangles,

AX: FX=OF'. BF and AX : FX= OF : B'F,

and since AX-AX=0F-OF^9Sid BF=B'F, therefore

AX= OF and A'X= O'F; from which, since AF= OB and

A'F= 0'B\ therefore

PX.FY=OE.OF=0'E',aF, or, FL.FM=OL.OM=0'L.O'M\

and therefore &c.

CoR. 2°. Since, by (338, a and a', 2°), a variable line (or

point), intersecting (or connecting) homographically with two

fixed lines (or points), intersects (or connects) homographically

with all positions of itself; it follows, consequently, from the

two reciprocal properties a and a of the preceding. Cor. T, that

—

a. A variable line^ the rectangle under xchose distances from
two fixed points is constant in magnitude and sign^ intersects

homographicallg with all positions of itself

a'. A variable pointy the rectangle under whose distances from

two fixed lines is constant in magnitude and sign^ connects homo-

graphically with all positions of itself
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Cor. 3°. IfX and Y be the feet of the perpendiculars from

E and i^ on A A' in (fig. a), Z the intersection with A A' of

the position BB' which intersects it at right angles, and the

middle point of EF] then since (49)

OX* = 0Y*= EX.Fr+ [\EF)\

and since (Euc. i. 48, and ii. 5, 6),

0Z' = 2EX.Fr+{^EFj*;

it follows again, conscqoentlj, from a Ck>r. 1*, that

—

When a variable line inienecU komoffrapkically witM twofoeed

lines—
a. In every poeition, tite feet of the two perpe$tdieular§ on tV,

from thti twofoeed pointtfnr vfkick their rectangle m eotutant. He

on a fixxd circle ; whoee centre bieeete the interval between the

points^ and the equate cf whoee radiue ^ the eonetant reekangle +
the equare of the eemi-intervaL

h. Every two of ite poeitwna which intereeet at right anghe

intersect on another fooed circle / oonoentrio with the former^ the

square of whoee radiue * twice the eame ooMtonl reetangle + the

equare of the eame eemi^niervaL

N.B. The tevenJ propertiM of bomognphio diTiatona con-

tained in this and the two preceding articles are of very familiar

occurrence in the Theory of Conic Sections, where alone indeed

lie subject has scope for the full and adequate dcTelopement

due to its importance.
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CHAPTER XX.

ON THE DOUBLE POINTS AND LINES OF HOMOGRAPHIC
SYSTEMS.

341. When the axes of two homographic rows of points

or the vertices of two homographic pencils of rays coincide,

there exist always two pairs of corresponding constituents, real

or imaginary, whose positions coincide, and which accordingly

have been termed by Chasles the double points or rays of the

systems (329).

Assuming for the present the existence of such points or

rays, the following properties are evident from their mere

definition.

1°. No more than ttoo double points or rays could exist unless

the systems altogether coincided. For, since, for every four pairs

of corresponding constituents A and A\ B and B\ C and C,
D and />', the systems being homographic, [ABCD] = {A'B'C'jyij

if^ = A\ and B= B\ and G = C", then necessarily D = D' \ and,

as for the same reason E=E\ F=F\G= G\ H=H, &c.,

therefore &c.

2°. Every three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\
B and B\ C and C are connected with the two double points

or rays M (= M') and N{=- N') taken separately by the relations

[ABCM] = {A'B'C'M} and {ABCN} = {A'B'C'N} ; and every

two pairs A and A\ B and B' with both combined by the relation

[MNAB] = [MNA'B']. These relations, which are evident from

the horaography of the systems and the hypothesis respecting

3f and Nj are characteristic of the double points or rays, and

sufficient in all cases to identify and distinguish them.

3°. Each double poiut or ray being of course equivalent

to a pair of corresponding constituents, and three pairs of cor-
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responding constituents being sufficient to determine any two

homographic systems (327) ; one double point or ray witli two

pnir8 of corresponding constituents, or both double points or

rays with a single pair of corresponding constituents, are there-

fore sufficient to determine two homographic rows or pencils

whose axes or vertices coincide.

4". For the same reason, three pairs of corresponding con-

stituents, given, taken, or known in any manner, being toffident

in all cases to determine evexy thing connected with the two

homographic systema to which they belong (337), are therefore

sufficient to determine the two double points or rays of two

homographic rows or pencils whose axes or vertices coincide.

(See Art. 348).

5". As two homographic rows of points on any axis de-

termine two homographic pencils of rays at any vertex, and

conversely, the two double points of one correspond always to

the two double rays of the other, and conversely.

342. Every two oom$p<mdmg eonatittientt oftwo homographic

rows or peneilty whote euut or vertieet eohwide^ divide m /As tame

constant anhamumie ratio <As segment or angle determined hy the

two double points or rays ofAe systems.

For, since, for every two pairs of corresponding constitnents

A and A\ B and B^ by 3* of the preceding article,

[MNAB] - [MNA'B^,
therefore, by (272),

{MNAA'\^{MNDB'\;

and, since, for the same reason,

[M^rBB^i - [UNCC]^ [UNCO'] - [MSDD],

dec ; therefore &c.

The particular case when the constant anharmonic ratio of

section = — 1 , tliat is, when the several pairs of corresponding

constituents A and A\ B snAB'y C and C, D and //, Ac.

divide harmonically the s^rment or angle MS^ will be con-

sidered in connexion with the Theory of Involution in the next

Chapter.

843. Evt'i-if two constituents cf the two sysUmSy corresponding

to the same point on the common axis or ray through the common
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verteXj divide in the square of the above constant anharmonic ratio

the segment or angle determined hy the two double points or rays

of the systems.

For, every point on the common axis or ray tbrough the

common vertex belonging of course Indifferently to both systems,

if P be the correspondent of any point or ray / regarded as

belonging to one system, and Q the correspondent of the same

point or ray / regarded as belonging to the other system, then

since, by the preceding article.

and

(MP MI\ /(CmMP hmMI\ ,,,
' • — 'or • XTP - • XT/ = const (1

,\smNP smNIJ ^
"

fMP MI\
[nP' NlJ

[MI MQ\ fmuMI smMQ\ , ,^,

m'-m) ''[si^rsNQ)^ '"''"' ^'^'

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

/MP MQ\ /sinMP 8mMQ\ . ,,,

[np'-NQJ "' [^^NP'-^^NQr
""'""' ^'^'

and therefore &c. (268).

The particular case where this constant anharmonic ratio of

section = 1, that is, when the two constituents of the two systems

corresponding to the same point on their common axis or ray

through their common vertex always coincide, will also be con-

sidered in reference to the Theory of Involution in the next

Chapter.

Cor. 1°. When, in the above, the point or line / is either

point or line of bisection, external or internal, of the segment or

angle MN^ then

—

I%e segment or angle PQ has the same points or lines of
bisection a^ the segment or angle MN.

For, since, in that case, [MI-. NP) or (sin J/7: sm^/) =± 1,

therefore, in the same case, by (1) and (2) above,

{MP'. NP).{MQ : NQ) or (sinl/P: smNP).{8[nMQ: 8mNQ)=^+ 1
;

and therefore &c.

Cor. 2°. The point of external bisection of every segment of

a line being the point at infinity on the line, it follows imme-

diately, from the preceding Cor. 1°, that

—

Jn the case of two howographic rows ofpoints on a common
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a;rtM, the tegmeni MN intereepted hHween tke two double points u
' ith the segment PQ uUercepted between the two am-
the systems corresponding to the pohU at infisitg on

A cuiis< (jiuiK'c wlilili, l»y virtue of the genera! property of

Art. 3,'il, may als<j Ix' proved otherwise a« follows: Since, for

every two pairs of corresponding eou.Htituents A and A\ B and B'

of the systems, by the property in question, PA.QA' = PB.QB'^

when A = A' = M, and B^B'^N, then PM.QJf^PXJJS';
and therefore &c (Euc II. 5, 6).

Cor. 3*. If, in the above, the point or line / be conceived to

vary, causing of course the umultaneous variation of the two

P and Q, then

—

The two points or rajfs P and Q determine two homographio

rotes or pencils having the eame double points or rays M and N
with thf original systems.

This follows immediately fimn relation (3) by virtue of the

general property of Art. 329 ; and the same is evident also from

the consideration that the sjrstems detemined by P and Q are

both humograpbic with that detormined by /, witb which, com-

bined separately, they constitute in fact the original aystema.

N.B. From the general, or any derived, property of either

this or the preceding article, it is evident that every two homo-
graphic rows of points or penetls of rays, whoae axes or vertices

coincide, are symmetrically disposed on opposite sides of each

point or line of bisection, external and internal, of the segment

or angle MX determined by the two double points or rays

}f and N of the systems ; which two points or lines of bisection,

always real, are therefore the two points or lines
<if symmetry

of the systems.

.'.11. ()/ fi'-n hoiiv'jrnphic rows ofpoints on a common axis ;
ir/i. /, nil. ,l..,tl.l. i..!„t is at infinity^ the rows are similar^ and
li<ir. fh. •fJi. r ,l.,n}.h p.-inf for their centre of similkude ; and^

ir/n II /"'fh ,/>!/,/, i><.i,its ,ir> at infnity^ the rows are similarj

tiiinilurt^l j>lmeJy und tqmtl.

For, since, by (342), whatever be the positions ofthe two double

points, [MNAA] - [MNBB'] - [MNCC'\ - [MNDD] = &c
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= a constant ; when one of them N is at Infinity, then, for the

other i/, by (275),

MA : MA' = MB : MB' =MG i MC = MD : MD' = &c.

= a constant ; and when the other of them M is also at infinity,

then, by (15), the constant = + 1 ; and therefore &c. (41).

In the particular case when the constant = — 1, then

MA = - MA', MB = - MB' J MC=- MC, MD = - MD, &c.

and the systems, as in the preceding case, are similar and equal,

but are oppositely, in place of similarity, placed on the axis (33).

In this case, also, the several segments AA , BB' ^ CC, DU ^ &c.,

intercepted between the several pairs of corresponding con-

stituents of the rows, are evidently concentric, being all bisected

internally by the double point M not at infinity.

The converse of the above, viz., that, when two homograpMc

rows ofpoints on a common axis are similar, then, whatever he the

magnitude and sign of their ratio of sinnilitude, provided only it he

finite, one double point is their centre of similitude and the other

the point at infinity on their axis, is evident from the constancy

of the ratio MA : MA', from which it follows at once that the

two variable distances MA and MA' become necessarily evanes-

cent and infinite together.

In the solitary and exceptional case of entire coincidence

between two similar, similarly placed, and equal rows of points

on a common axis, every point on the axis is of course indif-

ferently a double point. (See 341, 1°).

345. From the general property of the preceding article, the

two following results may be immediately inferred, viz.

—

1°. Any two homographic rows of points on a common axis,

whose double points are real, may he regarded as the perspective,

to any arbitrary centre, of two similar rows on a common axis

depending in direction on the position of the centre.

2°. Any two homographic rows of points on a common axis,

whose double points coincide, may be regarded as the perspective,

to any arbitrary centre, of the two similar, similarly 2>laced, and
equal rows on a common axis depending indirection on the position

of the centre.

For, as the two homographic rows of points on the common
axis determine in all cases two homographic pencils of rays at
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every vertex, whose double njs correspond to the doable points

on the axis (341, 5") ; any axis parallel to the direction of either

double ray if they be distinct, or to the common direction of the

two if they coincide, wuuld intersect the pencils in two homo-

graphic rows of points, having one double point at infinity

in the former case, and both doable points at infinity in the

latter case ; and therefore dec (S44].

346. The two following genovl properties of two homo-

graphic rows or pencils, whose doable points or rays are

iiua •binary, have been giveo by Chailea, tu.—
1 . AHjf two hnmcgrapUe row$ ofpomta om a eommon aam^

wAom double pcimia an imagmary, wtay ht rtgardtd aagmmrated

by the moluHoH of a vanable angle cf eotutaml magmlmie romtd

one or otAer of two fcud vaiiou^ njfhmiom nfmA other %nlA

retpeot to the euns.

9*. Any two homwgn^ie pemcUe of ray throagih a eemeeen

.trtex^ whoe$ double ray an imagmaryy may be regarded at

the perepeetive to amy arbit$uiy aae of a pencil generated by

the nvolttiion of a variable angle of eaiulant magnihide round
a Jirrd vertex.

To prove the first of these properties (which evidently in-

volves the second), it b only necessary to shew that, ander the

circumstances of the case, a real point £ (and with it, of coarse,

its reflexion i^with respect to the axis) can always be found, at

which some three of the s^;meiit8 AA\ BB\ CC intercepted

between pain of corresponding points shall subtend equal angles

;

for, if throe of them sabtend equal angles at any point, it follows

necessarily, from the homography of the rows, that they mast

all subtend equal angles at the same point. And that two

such points, reflexions of each other with respect to the axis,

exist always in this case, is evident fivm Art. 161 ; for, the three

circles, loci of points at which the three pairs of segments

BB' and CC, CC and AA\ AA and BB' subtend eqnal anglea,

arc then (see the article in question) all real, and interMct at

two real points E and F, which (the centres of the three circles

being all on the axis) are of eomse reflexions of each other

with respect to the axis.

The second property follows at once, as above obsenred, from
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the first; for, as the two homographic pencils, whose double

rajs are bj hypothesis imaginary, intersect with every axis in

two homographic rows whose double points are imaginary;

and, as there always exist, by the above 1°, two real points E
and Fj with respect to each of which the latter may be regarded

as generated by the revolution of a variable angle of constant

magnitude revolving round it as a fixed vertex ; therefore &c.

347. The entire preceding theory applies of course, in its

main features, as well to two homogi'aphic systems of points on

a common circle or of tangents to a common circle (322), as to

two systems of points on a common axis or of rays through

a common vertex; and every two such systems have accord-

ingly, for every as well as for either limiting magnitude of the

common circle, two pairs of corresponding constituents, real

or imaginary, whose positions coincide, and which are therefore

termed the double points or tangents of the systems.

That every two corresponding constituents A and A' of the

systems divide in the same constant, anharmonic ratio the arc of

the common circle Intercepted between the two double points or

tangents J/ and N] that every two constituents Pand Q of the

systems corresponding to the same point or tangent / divide

in the square of the same constant anharmonic ratio the same

intercepted arc ; that, as / varies, P and Q determine two homo-

graphic systems having the same double points or tangents with

the original systems ; that when / is equidistant from or equi-

inclined to M and N then is it also equidistant from or equl-

inclined to P and Q] and that the systems themselves are

always symmetrically disposed on opposite sides of each of the

two points or tangents equidistant from or equi-inclined to M
and N^ which two points or tangents are therefore the two points

or lines of symmetry of the systems ; appear all in precisely the

same manner as for the two extreme states of the circle in

Arts. 342 and 343.

As every two homographic systems of points on a common
circle determine two homographic pencils of rays at any point

oo the circle, and conversely ; and as every two homographic

systems of tangents to a common circle determine two homo-

graphic rows of points on any tangent to the circle, and con-
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vereely ; it is evident that the double points of one correspond

always to the double rays of the other, and conversely, in the

former case; and that the doable tangents of one correspond

alwavD to the double pobta of the other, and ooovenely, in the

latter case.

348. OiwH tkree pain of eorrmpamimg cwMTihwiite, A <md

A'y B and B"^ C and C, of two komograpkiti §jf§tem9^ of poinU

on a eommom oant, or of ray* thromg^ a eommton oerter, or of
jMfmtB on a eommon drde^ or of kutgmia lo a eomwtom circle

;

to eonatruet tie two double pomtt or Imm^ M and N^ of ike

eyHtmg.

r. In the eaae of points on a oommoo circle. Drawing any

two of the three pain of correapoodiog eonnectora of pairs of

non-correaponding oonstitoenta, BC and B'C, CA' and CA^
Ab' and A'B^ (see fig. a, Art. S17] ; the line of connection XY
of their two points of interaection A' and )' (which by 887, a, is

the directive axis of the ^sterns) will pass tbroogb the intersex

tion /f of the third pair (817), and will determine on the circle

two points M and N^ real or imaginary, which satisfy (317)

the equianharmonic relations of i*, Art. 341, and which are

comeqnently the two doable pobta of the •yatema.

9*. In the ease of tangents to a eommoD etrde. Taking any

two of the three pairs of oorreapooding bteraeetions of pairs of

non-corresponding ooostitoeots, BC and B'C^ CA' and CA^
AH' and A'B^ (see fig. a'. Art. 817) ; the pobt of intersectbn

A' }' of their two lines of connection X and Y (which, by 837, a',

is the directive centre of the systems) will lie on the connector Z
of the third pair (317), and will determine to the circle two

tangents M and Ny real or imaginary, which satisfy (317) the

equianharmonic relations of 2*, Art. 341, and which are con-

sequently the two double lines of the systems.

3". In the case of rays through a common vertex. Descrtbbg

arbitrarily any circle passing through the common vertex, and
taking on it its three pairs of second btersections with the throe

pairs of rays; the two double pobta, found by 1*, of the two

homographic systems determined by the latter on the circle

will cuunect with the common vertex by the required double

rays (347).
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4*. In the case of points on a common axis. Describing

arbitrarily any circle touching the common axis, and drawing to

it its tiiree pairs of second tangents through the three pairs of

points; the two double lines, found by 2°, of the two homo-

graphic systems determined by the latter to the circle will in-

tersect with the common axis at the required double points (347).

These several constructions are all perfectly general, and

applicable with equal facility to every variety of disposition of the

three given pairs of corresponding constituents. Various direct

constructions may also be given for the extreme cases of coUinear

and concurrent systems (4° and 3°) without reducing them, as

above, to the general cases of concyclic systems (2° and 1°) ; but

the above, though indirect, are on the whole the simplest of

which they are susceptible.

349. The following construction for determining directly the

two double points, in the case of collinear systems on a common
axis, has been given by Chasles.

Assuming arbitrarily any point not on the common axis,

and describing through it any two of the three pairs of corre-

sponding circles passing through pairs of non-corresponding

constituents, BOG' and B'OC, GOA' and G'OA, A OB' and

A' OB, which intersect again respectively at three second points

P, Qj M] the circle passing through 0, and through the second

intersections F and Q of the two described pairs, will pass

through the second intersection B of the third pair, and will

intersect with the common axis at the two double points M
and N of the systems.

For, since the three circles BOG', B'OG, and JfOiV pass

through the two common points and P, therefore, by similar

pencils at O and P, {MXBB'} = {AfNGG'] ; and since the

three GOA', G'OA, and MOX pass through the two common
points O and Q, therefore, by similar pencils at and

Q, {MNGG'} = {MNAA'}', consequently at once {MNAA'}
= [MNBB'] ; and therefore, by similar pencils at and B^
the thnjc circles -4 05', A' OB, and 3/OA^pass through the two

common points and B ; and since, as just shewn,

[MNAA'\ = {MNBB'} = {MNGG'l
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therefore (342) M and N are the two double points of the

systems,

N.B. It will appear in the sequel that this construction is

the transformation, by inversion irom any point on the circle, of

that given in T of the preceding article for concyclic ^sterna on

a common circle.

350. The following *gaiO) derived from the general proper^
of Art. 332, is another construction for the direct determinatioii

of the two double points in the same caae of ooliinear systemi

ou a common axis.

Taking the two points P and Q conneaponding in tlic two

syAtcms to the point at infinity on the common axis, and dividing

their intercepted interval PQ at the two points M and S for

which the two rectangles PM.QM and PX.QS are each equal

in magnitude and aign to the couunon value of the three equal

rectangles PA.QA\ PB,QB\ PCQC (382) ; the two points of

Kcctiun M and Nun evidently the required double points. See
alM> Cor. 2*, Art. 84S.

In any caae of the oonatniction of the doable points or linea

of two homographic systema by meaoa of three purs of corre-

sponding constituents ; if the two oooatituenta A and A' of any

pair happened to coincide, the point or line A ( A') would itself

be one of the required double pointa or linea, and the general

construction for the other would be much amplified; and if,

moreover, the two B and B" of cither remaining pair happened

also to coincide, the point or line B (> B') would itself be the

other, and all construction would be dispensed with. In this

last case, the third pair C and C would furnish the value of the

constant anharmonic ratio {ABCC,'] distinctive of the particular

pair of homographic systems determined by the three pairs of

corresponding constituents (342).

351. Tlie general constructions 1* and 2* of Art 848, for the

double points and lines in the caaes of concyclic systems of

points and tangents, lead each to a remarkable result when
applied to the particular caae of similar and similarly ranged

systems separated from each other by an interval of any finite

magnitude.
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For, in that case, the several arcs AA\ BB\ CC\ DD\ &c.,

intercepted between the several pairs of corresponding con-

stituents A and A\ B and B\ C and C", D and D\ &c., being

all equal and cyclically co-directional, the three points (or lines)

X, r, Z, and with them of course the two M and iV, deter-

mined by the construction in question (1° or 2°, Art. 348),

consequently (see Art. 312) lie on the line at infinity (or pass

through the centre of the circle) ; which in that case is ac-

cordingly the directive axis (or centre) of the systems (337,

a or a). Hence the remarkable results, that

—

a. Every two similar and similarly ranged systems of points

on a common circle have the same two (imaginary) double j)ointSy

whatever be their interval of separation from each other; viz.

thefixed two lying on the line at infinity (260, 2°, b).

a'. Every tico similar and similarly ranged systems of tangents

to a comm&u circle have the same tioo [imaginary) double lines^

whatever be their interval of separation from each other; viz.

thefixed two passing through the centre of the circle (260, 2°, b').

In the special case when the interval of separation between

the systems is nothing, that is, when the systems altogether

coincide; since then A = A\ B=B\ C=C\ D = D\ &c., the

three points (or lines) X, F, Z^ and with them of course the two

M and N^ determined by the same constructions, become, as

they ought, indeterminate ; every point on (or tangent to) the

common circle being then of course indifferently a double point

(or line) of the systems.

352. As the two homographic systems of rays, generated

by the sides of a variable angle of any invariable form re-

volving round a fixed vertex, determine two similar and similarly

ranged systems of points on any circle passing through the

fixed vertex, the double points of which correspond to the

double rays of the determining pencils ; hence, from property

a of the preceding article, the remarkable result, that

—

Every lieo homograjihic ptcncils of rays^ determined by the sides

of a variahle angle of invariable form, revolving round a fixed
VfTteXj have the same (imaginary) dotdfle rays, whatever be the

form of the angle ; the connectors^ viz. of the fixed vertex with

thf twofixed circular points at infinity.
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A result from which it follows at once, by Art. 84S, as

shewn already on other principles in Art. 313, that the sides

of a variable angle of inyariable form revolving round a fixed

vertex divide in a constant anharmonic ratio the angle sub-

tended at the fixed vertex by the two fixed circular points at

infinity ; the value of the anharmonic ratio of section depending

of courao on the particular figure of the angle. A property

which, established Independently as in the article referred to or

otherwise, involves evidently the above conversely, by virtue

of Art, 329.

353. Thtn* i"< prolt.ihly in tlio entiro ranp* of modem
geometry no prublem to some case or other of whicli a greater

number and variety of others, admitting of two solutions, are

reducible than that of the construction of the double points or

lines of two homog^phic systens bj means of three pairs of

corresponding constituents ; tome eetinecled directly with the

subject of homographic division, but far the greater nimiber

having no apparent connexion with it. Of the fiwner clam, dio

following are a few, the applications of which are eztTemely

numerous and varied.

Ex. 1^ Ow«m tkrf pain ^ tmmtfmtimg cmttitmtmtt A ami jt,

B ami J9', C mmiC ^ Im ApsufnyAw lyrfwn ^f /mmt$ am m cmmmm

pair M ami M'/or wkicJk AM* t AW,
Taking the three points or lines A", IT, C* eoonected with the givea

point or line A by the reUtioos AA" - 0. AV m \ A'B\ AC m i A'C%
and ooualnMtiiig tiie seoood dottbb point or line Mm M" of tbe two hoio
graphie systssMdstetminsd by ths three pairs of sonsspomHngspastftasate

A and A", B andf, Cand C| the point or lias Jfis that whish ia the

•jrstem A^ B, C, Btc is eonaaelad with its sorrespondrat M' in the v/tUm
A', B\ C, &C. by the required relation AMm ± A'M',

For, since, by construction, A'B" ± A'B' and A''C " " A C", tha

two homographic systems A", B", C, 8m. and A', B', C, See. are similar,

and their ratio of similitude • 1 1 1 tharsfore ATM^ or AM • t A'M' ; and
therefore &c.

N.B. In the case of points on a common axis, the more general problem

three pairs of correeponding constituents A and A', B and B\
, to determine the pair M and M' for which the ratio AM : A'M'

ly given magnitude and sign,** may evidently be solved in

J
same manner.

VOL. II. 8
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Ex. 2". Given three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A',

B and B', C and C' of two homogyaphic systems of points on a common line

or circle, or of tangents to a common point or circle ; to determine the

ttco pairs M and 3/', N and N' whose intercepted segments or angles MM',

NN' shall have a given magnitude and sign.

Taking the three points or lines A", B", C" connected with the given

three A, B, C hy the common relation AA" = BB" = CC" = the given

segment or angle; constructing then the two double points or lines

M' = M" and N' = iV" of the two homographic systems determined by the

three pairs of corresponding constituents A' and^", J?' and B", C and C";

and taking finally the two points or lines M and N connected with the two

M' and JV' by the common relation MM' = NN' = the given segment or

angle ; the two pairs of constituents M and M', N and N', are those

required.

For, since, by construction, AA" = BB" = CC" = MM" = NN" = the

given segment or angle, therefore {ABCMN) = {A"B"C"3f"N"}; and

since again, by construction, M' - M" and N' = N" are the two double

points or lines of the two homographic systems A\ B\ C", &c. and A",

B", C", &c., therefore {A'B'C'M'N'] = {A"B"C"M"N"}', consequently

therefore {ABCMN} = {A'B'C'M'N'}; or, the two pairs of constituents

M and M', N and N', which by construction intercept the required seg-

ment or angle, are pairs of corresponding constituents of the two homo-

graphic systems A, B, C, &c. and A', B', C, &c. ; and therefore &c.

N.B. The constructions in the present and preceding examples are both

based on the obvious consideration that when two homographic systems of

points, rays, or tangents have a common axis, vertex, or circle, a movement

of either along the common axis, or round the common vertex or circle, the

other remaining fixed, would alter (increase, or diminish as the case might

be) the distances between the several pairs of corresponding constituents by

the amount of the movement; so that those correspondents which coincided

before would be separated after by that amount, and conversely.

Ex. 3°. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A', B
and B', C and C of two homographic systems of points on a common line or

citcle, or of tangents to a common point or circle : to determine the two pairs

M and M', N and N' whose intercepted segments or angles MM', NN' shall

have a given middle point or line O.

Taking the three points or lines A", B", C" connected with the given

three A, B, C by the common relation OA" = - OA, OB" - - OB,
DC" " - OC; constructing then the two double points or lines M' = M"
and N' « JV" of the two homographic systems determined by the three

pairs of corresponding constituents A' and A", B' and B", C and C"; and

taking finally the two points or lines M and N connected with the two

M' and A" by the common relation OJf = - OM', ON = - ON' ; the two

pain of constituents M and M', N and iV" are those required.

For, since, by conalruclion, AA", BB", CC", MM", NN" axe all
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biMotcd by O, therefore [ABCMN) - {A''B'C''M''N'-)i and since agun,
by construction, M' = M" and N' • A*"are the tvo double points or line*

of the two horoopniyAic systems A\ B', C, &c. and A", B"t CC,
&c.. therefore {-/

\
') = {A"B"C'M''y"]', CBMsywrtly tbeniim

[A liCMN) x^{A ^ \\ ot, the two pairs of eooatitoeala Ifand if',

N and ^i"", which by construction hsTc the required middle point or line Q,
arc pairs of correrpooding constituents of the two bomographic system*

A, B, C, &c. and A', B', C, &c ; and tberefon See.

N.B. The problems of the present and preceding examples are mani-
''

'
V

. quiraient to the following, vis. : " Oirrn three pairs of eorresponding

uents A and A', B and B', Cand C of two bomographie systena of

}>oii.i5 on a common line or circle, or of tangenta to a common point or

circle; to determine the two palfs Jfaad Jf*, JfitnAN', for which the

sum or difference PM i PM', PIf * Py, P being a given point or

tangent, shall have a given magnitude and aign."

Ex. 4^ Oivtn tkrmpain ofmmapcmiiiif mmiHhttmtt Am^A\Bmt4
B', Cand C' of two hemtegraplue systans of poitd$ om m ttmumam hmt er

eiteU, or ofUmgtnU to a eomumem poimi er csroto ; to dtttrmutt tiU lise pain
Mitmd M', Namd N' tMek AaOJbrm wUk two givtm jmmla tr tm^frntta

P and Q a $]fd$m kmmmg agmm anAtrmmie ratio.

Taking the three poinla or Bbw ^, B", C nonpeated with the givM
three A, 27, C by the eoaunon nbtion {PQAA-] - {PQBB") - {PQCC^
• the gireo anhan&onie ratloi eooslraeCiag then the tvo doable points or

lines M' - M" and A" • A" of the two buaufwpbie fete— daloiadoed

by the three pairs of corraspoadiag conatitaenta A' and A", B" and B",

C and C" i and taking inally the two pointa or Uaea M and Jf eoMMdad
with the two If ' and X' by the eommon relatioo (PQJfJf') - (PQAW)
B the given anharmonic ratio; the two pairs of eomtitiieota Jf aod M',
JVand N' are those required.

For, since, by eooatnietion, {PQAA'^PQBB''\m{PQCC'y'{PQMM'^
-(PQ.V.Y'I- the given anharmonie ratio, therefore (329) {ABCMN)
m\A'B"C''M''N'']; and, atnee again, by eoMtnielioii. Jf'-if and

N' my are the two double points or Unas of the tvo hooMgnphi*
systems A', B', C, fta Mid A", B", C^ ke. thetefera [A'B'C'M'N'\
m {A"Br(rM''N''\ ; eooeeqoently therefore \ABCMN) - {A'BC'M'N') ;

or, the two pairs of constituents Jf and Jf', JTand S\ which by eon*

ttruction form with P and Q the given •nhaimooie latio^ are pairs of eor-

responding constituents of the two booMigrqiUe ajptaB* A, B, C, Stc and

A; B", C\ &c ; and therefore &e.

Ex. bP. Oicam Arm pair* t^f enrrsyondJiy tamttilunUa A and A',

B and B', Cand C oj one pair of hmmograpkie agatamt ((fpoimU on a
comumam lima or eireU, or of iamgantt to a eaaunom paimi or Gretas and alto

tkraa pain P and P ", Q and (f, R and BT of anotkarpair ofkomofrapkie

tytttmt ofpoint* on th« tama lino or circle, or of tan^antt to tk* soma point

82
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or eireh: to determine the two pairs M and M' or M", N and N' or N"
eommoH to both pairs of systems.

Taking the three points or lines A", B", C" connected with the given

three A, B, C by the relations {PQRA} = {P"Q'B;'A"], {PQRB}
« {P"Q"i2"jB"J, {PQRC} = {P"(^'B"C"\i constructing then the two double

points or lines M' = M" and N' = N" of the two homographic systems

determined by the three pairs of corresponding constituents A' and A",

B' and B", C" and C"; and taking finally the two points or lines M
and JV connected with the two M' = M" a.nd N' = N" by the relations

{ABCM} = {A'B'C'M'} = {A"B"C"M"\ and [ABCN) = {A'B'C'N']

= \A"B"C"N"}\ the two pairs of constituents ilf and M' or 3f", N and

N' ot N" are those required.

For, since, by virtue of the preceding relations, {ABCMN}
^{A'B'C'M'N'}, and also (327) {PQRMN} = {P"Q:'R"M"N"}', and

since by construction M' = M" a.nd. N' = N"; therefore M and M' or

JU", N and N' or N" are pairs of corresponding constituents of both

pairs of homographic systems ; and therefore &c.

N.B. This latter problem evidently comprehends the three preceding as

particular cases; and with them a variety of others of the same nature

corresponding to the variety of other ways in which homographic systems

. may be generated. See the various articles of the preceding chapter in

which the principal of them are given.

Ex. 6^. Oiven three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A',

B and B'y C and C of two homographic systems of points on a common
circle^ or of tangents to a common circle: to determine the two pairs

M and M', N and N'.

a. Whose lines of connexion, in the former case, shall pass through a

given point P.

of. Whose points of intersection, in t?ie latter case, sliaU lie on a given

line L,

In the former case. Taking the three second intersections A", B", C" with

the circle of the three lines PA, PB, PC', constructing then the two double

points M' - M" and N' = N" of the two homographic systems determined

by the three pairs of corresponding constituents A' and A", B' and B",

C' and C" ; and taking finally the two second intersections Jlfand JVwith

the circle of the two lines PM' and PN' ; the two pairs of points 3fand M',

JNTand Ji' are those required.

In the latter case. Drawing the three second tangents A", B ', C" to

the circle through the three points LA, LB, LC; constructing then the two

double tangents M' « M" and N' = N" of the two homographic systems

determined by the three pairs of corresponding constituents A' and A",

B' and B", C and C"; and drawing finally the two second tangents

M and N to the circle through the two points LM' and LN'-, the two

pairs of tangenU M and 3f', N and N' are those required.
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For. in both CMec, since, by coattPMliw, {A'B'C'M'y]
- lA"B"C'M"y"], and unce. by (314, a and •*)» {i<''i»"C''Jr''i»rT

- M^CJf.V); therefore [AJSCMIf] • U .B'C'jr'3r')t and llMrcfora &o.

Ex. T*. GtVen /Are* pain <(f rmrmpomitmg eomtHhumh A ami A\
B and B\ C and C of two komugrapkie ajftUm* qf pomU on mmff hf «Mt,

or 0/ rayt tkrmigk mtff two vmrtiem ; to idtrmimt tko tmo pain Mmmd Jf ',

^V and X '.

a. Wkott Knot of MMM9Wfi| M tio /brsMT ttuOf $kaB jmm IAtmmA #

yiMn pomtf or tomek giwom etntt tamgmU to tko two oxm.

Into, or oma fioom eirelo fmm§ throm^ tko tmo mrtiem,

Hera, rridaBtljr, tha Unw gh«i pain af aomapoadiiif eonstituenu

datanaiBai in tha farmar eaaa^ tha aanaapomMny thraa of two Imndo-

gfapUc ajralana of raya tbroqgii tha ghraa point, or of taaganti to tha

givan circle, whoae double linaa inlanaal with tha givan ana at tha

required pain of conctituents ; and, in tlM latter eaaa, tha oonaepoodiag

three of two homographie •yetetns of points on the giren line, or circle,

iHMaa doobla pointa oonnaat with tlia giran rartioea by tha raqtiirad patia

of oonatitaaBla.

N.B. In the caaa of the lattar property a'; tha two rays, oonatitoting

each required pair of eorrptpcodlng aoostittianla, bainf panllal whan tha

given line is at infinity (16), and intafaaating at a gifon angta far avarj

givrn circle passing throogh tha two tartieaa (Baa. m. SI. 23)| tha two

toluiioos, rsal or imaginary, (aaa Art. SW) of tha preUam
pairs of eonaywiding aoastiturnts A and A\ B and
boBBogrsphic systaaa of rays through diflvaat vartiaaa,

two pairs 3f and If', Nmad JV' whoae diractioaa are

generally, intersect st any given aagla^* ara eonsaqoantly given by it far

every form of the angle.

Ex. 8. Oirom tint pain ^ tomtpmdim§ eotuUlmmtt A mid A\ B
and B', Cattd C ijfkBO ktm^r^kit tpdtmt ^ poimio om omjf tmooMoo^or

Hf ray tkroitfk My km mriitm : to iotorntmto tko two pain M amd M',
NamdN'.

a. Wkoot Kmoa of tommoMam wiA a piom poind P. in tko formar ooot,

tkattt IS oeimeid0 ; 2", eontain a pioom aagk ; 8*. awko oqmoi anploo witk a
pivom limo tkrougk tko point f 4**. A'wWs M a pioon awJfcaraiiMiM rafw o piomo

a*. WkMo point$ ^ wdonoMon wilk a pioon Vml^intk$ lattor enaa.

okaltt 1°, flosaeidls ; 2**, inloroopt m piaom topmont : 3". wtaho opmol mpmontt
witk a pioon point on tko Kno : 4?, dioido in a pioon ankannomo raOo a
pioon toaownt of tho iino»

Here, in the former case ; the required pairs of eoaaaetors PM and
PM', PXuid PN' are evidently, with reapeet to tha two homographio

pencils of rays determined at P by the three given pairs of connectors

PA and PA\ PB and PB\ PC ond PC; in T, tha double rsysj in 2«',

m. SI. 23)| tha two .

ffoUom **Oivao thraa I I

B\ Caad C of twaJl
ioaa,lo dotacnlaa ths^^n^
tra paiallal, or, more |r
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the pairs containing the given angle ; in 3°, the pairs equally inclined to the

given line ; in 4°, the pairs dividing in the given anharmonic ratio the given

angle. And, in the latter case; the required pairs of intersections LM
and LM', LN&nd LN' are evidently, with respect to the two homographic

rows of points determined on L by the three given pairs of intersections

LA and LA', LB and LB', ZC and LC \ in 1°, the double points; in 2%

the pairs intercepting the given segment ; in 3°, the pairs equidistant from

the given point; in 4°, the pairs dividing in the given anharmonic ratio the

given segment. In both cases, consequently, while the solution of problem

1° is reduced at once to the corresponding case of Art. 348, those of problems

2**, 3", 4° are reduced to those of examples 2°, 3°, 4° of the present article.

N.B. The above reciprocal solutions would all manifestly remain

unchanged, if the point P were replaced by a circle touching the two axes, in

the former case, and the line i by a circle containing the two vertices, in

the latter case.

Ex. 9". Criven two triads of corresponding constituents A, A', A" and

B, B', B" of three homographic systems ofpoints on a common line or circle,

or of tangents to a common point or circle; to determine the three systems

which shall have a pair of triple points or lines M = M' = M" and

JVo N' <= N": with the positions of the two triple points or lines M and N.
Constructing the two double points or lines Jf and N of the two homo-

graphic systems determined by the three pairs of corresponding constituents

A and B, A' and B ', A" and B "
; the two points or lines 3f and N are

tiiose required ; and the position of either, as supplying a third triad of

corresponding constituents in addition to the given two, determines, of

course, the required systems (327).

For, since, by (842), {MNAB} = {MNA'B'} ={MNA"B"}i therefore

&0.

COE. 1**. The following property of two conjugate triads of homographic

systems of points on a common line or circle, or of tangents to a common
point or circle, follows immediately from the above.

If the three systems determined by the three triads of corresponding

constituents A, A', A" : B, B, B' ; C, C, C" have a pair of triple points

or lines M and N; the three determined by the three triads A, B, C:
A', B", C : A", B ", C" have also a pair of triple points or lines ; and the

triple points or lines are the samefor both triads.

For, as the relations

[MNABC] = {MNA'B'C} = {MNA"B"C"] (1),

inrolve reciprocally, by (272), the relations

{MNAA'A"} m {MNBB'B") = {MNCC'C") (2),

and oonrertely ; therefore &o.

Cox. 2". The comparison of both groups of relations (1) and (2) of the
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preceding (Cor. 1**) gWes immediately (282) tha thrw fc^wing groups of

relations among the nine constituent points or Unas thcaasciTcs, riz.

—

{A'A''3C}'lA''AB'C')m{AA'B''C''\ (1),

{B'B'CA) - {B'SCA-] - {BB'C"A''\ (2),

{C'C'AB) - ICCA'Bl - {CC'^"^") . (3),

which are therefore the conditions, nseewry aad sufficient, that either

(and therefore the other) of the two triad* of booMgraphie tjtUiam, deter-

mined by the two conjugate triads of corresponding eonstituents, should

hate a pair of triple pointa or Uoea.

Ex. l<h. a. Oiom taw triaA ff eurmyeedftif »mialilmmi$ A, A\ A:*

and B, B', B" ^ tkrm >swofref>ie rsaee ^ poimia en anf Uurm axm,

amdomt ^ (A« tkrmUmm L mkiA ml&rmetwkk lAe lArse cms a< a triad

^

eorrmpamdmp poimU P, P', P' t to ddmmmt Of aOm hmM mnd K wkkk
mUrmel with tkmm also at trimdt pf mrrmfonim§ pmmU 0* Q^, QT tutd

Ex. 10*. of. Okttm hB0 Madi of ctnttpmtdlmg eamttUtmits A, A\ A"
amd BtB'tB" ^ Ikrwt komo^rapUe ptmettt af rwft Artmgk amjf tknt
vertleeM, amd erne ofthe three polnt$ P wUl eommeet wl/A the three tyrfiese

Ay a triad of eorreapomdimg rape A ^\ I^" i to deierwdae the other hoo

QamdS whkh eommeei wUk them aleo bp tri^e tf vrnxoepimiiaQ r^e
M,M',M''m»d»,N\N'\

In the fonner case. Taking the tvo triads of points X* X\ X" aiid

Y, Y\ y at which the sides of the two triaaglas AA'A' and BB'B"
intersect with the giTen line L \ and eoostraeting the two douUa points

E and P of the two homographie row* dateradacd oa £ by the three pairs

of eorreq»ondtng constitaenta X and T, X' and V, X' and K"; the

required lines M and .V pass through S and P respcetiTeljr, and may
therefore be determined by the first case of Ex. 7*. a.

For, if iP and /"be the two poinU at which Mand Jf ItatniMt vilfa Zf
then sinee, by the first case of (338, a),

{EFXr)m {(TR'AB- ) - (Q-jr^-U*)

.

(I),

{BPX'y ]
- [<rR''A''Br] miQRAB ) (2),

{EPX''r'\'{QMAB )m[qfB:A'B' ) (3);

therefore at once {EFX}') m {EFXT'} m [BPX''r"}t ud therefoiw

&c. (342).

In the latter case. Taking the two triads of lines X. X', X" and
V, y, Y" hy which the vertioea of the two trianglee A, A\ A" and
B, B\ B"

'

h thegifea point P\ and aomtiuutif the two double
rays E and i wo homogrsphic pencils detarained at P by the three

pairs of corresponding constituenu X aad Y^ X ' and Y',X" and Y' ; the

required poinU Q and B lie on E aad 1* raspaetiTely, and may therefore be

determined by the first case of Ex. 7'^, O".
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For, if JS and F be the two lines by which Q and B connect with P

;

then since, by the first case of (338, a'),

{EFXY} = {M'N'A'B' } = {M"N"A"B"} (1'),

{EFX'T ) = {M"N"A"B") = {MNA B } (2'),

{FFX'T"} = {MNA B } = {M'N'A'B' } (3')

;

therefore at once {FFXY} = {EFX'T'} = {FFX"Y"}i and therefore

&c. (342).

Cor. 1°. If C, C, C" be any third triad of corresponding constituents

of the three systems, in either case ; and Z, Z', Z" the three points or lines

at which the three sides or by which the three vertices of the triangle

C, C, C" intersect with the line L or connect with the point F ; then

since, in either case, for the same reason as aboTe,

{EFXTZ} = {EFX'Y'Z'} = {EFX"Y"Z"},

and similarly for all triads ; therefore the three rows or pencils X, F, Z,

&c; X', Y', Z', &c.; X", Y", Z", &c. are homographic, and have E
and F for triple points or rays. Hence the following general properties of

the three lines L, M, N in the former case, and of the three points F, Q, R
in the latter case.

a. The sides of the system of triangles formed by the several triads of

corresponding points determine on each line, in the former case, three

homographic rows having a pair of triple points ; and the triple points on

each line are its intersections with the other two.

a'. The vertices of the systems of trianglesformed by the several triads

of corresponding rays determine at each point, in the latter case, three

homographic pencils having a pair of triple rays ; and the triple rays at

each point are its connectors with the other two.

N.B. That, in both cases, the three triads of systems are homog^phic

with each other and with the systems of the original triad, follows also im-

mediately from the first parts of (338, h and h') ; and that for each triad the

points or lines in question are triple, is evident also from the obvious

consideration, that, of a triangle, when the three vertices are collinear, the

three sides intersect with every line at a triad of coincident points, and,

when the three sides are concurrent, the three vertices connect with every

point by a triad of coincident lines.

Cob. 2*. From the reciprocal properties of the preceding corollary it

follows immediately, by virtue of (341, 1°), that

—

Far three homographic rows of points on different axes, or pencils of
rays through different vertices, no more than three triads of corresponding

ccmttitumts could be collinear in theformer case, or concurrent in the latter

ease, unleu ail triads of corresponding constituents were collinear in the

former oaee, or concurrent in the latter case.
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For, if four colUnear or concurrent triads eustad, then, of the fear lines

of collinearity or poinU of ooneinrreBoe, erery three, by the properties in

question, would int«rwct or oooneet with the fourth at three triple points

or by three triple rsj* of the three hooMignpbie rows or peaetls detemiiied

on or at it bj the udet or vertiees of the sjetam of tzian^ss Ibmed bjr the

•cTeral other triads; which three boasegmphie rows or pencils should

therefore (:H1, l^^ entirely coincide t and thersfote ttc

N.B. Between the three Uncs X, Jtf. JIT and the three aiee of iIm rows

in the fonner ease, or between the three points P, Q; J2, and the three

Tertiees of the peneOe b the ktlar eaee, no reblien of eonnsodon neeeeserOy

exists ; both triads in either eeee may be given or taken arbitrsrily t and

gire rise to sll cases to two conjugste triads of hooMgraphie rows or pencib,

d«t«nnned| in the fomMr ease, by the three triads of eorreqwudinf
eoneritnenta P.F.F'i Q, Q*. Q^ i it; JT, JT on the three aua, and bf
the three P. Q, Xi P, Q, £* { P", Q"* IT on the three Uneei and, in the

latter ease, by the three triads of correepondlng ooostituente A L', L" \

M, M; M"\ y, N', Jf" St the three Tcrtices, and by the three A JU; J^i

X'. W, N'l L", M-, .¥" at the three pointai between whieh then cskt

several interesting rebtioos of eonneaion, thoogb the two trinda of fines

or points which determine them are entirdy arbitrary.

When, of six linee or points |^««n or tnkan arbitrarily, any (and therefore

every) four interM<ct or eenneet egnlanharmonJoally with the fnsiniiig two

(301, • and a) { then (3S8), of the three hooBographie rows or peoeils

determined by sny three of them on or at the remaining three, all trisds of

eoneqMwding eonadments are oolKtwar or eenenwentt sn^ eenteiesly,
when, of three hiiinfispMe rowe or psneile giren or token arbitntOy, any

fD«r (and tkereCsre all) triada of eomeponding eensthnenu are rwiHinesr or

eooeorreot (Cor. S" above)i then(SS8X of the three axes and any three lines

of coUinesrity, or of the three vertlees sod any three points of eoneunenesb

every four of the six intcrsset or conncet equianharmonically with the

renuining two.

Ex. IV. a. Ohtm two irtada ^ eorrmptmih^ iwnstfhmnfs A^ A', A"
amd B, B, B" (ff tknt kmographie igtttm$, enr^B, C, #«. ^pobUa
on tm axis, amd two A', B', C\ ^. and A", B", C, ^. iffpobU$ on •
drcU : and one of tkrotHmm LwkkkdtterwdmaeolBiiear triad P, P', /**/

to constmet the other two M and N wkkk deitrwdat eo^aoar triadB

Q,ti,qramdB,R,Br.
! . 1 1^. a*. Otoen fteo triad*^ nerwywuiliy toattliatmtt A^ A', A"
n. B, W of tkrto komograpUe tgotamo, mw A^ B, C, ^. ^ rvf$

ti, .and two A\ », C\ e. and A", BT^C,^ oftamgont*

to .. , ..:A one tf tkt tkroe pointe P wUek doterwdMo a eememrent

triad X, X', L" ; to conttruet the other two R amd8 wUdk deUrwdtte eon-

cmrrmi Made M, M\M" ami N, N\ N".

Here, since in the former ease, by the lecond case of (S38,a), thesevenl
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lines of connexion A'A", B'B", C'C", &c. of the several pairs of corre-

sponding points on the circle determine on any two of themselves H'H" and

K'K" two coUinear systems A,, JB^, C,, &c., and A,., B,„ C,„ &c., homo-

graphic with the two concyclic systems A,' B', C, &c,, and A", B", C", &c.

and therefore with the coUinear system A, B, C, &c.; and, since in the

latter case, by the second case of (338, a), the several points of intersection

A'A", B'B", C'C", &c. of the several pairs of corresponding tangents to

the circle determine at any two of themselves H'H" and K'K" two concur-

rent systems A^, B^, C, &c., and A^^, B^^, C^^, &c., homographic with the two

concyclic systems A', B', C, &c., and A", B", C", &c., and therefore with

the concurrent system A, B, C, &c. ; the two reciprocal problems of the

present are consequently reducible at once to those of the preceding

example; and the vai'ious inferences there drawn are accordingly applicable

here also.

354. In all the examples of the preceding article, the two

homographic systems, whose double points or lines were the

object of enquiry, direct or indirect, were supposed to have

been given by means of three pairs of corresponding con-

stituents A and -4', B and B\ C and C ; which, in all cases,

as shewn in Art. 327, implicitly determine the systems, and

all particulars connected with them. In the applications of

the theory, however, it is the law connecting the several pairs

of corresponding constituents, whatever it be, and not the

actual triad of constituents themselves, which is generally

given; and, should the law of connexion not be such as to

furnish the required double points or lines directly by a simpler

construction, a certain preliminary process is consequently

necessary before the particular construction corresponding to

the case, as already described, can be applied.

This preliminary process is however uniformly the same in

all cases, and consists simply in taking arbitrarily any three

constituents Aj Bj C of either system, and constructing their

three correspondents A'j B\ C of the other, in accordance

with the given law of connexion, whatever it be. The three

pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\ B and B\ C and
C necessary and suflScient to determine the two homographic
systems, whoso double points or lines give the two solutions

of the proposed problem, are thus obtained ; and the subsequent

prooeas is that already described and exemplified at some length

in the preceding article.
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355. If, in the performance of the preliminary procen do-

scribed in the preceding article, two of the three oomeideitcea

A = A\ B=B\ C^C ihoald happen to result, the required

double pointB or lines, and therefore tbe two solutions of the

proposed problem, would of course be obtained without the

necessity of any further construction. In the performance of

the preliiuinary process, therefore, each arbitrary assumption of

a point or line A of either system, from which to construct

the corresponding point or line ui' of the otber syatmn by

application of the giren law of comMctioa between them, may
be regarded as an attempi to solre the proposed problem by

the meikod of trial ; which would be iueeettful if A't^A^ but

which ofcouTM results generally in a fanlurt^ of which AA' re-

presents the amount of srror both in magnitude and sign.

And it b by a simple and uniform process, based on the data

resulting from three such attempts and their failures, that,

as in the meiMod of ftdm potiUim in Arithmetic, the true

solutions of the propoaed problem are by this method orentiiaUy

obtained.

8A6. Widi a few examples of problems solred by the

above method of trial, and coming under the second class

(858) of those reducible to the determination of the double

points or lines of two homographio systems, we shall conclude

the [nesent chapter.

Ex. 1*. n

d

Mth a fhmaefwitmi or m^gk SF bt a ghm
ratio, bjf m otgmmik or tmgb MM ', or NN', qf ghtm wtagoUmitfOrkaoimg

a jfWtH potHl or ftno tjouottwoH,

AMuining arbitrarilj uxj three points on th« axis of the MgOMat or nj%
through the vertn of the angle A, B^ C\ end oemtnietiag the three

A', B, C for which {EFAA) - {EFBB'\ - [EFCC'\ - ths gi?eo anhar-

monio ratio, and aUo the three A"t B, C for whieh the tluee sigaitnta or

angle* AA'^ BB\ CC*have the given msgnituds or bieeetori if^ having

proceeded lo hx, two of the thiee eoinddencee A' - A", B • B', C > C"
happen to result, the problem is solved t if not, the two systems of points or

rays A', B, C, &o. and A", B^ C", &e., being both homogrsphio with the

system A, B, C, && (329), and therefore with each odMr (S8S), the two

doable poinu or rays Jf ' - Jf" and iV ' - .V" of the two farmer, with their

two correipondenU M and N in the Utter, give the two ergments or angles

ilM' and AX' which satisfy its two oonditiooa.
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N.B. Of the above problems (wbich evidently include as particular

cases those of 1° and 2°, Cor. 3°, Art. 227) the first may obviously be stated

otherwise as follows : " To place two segments or angles of given magnitude

80 aa to cut each other in a given anharmonic ratio."

Ex. 2^. To divide two given segments or angles EF and GH, having a

common axis or vertex, in two given anharmonic ratios, by a common

segment or angle MM', or NN'.
Assuming arbitrarily any three points on the axis or rays through the

vertex A, B, C; and constructing the three A', ff, C for which {EFAA'}
- {EFBB'} = {EFCC} = the given anharmonic ratio for EF, and also the

three A", B", C" for which {GHAA"} = {GHBF'\ = {GHCC"] = the given

anharmonic ratio for GH; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three

coincidences A' = A", B" = B", C = C" happen to result, the problem is

solved; if not, the two systems of points or rays A', B', C, &c. and

A", B", C", &c. being homographic with the system A, B, C, &c. (329),

and therefore with each other (323), the two double points OTrays 31' = M"
and N' = A'' of the two former, with iheir two correspondents M and N in

the latter, give the two segments or angles MM' and NN' which satisfy

its two conditions.

N.B. To the first of the above problems (which evidently include those

of Art. 230 as particular cases) the following, by virtue of the general

property of Art. 332, may obviously be reduced :
" Given four points

P, Q, R, S on & common axis, to determine the two J!/ and 31', orN and N',

on the axis, for which the two rectangles PM.QM' and JRM. SM', or

PN. QN' and BN. SN', shall be given in magnitude and sign."

Ex. 3°. Given two points on or tangents to a circle E and F, to divide

iheir intercepted arc EF in a given anharmonic ratio by two others

M and M', or N and N'

:

a. Connecting, in theformer case, through a given point P.

a'. Intersecting, in the latter case, on a given line L.

Assuming arbitrarily any three points on or tangents to the circle

A, B, C; and constructing the three A', B', C for which {EFAA'}
m [EFBB'} = {EFCC} = the given anharmonic ratio, and also the three

A", B", C" which connect with A, B, C in the former case through the

given point P, or intersect with .<4, B, Cm the latter case on the given

line L ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three coincidences A' = A",

B' = B", C = C" happen to result, the problem is solved; if not, the

two systems of poinU or tangents A', B , C, &c. and A", B", C", &c.

being both homographic with the system A, B, C, &c. (329 and 315),

and therefore with each other (323), the two double points or tangenU

M' - M" and N' ^ N" of the two former, with their two correspondents

M and N in the latter, give the two pairs of points or tangents M and M ',

jVaod N' which fulfil botli required conditions.
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X.B. To the aboTe problems (which ertdaatly inafaide thoM of Cor. 4"*,

Art. 257, aa particular eaaaa) the foUovtnf, by TUta» of tb« gaoeral pro-

perty of Art. 257, may obrioaaly be redaeed { Tti. ** To dhrid* tvo given

arc* of two giren tinlm, mm hanMaietUy, and Um othw in ncf ghw
anharroonic ratio, by ftmr cdlKnear poiata oa, or by foor eooeurrtnt tanfeati

to, the circles.*

Ex. 4^ a. Om twogivemlbm LamdL'to pmi tmo pamtsM tmd M\
orNandN', whom Mmtt ^ enuueHtu witk mek^ iw» gktrn ftbHa P
mmd P' tUU; V, mmlmlm m ftmm m^; V, wmk» tfmi m^ wHk m
gbftn Bnttkramgh tkapalmi; 8'. divide in a gham amkanmmde rmHo « gio$m

anyU at the poimt.

Ex. 4^ a'. Tkramgk two ^fon* jnmntm P mmd P to drmm <M0 im»$

Mmd M'torNamdy, wkgm pmhia ^ i^dtrmtthm wUk mek ff tm
given Unet L amd L' akaU; l^ tmNrttpt c ghmmgwrnitt f. wmk» vptal

tegimenti tri/A a ffkmm pmlml «m tk* Ibm; S^, dfaWr fa m gimm mmkanmmh
raiio m givtm mgjmemi^ tkt Bmv,

Id the former eatei taUag arbitimrily, oo •ithcr line L, any three

poiou A, B, C; and eooatnieling, on the other L\ the three A\ IT, C far

which the three angles APA', BPB', CPC AUil the N<|«ured eoodition

for the point P, and ako the three A", B", C t» whidi the three APA",
liFB", CPC fulfil that far the point P'. And. m the latter enwi
drawing arbitrarily, through either point P, any three ray* At B, C| and

coiutructiog. through the other P\ the three A't B*, C for which the three

segmenu ALA', BLB', CLC AUfil the rtqobed eowditfan far the line £,

and al>o the three A\ B', C far vhieb th* thiM AL'A\ BL'BT, CL'C-
fulfil that fur the Ha* L'. U, in eitlMr mm, hnYiig proMided ao far, tvo

of the three cotaeUeoeea A' • A", B' • B't C^C ^^PP** lo NMUti the

problem ia aolvcd i if not, the two lyelfa of pofaili er raya A', B', C\ &e.

and A", B", C, fte. bi^ booMgrapUe with the ayeasB A, B, C, Ac
(tee Ex. 9* of preceding Art.), and therefore with eeeh other (SS3), the two

doobb pofaua or rnye if' • If" and ilT' • /T" oT the two famer, with their

two eorraapondints Jf and JV in the letter, are the two palis of poiate er

rays M and M\ Jf and N' which fulfil the required eonditiona.

Ex. (^. a. TkramgkagivtmpobU P to drmv a Um* imlmmetimg wUk
/omrgtMmBmav L^, Lt, Lg, L, mi a tgtiam pffmt pvkmU Mt, Mt, M^ Jf«,

or N^, N„ N„ N„ kmmimg m gkftm wAanaanfc rmtto.

Ex. S^a'. On m gtvem Um L tojimd m pebU eommteHmg wUk/omr givm
points P„ P„ P„P^ bpm tjftitam iff fomr ragt M^, M„ M„ M^, or

N,, N^ N^ Nu having a gjbttm mmkanmonie ratio.

In the former caae. Taking arbitrarily any three pointa A^^ B^, C| on

any one of the four giren linea X, ; and drawing through them the three

lines interweting with the remaining three £y X^ X, at the three triada of

poinu Aj, A^ Ail Bp B^ B^\ C^ C^ C, detanahuag with w4(, B^, C^ the

given anharmooic ratio (287, a) ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the

three linea ao drawn happen to peas through the given point P, the problem
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is solved ; if not, the four systems of points ^„ B„ C„ &c. ; A^, B.,, C,, &c.

;

A„ Bi, C5, &c. ; A,, B^, C,, &c., on the four given lines ij, L^, L.^, ij,

being homographic (333, Ex. e), the two double rays of the two homo-

graphic pencils determined by any two of them at P are the two lines

that solve it.

In the latter case. Drawing arbitrarily any three rays A^, B^, C, through

any one of the four given points P, ; and taking on them the three points

connecting with the remaining three P2, Pa* P* by the three triads of rays

A„ A„ A^; B2, -Bj, P, ; C^, C^ C^ determining with Ai, Pj, C, the given

anharmonic ratio (287, a') ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three

points so taken happen to lie on the given line L, the problem is solved ; if

not, the four systems of rays .<4„ Pj, Cj, &c. ; A^, Pj, C,, &c. ; A^, Pj, C,,

&c. ; A^, P,, C„ &c., through the four given points Pj, P.,, P^, P,, being

homographic (333, Ex. e'), the two double points of the two homographic

rows determined by any two of them on L are the two points that solve iL

Cor. 1°. Regarding the four lines in a, or the four points, in a', as

grouped in two pairs determining two angles in the former case, or two

segments in the latter case ; the above reciprocal problems may be stated

otherwise as follows

:

a. Through a given point to draw a line the segments intercepted on

which by two given angles shall divide each other in a given anharmonic ratio.

a'. On a given line to find a point the angles subtended at which by

two given segments shall divide each other in a given anharmonic ratio.

Cor, 2°. If any one of the four lines, in a, or of the four points, in a', be

at infinity ; the problems for the remaining three (See Cor. 3-^, Art. 285)

become modified as follows :

o. Through a given jyoint to draw a line intersecting with three given

limes at three points the ratios of whose three intercepted segments shall

be given.

a'. On a given line to find a point connecting with three given points

by three lines the ratios of the three segments intercepted by which on a second

given line shall be given.

N.B. Of these latter problems the first (a) is obviously a very particular

ca»e of that proposed, with others, for solution, on other principles, in 3°,

Cor. 1°, Art. 56.

Ex. 6°. a. To draw a line intersecting with six given lines P„ i^, Z3, i,,

Xp L^ {orfive if any two coincide) so tluitfour points of intersection itfj, 3/,,

^wt ^v *'' ^v ^v ^3> ^v shall have one given anharmonic ratio, andfour
more Ji„ M^, M^ M^, or N^, JV,, JV^, JV,, another given anharmonic ratio.

Ex. 6°. a'. Tofind a point connecting with six given point* Pi, Pi, P,,

^b -P*! Pt {orfive ifany two coincide) eo thatfour rays of connexion Mi, JIT,,

Mff Jf^, or JV,, i\r, X^ A\, shall have one given anharmonic ratio, andfour
more M^, M^, M^ M^ or N^, Ji^ H^, If,, another given anharmonic ratio.
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In the fonii«r ca»e. Taking arbitrarily any three points A^, J?„ Ci on

Z, ; and drawing through them the three lines intereecttng with X, £y X,

at the three triads of pointa Aj, A^ A^ ; B^ B^ B, ; C, C, C, determining

with Au B^, C^ the first given anbutiionie ratio, and abo the three inter-

secting with Z,. Z^. Z^ at the three triads of points A',, A^ A^; B'^ i9„ B^i

C'j, C\, C, determining with ^„ B^, C, the second giren anbiumonie xatio

(387, a) } if, having proeeedad ao fiu*, two of the three ooinetdeoeea A^^A'^
B, " B^', C, • C\' hsppen to laault, the problem is solved ; if not, the two

systems of points Ap B^ C^ See. and A,\ B,', C,', &c o« X, being both

homographic with the systems wl„ B^, Cp Sec on Z, (333, £s. «), and

therefore with each othar (SSS^ the two doobl* poinla M^^ M,' and

A, o y,' o( the two formar ooonaet with their two aonaapoadanU Jf, and iV,

in the Utter by the two lines which solve it.

In the latter ease. Drawing arbttrarilj any three rays A„ J}„ C^

through P, ; and taking on them the throe points connecting with P^ P^
P( by the three triads of rsys A^ A, At \ B^ B, Bt i C^ C^ C, detamia-

ing with A
I, Bf, C, the first given anhataonic ratio, and also the thraa

connecting with P^ P^ /\ by the three triads of my« A^', A^ J.i j;*, B^
B^\ C,', C^ C, determining with A^, B^ C, the aeoood given anharmoaie

ratio (287, a') \ if, having proceeded so far, two of the three eoinddaoaw,

A^ " A,', B, - Bt\ C, • C,' happen to raMlt, the problem is solvadt if nol,

the two systems of ray* A^ B^ C^ kc and ^', B^, C^', &«. through Pt
being both honographie with tha syatom A„ B^ C^, Ac. through Px
(333, Ex. f), and therefore with eaeh other (3t3)^ the two double rays

if, - J/,' and h\ • JV,' of the two liormer iolersect with their two ttwmpan-
deots if, and N^ ia the latter at the two poinu which solva it.

Cor. 1". Regarding the six llnea, in «, or the dx points, ia ^, as grouped
in three pain determining three angles ia the former ease or thrse segmeata

ia the latter case ( the above iMtpraeal problana, Uka thoao of the piueediat

example, amy be stated otherwia aa (bUowa t

amglf tkaU (Ktida eoeA Ukmr tee ltd iwe m fkm akkmrmmic rmUm.
a'. ToJU*d a poimt tk$ mmglm tnHmJti at wkiek ly Ikrmgmm ufmmU

akaU imdt eacA otMtr two ami two m fwm ornkmrimmie reh'es.

Cor. 2°. If any two of the four liaes, ia «, or of the fsur poiala, in a',

whiah do aot enter wto both anharmooie ratioa, coiaeido at iafiattyi the

proUeias for the remaining four (see Cor. 3^, Art 283) become modified

as follows:

—

a. To dnw a Am <ieo^ wAase sa^wnssefiiBwi wUkjour ^vwn lum »iiall

dimio M fictm ratio$ iU mfmmt itOmmftUi kjf lAe romamimf twok

a'. ToJlMJ mpoitU two ^ wkam oomamion milk /mr fiom fttinli tkaS

diviit M ificon rotio$ tMo wgrnwrnt imItntfitJ ew a fMsa Um hf tJw rswaiai'iy

two.

N.B. Of these latter probleoM, the first (a), it will be rMaenbered, waa

already proposed for solution, on other principles, at tha doae at ArL 65.
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Ex. 7". a. To a given circle to inscribe a polygon of any order, whose

ttveral tides shall pass through given points, or any or all of them touch

instead given circles concentric with the original.

Ex. 7°. a'. To a given circle to exscribe a polygon of any order, whose

several vertices shall lie on given lines, or any or all of thetn lie instead

on given circles concentric with the original.

In the former case. Taking arbitrarily any three points A^, B^, Ci on

the given circle ; and constructing successively the several triads of inscribed

chords A,A^, B,B^, C,C^; A,A^, B,B„ C,C,; A^A„ B^B„ C,C,; &c.;

A„A,,^u B„B,,^^, C„C,^^i passing through (or touching) the several given

points (or concentric circles) corresponding respectively to the several

successive sides of the polygon; if, having proceeded so far, two of the

three coincidences -4,^, = Ai, B„^^ = B^, C„^, = Cj happen to result, the

problem is solved; if not, the several systems of points A^, Bi, C^, &c.

;

A„ B^, C„ &c. ; A^, J?„ C3, &c., &c.; A„,^ B„^y, C„,„ &c., being all homo-

graphic (315), the two double points M^ = M„^^ and iV, = N„^^ of the first

and last give the first vertices of the two polygons that solve it.

In the latter case. Drawing arbitrarily any three tangents A^, B^, C, to

the given circle ; and constructing successively the several triads of exscribed

angles A^A^, B^B^, C^C^; A,A„ B.B^ C^C,-, A,A^, B^B„ C,C^; &c.;

A„A^t, 5„5,^„ C„C„^i having their vertices on the several given lines (or

concentric circles) corresponding respectively to the several successive

vertices of the polygon; if , having proceeded so far, two of the three

coincidences A,^^ = Ai, jB,„, = J5j, C„^, = C, happen to result, the problem is

solved ; if not, the several systems of tangents Ai, B^, C„ &c.; A.,, B^, C2,

&c.; A3, B^, Cj, &c., &c. ; A,^^, B„^i, C,^„ &c being all homographic

(315), the two double lines -Jf, = M^i and N^ = JV^, of the first and last

gfive the first sides of the two polygons that solve it.

N.B. Of the above reciprocal problems, those of Art. 263, solved there

on other principles, are evidently particular cases.

Ex. 8^. a. To a given circle to inscribe a polygon of any order, whose

several sides shfill divide in given anharmonic ratios given arcs of the circle.

Ex. 8°. a*. To a given circle to exscribe a polygon of any order, whose

several angles shall divide in given anharmonic ratios given arcs of the circle.

In the former case. Taking arbitrarily any three points A\, B^, C, on

the given circle; and constructing successively the several triads of in-

scribed chords A^A^, B^B.,, C,C^; A^A.^ B^B^, T.Ca; A^A^, B^B^, C^C^^,

&c. A,^A^\, B^B,^i, C„C„^^ dividing in the several given anharmonic ratios

the several given arcs of the circle corresponding respectively to the several

successive sides of the polygon ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the

three coincidences A„,^ = Ai, B^,^ = J?,, C„^, = C, happen to result, the

problem is solved; if not, the several systems of points Ai, Bi, C,, &c.

;

'^n* ^v ^» ^^- » -^s* -^s* Ci, &c. ; ^,^1, B^^^, C^„ &c. being all homographic

(329), the two double poinU Jf, - M,^^ and JV, - JVj^j of the first and last

give th« first vertices of the two polygons that solve it.
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In the latter case. Drawing arbitrarilj asj three tangent* Ai, Su C|

to the given circle; and eonatroottag ameaaHTvly the aeveral triada of

exaeribed angle* AiA^ B,B^ CtC,; A^ B^, C^Q; A^^ B^y, C^C^

&e. ; A^^i, B,B^x, C.C^i diriding in the teTcral given anharmonto

ratioa the aereral given ares of the circle correaponding leapeeliTely to the

•everal eucceaaive angles of the polygon ; if, having proeeeded ao hx, two

of the three coincidence* A^^ « A^, B^^ « Bi, C^^ « C, happen to reenitt

the problem i* soUed ; if not, the several eyatem* of tangents A^, B„ C,, fta

;

A^ B^ C^ &c ; A^ B^ C^ Ste. i A^^ B^, C^, Ac being all homo-

graphic (3'29), the two doable line* Jf, • Jf., and y^ • N^ of the flnt and

last give the fint aide* of the two polygon* that aolve iL

N.B. That the above reciproaJ problema bvohre, aa particular eaaa^

those of the preeeding wampla, la wyMni from Aita. SA7 and 31 1, Cor. 3".

Ex. tP. m. To eomdmei a ptfypom iff mmjf erdhr, iplo*e mMrmi ttrfiim

$KtU ti$ OH Msen lMa*i titJ whooo aswral 9idt$ thtdi jmh* (AtsshA ti$tit

potMtMm 01* Any oir uU ^ tAan leiM& MMfMirf #imi* MfwiM tti^tHl te tht 9tir$

Ex. 9^. a*. To uuahmt4 m jM%fM* ff «ay awhr, liAeae otmrml mim

Imet, or owy or all of dktm Ko inittmd en fi
'

ean sirdh* ftmm§ tkrtm§k tk»

pairt ofpoUU» tkrotigk wAiek At atffmmi ttUmput,

In the foratr eaat. Oa aaj om of tke given Unw £, taking arbi-

trarily any three pointa ^,. J7,. C^x and on tha atwal oUmtb L^L^L^
&e. L^ taken in the order of the •avend nciwaei^t wtioaa of iha poljta%
and finally on the origiaal X, itaelf, imiaUuctinf woawdttly the atvwnl

triad* of poinU A^ B^ C,; A^ B^ C,i A^ B^ C^% kc.Jlm B^ CLt Md
A^^, i7^i, C., for which tha aawml triada of eonaactora AtA^ B,B^
CtC^i A^, B^, C,C;t A^^ BtB„ C.C.i fte.| A^^t, B^^t
C^C.., paa* through (or touch) the eevrral given pointa (or cirelea) eorra-

*ponding raapeetively to the eeveral mecwriva aidaa of tha polygon; tl^

having proceeded ao br, two of tha thraa ooineidaaeaa A^a " A^ B^ - Bu
C^i " ^1 happen to result, the problem ia aolved; If not, theaevcral lystamt

of poinU Ai, Bt, Ci, &c.; At, Bu C^ itci A, B^ C^ Stc &e.| A^, S^u
C^i, &c. being all homographio (28i or 315), the tvo doable points

J^x - •V..I nd -^'i
- -^-i of the first and last give tha Tattieei tm X| of tha

two polygons that *olv« it.

Til the latter ca*e. Through any one of tha given pointa Pt drawing

arhitriirily any three linea Ai, Bu C,i and through the several othara

Ff, Py P., &C. P^ taken in the order of the eeveral aneeamiTa aidaa of th«

polygon, and finally through tha original P, itaelf, eonatnoting weeamively

the eeveral triad* of line* Af, Pj, C,; A, P„ Q; Au Pt* C^ &e.|

A^ P., C,t and ^..„ P^,, C^, for which the eeveral triads of interseetiooa

AiA„ PiPfi ^j^i? AfA^ PiPy C»C»i A^^, BfB^ CfCt,tc«.i A^A,^,

B,fi^i, C,C..| lie on tha eeveml given line* (or circlM) corresponding

respectively to the several oeoeaMva veiticee of the polygon ; if, having

VOL. II. T
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proceeded m far, two of the three coincidences A^^ = A^, B^^^ =B^, C^, = (7,

happen to result, the problem is solved; if not, the several systems of rays

A„ Bi, C„ &c. ; A^ B„ C., &c.; A^, B^, C„ &c &c. ; ^,„„ -B„„, C,,„ &c.

being all homographic (285 or 315), the two double lines My =^„+i and

JV, = y^^^ of the first and last give the sides through Pj of the two polygons

that solve it.

N.B. Of the above reciprocal problems, the first parts may evidently be

stated in the common equivalent form ; viz. " given two polygons of any

common order, to construct a third at once inscribed to one and exscribed

to the other of them."

Ex. 10°. a. To construct a polygon of any order, whose several vertices

shall lie on given lines, and whose several sides shall subtend angles at given

points : 1°, of given magnitudes ; 2°, having given lines of bisection through

the points; 3°, dividing in given anharmonic ratios given angles at the

points.

Ex. 10°. a'. To construct a polygon ofany order, whose several sides shall

pass through given points, and whose several angles shall intercept segments

on given lines ; 1°, of given magnitudes ; 2°, having given points of bisection

on the lines ; 3°, dividing in given anharmonic ratios given segments of the

lines.

In the former case. On any one of the given lines X, taking arbitrarily

any three points A^, B^, C^; and on the several others L^, L^, L^, &c. L^
taken in the order of the several successive vertices of the polygon, and

finally on the original L^ itself, constructing successively the several triads

of points A^,B^, C^; A,, B^^, C, ; ^4, B^, C^, &c.; A,,, B„ C,; and ^^„
^j. Ci+i for which the several triads of segments A^A^, B^B^, C^C^i

A^A^ B^B^ C,C,; A^A„ B^B^, C^C,, &c.; A,A^,„ B„B^„ C„C„,, subtend

at the several given points, corresponding respectively to the several suc-

cessive sides of the polygon, angles fulfilling the required conditions I*' or

2** or 3°; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three coincidences ^„,| = Ai,

JJ,^ = Bi, C„^^ = Cj happen to result, the problem is solved ; if not, the several

systems of points A^, B^, C„ &c, ; A^, -B,, C^, &c.; A^ By C3, &c., &c.;

A^^, £..„ C^i, &c. being all homographic (329), the two double points

M^i » 3fiHi and iV, = JV,+, of the first and last give the vertices on L^ of the

two polygons that solve it.

In the latter case. Through any one of the given points P, drawing

arbitrarily any three lines A^, Bi, C^-, and through the several others

•Pj. Pjf P41 &c. P, taken in the order of the several successive sides of the

polygon, and finally through the original P, itself, constructing successively

the aeveral triads of lines A^, P„ C,; A^, B^, C,-, Ai, P^, C,,&o.; A,, P.,

C, ; and A„.^, P,,„ C,»,, for which the several triads of angles ^,^j, PiPj,
C,(7,; A,A„ B,B„ 0,0^-, A^A^, B^B„ C^C^, &o.; A^A^.u B,B,,„ C,C,^„

iaiarcept on the several given lines, corresponding reapectively to the several

•aeeeMire angles of the polygon, segments fulfilling the required condi-

tions 1* or 2" or 3*
; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three coincidences
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•^•i " -^i* -S^i ^u C^x C", happen to recult, the problem U tolred; if

not, the seTeral sj'Btems of n}-s A^, B„ Cj, &e.; A^ B^ C^ &e.2 A^, B^
Cp &c. &c; ^..„ ^..p C..,. &C. being all bomognphie (329), the two

double lines If, > 3f.,, and A', > AVi of the fint and last gire the lidea

through Pj of the two polygons that solve it.

N.B. The aboTe r»etproeal eonitnetions woold evidently remain un-

altered, if any line in the former case, or any point in the latter case, were

replaced by a circle, containing in the former case the two ftoints, or

touching in the latter cm* the two lines, between which it lies in the order

of the several successive Tcrtioes or sides of the polygon.

T2
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CHAPTER XXL

ON THE RELATION OF INVOLUTION BETWEEN
HOMOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS.

357. When the axes of two homographic rows of points

or the vertices of two homographic pencils of rays coincide,

every point on the common axis or ray through the common

vertex belongs of course indiflferently to both systems, and has

in general two different correspondents, one as belonging to one

system, and the other as belonging to the other system ; it some-

times happens, however, that these two correspondents always

coincide, as appears from the following fundamental theorem

:

When two homographic rows ofjoints on a common axisj or

pencils of rays through a comnwn vertex^ are such that any one

point on the axis, or ray through the vertex, has the same cor-

respondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging, then

every point on the axis, or ray through the vertex, possesses the

8am£ property.

Let A,B,C, D, E, F, &c. and A, B', C, D', E, F, &c. be

the two systems ; and let any one point or ray P, denoted by A
or B' according to its system, have in both cases the same cor-

respondent Q, denoted by A' or B according to its system

;

then every other point or ray R, denoted hy G or U according

to its system, has in both cases the same correspondent 8^

denoted by C or D according to its system.

For, the two systems being homographic, [ABCD] =
{A'B'C'D']; but, by hypothesis, A = B' = P, B = A'=Q,
C=D' = R, therefore [PQRD\ = [QPC'R] = [PQRC'\ (280);

therefore, at once, D= C'= S', and therefore &c.

The same theorem may also be stated in the somewhat

different, but obviously equivalent form, as follows

:

For two homographic rows of points on a common axis, or

ptncili of rays through a common vertex, the interchangeability of
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a »{ngle pair of corregpondtng contldmemtt mvolveB that of coery

pair. (See Art. 284).

3o8. Two homographlc rows of points on a oommon axis,

or penciU of rays through a common vertex, related as above to

each other, that every point on the oommon axis, or ray throtig^

the common vertex, has the same oorreq>oiideiit to whichever

system it be regarded as belooging, are said to bem mvobiimm

wth each other. In the same case, their oonmion aus or vertes

b termed the axis or vertex of the involution ; their two doable

pointB or rays (341) are termed the double points or rays of tho

invohition ; and their several pairs of eorreiqxmding oonstitnentty

from their property of interdiangeabnttv, are formed rttniagate

points or rays of the involution.

Every two eonjugate groaps of two hMuugraphk} rows or

penciU in involution ^re sud also to be in involution with each

other, provided they contain at least three points or ra3rs each
;

that number of pairs of oorre^nding comtHiianta of any two
homographic systems being requisite (897) to determine the

sjTstems. lIoQce, two triads of ootrespooding points or rays,

having a common axis or vertex, arc said to be in involution,

when the two homograpbio rows or penciU tbej detenaine art

in involution with each otfier.

359. Two pain of corresponding ooDttitnents are lofficient

to determine two homogn4>hic rows of points on a commoo axis,

or penciU of rays through a oommon vertex, when in involution

with each other. For, the reUtion of involution between the two

systems requiring (357) that every pair of corresponding consti-

tuents should be interchangeable, the interchange of the two con-

stituents of either pair, when two are given or known, would

supply the third pair necessary and sufficient to determine the

systems (327).

From the nature of the reUtion of involution between two
homographic rows or pendU (357), it is evident (285) that

every two rows in involution on any axis determine two penciU

in involution at every vertex, and, conversely, that every two

pcnclU in involution at any vertex determine two rows in invo-

lution on every axis.
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360. The fundamental theorem of Art. 357 applies, of course,

as well to two homographic systems of points on a common

circle, or of tangents to a common circle, as to two rows of points

on a common axis, or pencils of rays through a common vertex
;

and two such systems accordingly, or any two conjugate groups

of two such systems, containing at least three constituents

each, are also said to be in involution with each other under

the same circumstances exactly as if the circle were a line in

the former case or a point in the latter case.

It is evident that systems of points in involution on any

circle determine pencils of rays in involution at every point

on the circle; and, conversely, that pencils of rays in involu-

tion at any vertex determine systems of points in involution

on every circle passing through the vertex. Also, that systems

of tangents in involution to any circle determine rows of points

in involution on every tangent to the circle ; and, conversely,

that rows of points in involution on any axis determine systems

of tangents In involution to every circle touching the axis.

361. The following are a few fundamental examples of two

homographic systems in involution with each other; from

which it will be seen that the relation, when existing between

two systems otherwise known to be homographic, is generally

apparent of itself when the law connecting the several pairs

of corresponding constituents in the generation of the systems

is given or known.

Ex. 1°. A fixed segment or angle is cut harmonically hy a variable

pair of conjugates ; the two homographic rows or pencils determined by the

two points or lines of section (329) are in involution.

For, each point or line of section has in every position the other for its

correspondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging; and
therefore &c. (358).

Ex. 2*. A variable segment or angle has afixed pair of points or lines of
biaeetion ; the two similar and therefore homographic rows or pencils deter-

mined by its two bounding points or lines are in involution.

For, eaeh bounding point or line has in every position the other for its

oorrespondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging; and
therefore &c. (358).

Ex. 3*. T\co variable points on a fixed line have a constant product of
diekmeet fh>m a fired point on the line ; the two homographic rows they

determine on the line (331) are in involution.
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For, each Tariable point has in ererj poaition the other for its correa*

poodent to whicbefar sjitan it be ngardMl m belonging; and therefore

&c (368).

rijfht angUt ; iJU two aimitmr w»d tkertfon komocr^pkie paneih fA«y dtUr-

mitt* at the point are im im9obUi»n.

For, each rariable line hat in tycrj petition the other for ita eorrw
pondent to whichever syttem it be regarded aa belonging i and dienlbra

&e. (366).

Ex. 6^ 7W 9ariM0 peimU om mjtnd eirek »mi»ri eomttmtify tMrmtgh a

Jiitd point : th« two hamoft xijilk ic 9ftt9m$ Atjf dthimimt on ths cirels (315)

ar0 in inroiution.

For, each rariable point haa In erery podtion the other for Ha eorrea-

pondent to whichever ajrHam H ba regarded aa bdoagbg ; and tharcfbra

&c. (358).

Bx. 9*. TWo 9mriMt hmftmlt to • ^ni eink JMbrmti mmlamtiffm *
JUtdUmtt (Ae km komifrtfkk tydtmt l/bf J$l»rmm§ to tkt e«rdl»(3t0)

art im involmtion.

For, eaeh ruUttt larifrat haa in ererj paction tlM odMf far its eorraa*

pondent to whiohwg ajratem it be regarded aa bdosghigt and tharalbri

See. (368).

N.B. To the flrat of tk« aboTa atamplaa, whieh the reader will readily

perceive inTolvaa the raaMiafaig t«% it vQI appaar ia Iha aaqoat tliat every

caaaofisTolattoo bettaaan two Jiooiaflaphia ayalaaaa, ef patala oa a oaaMaoa

Una ar airria, er af tanganta to a ooawwii poiat ar drala, aay be tadaaad.

862. The following addittomd ezainplM of homogrsphic

flystems in involutioD, all redadble to Mine or other of the

prcceJItip;, and all of the aame daaa with them, the law con-

necting the several pairs of corresponding constituents in their

generation being given in all, are left as ezerases to the reader.

Ex. P. A Tariable eirela^ paaaing tluoogb two ftxad poiata, (

two )'ateina of pointt in inTolution on any fixed line or eirola.

Ex. 2?. A variable circle, coaxal with two fixed points, dalermlaat two

tyttemt of pointt in involution on any fixed line or circle.

Ex. 3°. A variable circle, of any coaxal tyitem, determinea two ayitetnt

of pointt in involution on any fixed line or circle.

Ex. 4^ A variable circle, paaung tiiroa^ a fixed point and intataacting

a fixed line or circle at right anglas, detemunaa two aystans of poioU in

involution on the line or circle.

Ex. 6'^. A variable circle, intersecting two fixed Unea or eirelea (or a

fixed line and circle) at right angles, determines two systems of pointt m
involution on each line or eirele.

£ju 0". A variable eiieli^ pawing throagh a laed poiut and intorsectiog
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two fixed circles at equal (or supplemental) angles, determines two systems

of points in involution on each circle.

Ex. 7°. A variable circle, intersecting three fixed circles at equal (or at

any invariable combination of equal and supplemental) angles, determines

two systems of points in involution on each circle.

Ex. 8*^. A variable circle, having a fixed pole and polar, determines two

systems ; o. of points in involution on every line through the pole ; a', of

rays in involution at every print on the polar.

Ex. 9°. Any number of circles, having a common pair of conjugate points

or lines (174), determine two systems; a. in the former case, of points in

involution on the connector of the points; a', in the latter case, of rays in

involution at the intersection of the lines.

Ex. 10°. Any number of circles, orthogonal to a common circle, deter-

mine two rows of points in involution on every diameter of the circle (156).

Ex. 11^. Any number of circles, intersecting two common circles at

equal (or supplemental) angles, determine two rows of points in involution

on every line passing through the external (or internal) centre of perspective

of the circles (211, Cor. 1°.)

Ex. 12°. Any number of circles, intersecting two common circles at

angles whose cosines have any constant ratio, determine two rows of points

in involution on every line dividing the interval between their centres in the

compound ratio of their radii and of the cosines of the angles. (193, Cor. 1°.)

N.B. In the first eight of the above examples, the relation of homo-

graphy between the two systems has been already established in Art. 32G,

and in the remaining four it follows at once from examples 1° and 4° of

the preceding article, by virtue of the properties referred to in their state-

ments ; the additional relation of involution between them appears in all

from the same consideration (358) that, of every pair of constituents deter-

mined by the same circle, each has the other for its correspondent to which-

ever system it be regarded as belonging.

363. Any two Tiomographic systeins of points on a common

line or cirdcj or of tangents to a common point or circle^ 'n*oy^ if

not already in involution^ he brought into the particular relative

position constituting that relation^ hy the absolute movement of
either^ or bothy on the common line or circle in the former casCj

or round the common point or circle in the latter case.

For, taking arbitrarily any pair of corresponding constituents

A and A' of the two systems, and determining, by Ex. 1°,

Art. 353, the pair ^and B' for which AB= — A'B'', a move-

ment of either or both of the systems which would bring A
to coincide with B' and B to coincide with A' would then, by

the fundamental theorem of Art. 357, place them in involution
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with each other; and that without altering the relative direo>

tions of Boooeasion of the aereral oonstitaeDts of one and of

the corresponding constituents of the other.

8incc, by the example in question (Ex. 1*, Art. 853), for

each pair of corresponding constituents A and A' of the original

systems, there exists, not only a pair B and R for which

AB = - A'B\ but ahw a pair C and C for which AC^-k-A'C;
a movement of either or both of the systems which would bring

A tu coincide with C and C to coincide with A' would also,

by the same theorem of Art. 357, place them in involution with

each other; bat, of course, not without altering the direction

of aacoeMion of the aeveral constituents of one of them, that

of the correqwnding coDstitoento of the other remaining nn-

changed.

Hence, For every hoo hamogrv^pkie eyeteme cf pomie <m a
common line or drdey or of tamgenle to a eowmton pomi or drde^

tMere exiet tun d^ffieremt relative poeitione of imvoluiiom wUk eaek

other; the relative directione of eueeeeeum of the eeveral cornet^

tuente of ome amd of the eorreepomding eonst^tuHta of the othet

being oppoeOee w the two poeitHms.

'^'^4. For every two homogrophie eyeteme m vtvolmtiom imU
<W, every three poire of oorreepomding eonH^hmite dettr^

*«m of $ix points or linee^ every four of isJUcA art
'- with theirfowr correepondente (see Art. 283).

ix>int on the common line or drde, or tangent

to the common point or circle, having the same correspondent

to whichever system it be regarded as belonging (858), every

two conjugate quartets determined by any three pairs of their

corre^nding constituents (283) are consequeutly conjugate

quartets of the two systems, and as such are of conrae equi-

anhanuonic, the systems being homographic

Conversely, When^ of two homographic eyeteme of pointe on a
'*/'« or circle, or of Umgenta to a common point or circle^

J 'Jugate quarts determined by any three poire of their

correeponding oonetituente are eguianharmonic^ the two eyeteme

involution with each other,

1 ur, one of the three pMrs of corresponding constituents

being necessarily common to the two conjugate quartets (see
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Art. 283), the equianharmonicism of the latter involves conse-

quently the interchangeability of the former, and with it there-

fore, by the fundamental theorem of Art. 357, the involution

of the systems.

Cor. 1\ As three pairs of corresponding constituents, of

points on a common line or circle, or of tangents to a common

point or circle, determine six different pairs of conjugate

quartets (283), it follows, indirectly, from the above con-

verse properties combined, that the anharmonic equivaUnce of

any one of the six pairs involves the anharmonic equivalence

of each of the remaining Jive. It was upon this property as

basis (which it will be remembered was proved directly for

collinear and concurrent systems in Art. 283, and otherwise

indirectly for concyclic systems in Art. 313, Cor. 1°) that

M. Chasles originally founded the whole theory of Involution

;

because that by means of it the relation is generally perceived

to exist in cases (many of considerable interest which he was

himself the first to investigate) where but three pairs of con-

jugates are given.

Cor. 2°. It is evident also from the same properties that

when any number of pairs of corresponding constituents^ ofpoints

on a common line or circle^ or of tangents to a common point

or circle^ form eax^h an involution with the same two pairs^ they

form involutions three and three with each other ; or, to express

the same thing differently, when a variable pair of corresponding

constituents^ ofpoints on a common line or circle^ or of tangents

to a common point or circle^ form in every position an involution

with two fixed pairsy they determine two homographic systems in

involution with each other.

865. The following are a few fundamental examples, grouped

in reciprocal pairs, of cases of three pairs of corresponding con-

stituents satisfying the criterion of the preceding article, and

therefore in involution with each other. They were among
the first originally given by Chasles, and have been shown to

satisfy the criterion in the articles referred to with their state-

ments respectively

:

Ex. a. The three pairs of opposite connectors of every tetrastigm de-

termine on every line a system of six points in involution (299, a).
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Ex. a'. The three |»aiTs of oppoiite interMctions of erery tetragnon

determioe at ererj point a MjvUm of six rajr* in inrolutlon (299, a'),

Ex. 6. The six parallels through any point to the three pairs of opposite

eonnectora of any tetraatigm form a ayateni of six rajrs in inrolution (299,

Cor. 2=", a).

Ex. 6'. The six projections on any line of the three pairs of oppoMts

intersections of any tetragram for"' « »v»t.m i,f sit noints in in\olatioii

(299, Cor. r, a).

Ex. c. The three aides of any uiangie, snu any mree concurrent Uaea

through the three TerdoM, detanUae ea every Uae e ^etem of tix point*

in involution (290, Oar. IP, m).

Ex. c'. The three Tertieae of any triangle, and any three ooUineer points

en the three sides, detandM at every potnt a system of six rays in involu-

tioo (299. Cor. 4^ «^
Ex. d. The three interMctions vith sny line of the thrse sides of any

triangle detenaiae, with the three pNJeetiana ea the Mae of the thrse

vertiee* of the triangle, a system of sU petals fa ineelatioa (S90, Cor. (f, a).

Ex. tt. Thi§ three eoaneeton with aay point of the three eortie« of say

triangle detorminet with the thrse parellels through the poial to the three

sides of the triangle, a system of six rays in involotioa (2M^ Gar. A*, a'.).

Ex.*. Every eiide.andany two of the three paiieefoppeeile ueaaerteie
of any insevihed tetrastigm, detmrmfaw oa every Hae a eyiMa of iia poiati

in involutioa (901, Oor. 2*, a.).

Ex. 0'. Every drde, and any two of the thrse pairs of opposile laterMO-

tions of any exserihed tetiagtaai, oablaad at every poiat a systom of six

rays in involutioa (901, Cor. S*, eT.).

Ex./. Every three pairs of poiats en a eirele wUeh eoiMet hy eon*

current lines form a system of six points ia iarolatka (tit.).

Ex,/*. Every three pairs of twigwite la a dnia vUeli Inteneet al

eoUiaear poinU form a syolem of rix tangents in involutioa (913.).

Ex. f. Every three pelrs of points on a line or circle, hanaooie eoa-

jogalse to eadi other with respect to the sasse two poiats en the line or

eirele, form a system of six pomts in involution (282, Cor. tP, 9*.).

Ex. g'. Every three pairs of tangents to a point or circle, harmonio

eenjttgates to sach other with respect to the seaM two tangeate to the point

or circle, form a system of ux Ungents in involutioa (S8S, Cor. 0*, f.).

366. To the preceding fundamental caaee of inyolution be-

tween three pairs of corresponding constituents, several others,

involving like them but three pairs of conjugates, are reducible

;

the following arc some examples, g^uped in r^procal pairs,

the reductions of which are leA as exercises to the reader.

Ex. a. When the directions of three segments are eoncurrent, the six

centres of perspective of their three groups of two determine at every point

a system of six rays in involation (295, Cor. 1^).
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"Ex. a'. "WTien the vertices of three angles are collinear, the six axes of

perspectiTe of their three groups of two determine on every line a system of

•iz points in involution (295, Cor. 1°.).

Ex. b. When the extremities of three segments form an equianhannonic

hezastigm, the six centres of perspective of their three groups of two deter-

mine at every point a system of six rays in involution (303, d.).

Ex. b'. When the sides of three angles form an equianharmonic hexa-

gram, the six axes of perspective of their three groups of two determine on

every line a system of six points in involution (303, d'.).

£x. c. When three segments combine the characteristics of examples

a and b, the six centres of perspective of their three groups of two are

collinear and in involution (295, Cor. 4°.).

Ex. c'. When three angles combine the characteristics of examples

a' and b', the six axes of perspective of their three groups of two are con-

current and in involution (295, Cor. 4*^.).

Ex. d. The six centres of perspective, of any three chords inscribed to a

circle taken in pairs, determine at every point a system of six rays in invo-

luUon (317, Cor. 1°.).

Ex. d'. The six axes of perspective, of any three angles exscribed to a

circle taken in pairs, determine on every line a system of six points in

involution (317, Cor. T.).

Ex. e. When the directions of three chords inscribed to a circle are

concurrent, the six centers of perspective of their three groups of two are

collinear and in involution (317, Cor. 4°.).

Ex. «'. When the vertices of three angles exscribed to a circle are

collinear, the six axes of perspective of their three groups of two are con-

etirrent and in involution (317, Cor. 4°.).

Ex./. When two triangles either inscribed or exscribed to the same

circle are in perspective, their three pairs of corresponding sides determine

six points in involution on every line through the centre of perspective (320).

Ex./'. When two triangles either exscribed or inscribed to the same

circle are in perspective, their three pairs of corresponding vertices deter-

mine six rays in involution at every point on the axis of perspective (320).

Ex.
ff.

When four circles pass tlirough a common point, the six axes of

perspective through the point of their six groups of two form a system of

six rays in involution. (See Ex. a' of preceding Art.)

Ex. j^. When four circles touch a common line, the six centres of per-

spective on the line of their six groups of two form a system of six points

in involution. (See Ex. a of preceding Art.)

Ex. h. Every two circles and their two centres of perspective subtend at

erery point a system of six rays in involution.

Ex. h\ Every two circles and their two axes of perspective determine on

every line a system of six points in involution.

N.B. In the reduction of these two last examples to examples e' and e

of the preceding article respectively, it is to be remembered, with respect to

any two circles, that the two centres of perspective are a pair of opposite
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intenections of the tetragram exteribed to both determined bj their four

common tangentJi, and that the tvo axes of pertpeetive are a pair of oppoaite

connectors of the tetrastlgm inacribed to both datcrmined by their four

common points. (See ArL 207.)

367. When two hmcffrtyakie rowt of poimt§ on a eomtmm

axis^ or pencil* of ray through a eomHum tMrtoe, ar« m evo-

lution ; every three pain of eorretpa$M»g eoaildiMRlf A mid A\
B and B\ G and C an eonneeted,

a. In theformer com, by the i^mmetrioal relatiom

BA Cff AC .

oTy vchich Cm the same thing, bg the eqmvalent rehuiom

BC'.CA\AB'+ B'O.CA,A'B^0;
n . in the laUmr eoM, bg the eorrmpomdmg rehHim

uaBA mnCB' unAC
mUA^mAWwrnS^"^'

or, which is the eame thing, bg the eqtiivalemt relation

MDBC'.MnCA'.mnAB' + nnB'CKnCA.nnA'B^O]

everg conetiUtent bevtg inlerd^angeable with At coiQMgakt m eack

(857). Andy oonvermlg, when of two homographie rowe of pointa

on a oomtmon axie^ or penetle of rage throngh a eommon oerteB|

ang three paire ofeorreaponding eonstitueitte A and A'^ B and B*^

C and C are eonneeted bg relation (a) m the former eaee^ or bg

relation (a) in the latter eaee ; the two egetenu are in mtxdution.

For, taking any four of tbo sue points or raya, B, C, A\ C
suppose, and equating any one of their six anharmonic ratioa,

BA'.CC'^CA'.BC or «in/?J'.8inCC'-r«inCJ'.8ini?(r

suppose, to the corresponding anharmonic ratio

B'A.CO+ C'A.B'C or miB'A.nxiC'C^unCA.unB'O

of their four correspondents B', G\ A, C (364), the reUtion

a or a immediately results ; from which again, conrenely, the

anharmonic equivalence of the two conjugate quartets B^ O, A', C
and R, C, A, C (or, from its symmetry, of each of the tfaretf

pairs of conjugate quartets B, C, A', C and B\ C\ A, C;
C, A, B\ A and 6", A, B, A ; A, B, C, B' and A, B\ C, B)

reciprocally results ; and therefore &c (364).
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The above relation, a or a as the case may be, (or any of

the three others of similar form resulting from it by the three

interchanges (357) of the three involved pairs of conjugates)

being characteristic of the involution of the three pairs of col-

linear points or concurrent rays A and A^ B and J5', C and C\

is termed accordingly their equation of involution; and, geome-

trically interpreted, it expresses, in a form at once concise and

symmetrical, the anharmonic equivalence (364) of every two

conjugate quartets of their six constituent points or rays.

368. The following are a few examples of the application

of the preceding relation as a criterion of involution between

three pairs of collinear points or concurrent rays; in some

of which the equianharmonic relations of Art. 364, previously

established on other principles, may be regarded as thus verified

at the same time

:

Ex. 1". The three intersecttona with any line of the three sides of any

triangle determine, with the three projections on the line of the three vertices

of the triangle, a system of six points in involution (Ex. d. Art. 365).

For, if P, Q, It be the three vertices of the triangle ', A, B, C their

three projections on the line ; and A', B", C the three intersections of the

opposite sides with the same ; then, since (Euc. VL 4.)

^'^5Q CB^CR £C' AP
CA' CR' AR~ AP' BC'^BQ*

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

BA' CB' AC
CA' ' AB" ' BC "

'

and therefore &c., by relation (o).

Ex. 2**. The three connectors with any point of the three vertices of any

triangle determine, with the three parallels through the point to the three

sides of the triangle, a system of six rays in involution (Ex. d'. Art 365.).

For, if A, B, C be the three vertices of the triangle ; O the point

;

and OA', OB', OC the three parallels through it to the opposite sides;

then, since (63)

sin BOA' ^ OC amCOB' OA nnAOC OB
BmCOA'~ OB* sinAOB'" OC' anBOC'' OA*

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

nin BOA' nnCOB' nnAOC
nnCOA' * ninAOB' ' sinBOC "

'

and therefore &c., by relation («').
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Ex. 3°. Th« thrf tidtt of amy trim t̂, mtd «ny tkrm eomtmfmt Umm
ikram^A tks tkrm otriieu, 4ttermi»» on •Mvy Km» m tffttmm ^ tixpmmU im

JmAttiun (Ex. e. Art. 365).

For, if P, 0, i? be the three Terticee of the triufto; A^ B, C their

three penpecliTe* on the line from any arbitivry poiat O; aod A\ B', C
the three intersectiooa of the opposite tidee with the nae} then, nnee

(134, «)

BA' BQ OQ CB' CR OB AC AP OP
CA'm'OB' aF"a>'0P' 'SU*"SfQ'H^'

therefore at oooe, by eonpocitioD of ratioe,

BA' CB- AC
,

CA'I^'IRP'^^
and therdbc* &&, hf rdadon (•).

Ex. 4°. n* tkrtt ttHiem ^ «v tritmgk^ md mm$ lArw %Mmtm
poimUom tMa (Arw tUtt, itimmim al mmrj/pomt • jyetan ^ tUrajfim
invelmtiom (Ex. c. Art. 36A).

For» if ^. 3, C be tba thra* wn^icm of tha tmagU i A', BT, C tba

three coUincar poiota oa the oppoaite tidaai and O aaj arbitxaiy poin%|

then, tiDoe (66)

•in^O^' B£ BO ^OBT CB' CO tinAOC AC AO
^COa' CA'"C&' ^AOBt'IS' AO* 4mBOO*"S^' BO*
therefore at once, bjr eiMBpoilUoB of atioa,

aia BOA' dnCOBT timAOC BJt CB* AC
^COA' 'aio^Olr'atBirOC" CA''AS'lSi?*

which kite befaif 1 (134, •), ibtnbn Jte., by rahUoo (O-

Ex. f*. Tk$ lis fmrftmUmhn t» mrnf/ Ka§ Uum^k Me ikrm

and tkrotiffh amy thrm nttimtar foimU am tk$ tkraa tidm^ ^f amy

For, if P, Q, fi be the three Terticaa of the triaofbi A, B, C thdr

three projections on the line t P', Q*. JK* the three eoDioear pointa on the

oppottle eidea; and A', B', C their three pvofaelioM oo the liiM{ then,

aince (Enc. TL 10.)

ba' qp' cb' bq ac p^
Ua'mF* ab-'T^* bC"' ox*

therefore at once, bj oompotition of ratioa,

BA: CB' AC QP- B<r PBT
CA"aF'B^''1^'P^'qS*

which latter being « 1 (134, a), thtfefore &e., by relation (a).

Ex. 6^. Tha Mr |iii'jiwrfi'wilii tktamfk «ny poimt io tha thraa mJIm,

and to any three concurreni Umat tkrimgk tMa ihraa MfitioM, of any trtangU

d^termina at the point a $y$tamt fftim rmy§m inwtkilion (Bs. 6, Art. 365).
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For, if P, Q, R be the three vertices of the triangle ; I the point of

concurrence of the three lines passing through them ; O the point through

which the six perpendiculars pass; OA, OB, OC the three of them to the

three lines IP, IQ, IR; and OA', OJf, OC the three of them to the three

opposite sides QR, RP, PQ; then since ^63)

Bin BOA' IR sinCOB' IP BinA OC ^ IQ
BinCOA' " IQ' Bin AOB' " IR' sinBOC IP'

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

sin BOA' sin COB' sinAOC ^
BinCOA' ' sin A OB' ' sinBOC "

'

and therefore <fec., by relation (a').

Ex. 7°. IVhen three circles of a coaxal system touch the three sides of a

triangle at three points which are either collinear or concurrently connectant

with the opposite vertices ; their three centres form, with those of the three

circles of the system which pass through the three vertices of the triangle, a

system of six points in involution.*

For, if P, Q, R be the three vertices of the triangle ; P', Q', R^ the

three points of contact on the opposite sides ; A, B, C the centres of the

three circles passing through P, Q, R; and A', B', C' those of the three

touching at P', Q', R
-,
then since (192, Cor. 1°.)

P(r AB' QR"* ^ BC RF^ ^ Cj£

PR'*" AC' QP'*~ BA" RQ"~ CB"

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

PQ'* QR* RP'' AB' BC CA;^

PR* ' QP'* ' RQ'*^ AC' BA' ' VB' '

the former of -which being = 1 (134, a or h'), therefore &c., by relation (o).

369. The following additional examples of the application

of the same relation, as a criterion of involution between three

pairs of collinear points or concurrent rays, are left as exercises

to the reader.

Ex. 1°. If a segment or angle AA' be cut harmonically by any two

pairs of conjugates B and C, B" and C ; the three pairs of collinear points

or concurrent rays A and A', B and B', C'and C" are in involution.

Ex. 2°. The two pairs of conjugates A and A', B and B' of any
harmonic system are in involution with the two harmonic conjugates C and

C of every collinear point or concurrent ray with respect to themselves.

Ex. 8°. li A, B, C he any three collinear points or concurrent rays,

A' any fourth collinear point or concurrent ray, and B*, C the two har-

• This property was communicated to the Author by Mr. Casey.
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noiu« conjugate* of A' with iwpcet to Csnd At A and B mpectlTely

;

the three pain A and A', B and B^, Cand C are in involution.

Ex. 4^ If A, B, Che any three coUinear pointa or concurrent rajt, and

A', B", C" the three harmonic conjugate* of any fourth eoninfr point or

concurrent ray D with respect to B and C, Cand At A and B nsptetiTely

;

the three triads of paira B and B", C and C, A andD ; Cand C, A and A't

B and I) ; A and A', B and B", Cand D are each in inTolution.

Ex. A". If A, B, C he any three eoUincar pointa or concurrent rays,

A', B', C any olhar thre* oollinoar or eonoorrrat with them, and A", B", C"
the three harmonie eonjofataa of A', B', C with raapeet to B and C, C and A,

A and B respecliTely ; the three triad* A', B*, C*| A", Jf, C"| 21", 2r, C»

are each in inTolution with the triad A, B, C.

370. Every two eonjugate jpointM or linet of two homograpkie

fjfstem* in invohttum art harwuomio eoi^ptgale§ wUk rotpeet to the

two dovbfe pointt or /uMf, mi or imaginary^ of tke §y$itm»,

(See Art. 843).

For, since, for anj three pain of conjogatet A and A\
B and B\ C and C in involuUon, [ABCC] - [A'B'C'C] (364)

;

\( A Mm A' mmM waA B^ B' " N^ which it the characterittte of the

two dooble poinU or line* (341), then [MNC(r]^[MNCC]^
whatever be the third pair Cand C'\ and tberefew d». (Ml).

This very simple law fxmnarling the MTeral pain of oor>

responding couatltuents, m vmrj caee of iBTolntion between

two bomographic sjstems of anj common pedea, would also

have followed at onoe negatively from its converM ahewn
already (3G1, Ex. 1*) to remit directly from the fundamental

definition of involution (358). And, while confirming the state-

ment in the note at the close of the same article (361), it

evidently comprehends in a form at onoe simple and complete

every other law connected with the subject.

371. The following are immediate coaeegoepeea from the

general property of the preceding article.

r. In every invoiuium ofpointe on, or tangeiae to, a common
circle^

a. The eeveral pairs of conjugate points^ in the former «!*«•,

connect throt^h a common point (257).

a. The eeveral pairs of oonjugaie Unesy in the latter oasr,

intereed on a common line (257).

b. The two double points^ in the former ease^ lie on the polar

of the common point with respect to the circle (165, 6*.).

VOL. II. u
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v. The two double lines, in the latter case, pass through the

pole of the common line with respect to the circle (165, 6°.).

These properties, which shew in fact that every two homo-

graphic systems of points on or tangents to a common circle in

involution are in jterspective, and that the two double points or

lines lie on the polar of the centre or pass through the pole of the

axis of perspective with respect to the circle, would also have

followed at once negatively from their converses shewn already

(361, Ex. 5° and 6°) to result immediately from the fundamental

definition of involution (358) ; or, they would have followed

directly from the second part of the general property of Art 313,

by virtue of the equianharmonic relations of Art. 364.

2°. In every involution ofpoints on a common axis.

a. The several circles passing through the several pairs of

conjugates, and any common point not on the axis, pass all through

a second common point not on the axis (226, 2°.).

b. The line connecting the two common points through which

they all pass bisects the interval, real or imaginary, between the

two double points of the systems (226, 2°.).

c. The rectangle under the distances of the several pairs of

conjugates from the point of bisection is constant, and equal in

magnitude and sign to the square of the semi-interval between Hie

double points (225).

From the third of these properties (which, like that from

which it results (370), would also have followed at once nega-

tively from its converse shown already (361, Ex. 3°) to result

from the fundamental definition of involution), it appears that

—

For every two homographic rows of points in involution on a

common oxts, there exists a point [always real and evidently can-

Jugate to that at infinity on the axis), the rectangle under whose

distances from the several pairs of conjugates is constant, in mag-

nitude and sign, and equal to the square of the semi-interval, real

or imaginary, between thfir two doublepoints. The point possessing

this property is termed the centre ofthe involution / and the involu-

tion itself is said to be positive or negative according as the sig^

of the constant rectangle is positive or negative, or, which is

the same thing, according as the two double points of the

systemB are real or imaginary.
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Ck)S. r. The above properties 1* and 2* aapplj' obvious and

rapid Bolotions ; the former of the following problems

—

Given ttoo pairs of conftigale foimU or Umgenta cf iM)0 Icwo-

graphic nfgtems in involution on a comunom eireie; l» detmmute
^

a. the centreor can* ofpertpedivecf the tytUmu ; h, Ab two dotAU

points or tangents, real or imaginary^ of tko tjfotmm; c the

conjugate to ang third point or tastgent of eiAer aytltm; d, (Aa

pair of conjugaies having a given middle point or kutgemt ; «. the

two jxtirs of conjugates intercepting a thard or angle of gmem
magnitude; f. the two pairs ef conjugaHee dstsrminmn vyilh tum

given point* or tangents a given anhanmonie ratio.

Given two pairs of conjugate pointe or tangents of each ^
two different involutions on the same common circle / to determme

thepair ofoonjugaiee commam to hoA imtolmtims.

And the latter of the corre^ndbg problems

—

Giwt two pairs of oonjugaites of two homograpUc rows of
points ui involution on a conumon mns; to ifaufn'mi a. the

centre of the involution ; b, the two double points, real or «m»>

ginary, of the sgstetns ; c» the cos^ugate to amy third point of
either system ; d. the pair of oonjugatee hwting a giom middU
point / e, the two pairs of conjugatse imitrtepting a ssgment of

given lengA; f. the tsoo poire of cmjageim ditidisg a ^mm*
segment in a given anharmosuo ratio*

Oiven two pairs cf oonjugatm of each of two dijemtt iavolw'

tions of points on the same common aade; to detenmne thepair of
conjugates common to both invotmtions.

The corresponding problems for homogn4>hic pencils of rays

in involution through a common vertex are not included

directly in any of the above ; but they are evidently reducible

iiniuediately to those for the two homogprapbic syateoM of points

determined by the pencils on any circle passing through their

common vertex (306), or on any line not passing through it (285).

CoK. 2*. Since, for two homographic systems of points in

involution on a common circle, there exists always one, and in

general but one, pair of oorre^NNiidiiig constituents diametrically

opposite to each other, viz. thoae determined by the diameter of

the circle which passes through their centre of perspective ; and

since when two then all pairs are diametrically opposite, the

ci-utre of the circle being in that case the centre of perspective

i'2
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of the systems. Hence, conceiving an arbitrary circle passing

through the common vertex of any two horaographic pencils of

rays in involution, it follows at once (Euc. in. 31) that

—

For two homoffraphic pencils of rays in involution through a

common vertex.

a. There exists always one^ and in general hut one^ pair

of conjugate rays which intersect at right angles.

b. When two pairs of conjugates intersect at right angles^

then all pairs of conjugates intersect at right angles.

N.B. These latter properties, which admit also of easy direct

demonstration, are often useful in the higher departments of

geometry.

372. The property of the centre (371, 2", c) ia the case of

two homographic rows of points in involution on a common
axis, viz. that the rectangle under its distances from every pair

of conjugates is constant in magnitude and sign, follows also

immediately from the general property (331) of the two corre-

spondents of the point at infinity of any two homographic rows

of points on a common axis.

For, if P and Q be the two correspondents to the point

at infinity on the common axis regarded as belonging first to

one and then to the other of the two rows ; since then always,

for every pair of corresponding constituents A and A'j by the

property in question, the rectangle PA.QA' is constant in

magnitude and sign ; therefore, when the rows are in involution,

and when consequently (358) P= Q— (the point at infinity

like every other point on the common axis having the same

correspondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging),

the rectangle OA.OA' is constant in magnitude and sign; and

therefore &c.

This very simple property of involution might have been

made the basis of the entire theory; but, as it belongs only

to collinear systems of points on a common axis, that actually

employed (358), being applicable alike to involutions of all

species without exception, has been adopted in preference.

373. The property (363) that any two homographic rows

of points on a common axis, may, if not already in involution,
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be brought In two different ways into tbe particular relative

position to be so, follows also as an easy consequence firom

the same general property (331).

For, If the two correspondents P and Q of the point at Infinity

on the common axis, r^arded as belonging first to one and then to

the other system, do not already coincide; they may first be

brought together to a common point by the absolute moment
of one or both of tbe systems along the common axis, thus

giving one position of involution (361, Ex. 3°); and then, when
together, the axis may be turned round the point O as centre,

carrying with it one system bat not tbe other, and brought

again to coincide with its original pontion in the opposite

direction, thus giving another and oppoaite position of invo-

lution (361, Ex. 3*).

From this way of regarding the question, it appears that

the constant rectangle OA.OA' is tbe same in magnitude, but

opposite in sign, in tbe two poaitioiM of involatioD of the two

rows ; hence, tbe value of that rectangle being of ooiurte the

constant by which alone any one involution of points on a

common axis differs from any other, all such involutions being

evidently similar in figure and differing only in magnitude,

it appears that

—

In the two pontioiu o/imvolmium of tk» mmt two komogropkio

rowa of pointt on a eommom axu^ Ae two oomakadM v^ mvolmtiom

are alwayo oqual m magnitude and oppoeite in tign,

374. The property of the centre supplies in many cases a
very simple criterion of tbe relation of involution between threo

or more pairs of corresponding points on a common axis ; as, for

instance, in tbe three following examples

:

Ex. 1**. Evtry Una patung through tMtir radical ctnira int§rt$t3t$ wth
any thrt* eireht at thrm pair* ofpoiiUa in invol4tt»om.

For, if A and A', B and ^, C and C be the three pain of intenee-

tiont, real or imaginary, and O tbe radical centre; tbeo, stnoe (183)
OA . OA' - OB.OB m OC. OC, tberefore &c.

Conversely, Ev*ry tin* ini*rmteting with any thra* cireU$ at thr— pairt

ofpoints M involution pa$M» through thoir radteal contra.

For, if^ and A', B and B', C and C be tbe three pain of intereectiona,

and O the centre of tbeir involution; then, stnoe OA.OA' » OB. OB
- OC.OC, tberefore &c. (183).
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"R*- V. When a number of circles have a common radical centre, every

line passing through it intersects with them at as many pairs of points

in involution.

For, if A and A', B and B', Cand C', D and D', &c. be the several

pain of intersections, real or imaginary, and O the common radical centre

;

then since, as before, OA . OA' = OB . OB' = OC.OC =OD,OU = &c.

therefore &c.

Conversely, When a number of circles intersect with a line at as many
pairs of points in involution, they have a common radical centre through

which the line passes.

For, if A and A', B and B', Cand C", D and 2)', &c. be the several

pairs of intersections, and O the centre of their involution ; then, since

OA . OA' = OB.OB" = OC. OC = OD . OB' = &c. therefore &c.

Ex. 3°. When a number of circles have a common radical axis, every

line intersects with them at as many pairs ofpoints in involution.

For, if A and A', B and B', C and €', D and D' be the several pairs of

intersections, real or imaginary, with the several circles, and O the intersec-

tion with the radical axis; then, since (187, 1°) OA.OA' = OB .OB'
= OC. OC = OD. OD' = &c. therefore &c.

Conversely, When a number of circles intersect with three different lines,

which are not concurrent, at as many pairs of points in involution, they have

a common radical axis.

For, at the centre of each involution they have a common radical centre

;

and as the three lines by hypothesis, are not concurrent, two at least of the

three centres must necessarily be different ; and therefore &c. (187, 1°).

375. For any two homographic systems of points on a

common line or circle, or of tangents to a common point or

circle, from the general properties of Arts. 364 and 370, it

may be shown immediately that

—

1°. Every tvx) corresponding pairs of non-corresponding con-

stituents A and B\ A' and B are in involution toith the two

double points or lines M and Nj real or imaginaryj of the systems,

(See Arts. 349 and 371, 2°, a).

For, since, for every four pairs of corresponding constituents

A and -4', B and -B', C and C\ JD and i)', by the homography

of the systems, {ABCD} ={A'B'C'I)'}] ifC=C' =M and

D^D = N^ which is the characteristic of the two double points

or lines (341), then [ABMN] ^ [A'B'MN] = [B'A'NM] (280);

and therefore &c. (364).

Or thus, for either case of the circle, to which the others

are of coarse reducible. The three lines of connection (or points

of intersection) AB\ A'B^ MN being concurrent (or collinear)
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(337); therefore {ABMy]^[B'A'MN} (813); and therefore

&c (364).

2'. If Pj and P, he the tico corresj)on<lents of any constituent

Py regarded aa belonging first to one and then to the other stfttem^

and P, the harmonic conjugate cf P witt fwptel to P, amd P, /

then^ <u P varim—
a. The two mf$§ama deiumwed Ay P, tmd P, am hmogr^^ie^

and have the eame doable pointa or Unee witk the original

eyetems,

h. The two tjftteme dtitrmmed kjf P and P^areim mvohtidHj

and have aleo the mtme double poiate or Unee witk the origmed

tifeteme,

c. Im emnf poeition^ P and P, are hannonic cunjugturt

with re^MOt to the two double pointe or linee of the ordinal

tgUems.

Of theso properties; the fint (a) b erideot from the oon*

sidcration that the two lyileais detenninod bj P, and P, are

homographic with that detenniiMd bjr P and therefore with

each other (923), and that wheo P in the eoone of its rariation

ooincidea with either donUe point or line Mot Not the original

systems, its two correspondeBta P, and P, eoinnde with the

same double point or line, and therefore with each other; and

the second {b) follows immediatalj (370) hom the third (c\

which maj be proved as follows

:

The pair of points or lines P, and P^ the pair M and N^
and the coincident pair P and P, being in involution^ by the

preceding 1*, have therefore a common pair of hanuonic eoiv*

jugates (370) ; one of which being, of course, the double point

or lino P, its harmonic conjugate P, with respect to P, and P, is

therefore its harmonic conjugate with respect to Jf and i^also;

and therefore &c.

Or thus, for either case of the circle, to which the otliere

are of course reducible. The three lines of connexion (or poiiitd

of intersection) P^P^ PP, MN bemg concurrent (or collinear)

(337) ; and the three lines of connexion (or points of intersection)

P^P^ PPy P^P^ being also concurrent (or collinear) (257)

;

therefore the three lines of connexion (or points of intersection)

PPj P,P,y i/^are also concurrent (or collinear) ; and therefore

&c. (257).
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376. The general property of Art. 370 supplies obvious and

rapid solutions of the two following pairs of reciprocal pro-

blems, viz.

—

a. Through a given point to draw a line intersecting two

given angles^ or circles^ so that the point shall he a double point

of the involution determined by the two pairs of intersections.

a'. On a given line to Jind a point subtending two given

segments^ or circles^ so that the line shall be a double line of the

involution determined by the two pairs of subtenders.

For, since, by the property of that article (370), the two

double points (or lines) of the involution in question are har-

monic conjugates with respect to the two pairs of intersections

(or subtenders), and therefore conjugate points (or lines) with

respect to the two angles (or segments) (217), or to the two

circles (259, a or a'); therefore, the two polars of the given

point (or poles of the given line) with respect to the two given

angles (or segments) (217), or to the two given circles (174),

determine, by their point of intersection (or line of connexion),

the second double point (or line) of that involution ; and the

two double points (or lines) being thus known, their line of

connexion (or point of intersection) is of course the required

line (or point).

N.B. When, in the former case, the given point has the

same polar with respect to the two given angles or circles,

and when, in the latter case, the given line has the same pole

with respect to the two given segments or circles, the above

reciprocal constructions become, as they ought, indeterminate

;

every line through the given point in the former case, and every

point on the given line in the latter case, then evidently satisfy-

ing the conditions of the problem.

377. The equianharmonic relations of Art. 364, combined

with the general property of Art. 327, reduce also the solutions

of the two following reciprocal problems to those of the first

parts of the two of Ex. 7°, Art. 353 ; viz.

—

1
I

a. Through a given point to draw a line intersecting with

^^C \ fi^ given lines^ so that any two assignedpairs of the five inter-

^^\^ Motions shall be in involution with the point andfifth.

a'. On a given line to find a point connecting voith five given

J
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pomit, to thai any two aligned patn cf the jRve eoftmtttan shall

be IN involution with the line and^fth.

For, denoting by C the given point (or line), bj A and A\
B and ^ the two aasigned pairB of interscctioDB (or oonnecton)

for any line drawn throogfa (or point taken on) C, by C the

conjugate of C in the involution determined by A and A\
B and B' on (or at) that line (or po'tnt), by and O the Terttoea

of the two angles (or axes of the two segments) determined

by the two pairs of the given lines (or points) corresponding

to A and B^ A' and B' respectively, and by / the fiAh given Une

(or point) on (or throagh) which C is to lie (or pass) in the

required involution ; then, whatever be the poMtion of the line

drawn through (or of the point taken on) C, nnce [ABCC]
- [B'A'CC] (364), therefora {O.ABCC] -

(
a.B^A'CC] (285)

;

and since the three pairs of corresponding rays (or points)

OA and OB', OB •ad OA\ OC uxd OC are fixed, therefore

the pair OC and OC'j which vary with the position of that

line (or point), determine two homographic systems (8S7) whose

two pairs of corresponding constituents intenecting on (or con-

necting through) / (S5S, Ex. 7*, a' or a) determine the two

positions of C whose connectors (or inteneetions) with C give

the two solutions of the problem a (or a').

N.B. When the given line (or point) / coincides with one,

and the given point (or line) C lies on (or paMea throogh) the

other, of the two axes (or centers) of per^wctive of the two

angles (or s^pments) determined by the two pairs of given

lines (or points) corresponding to the two pairs of conjugates

A and A\ B and B' of the involution ; the two positions of

C\ given by the above, become, as they ought to be, inde-

terminate; every line passing throagh (or pomt lying on) C
then evidently determining the required involution. (See ex-

amples a and a'. Art. 365).

Cob. When, in the former problem, the line / is at infinity

;

then the point C, being the conjugate of the point at infinity on
its axis, is consequently the centre of the involution determined

on the required line by the two pairs of intersections A and A\
B and B' (372) ; hence by the above are given the two solu-

tions, real or imaginary, of the problem.
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Through a given point to draw a line intersecting two given

angles^ so that the point shall he the centre of the involution

determined by the two pairs of intersections.

When the two given angles are two opposite angles of a

parallelogram, and when the given point is on the diagonal

not passing through their vertices, this problem is indeter-

minate for the same reason as in the general case ; the point

being then evidently (Euc. VI. 16) the centre of the involution

for every line passing through it.

378. From the two reciprocal properties of Art. 337, re-

specting the directive axis of two horaogi*aphic row^s of points

on different axes, and the directive centre of two horaographic

pencils of rays through different vertices, the two following

reciprocal properties of involution, with respect to such systems,

may be immediately inferred ; viz.

—

a. Every line intersecting two homographic pencils of rays

through different vertices in two homographic rows of points in

involution passes through their directit^e centre ; and, conversely,

every line passing through the directive centre of two homographic

pencils of rays through different vertices intersects them in two

homographic rows ofpoints in involution.

a'. Every point subtending two homographic rows of points

on different axes by two homographic pencils of rays in involution

lies on their directive axis ; and, conversely, every point lying

on the directive axis of two homographic rows ofpoints on dif-

ferent axes subtends them by tioo homographic pencils of rays in

involution.

For, if a line intersect (or a point connect) with the two

systems of rays (or points) in two homographic rows (or by
two homographic pencils) in involution, the two correspondents

A' and B of every two rays (or points) A and B' which intersect

on (or connect through) it, must also intersect on (or connect

through) it (358), and therefore &c. (337) ; and, conversely, if

a line pass through the directive centre (or a point lie on the

directive axis) of the two systems of rays (or points), the two
correspondents A' and B of every two rays (or points) A and B'
which intersect on (or connect through) it, must also intersect

on (or connect through) it (337), and therefore &c. (358).
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By virtue of the fundamental theorem of Art. 357 the same

results may be arrived at, without the aid of the reciprocal

properties of Art. 337, from the consideration that when the

point on the line at which it interaeeCi with the raj common
to the two pencils (or the line through the pomt by which it

connects with the point common to the two rows) has the same

correspondent to whichever of the two rows of intersection

(or pencils of connection) it be regarded as belonging (357),

the line (or point) itself pasBos duongfa the intersection (or lies

on the connector) of the two oorre^poodents of the common r»7

(or point); and, conversely, when the line (or point) passes

through that intcrsectiun (or liea on that connector), its two rows

of intersection (or pencils of connection) with the two systems

of rays (or points) have, in that intersection (or con*

nector) and in its own intetsection (or connector) with the ray

(or point) common to the two systems, a pair of interchange-

able correqwadenta ; and therefore dbc (367).

Cob. r. When, in the former one, the ray common to

the two pcndls is at infinity ; that is, when the penciU consist

each of parallel lines; their directive centre being then the

conjugate to the point at infinity, and therefore the centre,

of the involution they determine on every line passing

through it (SS7), it appears conteqnently, from the abovoi

that—

When two Komograpkio penetU eonaiat soeA ofpanlM. Imtt^

their dirtctne centre ie the eemtre of the tmoiution thmf determme

on every Unepaaeutg through (t.

Cor. 2*. The above reciprocal properties supply, in the

general case, obvious and rapid solutions of the following re-

ciprocal problems ; via.

—

a. To draw a tangent to a given point or drdOf whoee two

triads of intereecHone with tun given triade of concurrent lines

through different vertices shall he in involution with anjf assigned

oorrtspondenoe ofpairs of constituents.

a'. To fnd a point on a given line or circle^ whose two triads

of connectors with two given triads of collinear points on different

axes shall be w involution with any assigned correspondence of
pairs of constituents.
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379. The two reciprocal properties of Art. 337, supply also

solutions of the two following reciprocal problems ; viz.

—

o. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents of two

homographic pencils of rays throxigh different vertices ; to describe

a circle passing through their two vertices^ and determining with

them two concyclic triads ofpoints in involution.

a. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents of two

homographic rows ofpoints on different axes ; to describe a circle

touching their two axes, and determining with them tioo concyclic

triads of tangents in involution.

For, as the two points (or tangents) P and Q, determined

with the required circle by any pair of corresponding rays

(or points) A and A' of the two given triads, must, by the

properties in question, connect through the directive centre (or

intersect on the directive axis) of the two systems, which is

given with the two triads (337) ; and as, in addition, the direc-

tion of their line of connection (or the sum or difference of the

distances from A and A' of their point of intersection) FQ is

given, being manifestly the same for every circle passing through

the two vertices (or touching the two axes) ; the solution of the

problem is therefore evident in the former case, and reducible

to that of Art. 54 in the latter case ; and therefore &c.

N.B. Since, for every pair of corresponding constituents

A and A' of the two homographic pencils (or row^s), the line (or

point) PQ passes through (or lies on) their directive centre (or axis)

0, when they determine with the circle two systems in involu-

tion (337) ; it follows, consequently, that the two determined

systems, when in involution, are in perspective. A property

which, it will be remembered, was proved for every two con-

cyclic systems of points (or tangents) in involution, in 1°,

Art. 371.
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CHAPTER XXII.

METHODS OF GEOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATION.

THEORY OP HOMOGRAPHIC FIGURES.

380. Two figures of any kind, F and F\ in which corre-

spond, to erery point of either a point of the other, to eyery lino

of either a line of the other, to erery connector of two points of

either the connector of the two corresponding points of the other,

and to every intersection of two lines of either the intersection

of the two corresponding lines of the other, are said to he komo-

graphic when every two of their corresponding quartets whether of

coUinear points or of concum'nt lines are equianharmonic Every

two figures in perspective with each other to any centre ud
axis (141) are evidently thus related to each other (S86, fl*).

As two anharmonic quartets of any kind, when each eqni-

anhannonic with a common quartet, are equianharmonic with

eadi other ; it follows at once, from the ahove definitiiHi, that

when two Jufures of any kind F and F^ an eodk homograpkio
with a oommom figure F^ tkey are homographie with each other,

381. £very two figures Fand F satisfying the four preUni-

nary conditions, whether homographic or not, possess evidently

the following properties in relatioa to each other.

r. 7b everg ooUinear egeiem cfpoitUe or amemrremt tgtUm of
lines of either^ correeponds a coilinear tgetem of point* or con^

ettrrent egetem of lines of the other.

For, every connector of two points (or intersection of two
lines) of either corresponding to the connector of the two corre-

sponding points (or the intersection of the two corresponding

lines) of the other, when, for any system of the points (or lines)

of either, every two connect by a common line (or intersect at a
common point), then, for the corresponding system of the points

(or lines) of the other, every two connect by the corresponding

line (or intersect at the corresponding point) ; and therefore, &c
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2*. To every two colUnear systems of points or concurrent

systems of lines of either in perspective with each other^ correspond

two collinear systems of points or concurrent systems of lines of

the other in perspective with each other.

For, the concurrence (or colllnearity) of the several lines of

connection (or points of intersection) of the several pairs of corre-

sponding constituents of the two systems, for either, involves, by

1°, a similar concurrence of connectors (or collinearity of inter-

sections) of pairs of corresponding constituents of the two cor-

responding systems, for the other; and therefore &c. (130).

3°. To every two figures of the points and lines of either in

perfective with each other^ correspond two figures of tJie points

and lines of the other in perspective with each other.

For, the concurrence of the several lines of connection of the

several pairs of corresponding points, and the collinearity of the

several points of intersection of the several pairs of corresponding

lines, of the two figures, for either, involve, by 1°, a similar

concurrence of connectors and collinearity of intersections of

pairs of corresponding constituents of the two corresponding

figures, for the other; and therefore &c. (141).

4". To a variable point moving on a fixed line or a variable

line turning round a fijced point of either^ corresponds a variable

point moving on the corresponding fixed line or a variable line

turning round the corresponding fixedpoint of the other.

For, since every two positions of the variable point (or line)

connect by the same fixed line (or intersect at the same fixed

point) for the former; therefore by 1°, every two positions of

the variable point (or line) connect by the corresponding fixed

line (or intersect at the corresponding fixed point) for the latter

;

and therefore &c.

5°. 7b a variable point or line of either the ratio of whose

distancesfrom two fixed lines or points is constant^ corresponds a

variable point or line of the other the ratio of whose distances

from the two corresponding fixed lines or points is constant.

For, since the variable point (or line) evidently moves on a

line concurrent with the two fixed lines (or turns round a point

collinear with the two fixed points) for the former ; therefore,

by the preceding property 4°, the variable point (or line) moves

on a line concurrent with the two corresponding fixed lines (or
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tarns round a point coU'inear with tbc two corresponding fixed

points) for the latter ; and therefore Ac
6\ To a variable pciygan of eitAer all whc^e wrtiee$ move

on jixtd lines and all whote nde» but one turn roundfooed point*,

or eonvermhf, eorreapondM a variable polygon of the other all

tohoee verticee move on the oorreepondingfiaoed Knee and all whoee

eidee but one turn round the oorreeponding fiaoed jmrnft, or

converetly.

For, since, by 4*, to every variahlf |M»lnt moving on a fixed

line (or variable line turning round a fixed point) of either,

oomapoods a rariable point moTiog oo the corresponding fixed

line (or a variable line taming round the oorrespooding fixed

point) of the other ; therefore &c
7*. To every harmonic row offour points or pencil offour

rays of eitherj eorreeponde an hartnonie row offour pointe or

pencil offour rays of the other.

For, as every harmonic row (or pencil) may be r^^arded aa

determined by two anglea and their two axes of perspective on

the connector of their vertices (or by two segments and their two

centres of perspective at the intcrwction of their axes) (S41);

and, as to the vertices and axes of perspective of any two angles

(or the axes and centres of perspective of any two segments)

of either correspond the vertices or axes of perspective of the two

corresponding angles (or the axes and oentres of perspeotive of

the two corwiymding aagmeots) of the other; tberefere doe.

8*. To every pair of lines or points conjugate to eaA other

with respect to any segment or angle of either^ correspond a pair

of lines or points conjugate to each other wAA respect to the

corresponding segment or angle nfthe other.

For, as every two lines (or points) conjugate to eadi other

with respect to any segment (or angle) intersect with the axis of

the segment (or connect with the vertex of the angle) at two

points (or by two lines) wiiich divide the segment (or angle)

harmonically (217) ; therefore &c. by the preceding property 7*.

9*. To every point and line pole and polar to each other with

respect to any triangle of either, correspond a point and line pole

andpolar to each other with respect to the corresponding triangle

of the other.

For, as every point, and the intersection of Its polar with each
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side (or every line, and the connector of its pole with each

vertex) of any triangle, are conjugate to each other with respect

to the opposite angle (or side) of the triangle (250, Cor. 2")

;

therefore &c. by the preceding property 8°.

10°. To a variable point or line of either determining with

four fixedpoints or lines an harmonic pencil or roWj corresponds

a variable point or line of the other determining with thefour

corresponding fixed points or lines an harmonic pencil or row*

For, the harmonicism of the quartet of variable rays (or

points), in every position of the variable point (or line) for either,

involving, by 7", the harmonicism of the corresponding quartet

of variable rays (or points), in every position of the variable point

(or line) for the other ; therefore &c.

11°. To every two equianharmonic rows of four points or

pencils of four rays of either^ correspond two equianharmonic

rows offour points or pencils offour rays of the other.

For, as every two equianharmonic rows of four points (or

pencils of four rays) may be regarded as determined, on their

respective axes (or at their respective vertices), by two quartets

of rays (or points) in perspective with each other (290) ; and, as

to every two quartets of rays (or points) in perspective for

either correspond two quartets of rays (or points) in perspective

for the other (property 2° above) ; therefore &c.

12°. To every equianharmonic hexastigm or hexagram ofeither^

corresponds an equianharmonic hexastigm or hexagram of the

other.

For, the equianharraonicisra of the two pencils of connection

(or rows of intersection) of any two with the remaining four of

the six points (or lines) for either hexastigm (or hexagram)

involving, by the preceding property 11°, the equianharmonl-

cism of the two corresponding pencils (or rows) for the other

hexastigm (or hexagram) ; therefore &c. (301). The same

result follows also from the reciprocal properties of Art. 302,

by virtue of the preceding property 1°.

13°. To a variable point or line of either determining with

four fixed points or lines a pencil or row having a constant

anharmonic ratio^ corresponds a variable point or line of the other

determining with the four cx)rresponding fixed points or lines a

pencil or row having a constant anJiarmonic ratio.
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For, the equianharmonicism of the two quartets of rays (or

points), in every two positions of the variable point (or line) for

either, involving, by property 11*, the equianharmonicism of

the two corresponding quartets of rays (or points), in every

two positions of the variable point (or line) for the other;

therefore &c.

14*. To every two homogrttpkic r(ne$ of poinU or pendU of
rays of fither^ oorretpond two homoyrajMe rowt of points or

penciU of raya of the other.

For, the eqaianhannonicum of every two quartets of coi^

responding constituents of the two rows (or pcndls) for either

iiivnlviii^, by property 11*, the eqaianharmoiiteunn of eveiy two

(^uat ti tH of correspondtiig ooutitoenta of the two eorreipon^ng

rows (or pencils) for the other; therefore 4cc. (891).

15*. To two komogreq^kio coaxal rowe or eomemtrie pemjUt iff

either in involution with each otker^ eorretpond two komoprapkio

coaxal rowe or concei^rie penciie of <Ae otktr in mtolnOuMi teitk

each other.

For, every interchange of correifKmdiog cfllutitiients of the

two rows (or pendls) for either involving evidently a corre-

spondbg interchange of corresponding oonatitnenta of the two

corresponding rows (or pencih) for the other; the interchange-

ability of every pair of corresponding constituents for cither

involves consequently the tnterehang^ability of every pair of

(•^rrosponding constituents for the other; and therefore Ac
(:>.'>7}. The same result follows also from the general property

of Art 870, by virtue of the preceding property 7*.

16*. To the double points or rays of any two komographie

coaxal rows or concentric pendU of either, correspond Ae double

jioints or rays of the txco corresponding coaxal rows or concentric

]>encils of the other.

For, every coincidence of corresponding constituents of the

two rows (or pencils) for either involving evidently a corre-

sponding coincidence of corresponding constituents of the two
corresponding rows (or pencils) for the other ; the two coinci-

dences, real or imaginary, of pairs of corresponding constituents,

which constitute the two double points (or rays) for either, cor-

respond consequently to the two coincidences, real or imaginary,

of pairs of corresponding constituents, which constitute the

VOL. If. X
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two double points (or rays) for the other; and therefore

&c. (341).

17°. To a variahU point or line of either connecting or

intersecting with two fixed points or lines homographically^

corresponds a variable point or line of the other connecting or

intersecting with tJie two corresponding fi,xed points or lines

homograph ically.

For, the equianharmoniclsm of every two quartets of corre-

sponding connectors (or intersections) of the variable with the

two fixed points (or lines), for either, involving, by property

1 r, the equianharmonicism of every two quartets of correspond-

ing connectors (or intersections) of the variable with the two

con-csponding fixed points (or lines), for the other; therefore

&c. (321).

18". To a variable point or line of either the rectangle under

whose distances from two fixed lines or points is constant^ corre-

sponds a variable point or line of the other the rectangle under

whose distances from two {not necessarily corresponding) fixed

lines or points is constant.

For, the variable line (or point) of the former intersecting

(or connecting) with every two fixed positions of itself homo-

graphically (340, Cor. 2°) ; and the variable line (or point) of

the latter consequently, by the preceding property 17°, inter-

secting (or connecting) with every two fixed positions of itself

homographically ; therefore &c. (340, Cor. 1°).

19°. To a variable point or line of eitlter whose angle of
connection with two fixed points or chord of intersection with two

fixed lines intercepts on a fixed line or subtends at a fixedpoint

a segment or angle of constant magnitude^ corresponds a variable

point or line of the other whose angle of connection with the two

corresponding fixed points or chord of intersection with tJie two

corresponding fixed lines intercepts on a {not necessarily cor-

responding) fixed line or subtends at a {not necessarily cor-

responding) fixed point a segment or angle of constant mag-
nitude.

For, the variable line (or point) of the former intersecting (or

connecting) with the two fixed lines (or points) homographically

(325, a and a)
; and the variable line (or point) of the latter

consequently, by property 17°, intersecting (or connecting) with
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the two corresponding fixed lines (or points) homograpliicallj

;

therefore &c. (339 and 340).

20*. Fw continuous fyurtty all pain cf corrttptmding points

determine pairs of corrtspomding tangents, and all pairs of cor-

responding tangents determine pairs of corresponding points.

For, every connector of two points of either corresponding

to tlie connector of the two correi^oding points of the other,

and every intersection of two lines of either corresponding to

' u of the two corre^KUidiiig lines of the other ; and

u of any two poioti or lines of either involving the

coincidence of the two correspondbg points or lines of the

uther; therefore &c (19 and 20).

TiSL'. From the fundamental definition of Art. 380, the fol-

lowing ^'( lural property of homographic figures may be readily

iulVrrcHl ; vis.

—

If A and A\ B amd B' he any two Jixed pairs of corrupcm^
ing points {or lines) of any two komtognqpkie J^wts F mid F\
'

' ' d r ang variablepair of earrmpomdittg tme$ {orpomts)

uret ; tkem^fof every pmtiesk efl ami 1\ the nMe

(^^^).*.^--w(^:^)
is consiant, both in magniiude and sign*

For, if Z and JT* be the two variable points of interseotion (or

lines of connection) of the two vsriablo lines (or points) / and F
with the two fixed lines (or points) ^^and A'B* respectively;

then, since, by hypothesis, if and Z' determine two homographic

rows (or pencils) of which A and A\ B and B' are two pain of

( • rreq^ding oonstitucuts (380), therefore, by (328), the ratio

(AZ AZ\ (unAZ nnA'Z'\

to which, in the corresponding case, the above is manifestly

equivalent, is constant both in magnitude and sign ; and

therefore &c.

Cor. 1*. If A and B' be the two lines of tho two figures

whose two correspondents A' and B coincide at infinity ; since

then, for every two pairs of corresponding points P and P*,

X2
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Q and Q' of the figures, the two ratios PB : QB and FA : QA
each = 1 (15), and since, for all cases, by the above,

(PA PJi\_(QA QA \

\PB' FB')~\QB' QBT
therefore, for the case in question, PA.P'B' = QA.Q'B\ and

therefore

—

For any two homograpMc figures F and F\ if A and B' he

the two lines whose two correspondents A and B coincide at

infinity^ then, for every pair of corresponding points P and P' of

thefigureSj the rectangle PA.P'B' is constant in magnitude and sign.

Cor. 2°. From the simple relation of the preceding corollary,

the following properties of any two homograpbic figures F and

i^', with respect to their two lines A and B' whose correspon-

dents A and B coincide at infinity, may be immediately in-

ferred; viz.

—

1°. Every two corresponding segments PQ and PQ of any

tioo corresponding lines L and 11 are cut in rtciprocal ratios by

the two lines A and B' respectively.

For, since;, by the relation, PA .PB' = QA.Q'B' ; therefore,

at once, PA : QA = Q'B' : PB' ; and therefore Sue. (Euc. vi. 4).

2°. For a variable pair of corresponding points P and P' on

any fixed pair of corresponding lines L and L', if IF and JC be

the intersections of the latter icilh A and B' respectively^ the rect-

angle HP.K'P is constant in magnitude and sign.

For, the two ratios PA : PH and PB" : P'K being both

constant, by hypothesis, and the rectangle PA.P'B' being con-

stant in magnitude and sign, by the relation ; therefore &c.

3°. For every pair of corresponding poiiits P and P*, if L
and U be any fixed pair of corresponding lines, the ratio

PL* -r PA : P'L'* -T- P'B' is constant in magnitude and sign.

For, since, by the general property of tlie present article, the

two ratios PL^PA'.FL'^FA and PL-rPB-. PL -rPB
are constant in magnitude and sign, and since the ratio

PB :PA = 1 ; therefore &c.

4°. To every line L of F parallel to A^ corresponds a line L*

of F' parallel to B' ; and conversely.

For, since, for every two pairs of corresponding points P and

P", Q and (/, on any pair of corresponding lines L and 2/', by
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r, PA : QA = QB' : FB' ; oonseqaeotly when cither equiva-

lent s^. 1 so is the other also; and therefore &c (15).

5*. i^ etvry pair ofeorrtapondiftg lines L and L' paraUel to

A and B" retpediveljfj the rectangle AL,B'L i» conatant m
magHt'tmb and tign.

For, since, for any pair of corresponding points P and P on

L and L respectively, the rectangle PA.FB' ia constant in

magnitude and sign, by the relation ; tfaerafbre Ac
6*. Eoerg two eorretponding line* L and L' paraiUl to A

and B' retpeotivehf an divided timilarlg hg tMe teveralpairt of
eorrmpomdiig poimtB Aai UecntAem.

For, nnce, for any number of purs of oorrespoading pointi

P and P*, <^ and ^, R and R, &c on L and L' respectively,

ifM and JT be any otlier pair of correaponding lines not parallel

to A and B\ by 3', PAP -r PA : Q}r + QA : BM^ + BA, &c
-.P'jr + P'JT: QM'*+QB*:RJir:BB, Ac; and since,

by hypothesis, PA:QA:BA, &e, - P'B' : QB' : RB\ &c - I

;

therefore PM' : <?J/' : BM% &c - PJ/" : g^AI" : TTiP, &c;
and therefore dx. (Euc vi. 4).

N.B. Of these several results, the second, fourth, and sixth

are also evident b priori from the fundamental definition of

Art. 380 ; the fourth from (16), from the consideration that to

every line L of F passing through thp point AB^ corresponds a

line Ij of F' passing through the corresponding point A'B"
^

the sixth form (330), from the consideration that to the point

AB on Z, corresponds the point A'/i" on jL'; and the second

from (331), from the consideration that to the two points J£

and K' at which L and L' intersect with A and B* req>ectively,

correspond the two H' and K at which L' and L intersect with

A' and B respectively.

Cor. 3°. When the figures are such that a pair of their

eorresponding lines A and A' coincide at infinity ; then, since

for every pair of corresponding points P and P' the ratio

P.-1 : P'A' = ], therefore for every other fixed pair of oorre^nd-
ing lines B and B\ by the above, the ratio PB : P'B' is constant

in magnitude and sign, however P and P' vary, and therefore

—

When two homographi'c figuree F and F' have a pair of
oorrtapomdimg Unea A and A' coinciding at infinity^ the dietanco
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of a variable point Pfrom any fixed line B, of either F^is to the

distance of the corresponding variable point P' from the corre-

sponding fixed line B\ of the other F'j in a ratio constant in

magnitude and sign.

Cor. 4°. From the general property of the preceding corol-

lary, the following consequences, respecting two horaographlc

figures F and F' having a pair of corresponding lines A and A'

coinciding at infinity, may be readily inferred.

1°. To every two parallel lines L andM of either Fj correspond

two parallel lines L' and M' of the other F'.

For, since, for every two pairs of corresponding points P
and P\ Q and Q' on either pair of corresponding lines L and

L\ by the preceding, PM : P'M' = QM : Q'M' ; consequently,

when always PM= QM^ then always P'M' = Q'M' ; and there-

fore &c.

2°. For every two parallel lines L andM of either F having

any fixed direction^ and for the two corresponding parallel lines

L' and M* of the other Fy the ratio LM : L'M' is constant in

magnitude and sign.

For, since, for a variable pair of corresponding points P and

P on either pair of corresponding lines L and i', by the same,

the ratio PM : PM' is then constant in magnitude and sign

;

therefore &c.

3°. Every two of their corresponding lines L andU are divided

iimilarly by their several pairs of corresponding points Pand P'^

Q and Q^ R and R\ &c.

For, ifM and M' be any other pair of corresponding lines

not parallel to L and Z', and and 0' the two points of inter-

section LM and L'M' ; then since, by the same, PM ; PM' =
QMi Q'M' = RM'. R'M'j &c. therefore, by Euc. VI. 4, PO :

F0'= QO : Q'a = RO : RO', &c.; and therefore &c.

A". For every two points P and Q of either F whose line of

connection is parallel to any fixed direction L, and for the two

corresponding points P and Q of the other F'^ the ratioPQ : PQ
%a constant in magnitude and sign.

For, if M and M' be a pair of corresponding lines passing

through either pair of corresponding points P and P' and

parallel to any pair of corresponding fixed directions not coin-

ciding with L and L' \ then, since by the same, the ratio
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MQ'.M'Q is coDBtant in magnitude and sign, therefore, by

Euc VI. 4, so is also the ratio PQ i FQ\ and therefore &c
5*. For every three points P^ Q^ R of either jP, and /or the

three corresponding points P\ Q, R of the other F\ the area of

the triangle PQR is to the area of the triangle P'QfR in a

constant ratio.

For, if L and Z*' be a pair of corresponding lines passing

through any pair P and P' of the corresponding points, and

parallel to any fixed pair of corresponding directions of the

figores ; and 8 and 8' their pair of intetMCtions with the pair of

opposite sides QB and (/R of the triangles ; then Mnoe, bj the

preceding properties 4* and 3*, the ratio PS : PS' is constant,

and the two ratios QL : QL' and BL : RL' are oonatant and

equal, therefore, the dificrence of the two areas PQ8 and PB8f
or the area PQB (75), b to the differenee of the two areas

PQ^S' and PRS\ or the are*PQR (75), b a constant ratio;

and therefore dx,

6*. For Mwiy system ofpoinia P, Qy ByS^T^dx, of either F,

andfor the corresponding system ofpoints P\ Q^ R^ 8\ I**, A6»

of the other F\ the area of eeery polygon determined by theformer

(108) is to that of the corresponding polygon determined hy th$

laUer (108) in the name constant ratio.

For, if PQBST, &c, and PqtRST, &c be anj pair of

corresponding polygons determined by the two sjrMems of points,

and O and O any independent pair of corresponding points of

the figures; then since, by the preceding property 5*, the sereral

triangular areas POQ, QOB, BOS, SOT &c are to the severd

cornisponding areas PaQ^, QOR, R08, SOT &c in the

same constant ratio, therefore the sum of the former, or the

area of the polygon PQBST^&c. (118) is to the sura of the

latter, or the area of the polygon P'QRST &c. (118), in the

same constant ratio ; and therefore <S:c.

N.B. Of these seyeral properties, the first and third are also

CTidcnt h priori from (16) and (330), from the obvious conside-

ration that when two homographic figores have a pair of cor-

responding lines coinciding at infinity, then to every point at

infinity of cither corresponds, by their fundamental definition, a

point at iufiulty of the other.
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383. From the same fundamental definition of Art. 380,

it follows, precisely in the same manner as the general property

of the preceding article, that

—

IfA andA\ Band B\ Cand C he any three fixedpairs ofcor-

responding points [or lines) of any two homographic figures F
and F\ and I and I' any variable pair of corresponding lines

{or points) of the figures ; then^for every position of I and /',

the three ratios

tm BT\ (CI CT\ (AI Ar\
\ CI ' C'l'J ' Ui *

A'I'J ' [bI ' B'l'J
'

or their three equivalents

/ BI CI\
f
CI AI\ (AI BI\

\B'I ' C'l'J ' [cr ' A'Tj ' Ut • BT) '

every two of which manifestly involve the thirdj are constant^ both

in magnitude and sign.

For, as in the preceding article, if X and X'^ Y and Y\
Z and Z' be the three pairs of intersections (or connectors) of

/and/' with BCandB'C, C^ and C'A', ABsmdA'B' re-

spectively ; then since, for the same reason as in the preceding

firticle, the three ratios

(BX BX\ (BmBX BmB'X'\

\CX' GX'J ^"^ VmCX' %mC'XJ'

(CY C'Y' \ /sin CY sin C'Y'\

[aY'A'Y'J ^^ Un^r'sin^TV*

(AZ A^\ (6mAZ 8mA'Z'\

\BZ ' BZ'J ^^
Vsin BZ' smB'Z'J '

to which, in the corresponding cases, the above are manifestly

equivalent, are constant both in magnitude and sign; there-

fore &c.

Cor. 1°. The above supplies obvious solutions of the two
following problems : Given^ of two homographic figures F and F'y

three pairs of corresponding points [or lines) A and -4', B and B'j

C and C'j and a pair of corresponding lines [or points) D and />',

to determine the line {or point) E of either of them F correspond-

ing to any assumed line {or point) E' of the other F'. For,

since, by the above

—
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BE BE' _BD B'U
CE' C'E'" CD'W^^
CE CE^CD C'U
AE' AE'~ AD' AD''

AE AE' _ AD AD
be' BE~ BD' B'0^

the three ratios BE : CE^ CE : AR, AE : ££*, which mani-

festly determine the position of the required line (or point) B^

are connequcntly given ; and therefore &c.

The particular cases where the given line (or point) E' is

at infinity present no special peculiarity ; the three ratios

BE : CE, CE : AE:, AE : BET being simply aU - 1 in

the furuicr case, and having for values wokB'L : nnCL'f
sinCZ/' : BtnA'L', unA'L' : uaB'L respectively, where L is any

line parallel to the direction of E^, in the latter case.

Cob. 2*. As three pairs of corresponding points (or lines)

A and A\ B and J^, C and C of two homographic flgnrea F
and F determine (380) three pairs of corresponding lines (or

points) J?(?and B'C, CA and CJ\ A8 and J'J?* of the figorei;

the solutions of the two problems : Oitoem^ cf two kome^rapkio

fgures F and F\ Jour pair* of eotrttpomlimg powU {or limet)

A and A', B and B'f C ami 0\ D and D; to dHtrminB <As

point [or line) E ofeMer oftAem F oorrttpamding to any a$tttmod

point {or line) F of tk$ other F' ; may consequently be r^puded

as included in those of the above ; the particular cases where

the given point (or line) J^ is at infinity, presenting, as above

observed, no exceptional or special peculiarity.

Cob. 3*. It i^pears also immediately from the above, that

MfMen^for tvo homogrt^io jigwrtM F ami F\ three pair$ o/ooT'

responding point* {or line*) A andA\ Band B\ and C coin'

.cidey the coincidence of any independent pair of correaponding

line* {or points) D andD involve* the ooinddmot of every other

pair E and E\ and therefore of the figure* tkemmlve* Fond F'.

For, when, in the three relations of Cor. 1*, which as there shewn

result immediately from it, A = A', B^B', C^ C\ if, in addi-

tion, D = U, then necessarily E= E \ and therefore &jc.

Cor. 4*. For the same reason as in Cor. 2*, it follows of
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courso from the preceding, Cor. 3°, that when^ for two homo-

graphic figuresF and F'
^
four independent pairs of corresponding

points [or lines) A and A\ B and B\ C and C\ D and D'

coincide^ then allpairs of corresponding points {or lines) E and

E^ and consequently the figures themselves F and F' coincide.

Which is also evident h priori from the fundamental charac-

teristic of homographic figures (380) that, for every two cor-

responding quintets A, B^ C^ B, E and A\ B\ G\ D, E' of

their points (or lines), the five relations

[A.BCDE] = [A'.B'C'D'E'], [B. GDEA] = {B'.G'B'E'A'},

[CDEAB] = [C'.D'E'A'B'], [D.EABC] = [D'.E'A'B'C],

[E.ABCD] = {E'.A'B'G'D']

must in all cases exist together ; which, when A = A\ B=B^
G= G\ D = Zy, would be manifestly impossible miless also

E=E' ] and therefore &c.

N.B. It will appear in the sequel that, for every pair of

homographic figures F and F'j there exists a unique triangle A,

whose three elements of either species A, B^ 0, regarded as be-

longing to either figure, coincide, as supposed in the two latter

corollaries 3° and 4°, with their three correspondents of the same

species A'j B\ G' in the other figure. Of the triangle A, thus

related to the two figures jPand F'j two pairs of opposite elements

(vertices and sides) may be imaginary, but the third pair are

always real.

384. On the converse of the property of the preceding

Article, the following general construction for the double gene-

ration (26) of a pair of homographic figures, by the simultaneous

variation of a pair of connected points, or lines, has been based

by Chasles, the originator of the general theory.

If A and A\ B and B\ G and G' he the three pairs of cor-

responding sides [or vertices) of any two arbitrary fixed triangles

ABG and A'B'G\ and I and T a pair of variable points [or

lines) 80 connected that^ in every position^ any two of the three

ratios

(BI 5T\ (GI CT\ (AI AT\
Wrc'i'J' VJl''A'iT [bi'WTT
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or of their three equivaUnt$

(BI CI\ (CI AI\ (JJ BI\
[bT'c'Tj' \UT':at)' Ka'j'b'jt

and teith them ofeowrm the third, are camtitmi m wtagnitmdt and

tign / Ike two variable pointt {or line*) I and F generaiB t¥fo

homographic figurt* F and F, of loUcA A and A\ B and B*,

C and C are three paire of correapomiing Hnn {or points).

That tho two Bgures Fund F recolting from either mode
of genenttton are thus bomographic, follows of coarse oonrenelj

from the property of the preeeding article ; hot it maj be eanlj

shewn directly that they fulfil all the conditions of connectum

of the fundamental definition of Art. S80 ; for—
r. To every point {or litu) of eUher eorreeponda a point {or

line) of the other. This is evident from the law of their genera-

tion ; every two points (or lines) / and i* eonneetadby the above

relations, whether generating pairs or not, thna eoirespondlng

with respect to them.

3*. To everg line {or pomt) of ^tkar oorroeponJ* a line {or

point) of the other. For, when a variable pomt (or line) / of tbe

former is coimeoted, in every position, with tbe three fiixed lioea

(or points) Af B, C7 by a relation of tbe form

a.AI+h,Bl+e.CI^O (a),

where a, &, e are any three constant multiples ; then, by virtae of

tho above relations, the corresponding point (or line) /' of the

latter is connected with the three fixed lines (or points) A\ B\
C by a corresponding relation of similar form

a\AT + b'.BT + c\Cr~0 (a*),

where a', h\ c' are three other constant multiples whose ratios to

a,h,e respectively depend on and are g^ven with those of the

same relations ; but, by the general property of Art. 120 (or 85),

the former relation (a) is the condition that the variable point

(or line] / should move on a fixed line (or turn round a fixed

point) 0, and the latter (a') is tho condition that the corre-

sponding point (or line) /' should move on a corresponding fixed

line (or turn round a corresponding fixed point) 0* ; and ther^

fore &.C.

8*. To the connector of ang two pomte {or the intereeetion of
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any two lines) of either^ corresponds the connector of the two cor-

responding points {or the intersection of the two corresponding

lines) of the other. For, since, to a line passing through any two

points (or a point lying on any two lines) of eitlier, corresponds,

by the preceding property 2", a line passing through the two

corresponding points (or a point lying on the two corresponding

lines) of the other ; therefore &c.

4°. To tJie intersection ofany two lines [or the connector of any

two points) of eith^rj corresponds the intersection of the two cor-

responding lines {or the connector of the two corresponding points)

of the other. For, since, to two lines passing through any

point (or two points lying on any line) of cither, correspond, by

the same property 2°, two lines passing through the correspond-

ing point (or two points lying on the corresponding line) of the

other; therefore &c.

5°. Every two of their corresponding quartets cfcoUinear points

{or concurrent lines) are equianharmonic. For, the four con-

nectors (or intersections) of any quartet /,, 7^, /g, 1^ of the points

(or lines) of the former, whether collinear (or concurrent) or not,

with any vertex (or side) BC or CA or AB of the triangle

ABC being (by Cor. Art. 328) equianharmonic with the four

connectors (or intersections) of the corresponding quartet /,', 7^',

/j', 7/ of the points (or lines) of the latter with the correspond-

ing vertex (or side) B'C or C'A' or A'B' of the triangle

A'B'C', therefore &c. (285).

6". Every two of their corresponding quartets of concurrent

lines {or collinear points) are equianharmonic. For, the four

intersections (or connectors) of any quartet 0,, 0,, 0,, 0^ of the

lines (or points) of the former, whether concurrent (or collinear)

or not, with any fifth line (or point) 0^ of the figure being (by

the preceding properties 4° and 5°) equianharmonic with the four

intersections (or connectors) of the corresponding quartet 0,',

^t'j ^«'j ^«' of the lines (or points) of the latter with the

corresponding fifth line (or point) 0,' of the figure ; therefore

^kc (285).

That, for either mode of generation, the three pairs of cor-

•responding vertices and sides of the two fixed triangles ABC
and A'B'C are pairs of corresponding points and lines of the

two resulting figures i^and F^ is evident from the relations of
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generation ; from which it follows immediatelj, in either case, that

the evanescence of any one or two of the three distances AI^

BI^ Gly for the former, involves necessarily the simaltaneons

evanescence of the corresponding one or two of the three corre-

sponding distances Al\ B'V^ CT^ for the latter ; and there-

fore &C.

N.B. When, of the two arbitrary triangles of constmction

ABC KaA A'BC in either of the above modes of generation,

the three pairs of corresponding elements A and A\ B and J?*,

Cand C coincide, the triangle ABC is then, with respect to

the two resulting figures F and F*^ that to which allusion was
made in the note at the dote of the preceding article (383).

885. From the general constnictions of the preceding article

the following oonaeqnences respecting the komograpkio tramsfor'

motion ofjigurm may be readily inferred, via.

—

r. Anjf Jigurt F may be tramtformed homograpkteaUy into

another Fy in which any four points {or linee)^ yiven or tahen

arhitrarUy^ shall eorrespond to any asoiynedfamr points {or lines)

ofthe originalfigmre.

For, of the four given patra of oorrespooding points or linea,

any three determine the two fixed triangles of construction

ABC and A'B'C^ and the fourth give the values of the three

constant ratios of construction

(BI BT\ (CI Cr\ (AI A'l\

\CI ' cr) ' \AI' A'l'J \\FI' Bl') '

and therefore &c. See Cors. V and 2*, Art. 283.

The obviouff conditions, that when, for either of two homo-

graphic figures F and F'^ three points are collinear or three

lines concurrent, then, for the other, the three corresponding

points must also be collinear or the three corresponding lines

concurrent, and that when, for either, four points by their

coUincarity or four lines by their concurrence form an anhar-

roonic quartet, then, for the other, the four corresponding points

by their coUincarity or the four corresponding lines by their

concurrence must form an equianharmonic quartet, are the only

restrictions on the perfect generality of the above. The former

condition may indeed be violated, but, when it is, it is easy to
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Beo, from the general process of construction, tliat the figure for

which the three points are collinear or the tliree lines con-

carrcnt, when their three correspondents in the other are not,

must (except for the fourth point or line of the other) have all

its points collinear or all its lines concurrent with the three.

For, if, in any position of 1 and /', any one, AI suppose, of the

six distances AI and A'I\ BI and B'T^ CI and G'T be evanes-

cent when its correspondent AI is not, then, in every position

of / and 7", from the constancy of the three ratios of construc-

tion, either the same distance AI^ or each of the two non-

corresponding distances B'T and C'T is evanescent ; and there-

fore &c. See the general remark 2° of Art. 31, an illustration

of which is supplied by the above.

2°. Ill the honiograpliic transformation of any figure F into

another F\ tJie line [or any point) at infinity^ regarded as belong^

ing to either., may he made to correspond to any assigned line [or

point)., regarded as belonging to the other.

This follows at once from the preceding property l°j the

three ratios of construction

(BI Bri'\ (CI CT\ (AI AT\
[ CI' Cr) ' [aI' at) ' \BI ' B'l'J

being given as definitely (see Cora. 1° and 2°, Art. 383) when

one of the two given points or lines / and I' is at infinity, as

when both are at a finite distance ; and therefore &c.

By virtue of the above general property 1°, combined with its

particular case 2", the tetrastigra or tetragram determined by

any four points or lines of F may be transformed homo-

graphically into another of any simpler or more convenient form

for F ; such, for instance, as the four vertices or sides of a

parallelogram of any form, or, more generally, the three vertices

or sides of a triangle of any form combined with any remarkable

or convenient point or line connected with its figure. By this

means, the demonstration of a property, or the solution of a

problem, when such property or problem admits of homographic

transformation, may frequently be much simplified; as, for

instance, in the pairs of reciprocal properties a and a of Art. 236,

a and a of Art. 245, a and a of Art. 299, the demonstrations

of which are comparatively easy (239) when, in the first case of
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each, one of the four lines of the tetrag^ram is at infinity, and

when, in the second case of each, one of the four points of the

tetrastigni is the polar centre of the triangle determined hv the

remaining three
;
positions into which, if not originally in them,

thej may at once be thrown by boni(^raphic tnuufonnation, and

so placed in the circumstances moat faTOunUe to their estab-

lishment.

3*. In the homrnjrapliic trnnsfvrinatiin of (intj jiijurr F into

another F'j t/w corrcsjtomimts to any assitpitdJipe potnts [or lines)

of the original^ no thru of trhick are ooHimear{ar oonctirrenf), wuty

be made to lie on {or touch) a cureUf g¥oem or kJeem arbitrary.

To prove this, it is only nceessary (380) to shew iint, for

every quintet of points (or I'mes) A^ R, C^D^R, no three of

which are coUinear (or eoncurreat), a corresponding quintet of

concyclic points (or tangents) A\ B'j C\ D^ E may be found

on (or to) any g^ven circle, satisfying the five oonditioiis

\A\BC'DE\ - \A.BCDE\, \V,(TDEA'\ - \B.CDEA\,

{C,I/E'A'B]^[C.DEABl [iy^A'ff(r]^lD^ABC],

[E.A'BCn] - [E,ABCD] ;

wliicii will manifestly be tlM eiae if any <wllinMr (or eoncwront)

quiiitit A", B^y (T, Zr, ^, e«n be fiNmd iitiifying the fivo

corresponding conditions

{B"C"n'E'']^{A.BCDE], \(rirE"A'^^[B,CDEA]^

[J/'E^A^BT] - [CDEAB], [ETA'-B^C] - [D,EABC\^

\A"B"CrLr]»[E.ABCD\',

inasmuch as their five connectors (or intersections) with any

arbitrary point on (or tangent to) the circle, will of course de-

termine, by their five second intersections with (or tangents to)

the circle, a concyclic quintet of points (or tangents) A\ B\ C\
Dy E' satisfying the required conditions. And that every two

D and E of the five points (or lines) Ay By Cy Dy E determine

such a colUnear (or concurrent) quintet with the three intenec-

tions (or connectors] of tlieir line of connection (or point of in-

tersection) DE with the three sides (or vertices) BCy CAy AD
of the triangle determined by the remaining three Ay By C\

may be readily shown as follows

:

Denoting by A', Yy Z the three intersections (or connectors)
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of the three lines (or points) BC^ CA, AB with the line (or

point) DE'y then since, immediately, by the general property

of Art. 285, {ZYDE] = [A.BCDE], [XZDE] = [B.CADE},

[YXDE] = [C.ABDE]i audi since, from the perspective of

A.XYZD or B.XYZD or C.XYZD with D.ABCE, and of

A.XYZE or B.XYZE or C.XYZE with E.ABCD, by 4°,

Art. 286, {XYZD] = [D.ABGE] and [XYZE] = [E.ABCD\i,

therefore &c.

It follows immediately, from this latter property, that every

figure^ locus of a variable point every six of whose positions form

an equianharmonic hexastigm (301, a), or envelope of a variable

line every six of whose positions form an equianharmonic hexa-

gram (301, a'), mMy he transformed homographically into a circle;

for, if transformed, by the above, so that the correspondents

to any five of its points (or tangents) shall lie on (or touch)

a circle, the correspondent of every sixth point (or tangent)

must, by virtue of Its connection with the five, lie on (or touch)

the same circle (305) ; and therefore &c. Thus : 1°. Every

figure, locus of a variable point determining in every position

an equianharmonic hexastigm with five fixed points, or envelope

ofa variable line determining in every position an equianharmonic

hexagram with five fixed lines (301, a and a) ;
2°. Every figure,

locus of a variable point connecting with four fixed points by

four lines, or envelope of a variable line intersecting with four

fixed lines at four points, having any constant anharmonic ratio

(333, e and e) ;
3°. Every figure, locus of a variable point con-

necting homographically with two fixed points, or envelope of

a variable line intersecting homographically with two fixed

lines (338, Cor. 2°) ; 4°. Every figure, locus of a variable point

the rectangle under whose distances form two fixed lines, or

envelope of a variable line the rectangle under whose distances

form two fixed points, is constant in magnitude and sign (340,

Cor. 2°, a and a) ; may be transformed homographically into

a circle; and all their properties admitting of homographic

transformation, such as their harmonic and anharmonic proper-

ties, consequently inferred from the comparatively simple and

familiar properties of the circle. See Chapters XV. and xviii.

;

all the properties of which, not involving the magnitudes of

angles, arc consequently true, not only of the circle, but of

all the figures above enumerated also.
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It follows also, from the same property, that Jive jxn'nts (or
' n or taken arhUrarily^ completely determine any
.' J j.iiphic to a circle ; for, if transformed, by the above,

so that the correspondents of the five points (or tangents) shall

lie on (or touch) a circle, all the other points (or tangents) of the

figure are then implicitly given, as the correspondents to the

several other points (or tangents) of the circle ; and there-

fore &c.

<7mv, •',,.'. ''
.'i. r. f\ n. F r r.':,-.

/loni'Hjruj , .
' ~

AA, liJi, CO, DD, EE vj :th

ihiin ; for, since, for tl liug potuts ^or t;i:

J, li\ G\ D, K of I , . J06), [A,ARCL>.^
,

{B.AB(TUE\ - \(T,AB(yUE\ - \U,AS(TDE\ -
\E,AffC'UE\ , therefore, for the five given points (or tangents)

^, B^ C, Z>,E of the figure, by (380) and (381, 20'), [A .ABODE]
^'{B.ABCDE] »[0,ABCDE] - {D.ABCDE]^[E^BCDE];
and, sinoe, of eadi of these five latter homographic pencils (or

r iv^
. f <tir rays (or points) are actually given, therefore, of each,

. ., ray (or point) is implicitly given; and therefore dec

386. Of the numerous properties of tbe intersBdng and

important class of fignrea into which tbe circle may be trana-

formed homographically, tbe few following, derived on the

preceding principles frt>m those of the circle, may be taken aa ao

many examples illustrative of the utility of the proceas of homo-

graphic trantformation in modem geometry.

Ex. l". No Jtgur9 komognphie lo m eircU oomU Asm eitM^r ^Atm eoi-

linear point* or thrt* eomemrmt tunjf$nt%.

For, if, of a figure homographie to a eirele, thrc« pobta wer« eoUtiiMr,

or three tangents oonourrent, thsn, of the eirele iteelf, by (981, 1"), the

three eorrecponding points should be collineer, or the thne eoriespending

tangents eoneurrent; and therefore &e.

N.U. Tbe only exception to this fbndamental property oceurs in the

cases noticed in connection with property 1" of the preceding article (366),

when the figure is in one or other limiting state of its general form, and

has either an infinite number of collineer points lying on one or other of

two definite lines, or an infinite number of concurrent tangents passing

thruugh one or other of two definite points. See the general remark 2° of

Art 31 ; of which the abore and all similar exceptional cases supply so

many illustrations.

VOL. II. T
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Ex. 2". Nojigure homographic to a circle could have either three pointe

at infinity or three parallel tangents.

This is manifestly a particular ca«e of the general property of the pre-

ceding article ; all points at infinity being collinear, and all parallel lines

concurrent (136); and therefore &c.

N.B. As, in the process of homographic transformation of one figure

into another, the correspondent to any line of the original may be thrown

to infinity in the transformed figure, (See 2° of the preceding article),

a circle will consequently be transformed hamographically into ajiqure hating

two distinct, coincident, or imaginary points at injinity, according as the line

whose correspondent is thrown to inanity in the transformation intersects it

at two distinct, coincident, or imaginary points (21). Since, in the parti-

cular case of coincidence, the original and transformed lines are tangents to

the original and transformed figures (19), a circle may ccmseqiiently he trans-

formed hamographically into afigure having a tangent at infinity, by merely

throwing to inanity, in the transformation, the correspondent to any tangent

to itself. The transformed figure possesses in this latter case, as will be

seen in the sequel, some special properties peculiar to the case.

Ex. 3°. In every figure homographic to a circle, every three points {or

tangents) and the three corresponding tangents {or points) determine two

triangles in perspective (140).

For, both properties, by examples 3° and 4" of Art. 137, being true of

the circle itself, are consequently, by properties \° and 20° of Art. 381,

true of ever)' figure homographic to it; and therefore &c.

N.B. The consequences resulting from this general property applied to

the particular cases, when two of the three points are at infinity, the third

being arbitrarj', and when one of the three tangents is at infinity, the re-

maining two being arbitrary, are left as exercises to the reader.

' Cor. The above, in the general case, supplies obvious solutions of the

two following problems : given, of a figure homographic to a circle, any

three points {or tangents) and two of the three corresponding tangents {or

points), to determine the third corresponding tangent {or point).

Ex. 4°. In every figure homographic to a circle, every six points {or

tangents) determine an equianharmonic hexastigm {or hexagram) (301).

For, both properties, by a and a' of Art. 305, being true of the circle

it*elf, are consequently by 12° of Art. 381, true of every figure homographic

to it; and therefore &c.

N.B. By virtue of this general property, every system of six points on

(or tangents to) any figure homographic to a circle possesses all the pro-

perties of a system of six points (or lines) determining an equianharmonic

bexnstigra (or hexagram). See Arts. 301 to 304.

Cor. If, in the above, while any five of the six points (or tangents) are

supposed to remain fixed, the sixth be conceived to var}-, and in the course

of its variation to coincide successively with each of the five that remain
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fixed; tlie theorems of Pascal and Brianchon (302, a and a*) applied to the

five eaxes of cointldence, supply ready aoluUon* bj linear constructions

only, without the aid of the circle, of the two foUowi^ problems : j^ren nf

ajigwr* kamofrajtkie to a eireUt aajr JIrt poimta (or tsmgmU$)t to dtUrmunt

tkeJbM torruptmdimg tarngmU {mr poinU). For, of the time eolHneur in-

tersections of pairs of opposite sides (or concurrent conaeetoi of pairs of

opposite vertices) of any one of the aizty hexagon* datormiiMd by the aix

point* (or tangenu), in the geaoral poettioo of ^ ^arable point (or

Thnt rnrrnapnnitinf to thn nppoaite iidr (nr Ttrfm) of tlw pentagnB

mine in any poaition of eoineidenee, fives at one* tiia Hai of

cunnrctiun (or point of intersection) of the two ooioeidont pobta (or Unm\
that is ( lU and '20) the tangent (or point) corraapondtng to that position ;

and therefore &e. So* al*o 2P of the preceding aiticl*.

Ex. y. In 99$ry Jlgmr$ ktim9fr^fkie to a earvlf, m vmriMa paimt (er

tmtptmi) itUrmmm mitk erery J^mt JUti ptinta (er toi^wM^^ a rariahU

qtmrUt of ray* (er poitUt) hmBimg a eomdmd mmkmnmemio ratio.

For, both piopaitie*, by m and tf of Art. 8O0| beiag tne ot me circie

itself, are eoMsquently, by 13° of Art. 381^ tnM of ovory igwe
graphic to it; and therofcr* fte.

Ck)iL I**. From the Int part of the abore, ^^plied to the particuUr <

when two of the foor fixed point* are th* tvo^ real or iauiginary, at whieb,

the figure intersecu infinity (aee Ex. 3*, DOta); it *ppear* at ooe*^ a* shown

already in Art. 312 for the paftlenlar eaae of tb* eifdo, that—

Jn Mwry Jignn kamofnipkie to m ctreU, tkt amgU temnmttmf a mtrwUt
with any two JiMdpoimta ff tkojipiro iMcutimm comalami trnMatmamit ratio

hj/ <A* amgk eoiuwetim§ it witk tlw hoo poiml*^ root or jmagimorjft at wUek
thojiaaro iaitroodtt infinite.

OoB. 3". From tb* seeood part of the flame, applied to the pwlifflilar

ca*e when, for a figure having a tangent at infinity (eeo Ex. 2°, note), om
of the four fixed tangents, whaterer be the poaitiona of the remaining

three, is the tangent at infinity, it follows at ooce, by Tirtue of the general

property of Art. 275, Uiat

—

When ajiguro komograpkie to a cirth hao a taagont at mjimitgt '^
tegment ofa vanabh inUrc^ptod &y omjf twojSrod tamgonU it cut ia a ea»-

ttaat ratio fty erery thirdJUod tamgaat to thojigaro.

Cos. S*. Since, in the aaao eaaa, by Ait. M, Cor. 8*, A, the Tariable

circle circumscribing the trian^ detcrauaed by the Tariable with any two

of the three fixed tangents, b the preceding eonrflary, pa**e* in every

poaition throo^ a fixed point on the circle circomaeribing tb* triangl* deter-

mined by the three fixed tangents; it follows eoneaqomitly from the same,

by virtue of the property referred to, that

—

Whoa a Jigart homogrophic to a eirelo ha$ a tamgtat at iajtmilgt iho

oariahk eireU cireumaarikiag tho triaagU iotoradaai kg a vawiaUa with aag

twoJLcoi tangomt* to thojigart, pamm tkroiigk aJbaipoiaL

T2
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Cor. 4*. From both part* of the above, applied to the case when, for

nny figure, the constant anharmonic ratio of the quartet of rays (or points)

determined by the four fixed points (or tangents) with the variable fifth

point (or tangent) = - 1, in which case the four former are said to form an

harmonic system, it follows, precisely as shewn for the circle itself in

Art. 311, Cor. 3°, a and a', that—

Ih everyfigure homographic to a circle, when four points {or tangents)

form an harmonic system, the pair of tangents {or points) corresponding to

either pair of conjugates are concurrent {or coUinear) with the connector (or

intersection) of the other pair.

Cor. 5°. From the converses of the two preceding properties, shewn

with themselves for the circle in the place above referred to, and also on

other principles in Art. 257, it follows immediately, as shewn for the circle

iUelf in Art 258, that—

a. In every figure homographic to a circle, the segment intercepted on a

variable by any two fixed tangents is cut harmonically at the corresponding

variable point and at its intersection with the connector of the two correspond-

ingfixed points.

a'. In every figure homographic to a circle, the angle subtended at a

variable by any two fixed points is cut harmonically by the corresponding

variable tangent and by its connector with the intersection of the two corre-

spondingfixed tangents.

Cob. 6°. From the first of the two preceding properties, applied to the

particular case when the two fixed tangents are the two, real or imaginary,

whose points of contact are at infinity (see Ex. 2°, note), since then the

second point of harmonic sectiuu in every position of the variable tangent

is at infinity, it follows consequently, by virtue of 3°, Art. 216, that

—

In every figure homographic to a circle, the segment intercepted on a

variable by the twofixed tangents, real or imaginary, whose points of contact

are at infinity, is bisected at its point of contact with thefigure.

N.B. With respect to the numerous inferences from the two very fertile

properties of the present example, it may be observed generally that, by

virtue of them, all the properties established for the circle in (Chapters XV.
and XVIII. not involving directly the magnitudes of angles, are true

generally of all figures into which circles may be transformed homcgra-

phically ; the circumstance that such figures may have real points at infinity

(Ex. 2°, note) giving rise sometimes, as in Cors. 2°, 3°, 6° above, to im-

portant modifications not occurring, from the absence of that circumstance,

in the case of the circle itself.

Ex. 6°. In every figure homographic to a circle, a variable point {or

tangent) connects {or intersects) homographically with every two fixedpoints

{or tangents).

For, both properties, by examples c and tf of Art. 326, being true of the

circle \iae\t, are consequently, by property 14° of Art. 881, true of every

figure homographic to it ; and therefore &c.

1
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CoH. 1°. From the second part of the above, applied to the ease of a

figure baring a tangent at infinity (Ex. 3", note), since then, whateTcr be

the positions of the two fixed tangents, their two points at infinity are cor-

responding points of the two homograpbic dirisions determined on them bj

the rariable tangent, it follows consequently, by Tirtue of the general

property of Art. 330, that

—

IFktH ajiffttn hmmogropkie to m eirtU hat m tmmfmi ti m/lmiijf, • varMNs
Umgtnt d$nd«$ nwry hio, mmd UUnJhn mtt,JU*d taitptmU nmilaHif.

Cor. 2**. From the aeme^ applied to the particular ease when, for any

figtire, the two fiied tangents are the tw<^ real or inugtnary, whose pointa

of eontact are at infinity (Ex. 2*, note), sinee then their eommon interaeo-

tton b the point on each corresponding to that at infinity on the other, it

follows consequently, by virtue of the particular property of Art. 331, Cor.

that—

fit mmrfjfyyrt komogrMpkie to a eardli^a mriaib djimmmu wUk tit <w»

Jktd ImiftmU, rtal «r hmagmarfit whom peintt qf nmtnti tn at uf/bii^, m
trianffU o/eimttamt arta.

Cor. 3°. From the same again, applied to the case vhen the two fixed

tangents, whaterer be their combw abaolote direelioa, an parallel, unea

then the point on eadi correepondbg to that at bUfaiity on the other is U»
point of contact with the figure, it follows consiiqiaaBllyf bj firtaa of th*

general property of Art. 331, that—

it eawy Jlfun kmmofn^m t» m nrov, a rvrvaMi mdmmt$ miM eeery

twoMstJ leiMeRdu wkt$§ HftttiKKt arw wtfMtttL at Aee wariaUt jmmCsl lAe

rtttaaflt madtr wkom iKatamma from tkoir ime Jttod pomtt of eomlact it

eonftenl m wiooMttuio oml smm.

Cor. 4°. Since, for any two fixed tangents, the point on each correspond-

ing to that at infinity on the other, tn their boraognphie division by a
variable tangent, is that of its intetaeetion with the aeeond fixed tangent

parallel to the other (Kz. V\ it follows also tnm the same, by virtue of the

same general property of Art. 331, that

—

JW oooryfigurt homogmpkie to a nreb, a variaiU tengomt itUtrtoeta wUk
took pair ofoiffoeont tid$» of ang Jtxodparotttiogrmm oxoerAod to Ikofgrno,

at a pair of vanViMr puinti, tko Todaagto aador wkoot dbteMCse frook tkoar

pair^mom oont^rmimouo ttiromiHoo ia ooaatant mi wtagwHaJk ami tipt.

Cor. 0". From the two parts of the above, by virtue of the two general

properties a and o' of Art 340, it appears that

—

a. Im mooryfgaro komograpkie to a eirdo, tko amgU tuHoaiod hp a vorv

aAl$ at aap two Jtjtod point* (ftkojlgturo imtoretpt$ mpwwutt^ eomdaml

matpiUttdo on took of two flxod iutoo, amd otto ttgwwnta kavimg JUtd
middle point* on *aek oftwo otkorjixod iiaat.

a'. In amyjfyar* komograpkie to a eir^, tko ttgmont inUrtoptod on a

mriohU by any twofUod tangont* to tko figaro tabtond* angle* of eonttant

magnitadt at taek of twojbod piAU*^ and oko aagbt hamngJUoil middU
lino* at tack of two otkorJUod puint*.
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Cob. 6". And, from both parts, again, by virtue of the two general pro-

perties a and a' of Cor. 1° of the same article (340), that

—

a. For every figure homographic to a circle, there exist two points

(tUwaya real) the rectangle under whose distances from a variable tangent

to thefigure is constant in magnitude and sign.

a. For every figure homographic to a circle, there exist two lines

{sometimes imaginary) the rectangle under whose distancesfrom a variable

point on thefigure is constant in magnitude and sign.

From the first of these latter properties it follows, as shewn in Art 340,

Cor. 3^, b, that, i/» everyfigure homographic to a circle, the locus of the inter'

sections of all pairs of rectangular tangents is a circle, which of course opens

out into a line in the particular case where the figure has a tangent at

infinity.

That the two lines in the second property are the two tangents to the

figure whose points of contact are at infinity (Ex. 2°, note), is evident from

Cor. 6^ of the preceding combined with Cor. 2° of the present article ; and

the same may also be shewn directly in a variety of ways.

Ex. 7^. When, of anyfigure homographic to a circle, two variable points

(or tangents) connect through {or intersect on) a fixed point {or line), the

two corresponding tangents {or points) intersect on {or connect through) a

fixed line (or point).

For, both properties, by Cor. 3° of Art. 166, being true of the circle

itself, are consequently, by 1° and 20^ of Art. 381, true of every figure

homographic to it ; and therefore &c.

N.B. Every point and line related to each other, with respect to any

figure homographic to a circle, as in both parts of the above general pro-

perty, are said, as in the cose of the circle itself, to be pole and polar to each

yther with respect to the figure ; and the entire nomenclature connected

with the subject of poles and polars, as employed in Chapter X. with respect

to the circle, being extended in the same manner to every figure possessing

the corresponding properties, it follows evidently, for the same reason a«

above, from the nature of those properties as given in that chapter, and

from the fundamental relations of homographic figures as stated in articles

380 and 381, that generally—

In every case of the transformation of a circle into any figure homo-

ffrapfue to it, every point and line pole and polar to each other (165), every

two points or lines conjugate to each other (174), every ttco triangles or

otherfigures reciprocal polars to each other (170), every triangle or other

figvrt reciprocal to itself (170), Sf-c. with respect to the circle, are trans-

formed into correspondents of the same nocture similarly related to each

tther with respect to thefigure.

Cob. From the second and first parts of the above, applied respectively

to the particular cases when the fixed line, or polar, is at infinity, and

when the fixed point, or pole, is at iofioity ia any direction, it follows at

once that

—
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a. In eMTjffigw homoffrofkle to m eirekf milpain of points at whiek
the eorrupondiny tmtgmtt an paraM eMnael tkramgk a ftnipahii, tkt

poie with retpeet to Atfigmn oftkt Bm at h^lmip,

a'. In everyJIgitre homograpkie to a eirek, allpain oftmmgemia wMm
ehortU of contact an parallel intenoet om a fixed lim*f tMe polar wUk rv*

tpect to thefigure ofthe poitU at iiffimtp im the dinetio* eftko tkmrdi.

N.B. The pole of the line at infinity and the wveral poUfs ptMlsg

through it of the Mveral points at infinity, poMwn eome rMaarkabU pro*

pertie* with iMpeet to the figure { the prineipal of which will •ppctf&«
the geoonl property of the next ezampie^ to which we now proceed.

Ex. 8^ When, of amt/ figmn homogmphie to m eirrle, fwio varlabk

points [or tamgtmts) oommeet tkromgk {or tmterteetom) aJlxodpoiid(orUm)f

the haroamie eoi^mpato with mupoet to them of the fbcod pobU {or Bm)
mtoeo om {or tamo romad) afixed Brno {or poimt).

For, both propeitiae, by • and or of ArL tM, being tnw of the ttrd«

itaelf, are consequently, by 10* and SO' of Art. 881, true of every figure

hoaagraphie to it i and therefore Ac
Onu From the flnt part of the above^ applied to the particoUr cmm

when the fixed line, or polar, ia at infinity. Aod when the fixed point, or

pole, b at infinity in any diivetiflii, it follows immediately, by Tirtoe of ^,
Art. 21G, that—

a. Imooer^JIgmn Ae—fywylfa to a drele, eoery chord of the f^mt^
which pamto tkroagk the polo ff tJke Bm at infinity is bimetod at thai

point.

fl*. In ooorjfjiffart oomo^rapmB to fl otrelef toorp chord Of tm fufoxo

wham dIroiHon patom tkroofh amp poimt at imfimttp io bioteted bp tka poktf

ofthmtpokU.

By virtue of tbcee two important properties of every Ignn bomographie

to a ciiele, the pole of the line at infinity, as bisecting every chord pamlng

through it, is termed the eentn of the figure, and the polar of every point

at infinity, as hiserling evm^ ohord parallel to the direetion of the point, is

termed a diameter of the figum That every dimnettr paaaee through

the ocotvt, and thus derives its name, is evident, either generally from tb*

eonaideration that, as its pole lies oo the line at infinity, it consequently passes

itself through the pole of that line, or partieulsrly, from the consideratioo

that, as bisecting every chord whose direction passes through its pole, U
oonsequently bisects the partisular oas whiah psssss thloagh lbs sMlre.

In the particular case when the figure bas a taagsnt at fatfialty (Ex. f,

note), the pole of the line at infinity being then its point of eontact witli

the figure (165, 4^), the centre coneequently is at iafinity, and every

diameter eoosequently psrallel to its direction.

In every figure aot having s tangent at infinity, every two diameters

whoso direotioos pass each through the pole of the other (174) srv termed

eoi^v^aU diameters of the figure t they, evidently, bisect each all chorda

parallel to the other, pass each through the points ofoontaet of the two tan>

gents parallel to the other, and, like nil other conjugate lines of the figure
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(269), are harmonic conjugates to each other yikh respect to the two central

Ungents of the figure, that is (165, 6") to the two tangents, real or imaginary,

whose points of conUct are at infinity. The two lines bisecting the two pairs of

opposite sides of any inscribed parallelogram, as bisecting each a pair of

chords parallel to the other, are consequently a pair of conjugate diameters

of the figure ; and so, for the same reason, by virtue of the property a'

Cor. 1°, of the preceding example, are the two connecting the two pairs of

opposite vertices of any exscribed parallelogram also. In the particular

case when the figure is itself a circle, all pairs of diameters intersecting at

right angles are evidently pairs of conjugate diameters, and conversely all

pairs of conjugate diameters evidently intersect at right angles.

Of the diflferent pairs of conjugate diameters, all of which, aa just

observed, divide harmonically the angle, real or imaginary, determined by

the two central tangents to the figure, the particular pair which bisect that

angle, externally and internally, and which are consequently at right angles

to each other, are termed the axes of the figure ; they evidently bisect each

all chords perpendicular to itself, and consequently divide each the entire

figure into two similar, equal, and symmetrical halves, reflexions of each

other with respect to itself (50). For figures having a tangent at infinity

(Ex. 2°, note) two axes also exist, but, for such figures, the centre being at

infinity, one of the two axes is consequently also at infinity, and but one

therefore at a finite distance. For the circle itself, every diameter is

evidently an axis.

For a given figure homographic to a circle the centre and axes may be

readily determined a» follows : drawing any two pairs of parallel chords in

different directions, the two connectors of their two paurs of middle points

are two diameters of the figure which by their intersection consequently

determine the centre ; should the centre thus determined be at infinity, any

two parallel chords perpendicular to its direction determine evidently, by

their two middle points, the axis not at infinity; and should it not, any

circle concentric with it, and intersecting the figure, determines evidently,

by its four intersections (see 50), an inscribed rectangle whose two pairs of

opposite sides determine, by their two pairs of middle points, the two axes.

In the particular case when the fig^e is itself a circle, the directions of the

axes determined by this latter part of the construction become, as they

ought, indeterminate.

Ex. 9^. Every two triangles reciprocal polars to each other with respect

to anyfigure homographic to a circle are inperspective ; and their centre and

axis ofperspective tirepole and polar to each other toith respect to thefigure.

For, the first part of the property, by 1°, Art. 180, being true of the

circle itself, is consequently, by Ex. 7°, note, and 1°, Art. 381, true of every

figure homographic to it; and the second part, by virtue of the general

property of Art. 167, being evident alike for circle and figure, therefore

^0. This general property evidently includes as particular cases those

given in Ex. 'S^ of the present article.

Conversely, every two triangles in perspective are, with their centre and
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mxii o/per$pectiv«, reciprocalpolar$ to each otherwM rMf$ei to a mmjitt^fywr*

homutffraphie to a circU, which it implicitly ffivon wAcn tJkt triamfUt thorn

odoot art ffiven. For, if A and A', B and R, C and C (aee fig*. « and «',

Art. 295) be the three pair* of corresponding Tertiee* (fig. a), or ade«

(fig. a'), of the two trknglea ; O and / their centre and axis (or axii and

centre) of perspective; U, V, IT the three points of intaitectiea (or lines

of cooneetion) of the three linet (or points) AA\ BB", CC' with the line

(or point) /; D and I/, B and f, /"and P' their three pairs of interseo*

tione (or connectors) with the three pain of Unee (or points) BCvaA B'C,
CA and C'A', AB txA AB"; and, O and 0\ J7and H', JTaad K' tho

three pairs of coUinear points (or eooeurreot lines) which diride hannoni*

eally tlie throe pairs of segment* (or angles) AI/ and A'D, BB' and B'B,

CF' and C'F (330) ; then, sinee, from the inTolutioo of the three triads of

•agmenta or angles AD, A'D, and OU-, BE', BTB, and OVi CF*, C'F,

and OW (999, m and a*), and the eonaeqaent haimonieiBm of the three

qtmrteu of poinu (or rays) O, OT, O, U\ H, W, O, V\ K, K', O, W
(370), the six poinU (or lines) O and (7*. H and H', K and K* detarmnw

an equianharmonie heustigm (or hexagram) (296, Cor. 9^, thsjr are eoo-

•equently six points on (or tangents to) the same Igors bomographis to •
eirele (Ex. 5"); which figure being determined by any ftre of them {V,

Art. 380), and being rach that the nine pairs ot p^ts (or lines) A and D*,

B and E\ Cand F'\ A' utA D, B' tsA B, C %nA F} O and CT, O and V,

O and W are pairs of eoojogates with respect to it (Ex. 9*), thwalBi* ftcu

Ex. I(f. Bvtrjfjlgw kmmogrwfkk to a «irclf htitrmeii (tfr mditmdi)

karmoideaOg tMt tknt Mm {or —

y

lw) ^ escry tiaagk m^'foe^ir^eal

with rttpect to itttlf; amd^ eommtne^, everf triamgU wAss* thrct ttdet (or

tmglet) art bttermetod (or mblomtM) hat sssirfwi^f ly tfay fiV^ kamo^

grafUt to a eirete U mff-rociproemi wUk rmfoei to tktjigwrt.

For, both propertiss, by m and •' of ArL 259, being true of the eirel*

itself, arc consequently, bry 1(P and 20^ of Art 881, true of ereiy ftgnra

homographic to it { and thetalbre Ste.

Oivm, o/ajtjfmro Aomopropkie to a ctrefa, a $tl/ roeiproeal triamftt ABC^
mtd tho porition of tho eomtro O, the diroetioH* of the two control tangonto

{root or imogimarjf) tmd ^ tho two axoo (oAmys root) aiay bo rttdify dolor

muwd M /bUomo : The three fines OA, OB, OC, eonneeting the oentro

ith the three vertiess, and the three parallels OA', OB', OC through tho

centre to the three opposite sides, of the triangle, determining (by Ex. 8*^

three pairs of conjugate diameters OA and OA', OB and OB", OCand OC'
of the figure; the two doable rays (real or imaginary) Oif and ON (MO),

and the two rectangular rays (always real) OI and 01' (371, Cor. 2°), of the

inTolotion they determine (368, Ex. 2^), are respeetiTcly the two pairs of lines

in question (Ex. SP). In the particular ease when O is the pc^ eentrs of

the triangle ABC {16»), the three pairs of lines OA and OA', OB and OB-,

OC and OC being rectangular, so therefore are aU pairs of conjugates of

the iuTolution they determine, snd the directions of the axe* are conae>

quently indeterminate; as they ought, the figure being then a circle (168).
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That, in the $ome ea$e, the Jigure itself ia implicitly given, may also be

readily sheum a* follows : If P and P', Q and Q', Ji and It' be its three

pairs of intersections with the three diameters OA, OB, OC, and X, Y, Z
the three intersections of the latter with the three sides BC, CA, AB of the

triangle; then, the three central chords PP", QQ', RR' being all bisected

at O, and cut harmonically at the three pairs of points A and X, B and Y,

C and Z respectively (Ex. 8°), therefore (220) OP* = OP'* = OA . OX,
OQ^m 0Q'*=' OB.OY, OR' = OR* =OC.OZ; relations which give at

once the six points P and P', Q and Q', R and R', and therefore the figure

itself (385, 3^). In the particular case when O is the polar centre of the

triangle ABC (168), the three rectangles OA . OX, OB.OY, OC.OZ
being equal in magnitude and sign ; so therefore are the six semi-diameters

OP and OF, OQ and OQ', OR and OR'; as they ought, the figure being

then a circle (168).

More generally, given , of a figure homographic to a circle, a self-reci-

procal triangle, and a point and line pole and polar to ea^h other

:

tlie two tangents, real or imaginary, to the figure through the former,

and the two intersections, real or imaginary, of the figure with the

latter, may he readily determined as follows; li A, B, C be the

three vertices (or sides) of the triangle, O and I the point and line

(or line and point), and wl', B', C the three intersections (or connectors)

of the latter with the three opposite sides (or vertices) BC, CA, AB of

the triangle; then, the three pairs of lines (or points) OA and OA',

OB and OB', OC and OC being (174 and Ex. 7°) pairs of conjugates with

respect to the figure, the two double rays (or points), real or imaginary,

OM and ON of the involution they determine (299) are (370) the two

tangents (or points) in question (Ex. 8°), and their two intersections (or

connectors) with /, are the two corresponding points (or tangents) (Ex. 1°).

That, in the same case, the figure itself is implicitly given, may also be

readily shewn as follows: If G and G', H and II', jSTand ^' be its three

pairs of intersections with (or tangents through) tlie three lines (or points)

OA, OB, OC; X, Y, Z the three intersections (or connectors) of the

latter with the three opposite sides BC, CA, AB of the triangle; and U,

V, Jr their three intersections (or connectors) with the line (or point) /;

then, the three pairs of points (or tangents) G and G', II and H', A' and A",

dividing, as they do, harmonically the three pairs of segments (or angles)

AX and OU, BY and OV, CZ and OW respectively (Ex. 8°), are con-

sequently given (230), and with them of course the figure itself (385, 3^).

Ex. 11°. In every tetrastigm (or tetragram) determined byfour points

on (or tangents to) anyfigure Itomographic to a circle, the three intersec-

tions {or connectors) of the three pairs of opposite connectors {or interaec-

ti4m$) determine a self-reciprocal triangle with respect to the figure.

For, both properties, by a and a of Art. 261, being true of the circle

itaelf, are consequently, by Ex. 7°, note, true of every figure homographic

to it ; and therefore &c.

N.B. By virtue of the above, all the properties established for the circle.
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in the serenil ooroUarie* of the article referred to in their proof (261), with

the applications of them given in the two succeeding artides (26:t and 363),

•re seen at ouoe to hold, without modification of any kind, not onljr for the

circle, but for every figure into which the circle may be tiaarfbnMd bono*

graphically also.

That, for every figmrt homogrvfkk to a eirele, tht ux mrtS»m (er

dde$) ofwerjf heo telf reetproemi trUmglet dattnmbm « tfalmJtmmtmie

ktxattigm {or htj^ram) ; appears, in precitaly the same Banaar aa fn*

the circle itself. See Art. SOt, Cor. 3°.

Ex. 12>. /w everyfigure kmrn^rojlkh tom mek, \fA mmdA\ Bmmi B',

Ctatd C be the three pain ef eppoeUe eammeioeo {or ioieroettiom) ^tha
tetrastigm {or tetragram) deUrmimed Ay emtf femr fixed peimie om {or

Umgemtato) the fifire, mmd I a oariaUe pomi {or tamgemt) ^ tMe /Ifurt

;

tkoH, te everppotUiam^I, tke tkrot roeUm§kolA . 1A\ IB.lBr, IC.IC
are to each other^ two oad two^ im eamiiamt rmiioo.

For, since, by Ex. 61*, the tariabla point (or laaigaot) /, in the e^one of

its variation, divides homographically the three pairs of angles (or Mgnenta)

SC and CB', CA' and AC\ Att and BA\ th«r«(ort» by Cor. Art. SS8,

the three ratioa

IIB IC\ flC IA\ flA IB\

[liT
''

Ijr)' VIA'
'' ICT \IB ' lAJ

are constant in magnitude and aiga ; and therefore &e.

fi.B. That, for the circle itself, the thiM raotawftoa, ia Iha ttrmwr mm
art all equal, and in the latter ease are proportional to the thiM OA . 0A\
OB . OB, OC. OC, where O ia the centre of the drele, haa bata ahtwn in

Cor. \0\ Aru 6-.>, and in «", Cor. f. Art. 170| froai which, of eourse, the

above would have followed also, by Tirtoa of tha ganeral rdatioaa of ooa-

struction given in Art. 3S4, but by a proecaa oa the whole loM simple and

instructive than that actually employed for their eatabllshmenU

CoE. From the above, applied to the partieular ease wban two of tha

four fixed points (or tangents) coincide with the remaining two, ainea than,

of the six lioes of connection (or poinu of intersection) of tha tatiaatigm

(or tetragram) they determine, four necessarily coincide, while the remain-

ing two are the two tangents (or points) eomapooding to the two coincident

pairs of points (or tangenu), it follows oonaeqnently that—.

Jn everyfigwre hamutgre^pUe to u drrttt \f A arnd B bo aay twofixed
tangents {or points), C the eomieetor {or intersection) of the two eorro-

eporndbiff points {or iangentt), and I a variable point {or tangent) ; then,

bt every pooition of I, the rutto IA .IB : IC* is constant in wtagmtude

and sign,

N.B. That, for the circle itself, the constant ratio, in the former case

1, and in tiie latter case « OA . OB : OC", where O is thu centre of the

circle, has been shewn in Art 48, £x. 0^, and in Art 179, Cor. 1**} f^om

which, aa above observed for the general propertiaa, those of the corollary
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itself would have followed by virtue of the general relations of construction

giTen in Art. 384.

Ex. 19^. In every figure homographie to a circle, if A, B, C be the

three sides {or vertices) ofany fixed triangle inscribed {or exscribed) to the

figure, and I a variable point {or tangent) of the figure ; then, in every

position qfl,
a b * _n
lA^IB^IC '

where a, b, c are three multiples, whose ratios to each other, ttoo and two,

are constant in magnitude and sign.

For, if A', B", C be the three lines of connection (or points of intersec-

tion) of the three fixed Tertices (or sides) of the triangle ABC with any

fourth fixed point on (or tangent to) the figure ; then, in every position of

I, since, by the preceding example, the three rectan^es lA . lA', IB . IB',

IC. IC are to each other two and two in constant ratios, and since, by

Cor. 6^ (or 4°) of Art, 82, from the concurrence (or collinearity) of A', B', C\

a'.IA'^b'.IB'^c'.IC' = 0,

where a', b', & are three multiples, whose ratios to each other two and two

are constant in magnitude and sign ; therefore &c.

N.B. That, for the circle itself, the three constant multiples are propor-

tional, in the former case to the three sides a, b, c, and in the latter case to

the three differences s - a, »-6, s - c between the semi-perimeter and the

three sides, of the triangle ABC; maybe readily seen from Cor. 3°, Art. 64,

and from Cor. 1°, Art 179; or the reader may easily prove the same inde-

pendently for himself.

Ex. 14°. In every figure homographie to a circle, if A, B, C be the

three sides {or vertices) of anyfixed triangle exscribed {or inscribed) to the

figure, and I a variable point {or tangent) of the figure ; then^ in every

position of I,

a.IA^^h.IB^\e.IC=Q,

where a, b, c are three multiples, whose ratios to each other, two and two,

are constant in magnitude and sign.

For, ifA'tB", C he the three sides (or vertices) of the corresponding

fixed triangle inscribed (or exscribed) to the figure; then, in every position

of /, since, by Ex. 10°, Cor. the three rectangles IB . IC, IC. IA, IA .IB
are to the three squares lA", IB^, IC* respectively in constant ratios, and
since, by the preceding example,

IA' ^ IB^ IC'^ '

where a', V, <f are three multiples, whose ratios to each other two and two

are constant in magnitude and sign ; therefore &c.

N.B. That, for the circle itself, the three constant multiples are propor-

tional, in the former case to the three sides a, b', c, and in the latter case
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to the three differences f - c, r - **, / - «' between the semi-perimeter

and the three sides, of the triangle A'B^C, sppears at once, by rirtue of the

•bore demonstration, from the note to the preceding example ; or, as there

observed, the reader may easily prore the same independently for himselfl

Ex. 16^ In every figure hmmograpkte to a drefa, tf A^ B^ C he the

three verticea {or ndea) of amnfixed triangle M^ ree^reeal wUk reepeei to

thefigmre, and I a variabte tangent {or point) of thefifwre; tkem, m every

poriHomqflf
a.IA*^b.IB'*e.IC*'0

where a, b, c are three amUiftle$f wkoee ratioe to eaek otMer, two mmd two^

are constant in wtagmUnde and etgm.

For, if X and F be the two fixed points (or tangents) of the figure

which are coUinear (or concurrent) with any two, A and B, of the three

ertieea (or sides) of the fixed triangle ABC, and with which they conse-

quently determine, by Ex. l(y*, the harmoab row (or pencil) A, B, X, Ti
then, since, by Ex. 7*, the two oorresponding Axed tangents (or points)

pass through (or lie on) the third Tertex (or side) C, therefore, in erery

position of /, by Ex. IS*, Cor. the reetangle IX, II' is to the square of IC
in a eonstant ratio i and it remains only to shew that, in every position of /,

the same reetan^e is eonneetod with the sqoares otIA and Zfi by a relation

of the above form.

The four points (or lines) A, B, X, T being eollinear (or ooncorrent)

therefore, by Cors. 4'' and 0* of Art. 82, wbaiever be the podtion of the lin«

(or point) /,

{AB or sin AB) JTZ • > {BX or lin BX) Zd 4 (JX or sin AX) IB,

{ABortinAB) ITm- (BY or tin Br)IA ^ {ATat tin AY) IB,

from which, multiplying, renenberiag that, from the hannonieism of the

system A, B, X, Y, by relations (1) and (!') Art. 219.

{AX or tin AX).{BY or tm BY) i {AY ox tin AY)JiBX at wiBX)mti,

it follows, immediately, that

{AB or sin AB)\ IX. lY" {BX or sin BX). {BY at sin BY) . Uf
^ {AX at iknAX) .{AY ox fan AY) .IIP

^

which being, in either case, of the form in question, therefore &e.

N.B. For the circle itself, the quantities, to which the three oonatant
multiples a, &, c are proportional, are eTideoUy given for the latter ease in

the relation of ArL 264. and ean from the eaaM, of eoorae, be at onoe
inferred for the former ease by Dr. Salmon's Theorem, given in ArL 170.

The reader however can have no difficulty in determining them directly in

either ease for himself.

387. With the four foUowiug general properties of any two
homographic figures we shall conclude the present chapter.

r. For anjf two hmographic Juptreo F and F\ the two
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correspondents 7, and /,, in the two figures^ of a variable iwint or

line 7, moving according to any law, generate two homograpJiic

figures G^ and G^^ in which all pairs of corresponding elements^

whether points or lineSj which coincide with each other are the

game as in the originalfigures.

For, the two figures (r, and G.^^ generated by the two variable

points (or lines) 7, and 7^, being each homographic with the figure

G^ generated bj the variable point (or line) 7 (384), and there-

fore homographic with each other (380), therefore &c. as regards

the first part ; and since, when any two points (or lines) A^ and

A^ of G^ and G^ coincide, then evidently the point (or line) A
of G^ to which they correspond in the original figures 7* and F'^

coincides with both, therefore &c. as regards the second part.

N.B. As, for two homographic rows of points or pencils of

rays having a common axis or vertex (341), so, for two homo-

graphic figures of any kind F and 7^', every point or line at or

along which a pair of corresponding elements coincide, is termed

a double point or line of the figures. It was shewn in Cor. 4°,

Art. 383, that, for two homographic figures of any kind, no more

than three independent double points or lines could exist unless

the figures altogether coincided; and it will be shewn in the

next general property (2°) that, for every two homographic

figures, three double elements of each species (two of which

however may be and often are imaginary) do always exist, and

constitute in fact the three elements of each species (vertices

and sides) of the same triangle A.

2°. For every two homographic figures F and F^ however

situated^ there exists a triangle [unique or indeterminate) A

;

whose three elements of either species [sides or vertices) constitute

each a pair of corresponding elements [lines or points) ofthe figures

coinciding with each other.

For, if X„ r„ Z, and Z„ !'„ Z, be the two triads of colli-

near points (or concurrent lines) corresponding in the two figures

to the same arbitrary triad of colllnear points (or concurrent

lines) X, y, Z regarded as belonging first to one and then to the

other figure; and A^ B, C the three lines (or points) which

intersect with the three axes (or connect with the three

vertices) of the three homographic rows (or pencils) determined
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by tlic three triads of corresponding points (or rap) X„ JT, X,

;

yj, F, F, ; Z,, Z, Z, at (or by) three triads of corresponding

points for rays) 6'„ U, U,', F,, F, F,; IF„ IF, T»; (Ex. 10°,

Art. 353) ; the three lines (or points) Ay B^ C, fts determining

three pairs of corresponding lines (or points) of the figures V^U
and UU^, F.I'and FF, IF, IF sod WW^ (380) which coiodda

with each other, detenuine consequently a triangle A wiuMe

tJiree sides (or vertices), and therefore whose three vertices (or

sides) also (380), fulfil the conditions in question; and there-

fore &c
N.B. The triangle A, when none of its elements are known,

cannot in general be constructed by elementary geometry ; but

if one of \u jtidcs (or vertices) A be known, the remaining two

B and (\ which may be real or imaginary, are given implicitly

with them, and may in all cases be determined immediately by

the corresponding construction a or a' of the problem Ex. 10*,

of Art. 353, applied to the arbitrary triad of points (or lines)

JT, F, Z and the two X,, F,, Z^ and JT,, F,, Z, determinable

from tlH»n by Cor. 1* of Art 88S.

3*. When, far two komograpkic fyurtt Fond /*, A» tkrm

doubU line* {or points) A^ B, C are eoneurraU [or ooUmear)^ iAs

fi^urw tkemaeloea are in per^edtve ; amd the potM of concwrrtmet

[or line ofcoUmearihf) i* their centre {or axia) of penpeetite.

For, if t/ and U', Fand F, IF and IF' be any three pairs

of corresponding points on (or lines through) the three double

lines (or points) A - A\ B^ B', C« C; and X and A", Fand T,
Z and Z\ dec any number of other pairs of corretq^onding

points (or lines) of the fig^nrcs; then since, by 380, being

evidently a double point (or line), {0. UVWXYZ &c] -
[O.UTWX'Y'Z' &c.|, and since, by hypothesis, 0U» 0V\
OV^OV\ OIF=OJr', therefore (268) OX^ OX', OY^OY',
OZtB 0Z\ &c; and therefore &c (141).

N.B. Since, for every two homog^phic figures F and Fy
every pair of corresponding lines L and Z' parallel to the two parti-

cular lines A and B' whose two correspondents A' and B coincide

at infinity are divided similarly by the several pairs of corre-

sponding points P and P', Q and ^, R and R^ 8 and S\ &c.

that lie on them (6", Cor. 2', Art. 382) ; and since, for every two
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figures F and F' in perspective with each other, the several lines

of connection PF^ QQ', RJR\ SS\ &c. of all pairs of correspond-

ing points P and P*, Q and Q\ R and R\ S and S\ &c. are

concurrent (141) ; it follows consequently that when two homo-

graphic figures F and F are in perspective, their two lines

A and B' whose two correspondents A' and B coincide at infinity

are parallel (Euc. vi. 2). In the particular case when the centre

of perspective is at infinity, since then all pairs of corresponding

points connect by parallel lines, and since consequently all

pairs of corresponding lines however situated are divided simi-

larly by the several pairs of corresponding points that lie on

them, the figures themselves consequently have a pair of corre-

sponding lines coinciding at infinity (3°, Cor. 4°, Art. 382).

4°. Every two homographic figuresF amd F\ which have not a

double line at infinity^ may he plxiced^ in two pairs of different

and opposite positions relatively to each other^ so a3 to be in

perspective with each other.

For this the following (always possible and determinate)

construction, based on the note to the preceding property 3°,

has been given by Chasles. On any pair of corresponding lines

L and L' of the figures parallel to the two A and B' whose two

correspondents A' and B coincide at infinity (4°, Cor. 2', Art 382)

taking arbitrarily any two pairs of corresponding points P and

Fy Q and Q ; drawing through them (by Ex. 1°, Art. 353)

either of the two pairs (always real) of corresponding lines

PO and FO^ QO and QO' for which the two pairs of angles

OPQ and O'FQ^ OQPandL O'Q'F are equal in absolute mag-

nitude, and for which consequently the pair of corresponding

triangles POQ and FOQ &tq similar; and placing the figures,

in either case, in either of the two opposite positions, relatively to

each other, in which the pair of corresponding points and (7,

and the two pairs of corresponding lines OP and O'P, OQ and

0*^ shall coincide; the four resulting positions thus obtained

are positions of perspective.

For, since, in each, for all pairs of corresponding points

Pand P*, Q and (7, R and R, /Sand /S", &c. on the pair of

(then parallel) corresponding lines L and L (by 6°, Cor. 2°,

Art. 382) PQ:FQ' =PR:FR = PS:FS' = &c therefore

(by Euc VI. 4) their several lines of connection PF, QQ, RRj
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SS'j &e. all coocar to the double point « 0' ; and therefore

&c See note to the preceding property 3".

In the particular caae when the two figures F and f have a

double line at infiuity, the above constmction of Ghaales^ be-

comes, as observed by himself, and as it ought, indeterminate

;

the ff/ureg kant^ thm^ in fad^ not two (o/ioagff natj^ hd am

iajuute number (tW or tmagwartf)^ cf poire cf ogrpoeiiepotMona

o/pavpedioe toAk tack otker. This is evident in the case of two

similar figures, for which, when both right or left, all pairs of

similar and opposite positions (33) are positions of perspective,

the double line at infinity being for all alike the common
axis of perq>ecttve (142); and, for any other two figures

of the same class, it appears readily from the oonttderation

that, if any two pairs of corresponding points P and P*,

Q and Q^ not at infinity, can be found for which in absolute

.

magnitude PQ = PQ^ the placmg of the figores in either of the

two positions in which P shall coincide with P', and Q with Q^
will place them in a pontion of perspective, by virtue of the

general proper^ 3* of the present article ; the point at infinity

on the double line PQ being then, by hypothesis, a third double

point on that line. And that, for wterji pair of correspoodlng

points P and P of the figarea, four different second pairs

Q and Qy on two pairs of corre^MMiding lines (real or imaginary)

passing thrr>ugh P and P*, can be found satisfying the required

condition, may be readily shown as follows

:

Drawing arbitrarily any two particular pair» ot corresponding

lines L and Z>', Jf and M* through any particular pair of corre-

8ponding points P and P ; then, since, for every other pair of

corresponding points Q and Q^ the two ratios QL : QL and

QM : Qli/r are given in magnitude and sign (Cor. 3*, Art. 382),

if, in addition, the ratio PQ : PQ he also given in absolute mag-
nitude (as it is in the case in question), the two pairs of corre-

sponding directions (real or imaginary) of the two lines PQ
and PQ (which when superposed, as above described, constitute

the axis of perspective of the figures) are manifestly given with

it ; and therefore &c
N.B. In every case when two homographic figures of any

kind are brought by any means into any position of perspective

with each other, it is evident, from the general property of

VOL. 11. z
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Art. 141, that, if either figure be turned through two right

angles, cither in its plane round the centre or with Its plane

round the axis of perspective, the other remaining unmoved, It

will be in perspective. In Its new as well as In Its original

position, with the other. From this, combined with the property,

above established in the general case, that two homographic

figures have In general but four different relative positions of

perspective with each other, it follows indirectly that if^ in any

position ofperspective of any two homographic figures F and 2^,

either figure receive both the above movements in succession^ the

other the while remaining unmoved^ its ultimate position as regards

the other is independent of the order in which the movements take

place. A property of figures in perspective which the reader

may easily verify directly for himself.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

METHODS OF GEOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATION.

THEORY OF CORRELATIVE FIGURES.

388. Two figures of »ny kind, F and /*, in which conre-

ipond, to every point of either a line of the other, to every line

of either a point of the other, to every connector of two points

of either the intersection of the two corresponding lines of the

other, and to every intersection of two lines of either the con-

nector of tiie two corresponding points of the other, are said

to be correlative when every quartet of coUinear points or con-

current ilneH of cither and the corresponding quartet uf concurrent

lines or coUinear points of the other are equianharmonic. Every

two figures reciprocal polars to each other with respect to any

circle (170) arc evidently thus related to each other (299).

As two anharroonic quartets of any kind, when each eqai-

anli with a common quartet, are eqoianhamionic with

eai ii : it follows at once, from the above definition, that

vrhen iwofigmru of any kind F and f" are eaeM correlative witA

a common /gure F^ tketf are komoffraphie with each other, (See

Art. 380).

389. Every two figures F and F" satisfying the four pre-

lliuliiary conditions, whether correlative or not, |>o!ises8 evidently

the following properties in relation to each other.

r. To every ooUinear tyttem of pointt or eoneurrent ty$tem

of lines of either^ oorre»p(md$ a ccmeurrent MUMtftA nffinet or oolli-

near system ofpoints of the other.

For, every connector of two points (or intersection of two

lines) of either corresponding to the intersection of the two con*

responding lines (or the connector of the two corresponding

points) of the other; when, for any system of the points (or

lines) of either, every two connect by a common Ime (or inter-

Z2
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sect at a common point), then, for the corresponding system of

the lines (or points) of the other, every two intersect at the cor-

responding point (or connect by the corresponding line) ; and

therefore &c.

2". To every two colUnear systems of points or concurrent

systems of lines of either in perspective with each other^ correspond

ttoo concurrent systems of lines or collinear systems ofpoints of the

other in perspective with each other.

For, the concurrence (or colUncarlty) of the several lines of

connection (or points of intersection) of the several pairs of cor-

responding constituents of the two systems, for either, involves,

by r, the coUinearity (or concurrence) of the several points of

intersection (or lines of connection) of the several pairs of corre-

sponding constituents of the two corresponding systems, for the

other ; and therefore &c. (130).

3°. To every two figures of the points and lines of either in

perspective with each other^ correspond two figures of the lines and

points of the other in perspective with each other.

For, the concurrence of the several lines of connection of

the several pairs of corresponding points, and the coUinearity of

the several points of intersection of the several pairs of corre-

sponding lines, of the two figures, for either, involve, by 1°,

the coUinearity ofthe several points of intersection of the several

pairs of corresponding lines, and the concurrence of the several

lines of connection of the several pairs of corresponding points,

of the two coiTCspondlng figures, for the other ; and therefore

&c. (141).

4°. To a variable point moving on a fixed line or a variable

line turning round a fixed point of either^ corresponds a variable

line turning round the corresponding fixed point or a variable

point moving on the corresponding fi^ed line of the other.

For, since every two positions of the variable point (or line)

connect by the same fixed line (or intersect at the same fixed

point) for the former; therefore, by 1", every two positions of

the variable line (or point) intersect at the corresponding fixed

point (or connect by the corresponding fixed line) for the latter

;

and therefore &c.

o. To a variable point or Une of either the ratio of whose

distancesfrom two fived lines or points is constant^ corresponds a
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vartahh line or paint of the other the ratio of whose distanoet

from the two corresponding fixedpoints or lines is constant.

For, since the variable point (or line) evidently moves on a

line concurrent with the two fixed lines (or turns round a point

tollinear with the two fixed points) for the former; therefore,

by the preceding property 4°, the variable line (or point) turn*

muiid a point coUinear with the two corresponding fixed points

(of moves on a line concurrent with the two corresponding fixed

lines) for the latter; and therefore &c.

6'. To a varuJ>le polygon of either all whose vertices move on

fixed lines and all teKom sides but one turn roundfijxd points^ or

converselyy corresponds a variable polygon of the other all whom

sides turn round the eorresponding fixed points and all whose

vertices but one move on th€ eorrtsponding fixed lineSj or con"

versely.

For, since, by 4*, to every variable point moving on a fixed

line (or variable lino turning round a fixed point) of either, cor-

responds a variable line turning round the corresponding fixed

point (or a variable point moving on the corrcs{K>nding fixed

line) of the other; therefore Stc

7*. To every harmonie row offour points or pencil offimr

rays of either^ oorrtsponds em harmomio pencil offimr rays or

row offour points of the otk&r.

For, as every harmonic row (or pencil) may be regarded as

determined by two angles and their two axee of perspective on

the connector of their vertieea (or by two segments and their

two centres of perspective at the intersection of their axes)

(341) ; and as, to the vertices and axes of perspective of any

two angles (or the axes and centres of perspective of any two

segments) of either, correspond the axes and centres of perspec-

tive of the two corresponding segments (or the vertices and

axes of perspective of the two corresponding angles) of the

other; therefore &c.

8°. To every pair of lines or points conjugate to each other with

respect to any segment or angle of either^ correspond a pair of

points or lines conjugate to each other with respect to the eorrc

»2>onding tingle or segment of the other.

For, as every two Imes (or points) conjugate to each other

with respect to any segment (or angle) intersect with the axis
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of the segment (or connect with the vertex of the angle) at two

points (or by two lines) which divide the segment (or angle)

harmonically (217) ; therefore &c. by the preceding property 7°.

9°. To every point and line pole and polar to each other with

respect to any triangle of either^ correspond a line andpoint polar

and pole to each oilier with respect to the corresponding triangle

of the other.

For, as every point and the intersection of its polar with

each side (or every line and the connector of its pole with each

vertex) of any triangle are conjugate to each other with respect

to the opposite angle (or side) of the triangle (250, Cor. 2°)

;

therefore &c. by the preceding property 8°.

10°. To a variable point or line of either determining with Jour

fixedpoints or lines an harmonic pencil or row^ corresponds a

variable line or point of the other determining with thefour corre-

spondingfixed lines or points an harmonic row or pencil.

For, the harmonicism of the quartet of variable rays (or

points) in every position of the variable point (or line), for either,

involving, by 7°, the harmonicism of the corresponding quartet

of variable points (or rays) in every position of the variable line

(or point), for the other; therefore &c.

11°. To every two equianharmonic rows offour points or

pencils of four rays of either^ correspond two equianharmonic

pencils offour rays or rows offour points of the other.

For, as every two equianharmonic rows of four points (or

pencils of four rays) may be regarded as determined, on their

respective axes (or at their respective vertices), by two quartets

of rays (or points) in perspective with each other (290) ; and as,

to every two quartets of rays (or points) in perspective, for either,

correspond two quartets of points (or rays) in pei*spective, for

the other (property 2° above) ; therefore &c.

12°. To every equianharmonic hexastigm or hexagram of

either^ corresponds an equianharmonic hexagram or hexastigm of

the other.

For, the equianharmonicism of the two pencils of connection

(or rows of intersection) of any two with the remaining four of

the six points (or lines) of the hexastigm (or hexagram) for the

former, involving, by the preceding property 11°, the equianhar-

monicism of the two corresponding rows (or pencils) of the cor-
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responding hexagnm (or hexastigm) for the latter; therefore

&C. (301). The same result follows also from the reciprocal

properties of Art. 302, bj virtue of the preceding property 1*.

13°. To a variable point or line of eiAer ddtrmining with

four Jixed points or lines a pencil or row having a eonstani anhar-

monic ratioj corresponds a variable Ims or point of tke oAtr

determining un'th thefour corretpomdutgfaaed lines or points a row

or pencil liaving a oonHamt emharmonie raiio.

For, the equiaobarmonicism of the two quartets of rays (or

pointff), in every two positions of the variable point (or line), for

the funner, iuvulviug, by 11*, the equianhanuoDictsm of the two

corresponding quartets of points (or rays), in every two positiooi

of the variable line (or point), for the Utter; therefore &o.

14°. To every two kotsiogre^ie rows of points or pamls of

rays cf either^ correspond two komogn^MepmeHs ofrags or row§

ofpoints ofiks other.

For, the equianbarmooieisni of every two qoarteta of corre-

sponding constituents of the two rows (or pencils), for the former,

involving, by 11*, the equianharmonioiam of ereiy two quarteli

of corresponding constituents of the two mrrMpnn<ling' pendk
(or rows), for the latter ; therefore &c (8S1).

15*. To two homographie eooawi rows cr eomemUrie pemeOs ef

either in involutioH wiA eaek other^ eorrsspoitd two homographie
eonoeiUrie pemeds or coaxal rows of the other in isnehuion toiU

each other.

For, every interchange of corresponding constituents of the

two syiitoms, for either, involving evidently a corresponding in>

terchauge of corresponding constituents of the two corresponding

systems, for the other; the interchangeability <^ every pair of

corresponding constituents, for either, involves consequently the

interchangeability of every pair of corresponding constituents,

for tljc other ; and therefore &c. (357). The same result follows

aUo from tlic general property of Art. 370, by virtue of the pre-

ceding property 7*.

16*. To the double points or rags of ang two homographie

coaxal rows or concentric pencils of either^ correspond the double

rags or points of the two corresponding concentric pencils or coaxal

rows of the oOier.

For, every coincidence of corresponding constituents of the
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two systems, for either, involving, evidently, a corresponding

coincidence o( corresponding constituents of the two correspond-

ing systems, for the other ; the two coincidences, real or imagi-

nar}', of pairs of corresponding constituents, which constitute

the two double points (or rays) for the former, correspond,

consequently, to the two coincidences, real or imaginary, of

pairs of corresponding constituents, which constitute the two

double rays (or points) for the latter ; and therefore &c. (341).

17°. To a variable point or line of either connecting or inter-

secting with twofixed points or lines homographically^ corresponds

a variable line or point of the other intersecting or connecting with

the two correspondingfixed lines or points homographicaUg.

For, the equianharmonicism of every two quartets of corre-

sponding connectors (or intersections) of the variable with the

two fixed points (or lines), for the former, involving, by 11°,

the equianharmonicism of every two quartets of corresponding

intersections (or connectors) of the variable with the two corre-

sponding fixed lines (or points), for the latter; therefore &c.

(321).^

18°. To a variable point or line of either the rectangle under

whose distancesfrom two fixed line^ or points is constant^ corre-

sponds a variable line or point of the other the rectangle under

whose distances from two {not necessarily corresponding) fixed

points or lines is constant.

For, the variable point (or line) of the former connecting

(or intersecting) with every two fixed positions of Itself homo-

graphically (340, Cor. 2°) ; and the variable line (or point) of

the latter consequently, by the preceding property 17°, intersect-

ing or connecting with every two fixed positions of itself homo-

graphically ; therefore &c. (340, Cor. 1°).

1 9°. To a variable point or line of either whose angle of con-

nection with two fixed points or chord of intersection with ttco

fixed lines intercepts on a fixed line or subtends at a fixedpoint a

segment or angle of constant magnitude^ corresponds a variable

line or point of the other whose chord of intersection with the two

corresponding fixed lines or angle of connection with the two cor-

respondingfixedpoints subtends at a {not necessarily correspond-

ing) fixed point or intercepts on a {not necessarily corresponding)

fixed line an angle or segment of constant magnitude.
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For, the variable j>oint (or line) of the former connecting (or

intersecting) with the two fixed points (or lines) horoographicallj

(32j, a and a] ; and the variable line (or point) of the latter

consequently, by 17°, intersecting (or connecting) with the two

corresponding fixed lines (or points) honiographically ; there-

fore &c. (339 and 340).

20'. For contittuous Jxijnres^ tht' Uitnj ut at ani/ j>''Ut'. >j i it/nr

correspond* to the point of contact of the corrt'j*jK>n'/tnij tani^tut to

the otheTy ami the point of contact of any temgent to either corre-

tponds to tJie tangent at the corresponding point of the other.

For, every connector of two points of either corresponding^

to the intersection of the two corresponding lines of the other,

and every intersection of two lines of either corresponding to

the connector of the two corresponding {loints of the other ; and

the coincidence of any two points or lines of either involving

the coincidence of the two corresponding lines or points of the

other ; therefore &c. (19 and 20).

390. From the fundamental definition of Art. 388, the fol-

lowing general property of any two correlative figures F and F"

may be readily inferred ; vis.

—

JfA and B he amy two Jued pointe {or lines) of eitherfigure^

A' andW the ttoo corresponding lines (or poiiOs) ofthe otksr^ I any
variable line [orpoint) oftksformer^ and 1' the corresponding point

{or line) ofthe latter ; then^for every position ofland F^ the ratio

ia constant
J
both in magnitude and sign.

For, if Z be the variable point of intersection (or line of con-

nection) of the variable line (or point) / with the fixed line

(or point) AD^ and Z' the variable line of connection (or point of

intersection) of the variable point (or line) F with the fixed

point (or line) A'B' ; then, since, by hypothesis, Z and Z' deter-

mine a homographic row and pencil (or pencil and row) of

which A and A\ B and B' arc two pairs of corresponding con-

stituents (388), therefore, by (328), the ratio

fAZ sin^'Z'X (tanAZ A\Z'\

\BZ ' smRZ') ®' Vsin^Z * B'Z'J >
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to which, in the corresponding case, the above is manifestly

equivalent, is constant both in magnitude and sign; and

therefore &c.

391. From the same fundamental definition, it follows, pre-

cisely in the same manner as the general property of the pre-

ceding article, that, for any two correlative figures F and i'",

If A^B^ G he any three fixed points [or lines) of either fi^ure^

A\ B\ C the three corresponding lines [or points) of the otlier^ I

any variable line [or point) of the former^ and I' the corresponding

point [or line) of the latter ; then^ for every position of I and /',

the three ratios

fBI BJ\ (CI CI\ (AI AI^\

\ CI ' CI') ' \AI ' AT) ' \BI ' Bt) »

or their three equivalents

\B'i' ' C'l'j ' [cr ' at) ' Ut * bt) '

any two of which manifestly involve the thirdj are constant^ hoth

in magnitude and sign.

For, as in the preceding article, if X, Y, Z be the three in-

tersections (or connectors) of / with J5(7, CA^ AB respectively,

and X', y, Z' the three connectors (or intersections) of T with

B' C, C'A^ A'B' respectively ; then, since, for the same reason

as in the preceding article, the three ratios

(BX %\nB'X'\
f
BmBX B'X'\

[cX'sinC'X') ^^ Uu(7X' C'X'T

(CY imC'T\ /sin CY C'Y'\

Ur'sin^TV ^^ VmAY' AYT
(AZ %mA'Z'\

f
HinAZ A'Z' \

[BZ'BinB'Z') ^^ VmBZ' B'ZT

to which, in the corresponding cases, the above are manifestly

equivalent, are constant both in magnitude and sign ; there-

fore &c.

CoR. r. The above supplies obvious solutions of the two

following problems : gir^n^ of either of two correlative figures F^

three points {or lines) A^B^C and a line [or point) />, and^ of the
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other F", the three corrtapondtng lines {or pouUs) A\ B\ C and

the comsponding point {or line) U ; to determme the line {or

point) E of the former F correepomding to any anumadpomt {or

line) E of the latter F, For, since, by the above,

BE BE' BD BD
OE' O'E'CD' C'U^

CE C'E CD CD
AE'TF' AD' AD'
AE A'E' AD AD
BE'WF^¥D' BD'

the three ratios BE : CE^ CE : AEj AE : BE^ which manifest!/

determine the position of the required line (or point) Ey are

consequently given ; and therefore &c.

As already observed for homographic fignres (Cor. 1*, Art. 883),

the particalar cases where the given point (or line) JST is at

infinity present no special peculiarity ; the three ratios B'E : C'E^

C'E' : vl A", A'E : BE having the values dn^'X' : sin CZ,',

nnCL'
'. An A'Ly wnAL : nnB'L' respectively, where L' is any

line parallel to the direction of iT, in the former case, and

being Mmply all 1 , in the latter case.

Cor. 3*. As three points (or linea) J, B, C of either of two

correlative figures Fy and the three corresponding lines (or

points) Ay B'j C of the other /*, detennine (888) three lines

(or points) BCy CAj AB o( the former, and the three correspond-

ing points (or lines) DC\ CA\ AB' of the latter; the solu-

tions of the two problems : giveny of either of two correlative

figures Fy four point* [or lines) Ay By C, /), andy ofike other F\
thefour corresponding lines {or points) Ay Dy C, D ; to deter^

mine the point {or line) E of the former F corresponding to any

assumed line {or point) E of the latter F ; may consequently be

regarded as included in those of the above ; the particular cases

where the given line (or point) F is at infinity, presenting, as

above observed, no exceptional or special peculiarity.

Cor. 8*. It appears also immediately from the above, that

toheny for two correlative figures F and Fy three points [or lines)

Ay By C of either Fare interchangeable with the three correspond'

ing lines {or points) Ay B'j C of the other Fy the interchange^
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ctbilxty of any independent line [or point) D of tfie former with

the correJtponding point [or line) D' of the latter involves the

interchangeability of every other line {or point) E of the former

with the corresponding point [or line) E' of the latter. For,

when, in the three relations of Cor. 1°, which as there shewn result

immediately from it, A and -4', B and B\ C and C are inter-

changeable, if, in addition, 1) and D' are interchangeable, then

necessarily, E and E' are interchangeable ; and therefore &c.

COR. 4°. For the same reason as in Cor. 2°, it follows of

course from the preceding, Cor. 3", that when^for two correlative

figures F and F\ four independent points {or lines) Aj Bj C, D
of either F are interchangeable with the four corresponding lines

{or points) A\ B\ C", U of the other F^ then every point {or

line) E of the former is interchangeable with the corresponding

line {or point) E' of the latter. Which is also evident h priori

from the fundamental characteristic of correlative figures (388)

that, for every quintet -4, 5, Cj Dj E of the points (or lines) of

either F and the corresponding quintet A'j B\ C\ B'j E' of the

lines (or points) of the other F^ the five relations [A.BCDE] =
[A'.B'C'B'E'}, {B.CBEA} = {B.C'B'E'A'}, [C.BEAB] =
{C'.D'E'A'B'l {B.\EABC] = {D'.E'A'B'C'l {E.ABCD} =
{E'.A'B'C'B'] must in all cases exist together; which, when

A and -4', B and B'j C and C, D and U are interchangeable,

would be manifestly impossible unless also E and E' were in-

terchangeable ; and therefore &c.

N.B. It will appear in the sequel that, for every pair of cor-

relative figures F and F^ there exists a unique pair of corre-

sponding triangles A and A', for which the three elements of

either species A^ Bj C of either, regarded as belonging to either

figure, correspond interchangeably, as supposed in the two latter

corollaries 3° and 4°, to the three of the other species A'j B\ C
of the other, regarded as belonging to the other figure ; and of

which, as in the corresponding property of homographic figures

(Note, Art. 383), though two pairs of corresponding elements

may be imaginary, the third pair are always real, \^^len the

two triangles A and A', thus related to the two figures F and F,
coincide, that is when the three pairs of interchangeable elements

A and A\ B and J?', C and C which determine them are the

tiu:«e pairs of opposite elements (vertices and sides) of the same
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triangle A ; then, as will appear also in the sec[ucl, all pairs of

corresponding elements D and D^ E and K^ &c, of the figures

are interchangeable as welL

392. On the converse of the property of the preceding article,

the following general construction for the double generation (26)

of a pair of correlative figures, by the siinultaneooB Ttriation of

a connected point and line, or line and point, has been based by

Chasles, the onginstor of the general theory.

If A^B^Cbethe Arte tidea {or vertice$) ami A\ J9', (T Ae
three corresponding vertices {or sides) of any two arbitraryJixed

triangles ABC and A'B'C^and I and F a variable point and

line [or line and point) so connected that^ in every position^ any

Uoo of the Arte ratios

(BI Rr\ (CI CT\ (AI A'r\

\cr C'lT Kai^ait \b2'WI;)'

cr of their Arte equivalents

(BI CI\ (CI AI\ (AI BI\
KB'r'aT)' VW*2T;» U1'''B'2T

and unA them efctmrve Ae Aird, are eonstani in magnitude and
aign ; Ae variable point and line {or Urns and point) I and I'

generate two correlative fyuree F and fy in which A and A\
B and £', C amd C correspond in pairs as line and point {or

point and line).

That the two figures F and F resulting from either mode
of generation are thus correlative, follows of course conversely

from the property of the preceding article ; but, as in the corre-

sponding case of homographic figures (Art. 384), it may be

easily sliewn directly that they fulfil all the conditions of con-

nection of the fundamental definition of Art. 38H ; for

—

r. To every point {or line) of the forvner corresponds a line

{or point) of the latter. This is evident from the law of their

generation ; every point and line (or line and point) / and /'

connected by the above rdations, whether generating pain or

not, thus corresponding with respect to them.

2*. 7o every line {or point) of the former corresponds a point

{or line) ofAe latter. For, when a variable point (or line) /of
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the former is connected, in every position, with the three fixed

lines (or points) Aj Bj Chy a. relation of the form

a.AI+b.BI+c.Cl = (a),

where a, J, c are any three constant multiples, then, by virtue of

the above relations, the corresponding line (or point) I' of the

latter is connected, in every position, with the three fixed points

(or lines) A'j B\ C by a corresponding relation of similar form

a'.A'I' + b'.B'T + c'.C'T=0 (a'),

where a', J', c are three other constant multiples whose ratios to

a, J, c respectively depend on and are given with those of the

same relations ; but, by the general properties of Arts. 120 and

85, the former relation (a) is the condition that the variable

point (or line) / should move on a fixed line (or turn round a

fixed point) 0, and the latter (a') is the condition that the corre-

sponding line (or point) /' should turn round a corresponding

fixed point (or move on a corresponding fixed line) 0'; and

therefore &c.

3°, To the connector of any two points [or the intersection of

any two lines) of theformer corresponds the intersection of the tico

corresponding lines [or the connector of the two corresponding

points) of the latter. For, since, to a line passing through any

two points (or a point lying on any two lines) of the former cor-

responds, by the preceding property 2°, a point lying on the

two corresponding lines (or a line passing through the two cor-

responding points) of the latter ; therefore &c.

4". To the intersection of any two lines [or the connector ofany

ttoo points) of the former corresponds the connector of the tico

corresponding points [or the intersection of the two corresponding

lines) of the latter. For, since, to two lines passing through any

point (or two points lying on any line) of the former, correspond,

by the same property 2°, two points lying on the corresponding

line (or two lines passing through the corresponding point) of

the latter ; therefore &c.

6°. Every quartet of collinear points [or concurrent lines) of

the former is equianharmonic with the 'corresponding quartet of

concurrent lines [or collinear points) of the latter. For, the four

connectors (or intersections) of any quartet /„ /,, /,, /^ of the
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points (or lines) of the former, whether coUinear (or concurrent)

or not, with any vertex (or side) ^C?or CA orABof the triangle

ABC being (by Cor. Art. 328) equianbarroonic with the four

intersections (or connectors) of the corresponding quartet /,', /,',

J^', // of the lines (or points) of the latter with the corresponding

side (or vertex) B'C or CA' or A'B' of the triangle ARC;
therefore &c (285).

6*. Eoery quartet of comeurrent lines {or eoUtneetr pointt) of

iht former is equianharmonic with the corresponding quartet of

eoUinear points [or concurrent lines) of the latter. For, the four

intersections (or connectors) of any qnartet 0,, O,, 0,, O^ of the

lines (or points) of the former, whether concurrent (or coUinear)

or not, with any fifth line (or point) O^ of the figure, being (by

the preceding properties 4* and 5*) equianharmonic with the

four connectors (or intersections) of the corresponding quartet

Ot'i 0^\ 0,', 0/ of the points (or lines) of the latter with the

corresponding fiAh point (or line) 0/ of the figure ; therefore

Ac (385).

That, for cither mode of generation, the three Tertioea and

sides of one correspond respectively to the three eorreeponding

sides and vertices of the other of the two fixed triangles ABO
and A'B'C^ns point and line and as line and point, in the two

resulting figures F and JT, is evident from the relations of

generation ; from which, as in the corresponding case of homo-

graphic figures (Art. 384), it follows immediately, in either case,

that the evanescence of any one or two of the three distancee

ATjBIy Cly for the former, involves necessarily the simultaneont

evanescence of the corresjionding one or two of the tlirec corre-

sponding distances A'i\ BT, C'I\ for the latter ; and there-

fore &C.

N.B. When, of the two arbitrary triangles of construction

ABC find A'B'C in either of the above modes of generation,

tlie three pairs of corresponding elements A and A'^ B and /}',

C and C are the three pairs of opposite elements (vertices and

sides) of a common triangle A ; the triangle d is then, with

respect to the two resulting figures F and F^ that to which

allusion was made in the note at the close of the preceding

article (391).
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393. From tho general constructions of the preceding article

the following consequences respecting the correlative transforma-

tion offigures may be immediately inferred, viz.

—

1°. Any figure F may he transformed correlatively into another

JT, t« which anyfour lines {or points), given or taken arbitrarily,

shall correspond to any assigned four points [or lines) of tlte

originalfigure.

For, of the four given pairs of corresponding points and lines

or lines and points, any three determine the two fixed triangles

of construction ABC and A'B'C\ and the fourth gives the

values of the three constant ratios of construction

(BI BT\ (CI CT\ fAI AT\
[Cr C'l'l ' \Al'' AT) ' \BI ' B't) »

and therefore &c. See Cors. 1° and 2°, Art. 391.

The obvious conditions, that when, for either of two correla-

tive figures F and F, three points are coUinear or three lines

concurrent, then, for the other, the three corresponding lines

must be concurrent or the three corresponding points collinear,

and that when, for either, four points by their coUlnearlty or four

lines by their concurrence form an anharmonlc quartet, then, for

the other, the four corresponding lines by their concurrence or the

four corresponding points by their coUlnearlty must form an equl-

anharmonic quartet, are the only restrictions on the perfect

generality of the above. The former condition may indeed be

violated, but, when it Is, as in the corresponding case for homo-

graphic figures (385, 1°), It Is easy to see, from the general

process of construction, that the figure for which the three points

are collmear, or the three lines concurrent, when their three corre-

spondents in the other are not concurrent, or collinear, must

(except for the fourth line or point of the other) have all its

points collinear, or all its lines concurrent, with the three. For,

if, in any position of I and T, any one, AI suppose, of the six

distances -4/ and A'I\ 2?/ and J5T, (7/ and CT be evanescent

when its correspondent AT is not, then in every position of

/ and i', from the constancy of the three ratios of construction,

cither the same distance AI, or each of the two non-correspond-

ing distances BT and <7T, is evanescent; and therefore &c.

See the general remark 2° of Art. 31, an illustration of which,
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as in the corresponding case of bomogr&pblc figures above

rc't'crred to, ia supplied by the above.

2". In the correlative trantfomuUion of anjf fyure F mto

another /*, the line [or anjf point) at infimty^ regarded a§ belomg'

ing to either^ may be made to correspond to any aeeign/edpowt (or

line)^ regarded as belonging to the other,

TbU followg at once from the preceding propertj 1*; the

three ratios of construction

fBI BT\ (CI CT\ fAI Ar\

being given as definitely (see Gors. I'and 2*, Art. 391) when, of

the given point and line, or line and point, / and 1\ one is at

infinity, as when both are at a finite distance ; and therefore &c.

By virtue of the above general property 1*, combined with

its particular case 2*, the tetraatagm or tetragram determined by

any four points or lines of F may be transformed oorrelatively

into a tetragram or tetrastigm of any arbitrary or convenient

form for F ; such for instance (see 2*, Art. 885) as the four sides

or vertices of a parallelogram of any form, or, more generally,

the three sides or vertices of a triangle of any form, combined

with any remarkable or convenient line or point connected with

its figure. By this means, as in the oom^nding case fmr

homographic figures (2*, Art. 385), the demonstration of a pro-

perty, or the solution of a problem, when sudi property or

problem admits of correlative transformation, may frequently be

much simplified ; as, for instance, in the three pairs of reciprocal

properties there referred to (2°, Art 385), whose direct demon-

strations are comparatively easy under the circumstances there

stated, and which under any other circumstances may be trans-

formed correlatively, each into the other, and brought by the

transformation under the drcumstances most favourable to their

establishment.

3°. In the correleUive tranefomtation ofaangfigureF into another

/*, the oorreepondeiUa to any assigned five points {or lines) of the

original^ no three of which are coUinear [or ooncwrrent)^ may be

mttde to touch {or lie on) a dreUy given or taken arbitrarily.

From tliis property, which may be proved in precisely the same

manner as the corresponding property of homographic figures

VOL. 11. A A
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given in 3°, Art. 385, it follows immediately that evet-y figure^ hcus

ofa variablepoint every six of whose 'positionaform an equianhar-

monic hexastigm (301, «), or envelope of a variable line every six

of whose positions form an equianharmonic hexagram (301, a'),

may be transformed correlatively into a circle ; for, if transformed,

by the above, so that the correspondents to any five of its points

(or tangents) shall touch (or lie on) a circle, the correspondent

to every sixth point (or tangent) must, by virtue of its connec-

tion with the five, touch (or lie on) the same circle (305) ; and

therefore &c. Thus, the four classes of loci and envelopes

enumerated in the article above referred to (385, 3°), may be

transformed, not only homographically, as there shewn, but also

correlatively, into circles, and all their properties admitting of

correlative transformation, such as their harmonic and anhar-

monlc properties, consequently inferred from the comparatively

simple and familiar properties of the circle. See chapters xv.

and XVIII. ; all the properties of which, not involving the magni-

tudes of angles, are consequently true not only of circles, but of

the several classes of figures there enumerated also.

It follows also from the same, as in the corresponding case

for homographic figures (385, 3°), that fve points {or tangents)^

given or taken arbitrarily^ completely determine any figure corre-

lative to a circle ; for, if transformed, by the above, so that the

correspondents of the five points (or tangents) shall touch (or lie

on) a circle, all the other points (or tangents) of the figure are

then implicitly given as the correspondents to the several other

tangents (or points) of the circle ; and therefore &c.

Given five points [or tangents) A^ J5, C, i), E of a figure cor-

relative to a circle^ the five corresponding tangents [or points)^

AAj BBj CCj DD^ EE of the figure arc given implicitly with

them ; for, since, for the five corresponding tangents (or points)

A', B\ C\ />', E' of the circle, by (306,) {A'.A'B'C'D'E'}

= [B'.AB'C'D'E] = [C'.A'B'C'D'E'] = [D'.A'B'G'DE] =
{E'.A'B'C'iyE']y therefore, for the five given points (or tangents)

Aj B, C7, 2), E of the figure, by (388) and (389, 20°), [A.ABODE]
= [B. ABODE] =

{
0.ABODE] = [D.ABODE] = [E.ABODE]

;

and since, of each of these five latter homographic pencils (or

rows), four rays (or points) are actually given, therefore, of each,

the fifth ray (or point) is implicitly given ; and therefore &c.
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394. Of the namcrous properties of the interesting and

important class of figures into which the circle may be trana-

formcd correlativelv, the few following, derived on the preceding

principles from those of the circle, and identical with tbooe

already derived from the same by homog^phic transformation

in Art. 386, may be taken as so many examples illustrative of

the utility of the process of correlative transformation in modem
geometry.

Ex. 1° No Jlgur$ eorr^aUM to • eirelt eonU kmm tUk$r thtM eoUinmr
pomU or thro0 eommtmnt tamgtmtt.

For, if, ofa figure oonvlative to a drde, either three points wer« ooUinear

or three tangents concurrent, tha, of the circle itwlf, by (389, 1°) the three

corrrtponding tangents should b« oooeurent, or the three corresponding

points oollinear ; and therefore &c
N.B. As in the correcponding piopeity of figures homographic to the

circle (386, Ex. 1**), the only exception to this ftiadamental property occurs

in the case* noticed in oonnection with property 1* of the preceding article

(393), where the figure is in one or other limiting state of its general form,

and has either an infinite number of coUinear points lying on one or other

of two definite hnes, or an infinite nnmber of concurrent taBgeats paaaing

through one or other of two definite pointa. Seo tbo gcntnl fanark T
of Art 31 ; of which the above and all aimHar aacaptktual easM Mipply so

many illustrationa.

Ex. 2**. NoJIgw tarrtUUm to • tinio otM horn mikmr IhmpomU mt

This, as in the corresponding property of figures homographic to the

circle (386, Ex. V), is manifeatly a particular case of the ganaral property

of the preceding article i all points at infinity being coUinaar and all parallel

lines concurrent (136); and therefore &c
N.B. As, in the proeeaa of correlative transformation of one figure into

another, the line corresponding to any point of the original may be thrown

to infinity in the transformed figure (see 2°, of the preceding article), a

eireU %ciU eonstquemti^ &e trttm^ormod eomiotiooty into a Jigurt kairimg ttco

dutimet, eotmeidotUt or imagmary pomta mi injlmijft according a$ tito point

whoa$ oorrMpondont M tkroion to fn/bntg m IMo IrontJbniuUion $uitend$ ii

bjf two diatiuct, oomeidoni, or itnaginarjf Umgoni* (21). Since, in the ])arti-

cular case of coincidence, the original point and correspondent line are a

point on and a tangent to the original and transformed figures respectiTely

(20), a ekroU majf oontoquontlg ho trano/ormod eorr$Iativolif mIo mjigur*

having a tamgont oi injlnitg, bg mmroig throwing to m/kutg m tho trantjor-

wudion tho eorrtapondont to any point on itto{f. As in the correcponding

case of figures homographic to the circle, the transfozued figure possessei

in this latter case, as will be seen in the sequel, some special properties

p(>tulinr to the ease.

A A2
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Ex. 3°. In every figure correlative to a circle, every three pointa {or

tangents) and the three corresponding tangents {or points) determine two

triangles in perspective (140).

For, each property, by examples 3° and 4° of Art. 137, being true of the

circle itself, the other consequently, by properties 1° and 20° of Art. 389, is

true of every figure correlative to it; and therefore &c. (For consequences,

see same Ex. Art. 386).

Ex. 4^ In everyfigure con'elative to a circle, every six points {or tangents)

determine an equianharmonic hexastigm {or hexagratn) (301).

For, each property, by a and a' of Art 305, being true of the circle

itself, the other consequently, by 12° of Art. 389, is true of every figure

correlative to it ; and therefore &c. (For consequences, see same Ex.

Art. 386.)

Ex. 6". In everyfigure correlative to a circle, a variahle point {or tangent)

determines with every four fixed points {or tangents) a variable quartet

of rays {or points) having a constant anharmonic ratio.

For, each property, by a and a' of Art. 306, being true of the circle

itself, the other consequently, by 13° of Art. 389, is true of every figure

correlative to it; and therefore &c. (For consequences, see same Ex.

Art. 386).

Ex. 6°. In every figure correlative to a circle, a variahle point {or

tangent) connects {or intersects) homographically with every two fixed points

{or tangents).

For, each property, by examples c and c of Art. 325, being true of the

circle itself, the other consequently, by property 14° of Art. 389, is true of

every figure correlative to it ; and therefore &c. (For consequences, see

same Ex. Art 386.)

Ex. 7°. When, of any figure correlative to a circle, two variable points

{or tangents) connect through {or intersect on) a fixed point {or line), the two

corresponding tangents {or points) intersect on {or connect through) a fixed

line {or point).

For, each property, by Cor. 3* of Art 166, being true of the circle itself,

the other consequently, by 1° and 20° of Art 389, is true of every figure

correlative to it ; and therefore &c. (For consequences and resulting defi-

nitions, see same Ex. Art 386).

Ex. 8°. When, of any figure corrective to a circle, two variable points

{or ta).gents) connect through {or intersect on) afixed point {or line), the har-

monic conjugate with respect to them of the fixed point {or line) moves on {or

turns round) afixed line {or point).

For, each property, by a and a' of Art. 259, being true of the circle itself,

the other consequently, by IC and 20° of Art. 389, is true of every figure

correlative to it; and therefore &c. (For consequences and resulting defi-

nitions, see same Ex. Art 386).

Ex. 9°. Every two triangles reciprocal polars to each other with respect

to anyfigure correlative to a circle are in perspective ; and their centre and

axis ofperspective are pole and polar to each other with respect to thefigure.
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For, the first part of the propertj, by 1" Art. 180, being true of the

circle iUelf, is cooaequentl}', by 1** Art. 389, true of erery figure correlatiTe

to it ; and the second part, by rirtue of the general property of Art, 167,

being evident alike for circle and figure; therefore &c (For consequences,

see same £x. Art. 286).

Ex. 10^. EveryJtgttrt corrtlatitet to a dreU inUrttcU (or mtUntdt) httr-

moHicaliy the thrte tides {^or onylee) of etery tritingU $elf-ret f̂nc$tl wUk
retpeet to iteelf: mitd eomperteiy, etery Irianyle wkote three aide$ (or mmflet)

are inter$eeted (or $itbtended) harmomieatty iy anyjigwre eorreUtipetoaeirtte

ietelf-reaproeal with retpeet to ikefiyme.

For, Moh pn^)erty, by m and a* of Art 850, being true of the eirde

itself, the other consequently, by 10° and W* of Art 989, is true of orery

figure correlative to it ; and therefore &c. (For coosequenoes, see same

Ex. Art. 386).

Ex. 11**. In eeery tetra$tigm{or tetrwgram) deUrmimed hy famrpomie on

(or tamyente to) any Jtywe eorrtktiwe to m tbtl$t the tkreo mierteetioiu {or

eonneeiort) of tMe tkree pair$ <^ oppotite eoimeetort {or iiUerteetio$u) deter-

mine a $el/-r»etproeat triattyle teith retpeet to thejtymre.

For, each property, by « and a' of Art. 261, being true of the eirelo

itself, the other oonseqnently, by Ex. 1°, is true of crery figure eorrelativo

to it| and thsnltara fta (For eoiist(|wnees, see Arts. S6I, 902, 263).

Ex. 1 2*. In everyJlymre eorr^atioe to a cvvb, if A md A% S umd R,
snd C* ho lAe tkree mmts e^ oppotiLt emuteeiort lor itUerteeiioM) <^ tk§

tttrMtiym {or totrayram ) dettrmimtJ ly mayfemrJtted puimte em (sr tomgtmte

to) thefigure, and la oariaUe point {or tangent) of tkefiymre t tken, m oeery

poeUionofI,thetMreereotanyleeIA.lA\IB.IS',JC,IC'0retoea€kotker,

ttho and two, in eonttant ratiot.

These properties follow from Ex. if*, prsoissly in the same saoner as for

figures homographio to the circle in the oorrespondiog example of Art. 386,

and lead precisely to the same consequences; see note and corollary to that

example in the artiele referred to.

Ex. 13^. In eetry fiynre eerr^atioe to a mreJSi, if A, B, Che the tkree

tidtt (or eortieeo) of anyfixed trimn^ ineerihed {or orterihed) to tkefiyura,

and la oariaUe point {or tanpemt) tftkefiymre : tkem, ineoery pooitiom ofJ,

m.IB,IC^h.IC.IA^a.IB.IC'0,

where a,h,€ ore three muUipUt, whote ratiot to each otker, ttto and two, or*

eonetant in mayniiude and lign.

Tliese properties follow from those of the preeeding example (12°), pre-

cisely as for figures homograph ie to the circle in the eorrespoDdia^ example

of Art 386 ; and the three multiples o, h, e Iuts for the eirele itself the

same Tslues given for those figures in the note to that example.

Ex. li'. In every figmre eorretatioe to a eirele, if A, B, C he the three

tidtt {or vertices) of any fixed trimnyle exterihed {or imterihed) to thefigure,
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and I a variable point {or tangent) of thefigure ; then, in every poaitiott of I,

o.Z4* + i.JBl + c./C*=0,

where a, b, e are three multiples, whose ratios to each other, ttoo and ttoo, are

constant in magnitude and sign.

These properties follow from those of the preceding example (13°), pre-

cisely as for figures homographic to the circle in the corresponding example

of Art. 386; and the three multiples a, b, c have for the circle itself the

same values given for those figures in the note to that example.

Ex. 16°. In every figure correlative to a circle, if A, B, C be the three

vertieee {or sides) of any fi>xed triangle self-reciprocal with respect to the

figure, and I a variable tangent {or point) of the figure ; then, in every

position of I,

a.IA*+b.IB* + c.IC*^0,

where a, b, c are three multiples, whose ratios to each other, two and two, are

constant in magnitude and sign.

These properties follow from examples 10° and 12°, precisely in the same

manner as for figures homographic to the circle in the corresponding

example of Art. 386 ; and the three multiples a, b, c have for the circle itself

the same values as for those figures. (See note to the example in question.)

N.B. From the properties of figures correlative to a circle given in the

examples of the present article, compared with those of figures homo-

graphic to a circle given in the corresponding examples of Art. 386, the

reader will at once perceive the complete identity existing between both

classes of figures ; and can consequently, in investigating their properties

from those of the circle, employ in every case whichever mode of transfor-

mation appears best adapted to the case.

395. With the four following general properties of any two

correlative figures we shall conclude the present chapter

:

1°. For any two correlative figures F and F^ the ttoo corre-

spondents /, and 7g, in the twofi^ures^ of a variable line or point

7, moving according to any laWy generate two homographic figures

G^ and G^, in which all pairs of corresponding elements.^ whether

points or lineSj which coincide with each other^ haw the same cor.

respondents in the two originalfigures.

For, the two figures G^ and G^ generated by the two variable

points (or lines) /, and I^ being each correlatiye with the figure

O generated by the variable line (or point) / (392), and there-

fore homographic with each other (388), therefore &c. as regards

the first part ; and since, when any two points (or lines) A^
and A^ of G^ and G, coincide, then evidently the line (or point)

A of G^ to which they correspond, corresponds in the two original
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figures F and F to the point (or line) of coincidence, therefore

&c as regards the second part.

2°. For every pair of correlative Jiguree F and JT, houmer

situated
J
there exists a pair of correeponding tricmglea {u$ngue or

indeterminate) A and A', f>r which the three demmt$ of either

species {vertices or sides) of either are interehangeaMej a» regards

the fgureSf with the three corresponding elementt of the other

species (sides or vertices) of the other.

This follows from the preceding property 1', by virtue of the

general property 2* of Art. 387 ; for, since, by the preceding

property T, the two correspondents /^ and /, of a variable point

(or line) /, moving according to any law, generate two homo-

graphic figores O^ and C,, of which every double element of

either species (point or line) has the same correspondent in the

two original figures F and F ; and, since, for the two generated

figures 0^ and (?,, there exists, by the general property 2* of

Art 387, a (unique or indeterminate) triangle A', whose three

elements of both species (vertices and ndes) are double elements

of those figures ; therefore, for the two original figures /* and F^
there exist two oorre^nding triangles A and A', whose nx
pairs of corresponding elements of opposite species (of which

two are always real though the remaining four may be imagi-

nary) are pairs of interchangeable ootrespoiideiiU with req>ect

to them ; and therefore dec

3*. When^for two correlative fguires F and F^ the two eon^
spending triangles A cmd A' determined by the six pairs of
interchangeable dements ooincidcj that all pairs of oorreeponding

elements are alike interchangeable; and the figwru themselves are

reciprocal polars to each other with reepect to the fyure homo^

graphic to a circle whose centre is the correspondent in botJi to the

line at infinity, and with respect to which the triangle ofooineidenoe

is self-reciprocal.

To prove the first part If ^, ^, C be the three vertices

(or sides) of the triangle of coincidence, with which the three

opposite sides (or vertices) BCy CA, AB are, by hypothesis, in-

terchangeable as pairs of corresponding elements of the two

figures ; / any arbitrary line (or point) ; /^ and /, the two points

(or lines) correspoudliig to / in the two figures ; -ST, T, Z the
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three intersections (or connectors) of / with j5C, CA^ AB re-

spectively; and Z7, and 27^, F, and F^, W^ and W^ the three

pairs of intersections (or connectors) of the three pairs of lines

(or points) AI^ and ^/„ BI^ and BI^^ CI^ and GI^ with the same

three lines (or points) BC^ CA^ AB respectively; then, since,

by the fundamental definition of correlative figures (388),

[BCXU^ ] = [A.CBU^X] = [BCXU^] (285 and 280),

{CAYV^] = [B.ACVJ]=[CAYV;\ (285 and 280),

{ABZW^} = {C.BA W^Z] = [ABZW^] (285 and 280),

therefore, at once, the three pairs of points (or lines) U^ and ?7^,

F, and F,, W^ and TF^, and with them consequently the pair

/, and /g, coincide ; and therefore &c.

To prove the second part. If be the point (or line) corre-

sponding, by the first part, to the line (or point) /, in the two

figures ; Z7, F, W the three intersections (or connectors) of the

three lines (or points) AO^ BO, CO with the three BCj CAj

AB respectively ; and G and G\ H and H\ K and K' the three

pairs of points (or lines) which divide harmonically the three

pairs of segments (or angles) UX and J5(7, VY and CA^ WZ
and AB respectively, and which consequently, as / and vary,

are, by the above relations, the three pairs of double points (or

rays) of the) three involutions (357) determined by the three

variable pairs of points (or rays) U and JT, F and F, W and Z
on (or at) the three lines (or points) BC, CAj AB respectively

;

then, since, in every position of / and 0, the three pairs of

points (or lines) U and X, F and F, W and Z are pairs of con-

jugate points (or lines) with respect to the figure homographic

to a circle determined by the three pairs of fixed points (or

tangents) G and (?', II and H', A' and K' (386, Exs. 4° and 10°),

and since consequently the line and point (or point and line) /
and themselves are in every position polar and pole (or pole

and polar) to each other with respect to that figure ; therefore &c.

the pole of the line at infinity with respect to any figure homo-

graphic to a circle being the centre of the figure (386, Ex. 8*, Cor.),

and every triangle whose three sides (or vertices) are intersected

(or subtended) harmonically by any such figure being self-reci-

procal with respect to the figure (386, Ex. 10°).
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4°. Every two correlative fgureM F andF way he placed^ hi

two different posittont relatively to each other^ «o that every pair

ofcorretponding elmnente ehall be inter^umgeaibU hetweem them/

and 80 OM eoMequently (6y the preceding property fT) tohe rteipti>'

cal polars to each other teith respect to a JUpere homograpkie to a
circle.

For this the foUowiog (always possible and determinate)

coD8tructioD, baaed on the preceding property 3*, has been given

by Chasles : Taking the tvro points and P which correspond

in F and F respectively to the line at infinity /, and which

it is evident must both be either at a finite or at an infinite

distance (388) ; drawing through either of them any three

arbitrary lines Uj K, W intersecting with / at three points

JT, }', Z, and through the other P the three lines X'y Y'j Z'

which correspond in i^ to the three points X, Y^Z'va F^ and

which intersect with / at three points V\ F*, W corre^Kmding

in F to the three lines JJ^V^W va F\ and placing the figures

in cither of the two positions, relatively to each other, in which

the two points and P shall coincide, and m which the two

homographic systems (888) determined by three pairs of cor-

responding rays U and A", V and 1", W and Z" shall be in in-

volution (363); in each of the two resulting positions thus

obtamcd the two fig^ures F and F are related to each other

as required.

For, m each of the three triangles VPOX^ V'OY^ WOZ^
the three pairs of opposite elements {Zand 27, Xand Jf',

/and 0\ Kand F, F and Y\ /and 0\ W exA W\ Zand Z\
J and ; respectively, are evidently interchangeable as pairs of

correspondmg elements of the figures (357) ; and therefore dec.

by the preceding property 3\ This construction of Chasles is

manifestly as readily applicable when the two points and P
are at infinity as when they are at a finite distance.

N.B. Since, as r^;ards the two different positions of invo-

lution of the same two homographic pencils of rays, the two

double rays of the systems arc always real for one and imagi-

nary for the other (370 and 373) ; and, since, when the point O
is at a finite distance, [the two double rays of the involution

determined by the three pairs of conjugate diameters £/aud X\
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V and y, W and Z' are the two central tangents of the figure

with respect to which F and F are reciprocal polars to each

other (386, Ex. 8°, Cor.) ; it follows consequently, as regards

the two different positions of i^ and F' given by the above con-

struction, that, when the point is not at infinity, the two

central tangents, and therefore the two points at infinity, of that

figure, are always real for one and imaginary for the other.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

METHODS OP OBOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATION.

THEORY OF INYERSB FIOURBS.

396. Evert two figures, F and F, which, however gene-

rated, are resolvable into pairs of corresponding points, P and F,

Q and Q^ R and R^ 8 Bnd 8*, &c mverse to each other (149)

with respect to a common circle, iT, real or ima^ary, are said

to be invert to eaek oAer with reaped to that circle. Eveiy two

concentric circles, real or imaginary, are evidently thus related

to each other with respect to the concentric circle, real or ima-

ginary, the square of whose radios is equal in magnitude and

sign to the rectangle under their radii (149).

397. The two figures F and Fy thus mvene to eadi other

with respect to a common circle /T, might be two different parts

of the same continuous figure. The two parts with which a

line or circle, for instance, is divided by any circle intersecting

it at right angles (39*, 1* and 1') are evidently thus related to

each other with respect to that circle (149 and 156).

398. The same two figures F and F might, by different

modes of resolation into pairs of corresponding points, be in-

verse to each other with re^>ect to more than one circle. Every

two circles, for instance, being resolvable, however circtmistanced

as to magnitude and position, into pairs of antihomolog^us

points (198) inverse to each other with respect to cither of their

two circles of antisimilitude (201), are consequently thus related

to each other with respect to each of those circles.

399. Any figure, F, may be transformed into another, JT,

inverse to it with respect to any arbitrary circle A", real or

imaginary, by simply changing all its points, P, Q^ i?, 8, &c.
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into their invcrees, P*, Q\ Rj S'j &c. with respect to that

circle (149). This simple (and, as regards the geometry of the

circle, fertile) process of transformation is termed inversion ;

the circle, Kj finite, evanescent, or infinite, with respect to which

it is performed, is termed the circle of inversion ; its centre, 0,

which is always real, the centre of inversion ; and its radius, ORj

which may be real or imaginary, the radius of inversion.

400. As regards the process of inversion generally, the three

following particulars, though obvious, are deserving of attention

:

1". In the extreme case when the circle of inversion is a

point ; as then the inverse with respect to it of every point, not

coinciding with itself, coincides evidently with it (149J, it follows,

consequently, that the inverse of every figure with respect to a

point not lying on itself is evanescent and coincides with the point,

2". In the other extreme case when the circle of inver-

sion is a line ; as then the inverse of every point with respect to

it is the reflexion of the point with respect to it (150), it follows,

consequently, that the inverse ofeveryfigure with respect to a line

is the reflexion of thefigure toith respect to the line (50).

3°. In every case, as every point and its inverse with respect

to any circle are reciprocally inverse to each other with respect

to the circle (151), it follows, consequently, that everyfigure and

its inverse with respect to any circle are reciprocally invert to

each other with respect to that circle (396).

401. Every figure F^ and its inverse F* with respect to any

circle iT, possess evidently, in relation to each other and to the

drcle, the following general properties

:

V. Every two of their corresponding points P and P" connect

through the centre of inversion 0.

For, P and P being, by hypothesis, inverse points with re-

spect to the circle of inversion K (399) ; therefore &c. (149).

2°. Every two pairs of their corresponding points P and P',

Q and Q are coneydie.

For, P and P", Q and Q being both, by hypothesis, inverse

pain with respect to the same circle K] therefore &c. (155).

8*. At every two of their corresponding points P and P*, the
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two tangents T and T' determine on t9O0cele$ triangle vnth the

line of connection PP'.

For, since, for every two pairs of corresponding points P
and P, Q and Q^ by the preceding property 2', the two angles

OPQ and OQF are always equal (Euc. iii. 21, 22), therefore,

when P= Q and P's» ^, and when consequently PQ and P'Qf

are the two taugunts Ttatd T (19), those two angles are equal

;

and therefurc &c.

4% JSttery Hmn pauing through the centre of invertum which

intereeete either F at my point P imtereectt the oAer F at the

eorreeponding point P*.

For, every line passing through the centre of any circle JT,

and containing any point P, oootains also the inverse point P'

with respect to the circle (149) ; and therefore &e.

5*. Evfry linepaeeu^ through the centre of inver§ion tohiek

iouehea either F tU any point P tourhM the. other F at the corre-

aponding point F,
For, since every line passing tlirough which intersects F

at any two points P and Q intersects, by the preceding property

4*, F at the two corresponding points R and Q; and unce

when the two points P and Q coincide their two invenes P
and </ with respect to the circle A" coincide also; therefore

&c (19).

6*. Every line paaeimg through the emtre of intrreion in-

tereecte them at eqtuU anglee at each pair of eorrttpomding inter'

eeotkma Pond P,
For, since, by the preceding property 3*, the two tangents

T and T at every pair of their corresponding points P and P*

lictertuine an isosceles triann^lo with the line PP; therefore

&c (22).

7*. Every circle pasting through any pair of inverse points

P and P* unth respect to the circle of inversion K which intersects

either Fat any point Q intereecta the otherF at the corresponding

point Q.
For, every two pairs of inverse points P and P, Q and Q'

with respect to any circle A" being in all casra eoncyclic (1^2)

;

therefore &c.

8*. Every circle passing through any pair of ii,r ; --'nts

Pand P' with respect to the circle of inversion K whi u . -< h'S
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either F at any imnt Q touches the other F at the corresponding

point Q.

For, since every circle passing through P and P which in-

tersects F at any two points Q and R intersects, by the preced-

ing property 7", i^ at the two corresponding points Q and R
;

and since when the two points Q and R coincide their two

inverses Q and R with respect to the circle K coincide also

;

therefore «S:c. (19).

9°. Every circle passing through any pair of inverse points

P and P with respect to the circle of inversion K intersects them

at equal angles at each pair of corresponding intersections Q
and Q.

For, since, by the preceding property 3°, the two tangents

T and T to the figures at every pair of their corresponding

points Q and Q determine an isosceles triangle with the line

QQ'j and since, evidently, the two tangents S and S' at

Q and Q to every circle passing through them do the same

;

therefore &c. (22).

10°. Every point of intersection P of either F with the circle

of inversion K is a corresponding point of intersection P of the

other F with the same circle K.

For, every two of their corresponding points P and P being,

by hypothesis, inverse points with respect to the circle K (399),

when either P is on that circle the other P necessarily coincides

with it (149) ; and therefore &c.

11°. Every point of contact P of either F with the circle

of inversion K is a corresponding point of contact of the other F'

with the same circle. K.

For, since every two points of intersection P and Q of either

-Fwith the circle K are, by the preceding property 10°, corre-

sponding points of intersection P and Q of the other F with

the same circle K^ the same is of course the case when P and Q
coincide; and therefore &c. (19).

12°. Every angle of intersection of either F with the circle of
inversion K is equal to the corr&^ponding angle of intersection of
the other F witJi the same circle K.

For, since, by the preceding property 3°, the two tangents

7^ and T at their common point of intersection P=P with the

circle A' make equal angles with the corresponding radius of
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inversion (9P, and since the tangent to the circle itself at

the same point is perpendicular to the same radius; therefore

&c. (22).

13'. When either F has a point P at infinity, the other F
passes through the centre of inversion 0, <tnd convenefy.

For, since, for every pair of their corresponding points P and

P', the rectangle OP.OP is constant in magnitude and sign,

therefore when 0P= oo then OP' « 0, and conversely ; and

therefore «Scc.

14*. When either F has apointPat infnity, the trngrnU T to

the other F at the centre of invereion paseea through ^ and
conversely.

For, since, as in the preceding, when OP* oo then OF » 0,

and convenely, and since when OP ^0 the line OP is the

tangent T to /* at (19) ; therefore &/c

402. Every two fig^ores E and F, and their two invenet

E' and F with respect to any oommon circle JT, also poMeas

evidently, in relation to eadi other and to the circle, the follow-

ing general properties

:

r. To eoery pomt of vttene^on P of either pair E and F
eorretpondt an vtoeroe point of intersection P of the other pair

E and F.
For, the point P being, by hypothesis, common to tJie two

figures E and F, its inverse P with respect to any circle K is,

consequently, common to their two invenes E^ and F' with

respect to the same circle K (399) ; and therefore dec

2*. To eoery point of contact P of either pair E and F cor-

responds an inoeroe point of contactP of the otherpair E' andF.
For, since, to every two points P and Q common to E and F

correspond, by the preceding property 1*, two inverse points

P and Q^ common to E' and F*; and since when P and Q
coincide then P and Q coincide also (149) ; therefore &c. (19).

3*. Every angle of intersection of either pair E and F is equal

to the corresponding angle of intersection of the other pair E'

and F.
For, since, at every pair of corresponding intersections

P and i**, of E and F^ E' and /"", respectively, the two pairs of

corresponding tangents jS^ and S\ T and 7*, to E and E\ F and
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F\ respectively, determine, by property 3* of the preceding

article, two isosceles triangles with the common base PP'
;

therefore &c. (22).

4°. When either pair E and F have a common point P at

infinity^ the other pair E* and F have a common tangent T' at

the centre of inversion whose direction passes through P, and

conversely.

For, since, by hypothesis, OP=co for both figures E and P,

therefore, (see properties 13° and 14° of preceding Art.) OP =
for both figures E' and F\ which latter therefore both pass

through the point and there touch the line OP; and there-

fore &c
N.B. Of all properties of inverse figures, the preceding 3°,

which shews that all angles preserve their magnitudes^ or more

properly speaking theirJorms (24), under the process of inversion^

is the most important connected with the subject of the present

chapter.

403. The figures inverse to a line or circle with respect to

any arbitrary circle of inversion, real or imaginary, are, under

different circumstances of magnitude and relative position, re-

spectively as follows

:

1°. T/ie Jigure inverse to a line or circle with respect to any

circle of evanescent radius^ whose centre is not a point on itself, is

evanescent and coincides with the centre of inversion (400, 1°).

2°. TheJigure inverse to a line or circle with respect to any

circle of infinite radius^ which is not itself at infinity^ is the re-

flexion ofOie line or circle with respect to the line into which the part

of the circle of inversion not at infinity then opens out (400, 2".)

3°. The figure inverse to a line or circle with respect to any

circle^ finite, evanescent, or infinite, which it intersects at right

angles, is the line or circle itself [Sdl),

4*. The figure inverse to a line with respect to any circle

offinite radius, real or imaginary, whose centre is not a point on

itselfy is a circle passing through Uie centre of inversion and coaxal

with itselfand the circle of inversion (184).

5*. The figure inverse to a circle with respect to any circle of

finite radius, real or imaginary, whose centre is a point on itself,

is a line, theradical axis of itselfand the circle of inversion (181).
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6\ Thefigure inverse to a ctrde with respect to any circle of

finite radius
J
real or inuiginaryj wkick it netiher passes tknmgh

the centre of^ nor intersects €U right angleSy is another drdsj m per-

spective with itselffrom the centre of inversion^ and coaxal teith

itselfand tJte circle of inversion (199).

Of these several cases, thoB stated together for convenience

of reference, the three first have been already given in the

previous articles referred to in their statements, and the last,

which comprehends the preceding two (and indeed all the others)

as particular cases, has been virtnally established in its entire

generality in Art. 199 ; from their importance however in the

applications of the theory of inversion, we subjoin the ordinary

iudi.>{>eiulent proofs of the fourth and fifth, and repeat again that

of the sixth with new fig^nret adapted more particularly to the

subject of the chapter.

To prove 4*. If (figa. a and a') be the centre of tnvermon,

L the line, A the foot of the perpendicular upon it from 0, and

A the inverse oiA with respect to the circle of inversion iT; the

circle on OA' as diameter is the required inverse of L.

For, drawmg any line through intersecting L sX P and the

circle in question at P", and joining A'F ; then, since, by similar

right-angled triangles AOP and POA\ the two rectangles

OP.OF and OA.OA' are always equal in magnitude and sign,

therefore &c. (149).

The diameter MX of the circle of inversion perpendicular to

L being bisected at O and cut harmonically at A and A' (22/i),

therefore (231, Cor. 3°) the two rectangles AA'.A and AM.AN
arc always equal in magnitude and sign, and therefore (181) the

line L is always the radical axis of its inverse and the circle

of inversion. A property which, when (as in fig. a') it inter-

VOL. II. B B
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sects the latter at real points, is evident h priori from the"

general property 10° of Art. 401.

To prove 5°. If (same figures) be the centre of inversion,

A' the diametrically opposite point of the circle passing through

it, and A the inverse of A' with respect to the circle of inversion

K] the line L passing through A perpendicular to AA' is the

inverse required.

For, since (as in the preceding case), for every line passing

through and intersecting the circle and L oX P and P respec-

tively, the two rectangles OP.OF and OA.OA' are always

equal in magnitude and sign ; therefore &c. (149).

That, in all cases in which the original circle passes, as above,

through the centre of inversion 0, the line L inverse to it is the

radical axis of itself and the circle of inversion K^ appears of

course in precisely the same manner as for the preceding pro-

perty 4°.

To prove 6°. If (figs. /S and y8', 7 and 7') be the centre

of inversion, C that of the circle whose inverse is required, A
and D the extremities of its diameter passing through 0, and
A' and B' the two inversci of A and B with respect to the circle
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of inversion K] the circle on A'B' as diameter la the inverse

required.

For, being, by virtue of the relation OA.OA'= OB. OB'

(149), one of the two centres of perspective (the external in

figs. /3 and /3', the internal in 6g^ 7 and 7') of the two circles

on AB and A'B' as diameters (199), and every line paraing

through it consequently intersecting them at two pairs of

anti' rous points P and /*, Q and <7 with respect to it,

for ...... the four rectangles OP.OF, OQ.OQ^ OA,OA'y

OB.OB' arc all equal in magnitude and sign (199); therefore

&c (149).

The diameter MN of the circle of inversion paiong through

the centres C and C of the original and inverse ctrdes being

cut harmonically by each pair of inverse points A and A'j

B and B' (225), the thrve circles on AR, A'B"^ and UN as

diameteri, that is the original and inverse circles and the circle

of inversion, are consequently always coaxal (239). A property

which, when (as in figs, ff and 7') the former and Utter intersect

at real points, is evident h priori from the general property 10*

of Art. 401.

N.B. The sereral figures (a and a', $ and fi^y 7 and 7')

given with the above proofs, though applicable as they stand

only to the case in which the circle of invention A' is real,

may be adapted immediately to that in which it is imaginary, by
simply turning in each the invcrao tigure round the centre of

inversion through two right angles into the oppoatte position,

the original figure remaining unchanged; the changed and

original figures will then bo inverse to each other with respect

not to the real circle K but to the concentric imaginary circle

IC the negative square of whose radius is equal in absolute

magnitude to the positive square of the radius of A" (149).

From a comparison of the two figures ^ and ff with the

two 7 and 7', both in their original and chang^ positions, it is

evident that, while, for a real circle of inversion A", the centre

of inversion is the external or the internal centre of perspec-

tive of the original and inverse circles according as it is external

or internal to both, the reverse exactly is the case for an iningi-

nary circle of inversion A', the centre of inversion being

then their internal or external ceutre of perspective according as

Bb2
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it is external or internal to both. The consideration of this

difference is important whenever it is necessary, as it sometimes

is, to compare as to magnitude, in accordance with the conven-

tion of Art. 23, the angles of intersection of two known circles

and of their two inverses with respect to a known circle of

inversion, real or imaginary.

404. The centre and radius of the circle inverse to a given

line or circle with respect to a given circle of inversion JT, real

or imaginary, may be found immediately, on the principles just

stated, as follows

:

In the case of the line. If (figs, a and a of preceding

article) be the centre and OR the radius of inversion, L the line, A
the foot of the perpendicular OA on it from 0, A' the inverse of A
with respect to K^ and C the middle point of 0A\ which, by.

4" of the preceding article, is the centre of the circle inverse to

L', then, since OA.OA' = OB' (149), and since 0A' = 2 0C'j

therefore 0(7' = Oi2* ^20A= OR' ^20L; which is conse-

quently the formula by which to calculate in numbers the posi-

tion of the centre C and the magnitude of the radius OG' of

the circle inverse to L with respect to K.

In the case of the circle. If, as before, and OR (figs. /9

and yS', 7 and 7' of the preceding article) be the centre and

radius of inversion, r and r the radii of the original and inverse

circles, d and d' the distances 00 and 00' of their centres

C and C from 0, and t and t' the lengths (real or imaginary)

of the tangents OS and 08\ or OTand 0T\ to them from 0;
then since, being one of their two centres of similitude (199),

d'^d=r-^r = t' ^t^t't^e= Oii:'-r-(c^''-r'), therefore

.. ( 0R'\ , , , { OR* \

which are consequently the formulae by which to calculate in

numbers the position of the centre C and the length of the

radius r of the inverse circle, when, with the circle of inversion

Kj the centre C and radius r of the original circle are given.

The aamo formula} may also be obtained easily without the

aid of the two langenta t and t' which are as often imaginary

(figs. 7 and 7') as real (figs. /8 and /3') ; for ifPand F, Q and Q^
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bo the two pairs of inverae points at which any line passing

through O intersects the original and inverse circles; then

since (199) d' ^d = r ^r= OF -i- OQ or OQ' ^ OP={OF. OF
or OQ.OQ) -r OP.OQ= OE*^ (t^-O) therefons &c

405. The centre of the circle inverse to a given line or circle

with respect to a given circle of inversion A', real or imaginary,

is given also in every case by the general property, that

—

J%e tnverse of the oentrt of invenion with retpeU to any Imi

or circle inverts into the centre if the circle inverm to the line or

circle.

For, if O and OR (same figures and notati(m as before) be

the centre and radios of inversion, / the inverse of with

respect to the original line or circle, and C the centre of the

inverse circle or line ; then, since, in the case of the line (figs.

a and a), OJ^iOA (150), thertsforu OC\OI^ OA.OA - OR*^

and therefore &c. (U9) ; and, since, in the case of the circle

(fig*. i8 and /y, 7 and 7), OC,01^ OF.OQ (149), therefore (199)

OC.Ol^ OF.OF or OQ.OQ'' ORT; and therefore &c (U9).

Cor. r. If r (same figures) be the inverse of with respect

to the inverse circle or line ; then, since, for prodsely the saoie

reasons as above, OC.OF^ 0/2*, therefore rociprocaUy

—

The centre ofany cirde inverts uUo the mveree of the eeiUre of
inversion with respect to the inverse circle.

Cor. 2'. The two perpendiculars at the two pomts / and F
to the lino //' (same figures) being (165) the two polars of the

point with respect to the original and inverse circles, and

inverting with respect to A' into the two circles on the two

intervals OC and OC as diameters (4*, Art. 403); it follows

consequently that

—

The polar wiA reeped to any eirde of the centre of inversion

inverts into the circle whose diameter is the v^erval betteeen that

point and the centre of the inverse circle.

The circle on the interwd b^ween the centres of inversion and

of any circle as diameter inverts into the polar of the centre of
inversion wM respect to the inverse circle,

N.B. A different, and more general, proof of these useful

properties, on a principle common to the line and circle in-

differently, will be presently given.
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406. As regards the effect of inversion on the several anhar-

monlc ratios of collinear and concyclio quartets of points (274

and 308), it may be easily shewn that in all cases

—

Everyfour points on any line or circle and thefour correspond-

ing points on its inverse with respect to any circle of inversion^

real or imaginary^ are equianharmontc.

For, of the two inverse figures, when one is a line, and the

other consequently a circle passing through the centre of inver-

sion (4° and 5°, Art. 403), the two quartets arc then equianhar-

monic with the common pencil they determine at that point

(285 and 306), and therefore with each other ; and when both

are circles, and neither consequently passing through the centre

of inversion, the two quartets are then autihomologous with

respect to the centre of perspective of the circles which coincides

with that point (403, 6°), and therefore &c. (316). In the parti-

cular case of a line or circle intersecting the circle of inversion

at right angles, and consequently inverting into itself (403, 3"),

all pairs of corresponding points are then harmonic conjugates

with respect to the two points of intersection (149 and 257), and

therefore &c. (282, Cor. 4°).

N.B. Next to the general property 3° of Art. 402, the above,

from which it appears that all anharmonic ratios of collinear and

concyclic quartets of points are preserved unchanged in inversion^

is the most important connected with the subject of the present

chapter.

407. As regards the general property of intersecting figures

and their inverses, just adverted to in the note at the close

of the preceding article, when applied to the case of intersecting

circles and their inverses, it may be stated, in accordance with

the convention of Art. 23, more definitely as follows

:

When two circles intersect^ their angle of intersection is equal

or supplemental to that of their two inverses with respect to any

circle cf inversion ^ real or imaginary^ according as the centre of
inversion is external or internal to bothy or external to one and in-

ternal to the other.

For, the centre of inversion being the external or the internal

centre of perspective of both pairs of inverse circles in the former

case, and the external of one pair and the internal of the other
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pair in the latter case (403, note) ; and every circle pasdng

through either pair of inverse points of intersection (402, V)

consequently intersecting both pairs at equal or at supplemental

angles iu the furmer case, and one pair at equal and the other

pair at supplemental angles iu the latter case (211); there-

fore &c.

N.B. It follows of course from the above that, though, in

accordance with the general property 3* of Art. 402, the angle

of intersection of two circles uodeigoes, as a figure, no change

of form under the process of inversion, yet, in accordance with

the convention of Art. 23, it may, and often does, as a magnitude,

change into its supplement under that process (24). In the

applications of the theory of inversion to the geometry of the

circle, this circumstance must of course, when necessary, be

filways attended to. The two cases of ooniaetj external and

internal, come of course under it as particular cases (23) ; and iu

but one ease alone, that of orthogonal intersection, which presents

no ambiguity, can the precaution ever be entirely dispensed

with.

408. Between the squares of the conunon tangents and the

rectangles under the radii of any two intersecting circles and of

their two inverses with respect to any circle of inversion, real

or imaginary, the following metric reUtion results immediately

from the general property of the preceding article, combined

with that of Euc. 11. 12, 13; vie.

—

When two circles intersect^ the tquare* [dtsregardtnj signs) of
their two common tangents are to the rtrtangle umler their radii^

as the squares {disregarding signs) of the two common tangents

are to the rectangle under the radii of their two inverses with re-

spect to any circle of inversion^ real or imaginary ; squares having

similar or opposite signs corresponding in tite two proportions^

aooording as the angles of intersection of the two pairs of circles^

ordinal and inverse^ art equal or supplemental.*

* The above, eaUbllshad generally for any two cirelea aod their two

invenea to any circle of inversion, has been applied with conaiderable tuc-

esas by Mr. Casey to the inTestigalion of aome interesting properties of

oirelea, which* bnt for the length to which the preaeot Tolume has extended,

would haTe been noticed here. The tame geometer has alio obtained by

inversion an indirect but general proof of the first part of Dr. Hart's
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For if o, Z>, c be the three sides of the triangle determined

by the two radii to either point of intersection and by the in-

terval between the centres of the original pair of circles, and

a', 6', c' those of the corresponding triangle for the inverse pair

;

then, since, by the general property of the preceding article,

the two angles of those triangles opposite to c and c' are either

equal or supplemental, therefore, by Euc. il. 12 and 13, the

two diflferences of squares c'* — {a — b)* and (a + J)* — c', which

(disregarding signs) are the squares of the two common tangents

to the original pair, are to the two corresponding or non-corre-

sponding diflferences of squares c'^ - (a' — b')' and (a' + b'Y — c",

which (disregarding signs) are the squares of the two common

tangents to the inverse pair, as the rectangle aZ>, which is that

under the radii of the original pair, is to the rectangle a'b\

which is that under the radii of the inverse pair ; and there-

fore &c.

N.B. In the two extreme cases of real intersection, viz.

contact, external and internal, the above ratios have in magni-

tude and sign the extreme values + 4 and 0, and — 4 respec-

tively ; and in the mean case of real intersection, viz. orthogonal,

they have in magnitude and sign the two intermediate mean

values + 2 and — 2. The property however being true generally

for every two circles and their two inverses to any circle of

inversion, they may, for imaginary intersection, have in magni-

tude and sign, any value from to + oc , according as the distance

between their centres is greater than the sura or less than the

difference of their radii.

409. Intersecting circles possess also the following evident

properties with respect to inversion

:

1". When two circles intersect^ every circle passing through

their two points of intersection inverts into a circle passing through

the two points of intersection of their two inverse circles.

Theorem, respecting the eight circles of contact of three arbitrary circles,

Uted at the close of Art. 212. His paper on the latter subject in the

Quarttrljf Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics (Vol. v. page 318)
had been in fact published when that article was written, but the author was
tinaware at the time that any demonstration, direct or indirect, had been
obtained of it by Elementary Geometry.
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For, since, to every circle of any figure correspondB a circle

of the inverse figure (403, 6*), and since to every point of inter-

section of any two figures corresponds an inverse point of inter-

section of the two inverse figures (402, 1°) ; therefore &c.

2\ When two circles inteneeif the circle passing through tht

two points of intersection and through the centre of i$ner»um ut-

verts into the radical axis of the two inverse circles.

For, that circle, passing through the centre of inversion, in-

verts into a line (403, 5°), and, passing through the two points

of intersection of the two original circles, the line into which it

inverts passes through the two points of intersection of the two

inverse circles (402, 1*) ; and therefore &c.

3*. Every two intersecting circles and their two circles of inver-

sum (398) invert^ to every cirde^ mA» two intersecting circles and

their two circles of inversion (398).

For, since, for the two original circles, the two circles of

antisiniilitude, or inversion (398), pass through the two points,

and bisect, one externally and the other internally, the two

angles, of intersection (201) ; therefore, for the two circles inverse

to the two former, the two circles inverse to the two latter pass

through the two points (402, I*), and bisect, one externally and

the other internally, the two angles (402, 3*), of intersection

;

and therefore &c. (201).

4*. Every two intersecting circles invert into equal circles to

every circle having its centre on either of their two circles ofinver-

sion^ external or intemaL

For, that circle of inversion of the original circles then

inverting into the radical axis of the two inverse circles (2*

above), and two intersecting circles being evidently equal when
their radical axis bisects their two angles of intersection (8*

above) ; therefore &c
5'. Every two intersecting ci'rchs I'ur. rf info rinhs rrJiosr rndii

have a constant ratio to every circ/c hminj its rrntn- un the .saiiie

circle passing through their two points of intersection.

For, the latter circle inverting to every such circle into the

radical axis of the two inverse circles (2* above), and the radii

of any two intersecting circles being evidently in the inverse

ratio of the sines of the segments into which their radical axis

divides, externally or internally, their two angles of intersection

;

therefore &c. (402, 3*).
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N.B. It will be presently shewn that the several properties

above given are all general, and true, with obvious modifications,

of any two circles whether intersecting or not.

410. If C be a circle of any radius, finite or infinitely great

or small, and C" its inverse with respect to any arbitrary circle

of inversion K^ of which the centre is j then always

—

1°. Every circle D orthogonal to G inverts into a circle D'

orthogonal to C.
2". Every two points P and Q inverse to each other with re-

spect to C invert into two points P and Q inverse to each other

with respect to C.
3°. Every diameter of C inverts into a circle through ortho-

gonal to C ; andf conversely^ every circle through orthogonal

to C inverts into a diameter of C.
A". The centre of C inverts into the inverse of with respect

to C ; andj converselyj the inverse of with respect to G inverts

into the centre of G'.

Of these very useful properties as regards inversion ; the

first follows immediately from the general property (407) that

the angle of intersection of any two circles is equal or supple-

inental to that of their two inverses with respect to any circle of

inversion K] the second from the first, from the consideration

that as every circle D passing through P and Q intersects G at

right angles (156), therefore, by 1°, every circle D' passing

through P and Q intersects G' at right angles, and therefore

&c. (156) ; the third also from the first, of which it is evidently

a particular case, from the consideration that, by virtue of it, every

line orthogonal to G inverts into a circle through orthogonal

to G' (403, 4°), and that, conversely, every circle through

orthogonal to G inverts into a line orthogonal to C' (403, b")
;

and the fourth ; cither from the second, of which it is evidently a

particular case, from the consideration that, by virtue of it, when
P is at infinity then Q and P are the centres of G and K
respectively (149, 3°) and Q consequently the mverse of the

latter with respect to C", and when conversely P is at infinity

then Q and Pare the centers of G' and K respectively (149, 3°)

and Q consequently the inverse of the latter with respect to C;
or from the third, more readily perhaps, from the consideration
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that, by virtue of it, every line passing through the centre of C
(22, V) inverts into a circle passing through O and through its

Inverse with respect to C (156), and, converselj, every circle

pHHsing through O and through its inverse with respect to G
(156) inverts into a line passing through the centre of C (22, 1*)

;

and therefore &c. (402, 1°). See also Art. 4(>5, where this last

property was established on other principles for the line and

circle separately.

CJoR. r. From properties 1* and 3* of the above, the follow-

ing conseqoeoces are at once evident, viz.

—

a. Every circle orthogcnal to two circles inverts^ to ^ivri/ elrch,

into a circle orthogonal to the two incerae rircUa.

b. The particular circle orthogonal to two circUs^ <

through the centre of inrersion^ inverts into the '''"•

to the two invtrae circles.

c. The line orthogonal to two circles mverts i/< fur

circle orthogonal to the two inverse circles whicJ* ^ijo.^r« iniuugh

the centre of inversion,

d. T^e circle orthogonal to three circles inverts^ to every circle^

into the circle orthogonal to the ihres inverse drdes.

e. The circle orthogonal to thres drdes inverts^ to every circle

through whose centre it posses^ into a line orthogonal to As three

inverse circles*

/. Every system ofcircles having a common orthogonal circle in^

verts^ to every circle^ into a eyatem having a common orthogonal circle.

g. AnJy to every circle having its centre on the common ortho-

gonal circle^ into a system having a common orthogonal line.

A. Every system ofcircles ftaving a common pair cforthogonal

circles inverts^ to every circle^ into a system Itaving a common pair

of orthogonal circles.

t. Andy to every circle having its centre at either point of tW
tersection of the common orthogonal pair^ into a system having a
common pair oforthogonal lines.

Cor. 2°. From properties 2* and 4* of the above, the follow-

ing also are at once evident, viz.

:

a. Every two non-intersecting circles and their common pair

of inverse points invert^ to every circle^ into two non-intereecting

circles and their common pair ofinverse points.
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h. Every ttoo non-interaectttuj circles invert^ to every circle

having its centre at eitJier of their common pair of inverse points^

into txoo circles having a common centre^ the inverse of the other.

c. Every two circles having a common centre invert^ to every

circle
J
into two non-intersecting circles whose common pair of in-

verse points are the centre ofinversion and the inverse ofthe common

centre.

d. Every system of circles having a common pair of inverse

points inverts^ to every circle^ into a system having a common pair

of inverse points^ inverse to the original pair.

e. Every system of circles having a common pair of inverse

points inverts^ to every circle having its centre at either pointy into

a system having a common centre^ the inverse of the other.

f. Every system of circles having a common centre inverts^ to

every circlej into a system having a common pair of inverse points^

the centre of inversion and the inverse of the common centre.

411. Every two figures ^and F^ inverse to each other with

respect to any line or circle (7, being composed of pairs of points

P and Q^ R and S^ &c. inverse to each other with respect to the

line or circle C (396) ; it follows, consequently, from the general

property 2" of the preceding article, that

—

Every two figures E and F^ inverse to each other with respect

to any line or circle C, invert—
a. To every circle whose centre is not on the line or circle^ into

two figures inverse to each other with respect to the inverse circle.

b. To every circle whose centre is on the line or circle^ into

two figures reflexions of each other with respect to the inverse line.

CoR. Every two cirdeSj however circumstanced as to mag-
nitude and position, being figures inverse to each other with

respect to each of their two circles of antisimilitude (398) ; it

follows, consequently, from the above, as established already on

other principles for the particular case of intersecting circles in

8° and 4° of Art. 409, that—

a. Every two circles and their two circles of inversion invert^

to every circle^ into ttoo circles and their two circles of inversion,

h. Every ttoo circles invert into equal circles to every circle

having its centre on either of their two circles of inversion.
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412. Coaxal circles (184) poflseaB, with respect to inversion,

the following among other important properties, viz.

—

1°. Every system qfcoaaxil circles o/Ae common pomts species

inverts
J
from either common point <u oenfre, into a system of oonr

current lines^ wkoee tfertex is the inverse of tke other common
point.

2". Every ey^em cfcoaxal circles of the limiting pomts tpedet

invertSjfrom either limiting point as centre^ into a system efoon^

centric circles, wAoss eembre is the inverse of tks other limiting

point.

3'. Every system of coaxal circles of either tpeciesy whose com"

man or limiting points ooineids, inserts, from the point of coin^

ddence as centrei into a system pfparaUd lines, whose Hreetum «r

that of their common tangent at the point

4*. Every system of coaxed drdm ef either spedet trnwrto,

fivm every cemtre, into a coaxal system of tke mme spedee, wlkom

comtnon or limiting points, distinct or comddent, €tre the invereei

of those of the ordinal eyetem,

Fifitly, for a sfRtera hftTing real common points M and N,
distinct or coincident. Since, by hypothesis, the component

figures of the system are all circles passing throogfa Jf and N,
therefore, by (403, 6* and 6*)« those of the invem system, for

every centre not coinciding with either M or N, are all circles

passing throaghW and N' the inverses, distinct or coincident,

of M and N, and, for each centre coinciding with either

Mot N, are all lines passing throagh the inverM IT or M* c£

the other X or M; and therefore &c as regards I* and the first

part of 4°. And, since, when 3f and N coincide at 0, then

M' and N' coincide at infinity on the line MN{AOly 14°) ; there-

fore &c. as regards the first part of 3*.

Secondly, for a system having real limiting points E and F,

distinct or coincident. Since, by hy|)othcsiB, the component figures

of the system are all circles intersecting at right angles every

circle passing through E and F (188, 6*), therefore, by (403, 6*

and 5", and 407) those of the Inverse system, for every centre

not coinciding with either E or F, are all circles intersecting at

right angles every circle passing through E and F the inverses,

distinct or coincident, of E and F, and, for each centre O coin-

ciding with either E or F, are all circles intersecting at right
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angles every line passing through the inverse F' or E' of the

other ^or E\ and therefore &c. as regards 2° and the second part

of 4°. And, since, when E and /^coincide at 0, then E' and F
coincide at infinity on the line EF (401 , 14") ; therefore &c. as

regards the second part of 3°.

In every case, the particular circles of the original and ortho-

gonal systems (185) which pass through the centre of inversion

invert evidently into the radical and central axes of the

inverse system. For, as passing both through the centre of

inversion, they invert both into lines (403, 5°), of which one

(the former) is a particular circle of the inverse system, and the

other (the latter) intersects all its circles at right angles (407)

;

and therefore &c.

And, conversely, for the same reason, the radical and central

axes of the original system invert respectively, in all cases, into

the particular circles of the inverse system and of its orthogonal

system which pass through the centre of inversion.

N.B. That the two parts of property 3° above are in fact

identical, and express a common property which appears at once

from (403, 5°), is evident h priori from (184), the coaxal system

consisting in both cases of circles having a common tangent

at a common point. The consideration that a system of lines

passing through a common point at infinity in any direction,

and a system of circles having a common centre at infinity iu

the perpendicular dii'ection, are in fact identical (16 and 18)

explains h posteriori the reason why properties so different as

1° and 2° above lead to the common result they do in the par-

ticular case of 3°.

413. From properties T and 2° of the preceding article, in-

cluding of course their common particular case 3°, it follows of

course, conversely, that

—

r. Every system of lines passing through a common point

{whether at a finite distance or at infinity) inverts^ from any
centre^ into a system of coaxal circles of the common points species;

the centre of inversion and the inverse of the commoti point heivg

the two common points of the inverse systm.
2'. Every system of circles having a common centre {whether

ot a finite distance or at infinity) inverts^ from any centre^ into a
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tystem of coaxal circles of the limiting points species ; the centre

of inversion and the inverse of Ae eommon centre being the t¥30

limiting points of the inverse system.

Both of which are aI«o evident directly ; the first from the

consideration that every line of the system inverts into a circle

passing through the centre of inversion and through the inverse

of the common point (403, 4") ; and the second from the con-

sideration that, as every line paatiog through the common centre

intersects every circle of the system at right angles, therefore

every circle passing through the centre of inversion and through

the inverse of the common centre (403, 4") interaecta every circle

of the invene system at right angles (407), and therefore &c,

(188, S").

414. By virtue of the results established in the two preced-

ing articles, every property of coaxal circles, involving only

considerations of contact, or intersection at constant angles, with

lines or circles, or anharmonic equivalence of quartets of points,

or homograpbic division by lines or circles, which (4Uti and 407)

undergo no change in the process of inversion, may be reduced,

according to the nature of the system, to one or other of the

oomparatively simple cases of concurrent lines or concentric

drdes (including of course the common case of parallel lines),

for which it i^ sometimes evident to mere perception. Thus for

instance, the two general properties, established directly on

other principles in (193, Cor. 8*) and in (326, Exs. h and t), that

**-a variable circle intersecting any two jaed circles at any two

constant angles intersects at constant angles aU drdes of the

system coaxal with them^ touches twoparticular circles ofthe system^

and cutH a third at right angles /" and that *^ a variable circle

intersecting any twofxed circles at any two constant angles deter^

mines four homographic systems of points on the circles them'

selves^ and, generally, 2n homographic systems cfpoints on every n

circles of the system coaxal with them /" are both evident to mere

perception for the particular cases of a system of concurrent

lines and of a system of concentric circles, to one or other of

which every other case, by virtue of the preceding properties,

may be reduced by inversion.
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415. Every problem again connected with a system of coaxal

circles, not involving other than similar considerations, may, by

virtue of the same results, be reduced, accordmg to the nature of

the ^stem, to the corresponding problem for a system of con-

current lines or of concentric circles ; for which, as might natu-

rally be expected, the solution, if not evident to mere inspection,

is generally simpler than for the original system. Thus for

instance the two following problems, " To describe a circle of a

coaxal system/ 1°, intersecting a given circle at a given angle;

2°, dividing a given arc of a given circle in a given anharmonic

ratio /" are reducible to one or other pair, as the case may be,

of the corresponding simpler problems :
" to draw a line passing

through a given pointy or to describe a circle having a given centre^

andfulfilling the required condition (1" or 2°) for the inverse circle

or arc /" the solutions of which, for condition 1° are evident in

either case, and for condition 2° have been given, actually in the

former case and virtually in the latter case, in Ex. 3°, a. Art.

356. And the solution of every such problem, once obtained,

after inversion, for the corresponding simplified form, gives of

course, by inversion back again, the solution of the original in

its general form.

416. Coaxal circles possess also, with respect to inversion,

the following important property, particular cases of which have

been already established on other principles in Art. 409, viz.

—

Every two circles invert into ttoo whose radii have a constant

ratiofrom every point on any third circle coaxal with themselves.

For, if and k be the centre and radius of inversion, A and

B the centres of the two original circles, a and b their two radii,

w and V the two tangents to them from 0, a and b' the radii of

the two inverse circles, and Z the centre of the coaxal circle on

yfe* k*
which lies ; then, since (404) a =—^ a and J' =—r ^j therefore

« = T . -i = 7 . -j-„ (192, Cor. 1°), which being of course con-

stant when Z is fixed, whatever be the position of on the

coaxal circle of which it is the centre, therefore &c.

Cor. r. As the radius of a circle may have either sign in-

difTercntly, it appears from the above that, for every pair of
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original circles, two different coaxal circles loci of correspond

to each particular value of the constant ratio of the inverse

radii ; that, when the ratio is given, their two centres Z and Z"

are given by the relations -,5^=17.— and -^~, =1 T j . -; ; and,

as already shewn on other principles in (409, 5°), that, when the

original circles intersect, they divide their angles of intersec-

tion, externally and internally, into parts whose sines are in the

inverse of the ratio.

Cor. 2*. In the particular case when -5,, = ± t and ^,., = T ^ ,xS£ o hZ, o

that 18, when Z and Z" are the two centres of perspective of the

two original circles (195) ; then a » h\ and therefore, as abrcady

shewn on other principles in (411, Cor. h).

Every two circle* invert into equal drcU* from every point on

either of the two coaxal eirdea whom eentrte are their two centree

0/perspective.

Cor. 8*. If i4, J9, C be any three given eirdea, and X and A",

Y and Y\ Z and Z" the three pairs of circles coaxal with B and

0, and Aj A and B respectively for whose several points, as

centres of inversion, the three pairs of radii b' and c , c and a', a'

and b' of the three corresponding pairs of inverse circles B" and C,
C and A\ A' and B' have the three pairs of ratios detennined

by any three given lines taken two and two ; since then (the

compound of the three ratios being necessarily > 1) the six

centres of the three pairs of circles A' and A", Y and Y'y Z and

Z' (determinable, when the three ratios a' : b' : c' are given, by

the general relations of Cor. T) lie three and three on four lines

(which when a' = 6' = c are, by Cor. 2', the fonr axes of simili-

tude (197) of the three original circles vl, /?, C), the six circles

themselves pass consequently three and three through four pairs

of conjugate points P and /**, Q and Q^ R and R^ S and S'

reflexions of each other with respect to the four lines, and real

or imaginary according to circumstances (190). ITencc, from

Cor. 1°, it appears that there exist in general eight different points^

correepondittfjf to each other tieo and tioo in Jour conjugate jHiirs^

real or imaginary according to circumgtancee^ and determinable in

every case by the intersections three and three of six determinable

VOL. II. CC
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eireleg^ for which three gioen iirdeit invert into circle* whose radii

are proportional to three gieea, lme»»

Cor. 4'. Bj virtue of tlie preceding, many problems involv-

ing onlj cootacts, <»r intersections at an^es of prescribed forms,

which undergo no chaxige by inversion (407), may be traosformed

from one system of li);ireA circles to aootber, the relative magni-

tudes of whose radu may be more convenient for their solutions,

and the solutions thns obtained then transformed back again by

inversion to the original system. Thus, for instance, the two

Aolutions, real or imaginary, of the particular problem, ^' To

describe a circle kaxiing contacts of the same species with three

given, circles.^ «r, 7aorc generallg^ intersecting three given, circles at

comhianationjs ^ftke same affection of three given, angles and their

three supplements;^ axe evident, respectively, for three equal

circles, and for three whose radii ixn inversely as the cosines of

the three corresponding angles, the radical o^itre of the three

being then, in either case, the common centre of the required

pair of circles (2, Cor. 1*, Art 183). And, since to such a

system every given system of three may be transformed by in-

version from any one of eight different centres, corresponding

two and two in four conjugate pairs, real or imaginary, accord-

ing to circumstances (Cor. 3°), the four pairs of conjugate solu-

tions, real or imaginary, of the general problem, " To describe a
circle touching three given drclcA, or,, more gemerallg^ intersecting

with three given, circles at three angles of given formx /" may
consequently be obtained by four different inversions of the three

given circles from any four, no two of which are ocwjugatea, of

the aforesaid eight centres, and by the four inversions back

again of the four pairs of solutions thus obtained for their four

corresponding triads of inverse circles.

417. In the applications of the theory of inversion, the dis-

tances, absolute and relative, between the inverses of pairs of

points have occasionally to be considered. The following are

the principal relations to be used in such cases:

If A,^ B^ C, Z), E, 4kc. be ang number of points^ and A^ B\
C, 1)\ ^, (fee. their several inverses with respect to any centre and
radius of inversion and OB ; then—
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v. For every t¥)o pavtU* Aj B, and Aeir two inoar»e» A\ B'^

AE'.AB=-OR*', OA.OB.

2*. For every three poinlt A^ B, C, emd their three invertet

A\ R, C,

RC : CA : A'B'=OA.BC: OB.CA : OC.AR
^\ For every^ur point* A^ Bj C^ D^ and their four wtMran

A\ B\ C, //,

BC.A'n.CA.B'n.Aff.Crjy^BC.AD'.CA.BDiAB.CD.

Of thene relations, the seooad and third are both evident from

the first, which may be eauly proved as follows : Since OA

.

OA'^OB.OBT^OR*, the two triaaglea ^OB aad ^O^' are

similar ; therefore A'B' : AB» OA' : OB^ OA.OA' : OA. OB
»£* : OA.OB; and therefora &c.

Cor. r. It is evident, from the first of the preceding rela-

tions, that, for a given radius of inversion, the absolute distance

AB" between the inverses of any two pomts A and B varies

directly as the distance AB and inversely as the rectangle

OA.OB\ from the second, that, for any radius of inversion, the

ratio A'C : B'C of the disCaacea of the inverses of any two

points A and B from that of any third C varies directly as the

ratio AC'. BC and inversely as the ratio OA : 0B\ and from

the third, that, for any centre and radius of inversion, the throe

rectangles /rC'.^'/y, CA'.B'ir, A'B'.CU for the four inverses

A^ B\ C\ U of any four points A^ B^C^D are proportional to,

and connected consequently by every linear relation connecting,

the three corresponding rectangles BC.ADy CA.BD, AB.CD
for the four points themselves.

Cor. 2*. Any three points A^ B^C being given, it is evident,

from 2% that, when the ratio AC : B'C is given, then lies

on a given circle coaxal with A and B (153), that, vis. for

every point of which OA z OB^AC-r BC: AC -r BC (168)

;

and that, when the three ratios B'C : CA : A'B', and with

them of course the species of the triangle AB'C, are given,

then is one or other of the two points common to the three

given circles coaxal with B and C, C and A^ A and B respec-

tively (152), and with each other (190), for each point common
cc2
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to which

OA: OB: OC= B'C' h- BC : C'A' -f- CA : A'B' - AB (158).

Cor. 3°. When, for four points Aj By 0, i>, one of tlie three

rectangles BCAD^ CA.BD^ AB.CD is equal in absolute value

to the sura of the other two, it is evident, from 3°, that, for the

four inverse points vl', B\ C, />', the corresponding rectangle is

equal in absolute value to the sum of the other two; hence (^2),

when four points are either collinear or concyclicy their four in-

verses with respect to any circle of inversion are also either concyclic

or collinear. A property verifying indirectly the results estab-

lished in 4°, b% 6° of Art. 403.

418. From the principles of inversion established in the

preceding articles, it is evident that every property in the

geometry of the line and circle, involving only the equality or

constancy of angles of intersection or of anharmonic quartets of

points collinear or concyclic, may be transformed by inversion

into another of the same character in which any circle will be

changed into a line, or circle having any required centre or

radius; any two circles into two lines, two concentric circles,

two equal circles, or two circles whose radii shall have any

required ratio to each other; or any three circles into three

others, the distances of whose centres or the magnitudes of whose

radii shall have any required ratios two and two to each other

;

and thus its establishment may be, and often is, rendered much
simpler than in the original form. Thus, for instance, the pro-

perties (established in 326, Ex. /, and 193, Cor. 4°) that "o
variable circle passing through a fixed point and intersecting a

fixed circle at a c/ynstant angle divides the latter homographically

and envelopes another coaxal with it and the point " become trans-

formed by inversion, from the point as centre, into the self-

evident properties that "a variable line intersecting afxed circle

at a constant angle divides the circle homographically and envelopes

a concentric circlef the properties (established in 326, Ex. ^,

and 143, Cor. 6') that "a variable circle intersecting tioo fired

circlet at two constant angles divides both homographically and
envelopes two others coaxal with both " become transformed by
inversion, from eitlicr point common to both circles when they

intersect, or from either point inverse to both when they do not,
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into tbo self-evident properties that " a variable circle intertecting

Udo fixed lines
J
or concentric circles^ at tvco constant angles dividts

both homographically and enveiopea two others ooneurrtnt^ or con"

centric^ with both y" and the two properties (established in 326,

Ex. A-, and 211, Cor. 6", h) that "a variable circle intersecting

threefixed circles at tqual [or at any invariable eomJnnation ofequal

and supplemental) angles divides all three homographically and

determines a coaxal system'* become traoafonned by inversion,

from either of the corresponding pair of conjugates of the eight

points into which the three circles invert into three of equal radii

(416, Cor. 3°^, into the self-evident properties that "<i mriable

circle intersecting threefixed circles of eqmal radii at equal angles

divides all three homographieaUy and determines a concentric

system^ And nmiUrly for all properties of tbo Mune nature

;

any of which, when seen or proved to be true in their tran»-

fonned, may always, by Tirtue of the general properties of

Arts. 406 and 107. ho regarded as establisbod In tln-ir original

forms.

419. Every problem too, in the geometry of the line and

circle, involving only oonuderations of the same nature, may be

transformed in the same manner by iuvcruon into another of the

same character, in which, while all other essential elements

remain unchanged, any one, two, or three, of the circles involved

shall bo modified in any of the ways above enumerated ; and its

solution thus rendered, in many cases, much simpler than in its

original furui. Thus, for instance, the problem " To describe a

circle passing through two given points and intersicting a gicen

circle at a given angle''' becomes traniffunued by inversion, from

either point as centre, into tbo very simple problem " to draw a

line passing through a given point and intersecting a given circle

at a given angle** ; the more general problem " to describe a circle

passing through a givtn point and intersecting ttoo given circles at

two given angles" becomes transformed by inversion, from the

point as centre, into tbo also very simple problem " to draw a

line intersecting tieo gicen circles at tteo given angles /" and the

still more general problem " to describe a circle intersecting three

given circles at three given angles^* becomes transformed by in-

version, from cither ]>oint connnun to anv two of the circles when
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they intereect, or from either point inverse to any two of tbem

•when they do not, into one or other of the two comparatively

nmple problems: "ft> describe a circle intersecting two given

lines, or concentric circles, at iico given angleSy and a third given

circle at a third given angle /" (see also, as regards the latter

problem, the different mode of solution by inversion given in

Cor. 4°, Art. 416). And similarly for all problems of the same

natm*e ; their solutions, whether obvious or comparatively simple,

in their modified forms, giving of course in all cases, by inversion

back again, their solutions in their original forms.

420. Every property again ofthe same class, relating to the in-

tersection or contact of figures, simple or compound, by lines or

circles, gives evidently, by inversion from an arbitrary centre, a

corresponding but more general property ofthe same character, in

which while all the other essential features remain unaltered, all

the lines, fixed or variable, arc changed into circles passing

through a common point, the centre of inversion (403, 4°). Of
this use of inversion, as an instrument for the evolution of such

more general properties from others well known and familiar,

we shall terminate this chapter with some examples ; in which

the original and inverse properties are placed side by side in

parallel columns, for convenience of comparison ; and in all of

which the reader is recommended to attempt the process of

inversion himself, and to draw, if necessary, the requisite figures,

before looking at the results.

Ex. 1". A Tariable line torn- A variable circle passing throDgh two

ing round a fixed point deter- fixed points determines two homographic

mines twohomographicdiTlsions divisions on every two fixed circles pass-

on every two fixed lines. ing through either point.

Ex. 2°. A variable line turn- A variable circle passing through two

ing round a fixed point deter- fixed points determines two homographic

mines twohomographic divisions divisions in involution on every fixed

in involution onevery fixed circle, circle.

Ex. 3°. A variable line divid- A variable circle passing through a

ing a fixed arc of a fixed circle fixed point and dividing a fixed arc of a

harmonically turns round a fixed fixed circle harmonically passes through

}>oint, the intersection of the two another fixed point, the second int^section

lines touching the circle at the of the two circles through the point which

extremities of the arc touch the circle at the extremitiesof the arc
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Ex. 4°! A Tariable line dirid-

ing two fixed arc» of the tame

fixed circle equtanharmonicallj

turns round one or other of two

fixed points, the intersections of

the two pairs of lines coDneding

the extxetnUies of one arc with

those of the other.

JLl. y. A Tariable fine inter-

sectiijg a fixed circle at right

aa^es passes ia everj position

tbroogh a fixed point, the •catre

of the circle.

£x.eP. A variable fine ioter-

Moting a fixed «inW at aaj

•omtant angWawtlopwanelher
fixed circle, eonwBtae with the

firsu

fix. 7". A Tariable Sae ioter>

Mctiag a fixed circle at aaj son-

atant aaglc intenects at constant

aaglaa all fiattdeiioiaa mmomnuin
witbtlMfint.

EM.V. AwkUaHwiotaw
Mtting a fixed ekda ai any

tanstant angle detetauoea two

tifHiar STsteiBa of pitjnlt oo t^*^

•irek.

Ex.9*. A Tariable liM inter-

secting a fixed circle at any

constant angle daterminea two

aioulaxsystcmsof paiataoa cTcry

fixed circle concentric with tha

first.

Ex. 10^. A Tariable circle in-

telMCting two fixed lines at right

angles determines by its Tsria-

tion a system caacentrie with

the iixttrsection of the lines.

£x. 1 1°. A Tariable circle in-

tersecting two fixed lines (or

eoneeatric circles) at two con-

stant angles enTclopea two othei

fix?d lines (or circles) concorrent

(or concentric) with the two first.

A Tariable circle pacing throt^h a

fixed point and dividing two fixed arcs of

the same fixed circle equianharmonically

paaaea thcoog^ ooe or other of two other

fixed points» the secend intersections of the

two pairs of circle* passing through the

point and connecting the extremities of

one arc with those of the athe*.

A Tariable cir^ pawing thioogh a

fixed point and intersecting a fixed circle

at right an^es pause in ercry positioo

thaoo^ a second ftxad point, the inTeraa

af the first with tmfuei to tha circle.

A Tariable cixela passing tbroogh a
fixed point and inteiaccting a fixed drola

at any constant an^e enTelopea another

fixed circle, coaxal with the point and

inu
A Tariable eirde peniag lbioa|^ a

fixed point and inteisecling a fixed eirde

at any conalant angle intarsecta at eon-

taat an^bca all fixed tirrice T'*^Tt1t^ with

tha poiai end fiat.

A wkbia dwia yiiihy «ra^ n
iaed point and iatenectiag aftxedoisela

at any eonsCant angle detenainca two
hoaognphie ystems af points oo the

circUb

A Tariable ctide pasaJBg thmagh a
fixed point and iatafseeting a fixed ciiele

at any ooasteai angle detcrmiaea tiro

beaiofnkphie systeBW ef peinta oo erery

fixed circle coaxal with the point and
first.

A Tariable eirde intersecting two
fixed intersecting circles at right anglaa

determines by its Tsriatien a system

coaxal with the two intersections of the

circles.

A Tariable circle intersecting any two
fixed intersecting {fit aea-inlcnaetiag)

circle* at any two eenstent angles eace-

lopes two ether fixed inter»ectiag (or

non-intetaeeting) rireles coaxal, in either

case, with the two first.
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Ex. 12*. A vnriable circle in-

tersecting two fixed lines (or

concentric circles) at two con-

stantangles intersects at constant

angles all fixed lines (or circles)

concurrent (or concentric) with

the two.

Ex. IS*'. A variable circle in-

tersecting two fixed lines (or con-

centric circles) at two constant

angles determines four similar

systems of points on the two

lines (or circles).

Ex. 14°. A variable circle in-

tersecting two fixed lines (or con-

centric circles) at two constant

angles divides similarly all lines

(or circles) concurrent (or con-

centric) with the two.

Ex. 15°. When a variable

circle intersects, in every posi-

tion, two fixed lines (or concen-

tric circles) at two constant

angles, its centre describes a

concurrent line (or concentric

circle.)

Ex. 16°. A variable line in-

tersecting any two fixed circles

at equal (or supplemental) angles

passes, in every position, through

the centre of their external (or

internal) circle of inversion.

Ex. 17°. A variable line in-

tersecting any two fixed circles

at equal (or supplemental) angles

determines four homographic

divisions on the two circles.

Ex. 18°. A variable line in-

tersecting two fixed circles at

two pairs of coUinear points har-

monically conjugate to each

other divides every two positions

of itself homographically.

A variable circle intersecting any

two fixed intersecting (or non-intersect-

ing) circles at any two constant angles

intersects, in either case, at constant

angles all fixed circles coaxal with the

two.

A variable circle intersecting any two

fixed intersecting (or non-intersecting)

circles at any two constant angles de-

termines, in either case, four homo-

graphic systems of points on the two

circles.

A variable circle intersecting any

two fixed intersecting (or non-intersect-

ing) circles at any two constant angles

divides, in either case, homographically

all circles coaxal with the two.

When a variable circle intersects, in

every position, any two fixed intersec-

ting (or non-intersecting) circles at two

constant angles, the inverse with respect

to it of either point common (or inverse)

to both describes, in either case,'a coaxal

circle.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting any two fixed

circles at equal (or supplemental) angles

passes, in every position, through the in-

verse of the point with respect to their

external (or internal) circle of inversion.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting any two fixed

circles at equal (or supplemental) angles

determines four homographic divisions

on the two circles.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting two fixed

circles at two pairs of concyclic points

harmonically conjugate to each other

divides every two positions of itself

homographically.
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Ex. 19^. In the particular

case when the two fixed circles

intersect at right angles, the

variable line passes, in erery

position, through one or other

of their two centres.

Ex. 20*. When a Tariable

circle intersects in every position

two flxed circles at right angles,

its centre describes their radical

axis.

Ex. 21". In ereiy sj'stem of

t) s the three radical

a\ ir three groups of two

peas through a common point,

the centre of their common
orthogonal eirde.

Ex. 22^. A Tariable line in«

teraeoting three fixed circles at

three pairs of eolUnear pointa in

involution turns round a fixed

{>oint, the centre of their eom*

mon orthogonal circle.

£x.23<*. In the pardettlar

ease when the three fixed eirelea

are eoaxal, every line, however

situated, intersects them at three

pairs of oollinear points in invo*

lution.

Ex. 24"^. A variable line io-

teteocting four fixed lines at four

eollinear points having a con-

stant anharmonic ratio diudea

the four lines and all other posi-

tions of itself homographieally.

Ex. 25°. A variable line di-

viding any two fixed Unes homo-

graphieally divides all fixed posi-

tions of itself homographieally,

and determines with every four of

them a collinear quartet of points

having a constant anharmonic

ratio.

In the particular case when the two

fixed circles intersect at right angles,

the variable circle passes, in every pou-

tion, through one or other of the two

inverses of the fixed point with respect to

them.

AVhen a variable circle intersects in

every position two fixed circles at right

angles, the inverse of any fixed point with

respect to it describes their coaxal circle

passing through the point.

In every system of three circles, every

three circles coaxal with their three

groups of two which pass through a oom-

mon point pass through a second common
point, the inverse of the first with respect

to their common orthogonal circle.

A variable circle pesaingthrough a fixed

point and inteneetiiig three fixed eiroles at

three pairs of eoocyeUe pointa in involu-

tion paseaa through a second fixed poiot,

the inverse of the first with reepeet to

their coibbiwi ofthocoBal circle*

In the partieolar ease when the three

fixed cirdca are coaxal, every circle,

however circumstanced as to magnitude

and position, intersects them at three

pain of ooncydic points in involu-

tion.

A Tariable circle paaaing through a

fixed point and intersecting four fixed

circles passing through the point at four

concyclic points having a constant anhar-

monic ratio dividcK the four circles and all

other positions of itself homographieally.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and dividing any two fixed

circles passing through the point homo-

grapliically divides all fixed positions of

itself homographieally, and determines

with ever)- four of them a concyclic quartet

of points having a constant anharmonic

ratio.
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Ex. 26^. A Taruble line en-

eloping • fixed circle divides all

fixed UngeoU tothe circle bomo-

graphically, and determines with

every four of them a coUinear

quarttrt of points having a con-

Btant anharmonic ratio.

Ex. 27*. Every two lines

touching a circle make equal

angles with the line passing

through their point of intersec>-

tion and through the centre of

the touched circle.

Ex. 28°. Every two lines

touching a circle make equal

angles with the coneentrie circle

passing through their point of

intersection.

Ex. 29". Two variable lines

touching a fixed circle and in-

tersecting on a second concen-

tric with the first intersect at a

constant angle ; and conversely.

Ex. 30^. In the same ease

the line passing through their

two points of contact envelopes

a third fixed circle concentric

with the other two.

Ex. 31°. The angle between

the lines connecting any two

points on a circle with the centre

is double the angle between the

lines connecting the same points

with any third point on the circle.

Ex. 32°. Two variable Unes

intersecting on a fixed circle and

turning each round one of two

fixed points on the circle intersect

at a constant angle.

Ex. 33°. In the particular

case when the two fixed points

are collinear with the centre of

the fixed circle,the constantangle

of intenaction is a right angle.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and eveloping a fixed circle

divides all fixed circlespassing through the

point and touching the circle homogra-

phieally, and determines with every four

ofthem a concyclic quartet ofpoints having

a constant anharmonic ratio.

Every two circles touching a circle

make equal angles with the circle

passing through their two points of

intersection and through the inverse

of either with respect to the touched

circle.

Every two circles touching a circle

make equal angles with the circle pass-

ing through either of their two points

of intersection and coaxal with the other

and the circle.

Two variable circles passing through

a fixed point, touching a fixed circle,

and intersecting on a second fixed circle

coaxal with the point and first, intersect

at a constant angle ; and conversely.

In the same ease the circle passing

through the point and through their

two points of contact envelopes a third

fixed circle coaxal with the other twa

The angle between the circles connect-

ing any two points on a circle with any

pair of inverse points is double the angle

between the circles connecting the same

points with either inverse point and with

any third point on the circle.

Two variable circles intersecting at

a fixed point and on a fixed circle, and

passing each through one of two fixed

points on the circle, intersect at a con-

stant angle.

In the particular case when the two

latter fixed points are concyclic with

the first and its inverse with respect

to the fixed circle, the constant angle

of intersection is a right angle.
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Ex. 34°. When two variable

lines inteneeting en a fixed circle

intersect at a eonstant angle, the

line passing through their other

tvo interscctioQs with the eirele

envelopes a aeeoad fixed eirele

eoDcentric with the first.

Ex. Sy. In the partieolar

ease when the constant angle of

interseetioa is a right angle, the

envelope is evanescent, and the

enveloping line paiisM in every

position throngh th* ccntfv nf

the fixed circle.

Ex. SfP. The eirele passing

through the two points of con*

tact and throogb th* point of

mtetsectioo of any two Uoea

touching • ctid* pMMi thioagh

th« eentm of th« tnu^Md eird*.

Ex. ST*. The saa» eird* in-

terse«ts at right sngles the tine

pnaainf thrwigh the centre and

throogh the point of intersection.

Ex. SV*. The two lines eon-

—ting the eentreofa eirele, with

the two points at which a vari-

able intersects with two fixed

tangents to the circle, intei^

scet at a constant sngle, eqsal

to half that determined by the

fixed tangents.

Ex.39^. In the particular case

when the two fixed tangents are

parallel, the constant angle of

intersection is a right angle.

Ex. 4(r. >\Tien two variable

points on a fixed circle connect

in every position by a line pass-

ing through a fixed point, the

two tangents at them intersect in

every position on the fixed Hne

passing throogh the points of

contact of the two fixed tangents

through the point.

When two variable circles intersecting

at a fixed point and on a fixed circle

intersect at a constant angle, the eirele

passing throogh the point and throngh

their other two intersections with tho

circle envelopas a second fixed drclo

coaxal with the point and first

In the particular case when tho con-

stant angle of intersection is a right

angle, the envelope is oranassent, and
the enveloping tirelo paMoa in ovtrjr

position throngh the inverso of tho

ixed point with respect to tho fixed

circle.

The circle possing throogh tho two

poinu of contact and tbroagfa either point

of inteiseetioo of aoy two eirelea towhing

a oirdo paaseo throogh tho invono of

tbo other point of inttwotioo with ro-

spoet to tho toothed etralok

Tho same circle intersects at right

angica tho oirelo poadng throogh tbo HUBO

invoncv and throogh tho two points of

intcnection.

Tho two cireloa ooooecting any two

inverse points wilk iwpatt to a circle, with

the two points st which a variabb intor-

•eeta with two fixed tangoafi liwlM
through cither point to tho airdo^ inter-

sect at a constant angle, e^oal to half

that determined by the fixed tangent

circIesL

In the particuUr ease when the two
fixed tangent eireles throngh tho point

touch at the point, tho constant angle of
interseetioa is a right angle.

AVhen two variable points on a fixed

circle connect in every position by a circle

passing throogh two fixed points, the two
tangent circles at them which pass through

either point intersect in every position

on the fixed circle passing throogh that

point and throogh the points of contact of

the two fixed tangent circles throogh

both points.
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Ex.41''. In the 8ame case, the

point on the variable line of con-

nection, harmonlcully conjugate

to the fixed with respect to the

two variable points, describes, in

the course of its variation, the

same fixed line on which the two

variable tangents intersect in

every position.

Ex. 42°. In every system of

two circles, the two pairs of con-

jugate lines touching both, inter-

sect on, make equal angles with,

and are reflexions of each other

with respect to, the line cutting

both circles at right angles.

Ex. 4o°. In the same case, the

two intersections of the two

pairs of conjugate lines divide

harmonically the segment of the

orthogonal line intercepted be-

tween the centres of the circles.

Ex. 44°. In every system of

three circles, the six pairs of con-

jugate tangent lines to their three

groups of two determine six

points of intersection which lie

three and three on four lines.

Ex. 45°. When four lines

touch two circles at four points

lying on a line, the two touching

one circle intersect with the two

touching the other circle at four

points lying on a third circle

coaxal with the other two.

Ex. 46*. In every triangle

formed by three lines, the three

lines which pass through the ver-

tices and intersect perpendicu-

larly with the opposite sides pass

through a common point.

Ex. 47°. In every triangle

found by three lines, the three

pairs of lines which bisect extcr-

In the same case, the point on the

variable circle of connection, harmoni-

cally conjugate to either of the two fixed

with respect to the two variable points,

describes, in the course of its variation,

the same fixed circle on which the

two variable tangent circles through the

same fixed point intersect in every posi-

tion.

In every system of two circles, the two

pairs of conjugate circles touching both

which pass through any common point, in-

tersect on, make equal (or supplemental)

angles with, and are inverses of each other

with respect to, the circle through thepoint

cutting both circles at right angles.

In the same case, the two second in-

tersections of the two pairs of conjugate

circles divide harmonically the arc of

the orthogonal circle intercepted between

the inverses of the point with respect to

the original circles.

In every system of three circles, the six

pairs of conjugate tangent circles to their

three groups of two which pass through

any common point determine six points

of intersection which lie three and three

on four circles passing through the point.

When four circles passing through a

common point touch two circles at four

points lying on a circle passing through

the point, the two toucliing one circle in-

tersect with the two touching the other

circle at four points lying on a third circle

coaxal with the other two.

In every triangle formed by three circles

passing through a common point, the three

circles through the point which pass

through the vertices and intersect perpen-

dicularly with the opposite sides pass

through a second common point.

In every triangle formed by three circles

passing througi) a common point, the three

pairs of circles through the point which
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nallj and internally the three

angles pass three and three

through four points and intersect

with the opposite sides at three

pairs of points which lie three

and three on four lines.

Ex. 48**. In erery triangle

formed by three lines touching a

common circle, the three lines

which connect the points of con-

tact with the opposite vertices are

concurrent, and the three which

connect them with each other two

and two intersect with the third

sides at three coUioear points.

Ex. 40". Id eTery triangle

formed by three linea intersect-

ing two and two on a common
circle, the three lines which touch

the circle at the vertices inter-

sect with the opposite sides at

three collinrar points, and with

each other two and two at three

points which connect with the

third vertices by three concur-

rent lines.

Ex. 5*»*. In erery triangle

formed by three lines, when three

lines through the vertices inter-

sect either with each other con-

currently or with the opposite

sides coUinearily, their three re-

flexions with respect to the three

lines which bisect, internally or

externally, the corresponding

angles fulfil the same condition.

Ex. 51°. In every triangU

formed by three lines, when three

lines through the vertices inter-

sect either with each other con-

currently or with the opposite

sides collinearily, the three lines

harmonically conjugate to them

with respect to the correspond-

ing angles fulfil the opposite

condition.

bisect externally and internally the three

angles pass three and three through four

points, and intersect with the opposite

sides at three pairs of points which lie

three and three on four circles passing

through the common poinL

In every triangle formed by three circles

paasingthroughacommon point and touch-

ing a common circle, the three cin !< >

through the point which connect the p"iM: >

of contact with the opposite vertices arc

coaxal, and the three through the point

which connt-ct them with each other two

and two intersect with the third sides at

three points concyclic with the point.

In every triangle formed by three circles

passing through a common point and in-

tersecting two and two on a common
circle, the three circles through the point

which touch the circle at the vertices in-

tersect with the opposite sides at three

points concyclic with the point, and with

each other two and two at three pointa

which connect with the third vertices

and with the point by three coaxal

drclea.

In every triangle formed by three

circles passing through a common point,

when three circles through the point and

vertices inteneet either with each other

concurrently or with the opposite sides

concyclically with the point, their three

inverses with respect to the three circles

through the point which bisect, inter-

nally or externally, the corresponding

angle* fulfil the same condition.

In every triangle formed by three

circles pawing through a common point,

when three circles through the point

and vertices intersect either with each

other concurrently or with the opposite

sides concyclically with the point, the

three circles through the point harmoni-

cally conjugate to them with respect to

the corresponding angles fulfil the oppo-

site condition.
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Ex. *y. ! every triangle

ffrmed bjr three line*, when three

points on the sides connect either

with each other collinearly or

with the opposite vertices con-

currently, their three harmonic

cof^ugates with respect to the

OMTeeponding sides fulfil the

opposite condition.

Ex. 53*. In every triangle

formed by three lines, the three

sides and every three concurrent

lines through the vertices inter-

sect with every line at three

triads of coUinear points in in-

volution ; and, the three vertices

and every three oolHnear points

on the sides connect with every

point by two triads ofconcurrent

lines in involution.

Ex. 54'. In every quadri-

lateral formed by four lines, the

fomr circles circanscribing the

four trianglesdetermined by their

four triads are concurrent.

Ex. &5\ In every quadri-

lateral formed by four lines, the

tSiree circles passing through the

three pairs of opposite vertices,

and intersecting at right angles

their three lines of connection,

are coaxal.

Ex. 56*. In every quadri-

lateral formed by four lines, the

three pairs of opposite vertices

divide harmonically the three

sides of the triangle determined

by their three lines ofconnection.

Ex. 57*. In every quadri-

lateral formed by four lines

touching a common circle, the

two lines connecting pairs of

opposite vertices and the two

connecting points of contact of

In every triangle formed by three cir-

cles passing through a common point,

when three points on the sides connect

either with each other and the point

concyclically or with the opposite vertices

and the point concurrently, their three

harmonic conjugates with respect to the

corresponding sides fulfil the opposite

condition.

In every triangle formed by three cir-

cles passing through a common point,

the tliree sides and every three coaxal

circles through the point and vertices

intersect with every circle through the

point at two triads of concyciic points in

involution: and, the three vertices and

every three points on the sides concyciic

with the point connect through the latter

with every point by two triads of coaxal

circles ia involution.

In every quadrilateral formed by four

circles passing through a common point,

the four circles circumscribing the four

triangles determined by their four triads

are concurrent.

In every quadrilateral formed by four

circles passing through a common point,

the three circles passing through the

three pairs of opposite vertices, and

intersecting at right angles their three

circles of connection with the point, are

coaxaL

In every quadrilateral formed by four

circles passing through a common point,

the three pairs of opposite vertices divide

harmonically the three sides of the triangle

determined by their three circles of con-

nection with the point.

In every quadrilateral formed by

four circles passing through a common
point and touching a common circle,

the two circles through the point which

connect pairs of opposite vertices and

the two which connect points of contact
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pairs of opposite sides are con-

current, and harmonically con-

jugate tjo each other.

Ex. 58". In every quadri-

lateral formed by four lines in-

tereecting two and two on a

common circle, the two intersec-

tions of pairs of oppoctte sides,

and the two of pairs of lines

touching the circle at pairs of

opponte Tertices are coUinear,

and hamooicallj conjugate

to each other.

Ex. 69'. In every hexagon

formed by six lines toothing a

common drele, the three lines

connecting the three pairs of

oppo»ite vertices are concurrent,

and the two concurrent with

ihem which touch the circle

divide equianhamwnically its

three am intereepted by the

three pairs of oppoaite lidaa.

Ex. 60^. In every hexagon

formed by six lines iaterMcting

two and two on a common circle,

the three points of intersection

of the three pairs of opposite

sides are colUnear, and the two

collinear with them on the circle

divide equianharmonically its

three arcs intercepted by the

three pairs of oppoaite vertieee.

Ex. 6 1''. In a variable poly-

gon of any order formed by any

number of variable lines touch-

ing different fixed circles of a

concentric system, if all the ver-

tices but one describe fixed cir-

cles of the system the remaining

one describes a fixed circle of

the system ; and all the vertices

and sides alike divide their

several circles similarly.

of pairs of opposite sides are coaxal,

and harmonically conjugate to each

other.

In every <)uadrilatenk. formed by

four circles passing through a common
point and intersecting two and two

on a common circle, the two inter-

sections of pairs of opposite sides

and the two of pairs of circles through

the point touching the circle at pair*

of opposite vertices are concyclic with

the point, and hanDonieally conjugate

te each other.

In every hexagon formed by six circles

passing through a common point and

touching a common circle, the three

circles connecting the three pairs of

opposite vertices with the point are

coaxal, and the two coaxal with them

which touch the circle divide equian-

harmonically its three ares intercepted

by the thrae pain of opposite aidee.

la every hexagon fomed by six

eirelet poMtng through a common

point and interaeeting two and two

on a common circle, the three pointa

of intersection of the three pairs of

opposite sides are concyclic with the

point, and the two concyclic with them

on the circle divide equianharmonically

iu three arcs intercepted by the thrc«

pairs of opposite vertieat.

In a variable polygon of any order

formed by any number of variable

circles passing through a fixed point

and touching different fixed circles of

a system coaxal with the point, if

all the vertices but one describe fixed

circles of the system the remaining

one describes a fixed circle of the

system; and all the vertices and sides

alike divide their several circles homo-

graphieally.
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Ex. 62°. In a variable poly-

gon of any order formed by any

number of variable lines inter-

secting two and two on different

fixed circles of a concentric sys-

tem, if all the sides but one

envelope fixed circles of the

system, the remaining one en-

velopes a fixed circle of the sys-

tem ; and all the sides and ver-

tices alike divide their several

circles similarly.

Ex. 63°. In a variable poly-

gon of any order formed by any

number of variable lines inter-

secting two and two on the same

fixed circle of any coaxal system,

if all the sides but one envelope

fixed circles of the system, the

remaining one envelopes a fixed

circle of the system.

In a variable polygon of any order

formed by any number of variable

circles passing through a fixed point

and intersecting two and two on dif-

ferent fixed circles of a system coaxal

with the point, if all the sides but

one envelope fixed circles of the sys-

tem, the remaining one envelopes a

fixed circle of the system ; and all

the sides and vertices alike divide

their several circles horaographically.

In a variable polygon of any order

formed by any number of variable

circles passing through a fixed point and

intersecting two and two on the same

fixed circle of any coaxal system, if

all the sides but one envelope fixed

circles of the system, the remaining

one envelopes a fixed circle of the

system.

The above examples might easily be multiplied to almost

any extent, but they are abundantly sufficient, both in number

and variety, to illustrate the use and fertility of the process of

inversion on the modem geometry of the circle.
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